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Another (PRE-THOUGHTS)
Note: The following are posts that pre-date Another (Thoughts!) and are provided for the fullest
context.
Date: Sat Aug 23 1997 18:09
ANOTHER (thoughts not written anymore):
Hello to all!
I had the opportunity to read a private reports/discussion over the last week and thought this
one would have some meaning to this group. The thoughts come from a different culture
and land mass so they required conversion to Western style communication. Here is from
one you don’t get here anymore.
Why do they view their debt in terms of yield when it only returnees more of the same
paper? The only way to convert the return on this American debt is by buying something
real with it. Only then do we have a “yield”. So let us continue to view it as always before,
using it’s pricing gage to determine value, the US dollar. The marketplace is never wrong to
give a high price to a low value debt as long as it uses an “unreal “ currency as a value
gage. The Westerners use “paper to price paper” and “more paper to price more paper” in
an endless quest to add value where value only exists in the minds of men. To this end they
say we have lost holding gold, but our families and children cannot go broke? No one owes
us and we owe no one, and we do not “convert paper to something real” to create “yield”.
We already own our “yield”, no conversion needed! Now they have created the illusion of
gold in great supply to lower it’s value in currency terms, and the Americans accept this.
They do not question that this illusion was done using paper contracts ,that do not hold gold
but are priced in currencies that offer a yield valued only in human emotion terms. It is in
this fashion that the greatest folly of Western thinking will bring an end to an era of
unvalued money. It will come about as the entire world evolves into those that have military
might using paper currency maneuver little people countries with gold. But all gold is
owned by someone, somewhere and is not free for the taking. In the near future a real value
will be exchanged for gold and those that hold paper gold will bid much higher to obtain
what they thought they already had!
Remember now, “a broke superpower ever destroys a simple country that has gold, they
will do business with them ”! Big Trader
Now that most have converted paper gold contracts to real gold we have but to view the
“great scramble” from far away. To the advantage of many, the Americans continue to
position themselves in opposite fashion from the third world. They sell all real gold to hold
gold contracts and gold stocks.
At some point all of the gold will be off the market. Then the CBs will be forced to become
the full primary suppliers. This continued drift to CB sales will no doubt destroy most
bullish gold traders until London is forced to sell real gold. Then the true volume will drive
the price of gold in all currencies to such heights that it will force a reevaluation of “what
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was primary supply” in the first place. During this “lock up” time all Asians will be happy
with the conversion price during the summer of the last few years.
Know this to be true, the millions of ounces out on hidden contracts will not be made up for
by the CBs once the problem begins. During this time the new “currency price” of the
entire gold stock will equal all the paper money in existence and the CBs will suddenly
claim they have very little gold in an effort to hide all they can. Big Trader
This rewrite is very close. It comes from the real one, not the fakes. good luck!

Date: Sun Aug 24 1997 20:40
ANOTHER (REPLY TO ELDORADO.):
ELDORADO: These communiqué were done at different times appxomentally two weeks
ago. I received them via an indirect/secure source. I can tell by this system that others have
tried to interpret and post some of this gentleman’s thoughts. The content is thought
provoking to myself and I hope to others. Here is a repost of the earlier work and appx.
dates.
Hello to all!
I had the opportunity to read a private reports/discussion over the last week and thought this
one would have some meaning to this group. The thoughts come from a different culture
and land mass so they required conversion to Western style communication. Here is from
one you don’t get here anymore.
Aug 01
Why do they view their debt in terms of yield when it only returnees more of the same
paper? The only way to convert the return on this American debt is by buying something
real with it. Only then do we have a “yield”. So let us continue to view it as always before,
using it’s pricing gage to determine value, the US dollar.
The marketplace is never wrong to give a high price to a low value debt as long as it uses
an “unreal “ currency as a value gage. The Westerners use “paper to price paper” and “more
paper to price more paper” in an endless quest to add value where value only exists in the
minds of men. To this end they say we have lost holding gold, but our families and children
cannot go broke? No one owes us and we owe no one, and we do not “convert paper to
something real” to create “yield”. We already own our “yield”, no conversion needed!
Now they have created the illusion of gold in great supply to lower it’s value in currency
terms, and the Americans accept this. They do not question that this illusion was done using
paper contracts ,that do not hold gold but are priced in currencies that offer a yield valued
only in human emotion terms. It is in this fashion that the greatest folly of Western thinking
will bring an end to an era of unvalued money. It will come about as the entire world
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evolves into those that have military might using paper currency maneuver little people
countries with gold. But all gold is owned by someone, somewhere and is not free for the
taking. In the near future a real value will be exchanged for gold and those that hold paper
gold will bid much higher to obtain what they thought they already had!
Remember now, “a broke superpower ever destroys a simple country that has gold, they
will do business with them ”! Big Trader
Aug 04
Now that most have converted paper gold contracts to real gold we have but to view the
“great scramble” from far away. To the advantage of many, the Americans continue to
position themselves in opposite fashion from the third world. They sell all real gold to hold
gold contracts and gold stocks.
At some point all of the gold will be off the market. Then the CBs will be forced to become
the full primary suppliers. This continued drift to CB sales will no doubt destroy most
bullish gold traders until London is forced to sell real gold. Then the true volume will drive
the price of gold in all currencies to such heights that it will force a reevaluation of “what
was primary supply” in the first place. During this “lock up” time all Asians will be happy
with the conversion price during the summer of the last few years.
Know this to be true, the millions of ounces out on hidden contracts will not be made up for
by the CBs once the problem begins. During this time the new “currency price” of the
entire gold stock will equal all the paper money in existence and the CBs will suddenly
claim they have very little gold in an effort to hide all they can. Big Trader
This rewrite is very close. It comes from the real one, not the fakes. good luck!

Date: Sun Sep 14 1997 21:12
ANOTHER (an answer?):
This could be an answer directed to the “Red Baron”?
The CBs are becoming “primary suppliers” to the gold market. Understand that they are not
doing this because they want to, they have to. The words are spoken to show a need to raise
capital but we knew that was a screen from long ago. You will find the answer to the
LBMA problem if you follow a route that connects South Africa, The middle east, India
and then into Asia! Remember this; the western world uses paper as a real value, but oil and
gold will never flow in the same direction. Big Trader
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ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
Foundational Gold Trail Commentary
The Inside Story on the Gold-for-Oil Deal that could Rock the World's
Financial Centers

"Think now, if you are a person of "great worth" is it not better to acquire gold over
years, at better prices? If you are one of "small worth", can you not follow in the
footsteps of giants? I tell you, it is an easy path to follow!" --ANOTHER
(THOUGHTS!) 1/10/98
"If ANOTHER's claims are true -- that a consortium of oil states has cornered the gold
market (and given the impressive circumstantial evidence, this could very well be the
case) -- these "footsteps of giants" become the most salient and persuasive case for
gold ownership I have seen in the past decade, if not the full twenty-eight years I have
been in the gold business." -- Michael J. Kosares, president of Centennial
Precious Metals, Inc.; author of The ABCs of Gold Investing

Foreword
When the once highly secretive London Bullion Market Association (LBMA) -- its venerable
membership comprising the world's largest gold dealers -- published its daily clearing volume for
the first time in January 1997, it rocked the tight-knit world of international gold traders and
analysts.
According to this first of many subsequent LBMA press releases, thirteen hundred
tonnes of gold (representing more than 50% of the world's annual mine production)
changed hands daily in this fog-shrouded center of the global gold market. This figure
represented over $10 billion per day and $4 trillion per year in bullion banking activity!
The gold market had always stood in austere, quiet contrast to the highly charged, mega-volume
world of stocks and bonds. Now this first LBMA report forced analysts, investors, and brokers to
reassess their understandings of the gold market. While some revelled in the glow of the large
LBMA numbers, others began to raise some very important and rather unsettling questions. First,
Why was this much gold on the move? Second, Where was all this gold going? And third, Where
was all this gold coming from?
Then, in October of 1997 at the internet's only gold discussion forum of the day (hosted by Kitco),
a series of remarkable postings began appearing under the pseudonym "ANOTHER", offering
plausible answers to those questions. What followed in a seemingly incongruous stream of
thought over many months was, in the fullness of time, seen to blend into a logical whole by
many astute readers following the complete text. If you are not similarly moved to at least
reassess your own view of the international financial scene after reading what's revealed below,
then you are either firmly entrenched in your world view, or you've been numbed by too many
hours of Wall Street's cheerleader (CNBC) and too many Friday nights with Louis Ruykeyser.
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What matters most to us here at USAGOLD is ANOTHER's educational value to all who would take
the time to read and think through his (at times) arcane and cryptic commentary of international
economic dealings behind-the-scenes. ANOTHER demonstrates a feel for and understanding of the
gold and oil markets that indicates connections at the highest echelons of international finance,
yet for reasons having to do with his "position," as he has indicated, he wishes to remain
anonymous. If his "THOUGHTS!" are theory; they are good theory. If they are speculation; they
are reasonable speculation. If they are supposition; they are well-grounded supposition.
In the final analysis, ANOTHER offers one of the more plausible hypotheses for why the
financial markets have acted as they have in the past few years, and therein lies his
immense value to the reader, no matter who he is. Again, knowledge as is conveyed in
his series of "THOUGHTS!" is rarely to be found outside the highest levels of
international finance, and is seldom to be seen bandied about on the front pages of
The Wall Street Journal or your favorite financial newsletter.
As explained by ANOTHER, an opportunistic arrangement for massive physical gold
acquisition among important petroleum producing and exporting nations could be
comfortably facilitated within these astronomical trading volumes now being publicly
revealed via the LBMA. For the oil states this meant receiving real money (as opposed
to government-sponsored paper) in payment for their depleting oil reserves. For the
industrialized countries, this meant a continuing supply of cheap oil to fuel the
economic boom already in progress. These transactions were to be cleared through the
bustling London gold market. Up until late 1996, the volumes were a tightly kept
secret so "the deal" proceeded without the knowledge of the general public.
When the LBMA went public with its figures, it raised the shroud off "the deal." But by
then, according to ANOTHER, it no longer mattered. The oil states had already (almost
inadvertently) cornered the gold market. As implied by ANOTHER's own words, his
motivation for these postings was the discovery by "big traders" in the Far East of this
opportune facility to buy gold at ever lower prices. Their subsequent heavy purchases
of physical gold upset the delicate balance. Now there was no longer a reason to keep
it secret, and hence, the revelation of this extraordinary tale.
His choice to use an Internet forum to tell his story is surely a "story" in itself. Many who have
read ANOTHER's "THOUGHTS!" speculate why he would choose this particular venue for his
revelations. Why not a magazine article? Or a book? Rather than turning this Foreword into a
treatise on the merits of the Internet, let it suffice to say that if ANOTHER and his motives are as
implied, then there is probably no better venue than the Internet; allowing his "THOUGHTS!" to be
disseminated rapidly, anonymously, and without editing by intermediaries. In addition, they could
be efficiently targeted to go directly to the core market audience -- the gold analysts, brokers and
investors who frequent such Internet sites as this, devoted strictly to the yellow metal. And after
all, as a utility, isn't this capacity for specialization and instant communication what the Internet is
all about?
We encourage you to find time to read and consider these remarkable postings of ANOTHER with
an open mind. In the field of gold and international economics, these posts are sure to remain as
fascinating and worthy of careful study as anything you will find on the web today.
A note on the text: No attempt has been made to correct typographical errors, misspellings,
punctuation, grammatical and/or textual errors as originally submitted. This archive of ANOTHER's
online commentary is presented here in its unedited entirety in the order his "THOUGHTS!" were
posted via the Internet -- beginning at the Kitco website (from October 1997 to April 1998) then
proudly hosted here at our expanded USAGOLD website (from May 1998 onward) through mutual
agreement and cooperation with ANOTHER.
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Oct '97 – Nov '97
Date: Sun Oct 05 1997 21:29
ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253:
Everyone knows where we have been. Let's see where we are going!
It was once said that "gold and oil can never flow in the same direction". If the current price of oil
doesn't change soon we will no doubt run out of gold.
This line of thinking is very real in the world today but it is never discussed openly. You see oil
flow is the key to gold flow. It is the movement of gold in the hidden background that has kept oil
at these low prices. Not military might, not a strong US dollar, not political pressure, no it was real
gold. In very large amounts. Oil is the only commodity in the world that was large enough forgold
to hide in. Noone could make the South African / Asian connection when the question was asked,
"how could LBMA do so many gold deals and not impact the price". That's because oil is being
partially used to pay for gold! We are going to find out that the price of gold, in terms of real
money ( oil ) has gone thru the roof over these last few years. People wondered how the physical
gold market could be "cornered" when it's currency price wasn't rising and no shortages were
showing up? The CBs were becoming the primary suppliers by replacing openly held gold with CB
certificates. This action has helped keep gold flowing during a time that trading would have locked
up.
(Gold has always been funny in that way. So many people worldwide think of it as money, it tends
to dry up as the price rises.) Westerners should not be too upset with the CBs actions, they are
buying you time!
So why has this played out this way? In the real world some people know that gold is real wealth
no matter what currency price is put on it. Around the world it is traded in huge volumes that
never show up on bank statements, govt. stats., or trading graph paper.
The Western governments needed to keep the price of gold down so it could flow where they
needed it to flow. The key to free up gold was simple. The Western public will not hold an asset
that going nowhere, at least in currency terms. ( if one can only see value in paper currency
terms then one cannot see value at all ) The problem for the CBs was that the third world has
kept the gold market "bought up" by working thru South Africa! To avoid a spiking oil price the
CBs first freed up the publics gold thru the issuance of various types of "paper future gold". As
that selling dried up they did the only thing they could, become primary suppliers! And here we
are today. In the early 1990s oil went to $30++ for reasons we all know. What isn't known is that
it's price didn't drop that much. You see the trading medium changed. Oil went from $30++ to
$19 + X amount of gold! Today it costs $19 + XXX amount of gold! Yes, gold has gone up and oil
has stayed the same in most eyes.
Now all govts. don't get gold for oil, just a few. That's all it takes. For now! When everyone that
has exchanged gold for paper finds out it's real price, in oil terms they will try to get it back. The
great scramble that "Big Trader" understood may be very, very close.
Now my friends you know where we are at and with a little thought , where we are going.

Date: Tue Oct 07 1997 22:37
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Why did LBMA go public?
Ever notice how many important middle eastern people keep a residence in London. It's not
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because of the climate. The most powerful banks in the world today are the ones that trade oil
and gold. It is in the "city" that the deals are done by people who understand "value"! Westerners
should be happy that they do because the free flow of oil and gold has allowed this economic
expansion to continue this past few years.
Understand that oil is still traded for a certain number of US$ but after the deal is done a certain
amount of gold is also purchased "with the future flow of oil as collateral". If the world price of
gold gets to high then the oil price is falling. So long as gold stays cheap in currency terms oil will
be in good supply.
Too hard to follow? If real physical gold trading dries up it's price will rise forcing down the value
of oil. All this year physical gold volume kept drying up as paper short volume exploded. But,each
time before a squeeze started to run the price the CBs would sell thru LBMA . You see, when
paper trading ( of anything ) volume dries up it's a bearish sign but when real physical gold
volume drops it's bullish! Thats because gold is being cornered on a scale never seen in history.
LBMA is doing it's best to show real volume exists! The problem is, "if the CBs don't expand their
roll as "primary suppliers" LBMA will implode and in the process create the greatest bull market in
oil and gold the world has ever seen. That is why some "Big Traders" are holding ONLY gold as
events unfold. Interesting, don't you think?

Date: Thu Oct 09 1997 19:00
ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253:
"Gold is the only money the world has ever known" Sounds like a simple thought but it isn't .
" Money is whatever people say it is" - Not true!
"Currency is whatever a government says it is" - True!
"The LBMA problem"
I can now make clear for all to see.
Background; to understand the following you must rethink your basic knowledge of money and
investments. Get your aspirin ready.
Some time ago gold not only was used as money but also circulated as currency. It had always
been money and people had no use for a separate currency to represent "gold money" so they
stamped the gold itself and used it as circulating currency. From the start, one thing most thinkers
can't quite grasp is that "money does not have to circulate"! The first "world money", gold money
that is, could stay locked up and still represent value and wealth. People had but to agree on who
owned it in exchange for goods and services. You have all read the articles about how paper
receipts for "gold money" were later circulated and became paper currency receipts, then paper
currency, then just currency.
The western world today, as we know it does not use money ! They use "paper currency". To fully
understand what that really means you must come to terms with this fact. " When you use paper
currency you are placing a value using another persons concept of value" You are using a thought
as a means of value! When an investment in stocks, bonds, bank accounts, CASH, businesses etc.
is priced in US$ currency you are really holding the "intentions of providing value" locked away in
the thoughts of another mind.
This type of human interaction works well for a time, as the last 100 years or so proves. But, it is
highly unstable to say the least. It has it's own self distruct code written inside each mind. One
day ( it has already started ) a type of nuclear chain reaction will occur in the currency markets as
people start "unvalueing" the thoughts of others. Little by little all debts owed will be marked
down .
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Now that we understand that concept let's move on:
One of the great money troubles facing the western currency system today is that many third
world people are starting to put a "mind value" on real money, gold. These people don't know the
true value of gold money but they know it's worth a whole lot more than the world paper currency
price now placed on it. And that brings us to the next problem; how can paper currency that
represents "the thoughts of a nation blowing in the wind" be used to value real money of ancient
world class proportions, gold? It cannot! Any price you can think of will do, as in no price will
work!
How did we come to this unworkable mess?
The best way to rework the publics mind about gold money was by changing the way it was
viewed.
"It's money of course but let's also call it a "commodity! Then we can place a "paper" value on it
and denominate it in all forms of future contracts. It will lose it's true value as money in peoples
minds and be priced in an unrealistic paper format." And here we are today!
The banks must sell all the gold they have to keep the system togeather. And once it is all sold
and the financial markets implode the nations will use "whatever force is necessary" to pull the
gold back in! That action in and of itself would show the true value of gold money!
What of the LBMA mess?
Gold is cornered. Plain and simple. No complicated theories, no options problems. The commodity
value of gold was forced so low in paper currency terms that all of the new mined gold, going out
some 10 years is spoken for. Between the third world buying physical gold and the jewelry
industry ( same people buying ) there is none left for the oil states! They do value oil in terms of
gold, but not IN the paper currency price of gold! How much is gold worth in terms of oil value?
Just stop supplying gold to them in ultra cheep US$ terms and you will find out by watching the
currency price of oil! In any event, LBMA has traded so much paper/oil/gold that any rise in the
currency price of gold will implode them. The CBs must become the full primary suppliers of gold
or the system as we know it is done.
One last note: No form of paper wealth will survive the financial crush once the CBs stop selling!
NOTHING!

Date: Fri Oct 10 1997 17:26
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Yes, we could go into details about the LBMA mess. But why? They are in way over their heads
and the final outcome is on it's way.
A big change in the gold market actually started last spring. You couldn't tell by the charts or
news stories but it had the CB trading rooms going nuts. Up untill then they were using 3rd party
transactions to sell, then the boomshell hit that the Merchant Banks were doing deals for 10 to 20
times what was offered! Well "boys will be boys" and someone is now stuck, big time! That's why
"Big Trader" and his bunch closed out all paper and pulled in bullion. Don't worry about the CBs
selling everything, the market is huge compared TO WHAT THEY HAVE! And Comex is nothing, if
"only a silly game". Worldwide trading in gold could be cut in half and still equal all the metal in
existance!
The CBs will have to sell outright now even as the currency price of gold starts to run away from
them!
The market is changing now,,, it will go up but you will not be happy with the outcome.
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Date: Sun Oct 12 1997 10:42
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
How DO they do it?
It's more complicated than this but here is a close explanation. In the beginning the CBs didn't
sell their own gold. They ( thru third party ) found someone else who had bullion. That "party"
sold to a broker who sold forward for a mine or speculator or government ) . In the end the 3rd
party had the backing from the broker that he had backing from the CB to supply physical if
needed to put out a fire. The CB held a very private note from the broker as insurance and was
paid a small fee. This process mobilized free standing bullion outside the government stockpiles.
The world currency gold price was kept down as large existing physical stockpiles were replaced
by notes of future delivery from the merchant banks ( and anyone else who wanted to play ) .
This whole game was not lost on some very large buyers WHO WANTED GOLD BUT DIDN'T WANT
IT'S MOVEMENT TO BE SEEN! Why not move a little closer to the action by offering cash directly
to the broker/bank ( to be lent out ) in return for a future gold note that was indirectly backed by
the CBs. That "paper gold" was just like gold in the bank. The CBs liked it because no one had to
move gold and it took BIG buying power off the market that would have gunned the price! It also
worked well as a vehicle to cycle oil wealth for gold as a complete paper deal.
Are you with me?
Well a funny thing happened right after the Gulf war ended. What looked like big money before
turned out to be little money as some HK people, I'll call them "Big Trader" for short, moved in
and started buying all the notes and physical the market offered. The rub was that they only
bought low, and lower and cheaper. They never ran the price and they never ran out of money.
Seeing this, some people ( middle east ) started to exchange their existing paper gold for the real
stuff. From that time, early 1997 LBMA was running full speed just to stay in one spot! In other
words paper volume had to increase to the physical volume on a worldwide scale, and that was
going to be one hell of a jump. It could not be hidden from the news any longer.
This was not far from the time that "Big Trader" said that "if gold drops below $370 the world
would see trading volume like never before seen". The rest is history. Now the CBs will have to sell
1/3 to 1/2 of their gold just to cover whats out there. To use the Queens English "it ain't gona
happen dude"!
Everything is now upside down and reversed. The more the CBs sell outright the more the price
will rise.
It's not a bearish sign anymore. They will now sell to keep the price rising slowly.
What of those T-bonds and the US$?
More later.

Date: Wed Oct 15 1997 21:48
ANOTHER (REPLY?) ID#60253:
Reprint from post:
" Now all govts. don't get gold for oil, just a few. That's all it takes. For now!"

Date: Thu Oct 16 1997 19:39
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ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
This was posted earlier. Also, I will post on Sat..
Date: Wed Oct 15 1997 21:48
ANOTHER ( REPLY? ) ID#60253:
Reprint from post:
" Now all govts. don't get gold for oil, just a few. That's all it takes. For now!"

Date: Sat Oct 18 1997 21:04
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
I ask you now: " Is it hard to believe or hard to understand"? When it comes to money it's usually
both.
Know this: "gold transcends human valuations thru time and life". . Take your time on this one!
Gold is now caught in a crossfire of world thought. The traders are viewing it as a commodity and
trying to make money on it's moves using various paper trading vehicles. Their opinion of the
market is flawed because the "real value buyers" would never deal with these people or let anyone
in that circle know they are buying gold as "money"! The major buying and selling is between
CBs, nations, merchant banks, "the super rich" and the hordes of small buyers in forgotten places.
That is one of the small many reasons wall street hates gold, they are not part of the real action.
Comex is a side show!
Let me fill in the Xs.
First a reprint;
"You see the trading medium changed. Oil went from $30++ to $19 + X amount of gold!
Today it costs $19 + XXX amount of gold! "
If you owned a commodity in the ground that had to be sold for paper currency in order to realize
value what would do? Yes, the oil in the ground may last another 50+ years but will the bonds and
currencies of other governments last that long? One thing you don't do is buy gold outright, it
would cause it to stop trading as a commodity and start trading as money! You learned that in the
late 70s. Nor do you acquire "real gold money" in any fashion that would allow a comparison of
price trends ( graphs ) ! There must be a way to convert the true wealth of oil into the outright
wealth of gold. We know that oil is a consumed wealth of a momentary value that is lost in the
heat of fire.
The stars blink and it is oil wealth no more!
It has become "the debt of nations " now owed to you. Gold on the other hand is not a commodity
as many assume, as it is truly "the wealth of nations " meant to last thru the ages! A wise oil
nation can strike a deal with the paper printers and in doing so come out on top. Go back a few
years to the early 90s. Oil is very high, you offer to lower the US$ price in return for X amount of
gold purchasing power. You don't care what the current commodity price of gold is, your future
generations will keep it as real wealth to replace the oil that is lost. Before the future arrives gold
will be, once again valued as money and can be truly counted on to appropriately represent all oil
wealth!
The Deal:
We ( an oil state ) now value gold in trade far higher than currencies. We are willing to use gold as
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a partial payment for the future use of "all oil" and value it at $1,000 US. ( only a small amount of
oil is in this deal ) And take a very small amount of gold out of circulation each month using it's
present commodity price.
If the world price can be maintained in the $300s it would be a small price for the west to pay for
cheap oil and monetary stability.
The battle is now between CBs trying to keep gold in the $300s and the "others" buying it up. In
effect the governments are selling gold in any form to "KEEP IT" being used as 'REAL MONEY" in
oil deals! Some people know this, that is why they aren't trading it,, they are buying it.
Not all oil producers can take advantage of this deal as it is done "where noone can see". And,
they know not what has happened for gold does not change in price! But I tell you, gold has been
moved and it's price has changed in terms of oil! For the monthly amount to be taken off the
market has changed from $10 in gold ( valued at $1,000 ) /per barrel to the current $30 in
gold /per barrel still valued at $1,000! Much of this gold was in the form of deals in London to
launder it's movement. Because of some Asians, these deals are no longer being rolled over as
paper!
What is happening now is far, far larger than the interest of a few traders or mining companies.
They will be stepped on!
more on US$ and T-bills.

Date: Sun Oct 19 1997 09:42
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
There is only one oil state that counts! Only one! They have made it very clear how important gold
is to them. If they had started buying outright, gold would have gone to $5,000+ in days. And
only a very few million ozs. would have been purchased! The message has been for some years,
"we will accumulate thru the back door, using paper deals if you keep the price at or below the
cost of production". Do this and oil will remain THE driving force of the world economy!
FAIL THIS AND WE WILL PRICE GOLD IN DOLLARS AT THE TRUE VALUE OF OIL TO THE WORLD!
You see, gold is not a commodity. The CBs have used every weapon to keep it's price low .
Understand me, Gold is now, today, a devalued currency being used in world trade!
Do you think the CBs are selling gold to keep the dollar strong? They don't have to sell to
accomplish that feat! CB gold ( one billion ozs.? ) valued at it's current commodity price is only
worth 300 billion, it's nothing in that price range! They know what it's US$ price is worth in terms
of oil! They are not stupid as they show.
You should not think they are dumb! Invest in gold mines, will you? Notice how quick the
Australian CB hinted at taking "gold in the ground" if needed. This was said after their sale! The
nature of the coming crisis will make the taking of investor property a piece of cake. You see,
because gold is a commodity, you will be compensated at the commodity price of return + a fair
profit, of course.
How much further can they take this? The world private stockpiles that could be sold have been.
The CBs are heavy into their own stuff now and are over their heads if they had to make good on
all the private deals ( read my other posts ) . The economic game is ending now and has been
from the start of 1997! Watch closely as the world currencies and markets fall one by one. Watch
in absolute wonder as the demand for oil plunges and it's price goes thru the roof. Yes, oil stocks
will crash with the markets. And gold? You will never know it's price. It will stop all trading as it
slices thru $10,000+.
Who am I? As I will not be around for long so I am noone. But, follow with me as all of this takes
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place in your time!

Date: Sun Oct 19 1997 13:41
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
If you are searching for facts you will find them, but the items you find will not be true! Did you
think that the high powered world of the LBMA would operate in a fishbowl for all to see? We
cannot take what is on the outside as evidence for what is on the inside. To find the answer work
with inside assumptions and extrapolate them to the outside!
Think now:
Would the world CBs really have kept gold this long if they only valued it at it's ongoing
commodity price? Cannot only the offer of gold have some value in a deal? Can paper gold that
has a commodity face value of, say $300 be traded for it's true value of many thousands? Indeed,
if your worldly investments ( US stock market? ) are valued in the long run by a full supply of oil,
would not future gold in a Swiss acct. make a good trade?
Do the oil states think our military is there to protect them or protect oil?
Fact: If the world bids up the price of gold, all deals will be off! It would be every nation for
themselves.Oil would explode in price!

Date: Sun Oct 19 1997 17:26
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Where are my THOUGHTS leading?
Yes, Mr. Cole you are correct. The Central Banks have known for quite some time the true value of
gold in today's paper world. In a very real sense they are on our side. Let's take their side if you
will. They are not dumb or stupid, in fact many of them are the best of the best! You see, the
world grew up and ran away from them, totally out of control. It has left in it's wake a money
system of colossal debt and political mismanagement. They know it is over.
We are all at a giant poker table and the CBs act as the dealer. One day soon the game will end
and the players will try to cash in the chips. In that day the dealer will act in our own best
interest. They will not pay out gold for the chips. The money system will start over, from scratch.
Also:
It is easy to know that gold could not have been traded for all oil sold. This was never the intent.
They only wanted to pull a small amount out of circulation on a regular basis. Using a small
amount of oil as a partial trading vehicle gold could be purchased in an all paper deal to hide it's
price. As I said before, if they walked up to the plate and started buying outright it would run the
price. It is working. They only need 200 million ozs. When the system breaks that gold would be
worth all the oil in Arabia and then some.
The Asians are the problem, by buying up bullion worldwide and thru South Africa they created a
default situation on all the paper for the oil / gold trade! Now the CBs are selling in the open to
calm nerves but it's known that they will never sell enough. It was never their intent to provide
the gold, only the backing until new mining technology could increase production. Over time the
forward sales, such as ABX's should have worked. But LBMA went nuts with the game and the
whole mess has now accelerated.

Date: Sun Oct 19 1997 23:08
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ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Mr. Cole,
The Central Banks could hold gold down for some time, even with massive buying. Watch oil! If it
rises much and gold isn't sold off then the game is over.
A reprint from an earlier post:
The Deal:
We ( an oil state ) now value gold in trade far higher than currencies. We are willing to
use gold as a partial payment for the future use of "all oil" and value it at $1,000 US.
( only a small amount of oil is in this deal ) And take a very small amount of gold out
of circulation each month using it's present commodity price.
If the world price can be maintained in the $300s it would be a small price for the west
to pay for cheap oil and monetary stability. The battle is now between CBs trying to
keep gold in the $300s and the "others" buying it up. In effect the governments are
selling gold in any form to "KEEP IT" being used as 'REAL MONEY" in oil deals! Some
people know this, that is why they aren't trading it,, they are buying it.
Not all oil producers can take advantage of this deal as it is done "where noone can
see". And, they know not what has happened for gold does not change in price! But I
tell you, gold has been moved and it's price has changed in terms of oil! For the
monthly amount to be taken off the market has changed from $10 in gold ( valued at
$1,000 ) /per barrel to the current $30 in gold /per barrel still valued at $1,000! Much
of this gold was in the form of deals in London to launder it's movement. Because of
some Asians, these deals are no longer being rolled over as paper!

Date: Sat Oct 25 1997 10:24
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Why do the Swiss want to sell gold over many years when they could sell the entire lot in a week?
Yes, the worldwide trading volume in gold could take the whole load and not drop the price below
Fridays close! The reason for the "many long term selling announcements" is to keep the price
down over time. The CBs would have you think that their selling would "crush the price"! The real
effect would be exactly the opposite. The major world buyers would line up at the door to buy "the
last sale of the century! Have you heard any CBs putting out "Proposals to Sell" for their entire
stock of gold? Of course not, the response to buy would give off the absolute wrong signal and
cause a revaluation of gold .
It is a far better use of a public asset when they use a small anount of it over time to ensure a
reasonable price for OIL! If all gold was sold quickly, there would be no trading medium for deals!
How far do you think an IOU would go if it didn't have gold in the background worth perhaps a
1,000 times it's current commodity price?
So what good is this information to the small investor? Not much if you run out and buy gold
options, gold stocks, gold futures, etc.! Did you think the following quotes were good for those
assets:
"That is why some "Big Traders" are holding ONLY gold as events unfold."
" One last note: No form of paper wealth will survive the financial crush once the CBs stop selling!
NOTHING! "
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"The market is changing now,,, it will go up but you will not be happy with the outcome."
"What is happening now is far, far larger than the interest of a few traders or mining companies.
They will be stepped on!"
Gold bullion is being accumulated and cornered on a worldwide scale not seen before!
UNDERSTAND THIS: The people who are buying do not expect the price to rise until the CBs slow
their selling. They do expect the value of gold to increase in the future even as the banks sell into
a rising market. This will happen as the sheer volume of trading completely overwhelms the entire
worldwide market! The big buyers fully well expect gold to stop all trading as the governments
enact DRACONIAN MEASURES to deal with a worldwide currency problem. The public in general
will ask for these measures and to that effect, all paper connected to bullion will become "fair
game"!
My projections and -----:
The gold market is not the same as it was in the past, so throw your charts and TA away! Nor will
the gold market be the same in the future as it is today, so don't use paper substitutes! Today,
gold is much more valuable than it has ever been! During your time a straight forward investment
in "bullion only ' will far surpass any other asset you could hold!

Date: Sat Oct 25 1997 17:16
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
JTF, ZARDOZ, MOREGOLD, :
" One question, where do you get your information from ???"
MoreGold,
A lot of my "Thoughts" are of record, just not public record. My thoughts are made free for all to
read now because, as of the beginning of 97 the "cat is out of the bag". You may have read that
on the Gold Eagle Site. Much of what was written about the "Big Traders" will play out in time.
Thou those writings were extremely hard to relay it is written that "time will prove all things"! I
will allow time to prove my Thoughts.
Why don't you clarify your thoughts to us about the coming currency crisis? Is the ECU coming to
the rescue, or do you agree with George Soros?
JTF,
first I would like to say that I didn't intend to lead a conclusion to, 1/3 of all oil was sold using
partial gold deals. Only some for now. This info will come out next year and if needed I will post it
here. Also, George is not a big player. He is being worked over along with a few others. As I told
MoreGold, as events unfold I will take us thru them in an ever more open response.
Zardoz,
There is very much to tell and I don't have much time. I can answer a many questions. I think my
thoughts will be of much use to many persons.

Date: Sat Nov 01 1997 21:35
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Do you think that value has been lost by holding physical gold all these years?
If the answer is yes, you are wrong! I tell you now, it's all in your perception of what is value and
what is real. Gold has been increasing in value since the early 90s and doing it at a rate much
higher than any other investment. Cannot see this? Hear me now, what the wealthy and powerful
know: "real value does not have to always be stated or converted thruout time. It need only be
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priced once during the experience of life, that will be much more than enough!" Worldwide the oil
business is still conducted in dollars. But, an interesting side show is now taking place that will
change the way we think about gold and oil! If you wanted to devalue the US$ against other
currencies what would be the best way to do it without LOWERING interest rates in the USA?
Perhaps you want to cool off an over active stock market without raising rates ? Could a smart CB
Chairman kill two birds with one stone ?
The US$ could be effectively lowered against most of the leading currencies by slowly taking it off
the oil standard! This could be done by introducing a new concept to the world: "create a
mechanism whereby a form of CB paper gold could be traded for oil as a side premium. So,
instead of them taking physical gold off the market at it's now MAINTAINED commodity price, let
them take "gray paper CB gold" priced at it's true value in US$ for oil." You see, this could solve
the "problem of supply" that is also the problem for LBMA! We now have a "parallel market" with
gold trading at it's commodity value on the physical market while being held for it's oil value by
major players.
You don't think this is true? Think now, as the answer becomes clear:
Who is on the other side of the long gold deals that contango the metal far above it's current
commodity price while freezing out most small private buyers? Why is gold being slowly
transformed into a new kind of hybrid asset, off traded an for oil value of many thousands of
dollars per oz.?
One more thing, Big trader left HK some time ago and is now in a waiting game.
No posts are from him. The post was not me on this date:
Date: Fri Oct 31 1997 16:09
ANOTHER ( thoughts ) ID#256321:

Date: Sat Nov 01 1997 22:43
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Asia put an end to a sweet deal for the West! From the early 90s it was working very well. But
now:
The problem with gold physical supply is very real indeed! But, there is no way that the CBs will
continue to sell off an asset for it's commodity price that has many times more value as money!
The talk of sales will continue for years but the real act may come to a close very soon as they try
to take the LBMA off the supply hook by offering "gray paper" deals.
If they are not buying it, then: The falling markets worldwide are an early warning that the gold
for oil deals are coming undone! As the big players are now heading for the exits in anticipation of
exploding oil prices, the selling pressure from the CBs will quickly come off gold. The end of a
parallel gold market pricing structure will leave many, many players holding nothing at all! The
third world markets are the first to go as their currencies are crushed time and time again. Europe
will be next, closely followed by the USA!
As for the US$ and T- bills held overseas, "they don't really exist"!

Date: Sat Nov 01 1997 23:55
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
JTF:
The act being played out now is much larger than the business of "find the gold in the ground"! In
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the world today there are only three assets, gold, oil and currencies. The paper currencies, so long
admired and accepted are now in a war of self destruction. They will consume each other in an
end battle of "I'm the last man standing but have lost all use as a unit of value". Each nation state
is trying to add a "kicker" or "premium" to it's trading paper as a means of buying oil. This does
not mean any country will go without oil, they will have to work with "oil priced at a value
rendering them uncompetitive". National stock and bond markets do not like this kind of news!
Inflation? We are not speaking of currency price inflation here. This is currency "destruction"
because my national IOUs are being devalued by cheap oil supply problems!
As was said before, the real gold market that most people invest in is gone! Any gold trading
paper will evaporate in the heat of fire now starting to burn. I tell you now, when the currencies
are at nuclear war, GOLD WILL NOT TRADE

Date: Sun Nov 02 1997 11:38
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REIFY:
Check the "gold eagle site" under Red Barron ( LBMA ) .
Read everything and rethink your thoughts.
---------------------------------Mr. Cole:
Knowing the future direction and price of gold will be useless for anyone who invests in paper
gold! In the near future "timing" will be nothing. What you are holding will be everything!

Date: Sun Nov 02 1997 11:46
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
JTF:
I hope to post an answer to your thoughts in the form of a "US$ and T-Bill" post tonight. It should
give you more direction.

Date: Sun Nov 02 1997 21:52
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Western thought is still linked to gold as a commodity. That thinking is going to change! The world
will witness an almost instantaneous run into this commodity the likes of we have never seen
before! It will not be "a trading rally" or "a two way street". Bullion will have become a holding for
"the lifetime" never to be sold. "Sell and spend everything but not gold"!
Do you think in these terms: "if gold goes up $100+ next week I'll sell my futures, gold stocks
and 10 K-rands for a fat profit and laugh all the way to the bank" If the gold market was the same
as in the 70s and 80s, that might be a good move. But this market is not the same. The world has
changed and left most goldbugs fighting the last war! Only this time they are much smarter and
have many more tools to work with. But, what if you do battle with your modern missiles pointing
the wrong direction?
For us to understand what is about to happen we must pull our minds out of the paper trading
world. Instead enter the world of real things! Here we will see concepts more clearly.
All currencies and most treasury debt are little more than digital units of perceived value. You
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don't own them, your account is "credited" with this value. Foreign governments, such as Japan
are no better off than American citizens, they don't own anything either! What is really owned is
"the right to offer what is credited to you, to a bidder in exchange for real things or other credits".
It is a strange way to hold wealth. One might say "my net worth is the intention of others to pay
me a credit from someone else". This thinking has worked well until the late 80s. It was at this
time that a few wealthy and very smart people started to see the end of this. They understood
that the US$ was not going to crash, it already had. It, along with all major currencies would lose
all sense of value and become only trading digits of account. The treasury debts were little more
than the same thing.
You see, all currencies now compete with each other, not for value of wealth but for "USAGE". The
game has now become "whose currency gets used the most for trading" not for value against
goods! It was easy to know the currency that got used for oil would win this game. Today, all
currencies are traded against the dollar for it's usage as a medium of oil exchange! Take away that
link and the entire currency/ debt exchange system, as we know it will collapse! The US$ must be
maintained as the "most used" if the other currencies are to have a chance to survive.
Will Japan sell US treasury debt and risk taking dollars out of "usage"? Not in your life! Nor will
any other CB! They will talk about it. They will sell a little. But sell a lot? It will not happen. You
see oil is the key and that connection to the dollar is changing. Foreign CBs will even sell some
gold to try and keep the US$ in play ( see my other posts ) . Ever wonder why the US treasury
has not sold gold, it would have the opposite effect! The oil that sense the early 70s, held
together the world monetary system is now causing it to slide apart! We are not going to see
inflation or deflation again. What we are now seeing is the "destruction" of our paper monetary
system.
Someone once asked "if the currency/ banking system breaks down, how will we know what gold
is worth?". My answer, gold above ground will be worth a lot more than gold below ground, a lot
MORE!

Date: Wed Nov 05 1997 20:33
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
In my last post ( "Date: Sun Nov 02 1997 21:52 ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253:" )
"I said that some thing was going to change". It is changing now!
But first, some replies:
JD ( @home ) ID#253201:
I don't get it. Also if the Saudis have been trading oil for gold they lost money over 17
years.
Period. 2 and 2 is 4 not 20."
JD,
They have also held a few billion in underground oil that went from $30+ in the early 90s to the
$20 range today. Would we say they lost money in oil? Yes, they owe money. Yes, they play the
paper game. They also would make good poker players as they hold an ACE where noone can see!
They are not like you or I, for them 2 and 2 is 40!
---------------------------------Date: Sun Nov 02 1997 23:06
JTF ( @Home- ANOTHER's Comments ) ID#57232:
"I think a period of inflation followed by sudden deflation would be far more likely for
certain of the world's currencies. This is already happening in SE Asia. I cannot believe
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there will be no inflation or deflation. "
JTF
At this moment in time and space, the price of oil in US$ terms is about to roar! It will crush the
Pacific Rim and South America. It will drive the US$ sky high in terms of other major currencies
but the dollar will collapse in terms of gold! Short term interest rates in the USA will be driven
thru the floor much the way they have been in Japan from the early 90s. This will be done to
combat a imploding equity market. Long government bonds will almost stop trading as their yield
soars from the oil price fears of "inflation"! Because of todays "new digital paper markets" this
entire act will be played out in 30 days or less. Yes, you are right! During that time we will have
inflation and deflation.
---------------------------------Date: Mon Nov 03 1997 07:31
Reify ( @ANOTHER ) ID#413109:
Soooo, I'm wondering, over what period of time are your predictions?
Where do you get information on about, Big Trader?
Reify,
The actual buying of gold ( no other metals ) by huge players is not a prediction, it is ongoing. In
1997 it exploded! The price of the metal in currency terms will be made for all to see as it moves
quickly upward for a very short period of time ( 30 days ) . After that only black market traders
and third world noones will understand it's price! When is this going to happen? I have no idea. Is
there anything to look for that will tell us when the problems have started? At first the US$ and
gold will go up together against all other assets!
Big Trader is ( was ) from HK and is in the business.
---------------------------------Date: Sun Nov 02 1997 11:51
Shek ( home ) ID#287279:
ANOTHER,
Some months ago another poster ( Simple Man ) gave the same advice. Get rid of all
paper assets, only physical possession will do. Gold stock certificates will be useless.
Are you Simple Man or connected to him?
Shek,
I do not know him, but have seen the posts.
---------------------------------Date: Sat Nov 01 1997 22:54
fjklaj ( jfdkla; ) ID#338126:
Another, I always like reading your posts BUT they have always been followed by a
sharp drop in gold
fiklaj,
There is no end to the amount of paper contracts that can be written and sold to drop the price of
gold. The large players that I know have no problem with this. They are not traders.
"Gold will only have to be repriced once, that will be more than enough"!
---------------------------------To close:
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The oil and gold connection looks to be changing now! After all these years we hear of an end to
foolish thought. This should get very interesting.
" Knowing the future direction and price of gold will be useless for anyone who invests in paper
gold! In the near future "timing" will be nothing. What you are holding will be everything!"

Date: Fri Nov 07 1997 21:59
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Some replies:
Date: Wed Nov 05 1997 20:33
Reify ( @sitcom.co.il ) ID#413109:
To sell what I own would mean losses, and what investment at this point
Oil Stocks? Bullion? What?
Reify,
It is a hard game we play, yes? Many have used the paper game to make great returns and have
much to show for it. But, make no mistake, if you try to use the solid reasons for holding bullion
as a purpose to trade paper gold you will not keep what is earned! I know those who have traded
with the sun and gold bullion will not be sold at a loss by them. Indeed, these gains will view all
forms of paper as sad returns. Divide your thoughts, give some to bullion as your will can allow.
Resolve yourself to let the others go if your loses come back. Much luck to you.
---------------------------------Date: Wed Nov 05 1997 22:06
GOLDEN CHEESEHEAD ( @ANOTHER SHOCKING POST! ) ID#431263:
All paper gold will be worthless just like stocks and bonds! Am I right? If not please
correct!
Mr. GCH,
You may be more right than wanted to be. For some it is a long torturous wait to go without paper
gains. For ones outside the west, it is not hard. Days pass easily as a thousand years of history
give backing to our investment. "For what I hold is not an empty promise. Nor is it a major
thought of debt. I am now today, paid in full!"
Turn slowly now and view all directions. The wealth that was had was not real. The Pacific Rim
started, now South America. Next will be Europe closely followed by the US. Remember, all
currencies are the same now as they are "digital paper"! Nations will defend the system at all cost
They will never sell US$ treasury debt as that debt is their currency! The dollar will soar as a final
defense! As part of this defense they will allow oil to rise as oil is priced in dollars. How do you get
oil to rise? Today, we stop our CBs from selling gold!

Date: Fri Nov 07 1997 22:37
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
GCH,
1 ) Why then did Hashimoto threaten to sell US SECURITIES and buy gold?
He will do both, but not in order or in amounts supposed. The BOJ is buying gold now , much
more than assumed. They will sell US debt but only after a rising oil price runs the US$ thru the
roof. Even then it will be as minor currency management!
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2 ) What will be the new world reserve currency once the dollar is hyper-inflated to zero or
devalued? E-gold, gold itself or nuclear weapons?
I don't know, but we will all find out!

Date: Sun Nov 09 1997 20:53
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Some reply:
Date: Sat Nov 08 1997 17:14
jfklajf ( fjka;j ) ID#251213:
We are at a loss, however, to understand the relative tightness of supply. Whatever
may be the explanation, the market may be heavily oversold at these levels. If this
technical condition persists, we can envision a substantial rally triggered perhaps by
further stock market declines.
STRATEGY: Stand aside"
ANOTHER I guess you have an "explanation?" Hmmmm?
JFKLAJF,
If the BIS group has decided to back away from supporting London then " the relative tightness of
supply" will be the least of the problems! I repost your other note as part of answer.
Date: Sat Nov 08 1997 17:20
jfkdasljf ( jfkla;j ) ID#251213:
How can things get worse for a large bank in a deflation? Ans. Have an inflation hedge,
gold, go up. The banks are the ones who have been shorting gold, if they have to
liquidate positions to raise cash; uh oh.
---------------------------------Date: Sat Nov 08 1997 18:24
A.Goose ( @pondCentral ) ID#20135:
I have often wondered, over the past 4 years, why people or institutions would buy yet
to be mined gold at such heavy premiums over spot prices. It always seemed that it
would be more logical, and better business to boot, to buy at spot. Well, with John K.'s
and ANOTHER's posts, it makes sense. If you want to take over MAJOR positions in
bullion without spooking the market and driving prices up, creating the business of
forward sales would certainly do the trick. You get the bonus of not only harvesting
bullion in the present at firesale prices, but also you lock in future "fire sale" prices.
This mechanism also avoids upsetting countries, populations and most of all A.G. I
have to say that I am definitely buying into the program. Gold can rally to new highs
with no "official" sales because pricing can initially be evolved from the forward sales
contracts. I do believe however that not all gold stocks will suffer. I believe that
companies that have no or little forward hedges will soar as well as those that have
new discoveries. Holding bullion will be very positive.
Mr. A. Goose,
You think well, sir! But also, gold stocks would do well if the world would stay the same. It will
not! Question, How can you dig for gold if no official exchange will quote you a price? What is in
the ground may need to rest a while.
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---------------------------------Date: Sat Nov 08 1997 18:24
Cmax ( @ANOTHER ) ID#339320:
This seems to be a very Saudi point of view.....which brings to mind an image of a
housepet that feels that HE is the owner of the house, and the lowly HUMANS exist
only to clean, house and feed the pet.
If their is something I'm still missing on this gold/oil scenario, please correct me.
Cmax,
A good view from you, sir! A fine Arabian horse is much the same.
The battle is not over the supply of oil, the commodity but the value of oil in what terms. Oil will
flow, but on what terms? I ask you, what currency will be allowed to keep this fine "pet"?
---------------------------------Date: Sat Nov 08 1997 19:47
MoreGold ( @ANOTHER 16:27 ) ID#348286:
How the hell will the shorts deliver the Gold if their game is finally called ?? One
question, if as you contend, oil will be driven up to support the non US currencies, is it
a good time to go long on ( paper ) oil?
MoreGold,
They cannot. Paper oil? No other asset ever to exist will match the coming increase in the value of
gold bullion, none.
---------------------------------Date: Sun Nov 09 1997 19:22
JTF ( @Home ) ID#57232:
: If gold bullion liquidity were, say, vanish tomorrow, and there was a run on gold, how
high would it go up before non-central bank sources opened up? I can't imagine it will
go up without limit, and gold will cease to trade. Unless there is a financial/derivatives
crisis at the same time. Thanks in advance.
Mr. JTF,
You have answered your question. I add this picture:
If a bank that uses Yen has lost 90% of it's loans and holds gold and bullion has risen 500% in
yen in a week, to use a western way " would it cut it's winners and let the losers run"?

Date: Wed Nov 12 1997 14:08
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Some replies:
Date: Sun Nov 09 1997 21:49
Cmax ( @ANOTHER ) ID#339320:
Thanks for the reply. Due do the new "sectioning" of time intervals on Kitco, I think
most people missed it. What do you think is a tentative timeframe for serious upward
movement in gold ( above 450 )
CMAX,
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A simple move above 450 is not even a thought. The billions that have found gold these few years
see metal in the thousands! Someday the CBs will say, "we stop now, as value has all". In that
day we will all understand "what is real and who is real"!
---------------------------------Date: Sun Nov 09 1997 21:58
Shek ( home ) ID#287279:
Another, 6-7 months ago, a poster ( BigTrader ) made similar predictions to yours. He
even gave timeframes. His final and boldest prediction coincided with a big drop in gold
prices. BigTrader vanished from this site.
Shek,
Big Trader has vanished from view, but he and his gold still exist. At the time of their
accumulation traders did not understand the nature of "Low gold for oil" and what would happen.
Many traders have lost much in paper gold but the large physical buyers know that it's value in
terms of oil has risen. Time will prove all things.
---------------------------------Date: Sun Nov 09 1997 22:09
KahunnaGrande ( PermainBasin,Texas ) ID#27454:
Saudi's Gold and Oil. Whatta combination. I do not see how until there is a unified
european currency that the saudi's and the other oil producing countries can price their
commodity in anything other than dollars.
Mr. KG,
The House of Saud will not have to reprice it's oil in dollars, the rest of the world will do it for
them!
---------------------------------To close:
I have reply for others but time will not wait.
A person thinking of purchasing physical gold should see the Bundesbank statement as fact. They
openly admit to lending in the past and no chance of selling real gold in the future. This is a clear
indication that a solid decision was made at the BIS meeting ( see my post ) ! All CBs will now
slowly stop all leasing operations and allow the market to size itself. The important players, the oil
states, will have their paper covered without question! But, for all others, the great scramble is
about to begin!
Oil now must rise if the US$ and the currency system is to survive. Japan has reached the end.
They must do their best to help the dollar rise against the yen. To this end they will maintain all
US bonds and use all new capital to buy gold and oil!
Any country without gold will be found in a disadvantaged state!

Date: Wed Nov 12 1997 20:41
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
" a mind that can think, it is worth life itself"
Markus has given a great thought! If it could happen the world would gain much. But it will not.
Date: Wed Nov 12 1997 14:26
Markus ( BIS Decisions ) ID#283277:
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ANOTHER: Could you please enlighten us as to the Bank of International Settlement
decision you allude to in your recent post?
Markus,
A BIS meeting was held and from those doors the world did change. The Bundesbank has now
made clear to all what will now be policy for CBs. A crisis is at hand! All physical gold sales will
stop. All gold lending will wind down. We will see the results of this as a massive scramble to
cover open positions slowly unfolds. All of us will see the destruction of the gold market as we
know it, LBMA will be no more!
---------------------------------Date: Wed Nov 12 1997 22:00
Shek ( home ) ID#287279:
Global Gold Market Deficit Is 700 Tonnes Larger Than Consensus Estimates Aggregate Short Position Too Large To Be Covered Noted international gold market
analyst Frank Veneroso said today that Bundesbank disclosure of massive gold loans
``confirms our view that the global gold market deficit is 700 tonnes larger than
consensus estimates and that the aggregate short position in the gold market is too
large to be covered... This is the beginning of a reappraisal of the gold market that will
slowly unfold...''
http://biz.yahoo.com/prnews/971112/ny_bundesbank_gold_1.html
Wednesday November 12, 9:37 pm Eastern Time
Date: Wed Nov 12 1997 22:38
Shek ( home ) ID#287279:
223, This goes well with what ANOTHER has been saying on this site for 4 weeks now.
My guess is as good as yours. I think it has started and will come to a climax within 3
months.
Shek,
I do not know Mr. Veneroso. His thinking is very close.
---------------------------------Date: Thu Nov 13 1997 00:19
Earl ( @worldaccessnet.com ) ID#227238:
HighRise: IF I understand you correctly, the threat to the monetary system ( vis a vis
Another's comment ) is more a function of oil/middle east instability and oil pricing,
than to a factor intrinsic to the system itself. ..... I was focussing on the system alone
without regard to the aforementioned forces.
Earl,
The world currency system has, for years been little more than digital credits backed by "usage
demand". In the long run it was oil backing the US$ that kept it all together! It truly is strange,
that in the end it was gold that backed oil! In a even more strange twist, the loss of the LBMA gold
market will bring the system down!

Date: Thu Nov 13 1997 09:34
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
It was never the intent of the CBs to sell their countries gold in massive amounts. The
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"understanding" that was worked out years ago was good for the economies and the world. In
return for the US$ remaining the "oil reserve" currency, ( oil would be not just supplied but
supplied in dollars ) large amounts of gold would be supplied far into the future. The gold, while
indirectly backed by the CBs would actually come from the mines of the future. With the oil money
making a ready market for gold priced at a premium ( contangoed out many years ) , the mines
could make a fair profit even with spot gold priced below production. All would win! And for some
time, we did! I am able to know some CBs, they are not evil, their minds are for the best that can
occur. But, I THINK the world ran away from them. The paper world of gold is now a mess with no
resolve! They will not sell all gold. Some that have actually have paper for future return. But, as
they know now it will not, it can not work! Too many people made to much of a good thing. A sad
thing, this LBMA, as it winds down with it the dollar reserve and cheap oil will also go.
some replies,
Date: Thu Nov 13 1997 06:26
Cmax ( @Playing the Contrarian's Contrarian ) ID#339320:
Let's play the contrarian to the contrarian for the moment: IF there is a gold
conspiracy by the CB's to keep gold low for oil, then WHY ( HOW ) would ( could ) it be
beneficial to keep driving it thru the floor?? If the price was stable at around $400, I
would understand.....but it just doesn't make any sense to push it to these lows.
Something just doesn't add up.
Cmax,
When the entire paper gold market started to be at risk, they tried to save it. Unfortunately, many
large buyers saw what was happening and have brought all the physical offered as prices dropped.
This gold will
never come back, nor will the market ever be the same

Date: Thu Nov 13 1997 10:08
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Mr. BillD,
Who can know the thoughts of the "Big Traders" of the world? If they press the physical market, it
will end tomorrow. They are by no means dumb as they sometimes show! Most would like to keep
their gold at todays price and allow the economies to continue in prosperity! In time and with luck
it could all be worked out. But, it is the equity/debt/currency markets in general that are a
problem! If only a small, very small very few " western people" begin to buy?? Remember, the
other world no ones have gold in their hand. They care not about YOUR debts, these small people
have won a great deal and know it not.

Date: Thu Nov 13 1997 11:59
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
an answer:
Date: Thu Nov 13 1997 11:30
JTF ( @Gold loans ) ID#57232:
Can you tell me if the following scenario may be some of what they are doing:
JTF,
Only the small traders do what you suggest. To date they are successful. In reality they make a
market as they banter about. This side show helps to hide the major long term buys. But, they
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will become food for lions in the future! The big players would not even talk to these people. You
see, the paper traders are making "small change" and think others are fools! But such is life, as
they are truly performing a roll that was written by the others!

Date: Sun Nov 16 1997 10:20
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
It is not only important to understand this question, but also to ask it in context!
Date: Sat Nov 15 1997 20:14
Crunch ( Question for Another ) ID#344290:
Another, a question, please: When gold is borrowed from CBs, what collateral is
required by the CB to be assured the loan will be repaid in full?
Crunch,
If you will allow, I will add to your thinking. In todays time the CBs do not sell physical gold with a
purpose to drive the price down. They sell to cover open orders to buy what cannot be filled from
existing stocks. Look to the US treasury sales in the late 70s. They sold 1 million a month using
open bid proposals with much fanfare. If the CBs wanted physical sales to drive the price they
would sell in the same way.
The sales today are done quietly with purpose. The gold must go to the correct location. That is
why these sales do not impact price as they occur, there is a waiting buyer on the other side. As
all of these transactions are done thru certain merchant banks, not direct CB contact, the buy side
does hold hedges.
When actual delivery takes place, months later ( and usually at the same time as the CB sale
statement ) these hedges come off and affect the market price.
It is important to understand that none of these CB sales of physical need to go to the open
market at all! The BIS could take it all. You see, for them to take all of Canada's gold would have
been as "cool water on a hot day". That small amount of currency was nothing to them.
All currencies, today, are locked to the US$ for value. In a very real sense, no country can own it's
gold as the BIS has ties to all of it. Canada, Australia and others say openly "what is the use"?
The BIS, instead of taking it outright, places it where it's needed!
As long as there is an open market for gold, it will not be allowed to trade above it's commodity
price! It has far to much value for that to happen. You see, in much the same way that a zero
coupon bond trades at a discount to face, gold is traded for it's discount of " money value to
commodity price! Think that I a fool, because I trade gold for thousands US an oz.? You will think
much on this in the future.
Banks do lend gold with a reason to control price. If gold rises above it's commodity price it loses
value in discount trade. They admit now to lending much where they would admit nothing before!
They do this now because of the trouble ahead. Does a CB have collateral to lend it's gold?
Understand, they only lend their good name on paper, not the gold itself. The gold that is put on
the market in these deals belongs to someone else! The question is not "Are the CBs worried for
the return of gold?" but, "Has our paper been lent to the wrong people?".
The BIS will not allow the distribution of all gold to settle claims. The mines of the world will be
forced to sell to the BIS at the "locked" existing commodity price of gold. This will happen over
many, many years as no other "official" market outside the BIS will exist.
"You see, oil will flow but oil and gold will never flow in the same direction!"
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Date: Fri Nov 21 1997 16:44
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
I will write here. Our Thoughts belong to the world.

Date: Sat Nov 22 1997 23:13
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
This was written: "To find the answer to the LBMA , "Follow the connection from London, to South
Africa, to the Middle East, and on to Asia"
Mr. Markus Angelicus,
I read the gold-eagle write. You have made the link between London ( LBMA ) and South Africa .
Also:
Many look to the middle east and say "they control the oil market no more". I say "you see not
what is in front of your eyes"! They do not have to keep oil up in price to control it. One can gain
more wealth by keeping oil down than by driving it up, much more! And what is the value of this
type of manipulation?
it is measured in gold! Tell me now, what gain is there to destroy the world economy with high
cost oil when they will provide you gold instead?
But what value gold? All say "it is only a commodity subject to supply and demand"! Understand
me, Demand and supply is written by BIS and $15 oil can cost $250 gold or $10,000 gold,
whatever is required! $250 gold and LBMA will live! $10,000 gold and LBMA is sacrificed!
But, it will never come to this. The oil "understanding" was broken by the Asians. More gold has
been sold than can ever be covered! This market is not the same as the past. One day gold will
start up and BIS will deal with it the only way possible!

Date: Sat Nov 22 1997 23:32
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
One new day gold will begin a rise that will end it's use as a trading medium. This reevaluation will
end a tradition in London. No gold house will make a market that has no sellers, official world gold
trade will end for many years! And with it will go the last true value to trade for oil. Oil will
skyrocket in all currencies. Those who have metal will learn it's value in oil. All things in life
change, the world will not be the same.

Date: Sun Nov 23 1997 09:18
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Many wait for the next great bull market in gold to begin before they buy. Why buy now and lose
interest or stock market gains? They will miss the greatest investment ever to come in ones
lifetime! The powers of this world have already begun this motion. People of simple thought have
but to buy physical gold and make low as the financial wars begin! You see, gold was cornered
this year. It is done. No Central Bank will sell it's 50, 100, 200 million ozs gold when 600 million is
needed! I ask you, how can currency price gold? Indeed, no price will work! You think any form of
"paper gold" will stand this fire? Can we do battle with lions? When oil will not take currency
without gold the havenots will not sit still!
"When a thousand hungry lions fight over one scrap of food, small dogs should hide with whats in
their belly".
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A world waits for something to happen that is done.
Read my
Date: Sat Nov 22 1997 23:13
ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253:
and
Date: Sat Nov 22 1997 23:32
ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253:
then be very sure to read Mr. Mr. Markus Angelicus, on Gold Eagle! Then you will know!

Date: Sun Nov 23 1997 09:40
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
A reply to:
Date: Wed Nov 19 1997 19:23
Qestor@Observations>Qestor@Observations ( Qestor@Observations ) ID#223146:
Tolerant1,ROR & All-The continued draw down of gold stocks at the comex are contrary
to pssible expectations of those "powers that be", who may be trying to drive the gold
price down. The Comex is the most visible market where one can see changes in
physical stocks. Based on all the analysis that has surfaced regarding the selling of
gold stocks from CBs--- Where is it? I believe that the sales have been derivitive in
nature and unless we start seeing a rise in deliverable gold at the Comex the nature
and reality of gold may precipitate the derivative players worst nightmare. If Another is
correct in that the CBs never release their gold but only the right the write paper based
on it's value then we may have the mother of all short squeezes if the longs hold the
December contracts past notice day. Comments please.
Mr. Questor,
We are well past this stage now. Join me and other big traders as we watch
"THE GREAT SCRAMBLE"

Date: Sun Nov 23 1997 10:51
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Auric,
In this age of "digital currencies" it is impossible to see how fast the thoughts of people are shown
as actions! Many will wait for markets to do what they have done in the past, "looking backward
to see forward". Be known that most of the actions by the ultra large players is complete. When
the change in direction of gold starts, it will be hyper fast! A good many will run to the US$ first,
making that currency rise with gold and misleading much people. Before Christmas? I do not
know.
The Pacific Rim has begun a process that will not end. Much paper value will burn before this fire
is done!
Many gold stocks will rise with gold and most people will hold for gains. But they will never see
then converted to value. If the gold markets lock before they reach $1,000 , all mining stocks will
be consumed in the paper fire. A sad day for many.
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Date: Sun Nov 23 1997 11:21
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
A reply,
Date: Sun Nov 23 1997 10:59
Crystal Ball ( @Another ) ID#287367:
Surely the dollar will find some price at which an ounce of gold can be pried out from
the woodwork.
If not, G-d help us all!
Mr. C.B.,
The future will look back at us with respect, as we knew not what was happening! A day will
come, sir, when no paper dollar will pry gold from your hands! In that day, you will be too smart
for such foolishnes

Date: Sun Nov 23 1997 11:35
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
a reply,
Date: Sun Nov 23 1997 11:18
Carl ( Another, Please explain ) ID#333131:
Carl,
The world has changed and the gold market has changed with it. We are going back in time much
further than many will accept. A time when men, such as I, will take what is yours! If you hold
your value in a public way, it will be taxed or taken for the good of all. Such are the ways of
extream times!

Date: Tue Nov 25 1997 08:24
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Mr. Vronsky,
thank you for posting the article by Markus. I, in much the same way must have "ANOTHER" post
my thoughts as position will not allow open expression.
Mr. Markus Angelicus,
Checkmate is the end of a game, but in life checkmate is the beginning of freedom! I submit that
all of history is full of war. From nations to single persons we all do battle over ownership of
things. Some support not war but would kill to keep what is theirs! It would seem that from the
day of birth our financial chaos begins. The end of our struggle is reached but for a moment in
time as "checkmate" becomes "stalemate" and fortunate and free are the few who find this time
in life!
Am I misleading? I submit to you that all of creation is misleading. It is only in the pages of
history that we find those who thought the truth! The "facts" of the present are but a wonder to
all. Only time will prove all things.
Sir, you write, "Your gold coins in your pocket will become the target of persecution and arrests
and you will be forced to accept the world's standard currency. There will be no alternative...you
will be unable to trade with your gold because they will have long outlawed both gold and old
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paper currency...."
In the past many world governments and leaders, far greater than those today have embraced
these thoughts. I and my fathers have done battle with such evil and won! For we have 6,000
years of history as our armor!
For those who say gold is not an asset and is dead! I offer you a fact: "Today, as you read this
more gold is traded and purchased than at any time in the history of the world." This ancient,
world class money from the distant past is now to be the most fought over asset of the future. In
war and life, gold will be your "CHECKMATE"!

Date: Tue Nov 25 1997 10:06
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
a reply,
Date: Mon Nov 24 1997 21:08
Allen ( USA ) ( @Another ( Thoughts! ) and all RE: Mercantilism ) ID#255190:
Allen,
The US$ is today, backed by oil. As all other currencies are but "digital units" tied directly to the
dollar, they are indirectly on the oil standard also. This world currency position is supported thru
the BIS. In CB circles, it is well known that the world debt markets as we know them, can only be
maintained with cheap and cheaper oil! Without cheap oil the entire system fails and reverts back
to pay as you go economies. This is the central reason for "two price gold".
With gold discounted to it's production cost and below, those that have it can trade it for it's
monetary value. Make no mistake, the BIS knows gold in the many thousands. The future "reset
value" of gold is the key. "support the dollar with oil and the currency system works" "fail the
currencies and the dollar will come off the oil standard and the BIS will reset gold to $10,000+
with many conditions"
That is why they continue to accept the dollar as a reserve. If Japan or any other COUNTRY sells
US treasury debt it's all over!

Date: Tue Nov 25 1997 13:38
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
a reply,
Date: Tue Nov 25 1997 13:04
THE GOLDEN PROPHET ( ANOTHER'S 10:06 ) ID#372262:
Mr. GP,
It is as you say. However, I do not feel that the reprise of gold to lower the cost of oil was a bad
thing. In reality the governments were only using real money, gold, to supplement our cost of oil.
The world economy has a great benefit from this! We all have gained. The world mining industry
gained much from the forward sales. The great increase in gold produced was used for our
purpose. For a time the mines made profits. The great mistake by the BIS was in underestimating
the Asians. Some big traders said they would buy it all below $365+/- and they did. That's what
forced LBMA to go on a spree of paper selling! Now, it's a mess.
At some point the fire in Asia will drive all of them into gold. It will end at that time.
ALL: I do not offer to prove my thoughts. If what is written was easy for all to find, the
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information would be of no use to you. Many will take no motions to change their ways and
protect worth. Such is life.
Each will chose his way and as always the future will teach the truth.

Date: Fri Nov 28 1997 08:34
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
THIS REPORT:
Date: Thu Nov 27 1997 09:02
Leland ( What "Another" has been saying..in speak-plain-talk ) ID#316193:
http://www.gigweb.com/news/it/report/
Leland, this report is very good! I will add to it tonight and add some replys.

Date: Fri Nov 28 1997 19:45
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
After a proof read by one from the west this is a start and should help you understand.
For a number of years many persons have tried to invest in gold using the tools of past gold
encounters. Even thought the last several upswings in bullion always took the gold stocks along
for a ride, this time it will be different!
Ever ask someone if they owned gold. They might say " yes, but only 5% of my capitol is in it for
insurance" Was it bullion? "No, my broker is to smart for that, he put me into a good gold mutual
fund." "He says, if it really looks like it's going to go up I'll also have you in some comex futures
or options "
During the first bull market of the seventies we saw few mining stocks outside South Africa worth
owning .
Because they were relativity new to the game most people stayed with bullion. There certainly
were no mass gold options and there were even fewer gold coins around. Most just brought
whatever bullion bars they could find and as their past European counterparts did, they just
waited it out.
Today, the public went "whole hog" for paper gold and has paid a great price. Wall street invented
this game from the previous war as a way of keeping customer "gold money " in house! The
shame of it is that these tools not only would not work in this new market, but they also gave the
street a way to short gold
even more effectively. In many cases the public brought little more than "long paper" from the
street, with no gold at all on the other side! No one will ever have the truth on this as the falling
price made most people close out without ever calling for the goods! A good deal of the numerous
mining paper capitol was used to enrich the sellers while the buyers actually had no chance of
seeing a profit. That's because the commodity these securities were based on was all but
guaranteed to go down as forward sellers
were given a green light to sell paper gold to the limit of their financial resources.
To make a long story short, many people who would have purchased bullion years ago have now
squandered much of their "safe insurance money" on wall street. It is no wonder that many
WESTERN gold investors have now turned bitter on gold. If they knew the truth about this new
market they would have turned their bitterness on wall street instead.
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MUCH MORE TO COME:

Date: Fri Nov 28 1997 23:29
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
If you had oil in the ground, that over time could be worth over one trillion US$, would you buy
gold for all to see? No. If you had this much wealth, would you want others to see you as getting
"rich" from oil sales? No. How could you hold and build your massive wealth over many years, but
still have everyone view this people as "in debt and just making it"?
The answer comes from the distant past. Take in gold as the CBs force it to fall against all other
forms of value.
But, how can 100million + ozs of gold be equal to all the oil in Arabia? It all depends on how it's
valued, simple yes?
If a CB says gold is $300oz, we say he is nuts! But, if $300 or $250 gold buy $19 oil, perhaps the
CB is smart! It is far better if $19/oil buys $300 gold than $100/oil buy $5,000 gold!
What if the oil states offered to buy gold with oil, OUTRIGHT? No currencies involved. " We will
produce flat out, all the oil you want. And, we offer this oil as payment, per barrel, to buy ( say? )
25US dollars or gold priced by us, at ( say? ) $10,000oz.!"
The answer is very simple, the world would sell them gold for oil. I tell you now, this almost
happened!
You think long and hard on this as the outcome would have been far different from what all think.
Instead, the BIS set up a plan where gold would be slowly brought down to production price. To
do this required some oil states to take the long side of much leased/forward gold deals even as
they "bid for physical under a falling market". Using a small amount of in ground oil as backing
they could hold huge positions without being visible. For a long time they were the only ones
holding much of this paper. Then, the Asians began to compete on the physical side.
How will this all end? As the CBs never sold much of their gold, they are still locked to the deals
thru the BIS. In the real world it was stocks of gold outside the governments that got traded. And
that trading multiplied many times. Today, more gold is traded than exists! This paper today, has
become the "gold pricing standard" without backing. There is no way out! As we have now
reached production cost, we have reached, "THE END"! Without real physical to supply the oil
states, they WILL bid for gold with oil! The BIS will do the only thing they can, halt all trading and
declare gold a "world oil currency"! To that end, all forms of paper gold will burn. How long till this
starts? I understand that the CBs are slowly winding down lending, then sales. This will, no doubt
start a paper panic at some time. It could take weeks or a year, I do not know.
As for the old agreement of oil/gold ratio, it went out the window after the gulf war.
More later.

Date: Sat Nov 29 1997 15:53
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
I have heard of this?
Something interesting happened just ago that will, in time impact the price of gold in US$. A
proposal was offered to borrow in broken lots, 3.5 and 5.5 million ozs for resale. It was turned
down. The owner offered to sell only, no lease. What turned heads was that someone else stepped
in and took it all, at a premium!
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Some say "the winds blow stronger on still nights". This gold market has yet to weather strong
winds, I think we have seen the end to smooth water. Be thoughtful not to fight the last war!
I will be done for a time.
( See my last two posts )

Date: Sun Nov 30 1997 20:03
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
We read and hear only one side of the story. It comes from those who can write and talk the
loudest!
"They have sold massive amounts of gold for several years now." "It can only go lower and lower."
I offer another side from another place. I ask not that you believe but only that you consider, and
follow this voice for a later time.
The news writers speak of great loses and missed investment opportunity by these holders of
gold. I ask you, have the loses been that great? The largest buyers of the true physical sales are
not traders, as the amount they gather is small by their ways. This gold they buy will outlive them
and no doubt be passed on to others, be they family or country. As oil has fallen, so has gold! All
is fair, all is as it should be.
But, the traders, these paper traders who have taken much of the London side, they hold nothing!
Who will provide gold for them to keep? Of the many markets, more gold now trades than exists!
To close,
A choice must be made now and it is for a simple mind. Of the CBs that have a purpose to sell
gold, do they sell to cover LBMA and other traders? Or do they let the paper gold market implode?
Of those CBs that lend and sell, they hold only 500m+/- ozs. If they sell all they have it will not
cover all and the other CBs may buy more. To date the oil states have not voiced a problem as the
gold appears not to leave the CB valts! But, if they start to cover the gold debt, the accounts will
show, even before additional open sales appear on the market. Now you know why I do not
predict a price. For ones of simple thought, such as I " gold will be repriced once in life, and that
will be much more than enough".

Date: Sun Nov 30 1997 20:29
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
A reply,
Date: Sun Nov 30 1997 18:42
GOLDEN CHEESEHEAD ( FUTURE OIL PRICES TO FOLLOW PRESENT GOLD PRICES )
ID#431263:
Mr. GCH,
As a large tanker takes time to turn, so will the coming change in oil values take time to see. We
have seen the last of cheap oil in US$ as the oil states are no longer taking paper gold! This
change in trading will have a great future impact on oil/gold/US$.
I think a large purchase of bullion was just made by them. It should have been paper. The BIS
must soon take a stand!
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Dec '97 – Feb '98
Date: Sun Dec 07 1997 18:45
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Will we have "Deja-vu" again?
Some people have followed the gold market from 1970. Some have followed it all their lives,
depending on when you were born. Some say they were right, as the market has fallen and they
held "no gold". They council from experience and a short life.
But, some have traded gold from times before. Those who trade with the sun know we will never
have"Deja-Vu" again. This market is unlike anything from the past. And those with a "short life" of
investing will learn from this coming future as gold will show their knowledge was limited to where
they stood on the mountain!
Unlike the past, this market has an end. And this end will not be for those who have waited to
buy! They see this bottom at $100 or $200 or $250, and they will buy at the turn as no fool
should have held from $360! But, I say they will buy only paper if lucky!
All should make ready and be holding metal only, as the turn will move $100+ the first day and
$200 the second day as comex is closed! It will trade no more from the 3rd day on! The gold
market of your youth will be no more! For those who were smart from experience not to buy at
$400, will look at $600 as "the deal of a lifetime".
To close,
Try to live in this outcome and see how different the world will be. It will not be the end of all
things, only the changing of most things in "western thought". The "Digital Currencies" will still
trade, but we will value them as not before. Anyone who has sold gold they do not have will not
be allowed to cover that position. Anyone who has brought gold they do not have will not be
allowed to cover that position. Many will lose all they have in a world without honor! Looking
back , one will ask, "how could I have thought that noone wanted gold, when more of it was being
brought than existed"? Indeed, more gold than exists or will be produced in the next ten years!
And some say, "only a fool would say the market was cornered".
During that time, a gold stock in the hand will not trade on an open market! And the government
of the country, of the land, of the mine, will no doubt speak with you of new taxes on GOLD!
A year has passed as the winds of change have started to blow. Waste no more time on paper
gold, you have suffered enough. Play paper games no more, as the future of your family waits a
decision.

Date: Sun Dec 07 1997 20:04
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
MoreGold and A. Goose,
We approach production costs, therefore we come to the end of this game. This is not lost to the
oil states. They, along with three CBs are buying as this is written! The size of these orders could
make the turn? We will see by way of a flat price over several weeks. If yes, then those with
orders of a month delivery are to late. We approach unsettled times.

Date: Fri Dec 12 1997 21:06
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
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Oil is only priced in US$ worldwide. Gold is only priced in US$ worldwide. It is important that this
process of dollar backing continue, as it is the only thing keeping this "digital currency" alive! It is
also important that all other currencies seek the US$ for backing, as they would not survive on
their own. Why would not these countries just hold oil or gold for backing? Because oil is not
buried in their back yard and real gold would bankrupt them in a minute. You see, a country can
buy all the paper gold they want as that gold remains on deposit at the BIS controlled CBs. But, if
they try to buy real gold outside the LBMA system the price would explode and the BIS would not
come to rescue their currency. All real bullion outside the system must remain available at
production cost prices ( in US$ ) for the cross trading of oil thru the LBMA. There are only two
threats to the world fiat currency system at present. The oil states could stop buying US$ for oil
and drop all paper gold for real bullion. Or, the masses could buy up all the physical supplies
thereby breaking the OIL/GOLD/US$ bond.
The paper gold market controlled by the BIS/LBMA system is, alone equal to more than all the
gold in existence. This market works like a hybrid currency using approximately twenty to forty
percent of all CB gold in leased form as backing. The paper behind the lease is a form of CB/gold
and is used as a "fractional reserve" that has built this huge market. This system has worked and
does work well. You have but to look at the good value that is received when dollar debt ( digital
currency ) is purchased with oil. The world works! But this system cannot continue. There is a
limit to how far gold can be inflated in quantity using "fractional reserve leasing" as backing. The
fatal flaw was found in the "forward sales" of unmined gold. The whole system counted on the
expansion of cheap mining techniques to supply much more gold at a cheaper price far into the
future. This happened to a degree for a few years but then just leveled off.
Now the LBMA continues to flood the market with paper gold as if nothing has changed! But it
has, we reached production cost! That wasn&rsquo;t suppose to happen until the mining industry
had raised supply many times what it is today.
To close:
Notice that we say "they use oil to buy gold" and "they use oil to buy dollars". You should try to
think in these terms as oil is the real value here. Oil functions as the true gold for the modern
world. Indeed, it was only when the world started needing oil for everything that gold was
dropped as backing for the US$ and replaced with oil!
The falling price of physical gold only hurts the mining industry ( and it's stockholders ) and
leveraged paper buyers. All others benefit from a lower value of gold. Look now as even the
western public are buying coins. They help themselves even in the face record Dow Jones.
Will the BIS try to settle this unbalanced market by destroying LBMA? Or will they drive the CBs to
lease another 20% in an effort to inflate this "paper gold currency". Just like the fiat dollar, if
inflated it loses value. This is not lost to the oil states.

Date: Fri Dec 12 1997 21:33
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
STUDIO.R & WDL:
If you owned an oilwell in your back yard and no-one could take control of it, then oil is the best
investment. But, most people use various forms of western paper to trade oil and that paper will
burn in a currency fire. Make no mistake, a currency fire is now in process and it has much fuel
remaining. Even Korea will find out that oil is all that counts. Their paper will die! Gold would have
helped them in a different world, but for now gold is in the background as the IMF tries to add
more paper to this inferno. If one owns real gold , it will be with ease to view the world currency
developments. They will be truly of biblical proportions!
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Date: Fri Dec 12 1997 22:31
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
SW,
What is "cloak and dagger"?

Date: Fri Dec 12 1997 22:45
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
SCHULTZ,
It is a many hard question you ask. The transactions are still working, but some are "covering the
back side" with real bullion. I ask you, when your worth in the ground is equal to much of the
earth, is an IOU of the same future value?
Only gold has such a history book for reference. These people do not trust foolish thoughts of
value from western minds. That history book is only in the first chapter.
This game is deep and one for your "007" to play.

Date: Fri Dec 12 1997 23:08
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
SWEAT:
You will not see 80% or more of gold deals. If it was done with all to see the discount value would
be lost as the world price would explode. This is not the relm of any public "wall street". At one
time it belonged mostly to the Barron. Now it is large with the BIS and super rich. Wars will be
fought over the lack of "visibility" of these dealings.

Date: Fri Dec 12 1997 23:29
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
DONALD;
I oil says "I am currency" and I will buy gold for $10,000/oz.. Then gold will be at that price. Then
all the bullion reserves will ballance debt for oil states.
If Arabia says, "I will sell oil for $10US a barrel or in gold valued at $10,000" what do you think
would happen?
If I had gold I would get oil very cheap! Or if I had only US$ I would have to pay the higher price
of $10.
In this day this cannot be, in that day it will look correct. This has been discussed for that time to
come.
I will be gone for a time.

Date: Tue Dec 16 1997 07:07
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Mr. Allen ( USA ) :
Thank you for your thinking thru of my posts. I am told that you are "on target". Understand that
using oil to back gold instead of the US$ is but one of several outcomes affecting the gold market
at this time. This will be the final move as the currencies are destroyed. Gold at a much higher
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dollar price, as a result of oil/backing, will allow most paper economies to continue in operation.
Gold will, in fact, become a "world oil currency" and be of national importance to all countries. In
the same way that all oil in the middle east ( and most other major producing countries ) is
nationally owned for the good of all, gold in the ground will be deemed a "currency reserve" for
the good of all. During this time all other metals ( and paper investments ) will fail to hold value.
Access to oil and gold will be next in line of importance behind food.
CB leasing/ lending is winding down as thoughts are changing. With the oil states going more to
physical there is no point in maintaining the paper gold market. UBS was the first to be cut free. If
you do not have physical yet, it will cost perhaps 100% more after the turn, if available at all. If
the paper fire in ASIA burns too hot, at some point gold will not be supplied even before the turn!

Date: Thu Jan 08 1998 09:24
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Much is happening now. Governments, IMF, BIS, LBMA and many others, are very much in the
middle of this fire. Very large buy orders have stopped the CBs from lending now. The BIS has
been asked/told "lower gold no more"! The US$ price has stopped. I will offer many thoughts on
the 10th.

Date: Sat Jan 10 1998 21:03
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Someone once said, "noone wants gold, that's why the US$ price keeps falling". Many thinking
ones laugh at such foolish chatter. They know that the price of gold is dropping precisely because
"too many people are buying it"! Think now, if you are a person of "great worth" is it not better for
you to acquire gold over years, at better prices? If you are one of "small worth", can you not
follow in the footsteps of giants? I tell you, it is an easy path to follow! An experienced guide is
not needed for this trail, look around you and see. The real money is selling ALL FORMS of paper
gold and buying physical! Why? Because any form of paper gold is loosing value much, much
faster than metal. Some paper will disappear all together in a fire of epic proportions! The massive
trading continues at LBMA, but something is now missing? The CBs are no longer lending! They
will not anymore! We have reached production costs. Oil will have nothing of "gold paper" if gold
must stay in the ground! And a CB values the wishes of oil far above it's return of leased gold!
Hear me now, "if gold tries to go lower than US$ $280 the BIS will buy it OUTRIGHT in the OPEN
for all to see"! They must! They will! I know. For no currency system could stand if "Oil" were to
bid for gold!
Oil has kept "the deal" as the CBs sold paper to lower golds price! All is fair. Asia will bid for gold
not as in the past. They now know that the free flow of oil has more value than the Pacific
economy. But the price that was paid may be more than the world currency system can endure.
To close:
The US$ has risen on a flight of fear. That will now end as the LBMA shorts are given to wolves. If
this fire burns too hot, gold will turn and it's trading halted. The price of oil will explode as gold
becomes the "world oil currency"! Even now oil has locked the IMFs gold, Asia will bid against
them no more. We come to extreame times.
Risk not your wealth in paper, we enter a period of truth.

Date: Sat Jan 10 1998 23:49
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ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
CMAX:
You are exactly correct! Follow your thoughts. good luck
SWEAT:
What quantity of GOLD, paper or physical, has OIL traditionally purchased on an annual basis?
From 1991, appx. 20m/oz./yr., now it is more.
How much paper GOLD is out there ready to be squeezed?
Over 14,000 tons.
Do you think OIL will be able to collect what is owed to them?
It will come outright or thru the increase in value of metal owned after an oil for gold bid.

Date: Sun Jan 11 1998 00:39
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Mr. A. Goose:
The BIS is not a broker or trading house. They do not move with chart patterns or wall street
directives. If gold drifts under 280 for any period of time, they must act to forstall a much worse
outcome. That being; Oil will not allow Lbma to drive gold so low as to make the CBs the only
suppliers. Oil will bid for gold and in doing so create an "oil currency" out of it. That outcome
would make the current "currency debts" ( bonds ) next to worthless and turn the financial system
upside down.

Date: Sun Jan 11 1998 01:16
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
CMAX:
I can not oppose your long term view. But, I can change the contents. Oil went from appx.
1.50/bbl./+/- to $20.00/+/- and the world changed. Many 3rd world countries ( mexico, exp. )
have been using the same currencies for many years, even as they were destroyed. The people
only adjusted by adding the US$ as a value/mix. The same will happen when/if oil bids for gold.
All nations will use the same digital currencies for all trade, but will also add gold to the value. The
world will not end, it will change! As some say "not enough gold to use as a currency", I say "gold
not valued high enough to use as currency". At a high enough value ( price ) it is an excellent
currency! Oil now backs the US$ as a "digital world reserve trading currency". When oil backs gold
as an "additional value to digital currencies" your view will be different.

Date: Sun Jan 11 1998 01:33
ANOTHER (Thank You.) ID#60253:
Cmax:
I must use another to express my knowledge, as position will not allow.
"Life takes us as winds on a storm, to what end we may never know".

Date: Sun Jan 11 1998 01:52
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
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A.GOOSE:
Nothing is assured! Life is a risk and subject to many changes.
I ask you, if the USA could not remove the Iraq leader when they were in full battle dress, then???
No, the US tanks are not a factor in this. The risk is to each person and how they hold their
wealth. The concept of what wealth is, is going to change. Concept is but a thought and a thought
of what value is, changes thru life. Time will prove all things.

Date: Sun Jan 11 1998 01:57
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
CMAX & ALL:
I must be away for a time. good luck

Date: Sat Jan 17 1998 16:44
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
We will talk today. Have your coffee or tea and bring a clear mind, as we will think of oil and gold.
Yes, we will think thoughts not spoken for simple persons.
Later I will post, then we will truly consider.
Today, I stood in the sand and looked for life in the heavens. But even the stars offer no life as a
strong body and a full mind. It is a fine night for a man of small thought, for he can consider
GOLD.

Date: Sat Jan 17 1998 20:45
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
For those of simple thought, such as I, gold is good to own. But, for those of need for reason,
read from one who speaks to me:
The Cornering of Gold!
The final outcome of "Too Much Oil", "Too little Gold" and "Worldwide Digital Currencies".
For years the governments could create currency out of nothing. But, during the last eight years,
the modern currency systems have taken the final step. As digital charges in a computer, they
have become but "emotional thoughts" of trading value. This is to say, "a currency unit exists only
during the moment of trade". During this time, when real things are in transit, paper currency has
value as an expected "trade completion". It exists as a human thought. Complete the transaction
and the thought is gone, the currency unit dies.
Think about it? If for a time the world commerce stopped. All would live from what they had for,
say a week. During this week, all currencies and the debts that back them would not exist!
Without trade, modern currencies have no use, no value, no purpose.
During our modern age, a currency can be anything. Corn, lamps, cars, tables, anything could be
used as a concept for a digital currency. You see, it exists in concept only. Even gold could be used
as modern money. The real item is not used, only the concept of "how it would be used during the
transaction of commerce". "Real value is not needed for modern money, as it is only used as a
trading unit"!
What does all of this have to do with oil and gold? For most people, nothing. But for some people,
everything! You see, some persons do not want to hold an "operating business" and the present
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value that represents, as their wealth. Nor do they want to hold encumbered assets or debts of
others. Wealth, to these people, is not represented by a "digital trading unit of commerce".
History has shown how many persons, or groups of persons, have tried and failed while trying to
corner a commodity. Greed was always the factor, as acquiring real wealth to pass on to family or
country was never the aim. Using paper currencies ( or debts of the same ) to purchase these
commodities, always brought on the undoing of the scam. During some years, even gold was used
as a purchasing unit, as gold was the currency of that time.
But, today we come to a different period, with a different factor and circumstance. For during no
period of history has an entity used a commodity to corner another commodity! The intent is not
to "corner", but the result will be the same. This action is coming about because of a gross, huge
mismatch of the value of gold and oil! We are not talking about the price of these items ( in any
currency ) . We speak of the total amount of physical gold, worldwide and the total amount of oil
worldwide. During the last twenty years, the world has made oil an absolute necessity for life as
we know it. During the same time, gold has been degraded to a "kind of commodity that we may
need sometime but, I'm not sure". With the public, government and the business community
holding these thoughts, it is easy to understand which item is needed first and which would be
dumped. In this day, people would sell gold for oil, no contest!
Consider the amount of oil that is used daily. Consider the future value that this consumption
places on reserves in the ground. Compare this to the amount of gold consumed daily. Notice I
said "consumed daily", not "traded daily". Clearly, the consumption of oil compared to the
consumption of gold places a much higher value on oil reserves than gold reserves. With no
replacement for the use of oil ( at present to lower prices ) and no "needed" use for gold in
today's thought, we have the ingredients for a mismatch in value of epic proportions!
The supply of oil was a problem in the 70s. Several nations actually cut off the supply to make a
political point. Many thought that the "embargo" was an attempt at "cornering" the oil market. We
may never know the true reasons for the large increase in the price of oil, but one thing is clear.
The value of oil in today's economy is of far greater importance to maintaining present "asset
values" than at any time in the past. Today, the future value of all commerce is "well bid" into
every asset value! Without oil in good supply , at a currency price that allows a reasonable
lifestyle, all assets would lose much relative value.
This "need" for supply is not lost to governments or their Central Banks. No single asset class or
segment of the economy, by itself is more valuable than the supply of oil. This brings us back full
circle, to the problem of "digital currencies" and the "mind set" of much of the simple ( and rich )
third world persons. To many of these people, wealth is the surplus of life's work that you pass on
after death. Currency is something you, spend, trade or hold for a few years. It isn't wealth. Gold
( and silver ) is "on the list", so to speak.
This same mindset creates a worry in the back of many a mind in the oil states. It is clear to
most, that even a small amount of gold in the asset mix, makes one appear "less western" and
therefore "less foolish" when the concept of value and currency are discussed. But, the problem
has always been that oil is "so large" in relation to gold that any attempt to convert, even a
portion of ones assets creates a distortion in the markets. Of further concern is that; everyone
knows that western minds don't like or want gold, but if they think you like it they will trade it up
in price for the sake of "sticking it to you".
Enter the world of "paper gold".
Yes, gold just like currencies has been "digitized". If you brought gasoline, made from oil sold
under $20/bl, you are part of this system! For just as the "digital currencies" are created for
trading only, paper gold was created for the trade of oil. In a very broad sense, it was created as
an "extra" or "kicker" to allow the purchase of small amounts of cheap gold in return for a full
supply of oil. In reality, this gold paper represents the future production of gold ( from the
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ground ) to balance the reserves of oil ( also in the ground ) . The huge amount of "paper gold"
traded and outstanding today is now in excess of all the gold in existence above ground! In
essence, it is of the same value as the currencies, "the thoughts of nations, blowing in the wind".
The Central Banks gave value to this paper by selling and lending some of their gold stocks. But,
as economies became hooked on cheap oil, and demanded more of the same, these same CBs
had no choice but to use fractional reserve gold lending" to pump the gold market.
Now we approach the final act.
There is one oil state that no one will play for a fool. The CBs will sell all of their gold or the
nations will nationalize all mines and operate them at a loss. One way or another, most of the
paper gold market will be honored. Why? Because oil will bid for gold if they do not! We are not
talking about an oil embargo or rising oil prices. Indeed, oil will become very cheap for those that
can supply physical gold. This deal will not require the agreement of all oil states. Only one can
start this, the others will gladly follow.
A large oil producer, with plenty of reserves and unused capacity, can say: We now value gold at
$10, $20 or $30,000/oz.. That is the rate we will use to sell oil. We will go to "full" production and
offer at $10.00us/bl.. Pay us in physical gold and USD ( or EUROs ) as a 50% mix to the above
rate to equal $10/bl..
It would be a deal like none other! Oil, worldwide, would drop to $10.00/bl and every economy
would do very well, IF they had gold. All gold would immediately be arbitraged to the above prices
thereby creating a "world oil currency" large enough to handle oil. This creating of a new
"specialized currency" will be the result of the first "commodity corner" that ever succeeded!
But what of the current currency/debt structure? We will cover that in a later article.

Date: Sat Jan 17 1998 22:07
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Jan 17 1998 21:35
Tyler Rose ( ANOTHER ) ID#373164:
If, as you say, a major oil producer were to say that they value oil at $x per barrel, and
we will take payment 1/2 in dollars or eurodollars and 1/2 in gold, then it would be to
the benefit of that oil producer to "value" gold aslow as possible, in order that they
would receive more gold for the 1/2 of the payment in gold.
Tyler Rose:
At this point of time the drive would be to make a usable currency. This would require a high value
for gold. For gold to trade with oil on a physical basis would also require perhaps a small fraction
of gold/bl.
All would gain from this. The intent is not to destroy the oil market.

Date: Sat Jan 17 1998 22:22
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Jan 17 1998 22:06
Schultz ( ANOTHER ) ID#288349:
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Schultz,
Your view is a good one. The perception of the US is one of your view from where you stand.
Many do not hold America as a "taker without cause". At a low ratio of gold per barrel, with gold
priced high enough, the USA would no doubt receive oil, relative to today at perhaps $8.00. The
Us gold reserve and in ground reserve would last a great while. Also, the US gold reserve value
would increase a great deal!
That, your Washington would understand, VERY WELL!

Date: Sat Jan 17 1998 23:00
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Jan 17 1998 21:44
Mikey ( TO ANOTHER ) ID#347332:
To ANOTHER;
What do you think of this new technology to convert gas to oil.
What about the vast reservoirs of natural gas in the US or anywhere else?
Mikey,
If the oil/gold trading brings on a worldwide currency crisis before oil can change the rules, the
price of oil in all currencies would spike and destroy most economies and the oil market. This
outcome is not wanted but may happen. In this scenario your natural gas would be of use, but
your econemy would be gone. Gold would never trade again on a free market. If the oil priced in
gold comes to pass, oil would be a much cheaper use than gas. Your reserves would have to wait
for another day.

Date: Sat Jan 17 1998 23:19
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY,
Date: Sat Jan 17 1998 22:40
A.Goose ( Gold for oil... ) ID#20137:
There are many who would take your gold. Read my long post of tonight and place your life in
that time. You will feel the threat against your holdings. If it is taken it will be for the good of all.
Perhaps it is not bad. In all things, good life is more important.

Date: Fri Jan 23 1998 15:44
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sun Jan 18 1998 09:46
sharefin ( Worth a re- read???? ) ID#284255:
http://www.kitcomm.com/pub/discussion/another3.html
ANOTHER updated plus a couple of old ones I found.
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Mr. Sharefin,
Thank you for saving these. There is much more to this.
_________
REPLY:
Date: Sun Jan 18 1998 09:37
A.Goose ( ) ID#20137:
Date: Sun Jan 18 1998 06:17
Junior ( @ ANOTHER ) ID#248180:
" The baseline I see from ANOTHER's comments set the final stage for fiat currency, as
we know it today. I believe that ANOTHER's thoughts spell the death of the U.S. dollar
as we know it today."
Mr. A.Goose,
Thank you for all your thinking ( only part of post is above ) . It has long been a worry that the
US$ and it's oil backing would some day come undone. I will post tonight between your 6:00 &
7:00 US /EST. More thoughts and replies.
_________
REPLY:
Date: Sat Jan 17 1998 23:55
JTF ( Areas of General Agreement ) ID#57232:
ANOTHER: I think there is much that we can agree on. I don't just mean myself, but
fellow Kitcoites.
Here's to the future!
Mr. JTF,
There is much more to your post. You always consider all things. We look to the future for change,
to change is to live!
_______
REPLY:
Date: Sat Jan 17 1998 18:14
JTF ( I look forward to your comments! ) ID#57232:
ANOTHER: I would be very interested in your response to my comments regarding why
"paper gold" trading cannot distort the price of physical gold significantly - - although
price swings might be increased or decreased somewhat depending on the trading - but not enough to shut down the gold trading market. My sources were D.A., a
commodity trader who posts
JTF:
I will discuss tonight! Thank you.
______
REPLY:
Date: Sat Jan 17 1998 13:53
Lurker 777 ( Another what? ) ID#317247:
Mr. Lurker 777,
You honor me sir. I only ask that you consider my thoughts. " a truth spoken is for the benefit of
many and never a gain for only the one"
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"Many outcomes can grow from earth, as nations cultivate the soil differently. To understand the
climate, is to make ready for storm."
___
REPLY:
Date: Thu Jan 22 1998 18:51
Cmax ( ANOTHER/GOLD/OIL ) ID#339320:
For all you "doubting Thomas':
Mr.Cmax:
Sir, Some think my thoughts are as "hogwash"? Several CBs use "agents" to buy gold. Some
agents, small, some large, some "BIG". They buy much from $365 down, all last year. Even today,
it does not show. This world, it is strange, yes? I would say "Big Trader" has little time for
"washing the hog"! But you sir have a large shovel and dig very deep!
It is written, "all holes in earth lead to china"!

Date: Fri Jan 23 1998 19:01
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
I feel this way also:
Do you really hold dollars?
It is important to understand that few persons or governments hold US dollars! Look at any
investment portfolio and what you will find "are assets denominated in US$". This sounds simple,
but it is not. You have heard the phrase, "money is moving into real estate, land, oil, stocks or
bonds". It is a bad meaning, as it does not what it says.
All modern digital currencies do not go into an investment, they move THRU it. The US unit is only
an exchange medium to acquire assets valued in dollars. US government bonds are the usual
holding. No CB holds any currency! They hold the bonds of that currency. The major problem
today, is that digital currencies have erased the currency denominations of all government/nation
debt holdings! Even thou a debt is marked as DM, USA, YEN, they are in "real time" / "marked to
the market" and cross valued in all currencies! No currency asset, held by CBs today are valued in
the light of a single issuing country, rather "all currencies are locked together". To lose one large
national currency, is to lose the entire structure as we know it!
There is an alternative. Gold! It is the only medium that currencies do not "move thru". It is the
only Money that cannot be valued by currencies. It is gold that denominates currency. It is to say
"gold moves thru paper currencies". Gold can be used to revalue any asset, and not be destroyed
in the process!
Mr. JTF has asked: " I would be very interested in your response to my comments regarding why
"paper gold" trading cannot distort the price of physical gold significantly - "
Reply:
In times of plenty, people say one thing about physical gold, but in time of change they do the
opposite. History has shown that when paper assets start to be revalued downward by gold ( gold
rises ) , it's physical supply dries up! People and governments "HOLD" the real physical and trade
the paper, even gold paper. Never before in history have we had a gold market such as today's! It
has cross currents from every direction.
You have CBs that highly value gold, but need it's price in currencies to fall as a means of pricing
oil.
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You have merchant banks creating a huge "digitized paper gold" market for trading only.
You have other CBs holding gold in the form of "paper commitments" and calling it physical.
You have some CBs having nothing to do with any of this and buying in the off market.
And finally, we have the threat of gold becoming an "oil currency" with the risk of total
nationalization by any country that is short of both oil and gold!
The Paper Gold Market today could completely destroy the physical market by shutting down all
possible trading as the currencies are devalued by gold in a massive upheaval!

Date: Fri Jan 23 1998 19:26
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Fri Jan 23 1998 18:03
oris ( ANOTHER ) ID#238422:
Would you please explain today's action when gold went up $9.00 and oil dropped
$0.30.
According to your scenario gold and oil should move in one direction.
Mr. Oris,
Oil is by far a much larger market than gold. Many times over. Oil may be taken to $12/US, but
this is not a trading move. Only business. $12 oil did not require gold to drop below $320 or so, as
gold must stay above perceived production cost. The drive to $280 was by the paper market
outside. The intent is for long term asset balance not destruction! However, the currency market is
close to taking extreme moves. That will over ride intended results.

Date: Fri Jan 23 1998 19:46
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Fri Jan 23 1998 19:19
aurator ( & c. ) ID#255284:
Mr. Aurator,
Silver will always be part of "gold money". But, is far too small a market for large, modern
economies. Silver will do far better than any paper asset, only it will serve better as a "personal
holding" than as a major money. If it is of your way to balance wealth, then silver will show value.
Metals have not shown their true worth for many years as the world has done very well. This is
very good. But, all things do change! As it is our time and place to live this change, our thoughts
must view the future as it must be. Who can know the minds of men and countries as paper
burns?

Date: Fri Jan 23 1998 20:16
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
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Date: Fri Jan 23 1998 19:35
A.Goose ( ) ID#20137:
Date: Fri Jan 23 1998 19:26
ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253:
Mr. A.Goose,
In our present system, all currencies are backed by the US$. As long as the US$ is on an "oil
standard" of backing, no other country can change. The BIS would destroy their economy in a
second of storm. Many think that a country may sell or cut it's CB/US debt backing at will! They
cannot, they will not! Oil will not accept another system as long as the oil/gold bond works and
the world currency system is somewhat in order. If a crisis erupts and gold breaks the bond with
oil, then a change must take place!
We will no doubt see a mass run of CBs into gold at ANY price! This I know! As for now, each
person must protect worth, as the nation/state is locked from change.

Date: Fri Jan 23 1998 20:38
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Fri Jan 23 1998 20:17
oris ( ANOTHER ) ID#238422:
Thank you for your reply.
Oris:
The world oil market is very, very hard to understand.
If I could speak in a future time on this? I must be gone now for some time. Know this, my
knowledge of gold is for the simple ones, of small thought, such as I. Resist the traders mind, hold
your wealth close. There are those that will take your worth at the very time you need it most.
Most will not see the time or place, few are allowed!
thank you

Date: Wed Feb 04 1998 18:47
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Consider, can they all buy silver?
The most important thing to observe is that Mr. Buffett did NOT use any form of paper to
represent his silver. No options on silver, no futures, no options on silver futures, no silver mining
stocks, no leased silver deals from mining stocks and no MARGIN! Most of the large buyers of
metals are buying the physical, outright. Mr. Buffett had Berkshire
Hathaway purchase silver as part of it's long term "economic investment outlook". Not to be
confused with a leveraged, quick profits bet. Understand, that Berkshire plays within the "world
paper economy parameters", they are not looking for a currency replacement. What is not seen,
are the personal holdings of Mr. Buffett, Mr. Soros and countless other "world wealthy". In those
accounts you will indeed find silver, but also, much more gold!
Note, that he was buying thru much of last year. So were a number of others. The one common
thought from them all is that, "the real wealth will be held in PHYSICAL form"!
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"you may also follow in the footsteps of giants"

Date: Wed Feb 04 1998 19:37
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Mr. H. Hitter,
Timing? Most of the very large buyers completed much of their conversion all of last year. When
we speak of these entities one must know that they purchase much larger amounts than
Berkshire. Most cannot understand that it is difficult to take five or ten million oz./gold in physical
in a month or less. Note that Mr. Buffett has taken six months and only purchased about half of
his silver! Even here we speak of only $300m for the amount taken. At this time the market is
very, very tight for large money to go into physical. Paper, yes! I could move five billion US into
paper metal very fast, but not physical.
Is silver being played to ignite ? Only the small paper movers are trying for the "fast buck
squeeze". Most of them get eaten when the lions come for food. The big wealth is only trying to
convert! Silver is good, but always to small. Perhaps at $150us it would work? Most are looking
for a "currency/wealth" holding with history! They, ( this includes some CBs ) want a holding that
is spread far and wide, and very deep! Gold is good.

Date: Wed Feb 04 1998 20:24
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
What are your "THOUGHTS" regarding the major currencies being backed by PM's?
Mr. Junior,
Any nation/state can put it's economy/currency on a gold standard. They only have two
requirements. Own a stockpile of gold and raise the price very high!
In the past, when currencies were gold, a nation could not lower the amount of gold backing it's
currency ( raise the price of gold ) because it lowered the currency unit worldwide and created
payment imbalances. Today, no nation/currency is on a gold standard. The first country that starts
will own the rest for some time.
Find me a country with many needed resources, little debt in relation to the assets and a national
pride to lead? Let them price gold at many thousands not only in their currency but also in their
resources! The world would buy from them, cheaply in gold but dearly in all other unbacked
currencies. The markets would do the rest!
The large modern currencies, of today have only debt ridden economies to back them. They
cannot change as debt blocks their path. "To change is to live and to live, some debts must die".
The owners of much of this debt must lose if change is to occur. Even the new EURO will not be
backed by gold! It will HOLD gold only as insurance against the worst outcome, war.
Yes, an oil state comes to mind! It could even be China!

Date: Wed Feb 04 1998 21:02
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Mr. Kiwi,
Will the paper market ever represent the physical?...
You will see it in out time!
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Will a total collapse be necessary first?
Perhaps a "almost total"??
It seems the vested interests in the paper game are powerful enough to
keep the physical down indefinitely?
In a very real sence, games can go on forever. The question here is;
Can those powerful thru "paper wealth" go on indefinitely? History has shown that they end
suddenly, with great puzzlement as to the loss of importance without wealth.

Date: Wed Feb 04 1998 23:23
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60254:
REPLYS:
Mr. Studio. R.,
Will several ( or many ) bullion banks fail?
"when one cannot repay a loan, it is done" !
Are the bullion banks bonded?...
In the real national/ world there is no such thing as "bonded".
Look to Korea for proof!
Mr. Sweat,
If oil or the BIS bid for gold, you will know it ! In your terms,
" up front and personal"??
RBA's 167 tonnes ? No comment.
Mr. Kuston,
Please understand, that wealth will move into all forms of real assets as the destruction of our
debt/ digitial currency system continues. When the currencies move to a final resolution, it will be
the "marketplace for precious metals" that will die first! It is well known that gold will hold it's
value above everything. All other metals could lose much of the value they gained prior to this
meltdown! Remember, "when the currencies go to nuclear war, all paper and paper markets will
burn"! Many hard assets will lose in the public mind as confusion will rule. In the thoughts of
many, gold will perform!

Date: Wed Feb 04 1998 23:39
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60254:
Mr. A. Goose,
Davos ? Watch what Mr. Munk of ABX does with his paper gold. A move to copy WB, but buying
physical gold for his personal account would not be of supprise! The CBs have stopped
selling/leasing and that has put the entire world of LBMA "at risk". ABX is of that world.

Date: Thu Feb 05 1998 00:09
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60254:
Mr. Aurator,
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As in my 23:23 post, I cannot comment on this.
167 tonnes ?

Date: Thu Feb 05 1998 00:16
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60254:
WetGold and JTF,
I will reply on the 07th .

Date: Sat Feb 07 1998 18:45
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Some see metals from a view of only "supply and demand". Supply must be put for use and real
demand must consume to produce a product. It is not this way with all things! If a person holds
gold, must that holding is viewed with the one purpose, to sell some day for profit or loss. It is for
some minds that gold in both hands can have no use? Such a mind can only see value in paper
terms. For such thought finds gold as wealth, only if it is someday turned back to paper! Paper,
indeed! A dangerous position to hold for the future in our lives!
Brokers and traders will show you, "turn your gold into wealth", "put it to productive use, Trade
It"! "Sell your gold and buy it again, many times". "Do this and find the value lost from your
youth"!
But I say, spend your time in the company of truly wealthy ones, see how they make gold lie very
still! Know this now, the world will again, in your time, feel value in gold as never before. And that
value will be as the "productive use of holding wealth thru the fire of change". "Yes, you can also
walk in the footsteps of giants".
Think now in light of the real world around us. Hold your assets in the sun of day, what do we
see? A government bond denominated in a currency? Now, remove the currency from the bond,
show what is in your hand? Hear me now, we see nothing of "productive use"! Yes, there is supply
of the currency, and we have demand for the currency, but the end product is as the space
between stars! Even in this "light of day" a trader/ government will tell you, "hold not that
commodity, gold, for it is as a dead, unproductive asset". I say, run from these lies, for they see
not deep in the future!
Is this not true? I an slow, but many think for me. Read please:
"Noone can see the value of a real asset when knowing how many currency units it is
denominated in. Value is only known when holding one real asset next to another real asset and
comparing the currency unit valuations of both. Use as an example, a $75,000 $US Mercedes and
a small apartment, also $75,000. They can be traded using the currency as a temporary holding
until the transaction is complete. The car and apartment are viewed as having productive use of
equal value. However, it is the items that have the value, not the currency unit! The currency is of
but momentary value expressed as "the intention of a trade completion". Complete the trade and
"poof" the units hold no future value. At this point in time, everything in the world is
"denominated" in currencies that have no use, except to complete the trade! Trillions upon trillions
of digitized currency are currently being held for the "completion of commerce", extending out
into other lifetimes! Of course we are speaking of any form of currency denominated debt, be it
government or private.
The major threat to this collection of wealth holdings would be the introduction of any real asset
currency. Any country that could "resource a currency" of use the world over does pose a threat to
the wealth of nations greater then war! It is in the realm of possibilities, that a gold or oil based
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system would bring a resolution to the present structure as equal to " a nuclear war of
currencies". Our concept of value, would indeed have to start over. "
Mr. Cjs1, To say "this is good" or "your view is a good one" in my world, is to say "I agree" in your
world. "good thoughts flow as cool water for a thirsty mind"
Reply,
Date: Thu Feb 05 1998 00:01
JTF ( Peter Munk, ABX, and LBMA ) ID#57232:
Another: Could you tell us more about what Peter Munk may have done?
Mr. JTF,
ABX is in debt for gold. They owe not currency but gold. They are a paper company operating in a
paper world. No government will allow any entity to sell gold for thousands an ounce when debts
by that country go unpaid. Especially when the paper that represents the gold that is owed by a
miner, is held by some who gain thru the loss to the all. In that time, gold will have a far better
use. Remember, "gold and oil will ever flow in the same direction"
Reply,
Date: Wed Feb 04 1998 23:52
WetGold ( ANOTHER ) ID#243180:
Without speaking in parable ?
Buy physical gold and hold it close. Real wealth can not know time, it is good for all seasons. It
will buy you honor during a time without truth!
I will return in a time.

Date: Sat Feb 07 1998 20:51
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
In addition to this "What is the catalyst for the coming event and when will it happen ?"
Mr. WetGold,
One fine day, life in your world will change. The newspaper will show what has happened. In that
day the price of oil will rise to, prehaps well over $100/bl if purchased with US$ alone. It will cost ,
perhaps $8.00/bl if purchased with an additional, tiny amount of gold. Perhaps, in a time before
2000, a new oil currency will be born! In that day, debts will burn and currencies will war, and you
sir will, with honor, raise your standard of living with Gold!

Date: Sat Feb 07 1998 23:22
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY,
Date: Sat Feb 07 1998 20:00
Forklift ( Another ) ID#156161:
What country would have the brilliant wisdom and daring to make gold it's currency
and thus own the world? What new regional entity, yet to form, could accomplish this?
Mr. Forklift,
Your eyes are, no doubt more clear than mine. Stand here with me as we view this race of two! As
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in all things, it is a game for some and to others it be life and death. I would say, stop this effort,
but it is late in history. So, make ready, as we will be here for the finish!

Date: Sun Feb 08 1998 09:51
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Date: Sun Feb 08 1998 08:50
CJS1__A ( Replies ) ID#329157:
Sir,
I would say you have chosen well! Over many seasons, the currencies have come to bid in this
race and all were found as "low bid". The time for "full production" is at hand. No currency is large
enough for this race, so a new one will arrive from the past!
This you say: An alligator is, they say, "all mouth and no ears".
This is good, I show a great smile!
Mr. Pete,
I have written of this. See the list from Mr. Fin. Try using $30,000/gold, the value is better for all!

Date: Sun Feb 08 1998 10:17
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Reply,
Date: Sun Feb 08 1998 09:42
Forklift ( CJS1__A ) ID#156161:
"it is also something of great value which they cannot defend"
Mr. Forklift,
You must place yourself in that time! Nations with gold and armies will stand for Arabia!
$8.00us/bl oil is indeed a resource to fight for!

Date: Sun Feb 08 1998 10:31
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Date: Sat Feb 07 1998 21:28
refer ( ANOTHER @ THOUGHTS ) ID#41229:
Is your warnings to us of something that may happen?, something you feel will
happen?, or something that is in progress and you know will happen?
Mr. refer,
I submit to you that, thruout time the progress of men does proceed at many speeds. I do offer
my thoughts on a direction that is taken for a chosen time. But, who can know the minds of
builders? Of my life and times, I do say, this structure will be completed of the well being of all!
For this new system to fail, it will be as Mr. Donald has said, with much destruction of commerce.

Date: Sun Feb 08 1998 10:45
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
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Reply,
Date: Sun Feb 08 1998 10:24
WetGold ( ANOTHER ) ID#243180:
Since Arabia will be protected AND the U.S. has a strong allie in Arabia --Will the relationship sour or will be united with a common goal ?
Sir,
Please see Another's post from yesterday AM and on. You and all western minds must weight this
offer as it is heavy for your side! A great many losses will be for the holders of debt and paper
things, but the gains are for a better life. There will be many for NO! Time will prove all things!

Date: Sun Feb 08 1998 11:01
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
I will be gone for some time.

Date: Sat Feb 14 1998 19:10
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
SDRer,
I would say, you are thinking well with this thought:
Date: Mon Feb 09 1998 18:20
SDRer__A ID#288156:
"derivatives EXIST because the system is broken"
To this I would add:
" a broken system EXIST because oil still backs the US$"
It is good, this system, for the world economy is strong from the easy flow of oil. But, the
economy is as living persons, and subject to the stress of real life! We do now reach high
production of goods and service worldwide. But, in terms of our financial system, the ability to
trade these goods, has reached it's limit! Even as a mountain climber, humans have limits, as we
can move only "so high" and "so fast" at this altitude. Today, the derivatives start to fail because
the world trading system is slowing down, even as products are produced faster and cheaper. The
economy has reached "the top of the mountain" and noone can see this.
As you read this, persons buy companies thru your Dow Jones at values that reflect "the supply of
cheap oil" and it's good effects for business in general. What they do not see is the undoing of the
currency world that "good business" must have to operate. The "oil standard" created and held
this currency world intact, thru much abuse. Today, the "derivatives", that require a long future of
"good business", are being "devalued"! Look far and wide as you are, now , at the top of this hill!
The world will head down this slope because it is not a machine and is subject to "thin air".
History has shown that as persons slip from a high stance, they grasp for items that are known to
be secure! They do reach for real things! Derivatives offer not a solid hold. It is well known that
the modern gold market is fat with contracts derived from "intentions to supply". It is also known
that the US$ continues on the "oil standard" because of this paper. No doubt, oil will continue to
flow, but what currency will take this supply as we "walk down the mountain"?
In that day, "good money" will become "bad money" and "derivatives" will be paid to the holders
of "derivatives"! In that day, a gold mine will also be paid in "derivatives", for it's gold will be for
the benefit of all.
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This is the way for you to see this modern gold market:
"Today, the paper gold market only affects the physical as the price is pushed down! It is the
physical market that destroys the paper gold as price rises. In a falling market, paper can be
settled in physical gold or cash! In a limit up market, paper can only be settled in more paper or
cash!"
It is of this knowledge that wealthy ones and some CBs are taking in physical gold.
Look to LBMA, for currency looking for gold! Compare the Comex average open interest with it's
average daily trading volume. Now use average daily trading volume at LBMA and convert to open
interest in London, using comex ratio. Here you will find "real currency" in "paid for" gold
derivatives ( not futures ) ! This money is now looking to convert to physical! It is caught in this
paper with no way out! Know that this amount covers not CB gold moved by big trader! That
wealth is safe, as it is for the good of all in those countries!
Mr. Bart,
Your fee, it is a good thing. I would be more open and bring the thoughts of others for all to see. "
all persons live for as one world and secrets are for the fools"

Date: Sat Feb 14 1998 20:18
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Feb 14 1998 19:34
Preacher ( ANOTHER; A Question ) ID#225273:
"free flow of oil is more important than the Pacific economies. Could you explain your
view on that more clearly? "
Mr. Preacher,
A time ago, the Asians were buying great amounts of gold thru South Africa. This alone was
enough to drive the price of physical very high. As cheap oil required low gold, this action was, not
good. In addition, during this time, a person in Hong Kong was moving many wealths into much
"paper gold" in London. The amount "leveraged" was so large, in physical terms, that delivery
would not happen, as no CB would sell that much. This gold paper was purchased from $365
down with intent to buy all at production cost ( below $300US ) . Much of this paper was
converted, but London had to sell so much new volume that it changed the paper market, forever!
That is why the CB had been seen as selling to honor this paper. The BIS stopped the CB sales
and drove physical gold from Asia as a last resort! Oil has locked the CB and IMF gold from sales
of significance. What metal that trades worldwide, is all there is.
Perhaps, this has answered your first question, also. WW3? Wars are fought over oil, not gold!
thank you.

Date: Sat Feb 14 1998 20:50
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Feb 14 1998 19:58
Heavy Hitter ( ANOTHER ) ID#403159:
"but maybe you have a hunch?"
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Mr. Hitter,
The price of "hunch" is very to high for investment! It is the reason so many paper gold buyers
take on appearance of " to much sun"! I offer this, do not use the solid reasons for owning
physical gold, as a purpose to trade it. Your profits from such trade, will, on the last day, in the
heat of fire, burn as paper does! Sir, the world is going to change, and the rules of engagement
will also change. Gold will be repriced, once! It will be enough for your time of life.

Date: Sat Feb 14 1998 21:32
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Feb 14 1998 20:00
WetGold ( ANOTHER ) ID#243180:
This appears to be a monumental world crisis much worse than the depression of the
early 20th century. Could U expand further ?
Mr. WetGold,
In the past, nations and states have lost all as " the world changed" and these entities lost the
ability to trade, at a profit. It is as history, and happened many times. Today, it is not the same.
The "wealth of nations" are held as "thoughts of value" not real value! And even these thoughts
are "in debt" as they are owed to other nations. As it has always been, time moves the minds of
people to change, and with this, the thoughts of value also change. In this day, as not in the past,
the loss of paper value as a concept will destroy the very foundation of wealth that this economic
system is built on. This drama has started and is well underway!
There are nations that will try to "resource a new currency" as the old financial system implodes.
Oil or gold or both may be used. If it is done at the correct time, much will be gained by all! Fail
this Attempt, and gold will never trade on an open exchange again, in our lifetime! We will see
this end in our time.
thank you.

Date: Sat Feb 14 1998 22:22
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Feb 14 1998 21:01
Preacher ( ANOTHER & Interest rates ) ID#225273:
"Thank you for that answer. Perhaps I'm dense, but I'm still not clear on how driving
the gold from the HK traders collapsed the Pacific economies" ?
Sir,
These Pacific economies were "on the edge" for some time, that is why many peoples there were
buying gold. As the financial systems approached resolution, " the OPPORTUNITY was observed"
to allow the currencies to plunge, without help! Much gold ( not all ) was driven from the Pacific
rim, and the buying has slowed much. Many underestimate the need to keep gold in the low
$300US.
" Also, you are looking for lower short-term interest rates, but skyrocketing long-term
rates along with a higher US$"?
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Yes,
In an effort to maintain the dollar/oil bond. It is well to know that oil holds not long term US debt
as backing for it's currency. In the end the CBs will let the long bond plunge in price. That is why
most of the US debt is not "long", this change is for that time.

Date: Sat Feb 14 1998 22:29
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Date: Sat Feb 14 1998 21:21
WetGold ( ANOTHER ) ID#243180:
" How do Muslims in the Middle East and around the world reconcile this in their
pursuit of GOLD with the "New Paradigm" ?
Sir, I do not know.

Date: Sat Feb 14 1998 22:51
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Date: Sat Feb 14 1998 21:22
Goldhawk ( Another Excuse my brashness ) ID#433286:
" Just curious"?
Mr. Goldhawk,
Your life and times, it would fill a book I would read with much thought and intent! My book would
be thin as compared to this history of gold. Together, we will read this book of gold and live it's
modern life. It is the truth of this life of gold that pulls our minds to gain knowledge, not my life.
Mr. Pete, another time, thank you
I will be gone for a time.

Date: Mon Feb 16 1998 14:40
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
We will have a "change of events", please read,
"The Time Is Right For A CHANGE OF EVENTS"!
They traveled a long road to get here. Back in the early 70's they ran out of gold after printing too
many dollar commitments. If they couldn't use gold anymore, what else could be used? You know
and I know that the buck would have been dumped real fast without something behind it! All the
talk back then and now, "everybody's gona hold the greenback because of the USA economy and
it's military might", yea, right. Didn't see any coverage on the TV, showing the behind the door
financial rooms. Truth was, everybody was going to move straight to the hard currencies and gold!
Dam the effects on the world economy, figure that out later.
But, look here, the oil states said, "we will settle all oil payments in US$" ! Buy the oil in any
currency and rate, but when you make the check, dollars please. The US agreed to float gold up
to $250 if they went along. At that time, oil agreed because they held a hunk of gold in the NY fed
bank valts. Looking at it back then, 250 looked to cover anything! Well , anything happened and
the Carter had to slam gold in 78 when it crossed 250! Guess the US thought oil would just stop
buying gold with excess cash, per the "agreement back in 71". Anyway, the rest is history through
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the 80's. Everybody learned to "love the dollar and hate the Russians"!
Everything changed in a hurry during Desert Storm. Remember how gold got hammered, big
time! War in the oil fields and gold down? Looked good on the TV news, "America is winning, the
dollar is good" Gold? No need! Here's what really happened.
In a very real way, the US dollar was inflated so much that even oil couldn't back it! Yes! The US
ran through the gold backing in the 70's then went to a much larger oil backing in the 80's. But,
even oil couldn't contain the huge expansion of dollar commitments that were created by the early
90's. Back to the drawing board. This time the US had to add gold to the oil backing mix, if the
dollar was to remain on top!
A little political thought first, then we continue.:
Do you really think the US is the only country that will stand a military in the oil fields? What if
they told the US, NO, we want someone else to defend us? You think there are no other takers?
The truth is, everyone is lined up to offer defense. The price of "oil backing the defenders
currency" is worth almost anything! All the deficit spending you want, goes to the defender! Even
Russia, if you can believe it! As my friend would say, "you think long and hard on this"!
Now, back to gold. The deal: you may stand your army for us, in return, " oil will back the dollar, if
the dollar is made strong by gold" "in as much as our people may replace the lost value of oil with
gold" "in as much as we will produce oil in amounts to equate a gold/oil/dollar ratio close to that
which existed at out previous agreement in the 70's" And, pray tell, how does the USA make the
dollar strong in gold ? The BIS leads the creation of a paper gold market that will lower the world
price of gold to the extent that it remains above "production costs".
Guess what, it worked! Contrary to all expectations of oil shortages, inflation, debt collapse and
what have you, It Worked! But, there is one small problem?
The BIS and other various governments that developed this trade ( notice I didn't use conspiracy
as it was good business, as the world gained a lot ) , thought that the paper gold forward market
would have allowed the gold industry to expand production some five times over! Don't ask where
they got this, as they are the same people that bring us government finance and such. But,
without a major increase in gold supply, the paper created by this "gold control operation" will
either be paid by, 1. new supply. 2. the central banks. 3. rollover existing. 4. cash? 5. or total
default! As the Asians started buying up everything last year ( 97 ) , number 5 and 5 started
looking like the answer! When the CBs started selling into this black hole of demand, the
discussion of #5 started in their rooms also.
What is really interesting is how gold is being viewed and traded in some areas. Some people are
using it's future "reset price, in terms of oil" as a value discount. In other words, they use paper
gold to buy things based on the new oil/gold relationship perceived as a given in two years or
less! It is assumed that this proportion of paper gold held by oil, will be converted, no matter
what? We are talking, many thousands an ounce here!
So where are we now? I'm' not sure! How much gold paper is out there? If you look at the comex
ratio of average daily volume to open interest, it's sometimes around 8. Funny thing that ratio is
close to the gold commitments traded in London. Multiply, say 40 million ozs by the ratio of 8 and
we get 320,000,000 ozs. of gold. Now, the money is in this gold paper, paid up. Just no gold yet, I
think? That's about 10 tons, I'll be dam! That's a lot of IOU gold, don't you think? Add to this, that
between the IMF and what CBs could sell, only about 1/3 of it is available at a much higher price,
if at all! Then again, I'm not in any position to know this, am I?
Wonder if anybody else knows or thinks this? Sure could mess up a sweet deal for the world
economy. Does anybody have a plan, a currency plan, if things change? But, then again, just like
in the early 70s, nothing changes. Does it?
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Date: Mon Feb 16 1998 19:39
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Mon Feb 16 1998 18:09
STUDIO.R ( @Obsidian.... ) ID#93232:
I believe that the estimate should have read 10,000 Tons=sold position.
Thank you,
My good friend did not place three 0s. My thoughts come thru one computer, but move far thru
time and ones in line. I will return.

Date: Mon Feb 16 1998 20:51
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Mon Feb 16 1998 20:19
mozel ( @ Silverbaron ) ID#153102:
Mr. Mozel,
Thru these "thoughts" I have made effort for many months, in haste, to make clear. My words are
plain, but hard, and others have presented this truth in a western way. But, you sir, have made
the best of it!
"make your path through the darkness, despair not, for one with direction and purpose, will read
the map and complete the journey"
I make clear for you to lead!
thank you

Date: Sat Feb 21 1998 23:47
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
A CB lends gold at 2% to a producer for a better purpose than make money on idle asset. This
gold loan is now the gold asset with a mine behind it! Such assets are traded and create solid
paper for oil. If reason for good return was real, it would look like below. Read ABX page and
consider, please.
There is much with this question!
Why doesn't a CB enter into a "reverse spot deferred gold contract" from the same Bullion Banks
it lends gold to? Conditions:
1. CB lends gold at 2% to the Bullion Bank.
2. The Bullion Bank sells the gold at $300US.
3. The BB earns interest on the proceeds.
4. One year later, if gold is below $300, the BB buys in the gold and the CB gets it's gold back plus
the contango.
5. OR, if gold is above $300, the CB invokes the "spot deferred" clause and lends more gold at
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$300+ to the BB. The first deal is deferred until another time as intrest builds.
6. In this process the CB will bypass the gold companies and gain more return.
Read the ABX hedging page, we discuss at another time!
www.barrick.com/f-hedge.htm

Date: Sun Feb 22 1998 20:13
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
It is written that "A voice that is true has many minds for reproof, but one tongue can never be as
the same thought with all men ". I say, "draw from these words what you have not and make use
as your past will allow".
How can one know value in currency, when paper does not lie still? It moves at night, where
noone can see, and this we hold to prove out worth? Real things know not this paper value, for
they hold tight in the earth. In this time, we do stand firm with value and watch as "thoughts of
others change in the wind"!
The modern currency price of oil and gold does not show the "risk" of a paper storm. It offers "no
sign" for the weather ahead! Today, some see the value of oil as true, thru gold. But "risk" comes
not in currency inflation by price of things, but in currency destruction thru "choice of use"! Find
"one nation for gold" and "all thoughts will move as one". For as persons need real things for life,
they do "want" and "reach" for a "real measure for worth". Not one by concept, but as "true from
the past".
All persons hold wealth as never before, but search in vain for "this measure", one that "blows not
in the wind of thought". For the good of all, this search does end, but brings with it the storm of
change! The trust of old values will break in this new wind. Hold your worth firm on the ground as
no storm will move a true value with weight, a weight for the winds of this season, gold!
All:
It is a poor reason and purpose, that a CB lends gold for 2%! A simple farmer is better not to
plant, as a harvest of grain for 2% is as a wage below life itself! Know they do this for a higher
reach, as the gain is not for the return of metal, but it's use in trade. As in all things, the world
does change and this purpose of CBs is now of the past. A "Desert Storm" offered birth for this
new "paper oil currency" and a "currency storm" will now bring it's change. As a "currency of gold"
springs from this wind, western trading in this metal will end. The "terms" of all currencies will
change as the "use" of these moneys is changed. Many will now know true worth as the "terms" of
every asset does find a "real price" and a "real value" in the "true world of things". For the future
of most, "the wealth that was shown in paper" will be seen as clouds in the sky!
Thank You

Date: Sun Feb 22 1998 20:38
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sun Feb 22 1998 20:29
Heavy Hitter ( ANOTHER ) ID#403159:
Mr. Hitter,
I must wait to answer all questions! I will save and reply, as much is in "progress" as we speak!
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Thank you

Date: Tue Feb 24 1998 19:14
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Many ask, "why does gold act in this way"? I say, "it is not the gold market of your past"! Tonight,
I will have one bring you "the ways" of my thoughts. It be in a clear tongue for you.
For most of you, your time is very expensive, but still, I ask you to read this as "it may be worth
your time"! I say this now in light of posts from JTF 13:14, ALLEN 13:00 AND SDR 12:10.
If not to transmit, then the next day. Tonight, if yes!

Date: Tue Feb 24 1998 21:46
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Hello,
One of my favorite sayings comes from Another, "this thing of life, it is a hard game we play,
yes?". It does seem to cover all the emotions, I use it often.
But, this game of gold, it is not only hard, but will cost anyone dearly if they try it without all the
facts! Do we have the facts, or is this really just a game? I think, for many investors, the precious
metals have become a game of such, even "a gamble that they never intended to take".
Conservative persons, trying to protect a life's savings entered this arena with a clear direction,
that of protecting their assets from uncertainty. Far too few made it to this end. They read the
numerous gold books and newsletters from the last 20 years and came to a solid conviction that,
"I can make a fortune at this" or "at least a small killing"!
The gold market is made up of a very broad spectrum of investors. At the very farthest ends of
this spectrum lie the persons with the largest influence on the physical bullion. The super wealthy
at one end and the "third world no ones" at the other. The middle is occupied, mostly, by the
"investors with western thought". The far ends buy bullion. And they don't buy it as a gamble or a
game! It is a way of life that has worked, through thick and thin, even before the West was "The
West".
Now, on the other hand, this "modern day middle of the spectrum"! Well, they have read why we
need gold, but they have never "Experienced" the need for gold! Until that day, when they gain
"Experience", most of them will make "A Gamble That They Never Intended To Take". Yes, they do
invest in all forms of paper and or leveraged gold and all the while, expounding from the roof tops
the coming currency crashes and stock market declines. Even looking for bank closures and bank
runs, as they cling dearly to comex options and gold stocks!
Anyone, from the outside looking in can clearly see that "westerners" do lack "experience". What
does this have to do with the current market? Let's move on.
As Another has said, "this market is like none before". That is so, very, true. There is a "flaw" in
this modern market that many do not quite grasp. In time, they will! There have always been
people and companies that make a living dealing in gold. It is an ages old business. Today, we see
a phenomenon that is "as none before". It is mostly done by the investors at the middle of the
spectrum. The "trading of gold" has grown to a level never seen in history! You read every day,
that no one wants or needs gold! In a way those statements are very correct! No investor wants
to hold gold, but everyone and his brother ( and sister ) want to trade it! The volume of paper
trading, worldwide, on and off market is beyond belief! It has created a type of "Parallel Paper
Gold Universe", existing side by side with the physical. The major "flaw" in this system is found in
the makeup of the "traders" of this "paper gold universe". Without fail, the majority is made up by
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those in the "middle of the spectrum", those without "loss of currency "Experience" ". Mostly, they
are of "western thought".
Without the experience of " the destruction of currency" as a mental control, the "paper gold
universe" will expand! I will not begin to list the types of paper gold available for trade, but from
comex gold options to huge corporate derivatives, the overriding motive with gold is clear. "I will
trade gold, up or down and make currency on it"!
Ladies and gentlemen, today, the paper gold market is larger than available, tradable physical
gold, by a factor of three! This market will continue to expand until we reach a massive gold
derivatives failure. This will come about as those, who had no wish to gamble, but traded paper
gold anyway, make a mad rush to dump paper and buy gold. Very, very few of them will succeed!
You see, the largest bulk of the tradable physical gold will never come back into the market, "in
terms of currency"! It will return as a trade for "another commodity"! OIL!
What do we look for to see the coming end of this present overleveraged economic system? The
complete and total destruction of the world gold trading system!
From Another: " the destruction of the present currency system will be preceded by the total
unlinking of all gold for currency trading" "gold may find a price of $50US/oz or $50,000us/oz, but
the truth will not be known as an open market" " yet gold will find an increase of value of biblical
proportions"
Thank You

Date: Tue Feb 24 1998 22:38
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Some Replies:
I will answer as seen, as time is short.
Neophyte,
Lending slowed the end of last year. Some sales still ongoing. CBs wanted gold to stop in the low
$300s as that priced $12 to $15 oil. The paper market is now out of control. The BIS will step in at
below $280. They have currency as "trees in the forest without limit". But, the gulf problem may
change things. This is ongoing?
Silverbaron ,
you know what to do. Physical gold will serve all, very well.
WetGold,
each person must sail their own ship. My allocation, is not your allocation, plan as your thoughts
will allow.

Date: Tue Feb 24 1998 22:46
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Date: Tue Feb 24 1998 22:28
Isure ( @ Another & All ) ID#368244:
My gold is for my family and country and my thoughts, are as free like the wind.

Date: Sat Feb 28 1998 16:33
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ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
A question from the far past by Mr. JTF: " what is ANOTHER really alluding to?
JTF,
I have tried to offer these thoughts as a way for many to understand why this modern gold
market is not as before. Most of these letters apply to investors at the far two ends of the market
( see my last post by another ) . Many, from other places, do understand these "expressions" as
given. For many here, I resist the replies to questions that offer results for "gold traders". The
intents and reasons are for persons to "consider" and "see" this market in a true light for today.
Not for paper trades that will lead to certain loss for the future. I now believe, that by way of
other posters, these thoughts are "in grasp" by many traders of "western thought". One may not
"accept" the conclusions, but they can, "mentally experience the outcome" of the future. For this
end I will now offer real direction. That of Why, When and How Much! I do this for those of "Family
and Country", and persons of Honor. Those that live to help, not take, in times of change! Some
say this knowledge should not be in a "public way", but I say secrets are for fools.
The next post will show some letters by Mr. Allen ( USA ) and M. Mozel. These best expound my
way for your reason. It will be as "the end" of past thinking. For the time in the future, directly
ahead, all will receive thoughts of Now and Tomorrow! For those of simple thought, such as I, the
knowledge of the past, when brought forward into the future, will be, "worth your time and
consideration"!
I will be gone for a time,
Thank You
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Mar '98 – Apr '98
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 12:58
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
With this post of:
Date: Sat Feb 28 1998 16:33
ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253:
I offered, that these thoughts would be as "morning sun thru the fog of night". Today, this sun
does shine. Kitco does offer a public right, for all to see. We step forward and make this "right" as
day. Please read the post that soon follow:
The Management of Gold, A Simple Tool for the 90s
A Noble Purpose, This Oil For Gold
Change
At appx. 19:00 USA /CST I will offer a post for "Price".
thank you

Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 13:08
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
The Management of Gold, A Simple Tool for the 90s
For any currency to maintain a "reserve" status, it must be, in some fashion, convertible into gold!
In the past, the US$ was freely exchanged for a "fixed" amount of gold. $20 dollars was equal to
one ounce. If the country wanted to make it's money stronger, it would lower the amount of
currency units fixed to one ounce. $10 dollars per ounce made the currency more valuable in the
market and it would buy more things. Also, a country could decrease the value of it's currency by
raising the number of units to the ounce of gold, say $40. The problem with the "fixed" gold
system is found in matching the amount of gold in the treasury to the "fix"! To make the money
stronger, one had to bring in gold, as it took twice as many ounces to back a currency "in
circulation" at $10 as it did at $20! The reverse is true when lowering the money value to $40.
Then, one half the treasury gold backing had to be removed as only half was now needed to back
the dollar.
You have probably not read this "slant" on the past gold standard because it was never quoted in
quite that way, nor looked at in that fashion. If you allow your mind to perceive the above, one
will clearly see that it was gold that gave the currency value. In that time one did not look to see
how many dollars gold was valued with, rather, how much gold was bid for each unit in circulation!
Today, the world reserve currency is not on a "fixed" gold standard, it is on a "freely convertible"
gold standard. One may, anywhere in the world, convert US$s into gold. This new "freely
convertible" standard does still allow the dollar to be backed by gold for those who still demand a
gold "fixing". That requirement is enforced by a certain commodity, oil. Yet, there is a price for the
benefit of having all oil sales settled in US$. Yes, even in this modern era, for the US$ to remain
on an "oil standard" it must be on some form of "gold standard"! Regain the perception in the top
paragraph. Then understand that for oil to back the dollar, the dollar must find value in gold. And
the dollar finds more value if it is fixed by the "freely convertible" gold standard, to buy more
gold!
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This convertible gold market is old from the mid 70s but is new from the early 90s. It is old by the
70s because it is "freely convertible", but it is new by the 90s as it "is not" "freely tradable"! The
US$ price of physical gold is no longer "fixed" from supply and demand, rather it is "created"
through the market action of "paper gold". Truly, it is the US$ has become the "item traded" in the
"paper gold" market, not physical gold. Participants have yet to realize that the gold futures, gold
options and gold forward markets, worldwide, have become little more than currency trading
arenas. The percentage of gold delivered against these markets has grown so small as to be
nonexistence when compared to actual metal settled at closing. Physical gold does still move, and
in size, but this is little or nothing compared to the "paper gold" traded.
We are brought to this point for a purpose, but how did we get here? The largest producers of
gold were introduced to the use of large scale "forward contracts" by the Bullion Banks. Once the
process started, good business required it to expand. Shareholders want maximum profits at all
price levels and "forward deals" were good at any price of gold. Once hooked on "hedge profits"
during the good times of a high gold price, the mines now "must have at all cost" "forward deals",
just to survive. Some say the mines will not forward sell at these, break even prices. However, the
shareholders say it's better to hedge now, for a lower price will bring doom! With the US$ price of
gold holding at just above average break even levels, and the ensuing virtual bankruptcy of
several well known companies, it appears that the mine owners are correct.
Understand, that many entities lend gold, but it is the CBs that started and do most of it. Their
purpose was to create a "paper gold" market that would allow them to manage the "freely
convertible" price of gold. The CB lends the gold to a bank that sells it on the open market.
( Usually, the gold is placed privately as it must go to the correct destination. ) Then the bank
holds the money and draws interest as incremental payments are made to the mine for new gold
delivered against the contract. Over the long period that a mine takes to produce and repay the
gold, this money grows. To grasp the fact that the CBs had a plan, is to know that they lend the
gold for only 1% or 2% while the proceeds set in a Bullion Bank and grow with interest for the
benefit of the BB and the mine! And further, the lenders allow the return of the gold to be
extended out for many years, as in "spot deferred". The CBs allow public opinion to think of this
as "typical government stupid", it's not!
Now that the gold price in US$ is around production cost, most mines must use "paper gold" to
survive. The gold industry is coming under world bank domination, without signing away any
sovereignty! Slowly, the CBs are gaining the ability to manage production and price with this
simple tool.
"If they want new mine supply on the market, they roll over the contract to the BB. If they want
new supply off the market, they allow the BB to pay for and take delivery of the gold and return it
to the CB vault." "Also, by offering ( or withholding ) vault gold from lease, they affect the lease
rate and thereby control private lending as well"
Understand that the second sentence action is used because gold lending is done by many
different entities. Many times a mine isn't even involved. Sometimes, gold isn't even involved, just
paper. But, it's still based on the gold price! The paper price, that is.
thank you

Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 13:19
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
A Noble Purpose, This Oil For Gold
When one considers the merits of a specialized world oil currency, the thought usually turns
immediately to "send in the military and stop them". I must ask, why? If an oil currency is born
before or out of the shambles of an financial meltdown, and it offers great benefit to all, again I
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ask, why stop it? Look at the merits of such a move:
In a very real "currency sense", oil will be devalued in terms of gold. As one makes a currency
weaker by increasing the money units per ounce of gold. Oil will become very cheap in gold, as
the amount of gold paid per barrel will fall dramatically as compared to today's ratio. There will be
much more than enough gold worldwide to quantify a "world oil currency". To that end, the world
paper "reserve currency" at use in that time, will continue to be traded for oil at an extremely low
price relative to today. The only change will be the addition of a "unit of real value" added to each
trade, a "world oil currency", gold! However, in terms of today's currencies, gold will be
"upvalued" to perhaps $10,000 to $30,000 an ounce. So as not to rewrite what is already an
excellent piece on this coming readjustment, I will repost part of Mr. Allen ( USA ) 's perfect article
on the subject along with his requested changes per his :
Date: Mon Dec 15 1997 11:06
Allen ( USA ) ID#246224:
Date: Sun Dec 14 1997 18:59
Allen ( USA ) ( More ruminations re: ANOTHER's recent posts ) ID#255190:
Last one on this topic until more ANOTHER posts. I'm not sure that it would be
necessary to have that large a cabul in on the "offer" of oil for gold. Given the rather
small market in gold in comparison to oil/currencies it would only take one or two well
endowed oil states to pull this off. Here's why.
Let's say the Saudi's have been accumulating gold through the back door ( approx.
5,000 tonnes ) . They sell say 20 Mln Bbl oil a day. Close enough. At one ounce of gold
per thousand Bbl oil that's 10,000 ounces of physical gold per day. That's a lot of
physical gold.
The first few moments after the Saudi's proposal to trade oil for gold at a very steep
discount of 1000 Bbl/oz ( approx. 1.5% of current US$ price ) there would be roars of
laughter. One fast thinker after another would think "Hey. I buy some gold at $300/oz,
trade for oil to receive 1 Mln Bbl, then sell the 1 Mln Bbl for US$ 10 Mln. Net profit is
$10,000,000-$300,000=$9,700,000. Easy money." .
Everyone at once turns to the gold market to buy, which promptly shuts down. Now no
one is laughing. Because everyone realizes that gold is now worth at least $10,000 per
ounce and no one is prepared for that revaluation. Whoever has gold now has 66.67
times the purchasing power in that stockpile. What appeared to be a stupid offer has
now become a complete revaluation of all gold stockpiles vs all currencies.
Who has the gold?
( per corrections :Date: Mon Dec 15 1997 11:06 Allen ( USA ) ID#246224: )
Saudi stockpile guest-imate 5,000 metric tonnes = 5,000,000,000 GRAMS not ounces.
Gold now at US$9.65 per gram revalued by multiple of 66.67 = US$643.37 per gram x
5 Bln grams = US$3.2 Tln.
Germany 2900 metric tonnes = 2.9 Bln grams, revalued to US$1.8 Tln.
USA 8,085 metric tonnes = 8.1 Bln grams, revalued to US$5.2 Tln.
Is this plausible??? How is it possible by making one little change in oil dealings could
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this ever happen? It is simply the very intelligent use of the scarcity of gold and the
necessity of oil. It is the desire of one party, who is big enough to swamp the gold
market, to make it the preferred vehicle for buying oil. In fact if not one ounce of gold
is ever transacted for oil, but the offer is continued intact, then gold will be revalued
simply by the possibility of trading. Those who are in a bad way in their currency
situation can always get oil with their gold.
What would the impact of this revaluation of gold and currencies do? It would instantly
shift economic and financial power into the hands of those who own large amounts of
gold: CB's, Saudi's, Roths et al. It would mean that gold/oil would be THE CENTRAL
POINTS OF ECONOMIC REFERENCE. It would mean that currencies would be devalued
by a factor of 1000 in relationship to the new standard of gold ( as a proxy for oil
wealth ) It would upset an awful lot of people. There would be no TARGET to shoot at
or take over, however, because all other oil producers would immediately jump on this
band wagon. Its a simple matter of what an interested party is willing to receive for
their goods. Venezuela, with gold and oil reserves and production capacity, would be
one of the wealthiest nations on earth. The world would be turned upside down
geopolitically, wouldn't it. Literally "..the 'have-not's of the world will become the
'have's.."
Mr. Allen ( USA ) ,
Another thanks you for this thinking. It should be read by everyone with an interest in this area. It
should also be studied by students wishing to learn of market dynamics. We also offer this piece
as an addumnum to the above, also by the same author.
Date: Mon Dec 15 1997 10:49
Allen ( USA ) ( Quick Note to JTF re: 23:05 post - US$ oil float ) ID#246224:
US$ price of oil is floating. The "proposal" to offer oil for gold at say 1000 Bbl/oz is far
below the present float price in US$. The gold market is SO SMALL that if the oil nation
that made this proposal was pumping enough oil the gold market would be swamped
by oil buyers who were looking to make a few ( !! ) US$ on the discrepancy in price. In
effect this would revalue gold by inserting an entire different group of buyers into the
gold market who have ALOT of money.
Why is it the oil nation would not just buy at market? Same as above. Their effect in the open
market would basically shut down the market thereby frustrating their efforts to buy gold.
Conversely, why would they then make the "proposal"? Because either they have enough gold to
buy the world at the new price, there is a crisis in which they feel it is to their advantage to do
this ( such as a US$ crisis ) or they might have a geopolitical rational. In the new valuation the
US$ would still be intact. But its monopoly role would be altered. Its not that currencies would
become worthless but that gold would become worth much more in relationship to paper
currencies.
To answer the "military" question, asked at the begining of this article, I say:
The massive increase in the "reserve currency" price of gold would, no doubt be ushered into the
USA house of congress as a godsend answer to Americas debt problems. With the "full production"
of oil, now viewed as a sure thing, The world may well see the USA send the military into the
Middle East just to ensure that this "deal" is not disturbed. After all, it is oil that will be massively
devalued by gold.
Thank you
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Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 13:25
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Change
I would like to start with a post from a gentleman from the Kitco forum as it sets the tone for this
article:
Date: Fri Jan 23 1998 22:57
Junior ( @ ANOTHER & Change ) ID#248180:
I am reminded by ANOTHER'S comments regarding "Change" of a profound statement
by a spokesman from the Middle East Oil Producers during the mid seventy's
( approx.1975 ) He said: "My Grandfather rode a camel, my Father rode in a Mercedes,
I have numerous Jet Aircraft, my Son will ride a Camel." It provokes thoughts that the
countries of the Middle East and China are not as nervous about change as the
consuming and material minded nations of the West.
Mr., Junior, thank you for that deep thought!
During the span of ones life we must consider weather we really do experience changes or are we
just experiencing a rebirth of old values from the past, repackaged for this modern world. In times
past, real money did not earn interest unless it was lent out. Yet, it retained value relative to all
things. Today, paper currency, also does not earn interest unless it is lent out. However, it does
lose value against real things, over time. In this light one must also grasp that a currency unit, in
hand, is "lent out already"! It is a credit, to be paid in the future. Truly, cash, outside the banking
system is a receipt for "lent out money" that just doesn't earn interest!
Much of the discussion of today, evolves around; How does one recognize real money? My answer
is, find the largest store of financial units, held by banks, that is not lent out and does not earn
interest. It is by far, gold! There is no other unit, in the world today,that meets this criteria. Even
with the current mobilization of bank gold, it is still the number one holding of "non paper credits"
that is not lent for return! Some would point to it's price in US$ and say, it does not hold value
relative to real things. That would be true, but gold, while allowed to be "freely convertible" into
any currency, is not allowed to trade "freely". It's price is managed. It is "The" "political metal"!
We can find one entity in this modern world that firmly holds that gold is "the real money
amoungst moneys". That entity is the BIS. They are the only bank in the world that can buy
physical gold and become financially "stronger" with this act. They are "The Bank" and their
central holding is "The Money" of today. Other CBs buy gold and show it's value as a liability as it
is not marked to the market. Yet, they can hold capital of the BIS and it is as a 100% asset!
In this modern financial world, a person of little business knowledge, can make an investment of
"world class" proportions! He may, if you will, "walk in Anothers footsteps" and in doing so receive
a value for a lifetime of work. The coming change in perception of money will reward courageous
buyers with a return unseen in these times!
To use a sophisticated paraphrase from the Kitco Forum, "go gold"!
thank you

Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 15:10
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY TO:
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 13:58
Carl ( Another ) ID#341189:
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In your scenario as I understand it, gold would only buy oil, nothing else, because the
physical gold market would be shut down.
Mr. Carl,
This is a misunderstanding. See the words from "The Management of Gold, A Simple Tool for the
90s ". They show how the price for metal is now made by the paper gold market. It is this "paper
gold" market that will be destroyed, first!
As Mr. Mozel has shown in his post of :
Date: Mon Feb 16 1998 17:55
mozel ( The United States Empire ) ID#153102.
"The second threat is, I believe, more out of sight, but more serious. This is the threat
from derivatives, the $100 Trillion crazy aunt in the attic. "
Please reread his write. When a "world oil currency" is formed, it will bring forth a great turmoil.
Even physical gold will not trade for some time! But, as paper loses are resolved, the governments
will form some kind of real gold market. Perhaps, the BIS will make the market for the world, in
much the same way as the LBMA. Understand, the new gold physical market will be not as a
commodity, but as a free currency!
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 14:10
mozel ( @Another ) ID#153102:
If this thing were to come to pass, it will not end with contracts for oil only in gold.
Mozel,
you have a good grasp for the currency issue. I ask you, can you see the benefits?
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 14:20
Delphi ( ANOTHER - a long-term question ) ID#258129:
Mr. Delphi,
In the time from where you speak, gold will have become as, common use for all! No country or
entity will not use it for all trade. Do you not agree, it is good for our families and children?

Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 15:22
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
ALL:
I must be gone for a short time. Please return for discussion at appx. 19:00 CST/USA. A good
amount of time will be for this talk!

Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 15:25
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Mr. Old Gold, I have many thoughts for your reason, but must make connections from far.
Prehaps, 19:00?
thank you

Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 19:57
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ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY TO:
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 15:18
OLD GOLD ( Paper Gold ) ID#238295:
What do you see as the likely trigger for this anticipated golden earthquake?
Mr. Old Gold,
The US$ price of gold is, now held between several extremes. In Nov. of last year, a
understanding was reached that the "paper gold" market was out of control. The private market
was using this medium in a way not intended. Gold was to be taken and held in the $320 to $360
range. This was good for all. As the down trend was not seen in price yet, it was known that
trading was in place to drop the price. Perhaps, even below The BIS capital level! Several very
large physical buys were made in the off market ( see Date: Sat Nov 29 1997 15:53 ANOTHER
( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253: ) as a warning. At that time the CBs started a slowdown in lending and
sales. The market came close to a major resolution. In Jan. the BIS was close to a large open
move, it would have caused a paper panic.
Oil will not accept the position, as is. Gold must come back into range as oil falls no further. Any
loss of perceived control by the CBs will trigger a bid by oil. It would be better for time to pass
and allow a natural change to the new oil currency ( perhaps 1 1/2 years ) . However, it is now my
view that the CBs have lost control! I expect a break above $360 to create an allout run to infinity,
before year end. Physical gold should be purchased for a lifetime holding, not a trade.
thank you

Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 20:30
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 15:47
Delphi ( @ANOTHER ) ID#258129:
What will happened with oil price in long term, when reserves of it will be mostly
consumed?
Mr. Delphi,
A good thought, sir! Perhaps, oil will be replaced in 20 or 30 years? Oil has a very short history
when compared to gold! I would say, my oil should be replaced with gold for that time to come!
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 16:32
chas ( Another re "gold in the ground" ) ID#342282:
Mr. Chas,
During the time that must come, all forms of paper ownership of things will come into question.
Many persons have accepted the "wall street/gold stock" way as a true holding of gold, it is not
the right holding for our new future! This new gold market is not as before and will bring much
confusion of the "perceived values" that mines represent. Indeed, a mine may hold the value of
$1.00 as all other things fall to $0.00, but it offers no safety of worth, if you purchased it at
$20.00. It will be a bitter lesson for gold investors with a short history of life. good luck
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 17:11
Jack ( MR. ANOTHER ) ID#252127:
Is my reasoning correct?
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Mr. Jack,
The outline you have given, will no doubt, only be the beginning. I must ask anyone, if gold went
to even $10,000/ oz.in current purchasing value, would that not be enough? History has shown
that persons that hold gold during times of change, do always find a better life. Think now, if you
lived in 1975, would a 8,500 Dow not have looked as "not a real expectation", but thinking and
perception of value does change!

Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 21:03
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 18:19
WetGold ( @ANOTHER ) ID#243180:
What do you know of the Dinar comments posted from the Islamic Mint ?
Mr. WetGold,
I understand it. I do think of it as the beginning of a change in the perception of value by all
persons.
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 19:22
SWP1 ( @ANOTHER ) ID#233199:
Mr. SWP1,
Please study the history of wealth as it has moved thru time and change. What your perceptions
of value are now? Follow in the footsteps of times past, trace it's steps in the minds of others. You
will find the value for your future lie in gold today!
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 19:30
Snowball ( @ANOTHER ) ID#234218:
Mr. Snowball,
Please read the:
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 15:10
ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253:
Gold will become a currency "of choice" by all, for the benefit of all. Those of "lost paper wealth"
will not remove coins from the world. They will use this deep currency as a building tool. Coins are
good!

Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 23:16
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 20:01
Neophyte ( Another - ECB gold holdings? ) ID#390249:
Do you know how much gold the ECB will hold as part of its reserves?
Mr. Neophyte,
I do not know. I have knowledge of some discussion for 15% with a individual country holding
that is very high. If this is as a final outcome, many CBs will be forced to call in lent gold and buy.
I have reason to find this to be as fact!
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Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 20:02
BillD ( ANOTHER...PERHAPS an unimportant question...but ) ID#261269:
What do you foresee for silver ???
Mr. BillD,
It will not be purchased as a currency replacement. But, in the minds of persons with private
holdings, it will be as a currency in time of change. I think it will gain much, but only after a
trading halt by gold. Percentage wise, it will not equal gold as many expect.
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 20:17
Psilver Psyched ( @Another ) ID#216217:
The USA has been openly courting Venezuelan oil?
Mr. Psyched,
Please reread the most recent posts from Another. Your question should be: Why would the USA
buy most of it's oil from Venezuelan when it would be far cheaper to buy it from the ME using
gold? It is possible that the new oil bid will come about with the introduction of the EURO and give
that currency the oil backing!
All:
If the EURO is backed with gold in a large way, oil may be purchased with EUROs and even a
smaller amount of gold!
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 20:55
Lurker 777 ( Another ) ID#317247:
Mr. Lurker,
As a person learns, so to does he act! As in all things of life, it is more safe to follow a well walked
trail. Truly, many have walked this path of gold. But, as no two men can take the same step, each
must gather wealth as his experience will allow.
There is no standard percentage of gold for all persons.
Also, the CBs may start to call back their leases. Together, we will read this new book of gold.

Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 23:37
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 22:16
mozel ( @ANOTHER ) ID#153102:
The benefits are plain to see.
But, it is not clear that gold mines would lose value. Oil wells will not, so why should
gold mines ?
Mr. Mozel,
The USA placed a special "windfall profits" tax on domestic oil during the last major rise in prices.
I do think the oil stocks would have shown a greated value had this tax not been in place.
Because gold will soon become a currency, mines will be taxed in a much greater way. Also,
domestic mines will be asked to sell directly to the treasury at the "preceived commodity value"
value of gold, plus an opperating margin. As no private company will be allowed do your treasury
job, "produce money". Gold in the hands of the public will be thought of as a good thing, as
citizens are asked to "pull own weight" as the government is much under.
Are you of this mind?
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Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 23:45
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 23:41
Neophyte ( Another ) ID#390249:
My mistake! Will not use the Mr. or Ms. in the future.

Date: Sun Mar 08 1998 00:11
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 23:43
Logical ( Oil getting out at the top? ) ID#320219:
Logical,
Yes, this journey will be as one never traveled, for many! Indeed, a fit body and strong mind will
be needed to carry gold down this economic mountain! The weight of gold will cause some to fall,
even as others find this load helps to place the foot firmly on ground.
Traders say, "gold go to $250 or $200", if yes, then they are right and I an wrong! But, when gold
turns as in a storm, I will "own them" for all of their days! Time will prove all things!

Date: Sun Mar 08 1998 00:39
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sun Mar 08 1998 00:17
Lurker 777 ( ANOTHER ) ID#317247:
Sir, a day will come, when those who have sold gold they do not own, will be forced to buy it back.
It is the nature of men, to once in life do a foolish deed for gain. Some walk away, with
understanding. Some stay to long and are made to walk low without wealth. Today, our world is
fat with stolen profits in a paper world, even as poor ones starve.
In that day, men such as I, will take from those who make simple ones hide! You will find not the
lies of paper in my house.
thank you
I will be gone for a size of time.

Date: Mon Mar 09 1998 07:55
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
ALL:
The purchase of large physical stocks of gold in Nov. did send a message to the CBs. They did
begin slowdown of sales/easing. The "management tool of gold in the 90s" ( see Date: Sat Mar 07
1998 13:08 ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253 ) is now to go into reverse! A large purchase,
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now, is sending another message, "bring gold back into $320 to $360 US$ range. We should see
this in five to ten days. This will be a hard thing, as it may create a crush to cover. Let us watch
this "new gold market", as it is not as before.
I will post later in march!

Date: Fri Mar 20 1998 22:12
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
I hope all persons could see the "new" true nature of the Central Banks this week. I call it "The
change that did happen"! If you read the post of Sat. Mar 07 1998 13:08 Another, that was
written for me, it speaks of it all. The banks do want gold to rise now, and they will pull in physical
gold to replace leases, even if they must "pay high on the market". They do not rollover these
loans now.
It was never the intent, for gold to fall from $320 / $360 range. The fall happened as the paper
gold market is "out of control"! As physical is brought back into this range, much will be done to
hold LBMA together. We watch togeather, yes?
Also, see the post of Fri. Jan 23 1998 18:03 Another. There was offered the intent of crude oil
going to $12.00 US range. That price was found "this week". Hear me, twelve dollar oil does not
want or need gold under $320, I know!
Also, I am shown how many persons did understand my last post. These same may not agree, but
they do understand the "intent" of THOUGHTS. I do understand the ways of ones who are "hot
against" my writings. This is good, as "proof is never found in the agreement of all persons", and
it is so, that this justice is found not only in my home but my country!
I will offer a post on Sat. 21 if possible. I wish to converse on Kitco with Mr. Allen ( USA ) and Mr.
Markus sometime in the future, if I may. It would be as thinking for "all".
thank you

Date: Sat Mar 21 1998 13:55
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
ALLEN ( USA )

Date: Sat Mar 21 1998 14:33
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Do I learn from persons at Kitco? Yes. Will persons learn from these discussions? I do not know.
As Mr. Kitner is the judge, I ask for "latitude" in this discussion. My intent is to bring the "reality of
gold" into a better focus, thru oil.
Mr. Allen,
I ask for your time and personal thoughts on this "now to be", ongoing discussion of gold. In my
world, " To understand gold, one must start with oil"! Let us go back in time, to the early 70's.
Many did view the oil market as an attempt at a "cartel" to keep the price high in USD terms. My
view, from the where I stand, did show a "cartel" for public image. However, the oil market was
never controlled to move the price higher! It was controlled to keep the price down! Even "back
then", oil was managed in much the same way as gold is today. Yes, oil became "gold" from an
economic viewpoint, "black gold" if you will! In that time, as today, oil and gold had to be
managed to keep their true value, in terms of currencies from destroying the free market financial
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system based on low prices for both. Politically, there is much more to gain, by producing
countries, by "managing" it's price down, than by "allowing" it's price to rise thru freemarket use!
( there is more to this point, do I continue, or do you wish to add/debate/discuss, now? )

Date: Sat Mar 21 1998 15:59
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Mr. Allen,
Many view oil and gold with basic "commodity eyes". But, I ask you, does supply and demand
create the price of these items? On the surface, it does, just as any item. However, look under the
cover of public reporting, and we find that, what is being traded is not the actual commodity, but a
paper proxy, contracts usually expressed and settled as "various currencies" not the item itself! I
offer this consideration to all, would oil or gold hold the same currency price if no paper future
market existed? Think long and hard on this, if oil and gold were bought and sold "marked to the
market" physical for cash, would the USD price stay the same in todays economy?
Oil is managed from the standpoint of "supply" not demand, as demand is infinite for this now
indispensable substance. The world economic need for oil has build our modern financial structure
as an upside down pyramid, on oil! Every business, asset, debt, currency and army is "priced in
currency terms" that reflect a "full supply of cheap oil"!
But, what is cheap oil? It is defined in two terms, a currency price that allows a country to operate
it's economy in a competitive way, and, in another real commodity price that allows producers to
value their product as an asset, not subject to the valuations of the world economy, gold.
From this standpoint, one can see the value of managing both oil and gold. For the oil field owner,
operating in a "oil consuming" country, there is no value in this form of management! But, from
an "oil producing" country, holding world class reserves, a low USD price offeres all the
advantages. It produces an ever "dependent" economic system, that, "in real terms of need"
"upvalues all inground reserves" with a far higher "future need". That "future need", as expressed
in a drive "to maintain current asset values ( dow jones ) " creates the political drive to manage
oil prices!
( there is more to this point, do I continue, or do you wish to add/debate/discuss, now? )
I must stop here. We can continue another day, yes?
Thank You.

Date: Sat Mar 21 1998 16:07
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
ALLEN ( USA ) ,
I ask also, if we may "pickup" where we leave this? I have questions for you in addition to
answering yours.
Thank you

Date: Tue Mar 24 1998 06:37
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Allen ( USA ) ,
I will continue some at 19:00cst. Will address some others thoughts/questions from past posts
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with this write. Also, questions for you.
thank you

Date: Tue Mar 24 1998 19:13
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Allen ( usa ) ?

Date: Tue Mar 24 1998 20:01
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Allen ( USA ) ,
I will pickup from my last post ( Date: Sat Mar 21 1998 15:59 ) , but must add this. I did find
humor in the post from SDR_er, "that the resulting high price of oil was an "unintended
consequence"! This was of the early OPEC, yes, it was truly that way. Some thoughts on this later.
Mr. Allen, the "Beirut Resolution" was real. In that time, the threat was to price oil in all
currencies, not just US$! When the US$ went off the gold standard, the problem was not that oil
would buy gold. The gold "free"market was very small for oil. In the back rooms, all talk was "how
to keep oil prices and "settled" in US$! As the dollar was the reserve for all countries, a move
from oil in dollars would have destroyed it and the financial systems of most large economies.
With the US$ just off the gold system, it was very susceptible to any loss of usage.
The price rise of oil was much more than many thought would hold ( SDR_er ) . We found that it
was the fear of "oil not priced in US$s" that kept the price rise in tact. As the resulting price of oil
in dollars, after it's removal as "oil reserve currency" was the true reflection of pricing in the, then
current market. Not the oil supply cutbacks. All knew that high price from cutbacks, "alone" would
have never held!
To hold a dollar backed oil system, the governments agreed to create a liquid "free" gold market.
They did this by selling much gold over years and allowing it to rise to $200 US. Then, as now,
free dollar reserves could go into gold. As the US treasury did no longer back US$ with gold, it
hurt not the currency. In a very real way, the dollar went onto a "oil standard" to replace the old
"gold standard". As $180/$200 was to be the limit, for gold ( the BIS set at $180 then ) , in 1978
the US did bomb the gold when it went to $250. The market went out of control and rest is
history.
For many years, gold was kept high for the price of "oil standard", after gulf war this system fell
apart. But, I am ahead of self, questions / comments?
my post take much time to transmit, apologize.

Date: Tue Mar 24 1998 20:46
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Allen ( USA ) ,
Many have thought that oil is in short supply/reserve and someday we run out. In that time the
price will rise due to shortage. This is not true for your lifetime. There is a great deal of energy/oil,
for a very long time. The shortages will not come true, look even to the past important reports
that say oil run out in 1989! As the crude oil will be fueling your economy for many years, one
should look to the "market for oil" not the supply. It will be the "change of this century" as oil
finds a new "medium of exchange". Even the SDR_er looks for producers to cut back:
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"Perhaps you refer to a price that is sufficiently high to compel conservation on the part of the
consumer? Thus restricting sales of the producers? " "But would this not allow the producers to
produce at a moderate level over a longer period of time? What am I not considering?
Oil does not look to cut back, but to supply more! What is now found, is a currency that will allow
full supply without loss of wealth.
Mr. Allen, do you see the EURO as a help in this area? Would you use EUROs as a currency in your
land, side by side with the US$?

Date: Tue Mar 24 1998 21:53
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Allen ( USA ) ,
Your thoughts, they are true American. I ask a honest question; Do you feel the future is at risk if
you must use another currency for trade? If yes, why? I ask this for others, in lands apart from
yours. They use your US$ and feel that "it works", and the future is not at risk.
Also: Your question?
"The Persian Gulf war part has me a bit confused"?
Yes, it did bring a different outcome from what was expected. I will write of this next time.
I will make commits to other questions, later.
Thank you

Date: Wed Mar 25 1998 21:55
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY,
Date: Wed Mar 25 1998 14:31,
PH in LA ,
Part of the problem for last night was on my end. Two of my post held at one computer and were
sent to europe. I will no longer try to "converse" on a "quick basis" as the thought is lost over
time. Will address individual posts as able. Some writers offer much thought, but I am unable to
speak of each. The "Peat" does do much!
Date: Tue Mar 24 1998 21:23
Thomas ( Doubts ) ID#372400:
"I would agree that the idea of oil-exporters demands to provide gold as payment for
oil is not impossible, provided that Another is right on a major assumption -- that oilexporters have the control to dictate oil prices. he game looks rather plausible -- oilexporters keep prices low to make stronger the future shock of huge price increases. "
Sir,
Producers do not create the price for oil, the world economy does. Producers can and do "controll"
one thing, "full production"! They hold the controll to offer "all out supply" and the $4.00 price
that would bring! THAT "controll" is all that is needed to create "correct" political and economic
conditions. What creates your "future shock of huge price increases"? A currency system "that no
longer values real things" on equal basis to preceived value of "economic trade"!
Also, you write,
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"If some "very simple minded" people in oil-exporting countries decide to blackmail
West with oil -- what would be the outcome?"
Sir, I offer you my posts of past, if this is "blackmail", I should think your army would be sent to
enforce such!
Date: Sat Jan 17 1998 22:22
ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Jan 17 1998 22:06
Schultz ( ANOTHER ) ID#288349:
Schultz,
Your view is a good one. The perception of the US is one of your view from where you
stand. Many do not hold America as a "taker without cause". At a low ratio of gold per
barrel, with gold priced high enough, the USA would no doubt receive oil, relative to
today at perhaps $8.00. The Us gold reserve and in ground reserve would last a great
while. Also, the US gold reserve value would increase a great deal!
That, your Washington would understand, VERY WELL!
Date: Sat Jan 17 1998 22:07
ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Jan 17 1998 21:35
Tyler Rose ( ANOTHER ) ID#373164:
If, as you say, a major oil producer were to say that they value oil at $x per
barrel, and we will take payment 1/2 in dollars or eurodollars and 1/2 in
gold, then it would be to the benefit of that oil producer to "value" gold
aslow as possible, in order that they would receive more gold for the 1/2 of
the payment in gold.
Tyler Rose:
At this point of time the drive would be to make a usable currency. Thiswould require a
high value for gold. For gold to trade with oil on a physical basis would also require
perhaps a small fraction of gold/bl.
All would gain from this. The intent is not to destroy the oil market.

Date: Wed Mar 25 1998 22:35
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY,
Date: Tue Mar 24 1998 20:58
Logical ( ANOTHER ) ID#320219:
" Your proposing an upheaval in international currency- is that why the EMU will be
backed by so much gold or do we look else where for the future international currency?
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Your earlier posts had a much more urgent tone has oils plans been pushed to the right
or is the increased gold backing of the EMU a workable solution for the interim? "
Sir,
The large gold backing for the Euro and the "much greater" gold reserves for the individual
countries of the Euro, is a direct result from observations of gold buying by oil! If it is well known
by the BIS that a move by oil to bring crude to $10.00 US, is a precursor to an "new world oil
currency", then it is well known to the Euro makers! Gold will be managed back to a range of
$320/$360 with much hope for participation of Euro as "the" "currency/gold" payment for oil. My
knowledge is that the new range will bring a breakup to the London operation, with the ensuing
run by gold to infinity. We will watch this, together, yes? I offer my past thought:
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 23:16
ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253:
Neophyte ( Another - ECB gold holdings? ) ID#390249:
Do you know how much gold the ECB will hold as part of its reserves?
Mr. Neophyte,
I do not know. I have knowledge of some discussion for 15% with a individual country
holding that is very high. If this is as a final outcome, many CBs will be forced to call in
lent gold and buy. I have reason to find this to be as fact!
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 20:01
Mr. Psyched,
Please reread the most recent posts from Another. Your question should be: Why would
the USA buy most of it's oil from Venezuelan when it would be far cheaper to buy it
from the ME using gold? It is possible that the new oil bid will come about with the
inroduction of the EURO and give that currency the oil backing!
All:
If the EURO is backed with gold in a large way, oil may be purchased with EUROs and even a
smaller amount of gold!

Date: Wed Mar 25 1998 23:12
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY,
Date: Wed Mar 25 1998 10:53
jonesy ( Re. Escapism / ANOTHER / Dow Bulls / Euro / Titanic / Sluts Endeared /
Violins ) ID#251166:
Sir,
Your post was of much interest for me. The new country, "America" was also a fantastic dream for
many. However, for some, this "dream of a great nation" did come true! For all you find to look
down on her, she is still held as the "best of the best". I find this to be a true feeling for myself,
also. The greatest changes in history were always found with much confusion and anguish by the
very persons that made "just history",
"great history"!
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"find our new world the same from before, as history will look back to see when men changed the
perception of value"
thank you

Date: Wed Mar 25 1998 23:31
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY;
Date: Wed Mar 25 1998 22:44
clone ( Another - a different view... ) ID#269245:
Sir,
I respect your view as it makes much right. But, I ask you, what if? In response to a world wide
currency crisis and possible depression, Oil offers to sell it's reserves for a much lower price than
today. For your eyes, I will say, they "drastically devalue oil, using gold"! One producer offers to
accept a currency price of $8.00US and a tiny fraction/oz. gold. With all CBs holding much gold,
the market dynamics would raise the reserves of many nations several thousand %. Would this
not be a welcome to a cash strapped world?
All:
I ask you, why did the world go off the gold standard in the early 70s? You have an answer, yes?
For all the problems this created, could the countries not just revalue gold upward, to say $300
( back then ) ? What was the real reason the world entered a period of "freely traded" "managed
gold"?
Thank You

Date: Wed Mar 25 1998 23:58
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY;
Date: Wed Mar 25 1998 23:13
Junior ( ANOTHER @ ) ID#248180:
Copyright © 1998 Junior/Kitco Inc. All rights reserved
It appears to me that the strongest position of Oil Exporter Nations outside of the USA
is the "Threat" or actually the "Move" to full production resulting in very cheap oil for
an extended time period. Does this equal the "Change" or trigger the "change"?
I do not understand?
You state: "The USA/IMF and its' Hegemoney currency could not withstand cheap oil
prices."
Mr. Junior,
Be very sure to understand this: They can "stand cheap oil prices". But, it is the loss of having the
US$ removed as the "world reserve currency" that makes them "fight" a lower oil price, and the
new "world oil currency" that it would bring!
Bring this thought into focus and you will inderstand why Iran and Iraq did fight so long. And why
Iraq invaded. The warships are an attempt to keep prices from "falling"! You think long and hard
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on this!

Date: Thu Mar 26 1998 00:10
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Wed Mar 25 1998 23:44
Myrmidon ( @ Another ) ID#345268:
"Sir, Those countries whose CB's do not hold much gold, how are they going to survive
in the event of a significant upvaluation of gold?"
They will work and produce as all do. See the Japans, they own no oil? Yet, somehow they make
much wealth. We must clear our minds of gold as a commodity, it is a money, and money is used
to BUY! The oil producers will not keep all gold, as they do not keep any currency. Gold will move,
but it will move with honor!
I ask you to read the ( Fri. Jan 23, 1998 22:57 ) written for me. It offers a true "feeling" for gold.
Thank You

Date: Thu Mar 26 1998 00:35
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Thu Mar 26 1998 00:14
Interesting Times ( reserve currency shift ( ANOTHER ) ) ID#423355:
"currency nuclear war"?
Sir,
If one closely follows "in the footsteps of giants" ( not the book ) , he will also be preparing for a
"currency war"! Time passes, thoughts change, people consider and value is perceived differently.
Persons say, "the seasons are all the same", but we know "the weather is never the same". A
storm approaches YOUR SHORES from across the pacific!
Mr. Lurker 777,
You have much leverage with gold, yes? Your tomorrow, it does not come soon enough? Even
some countries are as such! Gold will find a new range, if the CBs say so.
They say so!
I must be gone for a time.
Thank You, very much

Date: Tue Mar 31 1998 08:32
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
All:
On March 18, the Belgian Central Bank said it sold 299 tonnes of gold last week. This
sale/purchase was ongoing, completed and announced during the time frame of my post ( of
Date: Mon. Mat 09, 1998, 07:55 )
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This purchase was completed by the BIS for it's account and held in five CBs. It was made at appx
$305us. As this transaction was made public within the 5 to 10 day time frame, did that mean
gold would move to it's new range of $320/$260 in that time also? No. What it does show, is that
the BIS has made a decision to "no longer support the LBMA gold paper with CB gold"!
The central underlying questions from the beginning of these "Thoughts", was always, "will the
CBs become the primary gold suppliers in the continued support of low oil prices" and " will the oil
producers accept a world gold market that supplies only "non-mined" gold"? In the process of
traveling to this point in time, the world governments found this new oil/gold arrangement, so
successful for "paper asset" prices ( Dow Jones? ) , that they allowed the markets to supply any
and all "gold paper" possible! Now, with the world awash in "US dollars" and "gold paper", a new
asset is being formed to "draw" the oil producers closer to Europe! The offer is the "exact
opposite" of the "US dollar agreement", this new offer will drive gold to a value that will allow it to
become "the world oil asset and currency" if the producers use the "Euro" as the "oil trading
currency"! In this process the Euro will become as solid as the reserves that back it.
Gold in $320 to $360, will be a time of much concern for any and all US dollar and US dollar asset
holders. At some point, oil may say "yes" to the EURO, even before it is official, and gold will
break to into the thousands with no hold back by CBs. Oil prices in US dollars will explode, even
as prices plunge for Euro based currencies, and the US economy will implode. The world US dollar
based economy is about to change, and America will find "no point" for warships in the Gulf. I ask
you now, "who will defend Arabia"?
Many metal traders see gold as "a lost value from the past" and "a poor investment for simple
persons"! I say, these traders have no experience with this new market of gold, as it is as "none
before"! Many will find this "asset" was "worth the time of waiting".
Thank you

Date: Tue Mar 31 1998 08:41
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
ALL:
I will wish for thinking and reply, this day ( April 04 ) . Have been shown the article "Oracle Of
Alberta" on "eagle site" and will reply!
Thank you

Date: Thu Apr 02 1998 06:24
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
ALL:
Much is in progress now, and I must be away for a time. Will not post on April 04. Will write from
another country if time will allow. There will be much thinking with gold, very soon. We will talk
another time, yes?
Thank you

Date: Sat Apr 04 1998 19:55
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
All:
I do try and go back to complete where we left off. This question was offered for thought:
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" Date: Wed Mar 25 1998 23:31
ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253:
All: I ask you, why did the world go off the gold standard in the early 70s? You have an
answer, yes? For all the problems this created, could the countries not just revalue gold
upward, to say $300 ( back then ) ? What was the real reason the world entered a
period of "freely traded" "managed gold"? "
This question has more impact on the gold market of today than it did then! In days past, it was
held as good knowledge that the US stopped gold backing to protect the dollar and keep gold from
leaving to other shores.
But, in the same time frame, all central banks did sell gold to all persons, even the US. All
treasuries held gold and dollars as reserves. To what end did the world financial system gain with
the dollar off gold backing, and then allowed to "dirty float" against all currencies? Would the
world not have been better off to find gold revalued to, say $300 and then begin a "dirty float"?
Noone would have lost, and the inflation would have , at best, not have been worse!
Truly, I tell the reason for this action. The US oil companies knew that the cheap reserves were
found. The governments knew this also. The only low cost oil reserves in the world at this time
were in the Middle East, and their cost to find and produce was very low. It was known, that, in
time, ALL oil would come from this land. As much higher US dollar prices were needed to allow
exploration and production of other reserves, worldwide. But, how to get crude prices, up, when
the Gulf States were OK to pump and produce in exchange for "gold backed dollars"? I will not
name the gentlemen that brought this thinking to the surface in that era, but it was discussed. It
was known that oil liked gold. It was known that "local oil" would be used up without higher
prices. What if, the US dollar was taken off the gold standard, and gold was managed "upward" to
say, $208 per ounce? The dynamics of the market would force oil to rise and allow for much
needed capital to search for the higher priced oil that was known to exist! The producers would
find shelter in gold even as the price of oil was increased in terms of a now "non gold dollar"! Price
inflation would rise, but gold and oil would also increase. The dollar would continue to be used as
the only payment for oil, and in doing so replace gold as the backing for this "reserve currency".
All would be fair.
The war in 1973 and the Iran problem did make markets "overshoot", but all did work to the
correct end. The result was "a needed higher price for a commodity that was, as reserves, in
much over supply by the wrong countries"! It was known that the public would never have
accepted this "proposition" as fair. To this end, we have come.
And it is from this end, that the gold markets are managed for today! I do now take you to my
post to Junior:
Date: Wed Mar 25 1998 23:58
ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253:
" You state: "The USA/IMF and its'Hegemoney currency could not withstand cheap oil
prices." ?
" Mr. Junior,
Be very sure to understand this: They can "stand cheap oil prices". But, it is the loss of
having the US$ removed as the "world reserve currency" that makes them "fight" a
lower oil price, and the new "world oil currency" that it would bring. Bring this thought
into focus and you will understand why Iran and Iraq did fight so long. And why Iraq
invaded. The warships are an attempt to keep prices from "falling"! You think long and
hard on this! "
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All:
Look now and see if the US dollar does not "fight" for a high oil price! In every way, the question
of supply disruptions is shown as the need for other suppliers. But, other suppliers cannot produce
at a lower price? If the gulf states are allowed to bring oil "down" to it's true "fair" production
price, in terms of a "correctly higher revalued" gold price, the US dollar would no longer be priced
and backed by oil. Any paper trading currency would do. I would say, "if the Euro is strong in gold,
and crude oil is allowed to be devalued by gold at $10,000 to $30,000, then all other paper
currency reserves held against the EURO would be , "for show?"
"The world is going off the dollar standard as the dollar is going off the oil standard ", find this
event "in your time"! We watch this new gold market, together, yes?

Date: Sat Apr 04 1998 20:42
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Tue Mar 31 1998 09:58
Allen ( USA ) ( ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! ) ) ID#246224
" So the Euro will be an alternative to this? Its creators must have known that this
'inflation' of the USA and LBMA markets was not liked by oil. When was this
recognized? Was this at the time of the Gulf War ( as you have implied in the past ) ?
How was it recognized or communicated to Europe? Certainly the Euro has been built
with this 'market' in mind? "
Allen,
The link to my writing was broken during our discussion. Some items were lost. I do now
understand your thoughts. I will now reply, "as able, over time".
The Gulf War was the last insult! It was viewed as an attempt to show an "unstable area", but the
war itself was not intentional, events were "out of control".
We must grasp that all commerce is done, at least, in the US dollar concept of "valuations of real
things". In this way, " the true value of the purchase of real money" is hidden from view! Persons
will say in the future, "how could gold be $500 one day and $5,000 the next"? I tell you now, it is
already past that level, as in "present reserve currency dealings" it is not seen! Consider, that in
all that you do and think, your "western values" are of paper concepts. From your birth, real
things are not used to cross value themselves! When the battle to keep gold from devaluing oil
( in direct gold for oil terms ) is lost, the dollar will find "no problem" with $30,000 gold, as it will
be seen as a "benefit for all" and "why did noone see this sooner"?
Thank you

Date: Sat Apr 04 1998 22:42
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Apr 04 1998 20:57
sharefin ( How can this be? ) ID#284255:
ANOTHER
" How can they reprice gold to $30,000? "
Mr. Sharfin,
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This question from you, it proves for my eyes what I have said. Indeed, if I viewed as a western
person, gold money as $30,000 paper dollar credits, my thoughts would also show " this cannot
be"! But, from another world, I view this US$ and say "how can it be of such value to all and have
numbers as the stars in heaven"? Please understand, money as paper or metal is as "perception
of value in the minds of people". If all the gold held by earth were placed in the hands as money,
it would be used to revalue every "real thing" at a fair price. A tiny fraction of gold would buy
much production of goods and services, on a basis equal for all men, not as a debt for later
settlement, as currencies are now!
Thank you

Date: Sat Apr 04 1998 23:20
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY,
Date: Thu Mar 26 1998 00:26
Myrmidon ( @ Another ) ID#345268:
" the US will confiscate gold coins and bullion some day? "
Sir,
I think, that gold will be viewed as money by the USA government. It's new, much higher price
will offer a "way out" from many economic sins. In that day, persons will not try to "buy" gold, as
it will already be used "as currency". To ask, "how can one afford $30,000 gold" would sound as
today as "how can anyone afford $30,000 in savings account"? One does earn money, not afford
it, yes?
Thank you

Date: Sat Apr 04 1998 23:52
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Apr 04 1998 23:12
ALBERICH__A ( @Another: EURO - Who Defends Arabia ? ) ID#254112:
" I'm very interested in your thoughts about the future impact of the possibility of a
temporarily imploding US economy, the breakdown of the US$ as a reserve currency,
on the geopolitical situation, especially on the ME?"
Sir,
From the past, to this day, America has held the "reserve currency" for the world. In that time, it
has been the economic fuel for all economies. This is as it should be. However, this fuel was
supplied as debt, borrowed from the future of children yet unborn. Neither myself, or any other
person should enrich their home by holding the assets that give "bondage upon future life". It is
as a "trader" that plays any side, without recourse for who is destroyed! "An investment without
honor brings no gain to ones life"!
When the dollar is displaced, it will be as a "leveling" of the world economy. A few will learn to
walk without the luxury of holding a debt upon others, "as an asset for gain". But, for every one
that is brought low, ten others will gain from the loss of this dollar burden. And when one gains
more in life than before, that same does "buy more" and such will be the new engine for the world
economy under a new currency. A golden future is "just ahead"!
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We must wait to view this "geopolitical situation".
Thank you

Date: Sun Apr 05 1998 00:14
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY,
Date: Sun Apr 05 1998 00:01
EJ ( ANOTHER: what do you expect as the timetable for the shift?
EJ,
With or without the Euro, we will change in the next few years or less!
"Money does never change, as do dreams of wealth
So we search for our future, but find out true worth from the past"
I will be gone for a time.
Thank you

Date: Sun Apr 05 1998 20:06
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sun Apr 05 1998 15:20
oris ( Fred ) ID#238422:
"Is it possible that gold will rise to $30,000/oz in the period of nearest 10 years?"
If you say to yourself: "Yes, it's possible!" then ask yourself a question: "But why? But how?".
To All:
This question, is asked much! To this I also add "what price is money?
Many look to gold and say, "at $30,000, every mine would produce so much that the price will not
last", and "with cost to produce below $1,000, all persons would mine gold"! I say, you look at
gold and see only a commodity. As world oil currency, it will not be this way. To offer the question:
Your US$, it does cost only one cent or less to produce. It is also a paper commodity, yes? Does
the world go into the "paper dollar business" because it can be sold for a dollar and produced for
"one cent"? I ask the Mr. Sharfin, "who would buy or who could afford this "dollar" at such a price?
Would not every person sell these "paper dollars" as they are priced so far above production cost?
No. And the world, today, does produce these paper pieces as "to no end", yet all persons hold
dollars for value! Even reserves!
When any commodity becomes money, the free market is not allowed to produce such without
laws to govern that production. As any person, worldwide can produce dollars and sell them as a
business, it is "against the law". In the time to come, it will be this way with gold also.
The true value of gold, as a monetary currency, in today's current US$ values, is over $30,000. If
all currencies were destroyed, and gold only was used, this value would be higher. However,
currencies will be used in the future, as today, only their value in trade will change. They will no
longer be held as reserves, without gold at their side!
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The time is not that far away for all to learn this, we watch these changes together, yes?
Thank you

Date: Thu Apr 09 1998 19:22
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Mr. LGB,
I did come to Kitco with only my "THOUGHTS" to share. This thinking was offered to all and is "as
free as the wind". Even as my writings were discussed by many, I did never find you to be a
"fraud" or a "hoxier", as your words were offered with "good intent". Please, find my words "of
record" that were spoken against you, and show them, "here"?
I find not the reason for your purpose of speech! It offers a nature of "confrontation" and
"disruption" for persons of "simple ways" and "thoughts", such as I. As you have your "direction
for life", I have a "purpose in life".
I wish you the blessing, "to walk tall with wealth, for all your days", "that one may complete the
journey that is given for all to travel". I do instruct "another" to send my "thoughts" where "ears
do not bite"!
Good Luck!
Thank You

Date: Thu Apr 16 1998 07:33
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
All:
Together, we can talk of this new gold market. In a day, or two, we will have much to discuss. I
look forward to this.
The Kitco Co., it offers more to the world than a business, "it provides a stage for minds to meet"!
This service is of much value to all, yes?
Thank You

Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 19:18
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Mr. Sharfin, I thank you for saving my posts. Now I ask you?
Please read these words and consider:
" What Is The Real Price Of Gold IN The Central Bank World?"
If we look back thru the writings of Another, we find an old post that says something to this effect,
"You think I am a fool because I trade gold for thousands US$ an ounce". It was a strange
statement, but stranger still that no one asked about this. In the very beginning of these
"THOUGHTS", the point was offered that gold had increased "dramatically in value these past few
years"! This thinking was offered, even as it's currency price was falling to new many year lows. I
ask about it today, especially in light of the post of :
"Date: Fri Apr 17 1998 17:11
Aragorn III ( Some thoughts for A.Goose in regard to COMEX and G*O*L*D )
ID#212323"
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It is indeed, a paper game Mr. Aragorn, but it is a game of "some advantage", if one can see
clearly. The one that posts using SDRer, has shown many times how "Gold Value" is used in
international trade. What cannot be seen is the value of gold in the "INTERBANK" world. Here is
the realm of "true valuations" in paper currency terms. It is a real shocker for lesser eyes.
In this modern world, the current value of every asset is formed by a relationship of
gold/currencies/oil. This cross relationship is the "very basis of our modern world banking
system"!
Through this basis, all currencies are given value as the local government treasuries hold US$ as
reserves. The US$ is given backing as it's government is guaranteed, that all crude oil, worldwide,
will be settled in dollars. An oil reserve backing, if you will. And, the "value" that the "future
supply of "currency traded "oil" imparts to the world economy, is guaranteed by an "INTERBANK
paper gold MARKET" that values "physical bullion" in the Thousands!
I'll let Another explain:
But, how can this be, you ask? It is done, "right before your eyes" and we see it not! I ask you, if
you have one ounce of gold, and sell it on the market for $300, it is worth $300, yes? Now, what
if CB hold one ounce of gold, and sell it twenty times, that one ounce is now worth $6,000, no?
The difference between you and CB? The persons that hold "interbank" IOU for gold, value it at
the multiple of leases/sales made against reserves. This leverage, it is held for performance on
bank part. The BIS, it force performance, on any economy! You ask Korea about gold, yes?
This is why oil can take a small amount of physical gold out of world supply, at current "freely
traded", "managed prices", and hold it at a many times valuation. That is what gives this "new
world gold market" much value in trade at high levels. Look even at your "Comex", and divide the
daily volume by the "eligible stocks for delivery". That number ( perhaps three million ounces
divided by 150,000 stocks, deliverable, times the spot close gives close, real world price of
physical, $6,000. It follows close to paper trade on LBMA.
You see, "physical gold is of much greater value than public traders can move it for"! In your
world, this cannot be, but it is, and will show for all to see in your time.
Gold is now being managed back to the $320 - $360 range. But, this few dollars of value is of
little use, as forces are at work that will break $360! The CBs are loosing control. I write again in
hour or so. We talk then, please.
Thank you

Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 20:52
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
ALL:
The current "paper gold market" is not a physical gold trading arena, as many here have observed
and discussed. Truly, in every sense, it is a "currency market" as contracts are settled in the
prevailing "currency values" of gold. It is through this process, that gold is purchased "as a stated
value in currency terms", not in physical terms. It is known, that a switch to trading of gold to
"physical terms" of the same volume as today, would not only bring a huge revaluation in price, it
would also destroy the market. The large dealers of today, could not raise the reserves needed to
trade a physical market of many thousands an ounce! It is this "possible switch" to "physical
trading" that would drastically devalue all currencies, including oil, that much worries the CBs.
The US$ is soon to become a " regular paper currency"! To this end, holders of US dollars and US$
assets, must make a decision that will impact all assets, worldwide! To this end, assets will move
to "physical gold " and cash dollars" first, driving up the dollar against all currencies. Then the
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dollar will be sold as it is deployed into real things.
This change will occur before 2000, as it is beginning now, where no one can see!
As Another would say, "we watch this new gold market, together, yes", Yes!

Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 21:31
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 19:51
GOLDEN CHEESEHEAD
"then the true inflation of the US dollar over the last 20 years, since the last oil shock,
would be clearly revealed"?
Mr. GCH,
Today, digital currencies are not to hold value, but to use for trade only. I do wonder why many
were so worried for price inflation, as it cannot destroy value of a currency that holds not worth as
paper? The dollar of your youth is not the same item. This modern paper is but a "receipt in
commerce"! If a person holds a "paper trade receipt" as a savings for life, how can wealth be
gained? Look to many lesser countries with currencies of many zeros, this paper is still in use.
Gold has gained much in these hands and the economy still continues.
Many look to the Dow Jones, and see large gains! But, I say, gains in terms of what? World paper
currencies? These gains are not of real things, nor can they ever be totally traded for real things!
And, these gains, they come with great risk, yes? For my children, I hold no risk with gold!
Look now, as the CB money makers do now change the rules of engagement! Many zeros will be
added to the present "world reserve currency" in "big rush" as the great digital gains of these past
few years become as "dreams on a desert night"!
Thank you

Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 22:01
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 21:04
Carl ( @Another ) ID#341189:
Questions: Do you have a belief about whether the euro will be attractive to oil
producers as an oil currency? If the price of gold in dollars begins to rise and the dollar
also strengthens against other currencies, as you suggest, will not this accurate the
purchase of gold by holders of other currencies?
Mr. Carl,
The partial backing of the Euro with gold is a resent thing. It was to be only 5% with the
understanding that most "European" oil buys would be settled in Euro. The oil alone would give
the Euro "reserve status". Now the BIS has worked to bring a possible "80%" of all world buys
settled in Euro if 15% to 30% gold is held. This will bring the end of US$ holdings to act as
reserves! In this way, the dollar price of gold would go to "no end"! This would further allow the
Euro to become "top gun" as the US would even be forced to buy Euros to buy oil!
Many other currencies would come off the dollar standard as gold rises in their terms.
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Make no mistake, all this will bring much pressure to gold mine operators. Mr. Carl, if you hold
mine stock, you will stand behind many others when time to sell!
In a dual, it is best to move two steps to right, before one does turn and fire, yes?
thank you

Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 22:14
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 21:14
ForkLift__A ( Another ) ID#34194:
Will Iran stand for Saudi Arabia? Would they stand against the superpowers as equals
in armaments? Would Kuwait be sensitive to such an alignment?
Mr. ForkLift,
I did not think we would ever see this. In the end, it may be seen that the "gold Dinar" may one
day be a common currency for all the Gulf region. To this end, all will stand together! We must
watch this possible change, as it could be a challenge to understand.
Thank You

Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 22:30
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 21:1
Pete ( All, ANOTHER-Who is selling gold? ) ID#222231
Mr. Pete,
These money printers, they do much and fool noone. "Follow in the footsteps of giants", as they
take in real gold. Do so and the future will show your wisdom from today!
thank you

Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 22:36
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 21:44
Silverbaron ( ANOTHER ) ID#288295:
ANOTHER:In the past you have spoken of BIS gold purchases; can you tell us how
much gold is owned by the BIS? Thank you.
Mr. Silverbaron, I will address a full post to this question. In a day or so. It is very interesting, this
"Bank of Banks", yes?
thank you
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Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 23:00
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 21:55
Donald__A ( @Another ) ID#26793:
Copyright © 1998 Donald__A/Kitco Inc. All rights reserved
Lesser countries with currencies of many zeroes do not operate well. If there are no citizens who
will save those currencies then there can be no capital to construct factories, plant crops or build
housing for a comfortable life. They will remain beggars forever. Worthless paper currencies are
now used in every country of the world. There is no safe place to save. Thus there can be no
capital and no capitalism. It is only a matter of time. What will there be available to use the trade
receipts for? Who will need oil in such a world? Governments must return to gold or they will
perish. It is only a matter of time.
Mr. Donald_A,
I have seen your view often. In this present world, it is a correct thought! But, perceptions of
"capital" and what represents "capital" do change. Today, you use paper as a real value, and this
debt currency is used to denominate the "worth of your assets" for your future. It is to say, "my
savings, they equal the debt of my currency"! On this foundation, your production of goods and
services are built. I submit, that without change, this economy will bring "beggars" into your
family! We will not find this fate, gold will become "new money" and this money will buy much,
with confidence. Yes, It is a matter of time.
Thank You

Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 23:17
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 22:07
Myrmidon ( @ ANOTHER on "REAL THINGS" ) ID#339212:
Copyright © 1998 Myrmidon/Kitco Inc. All rights reserved
"My question to you is this: The large anticipated rise of gold will it not be relative to currencies?
Even if gold is priced relative to oil, even the price of oil is equated to currencies"?
Mr. Myrmidon,
The present digital money undervalues all real things in terms of "gold real money". This process
hides the "current debt" that by default, encumbers all assets denominated in "digital currency"!
It is to say " your wealth isn't as great as your currency says it is"!
For persons who "settle up" and convert to real things and gold, they have:
"taken two steps to the right, before the opponent has turned" In a Dual it is cheating, but in "life
and death", it is a "good move", yes?
Thank you

Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 23:27
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 22:18
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GOLDEN CHEESEHEAD ( HERR ANOTHER! ) ID#431263:
Copyright © 1998 GOLDEN CHEESEHEAD/Kitco Inc. All rights reserved
"why gold mining operators who pay their miners in devalued local currencies and sell
production in US dollars will be harmed when gold revalues currencies? Won't gold be
king at that point?"
Mr. GCH,
I think the governments will change the rules, just before you decide to sell. It is the way of life,
yes? Is it not the "human nature" to rob the bank with the most money?
Time will prove all things!
Thank You

Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 23:46
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 22:25
Carl ( @Another ) ID#341189:
"How do you see a company like for example Barrick, which holds "gold in the ground"
in several countries"? Will each country simply take their gold? If gold is to held for the
public good in the future, how would oil be purchased by private companies?
Mr. Carl,
See my last reply for the GCH. I think Barrick is a large bank and will require many good robbers!
These government treasuries, good minds they have, I have seen!
Gold for the public good will be in the form of "money in the hand". A Dinar and a Euro for oil? We
will see?
Thank You

Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 00:08
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 22:31
LIBERTY__A ( Gold mining stocks and their golden path! ) ID#263379:
Copyright © 1998 LIBERTY__A/Kitco Inc. All rights reserved
Mr. Another,
"How do you envision gold availability at this level?
"can you be specific. Is this plan a viable one, and what caveats to you envision?
Mr. Liberty_A,
Sir, the plan is good, the question is, "how good is your broker"? Noone can know how this world
change will come about, in specifics. The gold market may lock at $400? Or $4,000! When the
public perception does come to understand, many entities I know of will not be buying "at the
market" as your broker will. These ones, they will be "above the market", "well above the
market"! Will you bid $1,000 when your broker screen shows $475? I myself, as a country will be
"there"! You sir, will stand well behind most in line.
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I tell my children, as you may tell yours:
"when a thousand hungry lions fight for one scrap of food, small dogs should hide with what's in
their belly"
Thank You

Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 00:18
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 22:38
JTF ( Only US gold mines confiscated? )
Mr. JTF,
Please see my
Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 22:36
ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253:
Thank You

Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 00:43
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 23:03
chas ( Another re currency flood ) ID#342282:
Mr. Chas, I do not understand your question?
Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 23:32
BillD ( @ANOTHER ) ID#261269:
When would you expect these events to start moving the price of gold upwards?
Mr. BillD,
When the Cbs lose control. $360? Perhaps?
Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 23:48
Allen ( USA ) ( ANOTHER ) ID#255190:
Copyright © 1998 Allen ( USA ) /Kitco Inc. All rights reserved
Appearantly the percentage will be revealed in early May along with the naming of the
president of the ECB. Do you expect that this will be when this begins to change?
The EURO is not done yet, much political fighting yet. It may change again, after May!
What do you see as the sign or evidence that the first phase has commenced ( digital
currency units being exchanged for real things ) ? Similarly what do you see as the
sign or evidence that the second phase of dumping the US Dollar has commenced?
See my post to BillD.
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"I wonder what avenue these people will take to secure physical property since most
commodity contracts are really just more paper?
A problem for persons that do todays work, tomorrow!
Do you see the 4080 delivery notices for gold at the COMEX as a sign of this type of
effort to take delivery of physical metal? Since there is only enough gold to
accomodate 1475 contracts what will happen to the rest???
I think, good minds will find a way to work this problem out. We will watch!
Thank You, Mr. Allen

Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 14:14
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
ALL, I could not finish from last post. Have time and will continue now for a short time.
REPLY:
Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 01:42
chas ( Another, rephrase of question ) ID#342282:
In reference to large volume oil producers' sales for currency ( paper ) , do they have
to use this currency to buy the gold they prefer, or is there another method or methods
to acquire the gold? The main question is, if there is another method"?
Mr Chas,
Yes. Many say, ME producers have no extra money for gold. They are in debt and "just making it".
I say, they have much money, just not "your perception of money"! Many producers do not pump
at "all out rate", and worlds largest proven reserves are in ground. In "gold market world", oil is
wealth, and oil is money! It is the "good trade" to use "oil in ground" as backing to buy much
paper "commitment for gold"! Future "currency" price of oil in ground is much unsure, but gold
has world CB backing to be of great value, always! CB say, "your oil at $15 to $25, this is good as
long as flowing", and say also " your oil pumps shut off, what price gold to turn back on?"
You see, in real world, gold is money, oil is money. But paper currency, it is only a receipt for
commerce.
Thank you

Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 14:25
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 00:20
mozel ( @JTF ) ID#153102:
A man who dueled as ANOTHER proposes would have had no honor. He would have
been shot down like a dog by the seconds. Without trustworthy, honorable seconds to
enforce the law of dueling, there is not a duel, just a fight and shooting on sight.
Mr. Mozel,
You do understand the world, as it is, not as you are told! You thoughts offer much.
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In the Duel of Gold and Currencies, this time, no seconds will stand! I think, they Duel also. But,
your perception of 'Honor" I agree with!
Thank You

Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 15:09
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 03:38
Drifter ( ANOTHER'S Thoughts ) ID#270447
Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 14:18
OLD GOLD ( ) ID#238295:
There will be ample time for holders of gold bullion and gold shares to sell their
holdings for huge profits. Drifter was right on target here. Let's worry about getting
POG to $350 this year. We have a long way to go on the upside before confiscation
and/or taxation becomes a realistic concern.
Mr. Drifter and Mr. Old Gold,
If you search the "thoughts" posts provided by Mr. Sharfin, many of your conclusions are
addressed. Many do feel that if "the gold mines were safe in the past", "they will be safe in the
future". I submit this persons thinking for your consideration:
"The Western public has always thought of gold as money. Even after the 70s and 80s, most
private investors held a small side thought, that gold was still, somehow dollar money. It was only
during the late 80s and 90s that people started to completely lose the connection of paper
spending money and gold. Clearly, all evidence shows that prior to the 90s and particularly prior
to the 50s, the push was to change the publics thinking away from gold money, to paper currency
as money. In this political climate, gold mine investments were the correct move, as the business
of gold was encouraged over the usage of gold as money! That is why the metal was called in and
the mines were untouched.
However, today, the change will be counter to the prevailing public opinion, that gold "is not
money". The world debt system and currency exchange, as we have know it will implode and
leave little room for political maneuvering. The governments will revalue gold and "demand" that
the public carry it and use it! It will be the source of all gold, the mines, that will be controlled!
That's Controlled, with a capitol "C", not confiscated!"
Mr. Old Gold,
Sir, I do read your writings and consider your thoughts!
Thank You

Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 15:49
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 14:31
mozel ( @ANOTHER ) ID#153102:
" Was Gold Leasing by CB's an accidental mistake or an intentional mistake do you
think?"
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Mr. Mozel,
This world of money, it is a fierce one! I ask all, does anyone know a money manager with money
for loan at 2%? No? Does not even the bank of Canada sell gold outright and receive "high"
interest on cash? Is a CB that sells/leases gold dumb? NEVER!
If they sell gold, a way is clear to "bring gold back" for the nation! Canada has local mines,
Australia has local mines, Belgium has South African mines! If they lease gold, it is for a purpose
to buy "something" for the new supply to the market! The interest on the loan is for public view,
as a "free gold loan" is not acceptable!
It truly started with Barrick, in Canada in the 80s. It was a "thin market", but grew big in oil. I
think "intentional mistake" that was, as is said, "trial balloon"?
Thank You

Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 16:04
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 15:17
aurophile ( ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS ) ) ID#256326:
Many, perhaps all, of the mines will end up being owned by the lenders who have also
lent mine management's rope for their own hanging. Although it is a special case, the
Pegasus story is instructive in this regard.
Mr. Aurophile,
I think, in the years to come, many lenders, as Bullion Banks, will find much rope in great supply,
offered to them, not the mines! These banks, are in middle with no way to settle, as national
governments buy mine production! It is today, treasuries only can print currency, so will it be
tomorrow that only government buy and give citizens real money, gold!
I will be gone for a time! We talk again, yes?
Thank You

Date: Sat Apr 25 1998 21:49
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Mr. TYoung,
Will the German government "sell" gold to the new ECB, or will they "transfer" it? A large
difference, Yes? I send a post for this, this day.
Thank You

Date: Sat Apr 25 1998 22:55
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Mr TYoung:
Please read and consider this thinking person, as many do read your thoughts!
One must take this thought into consideration when deciding weather to hold dollars or the Euro.
"The United States Government does not hold any reserves against it's currency". Truly, this can
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only be the case of the world reserve money. Indeed, all other currencies have reserves of US$ to
back them, yet only the dollar has nothing! Yes, the USA does hold many billions in foreign
exchange, to use in the defense of maintaining exchange rates against the dollar. However, these
holdings are not reserves.
When the US government does not take in enough taxes to meet expenses, it sells treasury debt
to make up the difference. When no one bids for this debt at an "acceptable" interest rate, the
Federal Reserve bank buys the debt, outright! It gives printed cash to Washington and then,
"holds the new treasury debt ( bond ) as backing for the issued cash!
Everyone understands the implications of this. Or do they? In reality, when the US government
needs money, it doesn't sell debt! It "TRANSFERS" the obligation of it's citizens to pay future real
production ( taxes ) as a "backing" for it's newly printed currency! As this process has been going
on for decades, it has built up a debt of "real production payments" that it's citizens can never
pay. Further, as the world reserve, this currency is held thru proxy "by every single person on this
planet" that uses paper to trade anything!
It is true, that in times past when a currency is inflated ( over printed ) to a point of only 10%
real gold backing, the government could revalue gold 90% upward and the currency was 100%
backed again! A terrible blow to the holders of this paper, but at least the money system survived!
Today, the worlds currency, the US$, by default, would require a gold price of many, many
thousands to back it without using it's citizens as collateral! The only problem with this is the US
gold stock is so small, that even at $10,000/oz, a large deflation would be necessary to decrease
the outstanding US currency to this gold backing level!
Now, consider the Euro. It will have much real gold backing from the beginning. Even at 10% to
30%, the Euro will be the equivalent of a 100% gold backed dollar, when the world comes off the
dollar standard! The selling of old dollar reserves, alone will reprice gold in US$ terms of at least
$6,000/oz! It's present interbank reserve value.
Read the BONN report again:
""BT 1 APR 1998 BONN
Buba seen transferring gold to new Euro central bank
THE Bundesbank, which must provide about one-third of reserves of the new European
Central Bank ( ECB ) , may decide to transfer most of its share in gold, providing a
windfall for the German budget, analysts said.
Such a move would raise public confidence by backing the new currency with gold, and
would support gold prices by reassuring investors the Bundesbank won't sell excess
reserves on the market, an analyst said.
In addition, the transfer would be recorded at market prices, whereas the gold is now
valued at less than one-third its market value. That would mean a multibillion-mark
paper gain the government could book against debt.
"It would be a neat move," said Alison Cottrell, economist at PaineWebber
International in London. "There's the psychology factor of the ECB holding gold, the
government would benefit from a revaluation and it should, at the very least, put a
floor under the gold price."
The European Central Bank will go into operation on Jan 1, the same day the euro
becomes the currency for an expected 11 nations. Germany, because it's the European
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Union's largest economy and most populous country, will have to provide about onethird of the 50 billion Ecus ( S$86.5 billion ) the new bank will need in its role to set
monetary policy.
The Bundesbank, Europe's largest holder of gold, has around 95 million ounces, valued
on its books at 13.7 billion marks ( S$11.9 billion ) . The market value is about 55
billion marks.
A Bundesbank spokesman wouldn't comment on what the central bank's plans are,
saying that won't happen until the member states for monetary union are named and
the members of the European Central Bank are appointed. -- Bloomberg""
Mr. Young,
The German CB will not be selling gold to the new ECB for dollars! This "TRANSFER" will be in
terms of "German Mark reserve requirements" that will soon be the "German Euro currency
reserves"! Soon, European oil purchases will be made in, partial gold backed Euro's that "in US
dollar terms", will be the same as 100% gold backed currency! As Another would say: Gold and oil
will never flow in the same direction!
Sir,
you think long and hard on this: in USA , this paper currency, it show not the true wealth of
persons assets!
Another
Thank You

Date: Sat Apr 25 1998 23:35
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
All:
The Swiss, not dumb! There will come a time when gold and Euro are as "the same". Not in price
or value, but as used for "real money". The Swiss will sell, just not as you think "sell". In that
time, gold will be "transferred" to other Cbs as money or real reserves.
Money is not what you afford, you earn it! In the near future, gold money will buy more than
dollar money, much more! It is as to compare a one dollar bill to a hundred dollar bill, both
money, just one buys more!
Many think the only way gold can rise in dollar terms is if USA prints to many! Truly, they have
printed to many already. Gold will rise in dollar terms, many thousands even if treasury inflates
currency no more. This rise in price will cost London much! You have seen the Bank of England
report of gold that does not come home?
We watch this new gold market together, yes?
Thank You

Date: Sun Apr 26 1998 00:06
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Apr 25 1998 23:13
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aurophile ( ANOTHER ) ID#256326:
The US does not "back" its currency with specific reserves as other nations do ( of
necessity ) as a matter of policy, but it does have the reserves of gold and foreign
currency. The German move, if it happens, is simply accounting legerdemain ( ledgerdemain? ) , and is no more meaningful in reality than the Federal Reserve's monetizing
of US debt.
Sir,
This "matter of policy", it is without reason? If US$ is reserve for all other currencies, how can
other currencies be held as reserve for US$? When one ask question, "does chicken back egg, or
egg back chicken ", a good reply comes as "matter of policy? Yes?
You state:
" In the modern system, gold is of far less usefulness to a currency's essential value
than the political, legal, and military "currency" of its issuer."
Sir,
Fifty years of modern history do not show this to be true. Political, legal and military "currencies"
do come and go with the "Seasons", but "gold currency" did keep promise for citizens of changing
times!
Date: Sat Apr 25 1998 23:27
Auric ( EMU Question ) ID#255151:
Ok, let's say the EMU is 10% Gold backed. How do you know that in a year or two the
CB of Europe won't change the rules in midstream. What's to stop them, say in the
year 2000, from deciding that the EMU will only be 5% Gold backed? How firm is this
promise?
Sir,
When physical gold trades by side of EURO, the rules will hold even at three fourths stream!
thank you

Date: Sun Apr 26 1998 00:39
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sat Apr 25 1998 23:53
PrivateInvestor ( Another thinks ) ID#225283:
Another please tell me what you think of the current situation in the world oil markets.
Countries such as Mexico are seeing 50% of all government revenues dry up as the
price of oil continues to go south...The same must be true of our gold holding friends in
the middle east...What are your prognostications???
Sir,
We are close to "much change". The oil reserves of the middle east show a history of value
delivered for currencies of "broken promises"! The supply of oil was never the problem, only the
"market of oil" in "what kind of money" that caused much distrust. Today, many try to understand
oil thru a currency that cannot offer a final payment of true value. I tell you, supply and demand
mean nothing in this relm. The "fight", is to bring oil down in US$ terms, then convert to an
"open" partial gold payment. With gold priced correctly, oil would be very cheap for western, non
producers. But, the owners of "local reserves" as Mexico, would suffer as gold would not be
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allowed for payment to them. The Euro, it could be the result of this war.
If the Euro wins, the Gold Wars will begin at $360, and crude in US$ could be in the hundreds?
Much is still as "up in air", we watch for a while.
I must be gone for a time.
Thank You

Date: Sun Apr 26 1998 11:52
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sun Apr 26 1998 09:41
jonesy ( @ ANOTHER re. Gold Wars ) ID#251166:
In your last post ( today 00:39 ) you say, "If the Euro wins, the Gold Wars will begin at
$360, and crude in US$ could be in the hundreds?"
Question: Re. Gold War -- What specific actions and reactions do you envision? In
other words, What possible scenario ( s ) , blow-by-blow, may we look for in a Gold
War?
Mr. Jonesy,
This battle of wealth began long before our eyes were open. It was born as a conflict of the
human spirit. Many teach the way of "honest dealings" and "earn your own way", then force their
neighbor to accept a currency debt receipt, as payment for "real commerce goods". The world
reserve currency is held by "default" not choice. Today. every digital money is a product of the
US$ by nature of "it being the book keeping reserve". To this extent, the US$ is the only world
currency! To this end, noone can see the true size of the "mismatch" in gold as money in US$. No
country, Japan included, can sell dollar reserves without destroying their own currency! The BIS
does not recognize other currencies as reserves, as they are, in themselves, a dollar product!
This "new gold war", it will be as "none before". The BIS will bring gold into the $320 to $360
range for the Euro. The US will attack the Euro for what it has become, "a new world oil currency"
offered to remove the oil backing from the US$. At first, the dollar will be partially sold by many
Cbs, especially the ones with little local oil, Japan, Yes? As unneeded dollars are set free, the true
value of real things will be seen in dollar terms, gold, cars, oil, etc.. In this light, one can see why
many large buyers have been taking in gold, as it is held in terms of value of "after the war". Not
the traded price of today.
Sir;
Your life passes, thoughts change and a persons perception of value does mature. The world,
today does also mature! You will find a new financial future, in a value from the past. The world
will embrace gold as "a better inheritance for our children" for it has now become a "lifetime
holding". It is "the human nature" to be social, and many will not see this "new future" until it
"has use from others".
"it is the way of people, some are part of the future, as they become the history of the past"
Thank You

Date: Sun Apr 26 1998 12:49
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
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REPLY:
Date: Sun Apr 26 1998 12:17
Haggis__A ( ANOTHER......... ) ID#398105:
This precise reason why the EURO has to be backed by GOLD. The boys on Wall Street
and the USA will HAVE to fight this one. However, the key is for the Japanese and the
Chinese currencies to be backed by GOLD. The Chinese may well be on their way, the
Japanese a concern as they have as of July 97 0.5% of the Bank of Japan resources
held in physical gold.
Mr. Haggis,
I think, China was buying a great deal of gold and gold commitments ( paper gold ) thru a HK
trader. They became much of the "not enough physical gold " problem for the oil/gold trade. China
dumped much of this paper and continued to take in gold even today. Japan is a story of "no
happy ending" as they are seen as "not aligned with Europe" or the BIS way of things. The EURO
may send Japan down with the USA dollar! Asia will be lead by China, as they do understand a
"Euro world". The ECB does know that "all holes in earth, lead to china"!
Thank You

Date: Tue Apr 28 1998 07:19
ANOTHER (??) ID#60253:
Mr. RJ,
As RJ, you are known here as a company, not a person! Were you a private citizen, your thoughts
find backing from your name only! However, our words as known to all as the "ways of ones
employer"! It is the way of the business world, yes? As a broker, you have chosen to represent a
company on this forum. Does this company chose these words, and stand it's reputation "behind
such"? In my world, no businesses would allow such public representation, as future and present
clients would demand better control of thoughts. Indeed, send your writings to the owner of your
desk, and ask, "what price do we demand for this advertising to the entire earth"?
Thank you

Date: Tue Apr 28 1998 16:59
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
ALL:
I see the USAGOLD company has found the EURO important! One does ask, what will this
currency look like? It is very clear, yes? See my Date: "Sat Apr 25 1998 22:55 ANOTHER
( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253:", and look to the BONN report! There the Germany does offer one
answer. If they do "transfer" their reserves portion in gold, and Germany does make up one third
of the reserves, then the Euro will have 30%+ gold backing by nature of Germany alone!
Also, Italy has shown the market of gold will be brought to $360 by nature of it's marking to this
level. They state this publicly! They also ask for 30%+, publicly!
Also, the Bank of England does prepare it's public for this new gold market! A market that will
deny the repayment of gold loaned, at US$ prices that will keep Bullion Banks alive! The Euro will
be strong, indeed!
Also, the UBS does ask, "what will the Cbs do with all the left over gold"? I ask, "what will the
Germans do with all the left over US$"? Truly, with the Euro about to win the price of oil, gold will
grow large in the dollar!
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As the BO England gold does not come home, the US$ reserves must "COME HOME"!
Thank You
As soon as able, I will write of the BIS.

Date: Tue Apr 28 1998 20:41
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
ALL:
My post today of the Euro outcome, "Date: Tue Apr 28 1998 16:59 ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! )
ID#60253:", will be the last for a many days. Much is happening now and time does not wait. I
hope to return before the changes , as a move above $360 will show the world that oil has moved
for the Euro currency. We will know soon!
Thank You
Mr. sharfin, I thank you
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May '98 – Sep '98
April 1998 Editor's Note:
I want to first of all welcome ANOTHER to the USAGOLD web site and thank him for electing to
post here. ANOTHER has made an important on-going contribution to the discussion about gold in
recent months and it is good to have him back in action. That he has surfaced here -- at the
USAGOLD web site -- takes a backseat to the simple fact that ANOTHER will once again be
offering up his mysterious and cryptic brand of market analysis to the delight of his many readers.
His analysis goes beyond the surface representations which we have come to expect from
mainstream sources and goes to the core of what is occurring in the world economy. ANOTHER is
a teacher, but in our short private correspondence, I have found that he is also a seeker of
wisdom -- a philosopher who offers substantially more than dry economic theory. He is also a
consummate gentleman. Whether right or wrong, the one thing we can say about ANOTHER is
that he makes us think, and perhaps, in the final analysis, that is his most fundamental goal. So
we move forward with these THOUGHTS!
I would like to deal with the question of ANOTHERs identity from the outset. At all costs,
ANOTHER wishes to remain anonymous. His contact with me has been through a third party who
describes himself as "the firewall that breaks the electronic connection from the source." I have
made no attempt to find out who ANOTHER is, nor do I want to know who he is. After long
consideration of this situation, I have come to the rock-solid conclusion that it is not only in
ANOTHER's best interest to remain anonymous; it is in our best interest as well. So, please, in
your liaison with ANOTHER (which will be offered below) and with USAGOLD, do not waste your
time or ours by making inquiries as to his identity, country of origin, etc. We simply do not know,
nor do we want to know.
I would also like to put to rest any notion that I am ANOTHER; that I am an agent of ANOTHER; or
that ANOTHER is an agent of USAGOLD, Centennial Precious Metals, or Michael Kosares. There is
no connection between us (as you will see in these first postings) except that USAGOLD is
providing a forum, the way a newspaper provides space for opinion columns, and ANOTHER is
simply taking advantage of it. In the end, as I said in the Introduction to "IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF
GIANTS":
"(The actual identity of ANOTHER) might not matter. What does matter is ANOTHER's
educational value to all who would take the time to sift through his (at times) arcane
and cryptic, but always thought provoking, look behind the scenes of international
finance. If his THOUGHTS! are theory; they are good theory. If they are speculation;
they are reasonable speculation. If they are supposition; they are well grounded
supposition. In the final analysis, ANOTHER offers one of the more plausible
hypotheses for why the financial markets have acted as they have in the past few
years, and therein lies his immense value to the reader no matter who he is."
I would like to clarify one other aspect of ANOTHER's postings at the USAGOLD web site. There
will be two people posting on this page. The first will be ANOTHER himself. From time to time his
associate will also be posting. He will be identified here as the Friend of ANOTHER. There was
some confusion over this dual role in the earlier Kitco postings. This will hopefully clarify the
matter. The writings of both authors will be posted as I receive them without attempting to correct
misspellings, punctuation, grammatical and/or textual errors so that analysts, researchers, and
readers in general can study the text in its original form.
ANOTHER has graciously accepted my invitation to entertain questions from the public. Another
has asked that in the interest of time that only a few questions be forwarded so I will do my best
to pick and choose the most salient. This forum is not designed for, nor is it intended to deal with,
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specific investments and specific investment strategies.
As ANOTHER would say, "We watch this new gold market, yes?" Yes, we will. There is no formal
time-table for ANOTHER's postings, so stay tuned. I think you are going to learn from and enjoy
these initial exchanges which were originally intended to be private correspondence. On behalf of
both ANOTHER and myself, we welcome you to this venue.
Sincerely,
Michael J. Kosares/USAGOLD

5/1/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
Mr. Kosares, This "new gold market", it is interesting, yes? The Euro is about to create "much
stress" for bulls and bears, in gold! Perhaps, we discuss the past and the future? You have a
"more private" e-mail address, as it be for eyes of three, yours, mine and Another.
Thank You

5/1/98 USAGOLD
Yes, I would very much enjoy a liaison. It seems that you and I have much in common in our
understandings.
If the shorts have taken upon themselves to run down gold in anticipation of the European
conference becoming unglued, then I believe they have miscalculated. I will say though that the
politics could get very interesting this weekend in Brussels. If they go with the French candidate,
he will be pro-gold. If they go with the German (Dutch) candidate, he will be pro-gold. By logical
extension, if they go with a compromise candidate, he will be pro gold. So the politics may not
matter for gold owners. Your read on this? As you have said, the important question is what will
the policy be on the dollar?? As an aside, a knowledgeable friend of mine mentioned to me
yesterday that the United States was able to maintain convertibility (!) with 25% backing. He
assures me that this is true, but I have not had a chance today to check his assertion.
I look forward to discussing the past and future with you, as we do live in interesting times.
I remain your friend, Michael Kosares

5/2/98 USAGOLD
(After some prelimary conversation about communication difficulties)
It is very interesting that rumors were planted that Belgium was to be a gold seller. This happened
once before when false rumors were planted through London Financial Times and Reuters about
EMI selling gold. Do you remember? This time the rumor was planted at FWN. Soon there will be
nowhere to plant rumors because there's only so many bridges that can be burned. Then the short
sellers will have no place to go with their fiction. As it is financial journalists had better check their
sources or suffer the consequence of being played for fools. Perhaps COMEX and LBMA need to
clamp down on this sort of thing as well. I had heard from one of my sources that Merrill Lynch
was a major player at the end of the day on Thursday on the short side, but as always, such
things are hard to verify. It makes sense though. All of this runs together somehow. Also tragic
the story about the chairman of the Japanese central bank??? What is going on there?? I do not
find comfort in such news. MK
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5/3/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
Mr. Kosares, Your friend thinks much of this gold owned by the USA. It could be used to back the
dollar up to 25%, no? Many come to this thinking and hold a secure thought, that as last resort,
this gold will save the day! I think, many persons never gained the understanding that the
American gold is kept by the "Treasury", not the maker of your money, "The Federal Reserve". It
is there for good reason, as the present world currency system is not a function of American law!
If the US were to place gold in the hands of the US/CB as reserves for the dollar, the BIS could
claim it! It is, as a point of contention and of no real use. I think not a war would come of this
claim, if it should happen! As the world currencies are now, a "new dollar" would be needed if gold
were used as reserves! The present dollar would then, truly be as "paper for the wall"!
The urgent drive to create a new "reserve currency" began in the early 80s, after the last small
"gold war". The road to making this new Euro did never include gold in large amounts, until the
last few years! Even one year ago, the news would say, 5% or less. Today, we speak of a much
greater amount! This is interesting, yes? The BIS did "hatch" this deal in a very late fashion! The
future of the Euro was found to be "weak", as the Middle East oil imports onto the continent would
continue in dollars! This was so from the dollar being made strong in gold. Gold priced in dollars at
near production cost, offered a "no switch currency" position, for oil. This position has been
unstable for the last year, and the alternative of a switch to gold was in progress! You have read
my "Thoughts" before. Now the BIS does offer to "change the rules of engagement", a real
reserve currency is offered!
Few do grasp what is happening and why! They think the holding of gold reserves by the Euro is
of a little point, as to what good are gold reserves? One cannot use gold as Marks or Yen to
intervene in currency market to support the Euro. My friend, the BIS has played the, as you say,
"big poker hand"! The holding of large reserves by the ECB and the withholding of sales from the
market will not only bring the end of the London paper gold market, it will, thru a high USD gold
price, "make the dollar weak in gold"! From this position, the dollar will lose the "oil backing" from
the Middle East! At first, all oil for Europe will be in Euro's, then all producers want "strong
currency"!
There is more: Many say, how to defend Euro without much currency reserves? If gold go to many
thousands US, what will be used to bid for Euro as defense? I say, these persons will find a
problem on their computer screens! You see, the Euro will start as "nothing", no holdings of size,
anywhere! The dollar is held as reserves as "the stars in heaven"! It is to say, "the dollar will bid
for the Euro", not "the Euro will bid for the dollar"! All currencies will "flow into the Euro for trade".
But, if the Euro becomes so strong, how to compete in world trade? It will be the price of oil that
will make the "trading field" level! The soaring US$ price of gold will make even a 10% Euro
reserve be as 100% today, in USD! Oil will become, very, very cheap in Euros and allow that
economy to do well! Many other countries will see this and also want to join the new "world
reserve currency" that has become"the new world oil currency"!
The politics of the ECB? It is as a "side show"? We watch this new market, yes? Sir, my words take
time. I did receive two E-mail's from you.
Thank you

5/3/98 Friend of ANOTHER
The Belgium story was the usual rumor stuff. It still had weight from the old CB deals and
everyone still thinks more gold is coming to the market. These days, the big brokers look for any
sign of gold movements by Bullion Banks. They don't really know what's going on, but any
amount of CB gold trades are interpreted as the next big sale going down! Oh, gold is still moving,
it's just moving from one CB to the next. The story from the BOE told the tale for the benefit of
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the public, the Euro is going to bring London some big loses! Merrill Lynch, et al, don'tgrasp the
gold valuations by the BIS. Gold is valued by the number of outstanding claims against it. Kind of
like a house for sale with ten bidders. Each bidder thinks the house is, in the bag because they
have a valid bid ticket. Each one thinks he can have the house at any time,even thought nine
others want it to, because all I have to do is bid alittle higher and take it! Insane, but that's what
is going on! Somehow, the BIS and the major private gold holders know the total claims, as does
Another. The Euro group is going to force those claims into real bids instead of just claims!
They brought the Chinese onto their side by neutralizing the rest of the Asian competition. China
hates Japan and would like nothing better than to watch them die as they stick with the US and
the dollar. China also picked up huge gold holdings these last few years with the help of the BIS.
They will easily fit into the Euro world and enjoy a massive trading block with Europe!
As gold is allowed to drift upward to the $320/$360 area, the real gold wars will begin where they
left off in the early 80s. The paper gold market is still controlled by London, and we will see
tremendous paper spikes up and down as this monster is killed! That's why Warren broughtsilver
for BH, it won't move anything like gold percentage wise, but it's the best they could do in a public
company. The poor traders don't think physical can move much, so they trade for a few dollars up
and down. Michael, We are looking at a sea change of biblical proportions, that, if it can take down
London, it will most certainly eat any and all traders. CPMs included! Not a good thought, yes?
Thanks

5/3/98 USAGOLD
Good evening, ANOTHER. I just wanted to say that I received your correspondence today and that
I will respond hopefully tonight or tomorrow. Thank you for telling me it takes time to formulate
your words. It is good to know that I am not only one who labors over the written word. I
understand. My questions, given the important subject matter, will take time as well. Thank you
for contacting me, Michael Kosares.

5/3/98 USAGOLD
Dear ANOTHER & Friend of ANOTHER, I would like to begin by thanking you for taking the time to
send your thoughts. They are very interesting to say the least. As you know I too believe that the
introduction of the Euro is a seminal event -- one that will change the world financial landscape. I
will try to ask questions in a logical framework for my own benefit as well as perhaps to help you
to construct and add to your own thinking on these matters.
I would like to start with this because it troubles me at the moment: I have been working on this
euro problem for some time -- trying to make Americans more aware of what the events you so
eloquently describe will mean to their financial well-being. As I am sure you are fully aware, the
American media has done a very poor job on these matters of earthshaking importance. I recently
read a New York Times opinion piece on the subject and was surprised to see that the word "gold"
did not even appear in the text. I was interviewed for a national network radio program recently
and mentioned in our conversation that I thought the introduction of the euro would be viewed by
historians in the future as the most important event of the last quarter of the 20th century (not
the sexual antics of our troubled president). The press is only now beginning to understand the
import of these events but still they treat it with surface analysis. With that as background, let me
ask my first question and it is an important one:
It seems that both you and your friend believe that the world is splitting up into currency/trading
blocks -- much as the world did for both World Wars. There has been much discussion around the
world about the imposition of a NEW WORLD ORDER and international one world government.
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Simultaneously, we see another, opposing force at work -- regionalism, nationalism, even
tribalism. What do you make of this? Is the euro a child of the forces of the New World Order, or
the forces of regionalism/nationalism/tribalism? Is Europe (led behind the scenes by the BIS) an
opponent to the United States? If so which countries are in which camp? Your associate seems to
feel that Asia is split between the United States which has Japan as an ally, and Europe which has
China as an ally ( a notion I found particularly intriguing). Where is Britain in this? Japan? And
most importantly, the Gulf States, particularly Saudi Arabia?
Along these lines, I too believe that currency movements will flow through Europe because the
euro currency will be gold backed. Where does that leave Japan with over $200 billion in dollar
reserves, let alone its massive U.S. Treasuries' holding? Isn't it true that Japan imports nearly
100% of its oil? If what you say is true about future oil payments they will be forced to their own
gold backed currency along the lines of Europe, and in the process unload the dollar as unwanted,
unneeded currency. All of this, needless to say, is very bad for the dollar and perhaps you are
right: A new, gold-backed dollar might be the necessary result. Your associate says that BIS
helped China increase its gold holdings. Please tell me what the source of that information is, or is
it simply a speculation on his part. One other item you might clarify for me is "Who is really
behind BIS? The Swiss? The euro central banks? Who does BIS really represent? Why was Saudi
Arabia just included in BIS? Has Saudi Arabia gone with Europe?
Please speak to these issues so that we might proceed.
I do not mean to sound naive but much of this is new to me and I would like to know who the
players are and where they stand vis a vis the United States.
I remain your friend,
Michael Kosares

5/5/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
[USAGOLD questions in italics]
Mr. Kosares,
A few thoughts for you, as the questions are asked?
** It seems that both you and your friend believe that the world is splitting up into
currency/trading blocks -- much as the world did for both World Wars. There has been
much discussion around the world about the imposition of a NEW WORLD ORDER and
international one world government. Simultaneously, we see another, opposing force
at work -- regionalism, nationalism, even tribalism. What do you make of this? Is the
Euro a child of the forces of the New World Order, or the forces of
regionalism/nationalism/tribalism? **
Sir,
I would say, "Old World Order" to return. To understand/explain better: " A very easy way to view
this "order", would be to simply say that the American Experience is reaching the end! As we
know, world war two left Europe and the world economy destroyed. Many thinkers of that period
thought that the world was about to enter a decades long depression as it worked to rebuild real
assets lost in the conflict. It was this war that so impacted the idea of looking positively toward
the future. The past ideals of building solid, enduring, long term wealth were lost in the
conception of a whole generation possibly doing without! In these fertile grounds people escaped
reality with the New Idea of long term debt, being held as a money asset. Yes, here was born the
American Experience that comes to maturity today.
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New world order, regionalism and tribalism are but modern phases that denote "group retreat to
avoid paying up". The worldwide currency system is truly a reflection of an economy built from
war, using the American Experience, the US$ and the debt that it represents. But, for the
American dollar to continue as the representative of the global financial system, in the form of
being the reserve currency, maturing generations of all countries must accept it, and the tax on
real production it clearly imposes! In the very same mind set, that people buy the best value for
the lowest price (Japan cars in the late 70s), and leave an established producer to die, so will they
escape the American currency and accept any competitor that offers a better deal. Because we
are speaking of currencies here, the transition will be brutal!
As you ponder these thoughts, consider that; all economies today are truly equal in production as
the exchange rates are the manufactures of profit!"
** Is Europe (led behind the scenes by the BIS) an opponent to the United States? **
Sir, Yes, but not in the ways of war, as it is in the feelings of "pride" and "we go our own way". The
downfall of the Russia, did allow for the Euro and all that it will build. They now see the debt of
the US$, as a reserve money can be escaped! As even the US citizen will leave it's own workers to
die as products are purchased "overseas", how much less will the world also flee the dollar!
Opponents? No, I would say they are learners of the "American Way" as they embrace the
"American Idea" of a "free world market economy".
*** If so which countries are in which camp? Your associate seems to feel that Asia is
split between the United States which has Japan as an ally, and Europe which has
China as an ally ( a notion I found particularly intriguing). Where is Britain in this?
Japan? And most importantly, the Gulf States, particularly Saudi Arabia? **
Sir, I feel he is correct in this thought. Europe does grasp for a relationship with Asia as the US did
have with the Japan. It would build a mighty economy on a foundation of oil and gold as backing
for new money. As China and Arabia was once a part of the Europe economy, in a small way. They
may now return with no fear of Russia. Britain? A lost nation. Japan? This one is "of the American
Economy" and is to live and die by it! They will seek your Alaska oil before loss of face with gold.
A dead Yen be a dead Japan.
**Along these lines, I too believe that currency movements will flow through Europe
because the Euro currency will be gold backed. Where does that leave Japan with over
$200 billion in dollar reserves, let alone its massive U.S. Treasuries' holding? **
Perhaps, they be like Korea? Rich in paper until the world says, "this paper, it is not good"!
***Your associate says that BIS helped China increase its gold holdings. Please tell me
what the source of that information is, or is it simply a speculation on his part. ***
The BIS is the gold broker for all interbank sales/purchases. Bullion Banks are for sales to other
entities. I think, at first, China was leverage against the oil producers. Then Arabia was allowed
into BIS for Euro.
**One other item you might clarify for me is "Who is really behind BIS?**
Perhaps, "who control them"?
**The Swiss?
Yes.
**The eurocentral banks?
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Yes.
**Who does BIS really represent?
"old world, gold economy, as viewed thru modern eyes" or " way to move from US$ without war".
**Why was Saudi Arabia just included in BIS?
answered.
**Has Saudi Arabia gone with Europe?
Yes.
Sir, there is much more to this, but we talk over time, yes? I will be away for perhaps ten days.
We speak again.
Thank You

5/5/98 USAGOLD
Dear ANOTHER, my great respect for you has just deepened further. Have a pleasant ten days and
I will consider your words. Yes, we will talk over time. Thank you Mike Kosares

5/11/98 USAGOLD
Dear ANOTHER:
I read your last correspondence with a great deal of interest. One question that immediately
comes to mind is what exactly do you mean by old world order reasserting itself? The old
European aristocracy? Is the political/economic power in Europe as it was prior to World War I?
Also, if Europe undermines U.S. does it not also undermine its own security? Is not the Russian
bear far from dead but simply in hibernation? Is Europe able industrially to gear up its military
defense industry quickly enough to replace U.S. protection? I would think that the same applies to
the Gulf and Saudi Arabia. Iraq and Iran are not friendly countries and Europe cannot protect the
region from unstable societies. One would think that the U.S. would protect corporate interests in
that part of the world no matter what happens in Europe, but if America goes bankrupt it will have
other concerns.
On the subject of gold: Do you have any information as to the backing on the euro percentagewise? Does it actually make any difference if its 10%, 20%, 30%? Or is the psychology the
important factor? Any gold backing would make the euro more appealing than the dollar.
This morning a Portuguese central bank governor implied that gold was drawing such a nice
interest rate that Portugal would probably would not sell gold. Implied in that statement is a
willingness to lend. What would happen if borrowing entities suddenly found themselves unable to
pay back their gold loans. Wouldn't this undermine that nation's balance sheet not to mention
their sovereignty? Do you know of any instance where central bank gold loans have gone bad?
And by the way, just what do you as a central banker take for collateral on a gold loan? Is not
gold the ultimate, liquid collateral? Do you take back a piece of paper representing the right to
future gold delivery? What good is that. To me it is pure folly. I've never understood this idea of a
gold loan from a practical point of view? By its nature, it must by necessity be an unsecured loan.
Along these lines I have one more related question, then I must go. How long do you think those
playing this game of paper selling can continue? We have heard for many months that there will
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come a time when physical demand will force the shorts to bid up the price to cover. It has not
happened. Why not? Can LBMA play this paper game forever? Are you and I underestimating their
ability to play the magician in this regard and keep us all mystified?
Though we are in a new market because of the euro, there is still much of the old because of the
Bank of England and LBMA -- do you agree?
Thank you
Michael Kosares

5/21/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
Mr. Kosares,
I offer simple thoughts for hard questions.
"And by the way, just what do you as a central banker take for collateral on a gold
loan?" (USAGOLD question)
Sir,
I think, the currency of a country does no longer hold "backing". This term, it is used often, but is
not correct. Today, all modern money does have "reserves", and such is used only for "the dirty
float" in currency warfare. As in war, the larger and better equipped army in "reserve" does rule
over the lesser force. Perhaps we should think in this way: in "cold war" of modern exchange
rates, "digital currencies from reserves are used", however, when "hot war" of major default does
begin, "nuclear weapons of GOLD" are deployed!
As in real war defense, of today, some countries hold a much lesser army, and depend on "the
alliance" with other stronger nations to defend them. Such it is with the currencies! Many states
hold but a few "digital currencies" as reserves for currency wars and see no need for "gold nuclear
weapons". They sell off these weapons and do join "the currency alliance" of stronger nations. We
see this in Europe, yes?
Time does record, that many young persons do mature without a history of "currency defeat" in
money wars. These same do attain positions of authority with respect, to handling the currency
"reserves" of a nation. It is in their "education" that the private citizens do lose much wealth. We
proceed to such a time today, as gold loans hold only paper collateral! The motives of all Central
Banks be not the same, with respect to "gold loans". A small number do travel the road of
"monetary union" and sell gold as a commodity for funds to reduce debt. These officials thatsell
for this purpose alone will be viewed as "much the fool" by voters, as gold does become a "great
value" in the future. Some CBs also "lend" gold for a small return, as they see little difference in
this metal to holding the Yen reserves and also receiving , perhaps 2%! These Central Banks place
the gold with a private Bullion Bank. The gold is sold and the proceeds wait in this BB and draw
market interest. The CB does have a "letter" claim to this "proceeds" and views it as "the same"
as other "lent out currency reserves". The BB uses this "proceeds" as collateral to create contract
with gold mine for future purchase of "new mined gold". The CB does also "attach" this "future
gold" and views it as "lent out bullion reserves". This "attach" , it could claim the entire assets of
mine in default, yes? Perhaps, we can see that "default" can also occur from other than "low gold
price"? In currency wars of future, workers walk from doing job, as in Indonesia? A mine of few
workers has little value, but often we see banks do claim "things of little value".
The key for this "new gold market" is found not in the process of gold loans and sales, but in the
"who is the new owner of this metal"? Noone did see clearly, "the other side of this". Always the
view was, "see how the fools sell the gold and drive price low", not "who is buying all of this new
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supply at such cheap prices and giving up interest on currency also"? One should consider, "how
much currency has flowed thru gold" over these past years! It is a great deal of wealth! Can not
one see the clear view, "has not gold made the dollar strong as world reserve currency"? This
happens in a time that all say the dollar would fail! Perhaps, "this new gold supply", it was for the
purchase of "time".
If oil was about to go off the "dollar reserve standard" and allow pricing in all currencies, and "the
physical gold currency" was to be the most economical way to purchase, then I would say, "time
was a valued purchase", yes? It is in this "purchased time", the world finds the creation of a "new
reserve currency". The dollar, is today, strong in nature of a low gold price. Tomorrow, it will be
the Euro that will find strength in a low gold price! Perhaps, these dollar "gold loans" will be called
in to become "Euro gold loans"? "Gold priced in the thousands of USDs does not change this
currency, it changes your perception of wealth"
Thank You
Another

5/22/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
Mr, Kosares, I offer these replies to all. Send the next group as able. Thank You
From Richard Burke: Another, thank you for your "Thoughts". At this point I would
appreciate your opinion as to whether the following is what you mean about the above
relationships. Assume that one $US = one $EU to start and that gold is $US300 and oil
$US15. Then, 1 oz of gold will buy 20 bbls of oil. You say gold will rise very much in
$US. Say gold rises to $US900, but is still $EU300 (or will gold rise but rise less in $EU
because of the gold backing?). Then, oil will be $US45 and $EU15. Europe as you say
will be able to developits industrial base on cheap oil while the US is stuck with high
priced oil.
ANOTHER: Mr. Burke, You have written the general outcome! Also, note, three $US would then
equal one $EU. However, the difference in gold, as expressed in each currency may be much,
much greater! I would not say, the US would be stuck with "high priced oil", as a new US dollar
could be formed much fashioned from the Euro. If US gold is "revalued" upward to the new true
level, what persons, worldwide may be stuck with would be the "old US$" and all that it could not
buy! Perhaps shareholders of gold mines will push for recall, as most gold loans today are in the
US$ reserve currency! I think, much will be the battle in this area as investors think first to buy
physical gold, not gold in ground contracted for delivery and payment in future bad currency.
It is to say, "the foot will be in the other shoe", yes? Thank You for this thinking.
From Johan Campher: It is only very recently that I started reading the discussions
on the Kitco web site. I then picked up something about ANOTHER moving to the
USAGOLD web site. This is how I discovered your site. Unfortunately, as a relative
uninformed, I find reading ANOTHER'S thoughts very difficult,because of the many
abbreviations and acronyms. For you, and others in the USA/Europe it might be
common knowledge. For some, not so common. For instance, what is the BIS? Could
you ask ANOTHER to spell out the full name with the abbreviation in brackets before
using it further in the text? ... or is there a web site where all the abbreviations could
be found? How about a list of important abbreviations your own website?
ANOTHER: Mss. Campher, Bank For International Settlements! The Kitco group has much on this.
I do think many there, that I spoke with, have better minds than myself. They do much to search
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out the truth! I will have these proof- read in future for better understanding. Thank You
From Polloa: All of these movements and realignments depend upon an electronic
system or systems to support the transactions. Yet the Year 2000 problem seems to
threaten the entire world's systems. ANOTHER, has this been discussed or acted upon
that you know of? And if so, what actions have been taken?
ANOTHER: Polloa, I think, many will "cross this bridge at the last moment". It is a well known,
considered problem that, if not fixed, will take the "Western World" back in time many years.
Perhaps, luxury will be lost, and many will live as "third world countries". Some may find this a
"better outcome" in life? However: Our world economic system does survive many problems.
Humankind must battle the war and distrust with great intensity. Always, we find, it is the honest
person of simple means that leads the lost! These same citizens will find a security for the future
that comes from the past. History has shown the physical gold does hold true against all odds. If
gold can stand against war, it will carry your wealth during the time of Y2K.
Thank You
From Tom Young: Also, I found many of your prior posts to be, well, lets just say in
need of interpretation. Your statements on $30,000. gold are improbable but not
impossible. I agree with you on holding physical. As I have said so often I will judge
your words next January. Not that this "judgment" affects you in any way. It is just my
way of saying I don't disbelieve your thoughts or words and will let time tell if you
speak true or not.
ANOTHER: Mr. Tom, Above, is only part of your questions/statements. I add this: All of life is
"improbable but not impossible" and "in need of interpretation."! I offer these "Thoughts" to "open
minds", such as yours, for "consideration and discussion". It is the "American Way", yes? This be
not a good world, where secrets close doors and hide truths. I do feel ALL persons are very
intelligent, and can understand the road maps of life. For many, "the answers are not found at the
end of our travels, but along the trail we walk together"! We watch this new gold market,
together, yes? Thank You and all of Kitco
From Lyle Montgomery: ANOTHER, If there is substantial backing of the Euro by
physical gold the $US must certainly suffer. Enough physical is available if interests are
pooled to make the Euro the preeminent money. Might this not precipitate a severe
reaction from the US - possibly even covert action to in some way minimize potential
backing by gold?
ANOTHER: Sir, Yes. I do look for much destruction of the gold market as this progresses. I think,
much of this "fight of money" will happen between 1999 and 2000, as the "gold trading center" in
the middle east will be completed by then. If the Euro does fail, gold will become the "world oil
currency". We do know this full well, "the Central Banks will horde all gold and buy any offered if
this new European currency does not work" and "debt currencies fail". If this does comes, no
paper asset of world economic system will survive, nothing! Not a good thought, no?Thank You
From sharfin: You will have to do better than this. I have read all of another's
writings and what I read now is a sham.
ANOTHER: Sir, Thank you for reading my thoughts, as I do read yours! As in all life, "events
make truths", not the words of Another. "time will prove all things" Thank You
From PH in LA: As the Euro is phased in, how will individual member currencies fare
in relation to the dollar? Will a fall in the dollar result in holders of European
currencies, real assets (such as European real estate), and/or bonds (in euros) reaping
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a windfall vis a vis the dollar? Or will gold be the only way for Americans to safeguard
assets in the coming turmoil?
ANOTHER: Sir, This change in "World reserve currency" will be "the unfolding event of our time"!
As in conflict, the deployment of forces/assets is never a final decision! But, for persons of simple
thought, such as I, we do well to "follow in the footsteps of giants"! Today, this trail does show
deep prints from the weight of GOLD! For myself and my country, I stand with the proof from the
past, I stand with gold! I thank you for your effort, "for all your days, walk tall with wealth"!

5/26/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
Mr. Kosares,
I know you have also seen where the Rothschild prepares computers for a change , perhaps to
Euro market gold! Much will be the commissions earned in this area. Some investors say "gold
loses face in low price" and "gold is a dead asset". I say, a travel to London will offer much
education, as the "city" trades more gold than exists!
Sir,
I offer this for consideration by all.
Do you know the value of gold?
From the day of our birth we are taught to value all things using the one factor alone, currency!
Can one contemplate the value of all possessions in other terms? Do you not have to think first as
to "how many dollars is that worth" then "how many dollars is this worth" to compare two items?
If it is deep within our mind, that we can know value only in terms of paper, to this I ask, can one
know value at all!
The Western mind does focus on "what I buy today for the lowest price". Yet, in this modern world
economy, the lowest price is always the function of "the currency exchange rate"? The Yen, it is
compared to the dollar today, and used to purchase goods. One year later and the Japan offers
these goods for much less, as the Yen has fallen to the US$. The currency value of this purchase,
was it "true " today or a year ago? Understand, all value judgments today are as subject to
"exchange rate competition"! It is in "this exchange rate valuations" that the private citizen does
denominate all net worth! A safe way to hold the wealth for your future, yes? You should ask a
Korean or the Indonesian ?
One should grasp that "today, your wealth, is not what your currency say it is"! In this world,
paper currency is for trade, only! It is for the buying, selling, earning and paying, not for knowing
the value of your family holdings! Know this, "the printers of paper do never tell the owner that
the money has less value, that judgment is reserved for the person you offer that currency to"!
Again, I ask, how can we know a true value for our assets, when they are known only in currency
that finds it's worth, as in the exchange rate for another currency?
Many will "think long and hard on this", but will find little reason for this position. For it is in your
history to know only "things valued in paper terms". Some say, "I hold investments of great
increase these past years, and am much ahead of the inflation, if it should come". I say, "your
investments, worldwide, have moved little, as it has been the currencies that denominate your
assets, that fall a great deal". The price inflation that comes, it is larger than your vision can see!
Your past, holds little of knowing value outside of currencies, this does block the good view!
We watch the approach of this change, and discuss it, together, yes? It will truly be "a gold market
as none before".
There is more: Today, the world reserve currency holds the exchange rate of one dollar equals one
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three hundredth of an ounce of gold! It is this rate, that makes the dollar, not as the Indonesian
currency. Perhaps a secure thought? However, even this 1/300 rate is also subject to "exchange
rate competition"! This new rate was purchased by the acceptance of the "new paper gold" as
equal value to "the physical gold"! This large, new paper gold market was created to increase the
supply of "traded gold". The physical gold supply alone could not be increased to bring the dollar
into the mid to lower 300s exchange rate area, there by making it "strong in gold". But, as in all
new markets, for the "traded gold arena" to accept a "paper gold item" in great amounts, it
required new colatteral/assets to give this paper item "integrity"! That "integrity" was found in oil!
Some say, "gold fall because noone was buying it". I say, "gold fall because many were buying it"!
They buy as the "trading market" was made "much fat" with added paper! Understand this: The
US$ price of gold could only fall if a market existed for paper gold priced lower each time of offer!
If the price did not fall, this paper market "could not function" as "it would not be profitable to the
writer"! It was, for many years, in the good interest of all, for the dollar to find a gold price close
to production cost. That time has now much passed!
One day soon, this "paper gold item" may lose it's "integrity from oil" by way of "competition"
from a new reserve currency! In that day, "paper gold" will rush to become "physical gold" as
"dollar gold contracts" rush to become "Euro gold contracts". You see, the value of the gold lost
from the Euro CB sales will return in the form of a "Euro strong in gold". The "gold reserves" held
for the EURO will offer strength, but it will be the total destruction of the dollar gold market that
does make " this currency go home"!
When the future comes, and one holds asset values in dollar terms, many may discover, there
wealth was not as this currency said it was! In that day, you will know your assets, as expressed
in the real money of our fathers! This new dollar/gold exchange rate will end your search for the
"the true value of gold"
Thank you
Another

5/27/98 Friend of ANOTHER
Michael,
This article (see below) puts a different light on the Euro. I think a major effort was underway for
many years to unseat the dollar. It was only after the gulf war politics that the EURO group saw a
way to use gold to draw in the oil producer currency backing. It was clear that the dollar was
going to someday fall from reserve currency status because of it's compounding debt load. With
nothing to replace it, gold would become the world oil currency, as Another says.
Initially, they built the Euro with little talk of gold, all the while building a paper gold market that
is dollar settlement based. By increasing the Gold Trading Market with paper gold, it not only
drove the gold price down, but gave these contracts credibility as they could be settled in a strong
dollar via gold. The hook came when they suddenly wanted gold as part of the reserves for the
Euro! Now the BIS just stops supporting the London market with Central Bank gold loans and
sales. By the time for the Euro to debut , gold starts to rise through the $360 area, there by
breaking the entire dollar based paper gold market! Every oil state, and anyone else that is
holding paper gold, will try to first exchange it for physical. After that guess who will be waiting
with a brand new hard world reserve currency, ready made for converting dollar gold loans into
Euro gold loans!
The dollar will not necessarily be destroyed by inflation at first, but you can be sure it will collapse
in terms of gold. In this process, if everyone try's to spend their overseas dollars (presently
Eurodollars), the US will no doubt invoke foreign exchange controls and most likely create a new
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currency. I think, that's where ANOTHER gets the $30,000+ business for existing (replaced)
dollars and I don't doubt it one bit. This is why everybody keeps getting lost in the falling gold
price. They keep working it like it's the old physical market years ago. It's not the same. Anyone
that try's to leverage it in any way will just keep getting pounded as London prints gold for all
their worth until the Euro takes effect. I think, sometime in 1999 or a little later, physical gold will
stop all trading on US$ markets, it has to, no other way! The Euro gold market will exist, but
selling it in Euros will, no doubt be an interesting process. But, a much better prospect than trying
to convert mining shares or any other paper gold contracts.
To the best of my knowledge, this is my interpretation of the current market.
Best Regards
Friend Of ANOTHER
ATTACHMENT:
FORMER BRITISH DEFENSE SECRETARY WARNS AMERICA ABOUT A UNITED
EUROPE
(As summarized by Friend of ANOTHER)
(May 27, 1998) In a speech yesterday at the American Enterprise Institute, a
conservative think-tank, former British Secretary of State for Defense, Michael Portillo,
warned that European monteary union and a unifed European foreign policy will erode
the Amerian alliance with Europe. He said that a united Europe will benefit neither
global security nor free trade saying that its future foreign policy could lead to the
emergence of a bloc in opposition to the U.S. He said, "What I really want is for a
debate to emerge in the U.S. about what the European movement is really about.
Americans essentially are comitted to global free trade, while many in Europe are not.
And I think they need to be careful about whether a common foreign policy in Europe
might lead to a silencing of the British view, the emergence of a consensus to do
nothing, and the emergence of a distinct view that there was a third way, a new and
positively anti-American way."

5/28/98 USAGOLD
Dear Friend of ANOTHER: I didn't know the oil states were holding gold paper. I thought they were
in physical metal. Reports show Saudi Arabian physical demand skyrocketing. Also do you have
further reference on the Portillo comments? By the way World Gold Council recently published a
graph on the level of estimated forwards and deferreds (in London) at over 2000 tons? Is
ANOTHER aware of this figure? The name of the report for your interest is "Utilisation of Borrowed
Gold by the Mining Industry" by Ian Cox and Ian Emsley. Cox is out of Samuel Montagu; and
Emsley, Anglo-Gold. Personally, I think the bullion bank scheme is running out of gas simply
because they are having a difficult time talking central banks into mobilizing. When the euro
comes on line, we will know what is going to happen with reserves. Some say that mobilizations
are already banned, or at least hampered through Maastricht. I would also like to find out more
about the Swiss operations. Do you have access to the bill passed by the Swiss legislature
yesterday?
Thanks
Michael Kosares
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6/2/98 Friend of ANOTHER
Michael: The article was from a conference that was just completed. You may contact the institute
or visit their web page: http://www.aei.org/
This item came from the web site:
-----------------------------------------------------------------THE NEW ATLANTIC INITIATIVE
America and Europe: Will European Monetary Union Fracture the Alliance?
By the Right Honorable Michael Portillo
Wednesday, May 27, 1998
5:30 p.m.
Wohlstetter Conference Center
Twelfth Floor, AEI
European elites are embracing federalism and European integration as the primary
means to ensure post-cold war security on the Continent. Michael Portillo argues that
this is the wrong route. European integration is being designed in such a way that it
sharply reduces democratic control, stirs up nationalism, and endangers the
transatlantic link. Only a renewed and revitalized atlanticism will, in Mr. Portillo's view,
guarantee European security. Mr. Portillo was secretary of state for defense in Britain
from 1995 to 1997.
Introduction: Jeane Kirkpatrick, AEI
Speaker: Michael Portillo
Comment: Richard Perle, AEI
---------------------------------------------------------------------Also:
I have a person in Washington that could find out more about this. However, I think this excerpt (I
sent you) is open knowledge. It just has a nice connection to European thinking in regards to the
new currency. The Middle Eastern bullion holdings are well hidden from official records. They
control the gold market through the London/European gold paper markets. It was the BIS that
handed them the market when it created the Central Bank lending deals. They were the prime
buyers right off the bat! I didn't understand until about a year ago, how they were gaining control
without cash. The answer is they don't buy the paper gold with cash! The Bullion Banks take oil
reserves as collateral for it. The money that ends up in the account for a typical mining company
forward deal is really a loan against oil in the ground. That's why the CBs lend the gold so cheap,
it's not for the mines, it's for the producers! Now you know how we buy cheap oil prices. The
world thinks the CBs are doing this for a 1% return. Truth is, the mining industry is going to pay
full interest in the end. It's one hell of a complicated affair, with the politics and all. Needless to
say, as the events open up and expose some of this, the public is going to be very interested. As
for the SNB selling half of their gold. If they do, it will be for Euros, you can bet on it!
Thanks
Friend of ANOTHER (FOA)
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6/4/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
Mr. Kosares,
I wish to thank you for your effort in providing this forum. In this format, we explore this new gold
market from another view. Perhaps, many will find they have considered "these changes" before
they occur. Mr. Johan Campher had asked for improved "abbreviations and acronyms". Starting
today, I hope to speak more clearly.
Thank You
Reply:
From George Cole:
ANOTHER: On Kitco some time ago you said that the BIS was seeking to nudge the
gold price back into a $320-360 trading range. If this is so, why has the price fallen
back to $300 after briefly touching $315?
Mr. Cole,
This question, it is important as many did not grasp the impact of the last Belgium gold sale. In
the past many of my "Thoughts" were offered for open discussion and debate. When I posted that
"a large purchase was in progress" and "we should see this in several days", the intent was to
focus persons on the public announcement, soon to be released. I also offered that we would see
$320 - $360. I add to this, for your question.
Many, not all, Central Banks offered gold loans in support of the expanding paper gold market.
This major new trading market could not exist without some "addition" of existing gold, placed on
the market from time to time. This addition of forward sales to the "existing physical gold market"
expanded the "gold trading arena" .
Because the Central Bank loans and sales offered "credibility" to any outstanding "short gold
paper", a large derivatives market was built around this "gold trading arena". The CBs, along with
the Bank For International Settlements (BIS), wanted gold to fall into the low to mid $300 range
as this made the dollar (US$) strong in gold. It also made much of the "old" gold paper "good for
delivery" as the Bullion Banks could supply the physical by purchasing on the "outside market" at
lower prices! Had many of the early paper buyers (year or so ago) called for delivery, there be no
supply as the physical market was spoken for. A falling dollar gold price made good on past paper
deals as existing private supply was made free. In this light, I think few do truly understand how
much trading in done in the world "gold trading arena" by LBMA! To understand this, is to know,
"the CBs could never supply it! To think that gold is not wanted or not traded or "is a dead asset",
it does become the foolish thought, yes?
I think, over time, the gold derivatives market did "break" the control of the BIS. Gold is held by
many world class entities, as a capital asset. These "Giants" did understand the purpose for $350
gold. In this range, the gold mining industry and many capital reserve gold assets would survive.
Gold below $300 was not wanted, as even the BIS would be forced to move with the price much
below $280. The last small gold war ended in the early 1980s, as the choice was to use the US$
or go to a gold based economy. No other reserve currency existed, and gold lost the war as all
continued to buy dollar reserves.
Today, a new currency is formed. It offers a way to break the dollar valuation of gold without the
total destruction of worldwide currency markets and economies. In time, oil producers can offer
their low cost reserves at true valuations, that support industry and commerce in exchange for a
revaluing of real money, gold, in a real currency, Euros!
The Belgium government did state " The National Bank does not intend to sell any further gold
and this sale completes its programme of gold sales which started in 1989". Mr. Cole, in this
statement you may read, that the "paper gold" of "the modern gold trading arena" will no longer
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be supported with "Euro Group Supply"! They did also state "After the start of European Economic
and Monetary Union (EMU) in January 1999 Belgium will hold close to 300 tonnes of gold which is
expected to be equivalent to around one third of its external reserves"! Sir, you may also read this
as, once the Euro is formed, all "new" sales of "external reserve gold" will be done in: EUROs!
They will have little use to sell gold for US$ reserves as they will have "much of that currency"
already.
As events progress, all/most "external gold reserves" of the "Euro Group Countries" will move
towards the ECB and be settled in Euros. As gold will always be traded and denominated in the
world currency that settles oil sales. Even Swiss gold will be sold to European Central Bank (ECB)
for Euros for defense against the falling dollar. Yes, most dollar derivatives will fail as "worldwide
gold trading in US$" stops from "contract default"! Will the dollar be weak in gold? Indeed, it may
not exist as a market for gold!
The Belgium CB does also state "gold will continue to play a role in the international financial
system"! Some say these CBs are fools because they lower the value of their own reserve asset.
This is done as a new world reserve oil currency is produced. Perhaps the perception of value is an
ever changing, fools game? And to this I ask, what kind of fools are we?
Yes, the Central Banks now look for $360. But in time, "that too will pass as swift clouds on a
moon less night"
Thank You
ANOTHER

6/14/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
REPLIES:
From Lyle: Another, Much is beginning to be seen about the effects of hedging on the
spot price of gold - to be more specific, that companies like ABX (Peter Munk) have
destroyed the market. To be enabled to create a successful hedging program the
cooperation to the holders of gold (CB's)must be necessary. Two questions
1) Is collusion possible (actual?).
2) Will non-hedged companies like NEM ultimately be gratified by their refusal to
participate?
ANOTHER: Sir, To understand this process, one must see the mining companies for what they
"do", not what they "are". These companies are in business not to make "gold", but to make
"profits" in terms of currencies! As such, when currencies fail, the business and the profits do
become destroyed, in shareholder terms. The modern "hedge" is a very much "all paper"
operation. The mine does never see or touch the actual gold that is involved, nor can they know if
physical gold was "actually sold". Find me the names of new physical gold buyers and show me
here! I think you will look long and hard for this, without success, as much of this gold does lie
"very still". After long search, what you may find will be a "paper deed" to gold, that is many
times over "encumbered" from much use and travels through foreign hands!
Is collusion possible (actual?) In much of the world, what you call collusion, is "good business".
However, on the producer side, this "good business" is to produce profit. On the lender side, the
purpose is for changing currency valuations.
Will non-hedged companies like NEM ultimately be gratified by their refusal to participate? This
question, you ask it with the mind of the past "physical gold market". Many investors buy "gold
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paper investments" today with the thought of the past as to be like the future. The conclusion of
many years of gold manipulation will not offer the currency gains one seeks. Today, the entire
"gold trading arena" requires a physical market and a much larger paper derivatives market for
operation. If a mine sells only physical for currency profit, they will be hurt as the "physical
settlement for US$s" market is destroyed! If they are hedged for currency profit, they will be hurt
as the "derivatives settlement for US$s" market is destroyed. I think, perhaps, only physical coin
and bullion dealers, that can convert to settle in Euros will still find a trading market. Please
understand, this "gold trading arena", both physical and paper, will be subject to "GREAT" surges,
up and down, in US$ pricing. The removal of the political "world dollar settlement" price of gold
will revalue this asset in terms that noone of "western thinking" can understand. This "gold war"
will leave a great landscape of burned and destroyed "gold companies" along with the investors
who "stood for battle without real metal" as a shield!
Thank You
From PH in LA: Dear ANOTHER and Friend of ANOTHER, In Friend of ANOTHER's most
recent post it was stated, "if everyone try's (sic) to spend their overseas dollars
(presently Eurodollars), the US will no doubt invoke foreign exchange controls and
most likely create a new currency." Can you clarify this? What do you mean by
"everyone trying to spend their overseas dollars"? By buying gold? Also, what form
would "currency controls" be likely to take? I assume that limits on dollars wishing to
return to the United States would be set. Would limits be likely for US citizens? Would
limits take the form of heavy taxation? Or would the "new currency to be created" take
the form of distinguishing between domestic dollars circulated within the US and the
eurodollars presently held as reserves by CBs?
In today's (June 4) post ANOTHER says that the market for gold in dollars might cease
to exist. Does that mean that dollars would have to be traded for Euros before gold
could be bought? Or conversely, would selling gold mean exchanging Euros for dollars
after the sale? Or is he alluding to US government confiscation of gold (and silver?)?
Or is this where currency controls would take effect? Restrictions (taxes) on dollars
returning to the US from sale of Euros. Surely there will exist a market on which Euros
can be exchanged for dollars for use in international trade, etc.?
Sincerely, PH in LA
ANOTHER: Sir, You ask, What do you mean by "everyone trying to spend their overseas dollars"?
It is a very large question, yes? A simple answer would be: What else can a person of small
wealth do with a currency but "spend it"! Outside your country, small persons, large traders and
Central Banks hold the dollar, not for spending, but for the "reserves" and "store of value". It is
held in much more quantity than exists inside your borders. Many of these persons think and
know, that in last resort, the dollar, it can buy "oil" or "Gold" anywhere in world. In the real world,
this is the "real backing" behind the dollar held in many lands! Today, the same "system" that
makes this dollar "strong in gold and oil" does destroy the native currencies of many peoples! You
may list for me, as perhaps the Canada, Mexico, Japan, Africas, all of Asia, come to mind! I ask
you now, what gain these countries to maintain a "system" of "currency reserves", that breaks the
local savings and economies? In a world that finds many nations "hungry" for a "reserve currency
system" that correctly values "gold and oil" for the benifit of "local currencies", this Euro will
change many thoughts.
In time, as the dollar does lose it's backing of oil and gold, thru a much higher price of these
items, many "foreign dollars" will find "no other worth" but for "the spending of them for goods".
The US economy cannot stand for these many digital units to "come home", as much will be the
inflation should this result! I think, in this time, the great minds of your treasury will find many
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ways to "change the rules"! PH in LA, you have offered "some food for the thought" and
"consideration" for them in your post. We watch this as it does progress, yes?
You ask, "Surely there will exist a market on which Euros can be exchanged for dollars for use in
international trade, etc."? I find, the politics of gold will mature much differently than many feel.
The transition from dollar reserve currency will bring a tremendous economic change for the
country that issues this currency and it's world debt. In that time, the government will
"encourage" citizens to hold an asset for personal "well-being" and "support", Gold! As the
alternative will be the Euro, and this will be frowned upon. The gold will be seen as "American"
and "walk tall with American Gold" and "carry your own weight, carry gold for the future of
yourself and country"!
Remember, gold has a history many times your nations age. The last twenty years of transition do
not represent the future of this world class money. I agree with what may be a common thought
for local political gain, "follow in the footsteps of giants, and carry your future in both hands, carry
gold"!
Thank you
From CMAX: ANOTHER, How pleasing to see you here. If I may ask again, there has
been one question left unaddressed that I had posed to you many months ago..... that
of your thoughts regarding the future % increase in the U.S. paper value of SILVER, as
compared to gold. I appreciate your implication about WB having to maintain a certain
face in a public company (thus obligating him to purchase silver), but maybe he
decided that it may do better than gold? To my mind, it seems that gold and silver
should rise TOGETHER and proportionally, no?
Thanking you in advance.
Cmax
ANOTHER: Sir, We meet again! I think, many buy the Silver (and platinum) for but one reason, it
will increase always more percent than gold. It is always the thought of more leverage, yes? Even
today, these metals have more use for the industry and find a better "concept of economic
purpose" in the minds of investors. Many dealers say, this purpose is of better "investment
reason" and as an aside, you also hold metal, like gold? I say, gold has "no investment reason" as
it is "real money" that draws no interestfrom being "lent out". For this purpose, it is an asset that
shows "the conclusion wealth" from our long life of investing in commerce! Given the option of
investing for "economic purpose", there are and have been, many better items than silver (Dow
Jones?). In future currency wars, silver will show a return, but it may prove as uncertain as the
economy?
Remember, you buy "silver for purpose" but "trade currency for gold for conclusion". As the long
history of gold does show, "time will prove all things".
Thank You
From Sam: BARON in May 6, 1998 article (HOT MONEY DOES NOT STAY IDLE LONG)
on Gold-Eagle web site poses question of what happens to EMU currencies when Euro
takes over. He strongly suggests 240 Billion of supplanted currencies will end up at the
LBMA where 12 Billion in paper gold is traded daily. The arithmetic works out to an
explosion in the gold price of US$300/oz (present day) to US$6000/oz if this 240
Billion in "hot money" finds its way to the LBMA. US$6000/oz is your figure for the
present interbank value for gold. Is the RED BARON on to something ?
Please comment !
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Also, For whatever percent backing by gold, will the Euro be convertible to physical
gold, and by whom (i.e. all or limited) ?
Sam
ANOTHER: Sir, The history of "Hot" paper money does show it to "burn easily" from " much
heat"! If you read my Thoughts in today's replies, we see much "fuel" in dollar derivatives trading
in foreign markets. Much of this trading represents a "claim" on physical gold that may become "a
transaction for physical gold" as dollar reserves are displaced. The $6,000 valuation of gold can
only be true if currency deflation destroys enough dollars to bring it down to that range. Without
deflation, the dollar will be devalued much lower than this (higher gold price)! Once the Euro is
created and begins to effect world trade (late 1999 perhaps), the gold market will begin a
transition as never before! I think it will be interesting to follow the politics of this change, yes?
Your question of Euro gold backing? The Euro will not be backed or fixed in gold. It will, as Michael
Kosares (USAGOLD) notes, be the first "modern currency" to hold true "exchange reserves" in
gold. It is important to understand that "exchange reserves" of gold are much more powerful a
tool for currency defense than gold backing! In this system, gold must be traded in a "public
physical market", in that currency, Euros! As such, the Euro can "devalue gold" (Euro price of gold
falls) thereby making it strong in gold! In today's world, this will happen as a "strong Euro
physical market" displaces and defaults " the old dollar settlement paper gold market"! The dollar
will become"weak in gold"!
Thank You

EDITOR'S NOTE: As the one who processes ANOTHER's mail, I can tell you that he
gets a large number of questions and comments and it would be impossible for him to
answer them all. I do not know what criteria he uses in choosing what he answers. I
just hope that all his readers keep submitting the questions. I think it stimulates his
thinking, and in turn the thinking of all who visit this site. If you've sent a question and
he hasn't anwered it, please do not let that stop you from asking another one. At first I
was going to ask ANOTHER questions myself; but, when I saw the number of questions
and varied subject matter, I realized that you, the readers, would probably ask what I
would have asked anyway. Please keep those e-mails coming. Thanks MK/USAGOLD

6/17/98 Friend of ANOTHER
Michael,
Another believes the BIS has actually entered the gold physical market. It was purchased through
a Euro bank, not UBS and is continuing. It is not for the account of any country, but for BIS
capital. They may announce this outright through the news services before he can write next
week? My understanding is it was not for Japan! They were used as a diversion. For what purpose,
I do not know? It could be they see the banks in Japan are about to fall under the capitol ratio
rules as their market and economy takes a hit? The BIS may need the gold to cover any unpaid
GF (gold Franc) reserve capitol due from BOJ? This is most likely the reason. Besides, during a
crisis, it will be to late to patch up reserve ratios. If Asia falls before the Euro is in effect, Jan 1, it
will take oil down with it in currency terms, along with an ensuing major reallocation of assets into
gold.
This could get very intriguing!
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FOA

6/24/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
Mr. Murphy,
I read at USAGold the "Frank Veneroso's Gold Commentary & Central Bank Watch" with much
interest. It is good to see this market thru the eyes of others.
Mr. Kosares,
Your post of (6/23/98 Daily Market Report), it speaks of a market not of the past. I agree. Many
persons in this industry try to analysis price movements using "supply and demand" of gold. This
information is of public knowledge and shown to all. What cannot be seen is the "currency of gold"
in the form of "derivative positions "market. The "supply and demand" in this trade, it is much
different, yes? Many of these "positions" find not a beginning in the mine industry, but they do
make the physical dollar price of the metal "much different"! The trading of this new currency as a
form of "dollar/gold" cross was born in the Euro Central Banks. It was offered as a means to
escape the "political" dollar valuations of major commodities. Oil?
The Central Banks make much news of their good use of gold thru lending and leasing. They often
add an "also" to this thought in the form of "and this process adds liquidity to the market"! Many
accept these statements as "for the mining industry", as it creates a good market for mining
forward loans. I say, even the mine loans are part of the "adding of liquidity", as the "currency of
gold" market is many times the "gold mined and sold as a commodity" market!
Some wish to see the "inside" of this "currency of gold" trading? It was somewhat shown to many
with the LBMA trading volume. This volume has "no explanation" from any analysis? The "supply
and demand", it does not work as "good reason" for this trading, yes? Soon, the true nature and
use of this new gold market will be in "good view" with "good reason" for all to see. Even today,
the Euro Group Central banks, thru the BIS are trading gold in Euros! I think Mr. Fava offers only
the beginning of the fire that comes to London: ( a small part of this article)
"LONDON, June 23 (Reuters) London Bullion Marketing Association (LBMA) chairman
Peter Fava earlier said in an interview with Reuters Television that he expected gold to
reach $320 an ounce by the end of the year. Fava said this would be due to central
banks becoming net buyers of gold."
Yes, the Euro already exists in the form of the currencies that are now part of the ECB. These
currencies change little between themselves as Jan 1, 1999 approaches. This withdraw of "dollar
liquidity" from the"currency of gold market" will begin to effect the dollar price of gold. It will be
the "currency of gold" "derivative positions " that will be forced to convert to Euro positions, first!
The existence of "exchange reserves" of gold in the ECB does increase the Euro currency value in
dollar terms as the dollar falls against the "currency of gold derivative positions ". To hedge these
positions, physical gold and Euros must be purchased. Today, the BIS does do both for ECB
customers. No longer does the dollar price of gold fall for the benefit of oil, as the Euro has been
chosen for oil settlement in future. The dollar price of oil will now move for a different story: "oil
was priced to low in dollars and to high in ounces of gold"! I think, the price of gasoline will be a
"good deal" in Europe soon.
We will now see China walk the trail to Berlin as the Japan does rush for the American dollar!
Indeed, the Yen will seek much more US debt as they are , locked out! The Mr. Alan Greenspan
will attend a board meeting of the Bank for International Settlements in Tokyo next month. I think
the markets will see "much change" of spirit after this meeting. It will be the end of the past and
the start of the future for trading gold! We watch this new market together, yes?
6/24/98 Replies
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From James Turk, Freemarket Gold & Money Newsletter: How did you come by
the handle "ANOTHER"?
ANOTHER: Sir, It was found far in the past. The true value of gold was often taken from view,
with purpose. Today, paper debt currency does price gold as little and value all other assets as
much. History has proven that " your assets never offer a return as great as your paper money
say it does". As such, in time real money does always bring a true gain. Many will find our wealth
of the future has been with them always, in Another form, Gold!
Thank You
From Dr. Woods, MD:
The copies of gold and silver inflated,
which after the theftwere thrown into the lake,
at the discovery that all is exhausted and dissipated by the debt.
All scrips and bonds will be wiped out.
-----Nostradamus
This reminds me of the future predicted by "Another". Are the paper gold contacts
issued without adequate physical gold backing by the London Bullion Exchange in
"ANOTHER"'s postings and the wipeout of U.S. dollar denominated Treasury bonds
actually predictions of Nostradamus in 1530.
ANOTHER: Sir, I see this conclusion does come thru history as " unchanged". It has always been
in the minds of men to make gains at the expense of others. The past has shown that honest
money must be taken from a person using force, today, our assets are removed as we sleep! I
believe Mr. Kosares used this Notradamus quote in his book ABCs of gold, to make a betterpoint.
We watch the outcome together, yes?
Thank You
From Zama: "Another" , thank you for your insight; I pretty well agree with most of
what you say;ie. physical gold, but what of such a country as Norway: is their fiat
money so undesirable? As the second largest exporter of "black gold" they look pretty
good to me, and they might have an initial advantage in staying out of the EMU for the
time being. What are your thoughts?
ANOTHER: Zama, I think Norway is a fine country and strong people, but do they not also use
the US$ as a reserve currency? In the future, if they sell "black gold" for "real gold" or the Euro,
all will be well, except their banking system will fail from dollar holdings! They be not dumb, and
will reach for the true values as will all others. To add to your words I offer: They may experience
the: initial "Disadvantage" in staying out of the EMU for the time being, but time does change
many thoughts!
Thank You
Another

6/29/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
Mr. Michael Kosares,
These Thoughts for all!
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The winds blow well on this cloudless night. All are asleep with the dreams of what tomorrow may
bring. I have help to print these words for the future. Indeed, this be a "conversation of our
Thoughts" for this quiet time of life. Yes, this is a fine evening to consider gold!
For many, the years have passed and this noble metal has not revealed the value it hides. Ones of
western thought have held long and strong, with great demands that it should obtain a high price
in American currency terms. Yet, in some two decades of time it was the dollar and paper
investments that bring forth their hidden strengths. For you, this history has proven gold is
without value in these modern world economies! I say, this thought is but a passing argument, as
it is not "what we sell gold for, but rather how much gold can one buy" that produces wealth over
time!
The last gold war of 1980 ended as the choice was between "gold as a currency" and the US
dollar. The dollar was accepted as the world reserve and trading currency. Many did not believe
this reserve would hold in the test of time. It was "expected" that from twenty years in the past,
any inflation of dollar debt would send all persons in a run to gold. This be the "flaw" in thinking of
many analysis and investors. For it was in this time that all the governments of the world began to
"play a currency game". Yes, a contest for many, even most, but not all! This game was offered to
the rich, the working and the poor. It was even for the wealthy to play as they watch to see who
will remain the longest. But history has shown that as the sun sets in the east, so must also
conclude games of men, these "games of chance".
Most citizens of this world have placed their life's efforts on one bet at the tables of Monte Carlo.
Some wager for far into the future, but none will succeed. They bet, as you say, "the farm", even
the full estate of the family on the only one outcome: " that paper currencies will continue to
denominate the full value of their assets" and "continue to do so in a way that reflects the current
relationship of paper assets against real things"!
Why must these private fortunes be lost to the "House of Carlo"? Why did they not run to gold in
the long years that pass, as analysis believed? Why the "flaw" in thinking? I say, because the
"game of currencies has not ended" and has produced "asset valuations" that would not exist if
converted into real things. As such, the wealth of nations, that many believe they hold does not
exist today, in dollar terms, nor will it exist tomorrow!
How long do persons continue to make these paper claims to "bonds", "stocks" and "currencies"
that are produced in numbers as the leaves on the trees? These seasons of spring and summer of
twenty years time, have offered a harvest to gather wealth that lasts for centuries. When the
economy of the dollar, becomes as your "Autumn" and arrives suddenly, they will pause from this
foolishness. In that time, the savings for the future of their children will be as these dried
"leaves"of winter, blowing in the wind!
The wealth of gold, it does not change. It is hidden from view for the purpose of changing reserve
currencies. The dollar has consumed the wealth of all who hold assets in these terms. The
American debt is evidence of this consumption. The expansion of this debt now destroys the
economies of countries that use the dollar as a reserve. The Euro will be forced to become a
successful, hard reserve currency or "gold as a currency" will be backed by oil and take it's place!
China and Arabia can force this outcome, as the Euro group will trade with China as the Japan has
with America. China will devalue in time and break the American/Pacific economy as oil finds a
"good price for commerce" in Euros. This is done as "intervention" into the oil markets, in dollar
terms forces the oil price up! In this time the entire Euro Group /China / Middle Eastern economy
will heat up to form the greatest demand for oil. All producers will rush to sell oil for Euros and
dump dollars.
Gold will rise in dollar terms to values little understood to analysis of "supply and demand". As
they know the commodity purpose for gold, little is thought of the "currency/wealth" purpose for
gold. As "supply and demand" did not explain the dollar drop of gold for the past twenty years, it
will not explain the dollar rise for the next decade! Soon, gold will rise "with the dollar", then the
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maker of your money will force this currency down in a effort to stop it from coming home.
Many do speak of supply and demand for reason of gold decline because of "extra leftover gold"
held in ECB, however, they do not consider the "extra leftover currency reserves"? The Euro will
hold forty to fifty billion in total exchange reserves, of that perhaps 15% in gold. This does leave
perhaps forty billion in currency reserves to be held. The eleven Euro group countries now hold
much more than forty billion in exchange currency. Do they sell these dollars at same time they
sell leftover gold for dollars? I think all should talk to these new analysis about the "supply and
demand" for dollars, not gold.
To close I offer the thought of a banker : "I would not sell gold for dollars when, as a district
Central Banker, I could soon use it to purchase more Euros from the ECB. As all new local
continent debt will now be issued in Euros, it is better to allow the new future Dollar / Euro
exchange rate to pay old dollar debt. Yes, the coming American dollar inflation will make "good
work" of this European debt problem, perceived by many to be "insurmountable! Even now as I
ponder this thought, we may not even sell gold for Euros, as it is a true "exchange reserve" of our
ECB! As oil will be priced in Euros, and a low dollar price of gold no longer necessary, perhaps,
with it's future dollar value" increasing, I will purchase more gold with dollars for future payment
of debt?"
We watch this new gold market together, yes?
Thank You
Another

7/19/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
Mr. Kosares,
Why does the Euro start life with such small "exchange reserves" of other currencies? It is
because they will have little need of them. For most nations, exchange reserves are used to
defend the local currency, that is, buy on the open market your money with other countries
money (dollars?). In the typical "operation" this would be done to raise value of the domestic
currency. However, today, the Euro countries as a group will run little if any "account trading
deficits" with other countries. Do compare to the dollar, with perhaps 14+ billion of trade deficit
currency flowing out of America each month and we see what currency will need "defending"!
Also, with perhaps 500 billion or more of dollars held as "exchange reserves" we do ask, "if these
reserve dollars are to be sold to make room for a new reserve, who will trade Euros for them and
at what "exchange rate"? The ECB and it's system CBs will not be in a position to buy dollars, as
they will be holding to many "non reserve" dollars. With the American "payments deficit" having
"no end", dollar assets have no "purchasing reality". They will quickly become a "nonreserve
exchange liability"! One use for dollars may be to purchase ESCB gold, then sell this gold to the
ECB for Euros. Another would be to purchase gold on the open market and hold this as matching
the 15% gold reserves of the Euro basket. The end result will find to many deficit dollars outside
of the US with no way to return home. These dollars will find gold and in doing so will drive up in
value one of the ECBs main "exchange reserve assets" without exporting the coming American
inflation into the Euro trading block. It is "the master plan" and comes to conclusion.
More to the purpose of maintaining the world economy, the BIS will now begin this act in concert
with other CBs to devalue the dollar against gold! They have begun this already, by writing Euro
notes for future delivery against these contracts. With LBMA trading 1,000 ton a month, there is
much realignment to be done during the next year. I expect gold to cross $360 soon, as the floor
is now established with billions of homeless dollars. Time grows short as the plan has been laid
out with "no turnback". The ECB has said openly, "gold is now MONEY"! And this will change the
dollar asset world you live in!
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The US Federal Reserve will now have little choice but to raise interest rates as the dollar currency
inflation of past years moves from "paper assets" into real things. With many other economies
and nations (ME and China included) about to anchor themselves to the Euro Block, they will
enjoy a rebirth of low inflation growth not seen sense before the dollar went off the gold standard!
Many persons and nations will sell "dead, nonperforming dollar assets" as these will not show a
real return for many, many years. Much as the way gold is viewed today!
I leave this small part of a news article for added thought:
TOKYO, July 6 (Reuters) - What if the Euro keeps rising after its launch, leaving the
dollar far behind?
U.S. DEBTS THREATEN DOLLAR'S GLOBAL STATUS
Former presidential advisor Bergsten has forecast the net debtor position of the United
States, which has already passed $1 trillion, will shortly exceed $1.5 trillion. In its
annual report released in June, the Bank for International Settlements said: ''the BIS is
concerned that the markets will lose patience with the accumulation of U.S. external
debt and drive the dollar sharply lower.'' Analysts say the launch of the Euro may
trigger a reversal in the dollar's current strength to reflect huge U.S. debts.
Another

7/19/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
REPLYS:
From Q Ball: I would like to ask Another his opinion on this. What are his thoughts on
what some people are predicting to be a dominance of OPEC nations in terms of oil
production. Specifically forcasted in the following page says that OPEC production will
surpass NON-OPEC in about the year 2006.
ANOTHER: QBall, This is true. The Middle East nations, in particular, have shown their reserves to
be much greater than ever thought possible. These "new/ larger" reserves have come to be
known about, only in the last eight years. It was the "possible existence" of this oil that created
muchfear in the American Capitol, prior to the 1970s. In that time, it was known that the Western
economy was growing on low priced energy. Thisgrowth would soon consume all "local / domestic"
reserves that, in turn, would bring much dependence on low cost Middle East oil. The reserves in
this region were, and now even more so, are the lowest cost to produce in the world. As all oil was
sold in dollars, and US$s were then, still somewhat attached to gold, the ME producers had "no
need" to raise prices! The political forces in the West needed much higher oil prices to "stimulate
exploration" to avoid the "strategic problem" of "all oil supply from one region". Make no mistake,
there is enough oil reserves in the ME to supply "all world" for "many grandchildren"! It was in this
time that the events created by the "politics of dollar currency", allowed the decision to remove
the gold backing from the US$. This move, broke the "gold bond to oil", and created a need for
more dollars per barrel of ME oil. The oil producers, as expected, did create "Beirut Resolution
titled XXI. 122"!
Partial reprint from report by others:
"Shortly after the gold window was closed in August 1971, OPEC called an emergency
meeting with U.S. and other nations' finance ministers in Beirut. The result of the
meeting was the Beirut Resolution titled XXI. 122. It called for adjustments to OPEC's
crude oil pricing whenever the dollar had been devalued. The resolution called for
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OPEC's price adjustments to be triggered whether or not dollar devaluation was caused
by government action or by market forces. If the dollar lost purchasing power, OPEC
could raise its prices."
QBall, this was the beginning of a move by dollar advocates to raise this commodity price by
inflating the "world reserve currency". As an "also", the ME was shown to be and caused to be
"unstable" for dependence for oil production. Not all nations agreed with this move. The French
and Germans did not, and by 1980, Europe was working with the BIS to implement a new
"reserve currency". They did long for a "money" that would resolve "Beirut XXI" and allow for the
purchase of low cost reserves, not the high US$ cost "world oil supply" , of perceived strategic
importance to America alone.
The "new Euro" did take much longer to create, and the Gulf War did create a crisis of payment
for oil. In this time, early 1990s, the currency of gold was brought "into use" as a "temporary"
partial payment until the Euro could be presented. A paper gold market, of sufficient size, was
created, that as such, it could hide discount payments to a few producers for oil. Today, if these
claims on paper were converted into bids for physical, it would take all of the "tradable gold" in
existence! It was this "leverage" that forced the Euro makers into gold. Gold backing for the Euro
would not be enough! Only "exchange reserves of gold" would allow oil priced in Euros. We move
to this end today. Tomorrow will see ME oil in good supply for a new trading block of nations.
Thank You
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From Gary: Dear Another, I have recently begun investing in gold and I find that your
comments on the future of gold give me support in these dark time for gold investors.
However, I was a little concerned recently when I read your writings in which you
based your belief on the price of gold increasing on a comment from Peter Fava. As
you noted, he is the Chairman of the London Bullion Marketing Association and he gave
his opinion that the price of gold will rise to $320 by the end of the year.
ANOTHER: Sir, I do not base my Thoughts on the open discussion of "only the one", but on the
actual commitments and actions of many. I would say these times, they are dark indeed for any
form of paper investment in gold. However, the sun is at "midday" and shows the brightest period
in your history, for real physical gold! The future will show a "great loss" for men of courage that
invest formost in paper. Quiet minds will think: "I did not know dollar assets would find such a
fate" and "had I known physical gold could hold such wealth, no other investment was needed"!
As such will be the world investment climate, you will see these thoughts "flow from community to
community". LBMA? Often, changes in events are preceded by public announcements, done with
much "conservative nature". The Bank Of England did also state a short time ago, that, gold
trading loses were coming. In the past, I have found, "when a small nose appears under my tent,
life will change before a good nights rest is at hand"!
Thank You
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From Ian Shaw: Sir, If I have interpreted your comments correctly, you take the view
that the Euro will continue to fly after a successful launch. Supposing the Euro does
not fly, but crashes to the ground after several years because of, for example, a Europe
- wide economic policy applied by the ECB. What would be your views on gold in the
event of such a happening?
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ANOTHER: Mr. Shaw, This bird, you call a Euro, it is unlike any we have ever known! It has
already crashed to the ground with the weight of metal! It will not fly and it cannot move, as it is
built for "durability" and "stability", not erratic movements! It also has a "great appetite" for the
food of it's choice, Gold! Unlike any currency of past, this Euro will eat gold reserves and not grow
fat. A common past problem of foods with "gold backing"!
Sir, Between now and sometime next year, a great deal of paper gold commitments will be
executed to purchase physical gold with dollars. This gold will then be sold to the ECB for Euros,
as such, the ECB will hold the gold as "Exchange reserves" and the dollar selling entities will hold
the Euros as "exchange reserves". All will rush for this new Europe trading block, as the
perception will be: "this debt dollar, it's decades old balance of payments deficit has no end" and
"see this new Euro, is this balance of payment positive, see them buy more gold reserves to prove
it"! A golden door has been created, that will allow nations caught in dollar reserves to borrow
gold in paper form, from the Euro makers. At first, this moved oil assets out of dollars, now it
prepares the world for a change of reserve currencies. Look closely and see, "as the dollar/IMF
world is brought closer to close, is not the borrowed gold offered more freely"? Do not the lease
rates drop further? Do not the holders of Yen, outside of Japan, cross the Yen for borrowed gold as
that currency falls? The Yen and the dollar/IMF are one in the same and soon fall together! Direct
CB commitments for lent gold will be covered with Euros, but who will cover LMBA and with what?
You see, Mr. Shaw, this market is not of a supply and demand world, and is much about the real
world currency you have never known.
Thank You
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From David Powell: If China were to devalue the yuan, what effect would it likely
have on the US$$ gold price and why? PS: Great website! Keep up the good work!
(and THANK YOU!)
ANOTHER: Mr. Powell, In the time before us, China will trade in Europe with "great intensity"! As
this trade develops, little use will be found for use of dollars in trade and little purpose for to
devalue the yuan, except for the revenge against neighbor nations. A good purpose will be found
to trade dollars for gold! The gold could be sold to ECB or gold could be held for reserve of 15% or
higher to match Euro group reserve requirements! Much will be the future for this position! As
such the Yuan may become part of Euro Group basket, yes?
I think, in the future, for one to make their currency lower against the dollar will be as:" trying to
hold the hand one meter below a falling stone"?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------FromWilliam Hsieh: ANOTHER: I appreciate your emphasis on holding gold and
Euros. My question is how do we hold Euros now when the currency is not yet born? Is
the German mark today a reasonable proxy for the Euro? What will happen to
currencies like the German mark, French franc, etc. when the Euro is finally
introduced-- i.e. will they fall as people convert the European currencies for the Euro?
Thanks.
ANOTHER: Mr. Hsieh, As the exchange rates move little in currencies of Euro group, before end of
year, the Euro basket exists now. On Jan. 01, 1999, each currency will make up a fixed portion of
a Euro. As a person within the country, you will purchase with the present currency, whatever it's
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portion of a Euro, it will buy. After a time, all eleven group moneys, will be converted into actual
Euro currency. I see that the China will buy dollar debt issued in Europe, by Euro group countries
as a means to obtain Euro reserves when that debt is converted. Perhaps, this be the answer you
receive from a broker, concerning "unborn Euros", yes? Even today, the BIS trades gold in "unborn
Euro form"!
Thank You
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From Michael Kosares: Something came up while you were gone. The head of the
World Gold Council recently suggested to the Gulf Co-opeartion Council that it bring its
gold reserves up to match the 15% to 20% reserve of the ECB. Do you think that the
Euro might cause a domino effect around the globe as other economic blocs back their
currencies with gold to compete ( or live in concert) with the Euro?
ANOTHER: Mr. Kosares, Thank you for your question. I think, this "domino effect" is in progress
now. For some it is in the "thinking stage", but for others, I see the BIS is now much busy in the
brokerage business. You are very correct to see the next currency devaluations as being "against
gold"! Some countries will form "blocks" to compete, however, they will be cut off from the
"unloading of falling dollars". To what CB will they sell? It will be as "the anchor that is around
neck, yes? I think, we will see nations of small dollar holdings, attempt to match reserve status
percentages of Euro. With, as you say, "the eye on joining" the "basket"!
All are much confused and upset that the dollar price of gold does not reflect this. It is sad that
these persons are given to paper leverage with "no reward" as the value of a lifetime walks slowly
before their estate! Our history will read, that persons of simple life, will find they have made the
greatest leverage investment ever seen and thought of it as only the small trade. When gold
moves from "bottom to top of world currencies", many will find their assets in the "Estate Of
Kings"
Thank You
Another

[Editor's Note: Please read what's below carefully. This is an extraordinary analysis
from the Friend of ANOTHER at a time of much confusion and uncertaintly in
investment/currency markets. We are told at the outset that the largest pro-gold
groups -- the Europeans and the Gulf states -- want a world currency "not subject to
the performance of the American economy." In other words, a currency not tied to
American treasury obligations, or the percpicacity of any other nation for that matter.
That currency for those of us who have reached for the deeper truths of economy is
called gold. As an American, I must say that I have never seen the concept of
American hegemony explained in quite the same way before. Perhaps, my eyes were
closed. I keep getting this feeling that Americans must necessarily begin to understand
a new role for this country in a rapidly changing international political and economic
environment -- a role for which our political and economic institutions appear illprepared. I will not be so presumptuous as to explain what the Friend of ANOTHER is
saying, I will let you read for yourself. I do not think it could be said any better than
Friend of ANOTHER says it. The fact that his analysis implies how one should design
one's portfolio is a happy side benefit.]
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8/10/98 Friend of ANOTHER
Michael Kosares,
It has taken some time to send this, but now I can also offer my thoughts to your questions.
Your statement: "As a matter of long term policy, do you believe that ECB will "sell" gold to defend
the Euro or "buy" gold to defend the Euro? Each of course would entail a different course of action
with respect to reserves of the new national bank. Along these lines,will ECB buy gold from its
member treasuries, or will it simply force them to transfer it to ECB coffers if needed to defend
the Euro? I am prompted to ask this question in view of your assertion that there will be much
selling of Euros to defend the dollar. If the Euro, as you suggested, is being printed to buy dollars
isn't this just another manifestation of the U.S. exporting its inflation? It appears to me that the
Euro will need to be defended -- and not with dollars -- but with gold! "
Michael, I believe the most difficult part in understanding the modern gold market is overcome by
seeing all the various political factions involved. Essentially and basically, the largest pro gold
groups are those who want a world currency that is not subject to the performance of the
American economy. At this moment and in this period of economic history, all currency reserves
held by foreigners (non-Americans) is a debt of the US Government and by extenuation through
tax collection, a debt based on the ability of the American economy to function profitability!
In essence, America has told the world that as long as the business of this country is functioning,
your wealth, as represented in Marks, Yen, Pesos, etc. is backed with performing US debt. It's like
saying, "as long as your neighbor, next door, does not loses his job, you will not lose all your
money! Most people would be surprised at how clear this is, outside the USA sphere of influence.
This, the largest of the pro gold group, is largely made up of countries with economies that have
no need to sell most of their production to the US. The business of these communities would not
totally fail without the American engine. Yes, they would slow down, but not collapse, as trade
with other countries would continue. To add what was said before: If your neighbor loses his job,
you can still trade with the other people in the town, as long as the currency system is not based
on your neighbors debts!
This group, made up of much of Europe and the Middle East, is not looking for a return to the old
Gold Standard, but perhaps something far better. They do not see any advantage in holding the
currency bonds of one country, as a reserve asset of future payment, over holding physical gold
as a reserve asset in full payment. The fact that the debt reserve asset pays interest is little more
than a joke in these banking circles. Any paper currency, the dollar included, can fall in exchange
value against your local currency far more than the interest received! In today's paper markets,
the only true value in exchange reserves, held by a government as currency backing, is found in
it's effectiveness for defending the local currency from falling against other currencies. In other
words, use the reserves to buy your countries money. But, this is a self defeating action as sooner
or later the reserves are used up! This fact is not lost on many, many countries around the world,
as they watch their currencies plunge, lacking reserves as defense. Ask them how important the
factor of earning interest on reserves is under these conditions.
On the other hand, buying gold on the open market, using your local currency, works as a far
different dynamic from selling foreign bond\reserves. This action takes physical gold off the
market, and in doing so increases it's value in dollar terms. Gold is and always has been the chief
competitor with the dollar for exchange reserve status. The advantage here comes from the fact
that governments do not run out of local currencies to use in buying gold, as opposed to selling
foreign currency reserves to buy the local currency on the open market. Of course, the local price
of gold goes sky high, however, in this action you are seen as taking in reserves, not selling them
off.
Also, as gold begins to rise against the dollar, the local gold reserves are seen as assets of
increasing value, backing the local currency. Under these conditions, with a stable currency,
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citizens will purchase more gold as it is seen as a positive asset. Not unlike a rising stock,
everyone wants an increasing investment. Contrast this action against that in Korea, where
everyone sold gold as it increased in an unstable currency!
Basically, this is the direction the Euro group is taking us. This concept was born with little regard
for the economic health of Europe. In the future, any countries money or economy can totally fail
and the world currency operation will continue. What is being built is a new currency system, built
on a world market price for gold. Michael, you are absolutely correct in that the USA will see a
hyper inflation of it's currency and a gold price in dollars that reflects it. Unfortunately, for most
investors, the gold price rise will be sudden and also hyper fast. as it will occur just after a rapid
plunge in dollar based assets including, stocks, debt and the entire banking system. This action
will destroy virtually all gold based paper assets as they are also dependent on a functioning
economic system. A local gold mine, in any country, must sell production to realize a profit. The
contract system they deal with will not be functioning during this time. Contrary to many hopeful
investor, local treasury officials will not allow miners to pay employees or buy equipment with
physical gold. When the dust does clear for mining to continue, gold will be recognized worldwide
as real money, and the mining of money will, no doubt, carry Extreme taxation. Stock prices of
these operations, after being priced to zero, will then double or triple in price. Zero times three
equals?
Back to your original question. The Euro will not replace gold, it will evolve into a gold
transactional currency. It will also price Euro gold very high, perhaps $6,000 in current dollar
terms buying power. However, in actual dollar terms of the future, $30,000 US will reflect the
American debt as the negative reserve asset it truly is. The ECB will have an easy time issuing
Euros to buy gold from the member banks. The real political warfare will be in trying to force them
to sell the gold at all, once this ball starts rolling. The Euro has, in effect already been dispersed in
the form of Gold Leases not gold sales. One has only to look at the official gold holdings of most
central banks to see that physical gold sales are little more than the average, with a good amount
of that coming from nonEuro countries. Gold is a funny thing, it can be sold many times and pass
through many countries and still remain in a CB vault. Truth Be told, some 14,000 metric/ton have
been sold this way. Far more than the street thinks. Using this amount it's easy to see how certain
entities have moved off the dollar standard in the last few years. If we use a future price of
$6,000+US, the move is about complete.
The process: An oil country (or others) goes to London and purchases one tonn of gold from a
Bullion Bank. The BB borrowed this gold from the CB (leased). The one tonn gold certificate is
transferred to the new owner. The gold stays in the CB vault and the owner goes home. The CB
leased this gold to the BB and expects it to be returned plus interest. The BB financed the Actual
Purchase of this gold mortgaging assets of the buyer. The BB, who created the loan, then uses the
cash arranged in this venture to contract with a mining company (or anyone wanting a gold/cross
financing deal) to purchase production gold, using this cash to pay for it. In the eyes of the mining
company, the BB just sold gold on the open market, for cash, and will purchase future production
at the contracted price. The mine does not know where the gold came from, only that it was sold
and a fixed cash price is waiting. Of course, most of this made more sense when gold was higher.
There were thousands of these deals, structured in every possible fashion. Look to the volume on
LBMA and you see where the future reserve currency is traded today!
Now when we look at this picture, who is at risk here? The Euro CB Group still holds the physical
gold and will buy it back from the new owners, if asked, using printed Euros. The new gold owner
has just replaced his dollar reserves with either bargain priced gold, or Euros at an exchange rate
never to be seen again! Some of this was done to buy the pricing of oil in Euros. The BB owe the
CBs 14,000 tons of gold that they must collect inthe future from producers or currency
speculators. And they must collect it by paying what will be a, then, ridiculous price of
$300/$400US, while the world market price will be, well, a little higher.
With Canada, Australia, and perhaps England having sold much gold to hold US$, much of the
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English speaking, IMF/dollar world is about to change. Any country, Japan, Mexico, etc., that has
locked their future by selling most of their production to the American economy , is headed for a
depression. Another is answering some of your mail questions and is also sending a letter. Will
send it on arrival.
Thanks Michael,
FOA

8/11/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
Mr. Kosares,
Part of my replies:
From David J. Powell: If China were to devalue the yuan, what effect would it likely
have on the US$$ gold price and why?
ANOTHER: Mr. Powell, In China, persons own gold for reasons that reach far from the past. They
see the price of gold, in dollar and Yaun terms, not as gold value rising or falling but as these
currencies rising or falling. As such, gold is viewed as "the stable wealth" and currencies as the
"changing asset value"! Not unlike the Dow Jones stocks, always moving, so it is of the paper
currencies of today. . Much is written of how gold does not come to China, as it is "expensive" and
"citizens have no money to buy"! I say, they have money, just not your paper money, as they
were taking in gold from before the birth of currency and will do so till the end of time! In that
country, China, where gold was purchased in great quantities, from before the existence of
America, this will not change if the Yuan is devalued.
What will change is the currency China uses in world trade. They have yet to "secure" the Euro
against their US dollars held in Hong Kong. They will make this trade for the benefit of their "old
trading partners" that ended with the "Orient Express"! If traders sell gold as the Yuan is
devalued, I think that gold will ride this train route to Berlin, Yes?
Thank You
---------------------------------------------FromTatusko: ANOTHER, What currency, besides gold, do you view the world from.
Your statement "The $6,000 valuation of gold can only be true if currency deflation
destroys enough dollars to bring it down to that range. Without deflation, the dollar will
be devalued much lower than this (higher gold price)!"
An American perspective would appear to be "The only way the price of gold will stop
at $6,000 is if the Federal Reserve is successful at stopping inflation at that price. If
not, the inflation will be much worse, and the gold price will go much higher.
You speak in terms of what currency? Euro's, Swiss Francs, or ANOTHER? What is your
future outlook for the Swiss Franc and Swiss Annuities? Will Swiss Francs continue to
be the strongest currency?
Thanks. Sincerely,Don Tatusko a.k.a. ShortSellr
ANOTHER: Mr. Tatusko, At present, I, like you, must view the world thru dollar. The "world
reserve trading currency" it remains! All persons hold dollars, be they as the "proxy" currencies of
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other countries, or other assets worldwide, all things find value thru the "debt securities" of
American citizens! It is, the ability of the, "factory worker" in Detroit, to pay the mortgage that
does make your, say "Pounds", of value in world trade. It is the way of the IMF, Yes?
I think, your "American perspective" does not see or know or understand, how the dollar is
"already much inflated" worldwide. Your Western thought is only of the "dollar price of things" at
present. It is to say, "if prices do not rise, there be no currency inflation", and "see the world
competition for selling goods and services in dollars, this brings no price increase"! This results
from the current world currency system that does force the "holding of dollar debt" as reserves. A
new change in this system will release these reserves, for the spending and the buying! It is
during this change that American persons will find a "new price inflation" from a "existing currency
inflation". In this time, the "competition for selling goods and services" will become " the
competition to buy goods and services" in Dollars! You see, it is as you say, "your chicken has
roosted for some time, but only now you find he has come home"!
If a depression does arrive to America's main trading partners, Canada, Japan, little Asia, Mexico,
etc., it could destroy many of these " roosted" dollars and hold the dollar price inflation to, "only
extreme". Of this point, perhaps $6,000 gold will be enough to represent the extent of past
"overprinting".
Also, you ask an additional question:
ANOTHER, You emphasize buying physical gold, and you have also said there may
come a time when the US Dollar is not convertible into gold. What do you believe will
happen to those who are long gold futures on the COMEX. Do you believe the COMEX
will default, or will these people be able to pay off 10 lifetimes worth of 1998 US dollar
denominated consumer debt?
Thank you. I enjoy your THOUGHTS very much.
Sincerely, Don Tatusko
Mr. Tatusko, In the event of a major increase in gold price, I do not think the persons on the other
side of any large gold contract will have the resources to deliver cash in a settlement. Perhaps
they may deliver the physical metal if it is in account? I ask, if you have "leveraged" an account
for the "short side" by 200%, and the market moves against you, "overnight" by 1,000%. Could
you complete the "most honorable" contract? " plan not your sail for the calm day, as a strong
wind may change your landfall"
Thank You
--------------------------------------------------------------From Aragorn III: I recently posted the following for the Kitco Gold Discussion
Group. I would be grateful to know its merit under the scrutiny of ANOTHER.
Date: Tue Jul 21 1998 20:19
Aragorn III ((THOUGHTS!) by ANOTHER...I certainly DO like the way the numbers play
out) ID#212323:
Gold is effectively revalued to $1,800 per gram, or equivalently $56,000 per troy ounce
( ballpark figures ) . Perhaps that sounds preposterous to you, but I submit that it is
not. What does sound preposterous is that an institution can take paper and ink with
very little effort and assign/create whatever value they choose. What is to stop this
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same institution from throwing a little gold into the deal as an accounting tool---THOU
SHALT NOT CREATE ( from this day forward ) A DOLLAR OF VALUE ON YOUR LEDGERS
WITHOUT FIRST GAINING POSSESSION OF .00055 grams ( .000017 oz ) GOLD.
Think about it. The institutions (Central Banks...particularly the ECU) are free to do
this, and what's to stop them. The citizens certainly wouldn't complain. Suddenly their
paper money would have an inherent value, not just a confidence-based value. This
scheme to end USDollar hegemony is nothing short of brilliant. Too often the forest is
not seen because the trees do get in the way. Individuals often see a situation as us
( people ) against them ( Govts, CB's, etc ) when in fact the battle lines are drawn in
unexpected places, allying us ( people ) with some of them ( CB's such as the ECB )
against the rest of them ( the US Govt ) . Accept it.
Any right-thinking individual should easily see that gold is the great equalizer in the
world of international economics. No one can be cheated when value is exchanged for
equal value in the marketplace--whether domestic or international. The problem we
face today is that few people recognize value...they have for too long been lead to
believe that paper with ink has value according to the design and country of origin.
They do not recognize the true value of gold ( as money ) as a store of wealth for the
future purchase of items in need.
I shall not mince words. When I refer to a Dollar value you may equate that with a
Euro value as they are nearly at par with each other ( as currently perceived ) . There
is approx. 1,400 Billion dollars of total currency value on account among the 11
European Monetary Union member nations. For the launch of the Euro, it was decided
that approx. 50 Billion dollars in value would be held in the European Central Bank as
foreign exchange reserves. ( Please notice that you don't hear much talk about what
percentage will be held in any specific nation's fiat currency...all attention is on "How
much will be gold," as all paper is for appearance only, as I will further explain ) . To
announce that 15% of the reserves will be gold is to say that the ECB will hold approx.
25,000,000 ounces of gold ( 25 Million ) as backing for the 1,400,000,000,000 dollars
of total currency value among the member nations.
The Euro will NOT be a fiat currency if this ratio is maintained for any future "creation"
of Euro dollars by the ECU. Think in these terms: a new measuring system has been
created for gold to supplant the troy ounce...it is called the Euro. The Euro is the mass
equivalent to .00055 grams and also .000017 troy ounces of gold. As an individual,
you may choose to hold your wealth in raw, bullion form, or for spending purposes you
may exchange it for equivalent receipts ( called Euro's ) in coin or paper form. ( It is
simply not practical to use physical gold as money...a coin of only one gram would be
worth 1,800 Euro's (and notice here I do no longer state the value in dollars as the
true USDollar would be worthless ) . ) Inflation is arrested as the gold reserves grow in
proportion the circulating currency...the money in circulation, when tallied, represents
the total weight in Euro's held by the ECU.
It had to be done in this round about way...both to buy time and to facilitate a smooth
transition. Imagine the pandemonium if the ECU announced simply that 25 Million
ounces of gold ( worth 7,500 Million dollars by today's misguided notions ) would be
held as the sole exchangeable reserve ( payable on demand ) for 1,400,000 Million
currency units called a Euro that each individually represent a modern-day purchasing
power that is on par with a dollar. They would be ridiculed and laughed into extinction.
Further, apparent disparity would result in a pricing turmoil. The typical citizen and
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shopkeeper do not know how to value things outside of the monetary system that
they've grown accustomed to. If asked to price things in gold, they would make the
mistake of using the spot price, which is currently far too low to be used for a
worldwide monetary exchange rate. So instead, a grand production was made that
approx. 50 Billion dollars of foreign exchange reserves would be held, and that 15%
would be gold...that is to say, 25 million ounces. The citizens will be gently lead into
the new age of a worldwide currency...gold as money. Nations with gold or abundant
resources for international trade will no longer be held hostage to the nation with
paper that is stronger than all other paper.
You will agree that gold as money could be accomplished smoothly in NO OTHER WAY
THAN THIS. Meaningful wealth on the world stage would be predicated upon how much
gold an individual or a nation owned. It is better to trade your dollars for gold now, at
the misguided exchange rate of $300/oz, rather than move into the new era with only
the paper in your wallet or the digits in your account. On the open market, with a Euro
and a dollar's purchasing power on par ( initially ) , it would not take long for gold to
reach the exchange rate of $56,000 per ounce as people tried to take advantage of the
arbitrage opportunity.
Yes, I do like the way the numbers and the rationale add up. It wouldn't be me if I
didn't ask... got gold?
[And a follow up post was directed to someone who felt that there would be a
consumer pricing crisis; and also the possibility of another gold-rush whereby people
would quit everything to try panning their own gold]
Date: Wed Jul 22 1998 10:26
Aragorn III () ID#212323:
I think it is quite possible that when orchestrated as I've crudely presented, an official
monetization of gold does not necessarily lead to a pricing chaos as you've
suggested...$400 for a gallon of milk, $200 for a dozen eggs, etc. The only arena in
which the dollar plunges in purchasing power is with gold. The institutional assignment
of the gold value could for all practical purposes be transparent to the average citizen
and shopkeeper. Only those relatively few individuals who possess physical gold would
see the world through altered eyes...rejoicing in their forethought to own gold while
the rest of the world was enamored of paper.
It would be expected that nations would quickly establish restrictive mineral rights laws
that would heavily tax or otherwise control the future mining of gold to the Govt's best
interest. Mining operations could very well relieve citizens of their individual tax
obligations. And no nation could continue with the practice of creating money value
from thin air.
--------------------------------Thank you for your effort to help "fill in the blanks" on gold's role in the esoteric realm
of international economics and finance.
Aragorn III
ANOTHER: Mr. Aragorn, I offer my "Thoughts" to all and encourage persons to think, consider
and discuss this new gold market. During our journey in life, it will be the "world events" that truly
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"fill in the blanks" as this "economic drama" unfolds! History does shown, that over time, wars are
won with an ability to reconsider, and to move and change course. Perhaps this war of "money" is
not located on the fixed ground of past thought, but will be waged in the fluid minds of men as
they seek to defend their life's savings. I send your writing to the eyes of others, that they may
also, engage this enemy, with the thought of keeping our families wealth!
Thank You
-------------------------------------------------------From Terry: Michael, If the Euro is to be introduced at a one to one exchange rate
with the USD, wouldn't it be in the rest of the worlds best interest to keep the dollar
up, and keep the price of gold down (in USD terms) until the switch can be made to
Euro's in '99. Since so many countries hold USD reserves, they wouldn't want to see a
drop in their assets before they could convert them. It looks like the European CB's
would have a huge interest in keeping gold low against the dollar, thereby making their
currency very strong in gold terms at it's introduction. Then the Euro could (will) leave
the USD in the dust. Is this paranoia on my part, or is it just to scary for the
mainstream financial market to talk about?
God forbid, but this is the kind of stuff wars are made of.
Yours truly,
Terry
ANOTHER: Terry, Please read what is considered here. Ask others and counsel elders of past
money wars. We will watch this new gold market together, yes?
Thank You
----------------------------------------------------------From Carlsen: ANOTHER, my head is spinning reading your replies. I read them and I
reread them. However, my question is. For us small investors sitting with losses from
our investments in Gold Producing Mining Companies are there any hope for us to
make any money on our investments or should we take the losses and buy the gold
bullion?
ANOTHER: Carlsen, The gold has a history of many thousand years. It is not for "the
investment", it is as the "conclusion of wealth". Other items will always rise and fall against gold.
The value from investment in "commerce" is truly found in the production of people. This be not
the same as the enduring wealth of a "world class money"! Gold in both hands lives by no rules of
man, as does the business of trading nations. Portion your investments as you thinking will allow.
Thank You
ANOTHER: Mr. PH in LA, Sir, your letter asking of the Gold Carry Trade, I did read. Perhaps the
letter from my good friend to Mr. Kosares as posted does help your thinking? Many persons do
trade this gold currency for reasons and purpose we may never know! It is the ways of men to
lose the "wealth of nations" for gain of the few. Always, some win this game of kings and show
this prize as proof of direction. And always, as night becomes day, these gains are returned, in
quiet hidden places where "eyes do not see"! As we watch this new gold market, we trust what is
real, yes?
Yes!
Thank You
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Another

8/19/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
Supply And Demand for Gold; Does this change the value of this "Metal Currency"?
I ask, why do many look to the "commodity" supply and demand of this element for direction of
price? The use of gold for jewelry and other fabricated forms is but a small amount of the buying
and the selling. The mines do produce perhaps 2,500 tonnes a year, and "fabrication demand"
does use perhaps 3,000 tonnes. Yet, all look closely to see if the usage does change and move the
price up or down. However, the "fabrication demand" has been much greater of the mine supply
for many years and the dollar price still falls!
Truly, the selling of 3,000+ tonnes of gold, for the making of things, does not influence the dollar
price of an item of that trades 13,000 tonnes a year at LBMA alone! And the gold does trade much
greater amounts in the small places of which you have little knowledge. Perhaps this "metal
currency" is used for "the money transactions" as 20,000+ tonnes per year? The Central Banks
still hold a billion ounces of gold:
Does your broker of "leverage gold" tell you these banks watch the "jewelry production" for the
intent to value gold reserves in vault? Do the other holders of perhaps, two billion ounces of gold,
held worldwide, also look for "fabrication demand" to raise the price? Do the billions and billions of
currency/gold/swap transactions all see value only if "jewelry" is selling well?
My friends, events will change your thoughts. Often you are sold gold that is called "deliverable",
yet the broker does lend you much percentage cash to buy. Perhaps this transaction is
"deliverable after full payment" and as such the broker doer deliver "little real gold", yes? Much of
the western world does "attach" to gold in this form. This metal is sold with the "modern concept"
of "gold is the commodity for fabrication" and "is dead as money" in "this new era". This "concept"
say that only "leverage" and "trading" does add to your estate. In this fashion, many have lost the
long term benefits this "world class money" will soon bring. These persons wait for the event that
does not come. In the future, many "salesmen of leverage" will tell stories of the fact that could
not be. "The demand for gold "the element" will vanish, as the dollar price for "gold the money"
does soar". What chart will be used to view this new high gold price, that will remain, for many
years, "unaffordable" as a commodity, yet all bid for daily as the right to buy "money"? In this
future time noone will deliver a leveraged commodity that has become, "leveraged money", no?
The physical gold, it will trade by the dealer that has seen the Euro as the gold and oil settlement
currency of worldwide use. Many will learn the price of gold in Euros, as even the American Eagle
will be quoted as such!
Canada does continue to sell, however they lust not for the Euro! Perhaps the American dollar will
change this thinking! Poland, the BIS did deliver them more gold for the future of their children.
We watch, as the BIS does continue to buy gold under $360, for it's account, as they fill Central
Banks with a new world currency reserve. Countries that now begin to think in Euro terms, find
the dollar gold as "the good exchange rate" for joining the Euro Group in future! From spring of
this year, this demand, makes gold be above $280? The ECB says, "this gold has been sold in
dollar terms but has yet to replace the dollar reserves."
I think, now it comes time to sell the dollar. As the Belgian gold was purchased to replace dollars,
it did announced the end of EMCB leases. Now the BIS transactions do create a gold market that
is "not as before"!
We watch this new gold market together, yes?
Thank You
Another
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9/3/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
Replies (9/3/98):
From Stockdoc: Dear Mr. Kosares/ANOTHER, I am a stockbroker in Tacoma,
Washington, and have been an avid follower of gold (my uncle started Strategic
Investments, now Lexington Gold Funds, many years ago - so I come by my 'hard
money' stance naturally). I have bought many gold equities for my clients over the
years because I believed it was the conservative and prudent thing to do with a portion
of their portfolios; only to have them gravely disappointed, and leaving me
heartbroken. I am also finding myself feeling quite silly as I have watched the greatest
bull market in history march on while my own portfolio is littered with money losing
gold stocks.
My question, sirs, will gold stocks ever come to life, please? I read your website daily
and look forward with great interest to your erudite updates. I wonder if by "paper"
gold assets, you mean that gold stocks will not take part in the coming gold bull
market. Any comment regarding gold stocks in general and specific mining companies
in specific would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you.
ANOTHER: Mr. Stockdoc, I think, many looked in history of "performance" by gold stocks and
reached for "events" that would happen again. However, the future of investing in "most paper
gold assets" is not made with a short past that begins from only 1975! Perhaps, when persons
add today's "performance" of gold stocks, they will view the future as: " truly, gold in the ground,
this is a business, not the currency asset". If gold does rise slowly, these stocks will show a gain
for a time.
However, never before in history has gold been cornered in currency terms. Not physical terms.
Never before in history, has a world reserve currency, the dollar, been forced from a high gold
valuation to a low gold valuation, along with a destruction of world gold market. Because gold is
traded today, worldwide in dollar terms, the transition will destroy the capital assets of 99% of all
mines. Please place yourself in " context of future events". Physical gold will not reach $30,000/oz
because noone is buying it! It will come to this level because the dollar, today, is already inflated
to level that will bring this price. The perception that this dollar is "no longer a good reserve", it
will bring the flood of buying. This "already printed and in circulationtoday" currency will seek
gold!
Governments will tax mines for the right to produce money and force them to sell production in
terms of "whatever the new world reserve currency" is at that time. Euro? Because gold mines are
the "unique" circumstance in world of investments, their owners will suffer a "unique" problem of
definingwhat they really own!
Also, remember, gold will rise soon as world trading continues this course of change. However, at
some point, when the dollar market is destroyed, noone will know the currency value of gold thru
an official market. Paper gold will not do well as the currency world is at war! The true surge of
gold in dollar terms will not show until perhaps a year has gone by. During this time of trouble,
physical gold will prove to be "the investment and holding for a lifetime".
Thank You
******************************
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From David: Friend of Another. Your thoughts that the Euro price for gold could be set
at perhaps $6000. As the US is the largest holder of gold reserves, wouldn't even the
suggestion of them selling gold keep a lid on the gold price.
ANOTHER: Mr. David, Again, please place yourself in this time of change. Perhaps many banks
have failed and most governments may seem as "Russia today". In this time, the US will not sell
it's official gold for such a low price.
"a young man cannot see the future thru the illusion of day, always in the night of life we find the
clear path"
Thank You
****************************
From Gandalf the White: Hail MK, I certainly agreed with your AM post and was
happy to see things going in the correct direction, UNTIL a few minutes ago when the
NY Shorts removed about $2 from the Au Spot price ! Now a Question to you. Reading
ANOTHER's latest message, (FIRST let me thank you again for making a sounding
board for HE and Friend!) Does he no think that ONLY the "bullion type" gold will retain
the realvalue ?
This would, I hope, include coins and other physical type items, BUT NOT mining
company stocks and paper items such as XAU calls and options.
What are your thoughts on that concept.
Thanks|
GW
ANOTHER: Gw, I would say, all forms of physical gold is good to own. Even the rare ones offer
the "art form", yes? Even in war, the art work is looted first, then the jewels, and always food. I
prepare for not the war of men, but the war of currencies! This conflict will bring forth a new
concept for many: "western governments will encourage people to hold physical gold "! When the
Euro has defeated the Dollar, citizens will be asked to use gold as a savings, for holding the Euro
will be frowned on. Gold will not bring your "capital gains tax" as the mines will be taxed to
compensate.
Yes, rare gold will be good, but not as liquid as "bullion type" gold.
Thank You
*****************************************
From Steve: On 8/10/98 Friend of Another commented that hyper inflation "will
destroy virtually all gold based paper assets," and that "the contract system they deal
with will not be functioning during this time." Could you help me understand the
breakdown of the contract system on a global basis and why those companies with
cash reserves will not be able to whether the initial economic system collapse and do
you literally mean "zero" stock value for all gold stocks.
Do you foresee any interim period between now and hyper inflation where gold will go
up enough to suggest that those holding gold paper assets will be able to sell at a
higher value than the doldrums it presently holds?
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Thank you for your insight.
ANOTHER: Mr. Steve, If you read my letters for today, I think this question is answered. Also, this
new gold market is "ongoing" and "changing". The potential exists for the return of gold as the
"only" reserve currency. This may result from a failure of the Euro, due to a massive upheaval. Oil
states, they have the ability to force this outcome. During this result, all paper will burn and the
world economy will start over. However, the BIS is buying gold for customer governments as they
begin to lower the dollar. This action, began some months ago will bring gold up, perhaps to the
middle $360 range. If the world paper markets do not destroy themselves, gold stocks may rise
for a time. But, physical gold is the good hold for this time.
Thank You
**********************************
From Johnson: Another, your comments are fascinating!I am a small investor who
was lead to gold by way of the Y2K computer and embedded chips/ infrastructure
global crisis. How do you think that figures in to your projections? Also, how can a
small investor take advantage of this knowledge? Gold calls? Gold coins? If the US is
heading for this apparent disaster gold will be confiscated as it was during the
depression. How aboutmining stocks? I understand they have sold future production in
order to stay open!
These are interesting but troubling times.
ANOTHER: Mr. Johnson, I add only this: Many savers consider "no need for the gold". As spoken
to Mr. Kosares, I think these investors of "young eyes" do not know the value of this insurance.
Please add the amount you pay for the "Western insurance" of all personal things. The
Automobile, House, Health, Life and Other. What is the "return on this investment"? It cannot be
known until time to collect, yes? Perhaps, a fortunate person will find "never a return".
The physical gold, this money insurance, it will be collected in future. In that time, the return will
be easy to see.
Thank You
************************************
From Rod: Dear FOA (and/or Mr. Kosares), Upon reading your letter of 8/10/98 to Mr.
Kosares, I have the following question. Is it not probable that, in the interest of
preventing an administrative nightmare (not to mention the equivalent of another
"drug business" in "black market" physical gold), the "powers-that-be" will create two
forms of physical gold? One would be "street" gold (coins, jewelry, industrial products,
natural resource reserves, etc.) valued approximately at current rates, the other would
be "Central Bank" gold valued at some (high-"dollar") "reserve" exchange rate. The
latter form of gold would NEVER leave the CB vaults in ANY WAY other than as
"guaranteed genuine" paper certificates "directly representing" the physical metal).
The process of "reserve currency" conversion could happen "overnight" by deciding
upon how much gold to take out of circulation and "pegging" the "exchange value" of
all existing currencies at the same "point in time" (probably to the US dollar). Each
currency would be "assigned" their relevant "share" of the CB gold "pool" at this time
based on the current "value/amount" of that currency in "circulation". The process for
a country to "add" to the "CB reserves" after the initial "creation" would need to be
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based on some "quantifiable" measure of the "true" increase in the "wealth" of the
contributing nation (relative to the whole world?). Subsequent to this "point" all
national currencies would "float" against the "CB gold-certificate reserve currency"
based on the country's "economic health" [deja vu - shades of the "old" gold
standard?].
The removal of the "CB" gold from circulation might cause a short-term spike in the
price of "street" gold. However, "supply and demand" would soon find a true price for
"street" gold. The current infra-structure for precious metals trading would not need to
change since it could still be applied to the supply/demand for "street" gold.
Thank you for any commentary/enlightenment.
Rod Steel
P.S. A precise trace of radioactive isotope in each "bar" would segregate the two types
and thus make it easy to tell if any "leaked" out of the CB vaults by "mistake".
ANOTHER: Mr. Steel, I add this to your thoughts. A currency losses value because persons do not
want to use it for commerce or savings. During the times of "distress", this "value loss" does
happen because citizens are selling the paper for other currencies or they are exchanging it for
"things". In times past, a currency becomes "bad" because the government is no longer trusted to
maintain the value of paper money. In your process, noone would take a paper gold receipt from a
government if the gold could not be removed. Treasuries are known to cheat more than the once!
If the paper receipts cannot bring gold, they become as "plain paper money". The Treasury say, "I
print no more than amount equal to gold", but then they print more " as a temporary, emergency,
measure", but then there be no end to emergencies, Yes?
My proposition: Revalue gold to represent all currencies. Perhaps many thousands US/oz. and all
governments buy and sell gold for these currencies, in the open. In this outcome, we find no more
"black market physical gold" than there be "black market physical currencies"!
Thank You
ANOTHER

9/3/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
To All:
Will the Euro become as the dollar of days past?
If one hears the thoughts of present investors, they consider this new currency as "a horse to fat
for the running"! I offer that life is but a series of choices that, in each case, expose the risk of
saving our productive efforts for a later time. Each choice does hold the bad flavor if eaten in
inappropriate combinations. Even the vintage history of wine does show the bad years of mistaken
purchases.
Some make the great gamble by trading investments for profit by day. As the night of these
assets approaches, they find the dull taste of gold as "a season for the food of others". It seems,
only the hot spice of derivatives will fill them! Yet, suddenly, a conservative nature takes hold in
discussion of currencies. These same then speak loudly of a "Euro of little future" with no backing.
It is much overlooked that the dollar has held the dominate position, to this day, "with little
backing! Even fifteen years have passed from a time that many said, " this dollar has the weight
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of debt and will fall soon". It has not, it did not! Noone did see that the weight of trillions was "of
little luggage" for this dollar camel that found strength in Gold! A gold chart from 1970, turn it
upside down for view, there we see the strong dollar beast. However, even gold will not support
the lead pack animal that does become wild with power. It will be put down when the replacement
arrives. Mr. Kosares, from my last letter you find the direction to unload this dollar, yes? It be time
to remove your luggage, quickly! Events, "to defend a falling dollar", "in the form of rising interest
rates", will show this as the currency soon to lose the backing of gold.
I think the mistake, for many, does come from their "eyes of youth". Even the old experienced
mind does, at times, view the world with "eyes of trust". Few can, or will understand what makes
a currency, a currency. Gold has not changed, nor has it lost it's place in the world as money. It is
still the test of currencies, yesterday, today and tomorrow!
Thank You
Another

9/3/98 Friend of ANOTHER
Michael,
Poland and China are good customers for the BIS. This is real physical gold they are taking out of
circulation, not the pay me back when you have a chance lease deals. They really do have the
IMF/Dollar countries over the barrel. Under these conditions it's easy for them to drain the
Canadian gold reserves. Soon, these goldless countries will be left with nothing but high yield US
dollar treasury notes. Later, when new issues of this paper is yielding 15%-20% these Central
Banks will wish for the day when they held an assetthat offered no return! Gold!
The world currency crisis is heading for resolution. I think most of the reallocation of reserve
assets is complete. Now the war can commence. The Dollar NEEDS a lower gold price to keep it
up. London tried to use the Russian gold story as an excuse to send it down. My understanding is
that whatever collateral was freed up from the USSR , the BIS picked up for others. It left the
brokers selling leases for almost nothing or 1/2% or so. No one was buying them so the rate just
fell on no volume. This was a lucky move for them as the perception was that massive sales were
taking place. I don't think the BIS wants to be seen as a currency destroyer so they are doing the
buying quietly. Investors know now that $280 will come back rather quickly. I thought it would
take a month or so!
Michael, I'm looking for a large default in the paper gold market. With the major CB only buying
now something is about to give as the most extended shorts can not cover. A default is most likely
part of a game plan to get the ball rolling. This spike in gold will no doubt crush the dollar. The
next few months will offer the last period of time to roll out of dollar assets at a good price. Of
course, all of this is my opinion from and for the most part, Another's.
Thanks
FOA
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The Gold Trail: The Message of an Evolving Market
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,

The Gold Trail:
The Message
of an Evolving Market

And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveler, long I stood
And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;
[...]

I shall be telling this with a sigh

"Understanding the events that got us here
and how they will unfold before us
is what this GoldTrail is all about."
--FOA (5/6/01)

Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I-I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.
--Robert Frost (1874-1963)

"Think now, if you are a person of "great worth" is it not better to acquire gold over years, at
better prices? If you are one of "small worth", can you not follow in the footsteps of giants? I tell
you, it is an easy path to follow!" --ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) 1/10/98
[View early writings of ANOTHER and FOA at USAGOLD (5/1/98 - 9/3/98)]

February 2000 to June 2000 (Archive I) – The Trail Head
Trail Head... an Archive - Walking the Gold Trail Using the "Thoughts!" of
ANOTHER
WELCOME to the Trail Head...the First Archive for "Walking the Gold Trail"
USAGOLD is pleased to offer these special pages of unfolding commentary that are
sure to challenge conventional perceptions of the gold market and international
monetary affairs. Content for these Gold Trail pages is in the hands our two
anonymous authors, "ANOTHER" and "Friend of ANOTHER" (FOA); and based on our
past association with these popular commentators, we are confident that the message
will continue to be as fascinating and as worthy of careful study as anything you will
find on the web today.
Through these special pages we can now "Walk the Gold Trail" of current events;
anticipating the road ahead while leaving this easy-to-follow trail of commentary
behind.
We encourage you to follow along (or to catch up), and then to join your friends at the
USAGOLD Forum to share in the discussion. It should be noted that we do not edit or
seek to alter ANOTHER and FOA's presentations; they appear here as submitted by the
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authors. With that, we have finished lacing on our own hiking boots, and stand ready
to enter the yellow wood, taking the path less traveled by..
______________________________________________________________________
FOA (2/23/2000; 19:49:22MT - usagold.com msg#6)
Introduction
Hello everyone, I'm glad you could come along. My name is FOA. I see a lot of old faces here,,,,
and some new. If you are wondering where we are,,,,,, your participating in one of our walks and
talks on "The Gold Trail". You're one of many people who take the long drive out of the city to
come here. Some say it clears their mind from things that are not real. Whatever the reason, it
seems everyone arrives here sooner or later. For myself, I have been hiking this path for a good
part of my life. I prefer it here, because from this vantage point we can better grasp how the
world works.
None of us are the first, nor will we be the last to take this hike. Over time, various people and
nations have been on this path, perhaps going back a thousand years or so. During some periods
this same trail was followed right through the main stream of society. While during other times,
like today it has tracked far away from the economic illusions in our modern world.
I see most of you have brought your laptops (computers) and cell phones for internet access.
Good. We will be looking at charts and things as we go along. Also, one of our rules here is that
no one can offer their credentials of track records to each other. Out here we all are the same with
no exception. Just real people taking in the world events as they happen around us. Besides,
one's past accomplishments and financial success are about what happened yesterday, not
tomorrow. And understanding the future is what time on this trail all about. We will only look back
at past events and commentary to gain perspective, understand ourselves and find reasoning. A
process that helps all of us think more clearly in this world gone mad.
And one more thing before we get started: some of you were asking who I am. And I also heard
those city slickers in the back joking about how this was all "so lame". Well, to address the second
item first,,,,, more than a few of you slick dudes have left this trail complaining that the hike
made their brain hurt worse than the old leg muscles. We'll see if you new ones are still joking
after walking a few miles! Oh yes, I see you're wearing hard sole dress shoes. Now that "is" lame!
(smile)
Back to the first question: all of you already know me. Just look in a mirror and see for yourself.
I'm the butcher, baker and bricklayer,,,,,, doctor, lawyer and the banker. From the Texas oil man to
the yardman in Hollywood, I represent the thoughts, feelings and perceptions that many people
have, but never express. After we share some time on the trail, many of you may find that most
of this understanding and knowledge of FOA was already with to you to begin with. Truly, it was
the years of exposure to "Western life" that has obscured our good reasoning.
Mine is also a world perspective that offers thoughts and views as seen though the eyes of others
from many lands. Sometimes it's through the eyes of Another. Oh yes, one more thing,,,,, I'm
American to the core! "Born in the USA" and still living a "very" private life in my home there.
Onward
We must view the world in a broad context, just as much as in a detail perspective. The larger
perception can be just like looking at a river the valley from the ridge above. From far away it's
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easy to see what direction national trends are flowing. The whole body moves as one, always
towards the sea. The problem comes when we get too close and interpret things using only a
small river section in front of us. More often than not, the white water we see only hides a deeper
flowing truth.
In like sense, national governments and society in general, are the same as those boulders and
eddies in the river. Seen up close, they sometimes give the impression that the river is flowing up
stream or sideways, when it's only one small section of a larger political will. The same is true in
the modern gold markets. The largest part of the river could be flowing in one direction with an
unstoppable purpose, but the various swirls and eddies make it look like it's going in circles.
Further
Within every social order, people have conflicting factions that try to dominate the whole. But if
one can understand and pinpoint the logic and reasoning of several dominate groups, we can get
a grasp for the overall eventual flow. We have seen through out history and in our modern life
that the human spirit, most always reaches for and leans towards natural conclusions to ages old
problems. There is something in us that makes mankind flow this way. Time and again we build
up our emotional will. Then in a great flood we literally overwhelm the branches and rocks that
distort our progress through this stream of life.
Today, it seems that the need for this natural flow has been perceived by several of the worlds
large groups. We see this in the progress of the gold market to date and is something we have
been discussing publicly for several years now. We have given many different perceptions of this
changing modern gold market. Each appropriate to it's own period of time. Indeed, they were
snapshots of political will,,,, each taken in the context of the moment,,,,, all documenting the
evolution of gold as a new force,,, a new player in the world today.
Truly, the stream is being prepared for the great flood that must come, will come!
We rest now
Our most broad view, expressing our strongest position is this: From ten or perhaps twenty years
ago a political will, a concept was being formed that would today change the economic
architecture and power structure of the world. Within this change, gold would undergo one of the
most visible transformations since it was first used as money. We expect that starting three or
four years ago, the actual gold market itself, started responding to this sea change. As such, in
our time, physical gold will enter the greatest bull phase in it's human use history.
This my friends is the very trail we walk today. During our hikes and fireside chats, we will point
out this political will, consider the logic and express our reasoning for this position. All the while,
observing the "river current" in the form of events that will soon confirm our view. Indeed, as
Another always said, "time will prove all things".
At times we will walk looking backwards, as we pull up many of our old posts and discussions,
detailing the whys and what-fors. Why we said what we said, then. I hope these walks will be as
interesting for all of you as it will be for me. When not writing here, I can be sometimes seen
discussing gold on the USAGOLD forum as "Trail Guide".
And lastly, I wish to thank Mr. Michael Kosares for creating this fine venue. Displaying all of the
creative, professional talents of the Centennial group of people, this entire site is a testimony to
their forward thinking ability which is so lacking in most precious metals companies. With this in
mind and considering our changing world, a relationship with them today will most certainly
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benefit the investor in the long run. Possibly in a way one may more fully appreciate later. I
encourage you to support your future as well as this USAGOLD free site.
"the human river flows for the will of no man,,,, it takes our precious time as it's own
our lives are spent learning how it does pass,,,,, yet it will never know how we have grown"
We walk this new Gold Trail together, Yes? Thank you for reading,,,,,,
FOA / your Trail Guide
FOA (2/26/2000; 11:13:56MT - usagold.com msg#7)
Foundation
http://www.usagold.com/halldiscussion.html
A Day Walk
If I had a nickel for every time we thought the dollar was finished, I would have a bunch of
nickels! Remember back in the early 80s or even further back into the 70s. All we heard was how
the dollar was finished and going to crash and burn. Books about hyper inflation and the need for
gold / swiss francs were all over the place.
I read all of them to gain perspective and also acted on some of their advice. Made some money
on it too. But even then, something just didn't completely ring true about the whole scenario.
Indeed, in hind sight, gold never did return above $800, the dollar didn't hyper inflate and most of
the world kept using the dollar as a reserve.
Today, we can more fully understand why so much of that early insight failed to deliver.
True, the dollar was seen as a basket case back then. It had just been pulled from it's gold bond
and prices were going up all around us. However, because the world had been on a simi dollar /
gold standard, all nations that had previously signed onto using the US buck as their currency
reserve now did so with even more resolve. More important, it seamed than using gold itself was
out of the question as every country's Central Bank brought dollars as fast as we printed them.
The dollar still settled most all trade accounts while dollar reserve buying made an obvious show
of support for this world system. No matter how much bad press was offered, they were staying
on track and they have continued to do so right up into the 90s!
But all of this flew into the face of what every economist was saying, back then. The common
understanding of the era was: if the US didn't stop over printing it's money, we would all
experience a major price inflation,,,,,, and no one could stop it! Again, "major" inflation didn't
happen and to ask a further question: if the dollar system was so bad, why didn't the world just
dump the reserve system and refrain from using it further? In other words, let the dollar be "the
US dollar" but don't use it as a backing for your own money system.
Thick Brush Now
Going against the logic of "sound money": through out all the currency turbulence of the 70s and
80s era (including today), the US never did reign in the over printing of it's currency. It continued
almost non stop money supply expansion for it's local economy and in addition sent a good
portion of it's cash all over the world. On and on the US trade deficit continued to do it's work of
feeding ever more US cash into foreign economic systems. We printed paper currency by
borrowing it into existence,,,,,, used it to purchase real goods overseas ,,,,,, while foreign
governments actively soaked up this dollar flood by expanding their own money supply.
Like this: When you buy an item externally, a dollar is sent overseas to pay for it. Usually, through
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the world currency trading arena, that dollar is converted into the local currency of the nation
which the goods came from. But more often than not,,,,,,, as we print that dollar out of thin air,
the foreign government takes the dollar into it's reserve account and prints one of their units for
deposit in the local economic system. They do this because: if the foreign CB didn't save the dollar
as a currency reserve ,,,,,, and sent it back into the world currency markets to "buy" an existing
unit of their money supply,,,,, this action would drive up their currency value vs the dollar and
make the price their goods non-competitive in world markets. In other words, a US citizen
couldn't use a printed (borrowed) dollar to buy an item for $10.00 that outside the "dirty float" of
exchange intervention would cost $15.00.
This is how the "dollar reserve process" inflates the money supply world wide as we (USA) run a
trade deficit for our benifit. It keeps the dollar exchange rate higher than it would naturally be
thus allowing a US citizen to buy goods at a cheaper price than our expanding money supply and
implied currency value would normally dictate. A process in and of itself that invites still more
dollars to flow out and purchase still more external goods. Had foreign CBs not taken so many
dollars, the ever expanding US money supply would have long ago impacted currency exchange
rates and forced a major price inflation internally (in the US). Yes, the major inflation so many
saw coming,,, back then,,,,, would have arrived,,,,, then.
So why did these other CBs do it? The standard explanation was that this created a market for
their goods here in the US. Yes that's true, but it begs the question; did no one in their land want
to buy goods manufactured locally,,,,,, and pay for them with the same printed money supply?
Why is it the US could inflate it's money supply to buy cheaper goods externally for no more than
the price of printed paper? But, in the same country our paper was sent to, they couldn't print
their own currency to buy their own goods? Why couldn't they raise their real standard of living
somewhat using the same process like the US,,,,,, and doing so without the burden of inflation or
importing foreign currencies?
Again, why would our printed, inflated money movements not create price inflation for us (USA) in
goods purchased externally? What if they (foreign goods producing countries) printed an amount
of their money equal to the inflow of dollars,,,, but, without holding paper dollars as reserves to
back it,,,,, brought the exact same goods from themselves. Common prevalent economic theory
says price inflation would result? Or would it? Or better said: why them and not us?
Into the deep woods again
Again, and as above,,,,, In the 70s, it was widely held that the dollar reserve system forced other
countries to inflate their local currencies, thereby importing dollar price inflation. But, as time
went by,,,,, indeed a decade or two now,,,,,, the same process continued non stop, with no
change. It seemed that some "other" countries had found a "new way" to somewhat circumvent
the dilemma. Or was this "new way" something sold to them in order to extend the dollar
system's timeline?
Many of the lesser third world countries experienced a combination of sporadic hyper inflation and
deflation as we forced the dollar reserve system down the throats of their citizens. Their people's
living standard constantly fell as they worked ever harder to produce more goods in return for
more of our printed dollars. But, instead of using the extra inflow of dollars (positive trade
balance) to buy their own currencies in the local system,,,,, thereby keeping their currency
strong,,,,, they used that dollar flow as collateral to borrow (from IMF and international banks)
more dollars from the world dollar float (mostly called Eurodollars). The lure (or the hard sell) was
that they could build up their infrastructure,,, increasing their production efficiencies (human
productivity's),,,, thereby raising the national standard of living. Further, they were sold the
unneeded idea that even if they didn't completely use the dollar surplus to borrow more, they
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should hold those dollars in reserve (buy and hold US treasuries) and print more of their own
money!
Again, it seemed they had no advocate to push for their own best interest. No one told them that
their people already worked cheaply enough to more than offset the competitive loss of a stronger
local currency. No one told them that with a strong local currency structure,,,,( that using the
dollar surplus to buy their own currency would create),,,,,,,, would allow them to borrow in their
own capital markets. A more go slow approach that builds long term benefits. This process would
free them from the entanglements of making international debt payments in another money.
Indeed, the costs of those involvement's later proved overwhelming!
Now the trail becomes more open
For third world countries their international dollar debt exposure eventually locked them into a
servitude to the dollar reserve system. Despite all their natural and human resources, currency
involvement had taken a lion share of any productivity increases and increased lifestyle this
modern world offered.
However, it did help the cause for the dollar reserve system. By creating an ever growing
international debt in dollars, eventual dollar demand to service this debt would only increase.
Thereby keeping it's value artificially high. In addition, any left over floating dollars quickly took
the form of US treasury debt held in these small countries treasuries. There they were used to
further hyper inflate their own currency supply.
For the more developed gold owning countries of the G-7, they had a different question in mind.
Again, if taking in inflated dollar reserves was the act of importing US dollar inflation into ones
local economy,,,,, and in the process creating a market for your goods overseas,,,, why not just
print your own currency without taking in dollars,,,,,, and in doing so give the same buying power
the US citizens have in your market,,,,,, to your own people?
If it's not price inflationary to take in part of a world "inflated dollar supply" and create jobs for
your people locally,,,,,, why would it be any more inflationary to print your own currency outright?
Indeed, why does one need a dollar inflow to legitimize the same money inflation process? That
being currency inflation to create jobs?
Why should we (as dollar asset holders) think about this question? Because someone else is and
doing something about it today!
Back to a marked trail
Today,,,,,, and after all of this,,,, the dollar never did crash from price inflation. At least nothing
like what was expected earlier in the last two decades.
The dollar reserve system was never going to fail then because the major world economic powers
were willing to use (waste) all the productive efforts of the worlds people to keep it running.
Looking back we now understand the thinking behind this. Without the dollar acting as a reserve,
we would have had to go back to a gold system. There was no other currency structure strong
enough or deep enough to carry the load.
But, gold had been proven to be much to easy to circumvent as a national or world currency. It
seemed human dynamics would never allow an economic system that operated on a pay as you
go process without gold debt. If history had proven anything it was that if we have a money,,,, fiat
or gold,,,,,, we are going to lend it, borrow it and in the process create debt. Yes, even using gold!
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Even if we have a pure gold system, human nature will find a way to turn it into securities. In
doing so we will,,,,, come hell or high water,,,,,, lend more gold than we have and borrow more
than we can pay back. One has but to return to the history books to see it all in plain print. Over
and over again, we start with a solid gold foundation and soon degrade it into trash. It's not just
the American way,,,,, it's the world's way.
Because the modern world had progressed into the efficiencies of using high speed digital fiat
currencies, no one at that time or today, was willing to crash the whole system by returning to
gold. I suspect that the worlds richest would have lost a lot, but so to would "us regular" people.
Even with our savings in the form of a "digital illusion", at least we had a job to go to and a dream
in our bank account. Removing the dollar and returning to gold would have erased the illusion and
temporarily shut down the jobs.
So, dollar hyper inflation never arrived and gold did not make it's run because world CBs bet your
productive efforts on supporting the dollar reserve. In the process, the US standard of living was
raised tremendously on the backs of most of the worlds working poor. But this is not about to last!
A broad view from the ridge
Not long after the US defaulted on it's gold loans,,,, dollars held as gold certificates,,,,,, major
thinkers began the long process of forming another world currency. One that would not maintain
the fiction of a gold standard with the somewhat fixed gold prices inherent in such a system. The
creation was distorted, to say the least. Just as the River in my first post was often seen in
distortion, so too was this currency issue. It began with the European Currency Unit (ECU) and
has later progressed to it's present state of the Euro.
After operating on a fiat system for 20+ years people are starting to realize that the only thing
that backs a currency is the real productive efforts of their people. Yes, over time we always
borrow more than out productive efforts can pay back and proceed to crash the money system.
But what else is new? (smile)
We call this a money's "timeline" and it's as new an idea a life, death and taxes! Time and debt
age any money system until it dies. The world moves on. Only this time gold is going to play a
different part in the drama. We will all watch it unfold.
It seems people saw something else that would make the Euro unique. Paid up assets also stand
behind circulating money. Indeed, if someone owes a $100,000 dollar piece of land , has a good
producing job and borrowed $50,000 against his land,,,,,, the world is likely to circulate that debt
note as a fiat land backed currency. But, if his gold (the land) is worth $1 million in a free physical
market,,, AND RISES FURTHER IF CURRENCY SUPPLY OUTPACES REAL PRODUCTION,,,,,,, and his
other debts are relatively low ,,,,,, the same note would circulate just as effectively if the $50,000
was borrowed against his name alone.
In essence, the jump into the Euro is more based on a new currency that is more honest in
dealing with our historic human dynamics. Let's try not lying to ourselves and admitting that gold
alone in a currency will not remove our will to borrow and lend and therefore eventually defraud
each other! Would it not be better to at least not shackle the money to gold. Indeed, a real
physical freegold market will constantly be devaluating any fiat currency over a long term. While
removing the need for CBs to maintain fixed exchange structure through a dirty float against gold.
But, the most important aspect is in the escape valve gold would provide to developing countries
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with positive trade flows. Those that wish to settle their debts outside the currency arena using
gold as a settlement. Or, if they wish, to buy gold in the open market with their trade reserves.
The secret to all of this is in the "Legal Tender laws". Allowing gold to be used as a Legal Tender,,,,
"for the settlement of all debts public and private",, but changing international law such that no
form of debt can force it's payment in gold! This opens a one way street for gold and a two way
street in fiat currencies. No one will lend gold because they cannot force it's return in the courts,
thereby making gold a physical only international currency. Yet, on the other hand, we all must
borrow in this modern world and currencies will be the only avenue for this. Creating a demand
(and added value) for them in addition to general use demand.
The first thought many will have is that everyone will just buy gold to make debt payments,
driving out fiat currencies. But remember, if you have debts they will be in currency settlement
only. One will weigh the cheapest form for repayment! Gold in this atmosphere will be completely
free to trade, become extremely expensive and stay that way. Not to mention that it's sale as a
commodity (outside it's money use) on the private level will be well taxed.
We rest now
True there is a lot more to this story. Some posters have been discussing it publicly for some time
on the USAGOLD forum. If you want a wonderful background reading on what "Freegold" would
mean,,, get your laptops out tonight and read the link above. There is also considerable agitation
voiced against this view.
First read all of:
Aristotle (2/7/2000; 7:15:24MDT - Msg ID:24589) It begins! -----* Executive
Summary --an Outline of Observations *----My position: The world is going to change it's currency system before long and this will greatly
impact the wealth of dollar asset holders. Not to mention physical gold holders. As a note for
further consideration and talks,,,,, we have talked before about the "Texas Railroad Commission"
and how it once declared oil a public utility and later controlled it's production. In the future,
international law must declare all large gold reserves to be "public utilities" in the countries they
reside. Mines will be very profitable and good investments after they recover from the destruction
of our existing paper gold market. Still, their total production will be controlled and somewhat
taxed. Small private operations will more likely be heavily taxed.
We will pick up the pace later (smile). Eventually getting to oil and the markets today.
Fires out.
Thanks for reading,,,,,, FOA/ your Trail Guide
FOA (2/28/2000; 10:18:13MT - usagold.com msg#8)
First walk
The real hike begins
In my last post "Foundation", we raised several questions as we walked. Some were implied and
others were direct. But all were mentioned to give pause to think. Today I'll offer my thoughts
from an old study.
By 1971 the remnants of our gold exchange system had two major forces working against it.
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First:
The US had printed way more dollars than it had gold to redeem them. This didn't even take into
account the fact that Americans couldn't exchange the native part of the money supply for gold.
The whole concept of physical bullion keeping officials from printing too much money became shot
full of holes. The reality of our modern day dictated that any major world power, not just the USA
could eventually override the precedent of a money supply tied to a fixed price of gold.
It seemed that as powers became super powers and nations represented larger people blocks,
their ability to just walk away from a stated monetary policy increased. Thereby negating the
good effects of gold on a system.
The US had changed it's gold backing policy once before as hard times attacked the local
economy. After the 1929 downturn began to gut the wealth of almost everyone, we just took gold
out of the INTERNAL money system and added that supply for backing the EXTERNAL money
system (foreign dollars). Indeed, all American gold was called in from US citizens. So, for anyone
that owned real gold (in their hands), the historic dynamics of retaining ones wealth in gold during
a "debt destroying black hole experience" was removed. Further, the "gold force" was not allowed
to do it's job of cleaning out all the "dead wealth" created through the prior process of inflating
the money supply.
Of the many excellent writers on the USAGOLD forum. I think some would see that the "hard
times" of economic contraction are created in the first place by not adhering to a golden monetary
system. I agree. But looking at it today, whether it's before the fact or after the fact, society just
will not work within a system that fully kills off bad debt. Even if one separates society into two
groups,, "controllers" and "the rest of us", it's still the way the world has functioned from the
beginning. So, the perception I have received as to how policy will evolve in the future presumes
human dynamics will continue as they always have.
Also:
Having changed the rules once (1933) already. We (USA) later proceeded on the same road again.
By 1971, we were making dollars at a rate that virtually assured another change in the gold
backing game. Indeed, it was becoming obvious that gold could not control the will of a large
nation.
Second:
In addition, the very system itself offered no discipline. Think about it. Accepted policy dictated
that a nation's gold was held in the same geographic economic block that utilized the money said
gold was to represent and control. If that block held the gold and the "real money substitutes"
under the same society roof, there was no impartial authority to control how the rate of gold could
be exchanged for dollars! A natural, fair $X dollars for X amount of gold exchange rate could be
changed at will and for the economic will! For a true gold system to really work, gold would have
to be stored and it's conversion rate controlled in a separate nation from the country that printed
the money. Without that separation, a large modern power could "using local law, take it out of
the system" or "not ship it's gold" if the money supply increased too much. Indeed, this first item
was followed by the second and is exactly what happened after 1971.
So, our modern society was quickly proving that it was incapable of maintaining a monetary
function of gold if it was intertwined in any official fiat currency mix. Even if the currency
represented an outright gold receipt in storage and supposedly redeemable through force of
international law!
The trail is heading uphill now
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Few people can fully accept or consider that oil became the backing for world dollars after gold
was removed in 71. But that is exactly what happened in theory and practice. Using some earlier
writing, I'll tie them into what we are saying today. I'm going to repost some of my comments
(between ---- marks) from the USAGOLD forum archives. Starting with FOA (1/15/00;
14:58:12MDT - Msg ID:22961).
---- my friend, they were not using this concept as a real "commodity money play" in
the "gold standard perception". At that time we were buying local oil with "fiat dollars"
(made so by the 1933 internal gold confiscation) and foreign oil with "gold dollars".
But, as you pointed out, dollar production was so far past it's "gold backing" that it was
obvious they (USA) were pegging dollar printing to oil prosperity, not gold reserves.
Still, with London gold and oil mostly settled in dollars, the foreign dollar oil pricing
fully well expected to cash in unneeded dollars for gold. As we can see, reality and
present day events of that time were as "mismatched" as today! All of the dollars
success was ultimately made possible because oil could (and was) priced so far below
it's "economic worth" to the world. At that time, even our Middle East friends had no
idea just how useful oil would (and had) become to maintaining the world economic
base.-------Having read that (and keeping it in mind), I return to the implied questions of my "Foundation"
post below. "Why in the world did foreign governments, especially Europeans, eventually go along
with supporting a now fiat dollar reserve system after 71?"
Well, the whole notion of using any paper money is in the confidence that we can eventually trade
it for something,,,,, Beer, food, clothes, cars, etc.. Gold was always in the money mix to insure
that we could get these items at a somewhat standard price. Still, most of society thinks along the
immediate line that: "I don't care where the fiat money comes from or what it's backed by,,,,
especially if I can get something well below today's value cost,,,, and it benefits me, now!"
This is where oil made the jump from being "just a commodity" to "the major world necessity that
can and did back the dollar". Prior to the US going off gold in 71, our whole economic structure
was expanding because we were gaining massive leverage through cheap oil. Back then, oil was
literally changing our lifestyle for the better, and doing so because it's dollar price was so
incredibly low relative to what science was doing with it. Modern science had made oil worth so
much more than we paid for it, we could extrapolate our debt and money supply growth far into
the future and still figure that productive increases would cover it. In effect, the US was targeting
it's economy and money value to future oil flow value, not gold. Here is the same thought in my
post:
------ the new found prosperity from cheap dollar oil was being used to justify
mountains of dollar debt. As long as a barrel of oil could be used to produce more
relative real wealth than the dollars used to buy it represented, dollar inflation worked
in the only political measurement that counted. "An increase in the standard of
living"!-------The only problem was that if we continued this route, two things had to give: we would have to
leave the gold standard because our money supply was exploding (relative to gold supply) and
find a new source of oil because ours was running out. Again, here's more from my old post
-------At that time (prior to 71) we were buying local (internal) oil with "fiat dollars"
(made so by the 1933 internal gold confiscation) and foreign oil with "gold
dollars".-----
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------ , dollar production was so far past it's "gold backing" that it was obvious they
(USA) were pegging dollar printing to oil prosperity. Still, with London gold and oil
mostly settled in dollars, the foreign dollar oil deals fully well expected to cash in
unneeded dollars for gold.-------In the eyes of our official thinkers then,,,, For the local US economy to mature we needed to get
off the gold standard,,,,,,,, get the world to accept fiat dollars backed by oil,,,, and find more oil
that could deliver triple dollar value for every dollar we paid! It was a tall order and one that
would require a major adjustment. The transition through out the 70s was rough to say the least.
More from my post:
-----------they (usa) were already shipping so many dollars out and any more would
further aggravate the "possible gold drain perception". This was everyone's problem
then as the industrialized world wanted to still get gold if needed, but they also liked
the "non inflationary" (relative to that time) expansion of the dollar base as it
expressed the new oil economy and it's real goods produced wealth. The US wanted
new oil reserves to be "Local" (the Americas), because it could be paid in "fiat 33" cash
(internal dollars were not backed with gold after 1933) , not the more golden "foreign
cash". Both our neighbours to the north and south ever asked for much gold. In this
light they acted like the local oil companies that received post 1933 dollars for oil (as
mentioned above). Yet, to get these new reserves for fiat 33, they had to prevent the
very cheap Middle East oil from supplying it all if dollar (oil) prices were higher. -------------- First and foremost, everyone was caught flatfooted as the dollar broke from
gold. Like I said above, the industrial world loved the dollar expansion in the oil
context presented. (They were) Caught between what appeared as a good system
based on cheap oil and the loss of gold delivery ----------- Even as we left gold behind (1971) and oil went up (1978), the system still
worked (at higher prices) because oil was perhaps delivering $100.00 worth of value
and being brought for $30.---------------In a somewhat convoluted way, by leaving the gold bond, it forced all world oil prices higher.
Advancing the search for new (still cheap by value return standards) oil and paying for it using
dollars backed by not only oil payment settlement in dollars but the continued purchase of supply
"well under world use value".
G-7 countries knew that initially they would have to sell some gold in a controlled burn that would
allow gold to seek a higher level after the dollar / gold break. However, once oil producers
understood that gold was going to be "managed" at reasonable levels, the continued pricing of oil
in dollars and it's flow was assured for some time. Allowing the exchange of dollars for gold on the
world markets,,,, as needed and wanted.
This also appealed to major countries outside the US because it addressed the "second" problem I
listed in the beginning. That being the geographic location of a currency's real backing asset. With
most of the world oil reserves located outside the US,,,,,, and the US slowly running out of it's
domestic reserves,,,,,,, using oil as a backing dynamic somewhat controlled the "free will" of the
US. If indeed, the US backed away from managing a cheap gold market or ran it's printing press
too fast,,,,,, oil prices could be managed upward in a devaluation of the dollar. No, not the best of
policy concepts for the world, but better than perceiving that the US "Fort Knox" gold was a
control on money printing!
Going back to the initial logic of my "Foundation" post, this was the context that G-7 countries
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"brought into" as they accepted and supported the new fiat dollars without gold. Like I said, the
alternative would be a real mess to behold and this position brought time. Time to conceive and
introduce a new world reserve structure.
It worked in a broken pattern for a number of years. Oil and gold defied all predictions of higher
prices as they retreated from every advance. Central banks gorged themselves with worthless
dollar reserves and prevented a hyperinflation of the dollar in the process. They did this, because
they knew that gold had the ability to completely replace any and all loss of dollar reserve value
once a new system was in operation.
Cutting across the field and returning to today's trail
Nations today, with little gold holdings seemed to have no clue to where this was all going. To a
degree, the US used them as they took in dollars and never brought gold at all. They must be
thinking that the dollar can be expanded forever and never lose value! To this end, they have
based their entire social and economic order on selling goods to the US for a dream in return. Yet,
after all these years they are only now seeing that foreign dollars are worthless when the US only
runs a trade deficit that will not reverse. The real risk today is now being understood. The
American economy will only slow down from a hyperinflation,,,,, and that will be caused from a
shift from the dollar reserve function! Trapped holding dollars and no gold to compensate, these
other nations are headed for real trouble.
Again, thoughts from my Foundation post
Euroland thinkers (today) are beginning to see where they really don't need dollars in reserve to
retain market share in the US. Just as I asked: "if the US is just pumping it's money supply to
build a bubble,,,, flooding the world with inflated dollars that we must buy to engage exchange
rates..... With the Euro in play,, why do I need to hold their dollars to legitimize the further
creation of my own currency? I can buy gold as a "wealth asset" to hold as a physical reserve and
print my own money supply....... It's the same difference and at least I have a reserve that
" " IS NOT FLOWING FROM AN IRREVERSIBLE TRADE DEFICIT " " !
In better words:
The Euro float is still too small to receive a massive dumping of unneeded dollars. Indeed, the
more the US tries to discredit the Euro,,,, the greater the risk of a "Washington Agreement #2"
where the BIS / ECB uses unneeded reserve dollars to BYPASS the paper markets and massively
buy "real PHYSICAL gold". In fact, all they have to do is enter the market in a minor way and the
entire paper gold arena will go up in flames.
So, Is the Euro falling? Or is the dollar running away as a liquidity crisis threatens it's use?
Are we at the very doorstep of a crash in the US markets and it's dollar?
All caused by an evolving transition from the dollar reserve system?
We have some old writings on this subject and will examine them later.
We make camp here
FOA/ your Trail Guide
FOA (03/02/00; 20:15:21MT - usagold.com msg#9)
A Clear Path
It's a nice day to get outside! Let's walk a while.
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Think back at our recent history of gold and one can build a better perspective of this "new gold
market".
Onward:
After the 1971 gold window was closed, the gold market didn't immediately feel the effects of
major physical buying. At least until 1976. Most of the world remained shocked that the dollar was
no longer backed, but perception remained that eventually gold would be brought back into the
official money system. Yes, the dollar did drop in value but not so much that it would destroy the
reserve system.
The world remained tied to using dollar reserves even though gold no longer backed them. Oil
prices began their long march upward, but most of these early advances were more so political
statements, rather than related to the dollar problem. Oil states, flush with cash, were able to
convert dollars into bullion at still reasonable prices (as could everyone else). In addition, rising oil
revenues were running well ahead of bullion prices and goods inflation. Producers saw little reason
to overly rush into gold because some thinkers still held the prospect of a later dollar / gold relink.
Especially so as gold began to sink in price after the US made it legal to own again (for US
citizens).
By early 1976, gold was heading for $100 an ounce and making dollar holders less nervous. At
that price gold was only a little more than double it's last official price of $42 per oz.. It seemed
that the US had achieved what was largely unspoken at the time:
---------- By taking the dollar off the gold exchange system, it provoked a large
increase in the dollar price of oil. As I just pointed out, most of those early price rises
were political. But not all of it. There was some marking of oil to the free price of gold
in a attempt to replicate any lost bullion value. Still, initially, oil prices more than made
up for their (producers) now accepting fiat "greenbacks".
Oil was then and is now the life blood of our "new oil economy". For the US, this rising
price set in motion a massive effort to find new untapped reserves that were unusable
with the low prices an earlier gold dollar generated. Prior, without a rising oil price, the
US faced the real prospect of running out of local oil and having to accept the reality of
eventually importing Middle East crude for close to 100% of it's needs. What many
only speculated about in the late 60s, later became reality as the Middle Eastern
reserves did indeed prove large enough to supply and cheap enough to pump for
everyone's needs. Their reserves would outlast and underprice our reserves, as long as
we paid them in gold dollars. ----------------------I pointed out in my "First Walk" post how oil was indeed taking over the job as an asset backing
the dollar. Even with the first increases in dollar oil prices, the world and the producers were very
willing to accept a dollar value based on an expanding "new oil economy". At least until mid 1976!
Look over here:
Of course, during this time there was plenty of "background noise" on the world stage. There
always is and it usually distorts the picture just enough to keep us from seeing what was really
happening. Like looking at a river up close, in the rapids, instead of far away. But, in 1976 :
------The IMF convened a monetary summit in Jamaica and ratified "The Jamaica
Accords" in April. For some major people, this paper was the reality that drove home
the golden point. The Accords formally recognized the managed floating currency
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system for the duration. Marking a turning point in how national super powers effect
fiat currency use in our new modern economy. But more importantly, gold was
"demonetized" as a reserve asset! ------------Most everyone immediately grasped what this meant; "that gold would no longer back the
currencies as it did in the old gold exchange system". However, for some 15 years to come, no
one fully understood what was really said! In the Accords, the wording stated that gold would
remain a " " Reserve Asset" "! Indeed, as a non currency, real wealth "reserve asset", this world
class money was set free to become a backing for any economy. Even one based on a new reserve
system. This my friends, was the key to perceiving what would later happen in the world gold
markets. We'll get back to it later.
It's no secret why gold went wild from it's lows that year. For the first time since the 71 break,
really big demand was driving the market. No it wasn't just the public's buying of coins and small
bars. Nor was it the futures traders with their paper orders that caused gold to rise so much. It
was the wholesale scramble by huge dollar holders trying to buy some of those "reserve assets"
before it's price went sky high. This buying was in the form of 400 oz bars,,,,,,, lot's of them at a
time! Some Central Banks slowly sold into the storm in a effort to manage the demand. Politics
and the media did a good job of telling the story as they saw it. But the real reason for the
managed rise was to demonstrate to oil producers and other dollar holders that everyone couldn't
convert if they brought physical all at once. Had some banks not sold, gold would have gone into
the thousands, and in the process destroyed the dollar long before it's date was due. Without a
reserve system to replace it, our world economy would have crashed and burned.
Further along the path:
Without the prospects of gold ever backing the fiat money system again, a good portion of the
next oil price hikes (late 70s) were dollar related. It wasn't until the mid 80s that two things
occurred to lower oil prices for an extended period of time.
First----The incredible rise in oil prices once again took away some of the pressing need for producers to
buy gold. Oil itself was compensating for price inflation. Not to mention that gold was seen as still
relatively high. Further, the gold marketplace itself was evolving into more of a contract market
than a physical one. Offering hope that financial demand could be channelled away from becoming
physical demand.
Europe, London and the US had all joined together in a quiet effort to better manage the price of
gold. All in an effort to once again buy time for the dollar. From a US perspective, this time was
needed to "work out" the dollars problems. From a Europe / BIS perspective, it was time used to
build a dollar replacement.
Did both of these power blocks know what the other was doing? I think they fully well did. But as
is usually the case in warfare, the generals on each side think the other doesn't have a chance.
Truly, the net effect of this joint effort resulted in a stalled gold market, even though the reasons
for it differed.
Second-----Once the evolution of this supposedly free gold market was seen by oil as backing the value of the
dollar (with a stalled gold price), production was increased in the mid 80s. The combination of
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OPEC's added supply and the new supply created by the price induced US drilling, all forced oil
prices down. The whole process was seen in the media as the world's dealing with OPEC and
forcing the dollar down their throats in the process. But no one ever made the connection that
they didn't have to take dollars for settlement and the world would still buy oil. But support the
dollar for a purpose they continued to do!
Oil still had it's political ups and downs over the years and the same reflected in it's prices. But
supply was mostly assured from a level to falling gold price. During the next ten years form 85
through 95, few really noticed that although gold and oil charted in the same direction, they never
flowed in the same direction. Nor did they grasp how the gold market was engineered to supply
gold for this very reason.
With most of the dollar oil problem licked, the G-7 began an effort to keep the dollar in play. Even
though it's debt had aged it and it's timeline was running out. In 1985 they started a series of
currency moves that would last until the early 90s. From the "Plaza Accords" (85) to the "Louvre
Accords" (87), it was all an effort to stall and stretch out any crisis of the dollar. It seemed that no
matter how much the dollar was inflated or how much debt was built upon it, it would be
supported for all the world to see. Not even the gold market would be allowed to reflect any
portion of this ongoing currency crisis. Showing their full colours in managing this "new gold
market", the $500 price in late 87 was quickly brought down. Indeed, the evolution from a bullion
marketplace into a mostly "new paper marketplace" was well underway. The later fall in price after
reaching a Gulf War peak, was even more stunning.
It was right about here, in the early 90s that some major players began to stop trading gold.
Instead they started slowly buying physical. It seems they finally understood what the "Jamaica
Accords" of so long ago really meant. Indeed, it was worth leaving all the "winnings to come" on
the table! Because, no matter how high dollar assets would go, physical gold was destine to go
much, much higher.
In December of 1991, twelve members of the original "European Economic Community", now
called the EU (European Union) signed the "Maastricht Treaty". It spelled out the process where
they would establish a full currency union, called the EMU (European Monetary Union).
Once the EMU process was signed into law, we could see that there was indeed a purpose behind
the formation of the "European Economic Community" in the early 70s. Because it closely followed
the 1972 "Smithsonian Agreements", signed in Washington, declaring the dollar / gold break an
official act by the US. Nor was it a coincidence that the very first discussion of a Pan Euro currency
block in the form of a "European Economic Unit" was first heard of in 1976. The date of the
"Jamaica Accords". The EEU, a precursor to the Euro, soon became official in the early 80s.
On January 1 1999, the Euro was born. On the headlines of almost every paper, the new Euro
currency immediately became the topic of speculation. How high or low would it go,,,,,,, will it
last,,,,,, what good is it,,,, and on and on. Yet, completely hidden from view and outside most
speculator interest, one important item was overlooked. Once this competing reserve currency
was formed, the two major power blocks of the world no longer shared the purpose of maintaining
a paper gold market! Established, maintained and supported for the purpose of absorbing the
demand for gold, it's price damping effects were no longer needed.
What an overview:
From a Euroland viewpoint, the dollar no longer needed to be supported by a low gold price. With
the Euro in place and holding a large portion of the worlds new, non currency "reserve asset" for
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support, they no longer had a reason to buy at $280 or sell at $480. Indeed, they told the world
they were backing out of the paper gold game with the Washington Agreement. We fully expect
that during the 5 year time frame of that agreement, physical gold will soar from lack of supply as
they trade it outside the London dominated paper markets. We also expect a convoluted workout
of the left over contract markets as they fluctuate between $0 and $infinity. Further, the
greenback could now go as high or as low as world traders would like to take this now "on it's
own" currency.
From an oil producer viewpoint, with the physical gold market now only a shadow of the total
"paper gold market", they can now only float a few dollars in sufficient amounts back into physical
gold. With half the gold market supporting players retreating into the Euro umbrella, the present
market will revert to little more than a paper float. With this in mind, it should be no surprise to
anyone that crude prices began rising almost immediately after the EMU. Eventually, even $30 oil
will disrupt world dollar debt to a point where the dollar exchange rate collapses. Forcing a run
from dollar settlement and into Euro or a Euro + gold pricing basket for crude.
Prior to this they watch the same drama today you and I see. An ongoing dollar liquidity crisis that
had long ago reached the end of it's timeline. Now it grows worse, brought about by not only the
loss of most of it's Euroland financing function,,, but also it's Pan European support. Truly, this
crisis demand will drive the dollar ever higher. A hyperinflationary trigger, not completely unlike
the one facing Japan today. Day after day one has but to watch the US Fed ever pumping reserves
in a effort to reflate a world dollar tire that's full of Euro holes!
From a gold bullion viewpoint: the Jamaica Accords signalled a permanent shift from holding gold
and fiat currencies in competition with each other. Yet, the eventual good effects of such a shift
would only happen once the sick dollar system was killed by it's debt load. Untill 1999, one of the
two world's power blocks had a purpose in keeping it alive. Until a fall back replacement could be
formed, a dead dollar would leave gold alone in the currency roll and sent the world into a
depression. Truly, with talk of the EMU falling apartin 1997, oil wasn't the only entity that would
have bid on gold if the Euro had failed.
But it didn't. Soon, bullion will return to doing what it did centuries ago. Representing the value of
the worlds assets and productive wealth. Only, with the world having far more in the way of
modern things than ever before in it's history, "Freegold" trading as a "reserve asset" will be
valued as never before.
You ask, what are the dynamics of such a position?
How are world investors prepared for this event?
I'll tell you my view,,,,,,, next time on the trail!
Thank you for walking with me,,,,,,, FOA/ your Trail Guide
FOA (03/10/00; 10:51:52MT - usagold.com msg#10)
A Fireside Talk
We have walked a ways since our last chat, 03/02/00. Let's expand on what was said in each of
these rambling talks.
"Introduction Post"
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To understand gold we have to look at it through worldly eyes, in a very "broad context". This is
important because gold has a better history of storing true net worth over people's lifetimes. More
so in a generational sense, not just in the decades span most of us choose to see it in.
Even though fiat currencies often record it as a poorly performing asset in the relative short run, it
has far outperformed every paper money system. That's because every paper money system has
eventually died from old age while gold lives on.
During both the short and long haul, physical gold is wealth insurance for our extended families.
This holds true because even holding gold in the early successful stages of a currency's life, war,
politics and natural disasters can work to destroy any nation's assets. This includs ones personal
wealth that's denominated in the business structure of said destroyed society. Gold mines
included!
Over time, one could never compare the returns of investing in stocks and bonds to owning gold.
This is simply because when gold is entangled in currency schemes, it's fiat value is falsely
presented while the currency system ages. Only the commodity use of gold is reflected, not it's
much higher wealth "reserve asset" function.
However, this present era has become one of those unique periods in paper money history when
gold will take a great leap in value during the relative short term. Perhaps we can define it as
being between 1990 and 2010. Having covered the accumulation phase of the first ten years
already, the next five should be one for investors to just sit back and watch. The last five will be a
time where we spend some of our physical gold wealth.
This will occur in a transition from an ageing currency that's still entangled in gold valuation
schemes and politics, into a new currency reserve system that's positioning itself to let gold run.
In this new venue, we are going to see gold become a world class "reserve asset" that's not tied
directly to any official money system.
Again, once physical gold is swept clear from paper moneys, it's value in real life terms will soar.
The modern gold era never changed. Banks lend the currency that is invested in South Sea - like
companies. Then the companies and governments create ever more currency debt at the request
of the populous. At first the currency is a receipt for gold, then it becomes a receipt for more
receipts. Then more currency is created to save these same failing debts receipts, but no gold is
there to back it! The endless cycle goes on, all the while hiding our modern value of gold in the
process. As the game reaches the end, we even begin to think that the "natural things" and "real
things" of life are not the only wealth. Rather, a contract can also be held as one's life savings. It
will end!
As paper debt increases, it ages the currency by always generating more "fiat receipts" than
human production can ever service. Then, at the end of the "currency timeline", in a great flood of
human emotions, we reach for "natural conclusions" to a non retractable financial problem!
One of the conclusions we reach are that physical gold can replace the lost values we once placed
in fiat debt and equity, even the loses in paper gold and gold equity! In this drama these same fiat
values that we once traded as wealth receipts can no longer be valued at par with real earth
things. Once at this point we reach for natural real wealth on a epic scale.
In the process the entire society, including the government structure and it's outgoing money
system are all carried with us in an emotional flood to the sea. Sweeping away the whole format
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of our worlds currencies and real wealth. We will watch this new format unfold.
This is why so many fail to see why one should hold physical gold at this time, in this closing era.
They ask, why now? What is different from 20 or 60 years ago? Seeing only the jewellery value of
gold in contrast to past official fiat currency rates (dollar at $42 in gold) as enough appreciation to
be fair. We think a move to $600 is enough and invest for that outcome. Locking ourselves out of
the real surge.
These questions and perceptions arise because we can only review the recent history of gold. As
such it was unnaturally priced in the fiat currencies of pounds and dollars, not traded "next to the
currencies" and valued as a "real wealth" "reserve asset". In a price discovery process such as is
coming, gold in the past would have reflected all the great wealth advances that have happened
sence the early ages of European gold coinage.
Again, for most of us this recent period offers only a fiat value comparison and leads us to accept
it's present low fiat valuation. Yet, gold's fiat values over this era were only relative to it's
manipulated price during an extended Anglo-Saxon currency timeline. A period that saw the dollar
take over the pound's role of representing and dominating all world wealth. Including gold wealth!
During this whole period, gold's value did have small shifts up and down. Even our recent 20+
years are representative of these small shifts. Yet, because of our fiat perceptions we see these
moves as large bull and bear runs for the metal. While all the time a truly great value leap in gold
was building, waiting for the present dollar lifetime to end. Once the dollar gold entanglements
are ended, gold's relative worth in modern world wealth and production abilities will return. In our
modern day, the old adage that "gold is worth a mans suit" will prove far, far too low a value.
While we think about this, I'm going to eat some fresh trout. Then, tonight, under the stars we
can come closer and extend the next "Foundation post" and others.
FOA/ your Trail Guide
FOA (03/10/00; 17:00:46MT - usagold.com msg#11)
A Fireside Talk (continued)
Hiking a gold trail usually requires us to ramble on as we walk mentioning any points, commenting
on good views and taking notes as we proceed. But, after the end of several days on a trail,
around a quiet fire, we put it all together. This is the format we take. Our first fireside talk was
just posted. It and these (continued) posts will expand on our walking "Thoughts" before we
continue the hike.
"Foundation Post"
From several viewpoints we proposed the same question: Why did so many of the world's nations
continue to support a dollar reserve system after it went off the gold exchange standard?
They definitely had a choice; continue to use the dollar or go back to using gold. They choose to
use the dollar! I pointed out how this policy flew in the face of common sense, and especially did
so as the US only embarked on a policy of continued monetary expansion. In effect, inflating the
whole world's currency systems right up into the end of 1997.
My point was that their actions can only be justified from a position of "buying time". Most of the
major World and European countries had economies and currencies that could stand on their own
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in a competitive world. Yes, their transition from a dollar reserve would have been painful. But,
compare that loss to the percentage of lifestyle gain they paid as a tax to the US by artificially
maintaining the dollar exchange rate. Their Central Banks support polices were a decision to waste
their citizens productive efforts in a process that held together a failing currency system.
They could not be this dumb! As I pointed out in the Foundation post:
-----For the more developed gold owning countries of the G-7, they had a different
question in mind. Again, if taking in inflated dollar reserves was the act of importing
US dollar inflation into ones local economy,,,,, and in the process creating a market for
your goods overseas,,,, why not just print your own currency without taking in dollars - In doing so give the same buying power the US citizens have in your market,,,,,, to
your own people?-----------The other side; why not create a market for your own goods by selling them to your own citizens,
using your own currency as a reserve?
Clearly, after 1971 the result of a failed dollar reserve system would have delivered a healthy dose
of "real" price inflation to the US. Not just the 10% or 13% we experienced! But at least for the
major European countries, with their money systems expanding on their own over the next 20+
years, their citizens would have brought their own lifestyles somewhat relative to their efforts. At
least this was more reasonable than paying slave taxes in the form of dollar support. Or maybe it
wasn't ?
Indeed, the whole world would have slipped further down the inflationary scale had the dollar
failed. Everyone's lifestyle would have slipped a lot more than it did. More in the US, less in
Europe. But more importantly, the whole international house of trade would have slowed
tremendously without some form of world currency reserve. It's possible, that once we left the
reserve system, the return to an increasing momentum of world trade flows would not have been
seen again for several generations. Such is the case a world financial fracture on this scale could
have created.
Yet they didn't return to gold! In the eyes of many, gold had been discredited as a controlling
force that could regulate world finances and trade flows. Yes, gold was an option then, but we had
just seen how modern superpowers can just walk away from the discipline of gold. In my post:
----Even if we have a pure gold system, human nature will find a way to turn it into
securities. In doing so we will - - come hell or high water - - lend more gold than we
have and borrow more than we can pay back. One has but to return to the history
books to see it all in plain print. Over and over again, we start with a solid gold
foundation and soon degrade it into trash. It's not just the American way,,,,, it's the
world's way. -----------------It seems the only explanation for the continued support of the dollar came in the form of "buying
time": time to recreate a world reserve currency. But this time, make it subject to a whole group
of diverse nations of conflicting political wills. In this format no one country can call the shots for
the world. In addition, take away the need to compete with gold. Let gold be a supporting
"reserve asset" that trades in a free market, unlent and non monetary so as to circumvent it's
manipulation.
In this position a modern digital fiat currency can only represent the productive efforts of the
nation blocks it represents. No different from the fiat schemes we have endured for 60+ years.
Only this time without an illusion of gold backing and it's discipline. As such, a free market for
gold will, on a ongoing basis, constantly devalue any and all currencies of the world. Just as in a
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somewhat similar concept where the stock markets of the world today currently discount the
inflation of their local currencies.
Perhaps the payoff will be worth the past sacrifice of so many productive assets and savings.
Perhaps we will never know just how far the world would have sunk had they written off the dollar
back then. Without that knowledge as a measuring stick, we cannot compare if the recent loss
was worth it.
Today, dollar support is winding down in the growing shadow of a Euro currency. This will
eventually have a tremendous negative impact on all paper assets denominated in dollars.
Whether they are viewed as hard paper assets or soft, the coming price inflation will wreck the
use of dollar trading vehicles. Hard gold, owned as physical gold will make all the difference in the
world.
Next, how oil was used to mask the motives of building the Euro, even as it supported it's
creation. We will next extend the "First Walk" post. But first, more logs on the fire.
FOA/ your Trail Guide
FOA (03/11/00; 08:26:08MT - usagold.com msg#12)
A Fireside Talk (further continued)
Expanding from the: "First Walk Post"
Many political problems confronted any drive towards an EMU. In order to build a consensus for a
Pan European currency, the architects had to have time, years of it. The last thing they needed
was a world-wide economic downturn brought on by a failing dollar system. Working between
1976 and 1982, the software for such a system was only just beginning to really take shape. It
was a slow, hard process because during this period and many years prior, the dollar was already
experiencing convulsions. They needed at least another ten years, but without something to make
the dollar more acceptable even five years was too long.
Working within a large group of nations required painstaking discussion of all ideas out in the
open, so their agenda had to offer something for everyone. In addition, this new currency could
not be seen as a competition for dollar use, otherwise the US would most certainly try to split the
group.
It's important to understand that most of the world wanted to at least see another currency that
could share some of the dollar's function. It didn't have to replace it. To this end, most every
country gave some philosophical and political support in it's creation. But, by supporting a dollar
that was now completely removed from any commodity backing system, would require the help of
some major players.
Another group was extremely interested to see how this new currency would turn out. The major
world oil producers. Prior to 1971, they were secure in selling oil for US gold dollars, even if it's
true worth in a modern oil economy wasn't completely understood. At least gold had a long
history of eventually defining it's value as equal to modern advances. Better said, if oil did more
for the economy, then that increased value would be reflected in a stable value of gold. But after
1976 they found themselves selling a resource for far more than they realized it would bring and
doing so in dollars of unknown future value. In the unfolding economics of it all, these people saw
the same thing we did.
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From my "First Walk" post:
------Prior to the US going off gold in 71, our whole (USA) economic structure was
expanding because we were gaining massive leverage through cheap oil. Back then, oil
was literally changing our lifestyle for the better, and doing so because it's dollar price
was so incredibly low relative to what science was doing with it. Modern science had
made oil worth so much more than we paid for it, we could extrapolate our debt and
money supply growth far into the future and still figure that productive increases would
cover it (the lost value due to money inflation). In effect, the US was targeting it's
economy and money value to future oil flow value, not gold.------------After 1976 they (oil producers) jumped into gold but soon found that their excess dollar flow could
never even partially be shifted into gold as it was traded on this new commodity arena. For them,
gold wasn't just a "trade", it was payment in the form of real "reserve assets". Oil assets for gold
assets! If the CBs hadn't sold into the storm, gold would have went to the moon from oil flow
alone. So they, and everyone else soon found out that there was a world of difference between
trading "gold dollars for real gold" at your Central Bank and "buying commodity gold in a trading
arena". In truth, the gold market was only a free market for commodity trading. It was never
allowed to trade as a "wealth reserve asset".
The options were few. Buy gold outright and see it's price run past it's "money for oil" value, or
include gold in a currency basket for payment of oil. In essence saying: "straighten this currency
problem out or you will be the one buying high priced gold"! They optioned for a third way.
Continue to sell oil for ever cheaper dollars, all the while waiting for something to replace the
failed reserve system. So they watched as the US said they would fix the dollar and Europe said
they would replace it.
It was clear that the US would continue printing money as long as it got oil flow at a price that
created an increase in American lifestyles. To this end, the dollar economy would eventually crash
if oil was not priced cheaply in dollars. In addition, pricing oil in a currency basket with gold would
just as easily crash the system. It was here, between 1980 and 1985 that both the US and
Euroland proved that they could keep gold on an even level if oil could play the game.
Higher oil prices had indeed brought forth more oil flow and crude reserves for the US. This alone
did wonders to extend the US dollar economy and the extra load of debt it was building. From this
position alone, producers could justify supporting dollar settlement for oil, but only for a decade or
so. The US and Britain were busy building a contract gold marketplace that would channel money
away from real gold, thereby freeing up more physical to partially exchange for excess world
dollars their oil imports produced.
Still, this didn't explain all of the game. It brought time for the EMU to build, but who was going to
carry all the eventual excess dollars that would flow from a booming US? By 1986 a booming US
economy was the result of still cheap oil. It was being sold to them and everyone for expensive
dollars that flooded the world in an ongoing trade deficit!
From my "First Walk" post:
------It worked in a broken pattern for a number of years. Oil and gold defied all
predictions of higher prices as they retreated from every advance. Central banks
gorged themselves with worthless dollar reserves and prevented a hyperinflation of the
dollar in the process. They did this, because they knew that gold had the ability to
completely replace any and all loss of dollar reserve value once a new system was in
operation. -------------
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In this new format (post 1982), the US and it's dollar system would only work if oil was sold to
them cheaply and in dollars. It's no secret that cheap oil is created by opening the valves. But,
dollar settlement without gold was a political agreement just waiting for a reason to change it's
mind. Foreign Central Bank support for the dollar was the key that kept this temporary condition
working. Still, without the added kicker of a world cheap gold price along with a significant
revaluation of that gold in the future, oil would have went for settlement in a Euroland basket of
currencies + gold, long ago.
The US had already proven that it could not be trusted with any form of gold currency. At least
most of the major European countries still had a good record of trusting gold. This is where we
saw the impact of oil in the building process of the EMU. If they were to be at least attracted to a
new Euro system, it had to accommodate a new attitude in dealing with gold. They looked at the
1976 "Jamaica Accords" and said, "why not use it as it's written, keep gold as a "reserve asset"
not a "money asset". Once outside the money system, at a high enough price, it could become a
possible world oil currency without destroying anyone's economy."
These were the early thoughts that have continued to evolve through today. But the trick was in
keeping the gold market functioning between now and then. It had to supply some gold to
exchange excess dollars, keep the price within reason and maintain the major mining structure for
supply. The last was most important because the BIS knew how the dollar faction was using gold
to try to fix the dollar. Their agenda worked with the EMU process, but was outside the EMU
agenda. Both factions wanted the dollar maintained, but the US was willing to sink gold if it
brought ever cheaper oil. It was a short sided political process, but it brought votes.
The BIS was willing to maintain gold above $280 until the EMU. If they didn't, they would lose the
support of oil for the Euro system. It wasn't just the fact that this price kept most of the major
mine supply online, it was that crude at around $8.75 in gold was their bottom price.
When the Hunt brothers were going around talking about "an ounce of silver was worth a barrel of
oil" they were closer to reality than even they thought. Prior to 1971, the lowest oil value was
pegged by producers at around one gram of gold (at $42 that was around $1.30). At one gram
per barrel today, $280 was still the bottom price. It's no strange thing that the real dollar price of
oil never stayed around this level either. In any event, this was the reason for all the arm twisting
in the summer of 1999. Even though the EMU was a done deal, the Euro was still too young to
float partial oil settlement. With gold being driven home by the US faction, oil support for both the
dollar and Euro was in limbo. The Washington Agreement not only took care of that, it officially
announced to the world that the paper gold markets were ending. Indeed, it was paying the way
for Euro Crude!
Today we are still on track for crude oil settlement to begin happening in Euros. Oil prices have
continued the rise we predicted once the Euro was created. What is left of the gold market is but a
huge paper float that's slowly losing it's credibility from the loss of over half of it's past major
supporters, Euroland. To date, many of the major left over gold contracts are being shifted into
Euro based settlement. It's only a matter of time until the illusion of a falling Euro is suddenly
erased by a crashing US stock market along with it's dollar.
Next, we expand my "Clear Path" post. Then we will hike again, while talking about real events
today.
Here are a few parts of Another's Thoughts as some time ago. They give us a different view. We
are on his trail today:
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6/4/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
--------I think, over time, the gold derivatives market did "break" the control of the
BIS. Gold is held by many world class entities, as a capital asset. These "Giants" did
understand the purpose for $350 gold. In this range, the gold mining industry and
many capital reserve gold assets would survive. Gold below $300 was not wanted, as
even the BIS would be forced to move with the price much below $280. The last small
gold war ended in the early 1980s, as the choice was to use the US$ or go to a gold
based economy. No other reserve currency existed, and gold lost the war as all
continued to buy dollar reserves.
Today, a new currency is formed. It offers a way to break the dollar valuation of gold
without the total destruction of world-wide currency markets and economies. In time,
oil producers can offer their low cost reserves at true valuations, that support industry
and commerce in exchange for a revalue of real money, gold, in a real currency,
Euros!---------------------------5/26/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
-----From the day of our birth we are taught to value all things using the one factor
alone, currency! Can one contemplate the value of all possessions in other terms? Do
you not have to think first as to "how many dollars is that worth" then "how many
dollars is this worth" to compare two items? If it is deep within our mind, that we can
know value only in terms of paper, to this I ask, can one know value at all!
The Western mind does focus on "what I buy today for the lowest price". Yet, in this
modern world economy, the lowest price is always the function of "the currency
exchange rate"? The Yen, it is compared to the dollar today, and used to purchase
goods. One year later and the Japan offers these goods for much less, as the Yen has
fallen to the US$. The currency value of this purchase, was it "true " today or a year
ago? Understand, all value judgements today are as subject to "exchange rate
competition"! It is in "this exchange rate valuations" that the private citizen does
denominate all net worth! A safe way to hold the wealth for your future, yes? You
should ask a Korean or the Indonesian?-------------------------One should grasp that "today, your wealth, is not what your currency say it is"!
In this world, paper currency is for trade, only! It is for the buying, selling, earning and
paying, not for knowing the value of your family holdings! Know this, "the printers of
paper do never tell the owner that the money has less value, that judgement is
reserved for the person you offer that currency to"! Again, I ask, how can we know a
true value for our assets, when they are known only in currency that finds it's worth,
as in the exchange rate for another currency?-------------------Many will "think long and hard on this", but will find little reason for this
position. For it is in your history to know only "things valued in paper terms". Some
say, "I hold investments of great increase these past years, and am much ahead of the
inflation, if it should come". I say, "your investments, world-wide, have moved little, as
it has been the currencies that denominate your assets, that fall a great deal". The
price inflation that comes, it is larger than your vision can see! Your past, holds little of
knowing value outside of currencies, this does block the good view!-----
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-----There is more: Today, the world reserve currency holds the exchange rate of one
dollar equals one three hundredth of an ounce of gold! It is this rate, that makes the
dollar, not as the Indonesian currency. Perhaps a secure thought? However, even this
1/300 rate is also subject to "exchange rate competition"! This new rate was purchased
by the acceptance of the "new paper gold" as equal value to "the physical gold"! This
large, new paper gold market was created to increase the supply of "traded gold". The
physical gold supply alone could not be increased to bring the dollar into the mid to
lower 300s exchange rate area, there by making it "strong in gold". But, as in all new
markets, for the "traded gold arena" to accept a "paper gold item" in great amounts, it
required new collatteral / assets to give this paper item "integrity"! That "integrity" was
found in oil-----------Some say, "gold fall because noone was buying it". I say, "gold fall because many
were buying it"! They buy as the "trading market" was made "much fat" with added
paper! Understand this: The US$ price of gold could only fall if a market existed for
paper gold priced lower each time of offer! If the price did not fall, this paper market
"could not function" as "it would not be profitable to the writer"! It was, for many
years, in the good interest of all, for the dollar to find a gold price close to production
cost. That time has now much passed!--------------------One day soon, this "paper gold item" may lose it's "integrity from oil" by way of
"competition" from a new reserve currency! In that day, "paper gold" will rush to
become "physical gold" as "dollar gold contracts" rush to become "Euro gold
contracts". You see, the value of the gold lost from the Euro CB sales will return in the
form of a "Euro strong in gold". The "gold reserves" held for the EURO will offer
strength, but it will be the total destruction of the dollar gold market that does make "
this currency go home"!---------------When the future comes, and one holds asset values in dollar terms, many may
discover, there wealth was not as this currency said it was! In that day, you will know
your assets, as expressed in the real money of our fathers! This new dollar/gold
exchange rate will end your search for the
"the true value of gold"
Thank you
Another
--------------------------

FOA (3/17/2000; 9:16:57MT - usagold.com msg#13)
A Fireside Talk (last one before we hike the trail in "real - time" context)
Expanding some of my "Clear Path" post #9.
We are only just now arriving at a time period that will bring about "The Currency Wars".
Everything prior to this was only a preparation period to build an alternative currency. The years
spent traveling this road were done to prepare the world for an escape medium when the dollar
finally began it's "price" hyper-inflation stage.
Few investors can "grasp" that in reality, our dollar has already been hyper inflated , but without
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the higher price effects. Years of deficit spending, over borrowing, debt expansion have created an
illusion that the dollar was immune to price inflation. This illusion is evident in our massive trade
deficit as it carries on with no negative effects on dollar exchange rates. Clearly other investors,
outside the Central Banks were helping in the dollar support process without knowing they were
buying into a dying currency system.
The only thing that kept this process from showing up in the prices of everyday goods was the
support other Central Banks showed for our currency through exchange intervention. As I pointed
out in my other writings, this support was convoluted at best and done over 15 to 20 years. Still,
it's been done with a purpose all this time. That purpose was to maintain the dollar for world
economic trade, without which we would all sink into depression. Indeed, the mainstay of this
support required an ever expanding world dollar base. There is simply no way the old dollar debts
along with the new ones could have been serviced without this money expansion.
The entire long term process is / was very clear to a few major financial players as they prepared
for the dollar's retirement as a reserve. Their main strategy for dealing with this was found in
several positions. One was a long term buying of real physical gold. The other was the acceptance
that all trade and investments would eventually transition away from dollar use. To combat this
they began to denominate their paper assets and business transactions in other currencies (now
the Euro holds the main transition flow). This was done because, as the dollar prices of real things
first show real signs of rising, all forms of dollar derivative contracts would begin to unravel.
Better said, the process of dollar contract failure would show up in the form of discounts on these
derivatives from par value. Because most of our "end time" dollar world has built itself into a huge
derivative game, this discounting will occur across the board in almost everything we deal in. Not
just gold.
The first signs that official dollar support is winding down is seen in real world pricing and official
policy. The most obvious "first" price sensitive arena to reflect a "real coming inflation" is not gold
as so many think, it's the stock markets. Their long term bull run, mostly starting around the
early 80s completely reflected this official sanction of world dollar expansion without price
inflation. It's only in the last year that we can see where equity markets are telegraphing a
transition into dollar expansion "without world support". Better said, major price inflation is
coming on a level equal to hyper status. Many stock markets have headed straight up in reflection
of this.
Another area where we see this change is in crude oil. For years, every rise in crude prices was
quickly shut down from added supply. Done to add the producers portion of help to the dollar
support effort. Even war in the oil fields was not allowed to create a dollar destroying price rise.
Once the Euro was born and seen in operation as a possible "backup" currency, added crude
supply to keep prices low was no longer available. Prices have risen and fallen in a broken fashion
that will continue it's upward bias. This policy change is not only a vote of confidence in Euroland,
it's also a Euro reserve support function that will lead to much higher physical gold prices later. Oil
around $30 (and $45+ later) now values gold upwards to $930 using the old one gram = one
barrel from a pre 1971 gold dollar price ratio. This has fueled ongoing trade in gold by the BIS as
it seeks more physical gold supply outside the LBMA paper contract world. A process that can only
further destroy the present contract gold illusion as expressed in a paper dollar gold marketplace.
Eventually, $930 gold crude will become the absolute bottom pricing range as real dollar price
inflation begins.
The most recent example of official policy change toward the dollar was found in the Washington
Agreement. It marks the end of Euroland support for the paper gold markets that helped maintain
a dollar / oil settlement bond. In the beginning (1980s) it was a joint effort by at least two
factions that has today become only a single effort by one faction. The US / Britain.
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Even with this, the US accepted a reworked IMF gold structure. Because of this, they (US) are
today operating two policy positions that contradict each other. One tries to use an escalation of
the gold price to maintain IMF support for foreign US debt, while the other tries to keep the "gold
trading desk" of several market makers solvent through an even lower price.
This places Euroland, the BIS and major world physical gold players on a direct collision course
with the US backed contract gold marketplace. The effects of this will "most likely" be seen in a
literal flood of new paper gold entering this arena in an effort to maintain "bookkeeping" credibility
for the market makers. Today we see the beginnings of this change impacting the market as it is
evolving into little more than a large paper float that exists mostly for this "bookkeeping" purpose.
It will stay viable until dollar price inflation dries up to physical supply that to date still sells into
this market. No doubt, the mine companies will become the very last sellers to support this arena.
Possibly, selling into it's paper pricing all the way down.
For years, gold bugs have figured that gold would be the next dollar escape mechanism. Not
another currency. They gave little thought to the reality that our modern world could not, would
not price gold as a "reserve free trading asset" without a digital paper money reserve to do it in.
Once the dollar begins it's decline through price inflation, it's use as a reserve and more
importantly it's use to establish a gold market will stop. This will cause an unexpected delayed
positive impact on gold values as gold's paper marketplace goes through tremendous convulsions.
We may see dollar price inflation in all things, yet gold values fall as contracts fail from constricted
supply. Eventually, even the mining sector will be forced from shareholder loses and poor contract
price economics to abandon the dollar pricing contract system. I expect that during this time the
physical price of gold will be soaring as it's lack of trade constricts supply. Most paper gold traders
today, don't understand how a real dollar price inflation shrinks physical gold trade, no matter how
high or low the price goes. Further, they continue to use the various dollar gold derivatives even
as their paper supply mushrooms. A process that forces the contract gold price down. Yet, all the
while they are proclaiming that they are "in the gold market" and bemoaning how the
manipulation of the metal is giving them loses.
It's important for new players to understand that no government or private banker in the world
today can manipulate the dollar price of traded physical gold once real price inflation begins in the
reserve currency. A failing currency system would find governments and bankers selling into a
virtual "black hole" of demand.
Prior to dollar price inflation effects, the impact of official policy can only manipulate paper
contract prices. Just because traders are willing to sell physical gold for a paper settled contract
price doesn't mean that's the real gold value in the world today. More to the point, this is simply a
temporary condition that could exhaust itself before price inflation, once physical delivered against
paper prices dries up. Thereby forcing contract prices into discount and destruction.
This modern paper market is relatively a new concept in world gold trade. It was created by
banks, western traders and mine operators themselves over the last 15+ years. They supported
this market by buying into it instead of buying and trading only real gold. True, the paper
promoters may have been dishonest in presenting the effects of this process, but no one was
forced to use it! Without user cash flow giving credibility to these paper derivatives, the market
would not exist in it's present form. Yes, it's true that the Euroland and dollar faction agenda,
along with oil interest and indeed physical gold traders all benefited from this investors market
making cash flow! But this is reality for any investment where a buyer of a contract abrogates the
security of present real ownership into a paper position with counterparties risk. Even today, call
option buyers give their money away in support of this illusion, instead of buying coins outright.
Truly, western gold paper traders and gold stock investors today a have evolved and in no way
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represent what the term "gold bug" used to mean. Today, physical gold advocates are the real
gold bugs as they now posses the real leverage paper players only think they have!
To close, I offer two post from the USAGOLD forum.
The first is from Mr. Kosares and presents a true picture of how real gold flows have moved over
the recent years. It collaborates my point made long ago that CB gold was never flooding the
market as traders and the media thought. In reality it's been the evolution of investor use of the
paper markets that have set lose so much private gold. Thereby playing into the hands of official
policy.
This second post is from Mr. Solomon, who offers up a wisdom that is so very relevant to this
fireside talk.
--USAGOLD (3/8/2000; 15:05:37MDT - Msg ID:26541)------Interesting Fact....
According to the World Gold Council's Demand Trends #30 released a few weeks ago,
theofficial holdings of gold were 1106.0 million ozs in 1996, and 1080.6 ozs in October,
1999.
In other words, central banks over the past four years have lost in the aggregate a
mere 25.4 tons-- or a little over six tons per year.
That after countless mainstream press articles bemoaning the surety of central bank
sales, the Bank of England dishoarding, Dutch and Belgian central bank sales,
Canadian, Russian, Malaysian ,Jordanian sales -- and others.
What the mainstream press fails to point out consistently is that while some central
banks have been selling, others must have been buying. I want to thank my good
friend, Voyager, for prompting me on this subject.
-----------------------------------------------------------Solomon Weaver (03/14/00; 21:11:52MDT - Msg ID:26846)-I remember a comment by Another which stated that dollars (cash) was a
"derivative"....at first I was confused.. but over time...I started to understand.
Money "derives" its value from what it can move.
Anyone, with half a sense for history and culture, who sits down and ponders the most
recent few hundred years of mankind's developments, comes to the dizzying
realization that we have developed a massively new epoch in the total history of our
species...in the last 300 years we have truly tasted the fruits from the tree of
knowledge..and on some levels have indigestion.
The primary common denominator to our survival is knowledge (and its partner,
wisdom).
Until about 120 years ago, oil was not very valuable...but the more we discovered how
to "burn" it and how to "form" it (chemicals, plastics), the more valuable it became.
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Like others here at the forum, I think that gold and silver are due for a return to hard
asset category, and given their lackluster performance in the last 15 years, in a time
with immense economic progress, can only enjoy a solid recovery (both in price and
popularity).
On the other hand, I think we all have to consider that (all paradigms aside) humanity
has entered into a world where the physical survival of 50% of our population requires
the continuing functioning of a very complex set of physical and economic flows. These
folks live in a derivative world. Milk is in cartons. Heat comes in over wires. Wheat
arrives baked.
We see the rumblings of reemergence hard-liners in China and Russia and the "idea" of
future wars is discussed....The problem with this is that with so much of our ability to
create wealth tied to knowledge (techknowledge), invasion of the rich no longer
generate the spoils they did before. I think that if we are honest, we will recognize that
the extended use of emergency executive orders by the President would accomplish
the same thing as having America invaded.
Would any President really want to be the one to do this? When Roosevelt called the
bank holiday in the 30's and confiscated gold, does anyone think he wanted this????
He was a decisive man, stepping into a new office where he realized we needed some
real bitter medicine. Gold was targeted because it was the "accepted" place for people
of all nations to "park their wealth" in pockets "outside of the formal banking system".
Back then, there was no highspeed digital money,and a large portion of money was
cash....today, when you move money it goes from "your bank" to "counterparties
bank". It is almost a pure derivative money. Even if gold were to rise in value such that
it could be valued close to the same as today's fiat pool, most of us would die quickly if
the digital fiat system did not work.
We look at the divergent paths of gold metal vs. gold paper. When gold paper becomes
worthless, gold metal will have value because it holds inherent credibility. But given its
very scarcity, that gold metal will need "another currency" to move its value into in
order to transact purchases. In a dollar crisis in a digital world, there is really nothing
to gain by "confiscating gold"....the primary concern should be to keep the "remnant of
the dollar economy" stabile enough that "gold will flow back into it". Perhaps I am
naive to believe that our leaders will understand this...if they don't then they are not
only fools they are derivatives of fools. I like to hope that this might be one of the
reasons why the very intellectually astute monetary mind of Mr. Greenspan decided to
stay in power...I think he may be one of the few who understand the problems of
foolishness (particularly when viewed in the magic mirror made of gold).
Poor old Solomon
-----------------------Thank you for reading
FOA/,,,,,, your Trail Guide

FOA (04/01/00; 16:59:05MT - usagold.com msg#14)
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Walking The Trail
http://csf.colorado.edu/forums/longwaves/mar00/msg01356.html
Hello everyone!
It's been a few weeks and it's time to stretch the legs again.
During these last few days I have seen several renditions of my discussions from the USAGOLD
Forum circulating around. Good! Glad to see it being thought about. I just wanted to let it be
known that this was a collection of several of my rambling posts. They were strung together and
included some commentary of ORO and a few other good posters there. I don't know who put this
together but have seen THC, Singlion, Sharfin and a host of others posting it all over. With a title
of "Selling Paper Deeds for Roman Gold" it does truly hit home for gold advocates today. Food for
thought in a hungry world. Thanks people, for adding your own special flavor to the currency
problems we consider today.
http://csf.colorado.edu/forums/longwaves/mar00/msg01356.html
Onward
Every time the dollar price of gold is driven down we hear cries of despair all over the web.
Understand that these sounds you hear are not really the noises of physical pain, rather it's the
ages old wale of one person giving his wealth to another and getting nothing in return. (frown) As
"Gold Advocates" we hear these same as signals that indicate more free assets coming our way.
As Real Gold buyers, the feast only becomes larger and our real wealth greater! (smile)
You see, a Gold Advocate looks at gold as a wealth currency and continues to accumulate it at any
better price. Follow those that "mostly" invest in Paper Gold or even the "Gold Industry" and one
can only see where more losses are coming at these lower prices. Some gold mines may be a
good buy here, but not many of them.
Some moaners place gold as a downtrodden relic and swear never to invest in it again. Yet, from
our view, they never purchased "gold the currency" in the first place. Their idea of "hedging their
wealth with gold" included a wholesale buying into the concept that "paper gold" was "real gold".
It never was and never will be. Paper trading only works while the paper world stays together. A
dynamic that is unraveling now!
There is a big risk difference between betting on the price of gold for a short run profit and buying
real wealth currency for a long term crisis event. For myself, the largest difference will be in the
real wealth gained in the future, not today. Over the last 15 years political gold policy has caused
paper players to walked the gold trail like drunken sailors. As a result their assets have done
likewise. One step forward in the little gold paper runs and two steps backwards while waiting for
the next move. All the while giving away their dollar wealth with nothing to show for it when the
real run comes. In the end, they will sober up only to find that they made little progress as most
of their "gold" investments brought them full circle. About even if they are lucky! Yet, bullion
holders will experience gains that make almost any investment today look tame.
Look over here
The currency of gold hasn't done nearly as bad as paper traders would have us think. As a person
of the world I own many currencies (dollars included) and all of them go up and down as much as
gold. Some even more so. Because gold is but one very large currency holding for me, it takes on
an exchange significance.
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Using very approximate values:
In January 1985 one dollar would buy 1/300 ounce of gold. At the same time it would buy 3.25
German Marks and about 250 Yen.
Ten years later, by 1995 one dollar would buy 1/375 ounce of gold, 1.40 Marks and less than 100
Yen.
Here we have two world class currencies moving well over 100% against the dollar! Yet, gold was
more stable as it moved only 25%. From Jan 1999 gold has been even more stable than the Euro,
today resting within 5% of it's value from the Euro starting range.
My point is that today, all currencies will run up and down in their race to full fill a fiat's destiny.
Yet, in the process their percentages moves could be temporally far greater than what gold
moves. Making gold look like the most stable holding of all. Even as paper gold bugs cry about
how it's crashing?
In this light we must all consider ourselves like insurance companies writing risk policies by
holding paper currencies. The higher the movement risk, the more interest we must receive to
hold our wealth in paper form. Indeed, just as an insurance company is lucky in good years to
balance it's exchange rate loses against the same interest return, currencies are not that great a
deal in today's world. Physical gold becomes a fine wealth holding that pays a much higher
premium than any fiat currency. It's zero interest is "high" in relation to the default (inflation) rate
inherent in paper money. In the future, some will even pay a "negative" rate in the paper markets
to try and acquire gold through legal force. This is called buying a gold contract in default and
trying to force the counter party to produce gold. Some will, most won't!
For all of you with a mind for intrigue, the game is now on to buy gold at negative rates. ORO, the
SDR is telling your story. (follow his past discussion on the USAGOLD Forum) If the US would just
stop pushing paper gold boulders down the hill,,,,, and stood and watched for a while,,,,, they
would see that the avalanche now has a mind of it's own and needs no help. The whole paper gold
mountain is on the move. (smile)
Further we walk
All of the massive tonnage of contract gold that is owed today was never as real as investors
thought. It was an illusion of paper supply. Most of the gold sold by the European and other world
CBs moved no further than the next CB vault. The gold trading world brought this "physical
selling" story in it's entity and in the process supported the dollar's life.
Today, Europe is the greatest supporter of "Freegold" the world has seen for some time. As they
act out their policy, the paper gold marketplace as we know it priced in dollars will fail. The
completely unexplainable gold sales by the BOE are only a means to this end. They are much
more concerned about joining the Euro and saving some BB face than any longer saving the
dollar.
The US is now "in it" alone as they have lost the dollar war and the "oil war". Crude oil will not
stay in this new dollar price range for long. This was politically arranged to somewhat save US
face. We (US) are now calling in every favor, expending the last political capital and inflating the
dollar in an end run that will soon lead to nowhere. A grand hyper inflation of prices is now
directly ahead on the trail. It should be ushered in with a large "crackup" in the currency
derivatives market. Once this event is "in process" the paper gold markets will quickly rush to
discount against physical gold. A discount that will break our gold market pricing and physical
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allocation system.
Understand that the largest gold rush will be from the paper gold arena into real gold. Any form of
asset allocation that took the form of:
" "hey buddy, this security belongs in your portfolio as the gold portion" "
will be dumped and the remaining value placed in hot pursuit of the real thing. Just watch how it
all unfolds, you will fell the pressure.
I for one hope someone can force paper gold lower while physical supplies still sell into it. Because
once paper credibility is broken, our physical markets will seem like a speck of sand washed on an
ocean shore.
We were at this same crossroads almost one year ago. The same stress brought about the
"Washington Agreement" as it was pieced together during the summer of 99. I expect that this
time, stronger medicine will be applied and fully expect it is "in process" now with gold under
$280! The only difference today is that the Euro grows more mature and oil ever more
independent.
Onward to camp
Here is a post I offered on our Forum. It's a good reflection of what was just said. Read it around
the fire.
--------------------------Trail Guide (03/25/00; 16:29:55MDT - Msg ID:27470)
comment
Journeyman (03/21/00; 06:32:00MDT - Msg ID:27201)
Paper/gold composite spot
I know we all pay lip service, but at times like this, it's good to remember.
Also good to remember, if TC or MK was it? was correct, most of the gold
"sold" actually travels around to other CBs, it doesn't really enter the
market, doesn't affect the supply/demand equation except psychologically.
-------------------------------------------------Journeyman,
What MK wrote about total gold in the CBs is absolutely true. I agree with him in that
we read so very little about this statistic. I think it's because it obliterates most of the
theories about how the CBs are killing the gold price by selling off this unneeded asset.
I and Another pointed our countless times that the CBs were mostly playing the BBs
against the market by giving "gray guarantees" to protect their (the BBs) paper
positions. In reality the whole thing is a political thriller every bit equal to any 007 film.
The truth of it all is that they could never control the value of physical gold and
because of this kept most of their holdings in tact. I would even go so far as to say
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that much of their draw down is an illusion.
We must remember that selling a real asset to the public for cash does not control
anything. You get the gold, they get the paper money. It's the same for crude. The
price is what you get real oil for. The lower the better. Just like gold, a lower price
imparts the benefit and use of the product to the buyer. Indeed, a lower price is the
loss is to the seller. Through out this 1990s gold downturn, what physical gold the new
buyers obtained was to their gain. There was no control at all, the buyer gained the
gold!
What this modern gold market can control is the value of contract gold. Here they
(BBs) do an exceptionally fine job. They sold paper gold to everyone that wanted to
only bet on it's price movement, not buy gold. To this end, they took everyone's money
and the buyer got nothing in return. Yes, it did play an important role in supporting the
dollar while the currency world was in transition. Just as our USAGOLD writer SteveH
has said, this gold industry and the contract market it services was sacrificed. But, look
at what would have happened if they didn't. Indeed, the time brought was purchased
on the backs of gold bugs, not physical gold advocates. One ended up with
depreciating paper and the other with an ages old world class money. This isn't the
first time citizens of the world such as Farfel learned that "betting" and "owning" are
two different things. It won't be the last!
This country is diving head first into a grand hyper inflation and no amount of Fed
maneuvers will stop it. People that learn this early on, before the physical comes into
short supply, will be miles ahead. Buying gold between $400 and $200 will be like
knowing a member with Masters Tickets.
-----------------------------------------------------------Enough for now, unpack and lights out. We need our rest because the trail will get rough from
here on out.
Thanks for walking,,,,,,,FOA/ your Trail Guide

FOA (04/03/00; 20:58:36MT - usagold.com msg#15)
Looking ahead, around the next curve?
Last year the Washington Agreement (WA) spelled the end of the modern paper gold markets as
we know it. Yet, few people truly believe anything substantial has happened because gold failed to
"follow through" on it's post WA price spike. Most hold this conclusion as a result of watching the
ball instead of the game.
The WA was a direct response to the "dollar faction's" use of contract gold in driving the value of
the "real asset" down. Prior to the Euro birth, such an extreme paper manipulation below $280
would have been meet with a different kind of WA. More likely an outright "physical purchase" of
gold on the world spot markets by the BIS. They would have allocated this newly purchased gold
into the same official accounts where current BIS gold flows are now placed.
But today we operate in an established, new Euro environment. The very fact that the US and
England acknowledged the WA is alone evidence of this new Euro political power. In essence, an
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ECB / BIS alliance has placed the world "in process" to changing the way gold is traded and
valued. A process that will drain "real gold" liquidity from the present london market and leave
many players wondering what happened.
Part of understanding "what is happening" requires us to keep our eyes "on the game", not on the
ball. Physical gold advocates have but to follow the posts of TownCrier on the USAGOLD Forum.
He has consistently pointed out how "Post Euro" Euroland arena gold sales are being "allocated"
into BIS sanctioned placements.
Even though the WA allowed for 2,000 tonnes to be sold over 5 years, no provisions were made to
officially channel that new gold into the world contract market. The upcoming Swiss sales and the
more recent Austria sales make the point. Especially when one understands that the BIS does not
buy gold to sell outside the CB community or it's special accounts held for certain nations.
More importantly about the WA, the total existing contracts held at signing time were allowed to
continue without any draw down criteria (gold to cover) over the 5 yr. term. Over time, this will
squeeze the dollar physical market in an effort to fill existing paper commitments. In effect, the
BIS now has it's hand on the gold valve and is controlling the contract filling flow at will.
But most analysis misinterpret the strategy of this. It is not an attempt to drive the contract gold
prices upward. Quite the contrary, it's effects are just the opposite. In our current dollar gold
market, the less gold is supplied, the more it pressures the price down! Players must create and
sell not just more contracts to cover expiring ones, but also sell enough paper to force the price
down further. In a market that's becoming shorter of physical gold, this is the only way they can
add equity to cover rollover positions. In this political game, the dollar supporting paper gold
arena is being forced to kill itself. It's also the reason I proclaim that we will see rare physical gold
in the thousands once the deed is done.
Looking down the trail we can see the end of our paper gold markets. This same market place that
evolved from 1971 into a "contract gold currency" is now being politically forced into
hyperinflation in much the same way fiat currencies are. Just as the dollar has been inflated to
unimaginable extremes to protect the US banking system, so to will this gold currency be inflated
until suddenly it's credibility is shaken. I think a large gold default is directly ahead and it will be
forced by the BIS / ECB. Right up until that default, contract gold currency will be printed as never
before. Indeed, they are printing now for all they are worth! Literally!
If contract gold prices stop around here, be assured that the US dollar supporting faction has truly
hit the end of that printing "worth"! If the prices start to rise now, a canceling of the BOE gold
sales will confirm a large default in the pipeline. There would be no reason to sell into their LBMA
if the marketplace is lost.
Further, watch for a sudden rush of OI on comex (double ot triple of total OI). This is the same
item we watched for as confirmation around this time last year. The rush to buy contracts will be
nothing more than an attempt at bookkeeping hedging by big traders. Truly no gold will come into
play.
Excitement is building while the game is "in process"!
FOA/ your Trail Guide
FOA (4/15/2000; 14:31:21MT - usagold.com msg#16)
The trail is getting rough!
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Here is a map to review as we walk.
I have read numerous times over the last year where analysts are finally subscribing to the fact
that gold is a political tool. At first (1996 - 1997) only a handful even discussed this as a
possibility, citing their perceptions that it couldn't be manipulated on such a grand scale. Now
almost everyone knows it as a fact. Still, very, very few of them can today make the connection
that the political tool of managing gold is not by selling on the physical side. In reality it's actually
the "contract gold marketplace" itself where paper selling manages the gold marketplace.
We read media report after report where the CBs are dumping gold and forcing it's price down.
But just as I pointed out on our last hike, in the BIS world of CB gold trading a very small
percentage of gold has physically left their system during the 90s. The only thing falling has been
both the "contract gold price" and that of investor perceptions of "total gold stocks" held officially.
If investor thoughts have been manipulated at all they have been impacted most by "watching the
ball and not following the game".
Onward
Clearly the world has broken itself into "only two" currency system support blocks. The US and the
European! We have to observe these factions as a group if we are to understand their actions.
Further, it's important to place nations that are outside these two groups. Are they "supporters" or
destroyers of a faction. Which one is most strategic to their cause.
Japan and much of the Asian block are clearly "supporters" of the dollar faction because their
entire trading structure was built on selling into a "US dollar trade deficit". Any buying of gold or
Euros with dollar reserves would wreck their economy further by driving the Yen straight up. If
they do elect to do this it will be in response to a much larger American economic crisis and occur
further along in the dollar inflation timeline. Talk of the Yen being the third part of a "tripolar"
currency world will be proven completely off the mark. Japan and any other of their close
economic allies will sacrifice their money's viability for some time to stay with the dollar. In the
process suffering the same full blown dollar hyperinflation effects that are coming to the US. Other
Asian nations sold gold during their recent crisis not in support of the dollar so much as they were
forced by the IMF to do so. In a story I have told before, their physical buying was hurting the
manipulation game. Breaking them was all in an effort by the BIS to maintain a Pre Euro low gold
agreement. Today, the lesser nations of the Asian block have returned to buying gold. Something
that is in their culture, rather than a desire to destroy the dollar. Only this time we will not witness
a political effort to stop this buying. To there credit and good fortune many (asians) will retain this
wealth asset as our dollar is eaten from price inflation.
China is a wild card that uses the US for short term gain while not politically "supporting" the
dollar system. Their historic trading ties face West to Europe, retracing the old Orient Express.
Further, their attachment to gold is a natural draw that pulls them into the Euro faction. When the
time is right and Euro trade deep enough, they like the oil producers will adopt the Euro as a
reserve. That time may be very, very close!
Canada is seen selling it's gold stock in support of the US. This is an easy one to understand
because everything they do is US related. Like Japan, if the US sinks Canada will ride the ship
down. Their small gold holdings were nothing compared to standing in the American shadow.
Selling it helped keep liquid our contract market. Still, I think most of their sales ended up in BIS
and CB accounts anyway. Indeed, North American gold that will eventually support the Euro. The
irony of it all!
South America has been in an extended financial crisis for what seems like forever. For the
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moment they also have tied their economic fortunes to the dollar and sold much of their gold in
it's support. Yet, tragically this whole continent continues to operate as an economic "play thing"
that is used by whatever world "currency block" that's in power. They will be dropped off by the
dollar train and picked up by the Euro train at the next "crisis station". But because of the gold
ties that Euroland will employ, South America as a whole will eventually prosper as they are forced
to painfully break from the dollar induced inflation cycles of the past 20+ years. In time the Euro
will be good for them.
England was not only part of the dollar faction, it was the dollar faction and is clearly becoming a
"run a way" nation. They are moving towards the Euro and leaving our dollar world. But, unlike
many other first tier Euroland nations that joined and quietly sold gold into private accounts,
Britain is selling it's gold in an obvious "retreating action" from the dollar. Truly, their government
has a long history with the "who's who" in LBMA and I suspect owes more than a few favors. Their
little gold sales are specifically designed to allow some "backing out" room before the dollar based
contract gold markets fail. Once in the Euro, England will enjoy the shelter of a free gold market
that supports the Euro system. Still, after saying this, I would not be surprised to find that a good
portion of those bullion bars ended up filling contracts owed to BIS accounts.
Editor's note: It's amazing to recall just how few knowledgeable people even had even heard of
the LBMA prior to 1996, let alone know how it impacted the gold markets for years prior. I
remember reading how many "big time" internet gold writers were asking "what's the LBMA"
when it first made public it's trading volumes. These same "political gold analysis" today know "all
about it". It's all part of the learning process we "physical gold advocates" are gaining by as their
cheap physical gold is sold for the wrong reasons (smile).
A view of the Mountain
The game we should be watching (instead of the ball), has been changing from the spring of
1999. The early joint manipulations of contract gold has broken apart and left only the US
standing alone in the wind. As I said further back on the trail, the US dollar faction is now hyper
inflating contract gold in a last ditch effort to block a dollar destroying rise in "physical prices".
Many people (Cavan Man, USAGOLD poster?) do not understand why the Euro/BIS group just
stands there and allow this to happen. The fact is that they (Euroland) have the gold in the BIS
system (never really sold it outside) and do not care what happens to the prices of contract gold
expressed by the US or LBMA marketplace. Those contracts (as the gold currency they represent)
(SDRs?) will eventually fail.
This is a simple concept that so confounds and hurts investors and traders in the "gold industry"
today. They are mostly on the "failing" side of the war as their purpose remains to bet too large
an amount of their hard portfolio on the price movement of contract gold, not own physical gold
itself! I would say that the opinions expressed on most of the internet come from traders trying to
time a paper trade in a failing marketplace. Even those buying gold mines can be compared to my
"Paper deeds for Roman Gold" analogy. Betting on a rise in the price of real estate then selling it
for Roman gold coins before the city (gold marketplace) falls.
"Truly, the ECB / BIS have made sure that there will not be enough Roman Gold to cover the
property sales before the city falls"! Physical gold will not follow the same ratio to mine equity it
did in the 70s. If a mine goes from $10 to $300, bullion will have gone from $300 to $15,000++.
The contract marketplace for gold has for years given the illusion to Western investors that
enough gold exists to maintain the old ratios. So they continue to follow this mistaken precedent
and follow their chart points. Points that can only represent the trading realities of paper. All the
while planing their move that will make them some retirement money. Sadly however, once the
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paper gold system is broken, we will all experience an evolution in the true value of physical gold
as it is expressed against mine equity, currencies, all real things and most certainly paper gold
equity. Something this dollar world of investors have never seen before.
Just as Koan (a USAGOLD poster) long ago expressed bewilderment at how gold moved as fast or
faster than silver and most gold stocks after the WA, the coming true break in the system will
make that even percentage comparison to paper look like nothing at all. Investors that do not
believe this should rejoice for the experience, it will be a chance to see something few ever get to
see (smile).
Honestly, during most of our investing "timeline", we as Westerners have never understood that
owning gold itself "IS" the profit one makes when a reserve currency system fails! The price of
physical gold in said failing currency is "meaningless" because that price can no longer express
any long term value!
Back to the main trail (extending from my first paragraph)
They (paper gold bugs) "now" rightly warn everyone that this "political control" of gold is coming
to a dangerous end and council investors to "be in" the gold markets for this ride. But most "gold
bug traders" stick to "the paper facts" and maintain strict "paper trading" discipline. I submit they
will completely miss the "real profit" of owning gold at an advantageous currency price. Their
trading with factual information about this "paper marketplace" will eventually net them only more
paper gold or currency in a cash settlement. Both of which values will fall completely behind a
soaring physical market.
By sticking to the "facts" dictated to them from trading in a hyper inflated paper contract market,
they cannot see the "reality" of a coming "politically induced" shortage of deliverable gold. Just
because a contract is governed by the Crown's laws, doesn't mean it will retain the value of
physical settlement. As the dollar holders prior to 1971 thought they held a receipt for warehouse
gold, the dollar's gold market today will leave traders completely out of the greatest gold bull ever
to occur! This my friends is understanding the politics of gold in it's fullest context.
The great dollar hyper inflation is only just beginning. Convulsions in all paper markets will be the
norm from here on out.
Next item today: a response to the points of Aristotle and TownCrier (USAGOLD posters)
Thank you for reading and hiking
FOA/ your Trail Guide

FOA (4/15/2000; 18:06:59MT - usagold.com msg#17)
A Fireside Chat
Hello Aristotle,
Your message #ID:28580 was very interesting.
It seems that some have walked this trail before me as my "Guiding" is following the echo of
USAGOLD posters (smile). The fresh air must be doing everyone some good!
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This day in time is a unique period in real money history. Seldom, if ever, has the world found
itself in the grips of a possible, complete fiat reserve breakdown! Especially one that impacts the
way 70% (???) of the worlds current assets are valued. What a wonderful mess for a well
connected financial sleuth to be born into, right? (big smile)!
We will all look back on this and see that most of our trusted measuring sticks were useless to
decipher the situation. If we truly do not know what a "dollar credit" (DC) is, how can we know
what it is worth in purchasing power? We do not even know approximately how many DCs are out
there, let alone their demand to satisfy debt service. What is really starting to spook the big world
players is that no one now knows what kind of currency intervention is in the pipeline at any
moment in time. This is having the effect of making one's real debt in international dollars an
"unknown". The same thing goes for dollar assets?
You could owe one million in value today, then find that an evolving political agenda has changed
that amount to 5 million in real value tomorrow. All of this was glossed over for many years by
employing derivatives to hedge. Now that arena has grown so large that there is a real threat that
the derivatives need hedging too! I laugh about it but it's a real event, happening in real time. It's
scaring the hell out of a bunch of people and they are not taking if as being funny.
The camp fire is burning now and everyone is here:
Did you ever see the movie "Havana" with Robert Redford? It was a great tale about a card
gambler that often went to the casinos in Cuba. It takes place just before the revolution when
Havana was a real swinging place. I don't remember the exact lines in the show but he often
made reference the the laws of probability. Saying "anything is possible, just not always
probable". To that end he explained to his girlfriend why there was a lump in the skin in his
forearm. It seems he had a diamond sewed under the skin, "just in case"!
It was an excellent example of human interaction with the laws of probability. It seems that inside
all of us lies a fear that what the world is telling us (the marketplace) may not be real. Just like
ORO said what if "there is no spoon" and our financial process is the trading of illusions! We all
expect life itself to be chancy, and fully expect to lose some in the effort. But no one wants to be
"busted out" because of a freak, once in a generation "revolution in the way wealth is counted".
In reality,,,, in the real world,,,, big players never tell their whole tale,,,, not like the persona of
our little trader/gamblers talking their book on the Internet. In the big arena that really
counts,,,,,, real players all keep most of the wealth "off the table" and "under the skin". So what
does this have to do with the BIS?
Remembering back:
Something that Big Trader or Another said a long time ago about trading gold off market in the
thousands. Trust me, it's there somewhere way back in the pre USAGOLD days. It seems that gold
was then and is today traded between countries, CBs, special accounts,,,,,,, at not only contract
prices but in the "perceived prices" that would exist in a non dollar world. Hard to believe? Don't
be so quick to laugh. We are talking about gold traded in large amounts on the "possibility" of a
no dollar reserve world,,,,,, gold moved from "under the skin" to "under the skin" so to speak.
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In some cases more than a few people have "done the math" and come up with some startling
probabilities and possibilities. In some perceptions, it's a political certainty!
Imagine, if you will that gold,,,,, tomorrow,,,,,, was "marked to the market" and slated for 30 day
physical settlement. Most Western thinkers and investors would say that there is plenty of gold
out there to cover all that paper. At worst it's price would go to,,,,, say,,,,, $700 in the squeeze.
Well, that is assuming this event happens in a world like today where the dollar and our US
economy is still running.
But these Western investors don't understand the real human world. Gold being marked to market
would be the result of an economic revolution of sorts. A currency transition, if you will.
Most of the big talkers you here in the bar,,,,,, saying they would sell at $1,000 and buy some
land,,,,,,, would be the very last scared kittens to cut that diamond from under their skin! Believe
it!
Under the circumstances,,,,,,, miners would do their best to "stop mining",,,,,,, dealers would
mostly be making a market on the buy side only,,,,,,, and our bar room paper gold trading
friend,,, with all his bravado would be telling everyone,,,,,, "Gee, I sold too early and wish I
hadn't"!! All the while wearing a long sleeve shirt on a 90 degree night in Phoenix,,,,, just to cover
the lump that's under his skin!
The night is getting very still:
Today, gold is worth far more than it's traded contract price,,,, and has been for some years.
That's the reason some players have owned it while giving up any interest and stock gains they
could have enjoyed.
Listen to this and listen closely: "the real value of gold today is based squarely on the probability
of weather the US dollar can survive as a reserve currency"! No problem, you say? Well, you may
think a little different in a few weeks or years.
Considering the trade deficit of the US, CB dollar reserves and the interest they earn,,,, are worth
between $.50 and $0 in real good buying power.
Now, would you sell your gold into the BIS system for dollars,,,,,, at the market price today to
have it returned in Euro gold credits reserves at the real price much later?
Just as TownCrier says in his daily commentary:
the IMF gold leaves at one price and returns at "Another" ,,,,,,,, it travels far but never moves,,,,,
while the BIS holds the value for a later use in time.
It seems a neet "gray concept" to have just popped out of nowhere, no? Was that plan already "in
process" somewhere ,,,,,, someplace,,,,,,,, think about it?
Then think about the dollar price of gold today? In fact, "think long and hard about it"?
Fires out
Thanks for hiking. (be on the forum later or tomorrow)
FOA/ your Trail Guide
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FOA (4/22/2000; 20:48:58MT - usagold.com msg#18)
Good Morning everyone!
Because the group has had a good night's sleep and a fresh cup of coffee, I wanted to say a few
things to fresh minds before we get started.
People hike the gold trail for the understanding they gain along the way. For some it's to make a
profit using the reasoning gained. Others find reinforcement about the historical asset insurance
gold provides against other wealth. Still others do it to further an ideological standpoint that gold
wealth is more a direct reflection of true reality in life. Whatever the reason, for many people gold
holds and maintains a real image of stability even beyond it's currency price. A rare concept in
this modern world full of financial fakery.
Whatever your purpose in joining us may be, understand that neither I or us make the trail. We
simply follow it as it winds it's way through our evolving lives. Gold, an entity of mother earth's
making has a fluid value that's an ever changing perception of what wealth represents in the
minds of men and women. Over time the wants and dreams of humanity along with their need to
retain them are the forces that shape this path. The actions of ourselves and the governments
that represent us create this trail as we grasp just how much in life is real and how much is not.
To date, we see a large segment of Western society that has accepted most of our modern paper
as their wealth and reasoned that the value of gold itself is little more than an illusion today. In
time most of these "new reality" believers will join us here and contrast their life's experiences
with other hikers. In these recounts, many will profess that they lost "what they never really
owned"!
Observations
A few days ago I offered this post: Trail Guide (4/18/2000; 7:00:01MDT - Msg ID:28918). It can
be found on your laptops in the USAGOLD archives.
I presented a perception of the changing image of Gold Bugs as they appear to other would be
gold investors. Many of whom see the strategy of the old TGBs (trader gold bugs) as something to
avoid as it produces nothing but loses. A wealth destruction that seems unending as the evolution
of the gold market itself continues. This evolution of over twenty years has proven to many that
our market place was never as free as many played it for. Indeed, the growing perception today is
that the gold industry and this paper market place have become little more than a leveraged
game inside a manipulated concept. Rather than a contract market that represents the sum total
of knowledge and therefore value of our physical gold supply. In the beginning this concept once
held gold trading to be the same as free physical trading. It never was then and is not today.
New, "would be" physical gold investors are not looking at the gains made from shorting or going
long paper gold as profits made from operating in the same arena that dealers use to sell physical
from. Rather profits and loses from trading all paper representations of gold are seen only as they
apply to our current paper market. While profits and loses from owning physical gold are found
only in the physical market. To date the profit and loss difference between these mediums is
striking. In the face of massive distortion of facts, figures and contract supply, physical gold has
suffered a very reasonable discount when compared to investments in it's leveraged paper side.
Seeing this, the question is presented: why trade a gold industry security or gold derivative paper
when I can make and lose just as much playing the established fiat stock markets? Truly, if
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contract paper gold is being inflated with supply in order to mask bullish fundamentals on the
physical side, why bet on a rise in physical gold using a leveraged derivative? If the world stock
markets are in trouble and I need to hedge my wealth, why hedge using an arena that will tend to
be manipulated down even more so as equity markets fail?
Further, if this official paper gold market is not the free place we thought it was why not buy the
product that's in short supply and the subject of said paper manipulation? In this regard, Physical
Gold Advocates are gaining the upper ground of "sound reasoning" as we speak! New investors
see through the fog and don't want any part of an investment that's already killing many investor
assets. From my post:
-------"The distinction between gold stocks, contract gold and physical gold investments is
widening as the relative "soundness" of these asset classes is further exposed daily. In
the past, as long as all gold vehicle valuations held within a tradable ratio of each other
"Trader Gold Bugs" could hide within the "Gold Bug" community and proclaim all the
fine attributes of a "physical gold advocate". But this current protracted political
involvement in the gold "paper marketplace" is dividing "Gold Bugs" into their two clear
different groups and showing their two clearly different reasons to be in gold.
Over the last three years, Trader Gold Bugs (TGBs) have fallen further and further
behind "Physical Gold Advocates" (PGAs) as their leveraged investments are more
percentage impacted by a falling contract gold system. No longer able to keep quiet,
the pain that their leverage brought them is forcing an ever more vocal (and irrational)
response to the movements in gold prices.
Every $2 drop is seen as a total failure of gold and every $2 rise as pathetic and
proving how gold is done in for the count. Truly, these are the perceptions of investors
trading either a "Paper Gold Market Place" or a leveraged "Gold Industry". Not the
feelings of a Physical Gold Advocate holding a sound world class financial asset! One
that's holding it's own strongly in the face of massive official manipulation." " "
---------------------This full post was aimed squarely at the failed paper gold investor of the past. Whether buying
into the gold industry or the contract gold arena, the flaw in this strategy is that leverage gold
today is and has been for some time opposed to official policy. An investor can "wait out" this
policy time frame or buy directly into the part of the gold market that cannot be controlled.
Physical gold!
The real leverage today is found in the understanding of just how this current "wind down" of
official policy will impact the two markets for gold.
Whether doing the bidding of "official policy" or just trading paper gold short, the major makers of
short contracts cannot and will not "just walk way". If they have created so much supply that it is
"uncoverable", they have no option in stopping their writing. In a last ditch effort they may make
every trader aware that they will create a bottomless pit of supply if necessary to stop any rise in
contract prices. Regardless of the physical price! Especially if a rise in contract prices is the only
accepted agent they must mark their margin to! In the end, no speculator, commercial trader or
gambler in the world will buy into a contract that must end outside physical settlement. The end
of out current gold markets may end this way:
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"""""""""" If physical gold spikes and is trading in the dealer market for $3,000 an ounce,,,,,, and a
major trader stands ready to sell contracts in any number,,,,, to all comers,,,,, for $200,,,,, no one
will buy if the obvious settlement will be for the full equity of the paper gold marketplace!!!! Truly
an amount that may only bring $400 or less (an ounce) in negotiated cash to cover the "end time"
hyper inflated contracts issued. """"""
This my friends is the full picture seen by not just old money in gold but new gold money also! It's
also the reason so much "Physical Gold" is leaving the US today. Please see Mr.TownCrier
(4/19/2000; 17:59:41MDT - Msg ID:29050).
Western gold investors have lost the real "Gold Spirit" rooted deeply in their past as they chase
profits instead of reality. Mr. Farfel made this comment (Msg ID:28931) that so aptly describes
this modern Western phenomenon:
" " You seem to have the mentality of a trader, with no rooted beliefs in anything other than that
which makes you profit." "
Onward The Trail:
The gold industry today is in a position to take advantage of and profit from this changing view of
gold. To do this they must sell their product to the public, not their shares. Microsoft did not get
where it is today by selling it's stock as an alternative to owning Windows. It sold it's main
product first to a public that wanted and needed it. It's stock value followed.
Two thirds of the modern gold market creators have walked away from further manipulating the
current pricing system. The ECB / BIS position has evolved into letting the remaining market
inflate itself into oblivion. If the gold industry is to survive this coming reckoning of a crashing
system, they must move now to break their product away from filling paper commitments. Only a
small handful will have this choice. The move by some players in creating "goldavenue.com" is a
major first step. But it's not enough.
The companies that will survive must make their product into registered form. Then sell only to
users that will certify and prove that gold's end use as jewelry, coin or private bar. Registered bar
sales, must be stored in bonded warehouses that can identify a mine's product bar. If the paper
industry or fabrication process is to use this gold they must remelt it, absorb the cost and pay a
fee to the mine of that numbered the bar.
Very few mines will make this shift. But it's the only way they will profit enough to overcome the
taxes and regulation that's coming.
The gold industry must make every effort to educate investors that their mine shares are not a
substitute for owning gold. Demonstrate why persons should own and utilize their software (gold)
for personal financial safety first. Only later (as profit potential prescribes) encourage persons to
invest in microsoft stock (gold shares).
The few companies that can follow this lead today will be amazed at the outcome tomorrow!
Further:
The paper markets give the illusion of a fat gold supply that says, "there's plenty to go around".
Yet, once our paper markets finally price in their own destructive tendency, the illusion of supply
will vanish along with the available product. The price change in physical gold will be fast and
brutal, to say the least. Leaving virtually no chance to convert any paper profits into real gold on a
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one to one basis.
To this end, "PGAs" (Physical Gold Advocates) today enjoy the very best of all worlds.
The "wind down" of our official paper marketplace has begun with the Washington Agreement. An
accord that began with the first private acknowledgment that IMF gold would have to be revalued
through either sale or official revaluation. We are on the road to very high priced gold, but will not
arrive "publicly" at these values until the paper markets destroy themselves.
London is clearly in the wind down process as their volume slows. The dollar faction is alone in
representing itself as the defender of low paper gold prices. I give the odds of contract gold
spiking and holding it's gains at one in ten. If the paper gold market can end it's days in a rapid
rise to bankruptcy, it will take a major portion of the banking system with it. The same banks that
the mines must work through today.
In the eyes of new Gold Bugs, all risk today is in paper held in lieu of gold. The choice is clear. Buy
into a bear market in paper or ride on a new concept for our changing modern world.
The future belongs to the PGA. Physical Gold Advocate!
Thanks for walking
FOA/ your Trail Guide
FOA (4/26/2000; 7:45:41MT - usagold.com msg#19)
The Euro is part of this trail!
Hello ALL:
This is a pre - weekend office review before our hike.
Here is some context from today's WSJ that reinforces what we have been talking about. I'll put it
in my words but read it yourself in their paper.
In the World Watch section, under ECB Rate Rise:
----Inflation in the Euro zone may have peaked in march and now declining. ------ The
CPI in all 11 countries rose 2.1% in march, year over year. ------- But analysts expect
euro zone CPI to fall back to 1.8% this month and to 1.3% by end of year. ------ Three
German states reported that prices were unchanged or fell in April / March. ------ Two
other states reported similar data last week. -------- Italian cities reported inflation in
April had declined from month before. ------OK,
Does this sound like the major price inflation that was suppose to impact Euroland as their
currency has fell for over a year? That's right, it's not! This is because the Euro Zone economy is
"benefiting" from a sound currency structure. It's the Dollar that's is being driven ever higher into
over valuation as it's reserve status is transitioned. The ECB / BIS are doing the same thing to the
dollar that they are doing in gold right now. Allowing the Western Dollar faction to inflate and
export (if able) the paper version of both items until they burst from supply.
In this process US interest rates must retain a large premium over Euro rates to support and over
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value the dollar as it's supply is pumped. This in turn drives performing financial structures (real
world goods creation) into Euro assets because a sounder currency allows lower operating costs
with the same or lower current price inflation. By this measurment, short term exchange rates are
not the "use" deciding factor. If this continues, Euroland has the potential to take the lion share of
world finance, and goods settlement. We are on that road today as a forced high dollar exchange
rate is fueling our trade deficit! Yet, all of this is hiding under cover as the media only reports on
the loses that traders take in the Forex markets.
Further from what I read in the WSJ under Foreign Exchange:
------ From an economist in New York ------ The European economy is strengthening.
---- European rates are rising. ------ And Europe is at an earlier stage in the business
and restructuring cycle than the US, which suggest greater potential for price gains in
the intermediate term. -----Again,,,,,
Breaking the dollar's hold on world reserve status means forcing it into a major price inflation at
the end of it's timeline. This is done by tying the hands of policy makers so they can only create
(pump) more dollar assets into the world system. That "tying of hands" is done by creating for the
first time an alternative currency structure that does not fail from continued dollar "crisis
strength" or "crisis weakness". The world economy will run to just such a system as their current
system (the dollar) fails.
The US is now trapped because they cannot lower rates to bring down dollar exchange rates
without gunning their stock market and economy into an obvious hyper inflation. Yet, they cannot
raise rates any further without causing a complete landslide of investors into using the lower cost
Euro system.
Hence the little 1/4 point rate rises Alan is doing. He and the dollar are now trapped from all the
outstanding dollar debt in the world. The whole mountain is now slowly sliding down the slope as
we watch. Is it no wonder that gold leaves our shores in record amounts.
In the past, no one would rock the boat in such an obvious way as the ECB / BIS is doing because
everyone would lose as the dollar eventually was discarded. But today, the Euro Zone system has
taken a second step to backup their Euro banking reserve structure when the fall comes.
In an ever so obvious event they told the world that the Dollar based world paper gold markets
are "on the road" to being phased out. That event was the Washington Agreement. If you have
read my earlier "trail walks", you know how this action is slowly drying up supportive gold supply
that gives credibility to the paper gold markets. The eventual outcome of this is to allow the
current contract markets to be supported by the US and it's backers alone. To date, without world
support there is not enough gold supply to keep these contracts at par with spot bullion prices.
In a desperate attempt to keep dollar gold prices from spiking, the dollar faction must inflate it's
contract market to the same extent that the dollar itself is being created. Without this paper
supply, the paper gold markets would show a discount to physical just as world dollar debt would
discount dollar price inflation without more created dollars to buy existing debt supply.
The stage is now set for a fall in the dollar and a corresponding leap in the "dollar reserve
replacement value" of gold held in the BIS system. The point is clear for all to see,,,,,,,, when a
crashing dollar exchange rate comes from dollar price hyper inflation,,,,,, and drains world
liquidity and value from dollar holdings,,,,,,,,,,, gold and Euros will fill that void. The Euro system
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is completely braced to accept a US self induced transition of world reserve status from the dollar
into Euros. It's no accident that the breaking of the world gold market structure and dollar price
inflation will come about just as the Euro comes to center stage. Euro depth grows every day and
brings in ever more players seeking opperations value.
Now you know what "Another" has know for some time. Now you know why gold is and must rise
far, far higher than anyone expects or predicts. Now you know why our paper gold contract
market is about to fail as a "freegold" physical market takes over. Gold in the many, many
thousands is in our future as the transition to Euro reserve status is set to begin.
Another:
"We watch this new gold market together, yes?"
Thanks for hiking
FOA/ your Trail Guide

FOA (05/06/00; 16:45:21MT - usagold.com msg#20)
For Your Eyes Only!
Hello Again!
Thanks for stopping by my home before our hike. I have a large outdoor fireplace in back and
plenty of chairs. Here we can first eat, talk some and then get on the trail.
I want to start by making my personal opinion more clear. Some of you that know what talk is
coming are smiling already. But, this is for some of the newer ones.
First point:
It's shocking to me when I hear that so many are still trying to figure out "gold's place in the
world". Some people even question whether gold is any kind of wealth worth owning, let alone be
a substantial portion of their savings! With this mindset is it no wonder that this current slice of
"Western Investors" can be so easily bilked out of their "hard money" savings. Instead of saving
gold for coming currency devaluation's, these same try to only profit from gold's current small
price movements. It's an old strategy built to fight yesterday's gold wars and it's costing them
plenty. Here- in, we see there is a huge difference from our position and what they are trying to
accomplish. In the quest for profits they have taken the Fiat bait, "hook, line and sinker" and
brought into fiat gold substitutes in every form.
But, I guess it must be this way. The financial convulsions that lie just ahead cannot possibly
occur with everyone holding physical gold. At least not at any kind of currency prices we see
today. Perhaps this is just one more signal of the end of this financial era as we know it.
Somewhere in the "good book" I read where in the end many would throw their metal in the
streets. By buying gold substitutes we may be seeing a whole segment of our world savers
literally tossing the metal before the fact.
Let me expand:
We, physical gold advocates, have largely built our views from the actions of several smart
players. Players we perceive are out there in significantly large numbers. Here we find a kind of
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thinking that's completely opposite from the dollar asset world most (Americans) live in.
When all of us hear of someone buying gold with no intention of ever selling it for dollars, we
laugh! What good or profit could they ever derive from it? Well, a lot of paper gold bugs are going
to understand this real soon. In a way that's kind of "up front and personal"! Our fellow "Trader
Gold Bugs" all firmly agree that it's much better to hold a trading position on some form of gold
derivatives. In their view, mining shares, stock and gold futures options offer a much better play
and much better profit potential than physical gold. At least in dollar profits, that is.
All of this is fine and probably very true in their world of perception. But we have to remember
that these TGBs all present their case for a higher value of gold as "the reason" to play the paper
derivatives game. Whether gold's value rises from an industrial use physical shortage or induced
from a currency devaluation (price inflation) physical shortage, they see the currencies as bad and
gold as good. But the deep flaw in this thinking is found in this: "Playing paper gold substitutes is
only a game that tries to make you more of the same currency that's failing from price inflation"!
It's a currency game that's apart from owning physical gold. In other words their position is: "if
fiat prices are rising 10% or 20% I want to make at least that much more of those currency units
so as to keep me ahead". Even if they get delivery in gold against paper contracts or receive some
gold as a dividend from a mine, they need and intend to sell it for cash to profit.
Whether their gold stocks are surging or their stock dividends are rising or the leverage of futures
options are gunning ahead,,,,, the gain "in the mind" and "in the hand" still comes in the same fiat
you are losing against. You play the game because the money is somewhat failing, but keep
making more of the same failing money to stay ahead! Get my picture? That's ok when the
currency was just inflating a little and world governments were trying to save said currency. But
the currency war ahead will paint an entirely different picture in these markets. The next price
inflation will build well past "plain inflation" and explode into Hyper-inflation.
It all comes down to you playing with a paper gold supply that's supposed to represent gold you
could conceivably get, if needed. But the closer we get to the "real act" in this play, the more the
paper game is inflated with supply that cannot be covered outside a cash settlement. That is a
simple position to understand and work from but just look around? The "Western Mind" is
stumbling all over itself in an attempt to explain it with a different outcome. In other words: There
must be a way this can all work out so as to preserve our dollar and the leverage we own in these
paper gold substitutes. You see, it's the perceived leverage in paper games that keep them
coming back, but official policy has changed these markets in order to conduct a now ongoing
currency war! Paper gold leverage is only an illusion built on the desires of dollar players trying to
prosper in a dollar position. Well, I can tell you that the further we travel this trail, the higher the
eventual cash settlement of all gold paper will be and the less that settlement will be allowed to
match any "free physical" price.
This, my friends is the reason so many Physical Gold Advocates have no intention of selling their
physical gold for dollars any time soon. "They don't expect the dollar to retain enough real value
to warrant trading it for gold. At any price! When the "real act" begins to play out, international
gold will be settled outside the dollar world and done so far above the coming forced contract cash
settlement prices. Whether traded "outright" or for a "better" currency, gold and the current dollar
derivative world will part ways.
By holding physical gold you are owning a super leveraged "derivative" that will be exchangeable
against the value of real things at a par level lost to the minds of most investors. Today, physical
gold purchased in dollar values is discounting it's worth by perhaps 100 times. For us PGAs, that is
a leverage worth "playing the physical game for"! (smile)
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Second Point
(that smoked salmon is good, no? go ahead, there's more here)
I have made it clear that I follow in the footsteps of giants and by extension remain in Another's
shadow. We have been buying gold all through the 90s as a portion of out savings. It's held just
like any other currency and represents a major portion of the (my) pie. I also own some gold
stocks (smile). But own them in a portion and for a reason that any leading gold mine executive
can only crave:
"they are held not for trading and in small enough portion that they will never be sold".
In effect, we own their product first and foremost for the real world, long term leverage it
represents. We own a share in their business with a far away view across the "coming currency
war valley". In the middle of that valley, amiss the war, we expect some of these businesses to
survive by changing into the Euro world. But, most all of them will experience a crushing collapse
in equity values during the war. My view to the other ridge sees a gold price, so high, that it will
eventually overcome taxation, government production controls and even the failing dollar based
contract gold market. Even though these shares will plunge "in the valley", my holdings are such a
percentage that I will own them "through it all". This is why I own only a few of the very best and
one in particular.
For all of you here today, contrast this position against the trader of the last few years? During the
worst plunge in paper gold assets seen in a quarter century, these same have lost most of it
through their leverage. In and out, in and out, and all the while saying they are only "a little
down"! Then, at the slightest little rise in their paper positions, it's given that this proves they are
right. Right in that paper leverage beats physical any day. I submit that the way traders work,
they will be lucky to be even as gold runs past $1,000.
Again, Yen, Euros, dollars and Marks are in my savings position, but physical gold is held as the
derivative that will best outvalue them all! I do not trade these positions, I build and save them.
The coming political transition from dollar reserve use will break the paper gold markets into cash
settlement pieces. In that process, induced by this Euro / Dollar war, physical gold will outperform
any any all failing paper gold. The value is there to own today and anyone can have it! Events will
prove that the footsteps we follow have placed on "the real gold trail".
Now, onward the hike.
See you there in an hour or so.
FOA/ your Trail Guide

FOA (05/06/00; 21:50:37MT - usagold.com msg#21)
I see Gold!
Onward
Anyone following these walks knows I am not the best at putting the trail into words. We must
therefore rely on events (and other writers) to demonstrate the real world around us. Recently the
completion of the Swiss gold sale is a case in point. Here you have a country known for it's
pragmatic hard money trends, yet it's selling gold. Something they would never do unless the
process could in some way return the lost value back to them.
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Trading Swiss gold into the BIS system gives further support to the Euro "free gold" cause. Giving
the ECB / BIS more control over how physical gold is allocated only further starves the dollar
paper gold world. Having once backed a low dollar price of gold for oil, the Swiss helped build and
sustain the same contract gold infrastructure that would eventually be the undoing of the dollar.
Today, they further align themselves with the Euro world just as a "deflationary" phase is set to
impact the dollar dominated gold banking world. In the end, gold values will be much better with
the Euro pricing a Free Gold marketplace. This in turn will mark to market the remaining Swiss
stocks of gold at a higher level than could be currently achieved. Add to this a strong Euro system
and the benefits will be enormous.
Gold banking paper deflation will lead to Gold banking paper inflation
Just as deflation in a currency block is caused from the defaulting of currency loans, we are on the
same road in the gold banking business. Such deflation is cured the same way in both instances,
paper printing! Be it gold paper or currencies.
In the end, a currency deflation is halted by supplying the currency units until rising prices
become an obvious default of the fiat money. For you and I the prices of everything race ahead.
For business caught on the wrong side of this, it's hell! In other words, the dollar prices of real
physical things rise higher than many business contracts can deliver against. Hyper - inflation
bankrupts businesses that agreed to supply a physical item at a price they can no longer buy it
for. Whether tires, tools, batteries or gold bullion, anyone writing supply contracts that last into a
major price inflation will end up settling those contract in cash. That is up to the limits of their
capital. Then, only if the treasury deems them important enough does the government prop them
up with more public cash to bail them out. This endless circle goes on until all currency contracts
fail from the loss of credibility.
Our current world dollar gold contract business is arriving at this same juncture with different
results. Paper gold markets expanded to meet investor demands. The only difference between
now and in the past is that "Western investors" today want to invest in the price movements of
gold, not use gold as a money holding. The demand for gold today became the demand for
leveraged gold paper. Instead of selling real gold to meet demand, governments, bankers and
brokers created more contract gold. In the same way that people borrow cash created out of thin
air, would be gold owners and traders brought a lot of gold credits based on nothing but thin air.
The paper market expanded until a political change now threatens it with default deflation.
Just like a fiat currency, modern gold currency is only credible until prices start rising against it. It
will start out with a settling of contracts with only a percentage of physical and the rest in cash.
Then, in the same way as prices rise against a currency during an inflation, physical gold prices
begin to rise against paper gold. Slowly but surely, less and less gold is supplied against contracts
until we end up with total cash settlement. All along, the physical "free gold" market trades at a
higher and higher currency price. This, my friends is what dollar hyper - inflation may look like in
our modern paper gold markets. The selling of paper gold "into the dirt" even as all prices run
away.It may last for an hour, a week, six months or several years, but it will unfold this way. As
long as investors believe in paper gold, their wealth will be slowly absorbed by physical gold
buyers until trading breaks down. Eventually we have the super failure that locks up the entire
paper gold arena and ends it for good as everyon's holdings are marked to the real market.
Further
On another note, please read ORO #29003 and especially #29498 on the USAGOLD Forum. His
Euro Crush and Dollar spike describe many of the items that impact our currency world. These
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same forces are also shaping the transition of the gold markets.
I noted this past week how the dollar rose against the Euro. Many rushed to proclaim the Euro
weak and failing. I have to ask: "without a dollar to compare exchange rates to, how would
anyone measure the Euro's weakness"?
If you lived in the Euro Zone countries, with a bank account full of Euro credits, what impact on
your lifestyle would lead you to see how the Euro is weak? Against what? For myself, I can find
none! In fact, most all prices of goods are rising slower than in the US. I can borrow money at
lower rates than in the US. The Swiss unit is falling and costs there are out of site! The Pound
carries interest so high I would certainly not give up my Euro system to operate there. Here in
Euroland I sell more abroad than I bring in.
Perhaps the world is not what it seems!
The view:
The dollar faction is having a hard time keeping paper gold under $280. Now that the world has
seen how the WA is placing Swiss Euro Gold, the paper markets should start to discount physical.
I think weeks are all the time the dollar faction has left before things begin to change!
Thanks for hiking with me
See you at the USAGOLD Forum
FOA/ your trail guide
FOA (05/14/00; 20:39:25MT - usagold.com msg#22)
Mothers: the only real gold of this earth!
Hello to everyone!
No hiking today. Let's just ramble on about some recent discussion and do it in a relaxed format.
This is an especially good time to do this because most all investors are softened in spirit from
mothers day. Yes, we all came from somewhere and even thought us guys try to take credit, it's
the mothers that worked the magic! I am of an age where my mother is long sense pasted, but
still celebrate the occasion with those of the new generation.
After a good dinner, a few glasses of fine wine and exceptionally good company, I'm now writing
this piece. Thought you should know this (smile). Having read lightly through the USAGOLD forum
I / we want to touch on a few things.
Yes Leigh,
"it's a beautiful day for a hike". Thank you for considering (smile)!
Peter Asher,
indeed the American public and private debt still grows. Yet, we as clear minded, broad thinking
conservative citizens are expected to believe this debt has no end. This debt growth process alone
is enough to make one seek financial cover. All of the economic facts , figures, projections and
sentiment don't make a hill of beans compared to the corrosive powers of the total US dollar
based debt. This alone completely overwhelms any near term bullish considerations. No economy
in the history of mankind has survived long enough to make good on this magnitude of IOUs.
None! This country will be forced, in our time, to hyper inflate us out from under a debt than
cannot be covered. This is a proven fact from the beginning of all history, especially that of paper
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money.
From Another:
Mr.YGM,
you are a miner, I see. Good fortune for you any your family. I encourage your support
for GATA and all who fight against the suppression of "FreeGold". Soon, a foreign
political tide will turn strongly against the American dollar and drown it's policy of
maintaining this paper gold
marketplace. When the great tide changes, the current will be like wind in a miner's
sails. But my friend, it will be an exceptionally strong breeze. One seldom felt on
desert nights. Only the strongest boats will race before our storm. My only fear on this
day is that your people voice no clear
understanding of how this change will affect the trading of physical gold. They still long
for the past and a return to an honest, supportive paper gold marketplace. They base
their financial plans on $600+/- gold in context of a concurrent futures / paper market.
I submit to you it will never happen. Paper gold will live with falling prices or die a
horrible death. No middle path will modern miners walk. May your best dreams be as a
fortune in hand's grasp.
Thank You, Another
FOA,
Hello TownCrier! My best to your Mother (smile).
Your item on the German 20 mark was an fabulous piece. It tells a true story that few can believe
today. Those coins are both a part of history and the future. I read some of Holtsman's article and
have to add something.
Many people today picture gold as an evolving asset that's only just now showing it's real
potential. Perhaps this is seen in a context that gold value never did represent people, rather it
represented our created wealth on this planet. Yes, actual physical gold, in ounces, has increased
dramatically over the human time span. But, never before in history has human physical creation
been as it is today. The real wealth assets of our modern world have increased thousands of times
over the mined gold supply! Had mankind not intervened over these last 50+ years and created
gold substitutes, there is no telling what gold would be worth.
As the only real wealth money this earth has ever had, it's unthinkable what value physical gold
would have had to attain to denominate our created holdings. This is where so many "gold
advocates" completely sell themselves short in projecting gold's future price. They try to somehow
reconcile gold's value with it's cost of production. In fact, once man's drive to attach his official
currency / fiat money to gold is broken (as it is about to be), all the gold "IN" the earth today
could not represent human created things at 10 times it's current price! Throw in the fact that the
earth will not give up all it's gold any time soon, present world gold holdings in reserve currency
today must rise in value at least 100 times to match what assets now exist. On top of that add in
the fact that dollar gold will go sky high just to equal past dollar creation (as the dollar fails) and
one can see where physical gold is "the play" in modern times. Forget stocks, business valuations,
land or currencies: physical gold is the wealth for the next generation. The generation that in "our
time" came from today's "Mothers" (smile).
But TownCrier,,,, you already know this. Perhaps I am expanding on your thoughts? ,,,,, if so, then
it's good for you, me and everyone here!
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Hi - Hat,
The people at the Hi-Hat ranch have a pigeon shoot (target practice) using real birds, no? A friend
of mine said it caused a controversy there recently. It's a practice commonly used in other parts of
the world. It's the same with our gold perception, just depends on where one has been and who
we have known.
Oil begun rising in dollar terms again, even though many thought some deal was cut! Well, cheap
oil is hard to maintain now that the Euro is breaking our paper gold market. It seems that only
real gold flow will slow the oil rise. Today, derivitive gold is on the way out! Let me tell you, this
revelation is sinking in on American policy. Without cheap oil, this Western economic illusion is
going to fade quickly. And with it will also go the Western illusion of value in paper gold.
Like those in the rest of the world, a Sovereign Individual will be the one with real gold.
Henri,
You say
-----I hereby nominate the overextended timelime of the US dollar on life support for
one of the great wonders of the modern world. Certainly on a par with the Colossus of
Rhodes.----Ha! Ha! Never in the history of human endeavor has such a debt been built! I dare say it is
greater than the seven wonders. When I listen to how players plan their next investment based on
TA, I fully understand their narrow view. Truly, they are trading paper deeds as Rome burns!
Rhody,
You say,
-----The only gold mining company that I know has the capacity to fabricate both gold
jewelry products and bullion wafers is Harmony Gold Mines. It would appear to me,
that this gold equity (paper gold investment vehicle) would have the potential to shift
its product sales into EUROs should the buying power of USDs implode. Do you know
of any other such companies?------Quite a few miners are talking (very privately) about how they could sell their product "outright".
The problem is that they have built their whole financial plan on selling gold to the "middlemen"
first. So, now that paper gold has priced their product to a bare bones margin level, they have no
resources to just "cut and run". When the "real" "next" physical gold bull breaks open, it will be
lightning fast and lock the very market mines must sell into. Truly, it will be pandemonium at it's
best!
The calls for "derivative cancellation" and "physical delivery" will wreck every possible banking
network in the food chain. Both good and bad, solvent and bankrupt. There will be no market for
gold in the banking world and these same BBs will be demanding all mine loans be settled from
any miner that starts selling his product publicly before it's all settled out. Technically, many mines
will be placed in default and their shares sold because their product is frozen.
There will be some huge profits to be made by holding certain mine stocks. But, almost all of
them will go close to zero first. I doubt many investors could hold their current percentage
through this price action. Physical gold will find a new market and soar in that medium of trade. In
the face of this, few if any stockholders will hold their falling mining shares while watching gold
soar. Yes, some will (like me) hold through thick and thin because they have a right percentage of
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(the best) mine shares to bullion. But, many, many others will pressure the market as they
attempt to adjust to (our)level of holdings.
Companies that are "unhedged" and somewhat profitable at around $280 may attempt to
restructure their bullion sales "near term". The problem comes in where so many "western share
holders" do not believe that our paper markets are "maintained" much less about to destruct. So
they vote for a status quo while waiting for some "legal" or "political" action to return us to
"normal" paper prices. For these companies and their share holders, this backward view is the wet
concrete that will set up and freeze their wealth as gold later soars.
As an aside, I hope the US will enter the paper arena and allow a controlled burn as paper prices
rise. This would be the most "saving grace" for all long derivative (and stock) players. But the
leverage creation has been so immense these last few years that I am afraid Another is
completely right. All paper will burn! Completely!
Thanks on this Mother's day
FOA/ your Trail Guide
FOA (5/25/2000; 2:54:39MT - usagold.com msg#23)
Trail Marker #1
Hello everyone.
I'm placing a marker on the trail today so everyone can see our path more clearly. Please read my
post on USAGOLD: Trail Guide (5/24/2000; 7:33:47MT - usagold.com msg#: 31148). I'm calling it
the BTD Marker.
No, I'm not becoming a futures trader. Rather it's done as a real life response to a post (#31098)
made by BTD where he presented his case that holding 300 ounces as futures was just as good as
holding 300 physical ounces. Far to many newcomers arrive at the decision to own physical gold
only to be taken in with the paper song of futures brokers. Usually it is given in the context that:
"Your physical is just laying there doing nothing, so why not trade it. Better yet you can even earn
interest to boot!"
More often than not, fresh gold investors end up losing a ton of their wealth before getting an
"education" that leveraged paper gold is not real gold. Therefore, I will hold and even roll over
several times my 3 - 100 ounce futures in an effort to compare it's return to holding physical gold.
Anyone that is tempted to "unload" their real gold to follow the leveraged game can watch my
money first. I sold 300 K-rands at $270, netted out $81,000 and brought (6 month) T-bills. Placed
them in a margin account and brought 3 Dec futures at $283.30 (I mis typed this as 383 in my
post, but most of you would have known this).
After a period of time (even a few rollovers) we will see if we can buy back those same 300 Krands for even money. I'm now betting that the season is close enough that the two positions will
part ways. For all of you that have been walking this gold trail, you already understand how paper
gold is the tool being employed today to destroy the dollar gold market. It is very possible we will
see the effects of this during our exercise as the value of futures is discounted well below the
physical gold price. I'll be sure to update my new holdings for anyone that does not chart this
trade themselves.
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In all fairness I wanted (asked) BTD to track his "Publicly stated position" so as to articulate his
gains or losses for new followers. He declined for personal reasons in #31154.
Onward
The perception gained by following a losing position in paper gold comes in seeing the different
mentality inherent in the gold market today. As I presented many times before, their game is to
play the "price" of gold in a paper leveraged way. It's an old failing tool that is compounding loses
as the years go by. In no way can they understand the massive leverage in holding gold itself
against the coming discounting of the paper industry. From my post:
------"My friend, it would only be the end of the world for paper gold traders. Indeed, if
comex stays intact, I bet my physical will match your contracts ounce for ounce
(smile). Something that cannot be said for a reverse situation I see coming. You see,
our position is leveraged for a worse case, while yours can only keep up with mine in
your good case!"-----Immediately after I presented my "trade", futures brokers jumped in to council and precondition
my comparison. As if to outline how it had to be done. Well, I have brought and sold paper from
every position you can guess. Up, down, sideways and in reverse! Most of you have also. Having
to listen to them backtrack and explain to me how futures are meant to be traded and are a short
term investment and how it should be done,,,,,,,, it's like having our just grown up children return
for a visit and listen as they "educate us" on politics, human interaction and sex! I can only quietly
think "you're kidding", "I didn't know that" "wow, didn't know things worked that way" (smile).
My friends, they are a fine example of this new generation of "Western Thinking" when it comes to
gold. Read all of the 05/24/00 USAGOLD for some background. No matter how many thousands of
words are written to identify the different impact that Physical gold and paper gold have on the
market place they promote a paper investment as the saving factor that will drive the price higher.
The very forces that Chris Powell and Bill Murphy of GATA are fighting against are using these
"mindsets" as the tool to control gold. The vast majority of traders "buy into" the concept that
paper gold is real gold, all the while placing real investment money against the opposite side of a
cash trade. In the process freeing rare physical to satisfy the established contracts of a loan /
leasing game.
Further we walk
The Washington agreement formed the ground work that will eventually destroy all of our dollar
based paper gold contracts. Yes, PH in LA we are still "on the road" to high priced gold. Today,
selling paper gold is almost free money to the banking industry! No one opposes the complete
unbridled selling of gold contracts because so few want delivery. More and more, real gold is being
channeled outside the contract arena. It has become so obviously clear it should appear as a
blinding light to anyone that looks. Trading on established paper exchanges will dry until they fail.
On the US side, we continue to write gold derivatives to keep the "followed" price down for the
dollar's sake.
On the Euro side, they write gold derivatives because it further dilutes, discredits and eventually
destroys the dollar's gold market.
From the BIS perspective, "noone" cares what the paper price of gold goes to now because the
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acceptance of paper gold has been replaced with "real gold flow" as the regulator of dollar oil
prices. With a "full on" cash settlement of outstanding paper contracts on the horizon, Euro paper
will best out dollar paper, but no one is stupid enough to be covering paper with real gold. Well,
perhaps a few are.
The view
This is the landscape from where GATA is trying to pressure a return to "fair trading" of paper
gold. My friends, it's not going to change back for the better and the industry doesn't expect it to.
In the words of Goldfinger in a 007 film: "I expect you to die Mr. Bond!"
This failing system is also one of the same investing vehicle so many futures brokers push!
Brokers present all these leveraged items as a good way to "play" the price of gold. At the same
time my friends are selling, creating, writing and unloading all the paper derivatives the world can
handle. Indeed, they will keep doing it as long as the market has money to give away by not
discounting these derivatives against physical gold. It's free money from paper gold investors!
We rest
No, we gold bugs are not all on the same side! Many think I don't like paper gold just because it's
not physical. They say there is no precedent for a large scale devaluation of all paper gold. One
has only to see the perception just prior to 1971 when the dollar was discounted against gold.
That discount, unlawful as it was will in every way compare to the coming discredit of all paper
gold. One day you will have a gold contract, the next it will be a currency contract. Marked to the
market, the currency price to settle this crisis will not even compare to the coming "free gold"
trading price.
Perhaps we will see the beginnings of this while I hold my 3 futures. I expect our resident paper
pushers to jockey and squabble all the while this unfolds.
Back to the city.
Thank you for Hiking
FOA/ Your Trail Guide
FOA (5/31/2000; 6:54:53MT - usagold.com msg#24)
Background!
For anyone that wishes to follow along, we have been having a long running discussion about gold
futures on our USAGOLD forum.[Archives here] Right after I placed the BDT Marker #1 I was
somewhat challenged on it's validity by the good words of Mr. Goldhunter and others. Here are
some of my recent posts. Please review all the good writers that posted both before and after me.
We will be hitting the trail for a good outing this weekend! (smile)
TrailGuide
TrailGuide
TrailGuide
TrailGuide
TrailGuide
TrailGuide

(5/25/2000; 12:51:58MT - usagold.com msg#: 31250)
(5/26/2000; 13:21:36MT - usagold.com msg#: 31367)
(05/29/00; 18:38:21MT - usagold.com msg#: 31510)
(05/30/00; 05:37:20MT - usagold.com msg#: 31538)
(5/30/2000; 13:16:32MT - usagold.com msg#: 31562)
(05/30/00; 18:48:46MT - usagold.com msg#: 31570)

Also: my discussion with Mr. Michael Kosares (USAGOLD)
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USAGOLD (5/28/2000; 10:50:58MT - usagold.com msg#: 31446)
TrailGuide (05/28/00; 19:20:44MT - usagold.com msg#: 31469)
TrailGuide (5/29/2000; 8:28:27MT - usagold.com msg#: 31482)
All of the above created the train of thought that brought us here to today's post on the forum. I
will spring from this trail head for our hike later.
THanks for reading
FOA / your Trail Giude
-----------My post of today.
Trail Guide (5/31/2000; 6:48:50MT - usagold.com msg#: 31587)
Comment on:
ORO (05/30/00; 22:58:11MT - usagold.com msg#: 31580)
Solomon - 100 fold
----A 10 fold drop in the value of the dollar has occurred in your
lifetime.--------I grew up (in part) in a country that saw 1000 fold depreciation in the
currency within the space of a few years in the 70s and the 80s, and finally
reached a better than 10000 fold depreciation. -------The currency had some 0s knocked off and was renamed. Then the
currency inflated again and again a couple of 0s were knocked off - and the
currency renamed.----------Hello ORO,
Your background life has helped build a real working perspective about currency
inflation dynamics! I wish more Western Gold Bugs could have spent some time in
these "real life" countries. Or at least study their currency history. Far too many of
them dismiss these awesome figures as a function of said money being in the "third
world".
Most people understandably draw a complete blank in trying to see the dollar doing the
same. Truly, as the dollar "reserve" function is politically removed, this real inflation
will begin. Just as you witnessed, we US citizens will continue to use our dollars no
matter how many 0s are added. I use Mexico as a close relation to this event because
so many Americans travel there or have close business ties to that country. It's very
common to use pesos but dollars are the mainstay. In the next event in our currency
experience we will eventually use Euros as the Mexicans use dollars. Hard to accept
but easy to prepare for.
This brings me to Journeyman:
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Journeyman (05/30/00; 22:04:20MT - usagold.com msg#: 31579)
Re: Skirts & bank runs @ Trail Guide
Hello again Journeyman and thanks for considering.
I used the Comex as an example because, like my Mexican peso example above, it's a
market most Americans look at. The key to understanding our gold markets is in
placing paper gold trading in a correct perspective. It's not gold trading, it's leveraged
currency trading with a little physical delivery thrown in. What hurts the public most is
when Gold Mine investors and supporters bash the manipulated paper dynamic but
fight to keep it in place for the gold mining industry sake. Most of the front lines
battles are aimed at retaining the same paper trading concept, but "cleaning it up".
Then, in their mind gold can return to it's proper "futures determined price range" of
around $400 - $600.
This amounts to returning to a gold standard after a financial crisis wipes everyone
out. Then the governments can start the same decay all over again.
We want to avoid this in the gold trading arena of the future by forcing the concept of
"free gold". This has been approached by the next reserve currency backers. By
trading physical only as the price making medium, gold will act as a real currency
outside the established fiats. It's value surge will make it deep enough to actually carry
a good proportion of world financial trade. But do it as a "wealth money", not a
borrowed, lend able, bankable, government fiat system. A true natural vehicle for
holding ones wealth. Most likely the way gold was meant to be used in the beginning.
I fully accept the political motives for getting us to this point. They are using gold to
destroy an aging, failing, over debted dollar reserve system and doing it to promote
their next fiat arena. The only difference is that they are structuring their system to
take advantage of a surging gold price, not be destroyed by it!
All of this points to a breakup of the old paper gold trading business as a physical crisis
eventually crushes their derivatives based equity. This is why we point everyone to
look in that direction. All paper trading contracts along with their "price discovery"
function are going to fail as the dollar begins it's "great price inflation" destruction. The
vast majority of Western gold bugs are all watching and waiting for this event but
reject the political certainty it will bring about. That being the failure of most all paper
gold substitutes to shelter an investors dollar depreciation. As such, the leverage in
using these vehicles is lost while said leverage moves to physically held gold!
I'm going to place this post on the Gold Trail with reference to my discussion posts
about futures trading. I hope it continues to give readers a new perspective as we hike
this path.
Thanks
Trail Guide
--------------------------------------------FOA (6/4/2000; 21:26:34MT - usagold.com msg#25)
The Trail is getting Hot!
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Hello all,
That was some weekend hike, yes? Let's talk while we rest a while.
Is BILL Murphy not heard? No not really, not yet. While it's true that his ongoing presentation is
still not on the center of "anyone important's" desk, one has but to spin 180' in their chair to find
a neat stack of it on the "boss's" credenza. Very close by, so to speak. (smile)
I know, they get a lot of flack from the trader crowd and spend a lot of time defending the gold
cause. It's important time and well spent because a broad base of people must understand GATA's
position if they are to help with the PR. But that bunch will never be the ones that actually
transition the market. What I'm saying is that whether "The" report drives their personal trading is
meaningless. It's the broad political position that counts. Harsh statement? No real life and real
politics.
The same holds true for the media. That venue is never telling anything the real players didn't
know two years ago! So, if the media appears to be downplaying the GATA news, it's OK. Because
the story has been out for a time now and it's truly moving in a wider circle! Remember, the most
damaging knowledge is the stuff that moves quietly, behind the markets. Seemingly before the
fact in the eyes of regular citizens.
We said a long time ago that Bill didn't need to really do legal action to blow this wide open. We
also felt they were doing something for the marketplace that was above and beyond their "stated
aim". Truly, they only had to keep talking until the game is almost over to have a devastating
impact. What's so important about that?
Well, most of the "big gold" world knew about the derivatives and all, for some time. But no one
really knew when it would reach it's political limit. In the very same view that no one knew where
the end of the dollar's rein would be, either. In a very simple way of saying it: both of these paper
currencies would expand until there was no one else left to fool!
Just as soon as paper dollars and paper gold become political liabilities, the perception of the
game changes. Today we see that perception changing. For the first time ever, the US dollar
faction is in a trap brought on by the Euro and it's backers. With the European world operating in
a more closed circuit fashion than the US, their financial and economic engine can continue to run
without the supporting American drive intact. This makes their Exchange rate values less
important in maintaining real local economic growth. Even today, after a huge, economic
supporting decline in their currency, price inflation is still less that in the US! Confounding the
currency trader bugs that present themselves as knowing just how a currency should act. Further
to their discredit, a new Euro carry trade is creating massive new Euro liabilities that are based on
the successful record of the Yen carry trade. A serious mistake, because that yen trade was done
using a single nation currency that greatly depended on the US. A big difference!
The political agenda in both Japan and the US generally supported the outcome of borrowing Yen
to invest in dollars. Mostly because the Yen must eventually be inflated in supply to keep the Yen
in a competitively down stance to save market share. In a long view, both currencies will inflate
together and balance that carry trade. Even if they both hyper inflate.
In contrast, the Euro does not need to inflate to remain competitive. We have said all along that
the ECB is allowing the markets to do what the Japanese have struggled a decade to accomplish.
That being having a weak (in exchange rate only) global currency with low inflation relative to the
reserve dollar. This supports the internal economy of Europe without having to drive interest rates
to zero (like Japan) to do it. Every day that this Euro / dollar currency mismatch continues, it
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expands the coming Euro Zone financial dynamics. The longer that dynamic is in place and
growing, the less impact an eventual failing dollar will have on them. This is the fatal flaw for the
dollar in this ongoing "currency war". When the dollar death signs are signaled by our Fed raising
rates further, it also outlines the significant difference the Yen carry has with the Euro carry. Truly,
the ECB will not have to inflate the Euro currency supply in an exchange lowering rate battle with
the dollar in order to maintain "market share"! This will trap the Euro carry in a diminished
currency supply situation that will literally decimate their (the carry trade) program. It will also
gun the Euro!
The Fed cannot raise rates high enough or restrict reserve creation enough to slow the US
economy without cascading our financial markets. This is a seldom seen typical function of a
failing currency system off the gold system. Such a Fed action that would drive business into the
Euro Zone sector at the exact same time that currency and it's economy is rising. And rising as
local Euro rates stay the same. Today, the political perception of this risk is raising the dollar's
political liability.
If the Fed does nothing, they remain on a full blown inflation track. Right where Europe want's
them. A track that every important player in the world has "slightly" hedged by taking the long
side of those billions in paper gold derivatives GATA has shown is out there! Yes, this is the very
same super demand for gold that has been with us for most of the 90s. It's just that the physical
demand is a little above supply while the rest of the demand has been channeled into a paper
leveraged position. Even as many of these bullion holders elected to trade old physical holdings for
leveraged paper accounts, they helped transfer the price making dynamics towards these dollar
faction paper creators. With new (old) gold supply on the market joined with the unlimited supply
of paper contracts, price discovery started on it's now well known down trend. A trend originally
started in a joint effort between Europe and America. Our past discussions outlined their current
split.
But something is very wrong with this picture today? If the political risk is now on the dollar
side,,,, and your gold inflation hedge is discovery priced with contracts created with unlimited
dollar supply,,,,, how will paper gold rise in a dollar hyper inflation? In addition, how will any gold
supplier that must sell into these markets, profit during an inflation? We have hiked this path
before, no?
As I said, GATA keeps putting two and two together in this derivitive game as players keep rethinking their position. Eventually, everyone will begin to reach the same conclusion:
" " I have to dump the contract derivatives game and buy real gold,,,,,,,,, AGAIN!" "
In that process, the world gold markets, as they are 95% dollar paper today,,,,, will crash in the
face of unbelievable physical gold demand. Derivative and contract values in all positions will be
crushed in the race to transition out of them. Not exactly the end most investors had in mind!
We watch these developments.
So we see,,,,, it was never a war between the dollar and gold. The US won that game long ago by
playing to Western gold bugs taste for paper! No, now you understand with all we have discussed
why gold will run because of a fiat currency war. Not a gold currency war. Indeed, this war is
waged between different views of what money should be. A currency war that will transition gold
into a different world from our perceptions today.
Keep talking BILL, I said they started sweating over a year ago. Now even the shoe laces are wet!
(smile)
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Thanks
FOA/ your Trail Guide

FOA (06/12/00; 19:48:25MT - usagold.com msg#26)
Put your cards on the table!
The gold poker game as seen at Camp:
My bet for you card players: "Did any in our camp ever express that the Euro would be backed
with gold using the current paper system?"
No.
The whole concept behind the Euro thrust was politically driven to specifically include only physical
gold in a future "non currency" function. Not intertwining the present dollar paper gold system in
some form of currency backing. This position was driven home by the lessons oil learned in the
70s and 80s. It was included in the Euro because a real threat to use gold as a currency for crude
would have resulted if it wasn't. This explained the early warnings (years ago) from Another that
"All Paper Would Burn" as gold soared in value.
With a future Euro backed by a "free trading" physical market in gold, gold's real value would be
later seen! Upon hearing this, almost every analyst took the ball from us and immediately ran
with it in the wrong direction.
The usual explanation built on the fact that the world paper gold markets would burn up in a
paper short squeeze. There by delivering our projected "soaring gold value". Well, there is
something to be said for that, but such a process would be short lived and certainly not be the
real play that's coming.
The current paper gold world will die (burn) as it's value to users erodes, not increases! We have
to remember that some 85% (or more) of the long side of our world paper markets will not
(perhaps cannot) take delivery of physical gold. If the paper trading price is driven ever lower
from new derivative supply, these longs simply "trade out" and take their cash hit. The major
banks and players in this arena know this and therefore are not at risk from expanding their
positions. Truly, they are only playing behind the real political game today.
Indeed, if the Euro function will ultimately burn the dollar and it's paper gold markets and replace
it with a physical "free gold" market, then selling paper gold is free money! Right? This is but one
segment of the coming currency transition and to date it's progressing right along!
Again, most everyone in the Western Gold bug game is running with the ball in the wrong
direction. They are trying to understand just how the Euro zone players are going to get out of our
current gold market liabilities when the Euro makes use of the dollar gold market! These same
thinkers are looking for some kind of "work out" of our system so it's price discovery function will
value gold where it should be! My observation from the "Euro Makers "is that one should "forget
this notion"! "Noone" gives a hoot about holding "price discovery" paper contracts as the real
thing. Except for those with the real power to trade something for full payment! OIL!
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Today, paper gold derivatives are for selling because they will eventually be politically defaulted
once their discount to physical drives their value next to nothing.
So who is in danger of being hurt as this unfolds?
That's right, the Western paper gold long! I'm not talking about just the US market! This is about
the entire world gold market as we know it today. The real play will be for the ones that get out in
front of the move by owning physical.
This stampede out of "paper physical" by the "big boys" will first discount that medium as all the
selling comes to play. Then the real buying of physical will ensue. It seems every Gold bug sees
only half the trade and has great faith that contract law will favor a short squeeze. Yet, none of
them see where it's the long that will be dumping and forcing the discount!
Yes, the Washington Agreement gunned the paper price and was the political signal that gold was
"on the road" to super high prices. But, when we said gold we were talking about the same
"physical gold" we always point to. The process that agreement started was really marking the
death of our current paper gold market place, not it's new use beginnings!
Whether the paper market was about to default and burn then (as we thought it could / was)or
next year, the point of all this is that it's destruction is politically written in stone!
Still, not one Western Gold bug in a thousand fully grasps the impact of this. Most of them
frantically search for a ray of light that shows how our "price discovery" paper market will advance
in value.
All the while major players unload on investors all the derivative gold we are willing to bid for. At
the same time world traders are buying all the physical gold that comes their way.
Eventually, "Physical Gold Advocates" will own a real wealth asset that's fairly marked to market in
a "free gold" Euro Zone marketplace. The same marketplace value that will back the new Euro
economy by pricing "free gold" in the many thousands. A new world class currency backing a new
world class currency!
So how will these big derivative players make out on their paper gold loans and paper gold
shorts?
I think they will make a fortune because they understood Another better than the Western Gold
bugs could!
Thank you for camping.
FOA/ your Trail Guide
FOA (06/14/00; 05:19:29MT - usagold.com msg#27)
Off the trail for a while!
Hello ALL,
I noted in my last two USAGOLD FORUM posts (5-13-00) that I will be traveling for a while. Some
of the time will be for research, but most will be as "time away". Will bring a laptop to follow the
flow of gold discussion while away. It will be quite a few weeks before I return to this trail so
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please help yourself to our path.
If all goes as expected, we will have a lot of ground to cover when I return.
thanks
FOA/ your Trail Guide
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June 2000 to January 2001 (Archive II) - The Long and Winding Road
[We begin with a two-post overlap (#'s 26 and 27) with The Trail Head archive to provide
continuity]
FOA (06/12/00; 19:48:25MT - usagold.com msg#26)
Put your cards on the table!
The gold poker game as seen at Camp:
My bet for you card players: "Did any in our camp ever express that the Euro would be backed
with gold using the current paper system?"
No.
The whole concept behind the Euro thrust was politically driven to specifically include only physical
gold in a future "non currency" function. Not intertwining the present dollar paper gold system in
some form of currency backing. This position was driven home by the lessons oil learned in the
70s and 80s. It was included in the Euro because a real threat to use gold as a currency for crude
would have resulted if it wasn't. This explained the early warnings (years ago) from Another that
"All Paper Would Burn" as gold soared in value.
With a future Euro backed by a "free trading" physical market in gold, gold's real value would be
later seen! Upon hearing this, almost every analyst took the ball from us and immediately ran
with it in the wrong direction.
The usual explanation built on the fact that the world paper gold markets would burn up in a
paper short squeeze. There by delivering our projected "soaring gold value". Well, there is
something to be said for that, but such a process would be short lived and certainly not be the
real play that's coming.
The current paper gold world will die (burn) as it's value to users erodes, not increases! We have
to remember that some 85% (or more) of the long side of our world paper markets will not
(perhaps cannot) take delivery of physical gold. If the paper trading price is driven ever lower
from new derivative supply, these longs simply "trade out" and take their cash hit. The major
banks and players in this arena know this and therefore are not at risk from expanding their
positions. Truly, they are only playing behind the real political game today.
Indeed, if the Euro function will ultimately burn the dollar and it's paper gold markets and replace
it with a physical "free gold" market, then selling paper gold is free money! Right? This is but one
segment of the coming currency transition and to date it's progressing right along!
Again, most everyone in the Western Gold bug game is running with the ball in the wrong
direction. They are trying to understand just how the Euro zone players are going to get out of our
current gold market liabilities when the Euro makes use of the dollar gold market! These same
thinkers are looking for some kind of "work out" of our system so it's price discovery function will
value gold where it should be! My observation from the "Euro Makers "is that one should "forget
this notion"! "Noone" gives a hoot about holding "price discovery" paper contracts as the real
thing. Except for those with the real power to trade something for full payment! OIL!
Today, paper gold derivatives are for selling because they will eventually be politically defaulted
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once their discount to physical drives their value next to nothing.
So who is in danger of being hurt as this unfolds?
That's right, the Western paper gold long! I'm not talking about just the US market! This is about
the entire world gold market as we know it today. The real play will be for the ones that get out in
front of the move by owning physical.
This stampede out of "paper physical" by the "big boys" will first discount that medium as all the
selling comes to play. Then the real buying of physical will ensue. It seems every Gold bug sees
only half the trade and has great faith that contract law will favor a short squeeze. Yet, none of
them see where it's the long that will be dumping and forcing the discount!
Yes, the Washington Agreement gunned the paper price and was the political signal that gold was
"on the road" to super high prices. But, when we said gold we were talking about the same
"physical gold" we always point to. The process that agreement started was really marking the
death of our current paper gold market place, not it's new use beginnings!
Whether the paper market was about to default and burn then (as we thought it could / was) or
next year, the point of all this is that it's destruction is politically written in stone!
Still, not one Western Gold bug in a thousand fully grasps the impact of this. Most of them
frantically search for a ray of light that shows how our "price discovery" paper market will advance
in value.
All the while major players unload on investors all the derivative gold we are willing to bid for. At
the same time world traders are buying all the physical gold that comes their way.
Eventually, "Physical Gold Advocates" will own a real wealth asset that's fairly marked to market in
a "free gold" Euro Zone marketplace. The same marketplace value that will back the new Euro
economy by pricing "free gold" in the many thousands. A new world class currency backing a new
world class currency!
So how will these big derivative players make out on their paper gold loans and paper gold
shorts?
I think they will make a fortune because they understood Another better than the Western Gold
bugs could!
Thank you for camping.
FOA/ your Trail Guide
FOA (06/14/00; 05:19:29MT - usagold.com msg#27)
Off the trail for a while!
Hello ALL,
I noted in my last two USAGOLD FORUM posts (5-13-00) that I will be traveling for a while. Some
of the time will be for research, but most will be as "time away". Will bring a laptop to follow the
flow of gold discussion while away. It will be quite a few weeks before I return to this trail so
please help yourself to our path.
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If all goes as expected, we will have a lot of ground to cover when I return.
thanks
FOA/ your Trail Guide
FOA (08/19/00; 17:28:58MT - usagold.com msg#28)
Test
Up and running.
FOA (08/19/00; 20:40:49MT - usagold.com msg#29)
Real Wealth?
I'm tired from traveling and having just placed my house in order am in need of quiet time.
Instead of hiking lets sit out on the veranda for a while. It's was such a beautiful evening, even as
night fast approaches.
At times like these I can almost feel the thoughts of hundreds of my friends, worldwide as they
collectively think of how our future must be, will be. It's a common understanding, these
thoughts, as they agree and extrapolate on several singular items. Such as: mankind's future is
more often negatively impacted by "acting on knowledge we learned from each other". Especially
if it is contrary to the natural world around us. Nowhere is this more evident than in the "Western
Mind's" concept of wealth!
I, being of "Western Mind" am fully aware of how this thinking will shape our future that's directly
before us. Indeed, from cradle to grave we learned from each other how to highly value things
that have no real value. From stocks, bonds, CDs and currencies, we hold a good portion of all of
these as our Estate. But this is expected to support our lifestyle in the future. Yet none of these
count as wealth in our natural world. They have no value until exchanged for "Natural world"
things.
These "paper world" values are little more than credits and IOUs that we "learned to value" "from
association with our own friends" of "Western Thought"! Even as the end of this financial era fast
approaches we continue to follow our learned "Western ways".
"Don't buy that which cannot burn, buy a paper share of ownership of something that cannot
burn." "Then watch, with your estate protected, while all the rest goes up in flames!"
My friends, a stock trader is a stock trader no matter what company name appears on the shares.
If they think the world needs more golf balls, golf stocks are the ticket. More computers or
internet providers, then those shares are purchased. If gold is expected to rise, gold stocks are
played.
If a paper game is in them, paper products are pursued because that is what these investors were
taught to value. Is electricity is on the move, buy electric futures. Oil? Buy oil futures! Iron? Buy
iron futures (smile)!
Yet, even taking all of this in view; none of these traders are acting out anything different than
their learned "Western Concept" of wealth. When the future comes, and it will, they will own
nothing of natural value that can represent lasting wealth for their needs.
As night has now arrived, and we must go in now; please consider this short talk on my veranda.
Sometimes fresh air can free the spirit so it may prepare for the future. A financial future that will,
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like our current Western forest fires, consume all paper made from these same trees.
In a day or so we can carry this much further. Even into the direction of oil.
Thanks
FOA/ Your Trail Guide
FOA (08/20/00; 23:23:02MD - usagold.com msg#30)
Ready for the next hike?
Hello Everyone,
I have been wanting to talk about the palladium situation for some time. There is a lot more
precedent here than most writers want to discuss. From my position, the discussion has so far
been slanted towards the "long" paper traders view. Let me ramble on a bit as we drift towards
palladium: (smile)
During our "Veranda" chat in my last short post, I made reference to how so many financial
players work from a learned "Western View" of paper wealth. With this background perception
always dictating that owing the price of something in contract form is the same as owning real
wealth, their reasoning becomes distorted. Their use of a real item as currency in trade loses it's
function and purpose and the mind begins to see "intent" (a contract) as a tradable or ownable
wealth on equal footing with real wealth.
Narrowing down the scope of that view considerably, we come to the "paper futures" game most
every trader is familiar with. Again, what strikes me as odd is the universally accepted position
that holds these paper markets as equal to "the real thing". In both value and possession! Indeed,
how many times have we seen council presented by seasoned professionals as to how the physical
product can be delivered against paper if needed or wanted. Yet, in reality neither side of these
future markets are prepared to "settle up" entirely, 100% in physical merchandise if push comes
to shove. That's right, neither side!
These markets were never designed to represent the value of 100% physical settlement. That's
why they haven't recently and don't today demonstrate the real price value of their contracted
product! The closing price is but a settlement of opinion ABOUT "supply and demand". Not
settlement of real supply and demand that has been sold to so many as "one-in-the-same". An
opinion bet is never a "real value" that's equal to a 100% settlement in actual trade.
The only value represented in these markets is found in their ability to demonstrate the cash
margin build up on each side of the total contracts outstanding. The closing prices of gold
contracts have lately shown that there is a bottomless pit of margin cash available to create the
short side contracts against any long position. This is the real reading an investor should take
from closing paper prices. Not a real give and take of physical supply or demand.
But, these shorts are no more ready to supply real metal than are the longs ready to pay for real
metal. Why? The "Western Concept" of wealth accepts that if the "cash margin opinion" of the
value of gold is great enough to move the paper price upward or downward,,,,,, then that opinion
is the true "supply and demand" value of physical gold.
Indeed, billions of dollars of physical gold is sold every day using this "cash opinion" to set the
value of physical trades. With all world currencies in play by their governments, then gold's low
pricing is truly a political gift for those not blinded by "Western values" and investing in gold paper
wealth.
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But before you cry foul, understand that it's been this way for many, many years now! The vast
majority of "Western" paper trades are cash settled with no metal moved in a way that largely
impacts the "supply and demand" context traders so often discuss and follow. Again, the "Western
View" takes the position that these contracts and their closing values are a paper value that
represents real supply and demand values. My friends, it doesn't and never again in our lifetimes
will it! Today, these paper price values only represent "margin deposit opinion" about where the
physical trading price "should be" not where a "Freegold 100% settled price "would be".
A fraud? To say that the shorts have sold a metal contract that they cannot deliver against,,,,,,
holds no more meaning than the fact that the longs cannot pay for metal they have contracted to
take! As proof, watch as both sides always scramble to close out the majority of contracts for cash
before they must settle. Betting on the price movements of something is not buying real wealth
and running from a contract should prove it in the open to changing "Western Thinkers". Waiting
for the shorts to be had, in order for your paper investments to gain value may be a long wait
indeed. If this continues further, and now with the blessing of Europe, it's the paper longs that
may be had as the shorts are let off the hook as the market is destroyed!
Once again:
This very paper trading process was the birthplace of a larger world market that controls gold
values for the benefit of those who will buy physical well under true currency market value. A
wealth building benefit that is available to anyone. Below market physical gold, in dollars, is a deal
available around the world to anyone outside the "Western Perception of Wealth".
In this perception mindset, most Western investors have purchased into the controlled paper side
of the gold equation. They are lost in an outdated paper wealth dream that can never again be a
value substitute for real gold. International politics and world currency realities are today pulling
what little value is left from the paper gold wealth that so many thought they had.
In a way, one may say that the flow of oil was purchased over many years using this same cheap
physical gold currency created by withdrawing wealth from these paper gold substitutes.
The fact that,,,,, for many years,,,,, around the world,,,,, so many investors adopted the "Western
View" of paper wealth,,,, it changed the real supply and demand function of physical gold.
Because the majority of "American Style" investors had decided they would do just as well by
betting on the price of gold as by owning gold,,,,,,, physical gold was free up to flow where it was
needed.
This paper market was born, not created and found that it could be "CONTROLLED" by the flow of
official "margin cash". Truly, in a larger view it was our collective "Style" of investing that trapped
many as "long paper gold bulls", not as much the flow of "opinion margin" that has been used
against them.
So what about palladium:
The massive margin increase announced is demonstrating exactly what these paper markets
always have been. They understate the real world value of the physical product by valuing it using
margin opinion, not real physical supply and demand. If the markets get out of whack because too
many players move away from holding "American Style" paper wealth and want the real
thing,,,,,,, then the paper markets adjust by reverting to cash settlement using the "understated
opinion price".
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None of the recent commentary touches on the fact that the shorts also face the same huge
margin increases. In reality, the move is a precursor to forcing cash settlement if needed. Once a
crisis threatens to shut down paper trading, cash settlement liquidation is enforced. This is why
the shorts need to carry 150%++ MARGIN to make sure of cash settlement (not physical
settlement). The fact that the longs must also have the same margin does make the weaker
players fold their hand. But still, many longs will stay for the end.
This is very much what is coming for our gold market, worldwide. Yes, just as in palladium (if it
fails), long paper gold traders will smile at their big cash gains (if they can get them). But their
smiles will fade as they notice how their $1,000 / ounce settlement only represented the "margin
opinion" of real physical value. In the aftermath of a paper gold market shutdown they will buy a
1/10 ounce for that $1,000, if lucky!
In today's world, it's the physical traders that hold all the cards and will gain the most wealth for
their future. The value is there today for anyone that want's it. The paper markets we know and
love will die before they can ever equal the real value that's coming for gold.
To close:
The true physical gold demand in our world today is poorly understood and poorly calculated.
While physical trades are documented as well as possible, little weight is given to the countless
investors that own gold using the international margin/deposit paper markets. Yes, most of these
players don't have the "here - with - all" to make good on their gold purchases by taking delivery
100%. Mostly they play the "gold price" in a paper game rigged against their ever seeing full
value.
But if even 10% of this ---"I own real gold in paper form but haven't paid for it yet and have the
cash to do it "--- demand was to surface outside the futures related arena? This demand would
take all the supply available in an "adjusted" post paper gold world. Only then will the real
demand equation be understood. Only then will physical gold trade for it's fair value as a world
currency outside official paper gold control. That day is coming for the owners of real gold.
You see,,,,,, any excess supply would mostly flow to filling those that have contracted for it and
have something the world cannot live without! OIL!
In time the real value of gold will be represented by real demand not subject to currency supply.
Not the unlimited paper supply that values gold for political ends.
To reword Another's strange post: One gold is coming my friends, one gold!
Thank you all
FOA/Your Trail Guide
FOA (09/03/00; 16:27:20MD - usagold.com msg#34)
Of Currency Wars
Hello ALL!
Let's hit the trail!
While we walk view to the southwest:
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Is Gresham's law no longer a law? You know, the one that say's good money will drive out bad
money. One may look at our modern gold markets and say "help, it's not working". Indeed, if gold
is the good money and dollars are the bad money, how come gold has gone down for all these
recent years? Worse yet,,,,,, aside from price considerations, gold does not seem to drive out the
bad money as people accumulate more of the yellow stuff!
Well, in truth gold can't compete because our modern world of gold mostly consists of the same
bad money paper that currencies are made of. That's right, this modern world of paper gold very
much functions as the same IOUs that currency is based on,,,,,, not much different from fractional
reserve dollars.
So this is the same failing gold markets and resulting prices we all hear and read about. The same
markets gold bugs watch with increasing despair as Gresham's law works it's will. By saying
"paper gold cannot drive out paper currency" this law is proving that hard money investors have
hitched their wagon to the wrong horse. A paper horse! Today, more than ever, investing in an
industry or paper vehicle that requires a functioning gold banking (paper) intermediary will be
devastating as this modern gold market evaporates.
Make no mistake, physical gold already contains many times the value these paper markets have
established for it. When the price of physical traded gold runs far away from this imploding paper
gold arena, the value of real money will them truly reflect where our bad money exists today.
Obviously, we are talking about dollars.
True, gold will reset itself in value compared to all world fiat currencies. But, that percentage reset
will be viewed in a different context than when gold money was ordained by governments.
Gresham's understanding applied more to gold as a bankable currency, not an asset holding "in
and of itself". This is the future of "freegold" in our time. It will be much like comparing an
advancing stock to the currency it's denominated in, a rising asset,,,, not a competing money!
Now look northeast, into the valley:
What will make this "modern gold market evaporate"? Well, value in a paper contract is a funny
thing,,,,,,, it can change radically when no market bids exists for it to trade in. Like paper dollars,
contracts have no value without a trading market demand. Walk into any store,,,,, if everything is
suddenly priced in a physical trade format, our dollars suddenly become worthless, no?
If the gold market was to shift to say, 5 day hard delivery, how could one trade their contracts for
gold? Yes, you guessed it, paper would trade all right,,,,, at a huge discount. But in short order, as
a spiking price lunges upward into the thousands,,,, and doesn't come back to earth,,,,,, what
counter party on the other side of your contract could deliver? Further, how could the bullion
banking system match liabilities and make good on a cascading default?
Stop here and see how it could happen two ways (or a combination of both):
You see, all it takes is for one or two government and/or private entities to pull the cord. Most all
of you long ago came to the same conclusion; a Dollar / Euro currency dispute could set this off.
Outside parties begin buying gold with dollar reserves,,,,, on the barrel head for 5 day placement.
It begins with twenty or thirty 100 ton orders ,,,,,, a billion$$ or so each! Not derivative orders,
mind you,,,, hard delivery orders that aggravate and outline the soft nature of modern gold
banking. They keep coming,,, days on end! Then, suddenly the paper markets "are no more".
OR:
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The price of oil rises until price inflation can no longer be contained. Unmined physical gold is
withheld from the markets to such an extent that even limited demand runs the physical price to a
large premium. More and more investors pay a larger escalating premium to get physical "now".
Such a premium overwhelms and discredits the function of paper market pricing. Bullion Banking
must revert to currency banking to cancel out it's contracts. The run begins.
Let's check our political map to see where we are on the trail:
The wonderful recent essays by Mr. Howe expose and document a system as it currently
stands,,,,at the end of it's timeline of usefulness. The purpose, need and use of gold banking has
run headlong into a world class political storm. This end time battle has been in the making from
before Another ever started writing. Truly, this Gold War will be about a transition from world
dollar dominance.
As I stated in an earlier USAGOLD post (listed as #35569):
----- Today, oil flow has moved from playing a fundamental game of pricing "use value" with
supply and demand to pricing it's "monetary value" in supporting any major currency block.
Concessions are now there for the taking by oil producers. Dollar prices for oil can rise
considerably higher with the US giving behind the scene support for this action. In addition, the
world paper gold markets can and are being dismantled as a further concession to retain dollar
settlement of oil. ------------It's easy to see today that most of the major world oil reserves have had their value politically
converted by the Euro's successful birth. The current trading value of the Euro is a small factor
compared to this "existence" worth in our political currency wars. This Euro has broken the "cheap
dollar" value placed on oil by our one currency world and now allows dollar oil prices to soar
without constraint. Oil has indeed been rising after the Euro's first few months of existance The
prize of this master play on our Chess Board ,,,,? This new pricing thrust, unlike early OPEC drives
of the 70s and 80s, will crush the modern paper gold banking game and place the dollar and Euro
on a level playing field.
And so the contest begins for real,,,, no longer must we talk in a future mode,,,,,May the best
man win!
Thank you
FOA/ Your Trail Guide
FOA (09/04/00; 20:23:42MD - usagold.com msg#35)
Correction?
Hello again,
On the Veranda for an explanation:
I have a clarification to make concerning our observations during the last hike. Right after it was
done, a USAGOLD poster with the handle Mr. Gresham (#35943) pointed out my backward way of
presenting Gresham's law. Well, he was very right. My post had a way of reversing the concept.
I thought it would be understood, but after reading it again it was obvious that many would walk
away with the wrong impression.
Gresham's law say's that "bad money drives good money out of circulation". In our context, on
the trail it was presented from a position that "good money drives bad money into circulation".
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No, I didn't say that outright, but that was my mindset. You say, you can't read my mind? (smile)
We used this way of presenting the situation because it better illustrated how gold today, has not
risen in value against dollars (the bad money). By failing in this process, the stage for a value
judgment to take place where people hold gold (the good appreciating money) and spend dollars
(the bad money) could not happen. Paper gold prices were not driving dollars into circulation!
There is no FreeGold price to judge and convict our fiat currency.
With this mindset, one can take the first part of that last hike again and (hopefully) better see
what we were driving at. I have no doubt most of you have never looked at Gresham's law from
that angle. Please understand that I often converse with people that also present life's trails in
just as difficult a format. I hope this helps you.
On another note: Due to technical problems I could not post several pieces intended for the trails
here. Here is a list of those posts as located on the USAGOLD FORUM. While you are there, please
consider the works of other guides posting there. Many of them are well worth the time.
Lists:
[Editor Note: To view an auxiliary page containing these five posts CLICK HERE]
Trail Guide (08/28/00; 20:35:52MT - usagold.com msg#: 35674) The big trade!
Trail Guide (8/26/2000; 21:44:27MT - usagold.com msg#: 35584)Reply Hello Henri,
Trail Guide (8/26/2000; 19:16:31MT - usagold.com msg#: 35569)Hello Cavan Man!
Trail Guide (8/25/2000; 6:04:33MT - usagold.com msg#: 35504)Oh Aristotle
Trail Guide (08/21/00; 21:04:03MT - usagold.com msg#: 35283)Hello SLF
Thanks
Trail Guide
FOA (9/7/2000; 10:54:02MD - usagold.com msg#36)
Something to think about before our next walk down the Golden Trail!
Onto my back yard patio, please:
Have a seat and listen for a minute. Are you a hard money advocate and having a rough time with
your assets? Do your hard investments need the present quoted gold price to rise for them to
have value? Did you buy these hard assets knowing that they were leveraged to gold so they
would rise faster than bullion? Do you buy into the view that these items are of the same security
as bullion and therefore better than physical because of their leveraged? Are you in mine shares,
futures options, share options, futures, not to mention plain old borrowing money from your
trader against your physical account?
The one problem with all these positions is that they are also leveraged against you if the "gold
price you are watching" falls away! If this current gold price doesn't rise eventually, your assets
wither away? Or worse, if the present quoted gold price was to fall further, these leveraged
vehicles could have no value at all? Reality dictates that in a "falling gold price situation" none of
these investments will survive. So how in the world can they be of the same value as gold?
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History has proven that bullion retains value and maintains an investor's "staying power" through
thick and thin markets.
---------Both manipulated and free!----------If you are suffering from not understanding all of the above, then it's because your mind set is
running parallel with Western Hard Money Thought. Truly, you are running in the wrong crowd.
You are playing a game that the Political Will of this world say's you cannot win! Today, the gold
price everyone watches is little more than the influence of paper printing on quoted prices.
Because it is not the the REAL reflected value of bullion, it will slowly fall away from too much
paper supply.
To better understand and grasp what this means, read the USAGOLD post by Aristotle at:
(09/06/00; 20:34:12MT - usagold.com msg#: 36150).
He does a wonderful job of laying out what is now waiting for all hard money advocates that have
isolated themselves in Western Thought.
Hard money advocates that take a more worldly, political view have already come to understand
his meaning. Indeed, most of them did so long ago. With today's politically created paper gold
pricing system, they know why being a "Physical Gold Advocate" is the only path for "Protecting
Their Wealth" in the long and short run. Watching the current traded gold price is useless to them
except to buy more gold at ever cheaper prices. We know how investing in vehicles that demand
that paper price to rise "can be disastrous" in this evolving market!
To quote Aristotle:
----To be sure, it is not confidence in physical Gold that is slipping, but is rather a
failing of confidence in the inflated supply of paper Gold that is at this time calling the
tune and being reflectively priced into Gold by the structure of the marketplace.
Just as it always has before, complete failure of the paper equivalency awaits. The
paper portion dies, and only the physical Gold remains to deliver your wealth to the
other side.
In a nutshell's nutshell: The price of Gold is falling because we are witnessing the end
days of the timeline / lifespan of a "currency system" known as Paper Gold. I expect
considerable volatility until the "bitter end." -----------Nice job Aristotle!
People, I fully well expect that most Western style gold bugs will become more violent and
inflammatory as the influence of political will on quoted gold prices increases. More and more the
line of difference between Physical Gold Advocates and Hard Money Investors will become a valley
as said leveraged gold substitutes wither. Indeed, in the future that valley will mark the difference
between haves and have nots in the coming super bull market in physical gold!
Some will ride their paper roller coaster all the way to it's conclusion. Yes, they will be rich, but
none of them will collect. I submit that physical gold buyers that can grasp the political nature of
this will come out the very best.
As an often repeated example I again explain:
---- Whenever the world gold price threatens to run away, whatever pricing system in use at that
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time is officially forced to fail. It does so not because the system cannot adjust to the new higher
values. It fails because the runaway value exposes the political manipulation of gold inherent in
that time frame and system. There will be no difference between officially forced failures of
yesterday and today.
The only difference between then and now is in fashion! It's possible that this present Western
generation is more interested in being "in style" with their hard money views than with actually
coming out ahead in the crisis that awaits.
In 1971, the simple solution to adjusting the over expansion (inflation) of the dollar money supply
would have been to simply raise the dollar price of gold to a level where every dollar (a contract
for gold) was worth it's equivalent. But this would have exposed the manipulation of the dollar
(over printing of contracts) that occurred prior to that happening. Not to mention it would have
bankrupted many important players (like Bullion Banks today).
Back then, like today, gold in the form of paper contract dollars, traded in a far higher quantity
than the actual physical that was delivered against total contracts (like LBMA, no?). In fact, it was
far in excess of all bullion in existence at dollar prices at that time. As $35 was a paper price for
gold then,,, so too is $270 or even $50 a paper price today! It had no real contact with the real
value of gold. Sound familiar? Is this sinking in?
Today, like yesterday, any rise in the "paper quoted" price of gold, will have the same effects on
the dollar contracts written and the major player that create these paper traded gold vehicles.
Just as in 71, when official dollar contracts for gold were frozen at $42?? while physical eventually
soared overseas,,,,,,, Our current bullion banking system will be officially frozen in US terms while
physical soars. ----------- It will do this much much more today because the paper price is even
further away from reality. Gold at thousands and thousands an ounce is in our future!
If you can understand Aristotle, then you can grasp where we have been and where we are going.
In fact, read all his fine works!
In recognition of our fine host, Mr. Michael Kosares and the CPM people I add this:
In the future, a relationship with a good """ world marketing""" bullion and coin dealer will be
more valuable than all the paper gold you could ever own.
Believe it!
Thanks
FOA/ your Trail Guide
FOA (09/16/00; 10:02:54MD - usagold.com msg#37)
Gather Around!
Hello Everyone and New Readers!
On with the packs:
This is a pre-hike post intended create a feel for the gold trail as we have "seen it" and prepare for
the next hike. I use the term "as we see it" loosely because much of what has happened and what
is coming we (Another, myself and others) prepared for long ago. Our actions were based on an
ongoing "real life" evolution in political power structure as it related to currencies and gold. Not
some possible outcome as so many attribute these works as referring too. This political evolution
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we are involved in has been in the thinking process for 30 years and in the actual implementation
for perhaps the last 10 to 20 years. The flow of events were correctly expected to pick up steam
considerably from 1995 to date. They did and Another began to privately discuss these changes in
the early 90s (later through various intermediaries on the internet). All in an attempt to prepare
his citizens and friends for the eventual outcome.
Another's style and flavor of writing reflected his background culture and human level of
understanding wealth. On this level, gold was a real wealth holding. An asset held in an equal
wealth concept to every other real thing we possess. It was something to save and / or eventually
spend as needed. During it's accumulation it was understood that gold's current price (over the
last 25 years) was something different from this wealth asset value. To say the least, this was a
far cry from accepted hard money discussion during this time. Most of which focused on trading
the price of gold for what constituted nickels compared to saving real gold for a personal family
fortune in the making.
In a Western Style World where "the dollar market system's" trading price was seen as the only
real price for anything, investors forgot that when it comes to gold, governments may not control
it (physical gold) but they do control "the dollar gold market system". I say forgot but it's doubtful
some ever knew. Many still feel to this day that gold was set free in 1971. Today, this same
"control" concept that was laughed at only a few years ago, most hard money thinkers have come
to agree is true. In the future directly before us, our gold trail is leading around a curve that once
again the hard money crowd is laughing at. What they do not know is that Another has already
walked the trail our eyes have not seen. Yes, the footprints of Giants are there and easy to follow,
he is just ahead, around the next curve.
This current phase of public writing and discussion (last 3 years or so) was implemented by
Another so as to concentrate the average investor's thinking on certain aspects of these coming
economic changes as they evolved. He always wanted people to see the actual flow of events as
creating a background in their minds of the political evolution his directions were pointing to. In
other words, use his map, place it over the events as they occur and consider (not accept) the
direction. Over and over, he said that in this process, as your understanding grew (changed),
events would prove his Thoughts. Events, not his words or mine! To that end, until he decides to
write again, following his lead, my seemingly poorly thought, fragmented posts will become more
academic. As events unfold and the trail straightens, my clarity will grow with your understanding.
The Common Person's Strategy
Because this currency transition is in a fluid progression, using a price sensitive gold substitute
investment during such a dynamic political process was useless. Perhaps dangerous! Just as in the
game of chess, for most average investors there are no public, permanent hard facts to cling to.
Yes, chess players and even poker players can and do give out signals opposite their intended
play. Further, in this political world game a solid move is countered with an opposite move that
renders each step to be very short term in nature. For small private investors, only the game's
end will have the most long term lasting effect on their wealth. It would also create the most
massive gains for anyone that can continue to "stay and hold to the end". Indeed, this meant
using a vehicle that history has shown was certain to outlive the chess game. Physical gold value
has outlived the battles of many kings and queens during 2,000+ years of chess moves. Truly, in
our time, the next very large match is about to be concluded.
Another's posting was done to report where we were located on the political board. Not intended
to make a "Market Call" for gold substitute players. To date, his only point was for citizens to buy
physical gold for a run of a lifetime. To date (from his beginning posts), any hard money advocate
that has left the gold substitute game for a physical position is in a major "wealth ahead" position
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compared to the pounding paper gold substitutes have taken. Indeed, that accumulated asset
value builds and remains to be realized in the final days. To this end, the prize of physical gold in
the thousands will make many a gold substitute player sick to see. There is no possible way the
current dollar system's "political will" can allow the gold industry or it's gold banking system to
experience such a dynamic gain / loss relationship. For many sophisticated players, hooked on an
outdated failing concept of saving gold substitutes our currency evolution will be a painful learning
experience. Yes, a few gold mining companies will make it and so too will some in the gold
banking industry. It's possible they will do extremely well, but the gains will only compare evenly
to the gains in physical gold. It's that simple! Truly, it will all be documented and followed on the
USAGOLD forum as it unfolds.
Again, the drive behind making these free offerings public was to point the largest number of
average citizens to look in the right direction. These changes were (then) about spill out into the
open in a piece meal, seemly unrelated fashion. Yet, they were all connected in a way "Western
Eyes" were not focused to see.
Without giving specific details, those Thoughts forced people to see our currency evolution in a
way few others could or wanted too. In this fashion private citizens had to follow "events" in a
different light from accepted media reporting. It is gratifying to see many people (on these forums
and privately) acknowledge how his Thoughts had done this. Recently USAGOLD poster SteveH
(and many others) said as much. Thanks from Another and myself!
We'll walk quietly to that tree ahead. Then I'll discuss the evolution from my old post as offered in
USAGOLD #36622.
Onward
FOA/ your Trail Guide
FOA (09/16/00; 15:11:26MD - usagold.com msg#38)
After six miles we arrive at the burial tree!
Everyone here?
I've stopped at this burial tree to have a look at something Michael Kosares found while hiking. It
seems he and a USAGOLD poster (Invisible Hand) are examining the "old bones" of a post. That
post was written and placed here on 08/10/98. After reviewing it, I agree they are my "old bones"
(smile). What do they tell us today?
===================================
From 8/10/98 Friend of ANOTHER
Michael Kosares,
It has taken some time to send this, but now I can also offer my thoughts to your
questions.
Your statement: (from MK) "As a matter of long term policy, do you believe that ECB
will "sell" gold to defend the Euro or "buy" gold to defend the Euro? Each of course
would entail a different course of action with respect to reserves of the new national
bank. Along these lines, will ECB buy gold from its member treasuries, or will it simply
force them to transfer it to ECB coffers if needed to defend the Euro? I am prompted to
ask this question in view of your assertion that there will be much selling of Euros to
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defend the dollar. If the Euro, as you suggested, is being printed to buy dollars isn't
this just another manifestation of the U.S. exporting its inflation? It appears to me that
the Euro will need to be defended -- and not with dollars -- but with gold! "
======================================
Well Michael,
The ECB and Duisenberg have it right.
It's the dollar that's too strong (compared to it's management policy), not the Euro is too weak
(compared to it's management policy)!
Everyone,
Under recent circumstances; using the dollar as a trade reserve it was the policy of all CBs to save
most of their positive foreign exchange. This was in an ongoing defense of their domestic
currencies value. We must grasp that just saving the excess trade reserves constituted active
dollar support.
Simply put, when a nation state does a good job of manufacturing and runs a balance of trade
surplus they are receiving more dollars in trade. This mandated a dollar surplus in their economy's
banking system from where more local moneys were printed against those saved reserves. In
other words, if you're trade positive you are supporting dollar values by default. But why save
dollars as a reserve?
In the good old days; when our country (USA) printed too much money and that money
overflowed it's borders as buying power, the selling of that excess currency by our trading
partners (lowering it's value) to balance trade differences would force the printing nation (US) to
slow down it's money creation. If they didn't, price inflation in the domestic (US) market would
begin to catch up and reflect said overprinting of the money. So far, so good.
Today; if our (USA) trading partners allowed those dollars to flow back into the world markets
(actively buying their local currency with dollars) this action raised the exchange value of their
currency and penalized the international pricing structure of their goods. Their goods would cost
more and slow down their exports. Yet, if your currency management is strong (as the Euro's is)
and your people (read that economy) work better than their foreign US competitors, the exchange
rate system shouldn't hurt your goods pricing! But, it does. You see, selling these extra dollars
today would have the effect of hurting a competitive producer that has good money management.
But this is not the way our dollar system was supposed to work!
It's not a situation where your currency should get stronger if you're doing a good job. It's the
other currency (dollar) that should get weaker because they are doing a bad job! In this a
"Western Style World where "the dollar market system's" trading price was seen as the only real
price for anything" (see my last post below),,,,,,,,,, the currency doing a bad job can and is
manipulated to higher values than their manage policy should dictate.
But it is the over printer that should have been forced to slow down because of their policy of
currency inflation (not the under printer). If you are a "Positive" trading partner of the US, your
exports should slow because the US is sending less dollars out to buy things from you
internationally. In this dynamic your competitive pricing structure should remain the same even as
USA demand for your goods slows.
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Again, the whole reason this all worked backwards stems from the US's ability to manipulate it's
dollar value through currency and gold derivatives, even as our dollar has super inflated it over
the years. If we (as US citizens) can see this happening, think how foreigners see it? Our interest
rates are way under where this money printing should have them. Our domestic economy is
swollen fat with hyper spending for any and all forms of ancillary, nonessential goods. Yet the real
US prices we all pay comes nowhere close to reflecting this money creation (I'm talking real life
pricing today, not the government CPI). Debt creation (the machine of dollar creation) is surging
as our domestic economy runs away on goods priced low by foreign exchange rates.
If this is not bad enough, who wants to hold their neighbors debt as a wealth reserve? More from
my "old bones":
==============================================
I believe the most difficult part in understanding the modern gold market is overcome by seeing
all the various political factions involved. Essentially and basically, the largest pro gold groups are
those who want a world currency that is not subject to the performance of the American economy.
At this moment and in this period of economic history, all currency reserves held by foreigners
(non-Americans) is a debt of the US Government and by extenuation through tax collection, a
debt based on the ability of the American economy to function profitability!
In essence, America has told the world that as long as the business of this country is functioning,
your wealth, as represented in Marks, Yen, Pesos, etc. is backed with performing US debt. It's like
saying, "as long as your neighbor, next door, does not loses his job, you will not lose all your
money! Most people would be surprised at how clear this is, outside the USA sphere of influence.
This, the largest of the pro gold group, is largely made up of countries with economies that have
no need to sell most of their production to the US. The business of these communities would not
totally fail without the American engine. Yes, they would slow down, but not collapse, as trade
with other countries would continue. To add what was said before: If your neighbor loses his job,
you can still trade with the other people in the town, as long as the currency system is not based
on your neighbors debts!
This group, made up of much of Europe and the Middle East, is not looking for a return to the old
Gold Standard, but perhaps something far better. They do not see any advantage in holding the
currency bonds of one country, as a reserve asset of future payment, over holding physical gold
as a reserve asset in full payment. The fact that the debt reserve asset pays interest is little more
than a joke in these banking circles. Any paper currency, the dollar included, can fall in exchange
value against your local currency far more than the interest received! In today's paper markets,
the only true value in exchange reserves, held by a government as currency backing, is found in
it's effectiveness for defending the local currency from falling against other currencies. In other
words, use the reserves to buy your countries money. But, this is a self defeating action as sooner
or later the reserves are used up! This fact is not lost on many, many countries around the world,
as they watch their currencies plunge, lacking reserves as defense. Ask them how important the
factor of earning interest on reserves is under these conditions.
====================================================
Looking down the trail:
This is where the ECB is offering a different currency animal to combat our failing monetary order.
By not selling dollars to buy Euros, they are making an end run around the exchange system no
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other currency has had the option of doing. Think about it. The dollar reserves they hold are really
worthless in a new currency system. If their Euro is as Duisenberg puts it, a new reserve for
Europe, not the world; they don't need dollars or the buying value they represent. A super
hyperinflation can take the dollars value to zero and the ECB will lose nothing. It already has it's
dollar reserves in the form of Euros and gold.
Using the logic above; if they don't use reserve dollars to bid the Euro exchange rate above it's
domestic pricing structure, the dollar system has no alternative but to slow itself down through
competitive default. With nothing to stop it, through such a default the dollar will be force hyper
inflated in a real world act. That dynamic will lower it's exchange rates. For good!
So how will the ECB give further backing to it's currency? Back to the burial tree:
===================
On the other hand, buying gold on the open market, using your local currency, works as a far
different dynamic from selling foreign bond\reserves. This action takes physical gold off the
market, and in doing so increases it's value in dollar terms. Gold is and always has been the chief
competitor with the dollar for exchange reserve status. The advantage here comes from the fact
that governments do not run out of local currencies to use in buying gold, as opposed to selling
foreign currency reserves to buy the local currency on the open market. Of course, the local price
of gold goes sky high, however, in this action you are seen as taking in reserves, not selling them
off.
Also, as gold begins to rise against the dollar, the local gold reserves are seen as assets of
increasing value, backing the local currency. Under these conditions, with a stable currency,
citizens will purchase more gold as it is seen as a positive asset. Not unlike a rising stock,
everyone wants an increasing investment. Contrast this action against that in Korea, where
everyone sold gold as it increased in an unstable currency!
==============================
Let's consider
To those that think the ECB lacks the resolve to do this, just have a look at the exchange rates of
the German Mark against the dollar. Between 1979 to date, the Mark had one instance where it
lost 45% against the dollar. I submit that if the Mark and/or Germany didn't fail from that
experience, this Euro and all of Euroland will not fade away from a little 20%+ fall we see today.
From a recent Mr.Wim Duisenberg comment; "Weakness of euro is not one of the "exceptional
circumstances" that would justify intervention" !
Indeed, it was the US that first initiated the accords in 1985 that broke the dollar's high value.
They were worried then but there was no alternative currency to work against them. They are
trapped now.
Today, the ECB can use not only it's excess dollars to buy physical gold sold from other banks,
they could use Euros printed outright to buy physical spot delivery. If their currency continues to
fall before the dollar begins it's terminal phase, this option is wide open to them. Certainly, "Free
Gold" is not going to compete against them as it would against the dollar because it's their policy
to mark all it's rise to the market. Because Free Gold will not be an official currency, it's wealth
building power will compliment the bank's reserves. In addition, national citizens would own gold
as a wealth savings, not a currency.
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More from our diggings:
=========
Basically, this is the direction the Euro group is taking us. This concept was born with little regard
for the economic health of Europe. In the future, any countries money or economy can totally fail
and the world currency operation will continue. What is being built is a new currency system, built
on a world market price for gold.
==========
This takes us back to his recent large speech, Duisenberg said:
-----"First, the "euro project" is to be seen as a further logical step in the European
integration process, which started more than half a century ago, immediately after the
Second World War. Its objectives were not - and are still not - purely economic, as
European integration aims not only at the creation of a prosperous but also a stable
and peaceful Europe. For a large part, trade, economic and financial integration aimed
at the removal of all barriers to free competition has been the engine of this process.
In this context, the euro is to be seen as a major contribution to the completion of the
Single Market in Europe.-------I repeat, ----Its objectives were not - and are still not - purely economic---Truly, a new world reserve currency in the making!
Further:
The present dollar overprinting (already in the system) is enough to force the US to further print
in order to stop a cascading default. Again. this current dollar strength is killing it's trade and
exploding the foreign exchange deficit. The final trigger for all this is in the prices of two
international goods that are synonymous with real wealth, gold and oil.
Oil now doing it's two part thrust to drive the US into hyper status. Thus ending it's reserve roll for
good. High oil prices are forcing the trade deficit to alarming, derivative busting levels. In
addition, these same oil prices will completely break the ability of American goods to be priced
competitively. At some point our domestic economy will roll over and the above mentioned
cascading defaults will begin. Rather than raising local interest rates to slow our dollar flood (as
the fed would do in the past) they will, like Japan drive rates to almost zero. All in a mad attempt
to save the system and keep the world away from Euros. It will not work.
Contrary to what many hard money advocates expect, In such an atmosphere the dollar / gold
market and it's gold banking system will completely fail. As part of the current dollar derivative
system, a hyper inflating US price structure will fracture the credibility of paper gold. The paper
gold prices we watch every day will go directly to the floor!
Just as in every inflation in history, credibility only goes so far. Then it's time to settle up. Trading
volume on the world paper gold market is now falling away just as paper gold derivative supply is
driving ahead. Truly, even a corporation cannot continue to get away with issuing more stock
privately as public trading dries up. In the same light paper gold derivatives are being inflated as
volume slows. In the end it's pricing structure that always fails. Today this paper gold price
continues down into market failure. At some point, a full "Free Gold" physical market will appear
and it will be used by the ECB to support the Euro Banks with a super high free gold price. This is
something Physical Gold Advocates know is coming.
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The ECB is going to support gold in a major way. They may be doing so now through the BIS sales
of Swiss gold but none of this will break into the open until the dollar begins it's inflation and it's
derivatives fail.
As all of this is going on, inflation in Europe will more than likely bring their trade status with the
US to an even neutral basis. But by then, the Euro (through comparison) will have become the
candidate as a leading reserve currency holding worldwide. Not only will the ECB be buying gold
with dollars, so too will any other positive traders with the US. Most everyone will be asked to use
Euros to buy oil and the oil producers will be buying gold hand over fist with excess dollars.
Right around here, the ECB will begin buying dollar reserves from other CBs. Of course using
Euros. It will be seen as a defense of the dollar, but by then such an action will be just a political
ploy.
Ok, let's place this little guy back into the ground under our burial tree. We will meet here next
time to see how these oil for gold deals will benefit the further expansion of Euro use.
We do live in exciting times for Physical Gold owners. Exciting times.
Thanks
FOA/ your Trail Guide
FOA (9/23/2000; 9:26:10MD - usagold.com msg#39)
ONWARD!
Once again, a big Happy Birthday to Michael Kosares's USAGOLD and welcome to all the new
writers there! Also thanks to everyone at CPM and especially TownCrier for "ALL" his fine
thoughts.
----------Another pre hike talk at the trail head (as a warm up)
---------In my view, the only people that see the Euro as weak are the ones with a clouded Western
Perception. I own a large portion of my currency in dollars. But they aren't held for investment,
rather just plain old money / risk diversity.
In addition, my Euros once made up almost the same amount of cash held as Dollars Prior to EMU
my foreign fiat was in the form of several European moneys and some Yen. After EMU I allowed all
of that portion to be slowly converted into Euros. About 1/3 went off initially and the rest followed
over time. Once the Euro exchange rate drifted to the .90 area I began shifting more of my dollars
to Euros. (of course physical gold is my largest holding along with several other assets) Today, the
Euro makes up some 80% of the currency mix.
Why shift into a weak Euro or hold Euros at all?
Well, mostly because I don't see or value these cash assets the way Western traders do. Nor do I
hold them in the form of derivatives, looking for a trading profit. As large as these assets may be,
I do expect to eventually spend them for something real some day.
With this position and viewpoint I don't have to "buy into" the "Euro is weak" trading talk
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distributed around various forums and trading houses. I don't have too because I can compare,
"first hand" the relative values of these two currencies (or at least others can do it for me). By
relative I mean their native buying power . In Europe, prices of a large basket of "LOCAL" goods
have not gone up in price the same 30% +/- the Euro exchange rate has changed against the
dollar. Conversely, the price of US goods produced natively have not fallen 30% to reflect the
dollars gained strength. It's that simple.
Notice how we word this money comparison; it's an exchange rate, not a value comparison rate!
Most Western traders consider the exchange rate to be the value, but it's not. Spending the paper
money in it's local economy is the value rate.
To continue my logic I repeat an item from our last trail walk:
----- The ECB and Duisenberg have it right. ------- It's the dollar that's too strong (compared to
it's management policy), not the Euro is too weak (compared to it's management policy)! -------OK; with that understanding we can grasp why I am selling dollars (real dollar holdings, not
derivatives) for more Euros. The fact is that, for a bunch of reasons the dollar went up in it's
exchange rate against the Euro. It did so even though the real value of these currency's "buying
power" did not become an issue, rather the manipulated exchange rate did.
This process alone created the gain in my dollar holdings. I see it as no different than buying a
stock in America that rises over a year or so. No, the dollar (Euro concept) didn't fall against the
stock (dollar concept), it's the stock (dollar concept) that went up in value. So we sell the stock
(the dollar) to retain profits! Just as most American tech stock's trading price does not reflect their
fundamental worth and value, so too does the Dollar exchange rate not reflect it's true
fundamental pricing value.
Further; if an across the board price inflation was raging in Europe and not in the USA, the
situation would be different. But it's not.
Also; who is fooling who here with this (Friday) currency intervention? Exactly which currency
power block in under the worst stress and pressing for help (in the background)? Our Western
Media gives us all the details of Europe's oil and other problems but perhaps 1/10 the coverage is
given to the US trade hemorrhage. Any damn fool can see that this trade deficit is the result of a
currency being manipulated and squeezed up for reasons that are uneconomic. USAGOLD poster
ORO explained this dynamic many times.
Prior to EMU the dollar was expanded (thru debt creation) at levels never before thought allowable
or possible. But all of that debt creation in conjunction with it's demands for that future debt
service is spiking the dollar "exchange rate" as Euro financing competes with Dollar financing. In
other words, on the world stage converting dollar debt into more favorable Euro debt shrinks the
dollar liquidity pie. As this happens, our Euro value (in relative local buying power) stay's almost
the same even as the dollar exchange rate rises against the Euro.
Again; it's the dollar that's caught in a vice because it's exchange value is rising while it's native
buying power is somewhat the same. In order to balance the dollar's strength, native goods prices
should be falling. By staying the same, it's effects on our exchange rate process makes the local
price of US goods ever more noncompetitive to sell to world markets. I think Intel is but only one
large operation that just recently demonstrated how this works against our US economy.
This very dynamic creates a massive demand for Euro priced goods from outside their borders.
Left on it's own, such a process would expose the dollar structure to the bankrupt / hyper inflated
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position it has been in for many years. The US trade deficit would grow until the flow of dollars
destroys our dollar reserve system. From where I swim in the ocean (in deep water), this is
exactly the unending process we have embarked on. This time it will not reverse.
Better said, the US has been forced into such an inflation by the existence of a new possible
reserve currency. Something our money policy has never had to contend with before.
Further:
Go back a read the most recent speeches and comments by the ECB president, Mr. Duisenberg.
Truly, the ECB is not interested in "crashing" the system, rather let's "transition" the system into a
more fair order. If intervention is needed, it's needed to keep the American economy from failing
too fast from the coming hyperinflation of it's currency. If the ECB is worried about the "exchange
rate" being too far out of whack, it a worry about it's effect in generating a dollar system
meltdown from deficit trade. Not a total failure of the Euro as so many report. When the time
comes, and it will; the dollar will begin it's fall away from it's own past policy failure. Until that
time, for the benefit of oil producers and many others, let's move as far down this Euro / gold trail
as possible. Without a breakdown.
The very existence of a Euro today makes oil policy in America as never before. One way or
Another oil production control is going to expose the "best" system for future use. The one that
most values and allows real wealth pricing in currency terms. The first system that allows the
price of physical gold to rise will see it's currency price of oil fall. Yet, a rising physical gold price is
something the dollar cannot and will not live with. The American and world gold market trading
system is going to fail with this currency transition and that prospect will leave some high profile
gold owners high and dry. It will also leave some very smart physical and paper gold traders with
a real wealth holding Western traders never will understand. You see, in our day, in our time oil
and gold will never flow in the same direction. Both price wise and physical wise.
Many American / Western order proponents will always take a nationalist side when writing about
the Dollar's position. I think it's called "spinning" the details. Yet, in today's evolving money
system, it's the dollar that under stress from a trade deficit dynamic. We shall see!
Let's hike back to the burial tree we visited last week. There we can re dig some "old bones"!
Onward
FOA/ your trail Guide
FOA (10/02/00; 17:03:27MD - usagold.com msg#40)
Show Time!
Hello travelers!
In the world today it's looking more and more like our physical gold trail is the best place to be.
Because it takes the "high road" above risk, we can watch the action with little fear of ending up
with nothing. Indeed, we may end up with everything!
However, be ware, while hiking the physical trail it's easy for us to be confused with those on that
other paper gold trail. When asked, "are you still hurting from exposure to gold substitute paper",
I have to reply; "I'm sorry, you must have missed the climbers across the valley". "Yes I say, we
can hear their problems over there, even far over on this side, but their gold is not like ours.
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Indeed, nor is their pain ours!
So often Western observers wonder, "why do so many "Giants" buy physical gold when it's going
down"? Well, my friends, I'll use the same example we offered recently about the Euro; it's not
that gold is going down so much as the dollar is being driven up in failure, and truly this end drive
will be it's very last. We will not have to suffer this play much longer.
Look around the world and place yourself in many of it's other countries. Consider just how many
of them have seen the dollar rise over recent years, say at least 30% against their local moneys.
Yet, prior to this recent oil run, the actual cost and pricing structure of most American goods has
not risen this same 30%+ within it's domestic market. No, I'm not making a case for the US CPI
figures being correct, clearly they are not. But, the US has not even begun to enter it's real price
inflation phase. A phase that brings to light our price inflation on a world scale.
The point we are making by taking a foreign view is that gold prices are marking the world
reserve currency's domestic pricing market, not it's currency's exchange market. Just as in our
recent Euro and EuroLand posts, we measure a currencies true values within it's local markets.
From these positions it's clear that US goods have not come close to pricing all the dollar
expansion of the last 20+ years. A dynamic that would have been exposed long ago if our reserve
currency function were threatened as it is now.
Had a large cross segment of foreign nationals owned dollars over the last number of years, they
would have watched their purchasing power in the US market gain some 30% or more when
comparing to their various local moneys. Yet, US prices did not even drop a little on a productivity
basis balancing act that could have evened out the loss on exchange against these foreign
moneys. No, the whole world is not so evil or completely wrong in it's currencies and goods
pricing values. Nor are we so god given productive. Clearly, the dollar is being driven up in an end
time liquidity game that is more like a race between suitors. But this race is exposing our age.
As an example of value justification, had these nationals owned gold in one of these countries at
say $400US; the loss of gold purchasing power on the US market would more directly compare to
their average (many nations) currency's exchange loses. Take that 30% from $400 gold and you
find the range of $280 gold. About where we are now. This recent price is demonstrating the
world over that using gold as a real economic value scale, US goods have already been inflated in
America today. Yes, our inflation is running 30%+ over these last years, compared to the world's
price structure.
(Those of you falling behind, climb hard and take larger steps. We need to get to the top before
sunset, so the battle can be seen!)
This is the process that we are now deep into. Our economy cannot adjust to this form of
competition using it's normal, from the past currency policy. To sustain our current economic
momentum we must resort to a serious outright currency inflation. Only, this time the game will
be different than from before! Today, the world's only true modern reserve currency is going to
price all fiats on a level playing field. That currency, by the way, "is oil"!
In the time directly before us, this level and in the open competition is going to gut our economy
by exploding the US trade deficit before it explodes anyone else's. Eventually, our inability to shut
down that deficit will demand a super run in our local US price structure. This dynamic will also be
exposed in the "DOLLAR" price of real "physical gold".
======
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So Mr Gresham,
(and also hello, sir (smile))
You ask in your USAGOLD FORUM post #36807: "In other words, why didn't physical get a jolt
from them before now?"
Why?
Because they and other Giants were buying all the gold our american made paper markets would
supply without driving the price above a domestic US price structure comparison. Remember, the
question was never "Where" is the gold going, rather always why are we selling it?
This past inflation of paper gold would not only produce circumstances that only strengthen the
exchange rate value of our dollars, but somewhat lower the price of gold in relation to our local
goods prices instead of against oil. This position generated buying at the constantly lower levels
this new ratio generated. Even though gold would later be priced in dollars using oil at 1gm per
barrel. Lower gold was good for them (us) but demanded a currency policy above our economic
structure's ability to sustain. Even as our true price inflation remained hidden in the dollar's
reserve currency status, it was only a matter of time before the system fell apart. If cheap oil
could only keep US prices even (not falling) then expensive oil would one day demand at least a
strong economy busting exchange rate. It will be to that end (our economy will fail with our
reserve currency status) and physical gold will rise from serious bidding to match any future
economic supportive price inflation we embark upon. You and I know what the system will
provide.
Expose a market dynamic that is delivering in your favor by taking more than can be supplied?
You don't! You allow the broken system to expose itself first, then you move on. You see, unlike
the boys across the valley, many of us (grin) are buying gold "the currency" not gold "the
commodity". There is a world of strategic difference in how and why this is done today compared
to yesterday.
The Washington Agreement was a signal as to what side of gold the ECB was on. Now, with all the
players at the chess board, the clock has just been punched! All the words I and Another have
written is now on the line!
My friend, it's show time!
thanks
FOA/ Your Trail Guide
FOA (10/07/00; 12:29:10MD - usagold.com msg#41)
Checking the view!
Hello everyone,
Before starting my discussion on the main forum today, let me begin the long process of clarifying
our ( mine and the Giants I walk behind) views and understandings of the many concepts that
drive our position. Indeed, these concepts and positions create and drive "the modern gold
markets" of today.
By now many of you can see, that as events have proven, our gold market has indeed evolved.
It's become a different sort of animal than the one we knew a few short years ago. Certainly it's
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response to world events is not even close to it's reply even as far back as fifteen years ago.
Whether you follow gold stocks, play the gold paper derivatives or buy bullion itself, your portfolio
has been impacted by these important changes in how gold is valued and priced.
Addressing everyone now with this is important, because most every investor in the "gold market"
dynamic reads these words and has a perceived failing stake in the game. I also believe the entire
system as we know it has reached the end of it's timeline that Another's Thoughts were always
pointing to. So, today I'll make the first of many, clear and to the point posts. All done with a
purpose of getting everyone into shape for the long hike directly before us.
------------------------------Dollar currency and paper Gold? ----- both have been inflated ----- both will fail!--Take a brief moment to look at the dollar as a fiat currency only and forget anything about it's
past or present connection to gold. Consider the dollar as being backed by the actual goods it's
economy (the USA) produces and how that backing is governed by a stable price for those goods.
In other words let's assume we will allow the USA to print all the currency it wants as long as that
amount matches the ability of our economic structure to deliver goods against those dollars.
Further, let's say the gauge of whether this is working correctly is read in the price of those goods
(in dollars) being stable.
As long as our (USA) society could make goods and deliver then for dollars in a stable price range,
it should be fair to say that any and all of us would always own, retain, save and use dollars as a
reasonable paper currency. If over any ten or twenty year period, the fiat prices for delivered
goods stayed the same, in the minds of everyone (myself included) digital paper dollars would
indeed be as good as owning things themselves.
Do you see the thought thrust of the above? By a wide margin, humans want to equate holding
dollars as the same as holding goods. Like this fictional account:
### I went to a Ford dealer the other day to see about getting a new SUV explorer.
The dealer I went to had a ten year supply of them on hand (he must have been a big
dealer - smile) and said they went for $22,000 each. He said that he had so many of
them that their price would not vary much at all and they could even fall. Further, he
said that I could take my time,,,,,, no rush,,,, come in any time and he was sure the
supply would be there. Well,,,,,, I had the $22K in the bank and my old SUV was still
working fairly well,,,,,,, so I didn't buy. I just went home, safe in the assumption that
my $22K in the bank was as good as a new Ford SUV. In fact,,,, as the weeks went buy
I even told my friends I had a "paper SUV" in the bank! All I had to do was "call for
delivery"! ###
You see where this is going now, don't you? Over time, America has printed and created various
forms of dollars and dollar substitutes while distributing then at home and the world over. The
driving force behind this dynamic is in ours and the world's perception that these dollars are paper
versions of "real things". This is the bedrock of a fiat currency; that the economic structure of the
nation that prints said money can deliver goods against that currency and do it at a stable price.
Our dollar currency system has drifted far, far away from this expectation. Early on, years ago as
we began printing more money than the goods we produced could be delivered (sell) against,
prices began to rise (price inflation). But we adapted by expecting interest returns on these dollar
holdings to make up the price rises. We accepted that if in general, American price inflation was
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running at say 5% then an 8% return would somewhat cover it. Over time and throughout our up
and down price inflation cycles, we progressed further and further into accepting some form of
ever increasing extra return on dollar savings as the balancing factor. Today, whether it's the stock
market, bonds or whatever, dollar holders rely more and more on trading profits and derivatives
to cover the added risk.
So what is wrong with this? Well,,,, our private dollar accounts have been covered because their
numbers are increasing. At least if you have done your homework and were a good trader! Truly,
there are ever increasing dollars in the world and their increase is helping to reassure dollar
holders that their money is still equal to "real things". But, in reality it's the ability of the finite US
system to deliver real goods against these ever increasing paper demands for delivery that is in
question.
Over time, we have come to think of all of our various dollar substitutes as being easily converted
into real things by just calling for delivery. In other words, spending them on something.
Again:
This "spending" is the process directly before us that will default the dollar through inflation. This
is how a contract system, like our dollar currency begins to fail. Everyone, through trading or just
plain old interest on CDs has built up an ever larger holding of "paper delivery notices" in the form
of dollar credits. Like my example above, these "paper SUVs" have been inflated even as the
ability to supply real goods produced in the US, has stayed the same. In fact, "THE PHYSICAL
GOODS" that must be legally delivered against these "dollar legal tender credits" cannot come
anywhere close to covering the (fiat) contracts written!
In the days ahead, we will see it as price inflation as Physical goods cannot be delivered against
all the outstanding currency calls in the consumer marketplace. In many cases, it's the holders of
these "paper SUV" contracts (what we call dollars) that will see their savings value tumble as the
underlying physical goods soars in price.
So, this is the classical price inflation that results after a long expansion of a fiat currency. From
the beginning the currency is seen as a contract for the delivery of goods sometime in the future.
We save it (fiat) instead of spending it because it's convent and logical. Yet, the more that people,
and in general the international marketplace relies on this method of holding their goods the more
the officials expand the contracts (fiat currency) as a method of creating fictional wealth. This
expanded currency is used to buy services, goods and commodities, even oil! But it's timeline has
a beginning and an end. Today, we are at the dollar's end!
More:
So do we see any comparison to "paper gold" in the above? You bet we do! Like hand in glove
"gold the money" travels the exact same route "dollars the fiat" does in our modern banking
system.
For every person that thinks their "paper dollar" holdings can be spent for goods and receive
those goods (call for delivery) at near today's price,,,,,,,,,, there are almost as many "paper gold
holders" that think the world system will "deliver gold" in the price and amounts they have
contracted for. Folks,,,,,, in today's world that's a lot of gold owners!
Yet, the holders of "paper gold" will fair little better than the holders of "paper dollars" in the
coming super inflation. Both will lag the price rises of physical goods and physical gold as the
inability of the finite supply system to deliver comes into play. One will end up in grocery markets
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trying to spend those paper dollar contracts and beat rising prices, while the other ends up in
court, waiting for the delivery of physical gold that simply does not exist.
-------------------------------------Another (and by following him, myself also) has seen this end from long ago. We buy physical
gold not for it's commodity dollar value, but rather for it's money value in the coming failure of
the entire dollar system. We do not expect the world to fail, rather change. We see a transition
where traders see the loss of a infrastructure that blocks their building of wealth. Bullish gold
traders detest our view because it denies them their dollar trading profits. Yet, dollar profits were
exactly what we were trying to avoid.
To date, Another's view and position has been and is continuing to be right. The dollar paper
system is on fire and the gold paper system is failing from continuous supply. The dollar is being
forced upward as oil values rise, blocking all efforts of the Fed to raise rates and contract the
runaway system. Hyperinflation is directly in our path.
I'll talk more about this and other things on the main forum, today.
Thanks
Trail Guide
FOA (10/14/2000; 10:30:03MD - usagold.com msg#42)
Our Position -- Their Position ----- From Which Mountain Will You View The Valley Battle
Hello once again!
I see that our little group of "Western Minded Physical Gold Advocates" is growing by leaps and
bounds. I have added Western to the phrase as a way of distinguishing them from most of the
world's other physical buyers. It seems that outside our American way of understanding wealth,
gold has always been a savings currency for other peoples! Only now has the Western mind begun
to see gold as real wealth. Anyway, each week's walk on the trail has more hikers than the last.
No doubt the ongoing failure of paper gold substitutes must be taking it's toll.
Many new travelers here once held long term beliefs (myself included) about physical gold and it's
relationship with various leveraged paper gold substitutes. I understand how easy it is to consider
these relationships to be solid, valued historic perceptions. But today, they are not.
Most of the current gold market and it's industry has only recently matured to the present state of
paper sophistication. If I had to venture a guess I would say it all began just 28 +/- years ago, in
1971? An even better estimate would tie it to the early to mid 80s. In any event, this is the period
(from then till say 1996) that most gold thinkers use to build value relationships into paper gold
from physical gold. In other words, if gold is at "such and such" price then typical, traditional
trading has historically valued paper prices (mine stocks, gold options, futures, etc.?) at "such and
such" price.
What so many failed to understand was that all of those old dollar gold values and their paper
relationships were created during the dollar "near failure" of that time (70s?). Not the dollar
failure that's coming (00s?). The great dollar inflation, back then in the USA and it's impact on our
world was hardly an inflation by historic readings. Truly, what our Western minds saw as a colossal
explosion in gold prices was only a "blip" of size and substance relative to the "blip" of inflation
that occurred then! Again, the physical - to - paper context of today uses those same conditions
and trading results to reach value conclusions and extrapolates these into our future paper gold
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substitute's prices. A process that I submit will find our paper gold traders running far behind the
real price inflation that's coming. Yes, these paper gold plays may indeed go up, but they will not
gain the way bullion does relative to the currency destruction that's ahead.
The only lasting impact the historic 70s dollar price inflation had was to set off a search to create
a replacement for the world's greenback reserve system. A "political will" was created to hold this
reserve system together at any and all cost and for whatever amount of time was needed to build
said replacement. If the "will" was not strong enough or "time" not long enough, it was easy to
see that gold would be the fall back reserve. Indeed, that would be quite a fall back, especially for
those people (governments included) without gold.
We make the point for physical gold today because today is different! There is a huge difference
between controlling an "ongoing price inflation" and battling an ongoing timeline failure of your
currency. The first is controlled through printing restraint, while the second is managed to a bitter
end. Some would sarcastically say "it's manipulated for it's longest lasting effects".
So, we walk this trail to build an understanding of "gold the savings" not "gold the dollar account
multiplier"! Thinking as the "Giants" walking before us think;
"we don't want more dollars as a result of gold gaining permanent long term value that
will last a lifetime, we want more gold"!
Onward!
Our Position -- Their Position ----- From Which Mountain Will You View The Valley Battle
Once again, I'll expand further while we walk so as to make our case more clear.
Last week I closed by saying; " " We do not expect the world to fail, rather (to) change. We see a
transition where traders see the loss of an infrastructure (paper gold market place) that blocks
their building of wealth." "!
It's a clear choice for anyone walking this trail; use paper gold derivatives to gain more dollars or
hold physical gold to gain more wealth?
This is the presentation we offer. This is the wisdom you must decide upon.
Will our dollar show a strong price inflation as it did in the 70s? If it does and does so in a slowly
building fashion, then the current paper gold market and pricing system should work. Allowing it's
participants a chance to "cash out" into more dollars. Dollars, I might add that should gain
somewhat in goods pricing value as the system cycles through one more price inflation phase.To
date, this outdated trading strategy is not working, is it?
Truly, this is the race most paper gold players are betting on. They point to the fact that gold bugs
have been calling for dollar destruction and hyperinflation for a long, long time. Yet, it never
happened! I agree. Indeed, we (modern Physical Gold Advocates) never saw the dollar as ending
it's reserve roll then, either. Nor did we figure that the USA or it's dollar empire would fall. We
brought and held (long term) some gold, but mostly sold in and out of the cycles as best as
possible.
But as time traveled on, dollar debt exploded in a fashion none of us could understand. Over this
same period, my relationship with several world thinkers helped me to grasp the changing
dynamics of our money system. Placing all of the "Oil for Gold" and "Political Games" in a lesser
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dimension, I learned where we were headed over the long term. Indeed, ongoing national
financial strategies are only something to observe along the trail.
A transition away from our dollar reserve world went a long way to defining the process we
witnessed over this last decade. There is simply no possible way the dollar debt load could have
been expanded to it's present scale without a massive worldwide helping hand. Yet conversely, to
help explode dollar assets was clearly and end time maneuver that would destroy everyone's
assets. Unless some other system was on the wind, ready to take over.
This is really where our modern gold trail begins, the early 90s. Mostly because this is when the
logic began to leak out from behind closed doors. We can see the influence of "Old World" hard
money in this new fiat reserve creation, where gold can be the fall back if the system fails. We can
now openly see the slow destruction of our dollar's mainstay in creating it's value illusion; "the
dollar based, world paper gold system".
Clearly, this system had full international support for many years as our paper gold pricing helped
to maintain dollar demand and use through it's illusion of dollar value. That mirage was always a
steady to falling gold price that not only helped price oil, but strengthened dollar savings demand.
Starting in the mid 90s, we began to see the very first cracks in this support as it became clear to
us that paper gold market support would fall away as the Euro was born and grew. Once
established and with the Euro "walking on it's own legs" support for the dollar, in lower gold prices
would fall ever more heavily upon our US financial structure. A structure that ironically is heavily
built on the British LBMA. Perhaps explaining the struggle to keep England out of EMU for as long
as possible.
Knowing full well that they could not sell US treasury gold into a BIS sanctioned currency reserve
transition for fear that foreign CBs would simply consume all the gold, they opened the paper gold
flood gates in a fashion similar to printing dollars prior to 1971. Today, our old disgraced system of
non redeemable 70s dollars backed by insufficient vault gold has been replaced with "commodity
market contract gold". Any increase in stress would require Paper gold to flood the markets in
ever increasing amounts so as to stifle any rise in the system. A dollar gold paper system that
sets the price of physical gold trading. Indeed, as our good poster on the USAGOLD FORUM
(SteveH) (hello Steve, smile) notes it, they are using commodity gold markets to influence world
monetary gold values and reserves.
Is all of this a surprise? No, at least not to Modern Physical Gold Advocates that have been
watching "Events" these last few years, as Another asked. Clearly, this is the guide map for an
ending currency system. You explode the currency substitutes (debt?) worldwide, to save your
banking system for as long as traders will accept it. When international "political will" begins to
walk away from your fiat, you take up the ball of last resort and run with it; "you inflate the gold
issuance for all you are worth"! Indeed, you sell it into destruction!
Let's rest a minute and look around!
Now do you see why major players are buying physical gold as carefully as possible out of sight?
Now do you see why they are also buying paper gold, in sight so as to make a market and slow
it's destruction decent. The longer the system can work, right up to the end, the more small
amounts of gold can be brought. Eventually, even a tiny amount of gold will more than balance all
the loses in dollar gold contracts.
Further, do you see why even gold mines will suffer such a loss of share value as the paper price
descends. Yet, once to it's (gold's) final destruction level (and the share prices follow it), the rise
in physical will come in a full scale crisis that demands crisis nationalization of all paper trading.
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Not Physical trading, just paper contract trading! Paper market shut down for adjustments?
Because the new fiat competitor for our dollar system has based it's strength on a functioning free
gold marketplace, every nation will be forced to do the same using bullion. To compete they will
have no choice but to free gold for their citizens, even as they lock down in ground reserves with
grandfather "windfall profits taxes"! All enacted while share trading and paper bullion trading is
halted for months on end.
As I stand here, my view is:
I do not hate gold shares (I own some) or gold derivatives (I own three of those also as an
experiment on the main forum).
My only offense to paper gold traders is that;
"I place these gold substitutes in their proper perspective in our changing world". "Another" has
challenged you to do the same.
More during our next get together,,,, a fireside chat.
FOA/ Your Trail Guide
FOA (10/20/00; 14:00:07MD - usagold.com msg#43)
A Fireside Chat
Let's settle by the outdoor hearth for heat and conversation. I even see Michael Kosares back
there with a warm cup. The fire is aglow,,,,,, the talk is about the trail before us:
Aristotle, said this today:
-------------------------Aristotle (10/19/2000; 5:44:45MT - usagold.com msg#: 39386)
Do you heed your own advice? Thoughts on Trade deficits--big and small
"""""As for the U.S., we are in a unique but temporary position in which we haven't yet
had to pay the full price for our past trade deficits. Until that day arrives (with severe
currency devaluation), we might be inclined to stand the old terms on their heads and
describe our current trade deficit as a FAVORABLE trade position because we are
receiving real goods and services from other countries with partial payment (required
in excess of our own exports) made in typically depreciating paper of our own easy
creation.""""""
----------Aristotle,
In this post you also made another very good point (see full post) by directing Hard Money
Advocates to pursue their own often stated doctrine. I think that perception is a given; that when
the crisis hits, everyone the world over will be buying gold for depreciating dollars! Indeed, if your
Chimps, Champs and Chumps (see his #39302 on the main forum for definitions) are really
forward thinking, they would be wise to follow their own strategy by buying physical gold now.
Before the winds blow?
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Further to ALL:
Following on Aristotle's above:
The dollar deficit is truly the main money destruction tool being forced to function in our modern
"killing fields" of today! In the past we saw this trade deficit function operate for only short
periods as it constricted growth in our US economy! Now, they have not only the US economy but
also it's currency caught permanently in this long term trap. For the first time since we left the
gold standard while making them play by our rules, they now have us. Once before, in 1985 (look
at a dollar chart then) we were well on our way to the same problems, but the difference then was
that "noone" had a potential alternative reserve currency system to run to when we induced a
recession. Today they do and this "waiting in the wings system" is the hatchet tool in the hands of
our world markets that will do us in. As the ECB says;
""" it's not the Euro is too low, your dollar is too high ,,,,,,,, so go ahead, make my day and fix
it"""! (smile)
Indeed, no intervention by the US now is a stab in the heart of the dollar economy.
The US has had the rest of the world in somewhat of a trap also. For a long, long time. Perhaps
from when we told them that the world gold exchange standard bearer would no longer ship gold
for dollars. From that point on we (USA, my country) could inflate our money without
consequences.
In fact, we had to inflate in this "Darwin" fashion over all these years! Truly, if we did not inflate
long term and ship liquidity (created dollars) outside the US, our dollar's value would always soar
above other strong currencies. This is because of it's world settlement function. Notice I said soar
over their value instead of they would fall away from our value. There is a difference. As in our
recent hikes, we saw that the internal basket of goods prices for both dollars and Euros dictated
that these currencies are at opposite extremes in value and should reverse. Further; I use Darwin
because everyone came to think that our sending money overseas was part of the "natural order
of things" (chimps (smile)). They thought and still do think that the world just craves our money!
They will have a different opinion later.
We must reconcile with the truth of this process by looking at the dollar world from 1971; the one
time the dollar soared too high for too long it began killing off our economy. Forcing us into the
same printing policy other lesser nations must employ to keep their exchange rate level. Yes, even
the USA must sell overseas to create jobs and profits at home. A huge trade deficit in a reserve
currency nation, induced by an overvalued currency like we are seeing now, raises the currency's
value even further above other strong fiats. This is the way such a reserve system naturally reacts
when there is no local reduction in liquidity to check it.
A regular (non reserve currency) nation's money would suffer a different fate if they inflated the
native currency the way we do. It's non trade settlement function begets a falling exchange rate.
That in turn drives then into the same policy of hyper inflation but it's effects are felt in higher
prices, immediately.
Again, conversely, a reserve currency always rises in exchange function from this forced "liquidity
draining" trade settlement. Once on this trend, over time, the higher it's value goes the more
people finance in other mediums (yen carry, gold carry, Euro carry, oil carry) This further dries up
the fractional reserve created dollar reserves as the demand for dollars grows ever stronger from
it's ever higher cost trade settlements. Settlements dictated because IMF / dollar protocols
demand dollar use as settlement.
In the past if the system began driving the dollar too high and forcing US trade deficits, the Fed
would raise rates to throw us (USA) into an economic recession that broke the vicious deficit trade
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cycle. Knowing full well that it would be a short recession policy because "noone" would jump the
dollar ship before the medicine could work. Looking around back then and we see there was no
other reserve currency ship to jump to. We either lose jobs and profits from an "overvalued
currency" or from an induced recession. The first can lead to a financial breakdown, the lasts
corrects things after only a short while. Naturally, we embark on the quick fix of a fast recession.
This is why our times are so very different now. What the "chimps" came to know over this 20+
year period as a strong America in a high dollar, was always something our money creators were
striving to fight against. We truly have always been inflating our currency for these many years in
a attempt to keep the natural effects of the IMF reserve system from spiking the currency too high
up. Again, if we had a regular currency, our policies would have been reflected in sky high prices
for everything. What most of us "smart chimps" know as price inflation reflecting money supply
inflation.
OK, let me sip some starbuck's:
Ever since the Euro was seen in by US policy makers as an eventual success, our treasury has
tried to put it's best "New York Spin" on the ongoing process. Simply stated; from the early to mid
90s we are in favor of a strong dollar policy. In reality, with the advent of the Euro and the
evolving stance of the BIS, this has made our "economy killing" strong dollar unavoidable.
There is no way the Fed can create a new recession now without everyone jumping ship for
another currency reserve. There is no possible way the Euro Zone will suffer as big a downfall as
the US in another policy induced recession. Just looking at their closed economy and debt
structure tells that story by itself. Any US slowdown means a run for the Euro, yet weakness in
the Euro means the US must inflate at a torrid rate. We now stand toe to toe and wait to see who
will fall first. All the while our world dollar gold markets are caught in the cross fire!
This is where we have been for the last decade. This explains why the DOW and all it's paper
cousins have enjoyed the effects of a massive, ongoing dollar expansion worldwide without any
official policy interference. Right when we were to the point of changing policy to slow things
down, the Euro was to be introduced in a year or two and risked taking away or sharing the
dollar's standard.
The "lesser chimps", lost in Western thought keep waiting for the fed to induce their deflationary
policy. (I was monkey - ing around in this area for a while myself) (grin) It is not coming. To do so
now would commit the dollar to non reserve status in a hurry and produce a massive price
inflation at home (right now) as all these unneeded dollar reserves come racing home. Remember,
the ECB does not need dollar reserves! The Euro is a stand alone currency representing an in
house trading block. They may have to buy dollars for oil, but others must also buy Euros for
European produced goods. If the Euro went to .10 to the dollar the EuroZone economy would not
stop. But all international dollar trade would grind to a halt. The USA could not sell anything
internationally, at all! Every other nation would simply abandon the IMF protocols and use their
native currencies to trade directly with Europe. Even Arabia would break their SDR basket peg and
trade oil for Euro goods, either using their currency or directly if needed.
Our outdoor fireplace is getting hot, lets step away.
The lesser of the two evils today (and this is the one the ECB / BIS enjoys watching) is our
current frozen policy. We can no longer cut off the strong dollar / growing deficit circle by raising
rates and invoking a recession as in the past. This time we must continue to pump the reserves at
all costs in a process that only floods the world with more dollars. It's called a currency
hyperinflation and is one we (as US people) have never witnessed in modern times. The pressure
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has built up full volume now as all escape valves are being closed. We are well on the way to a
derivatives exploding event that will break into the open with a cascading dollar and full force US
price inflation.
This is the "why" for the gold derivatives policy that Physical Gold Advocates are now enjoying.
Also one that leveraged paper gold investors are being tortured with. In effect, we "gold buyers"
are trading 1971 style dollar derivatives contracts for the physical gold we never could get then.
And doing so before a 1971 style gold event that comes in the form of a denouncement of the
contractual viability of all gold contracts. Let's call it "no gold for dollar derivatives"!
All the while, just like in 71 other "chUmps" (smile) are saving these same paper gold substitutes
to protect themselves from this same crisis.
Further; many of them have sold their physical gold for use by the BBs. I think SteveH calls it
OPG (other peoples gold). This is where the real supply that fills a Physical Gold Advocate nation's
coffers (and mine) comes from. It's truly a good deal in light of what's coming. Let's not mess it
up by talking about who is buying all that gold, rather just point everyone to watch how much is
being sold!
The US cannot walk away from hiking our ""gold trail"" now. Because "this process" is one of the
few tools available to them for keeping the dollar perception in a good light. In effect by slowing
the currency transition process they are doing exactly what world dollar holders need the to do.
They will inflate these derivatives until in effect; our modern gold market bankrupts itself as
supply is exhausted. I say, good! (smile) But once we get to that stage, I expect that a super US
economic downturn will ensue. Then the fed will go wide open and cover everything in sight to
keep us going! The ongoing price inflation will be driving everything from physical gold to real
estate through the roof.
I submit that many smart hard money thinkers like Traveler and Thai Gold (and many others) are
walking forward but looking backward. I (myself) have tried this before but usually run into
something I didn't see in front of me (smile). That something today, for modern hard money
followers is in the form of an internationally induced transition away from the US dollar as a
reserve currency. Such a policy evolution has the effects of driving the lead currency's creator into
printing press mode as an only option to maintaining the viability of our economic and financial
structures.
Yes, it eventually breaks everything! But this is nothing new for us gold history buffs and it's what
has happen in countless modern national fiats around the world today. Nations that don't have a
reserve currency to play with. We will do like their citizens do, continue to use dollars but carry in
our pockets whatever new reserve is in fashion, as a backup! Be it gold or Euros or both. In
addition, our entire financial structure (like in these other nations) will change to operating in an
inflation economy. Money will be lost, big time and made big time, but things will still be financed,
brought and sold. Houses will double, triple then double again in price, even as financing rates
approach 35%, 40% or whatever. We will also follow the (then) prevailing world policy concerning
physical gold, solely because it will make economic sense to our officials.
As such; like today, everyone uses dollar reserves because it keeps us within accepted
international policy. Across the currency warfare valley our "gold trail" is coming to, we will also
use gold as a free reserve medium. Mostly because it's what the leading reserve policy of that
time will dictate and that will keep us on good trading terms.
No, we will not confiscate gold again. Perhaps if it is designated as US legal tender and caught up
in some kind of currency change, that will pose a risk! But that's just following the same fiat
rollovers so many other countries now must employ and will have little impact on most gold
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owners. Besides, PGA's know how to avoid such a trap through physical gold ownership diversity!
US Eagles held along with a diverse group of new and old coins fit my pocket just fine. I don't
worry about the premium on any ounces I buy today. In the future, the total price we now pay will
probably be the premium anyway (huge smile from ear to ear!)
Again, as international trends follow the use of physical gold into the free trading asset realm, no
longer as an official money, then it's value and ownership will soar the world over. To date this is
the future before us as the dollar fails it's function.
Truly, a relationship with an honest international physical gold dealer will no doubt place oneself at
the center of this exciting new financial evolution. (I'm trying to think of a dealer that would fit
that description? I know I just saw one on this page. Somewhere?) (smile)
Lastly:
Don't tell me an inflating dollar economy doesn't work this way! I have lived in many, many lands
and have witnessed and used such inflating systems. Look around for yourself at how non reserve
moneys are impacted by their native policy today and the effects of those policies on all real
assets. There are few examples that do not follow this regular fiat price inflation mode. Our dollar
use and function is about to revert to a lesser more common level, suffering it's drop away from
reserve need. In doing so it will change as never before in our time. In fact, it's only the current
gold pricing system that may experience a larger change. Not only in use but in Western gold
value perception.
""""We watch this new gold market together, yes?""""""
Thank you one and all for sharing this time
Trail Guide
FOA (10/28/00; 10:40:51MD - usagold.com msg#44)
There Is No Way Such A Currency Could Ever Last!
I'm glad to see everyone brought their overnight packs because we are going to take an extended
walk this time. It's going to last over several days, so let's get going!
Onward:
There Is No Way Such A Currency Could Ever Last!
Here we have eleven completely different country's and each one operating under an independent
government. They all still have their own internal currencies and banking systems but set most or
all of their trade settlement and pricing in only one currency unit. With all the in fighting and at
odds views, how could it be expected to last? To this end I completely agree with all the negative
sentiment people today have! I completely agree,,,,,,,,,the dollar will never work! (smile)
Can you imagine any success at all when these nations try to use such a currency scheme? The
countries of Canada, Mexico, Australia, Brazil, Britain, Japan, Peru, Argentina, Taiwan, Venezuela
and Hon Kong all have operated for 20+ years under a Dollar system not much different in effect
than the new Euro Project is birthing today. In fact, most of the world has used this ad-hock dollar
reserve system for a long, long time!
So when we hear all the stories and reasoning about how the Euro will never last, just remember,
the very same reasoning was applied to the dollar's future a long time ago. It's still here.
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On the main USAGOLD forum I saw a post by Salmon (he must be hiking with us today) that
asked a very relevant question I want to expand on; "People conveniently have short memory. I
remember not that long ago $US were trading 80 on the US Dollar index."!
Boy Salmon, I agree some of these people must have been too young to have fully financially
participated in the great dollar scares of the past. Either that, or your are right that their
memories are short. I remember endless articles, discussions and books that all pronounced the
death of the Dollar as we knew it. Each and every thinker all saw that the dollar would fail and
their forceful commentary made today's Euro bashing look like sweet cream!
Yet, the dollar made it anyway and for all it's incredible misuse and global hatred is still the most
widely used unit in the world. Over time all the dollar bears had to simply "be quiet" or risk being
totally discredited as it's value climbed endlessly. Remember the mid 80s when the dollar was off
the charts, making today's strength look week in comparison? What happened people? Dollar
debt, money growth, price inflation all never stopped. Slowed down off and on, yes, but stop, no
way! Every reason why the dollar should have stopped was / is still in force, nothing changed.
The very same people that voice their views against the Euro today would have, using the same
criteria, said the dollar is toast at half the debt level and political contention it now holds. But it
didn't toast well did it? That's because the world's "political will" all came together and supported
the Dollar's use for better or worse until something else could be formed. You can turn this
"notion" upside down, sideways and throw it against a concrete wall and still not present a sound
argument that can topple this as the fullest explanation of the matter. All the grand US economic
explanations only sidestep explaining the negative monetary issues that have traveled hand and
hand with the dollar through it's ups and downs.
Besides, listen to the bashers for their reasons as to why their own native currencies are still in
use? Even after watching some of their local moneys change even more than the Euro. Kind of
silent commentary in that sector, isn't it? They hate the prospects of the Euro and say their
(Europeans) people will dump it, but I ask why do you still use the Canadian dollar for example?
Why is that money still in your pocket but your discussion precludes that others (Europeans) will
dump theirs. Use their reasoning against the Euro and one must conclude that no fiat currency
today can last.
Our reasoning in advancing Euro success is based on what is happening, not what must not
happen according to fiat trading theory. To use the position that the Euro will fall because the
dollar has risen so high against it begs the question: why did not all of the European currencies
fail in the mid 1980s when the Dollar soared against them then? Indeed, so much higher than
even today?
========================
The Euro Story May Be Offering Something A Lot Of Paper Gold Investors Don't Want To Hear!
The Euro Project is changing the outlook for gold in a way many gold industry investor didn't play
the game for. Not one of them ever factored in just how a reserve currency transition would
impact "not only physical gold", rather the gold market itself as it exists today in dollar contract
form.
It seems everyone was in complete agreement that any fall in the dollar would be bluish for
physical gold, including myself. Yes, one day the dollar price inflation would return and bring with
it the need for investors to once again buy all kinds of gold vehicles. However, as late as the mid
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90s none of the hard money advocates thought of the Euro Project as a system that would change
gold thought, use or valuation. The new currency was seen as just some new currency that would
be tried out in another part of the world. Like a new Peso in Mexico?
But, Western traders had fallen asleep in their basic understanding of gold and certainly paper
gold substitutes. Over the years, the very dollar system they expected to fail had been slowly
transforming the pricing mechanism and the nature of world gold holdings. As contract gold was
inflated to meet the needs of ever more sophisticated traders and hedgers, paper gold was seen
as having a physical gold tracking longevity every bit as good as the dollar. No one expected the
dollar to be displaced, so leveraging non physical gold in the form of dollar based contracts must
be an easier, cheaper, more highly leveraged ticket. Sure, the dollar would be taken down a bit
and price inflation will return, but the world was never going to leave this reserve system. In this
stupor type reasoning, it made no difference whether real gold was behind the paper so long as it
tracked the physical price. For confirmation of this reasoning, just visit some of the gold forums
and listen to the traders. Even some on our forum are completely unbiased toward paper gold's
worth. Is it no wonder that, in time paper trading grew until it became the physical price.
Again, no one considered what would happen if the dollar was transitioned away from being the
reserve. Well, they must have thought; if it was to happen, what ever new reserve that came
along would just offer the same paper system and we would all trade over into it. Wrong!
Suddenly, the ECB has in it's charter the marking of gold to market, at what ever it's worldly price
would reach and in Euros no less.
But, here, we have the entire American dollar based contract gold market predicated on a limited
commodity price range policy, pushed by the US, that kept gold in a pocket of dollar valuation.
Not allowing it to leave this range allowed the growth of paper only gold because the outside
extremes of price risk (both bottom and top) was known. Now we have a real threat that the Euro
could unseat the dollar and allow gold to seek what ever level physical demand may allow. Can
you say, "unlimited risk"?
A complete breakdown of the worlds only current contract gold market would slam the dollar very
hard, indeed. It would also completely disrupt and financially fail the entire gold industry. Most
every player that is "playing for a move in gold" will lose his playing vehicle in a currency
transition the system is not structured for "limited price moves"! Hence the reasoning for our
"physical gold" only approach during the rough period ahead!
I'll close now, as we walk a little further. Then we can discuss what currency is "in abstract form".
You have heard us say many time that the price inflation is already built into the Dollar, well, this
will help you understand why.
Onward: next stop in a little while
Trail Guide
FOA (10/28/00; 11:05:36MD - usagold.com msg#45)
Quick Correction!
In the last part, please read as: "UN limited price moves"
--the system is not structured for "unlimited price moves"! Hence the reasoning for our "physical
gold" only approach during the rough period ahead!-----thanks
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FOA (10/28/00; 18:12:18MD - usagold.com msg#46)
The inflation is already around us!
ALL:
Let's stop walking and begin here by using one of Traveler's thoughts (USAGOLD poster).
------------------------"Deflation is everywhere and always a monetary phenomenon."
The "Traveler" was absolutely right with the above remark. This perspective has been around for
some time and describes to an extent our paper money dilemma. However, reading from a
different angle would require another question; what kind of "monetary" are we dealing in"? Even
better to ask; do credits in any monetary system always try to deflate?
----------------------------Well, in most kinds of fractional gold money systems there is an absolute end to the amount of
credits (debt) that can be extended. Even when banks are allowed to make loans at some multiple
beyond their gold holdings, eventually the relatively fixed gold stores in their vaults stop all new
credit creation. Usually this process is quick to react as a shut off valve and creates somewhat of
a deflation before the credit expansion impacts the economy too broadly.
So here we can say that "deflation most likely is waiting around everywhere, all the time", but it
becomes most apparent just as soon as banks begin lending too far beyond the fractional limits
that gold places on them. Somewhere between point A "gross amount of debt created" and point
B "gross amount of debt created", physical restrictions force a stop to further credit creation. That
forces the economy to begins it's failure response to service some of said debt. Deflation is then in
the air. Most of you hard money buffs have heard this explained before in several variations.
-------------------Today, fiat money systems operate outside gold's control and do it on two levels to destroy
savings. Both of these levels work to pull wealth away from you in a way that's out of sight and
out of your control . Further, the matter in which these processes are discussed tends to hide the
wealth destruction by placing it's eventual effects as always happening more in a future tense.
That's not the case and much of our presentation for physical gold now, is based on understanding
how much a currency owner has lost already to said money wealth destruction.
--------------------So, try to place yourself in a different position, using a somewhat abstract view that may allow
you to see what is happening "underneath". In an off take from Traveler's above, let's try to look
at a different kind of "monetary" to see if anything changes with it's use. First, we consider the
fiat as it is in use now.
----------------Once we leave a fractional gold system, nothing changes all that much. In place of gold, banks are
given strict percentages of credit creation that in some ways follows the same rules gold imparts.
In a very basic sense banks can only create so much credit unless the central banking authority
sanctions more bookkeeping reserves for them to lend against. In many respects, if those in
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authority kept to their strict rules, our fractional reserve paper currency system would work just
like the above gold system would. We would indeed experience "deflation in the air" as soon as
said lending limits are reached.
But in a fractional reserve fiat system, people make and break these money rules and use
whatever advantage gained to overlord others. Some of us explain this by saying it's this faction
or that faction doing it to all us in another faction. But power groups-are-us and indeed our whole
political process is but the playing of factions against each other. So, I leave out the blame
placing, preferring to see our actions as a people's will. Or political will in the end.
It seems that in our human experience, there is no end of reason why we should not avoid most
losses and expand credit just a little more. War, special circumstances, social need, emergencies
all add up to a constantly expanding debt system and changing the debt creation limits to meet
those special needs. Simply put, a fiat system run by humans will not cut off the arm of single
dynamic group when it (the system) can be engineered to cut off the finger of everyone! This is
the monetary loss phenomenon we must understand and deal with today. It's the only deck of
cards we can play with if staying in the game is a desire.
Every time excess credit is created it robs one of us of a finger of our wealth. Even though we
cannot immediately see the general price increases such a money expansion creates, it's dilution
of our own wealth is all the same and very real. As an example:
===========================
Work with me on this?
Say you owned a plot of land free and clear with a barn on it. You even had a deed to show it.
That deed was a paper derivative of your real wealth holding, the Barn (and land). Worth at least
$100,000. Now you may say that the Barn was yours and it alone represented your assets, paper
deed or not. But just try (under current laws) to sell that land without said deed? No go, right?
Now lean back, close your eyes and imagine that deed as a type of fiat currency you own. Then,
one day you try to sell the Barn at auction. You come to the auction house, deed in hand and offer
it for sale. Suddenly, you find out that the county clerk has created nine other deeds against your
land, placed them in the hands of others and those other deeds are also for sale by said holders.
The auction takes place and instead of your one deed bringing 100K, the extra ownership forces
your sale down to a real value you never knew existed. That being $10,000 as it represents your
diluted derivative's share of the Barn pie.
===========
So what happened here? Examine not only the facts but your misguided emotions as well. You, as
a fiat currency owner may for years own a currency (deed) that you know has a buying power or
worth equal to 100K. Yet, all the while you were saving this money for later use, other money
deeds were being issued by the officials. An observant watcher of the financial scene would know
that other money was always being created, but even the best of us never fully feel that those
other deeds apply to our portion of the Barn pie. In other words, from the beginning and over
some 20 or 30 years, our savings were diluted away by the continued issuance of new money. We
always feel, emotionally that we can sell our barn near full price. That we can spend our money
for something that brings in our perception of that $100K in purchasing power. But in reality, once
we enter the marketplace in mass, rushed on by a sudden recognition of what the county clerk
has done, we find our wealth was diluted away long ago.
This is what Another meant when he said, "your wealth, it not what your money say it be"!
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--------Now open your eyes and think in currency terms. Why shouldn't we think our money is not
holding it's value? The fact that prices are not rising only confirms that our part in the market
economy (represented by Barn ownership) is not being subdivided, yes? No, the fact is that your
wealth has already been inflated away by past currency inflation. You see, currency inflationist
want you to perceive that your savings balance against equivalent buying power in the future, not
today. The fact is that your deeds are being inflated and the value is lost, today! Never to be
regained by gaining additional account balances in the future. The very extra balances you count
on to keep you ahead, only dilute the pie that much further.
Are you with me?
The secret behind the over creation of fiat currency is in the fact that most of the holders have no
way of knowing how much their wealth or buying power is being diluted. Except at auction! The
auction that is the marketplace for all goods produced and sold.
Again, as long as the MAJORITY of owners hold the deeds without taking them to auction, the loss
of value never shows up in the real market auction place we call "spending"! This is how a huge
credit expansion in a fiat system hides the dilution. It entices owners to hold the deeds as near
money in the form of interest bearing credit instruments. In this process everyone can lose a bit
of a finger every so often and never know it. With all this background in mind I continue our
discussion:
=====================
Once our regular fiat system expands debt well beyond a point where gold reserves would have
forced it to deflate, our economy demands that we enter a constant slow debt expansion that
stops deflation from taking hold. In this sense, deflation is always "in the air" the moment we stop
adding reserves. The system slows down whenever new credit flow stops. At this point Travelers
statement takes on more meaning and has an expanded context. "Deflation is everywhere and
always a monetary phenomenon because; we create the monetary ourselves and do it with no
controls over our desires not to lose as a group". The dilution of all our money holdings is constant
and real, yet none of us wants the system to tally up as long as we can slowly share the pain.
Suddenly, monetary phenomenon is really a social phenomenon when Fiat is used.
At this point, one the dollar world has been past for some time, deflation is no longer the
consequence of over debt creation. Deflation is now determined by our hand as we adjust the fiat
reserve supply. Often, in order to slow things just a little before we start again the fed stops it's
manufacture of deeds (err,,,,,, currency reserves). It becomes a cycle that many have identified
as the inflation / deflation cycle. It seems to have no limits to it's life in our modern world.
But it does. At some point, deflation becomes a socially impossible event because the credibility of
the money system is rendered second behind recognition of real wealth loss. Here, we will lose
the wealth anyway, but our books will still balance. This is our future in a currency at the end of
it's timeline.
Consider this a while.
Then I will summarize my reply to Traveler, using the above.
Thank You
FOA/ your Trail Guide
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FOA (10/30/00; 08:31:18MD - usagold.com msg#47)
Real Inflation
Good Morning ALL,
It's nice to wake up on the trail for a change. In fact, change is in the air on this morning so
rare,,, do you feel the wind beginning to blow? I do.
The other day (back in town) I responded to one of a series of The Traveler's posts. His was
offered on 10/24 #39771 Deflation Scenario II. My reply was on the same day #39784 and
(because it was broken off) #39794.
Before carrying my reply further, I wanted to establish a base of thought for reference. This was
done in the last two talks (see below) of this extended hike.
So let's begin today, Onward:
Early on in that discussion I said:
================Mr. Traveler: conversely: the "real" inflation I point to is largely a cash
phenomenon, where all the past massively over created credit instruments are brought up by the
money making authorities and paid for with printed cash or allocations to the owners digital cash
accounts.=================
This above comment should clearly point out what we see coming on the horizon. Over the last 20
or 30 years analyst have always explained our US inflation process as being one of continued
credit expansion. If the economy began to contract from too few credits being created, we
speeded up the credit making machine. This has been true and is something I agree with. But
after so many years and cycles of this process it has largely become a continuing operation that
never stops or any longer slows. Such an evolution into constant money inflation has and does
slowly change and condition our perception of it's dynamics.
Back then, many years ago, slowing the money pump may have entailed actually bringing the
paper creation down to zero or even into a negative creation condition. But, in keeping with the
explanations I have pointed out on the Gold Trail; currencies have "timelines" that upon close
examination are really just an expression of the changing social expectations of the society that
uses said currencies. Earlier on this extended hike we heard:
========It becomes a cycle that many have identified as the inflation / deflation cycle. It
seems to have no limits to it's life in our modern world. But it does. At some point, deflation
becomes a socially impossible event because the credibility of the money system is rendered
second behind recognition of real wealth loss. Here, we will lose thewealth anyway, but our books
will still balance. This is our future in a currency at the end of it's timeline.=========
This ending process becomes a natural "next event", not only in our minds but in our culture's
actions. We no longer think of the currencies credibility as being at stake or even an issue. Now,
well into an expectation that "expanding credit" is natural and acceptable because the world (and
ourselves) needs more of it; just the act of slowing the increase is enough to trigger deflation talk
and thoughts of economic slowdown. The whole process of what we once knew as "real inflation"
the monster, becomes an acceptable, wanted event.
Yes, we lose the wealth into price inflation anyway, but our accounting tells us we are keeping up,
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so everything is ok. Gently, the notion of a slowing of credit creation is good, evolves into a
constant rising expansion of credit that is not moving fast enough! This is the realm we have been
in for most of this decade even as it has been masked by an overvalued dollar. Now we begin to
move into the next stage, "real inflation". From my Traveler reply:
=====However, in the real hyperinflation that's coming, as it follows our current credit inflation
phenomenon it's not the borrowing class that's liquefied, it's the lending class!========
Because so far it's only the financial structure that's been inflated, the rise in real good prices is
just a partial reflection of the "account inflation that's all around us". Already it's built into our
rising accounts and denominated in digital currencies. Yes, we have been beating price inflation on
the books, but only beating the portion that's been reflected against our partially liquefied super
inflated financial structure.
I the dollar falls, and prices start to rise, we will demand that our accounts continue to beat price
inflation. The officials will grant our request by making sure none of this nations financial assets
fail. Because our money has been built as a debt money system, if you only just carry or use
dollars, you are part of the "lending class". The very class most point out that will demand
deflation. Clearly, our holdings out vote the perceived evil "world order" that we fear will collect! A
world order that is really just a reflection of ourselves in the money pond.
Maintaining our perceived wealth, if only in bookkeeping form will require these officials to liquefy
everything. The recent derivatives bill now being passed in congress is only another step in this
cashing out process. A process for us, that can best be described as; someone standing in an
elevator while the building around them moves downward. In our eyes, our accounts (as the
floors around us wiz by) seem to be going up as they beat a new rising price inflation, in reality
the entire financial structure is going down as all the credit instruments from our past are cashed
out by the printing press.
Further
This is why people run from what was once perceived as a strong currency and the social system
that created it. This transition from "credit expansion" to "credit buy outs" acts to place real
numbers into the economy and those real digital numbers will start bidding in the marketplace.
Suddenly, as in my "Barn Deeds" explanation; everyone is forced to reconcile the fact that their
previous buying power, held in various "credits in account form" never could equate to real buying
in our truly limited goods marketplace. Their loss to money inflation was always with them over
many years, just never quantified at auction.
In such a process, even foreigners, important people, bankers and such, do not retain their debt
claims on society. They join in the mad scramble to sell out because they are just as unable to
change the process as is anyone else. Deflationary gains never come to anyone that waits. From
my reply:
=======foreigners holding even government guaranteed paper debt in a deflating currency is
little more than bookkeeping wealth if the actual goods buying power of the currency is
compromised. Yes, our US would continue to print dollars to service it's debt, making the accounts
look good. But, in such a deflation situation, foreign exchange controls are a 100% guarantee.
Foreign held dollar assets would not come home, at least not at the same exchange rate one
needs to become financially whole! When the world begins to abandon a currency at the end of it's
reserve timeline, deflationary gains on debt instruments are an illusion of
bookkeeping.===========
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Further
This is why we don't watch traditional banking numbers or official money supply Ms for future
directions. These will become reactionary items, reflecting the coming changes well after the
cashing out event begins to unfold. ORO pointed out in what I view as a good description of how
out system will spiral in such an event. Over and over, credit will be liquefied in an unending
circle. Parts of his post:
====ORO (10/24/00; 23:00:45MT - usagold.com msg#: 39827)
Trail Guide and Traveler - bankers liquidity
The banks themselves can not survive a credit crunch where more than 10% of debt is
unrecoverable. That would wipe out the whole of the banking system.
In order to save the banks, the Fed must print enough funds to bring back the banks
to a point where they are at least liquid, if not solvent. Meaning that as banks sell
surviving assets to meet withdrawals
The market value of these assets from distressed sale will fall substantially below what
it otherwise would have been. In order for the banks to survive, the Fed must pay
above market prices for bank assets till bad bank assets are at a low enough level that
they cover remainingliabilities.
Since the market value of bank assets (not the fictitious book value) under current
circumstances (higher general interest rates and high spreads) is falling, while bank
liabilities are still growing at an interest rate similar to that of treasuries, Bank capital
is falling at 10 times the rate at which bank assets are falling===============
Even though ORO was describing a deflationary event response, once a real price inflation is
accepted and expected by people at large, the rising rate levels force the government into this
same circle of events.
Looking at all we can see today, "inflation is in the air" as never before. Expecting traditional
credit cycle events to save our financial structure this time will be asking the system to do what
no one wants it to do. The very best and clearest early indicator that a super inflation is upon us,
will be seen in the next "one way" fall of the dollar from it's overvalued level.
Our system of hiding past dollar currency inflation within a falsely valued credit structure is about
to break wide open from a falling exchange rate. In the era before us, understanding the failure of
our dollar at the end of it's timeline will require little more than knowing the price of bread at a
grocery store. High finance is about to be "distilled" down to it's true worth; knowing the physical
gold price an honest bullion dealer that can deliver at the same.
Now, let's hike back into town to continue on the USAGOLD forum.
Thank You
FOA/ Your Trail Guide
FOA (11/6/2000; 11:53:21MD - usagold.com msg#48)
(No Subject)
ALL:
Just a quick note to mention that a major family problem has come up. I will return to regular
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hiking just as soon as able. As usual, someone will try to save most of the main forum discussion
for me while away.
Also: TownCrier, good to see you back.
Thank You
FOA
FOA (12/02/00; 11:40:02MD - usagold.com msg#49)
An analysis for the time ahead.
The Perspective-----The world is not going back in time for a repeat of gold's historic money function. The future of
gold is before us and that future holds it as an asset of great wealth, not a currency for everyday
spending. Indeed, it will be more than money, perhaps a wealth beyond money!
Hello friends and readers:
For many long years I have been following this new evolution in gold. I have also been following
how that evolution is changing Western hard money thought. It seems that our new gold market
has only now started forcing hard wealth investors to reconsider their long held beliefs about
bullion vs. substitute gold. Many of you, have also followed the Thoughts of Another from the
beginning and have recently concluded that this evolution was not only a long term process, but
as much political as it is financial. With years of those early writings under belt, it's easier to now
see where "the events" Another spoke of, always were "fluid in political dynamics" and their
impact upon the gold market's structure left little firm ground for "historic investors" to stand.
We are, today, still standing on moving ground as a new monetary dynamic works it's way
through world financial opinion. Not yet completely understood nor is it often spoken of in proper
context, it's effects are, all the same, very real. Half of that dynamic is the ongoing destruction of
the paper currency system our entire house of wealth is measured with, dollars. The other half of
this evolution is within the "transition to" and "development of" the next paper measuring system
our trading economies will use. Yes, as this process is played out in our time, it seems that the
Euro will perhaps be the system we will all one day use. This transition will have a tremendous
impact, not only on physical gold value, it will dismantle the way gold is traded for decades to
come.
Our part in understanding this-------For the casual observer and participator in this evolution everything around us, that is financial in
nature, will seem to blur as events write new rules into our once static money history. I believe
this storm will become worse as many paper assets are buffeted by it's destructive winds. During
this time the transition of currencies will place a more proper price on all the paper values we now
hold to be so true.
In this light we should know that our real things in life will not change all that much. Your tools,
chairs, cloths and cars will remain yours. Houses and land, TVs and boats, all will retain the exact
same "value" they always had. What will change is our ability to use our currency and paper
assets as a medium to measure the "real value" that's always so inherent in these items, yet so
well hidden in our perception of today. Yes, the currency price of things will greatly change, even
as their "use value" moves little. Such is the nature of dying paper money systems. Such is the
ending of a currency timeline!
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We of Western thoughts and values--------The world of "Western thought", of all things financial, that we have lived in and with for so many
years, was slow to evolve into it's current state. Over time we came to accept that; because
"paper assets" were so often used to measure and price the "trading value" of real goods, that
these paper items must be equal in "use value" to these same real goods. Holding one's wealth in
CDs, contracts of delivery, stock ownership and IOUs of most every form; all constitute owning
"trading value", not real ownership value. Never were they equal to the real wealth itself, for only
during long-term, major inflationary expansions of money substitutes could such a fraud be
hidden. Further, it could
be better said that the "trading value" our fiat money system places on these paper assets is more
of an illusion immersed in "conceptual economic value", not the "use value" real ownership
implies.
Yes, it's true that accounting books say we can convert all these various paper holdings into their
"use value" by just selling them and buying real things. But accounting standards fail to evaluate
what a "world money medium change" has done in the past and will do in the future to the
holders ability to "convert and buy". As in the past, the world will deliver "real things" against
"paper trading assets" as long as the medium is accepted at par with "use value".
But once a nation's medium of exchange is placed in transition to Another nations medium, and
subject to revaluation, wealth denominated in the failing over expanded paper mediums must be
delivered as "more of the same currency" in place of real asset settlement. This is the true face of
hyperinflation.
Behind years of massive paper wealth creation, there is never enough domestic production
capacity to settle "in kind"! Relief in the courts from the fraud of real goods settlements reverting
into paper settlements is rare in hyperinflation; as "fair value" is often seen as also being the
same as "a fair value in legal tender". During such periods, legal tender can buy equal "use value"
if only the real ever changing world values would just hold still. It never does because the more
intense the transition becomes, the more intense the exchange crisis and the more quickly real
world values (costs of goods) will move away from the paper holder.
Reading Western Thoughts--------Truly, there is a big difference today in Western views of holding wealth, from the "gold coins in
your pocket era" from the past. The longer it has taken the marketplace to challenge these
differences the more human opinion mutated them into one in the same. We see this perception
firmly grounded in written opinions today. The security of holding gold substitutes in leu of
physical gold has never been stronger. After 30+ years of children growing into adults in a
Western paper world, only delivery default and gold industry bankruptcy will change such paper
minds.
The new future of gold is directly before us as our changing money dynamic will find paper wealth
illusions running in circles. Paper assets will continue to set the price of things even as the
currency price of things rises faster than paper wealth can reprice the same. Round and round we
will go as our system outruns itself and strains to match the illusion of past paper wealth creations
against the real world of taking delivery. Stranded on the money trail of past precedents, millions
of investors will lose fortunes by holding what they thought were gold substitute assets.
Nowhere will this process be more vividly seen than in our physical gold markets as they
reemerge from a total paper default. During the initial default stage, the entire gold industry as
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we know it, both paper trading and mining, will utterly fail to perform it's function of tracking the
real value of physical gold.. But once the smoke is cleared, physical gold will first soar beyond
every other asset medium, both precious and not precious, then it will be at the starting gate with
all other real things. Then it will again run the fastest race against the onslaught of hyperinflation.
Nothing will change the trail we are now on-----------Today, at the end of a long history of dollar use, we say that this currency's timeline is ending. We
repel from the popular thought, perhaps common thought, that some foreign political order is
killing the dollar. It's easy to use war like terms to describe the dollar battle as one side losing the
fight against another. I, myself, use it often to make a clear point. But, in truth, it's out of context
to present the transition that way. Truly, the dollar is dying from it's own old age and it's debt
burden is the final disease.
The arrival of a new system to take it's place will eventually take on all the appearance of a victor
plundering the vanquished. Perhaps this is the way it will be played out in our media. Indeed, the
stories will be ripe for telling as investors caught holding "dollar system" dependent paper assets
will no doubt paint this transition as unlawful. Perhaps even avoidable, if only somehow the right
team was at the helm. Yet, reversing this timeline change will be like stopping a surging river at
it's historic height of flood. Still, history is perfect in showing that no government, team or
individual has ever controlled a transfer of wealth measuring power on a scale such as this. Never
has and never will.
So the evolution of hard money opinion will continue and much of that change will be witnessed
as the timeline ends and people learn from watching and talking. Much of that evolution will be
presented on forums such as this. Some on each side will line up with their wealth bet on their
best perceptions of the outcome. Perceptions built on the solid ground of history, but riding our
"fluid political events" of today. It will sweep us all down the same river of evolving money history.
Down the surge we go, some drowning as they cling to paper based hard wealth illusions, others
surviving the trip with the heavy weigh of physical gold for ballast. All in all just continuing the
interesting journey we call life.
Thoughts spoken with a background of coming hyperinflation-It's almost impossible to compare our (FOA & Another) outcome of all this to other opinions
because we have built our actions and testimony upon the one-way flow of this timeline transition.
We say "one way and one way only" and waver not! Own physical gold and position one's other
interest with regards to a changing reserve currency dynamic.
Most every commentary written that is somewhat at odds with us, uses a foundation of a
continued sound dollar financial structure as it's base. Be it; deflation alone and / or deflation with
some return to a gold exchange standard OR a total failure of other world bodies to reach for
other acceptable alternative structures. Some say a little inflation will arrive and lift all boats
within a "more of the same" dollar world. Indeed, their boats include a paper gold system and it's
ongoing use by the gold producing industry. All of these concepts are yesterday's outcomes and
will be washed away in this great storm.
We say the timeline is ending and will do so in a great transition of dollar use. None of these other
opinion's positions can reconcile the dollars inability to compensate it's debt load at par based on
it's exchange for the goods of daily life. Truly the economic structure of the US cannot now, nor
ever can in the future pay the costs of supplying real goods as payment for it's debt. We, as a
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financial nation, have gone that far over the cliff.
Even the most unsophisticated player on the world financial scene will agree that their wealth
would be subjugated to a lower par of matching the US's output ability. Today's paper wealth, if
held during any pay down period of deflation or the further debt expansion a "little more inflation"
would require, will be substantially destroyed. I allowed to happen, the dollar would be dumped in
an accelerated fashion as a world trading medium. Indeed, the world today may float in the same
economic trading ocean and our goods exchanges may depend on a somewhat level sea for
movement; but we no longer all float in the same "medium of exchange" boat.
Yes, it's to everyone's advantage to see the dollar transitioned with the least disruption, but to
think that our international governing power structures are all in bed together begs the rhetorical
question; governments only represent a following when their private constituency's debts can be
settled? I submit that the power structure that offers the best dollar debt transition settlement will
receive the most support and use of it's currency bed.
A new reserve currency with gold valued at super high levels will support debt transition into that
next currency system far better than a restructure of real US economic production repayment
ever will. Such an avenue of escape for investors and world traders completely cuts off any
attempt by the US of engineering a deflationary landing. Such a landing can be explained and
distilled into many esoteric forms that bear little resemblance to a classic deflation. But all, in the
final measure, require deflation and a lesser settlement of debts. It will not happen.
In our time and for the first time in the modern US dollar history, the US will embark into a classic
hyperinflation for the sake of retaining it's own lessened dollar for trade use. As destructive as
that might be to players in this financial house, it is better than immediate total economic failure.
It will evolve in a form much like the course of any other third world country, if it's currency too
was suddenly deprived of world reserve status. We will, like people the world over, learn to live
with it and live in it. Truly, our dollar and economy will not go away, but it's function, use and
value will change dramatically.
Thank you
FOA/ your Trail Guide
FOA (01/03/01; 08:50:37MD - usagold.com msg#50)
Euros: -- the breaking of dollar derivative gold! --Randy,
Thank you for the comment yesterday on USAGOLD's main forum.
I have to say that everything is working out well as the new "Power Euro" begins it's displacement
of our dollar. Right on que, the gold derivatives are taking a beating as that portion of the dollar
market is dismantled. Hyperinflation, in most dollar economic zones will eventually gun gold much
higher. But, not until gold has out-run everything on the planet so as to get to that inflation price
starting gate!
It seems people will learn about "this new gold market" in two fashions; they buy gold and await
the dollar / derivative failure or they buy substitute gold (mines and derivatives) and watch this
entire dollar gold structure sector get destroyed. Either way understanding will be gained.
I know you have opted to own real gold while watching this all unfold. Truly, physical gold will
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explode in an unbelievable fashion once the Euro has supplanted derivative gold trading with
physical gold trading. A process that allows us little time to buy more gold as derivatives descend.
The wash out of trading in paper gold could take their paper values to depths unseen. While a
virtual explosion in physical buying, happening at the same time, will make the physical run-up
un-buy-able during the first several hundred percent.
If it unfolds more slowly than this and starts from these levels, "good for physical gold advocates".
But, as I understand what is happening and the political preasures in force, physical gold is about
to become the only portion of the gold sector that will perform,,,,, and perform as no other asset
in history ever has!
Oil producers / backing Euro Zone development / backing super high physical gold / will change
the trading dynamics and gold perception as never before. Between then and now, those gold
substitute players, who are waiting for past historical paper performance to lead the way, will be
forced into financial oblivion. All the while betting on a paper horse they thought was a Golden
Arabian.
I'll have more as able, on this trail, our trail into the future.
Michael and Randy, today is a very good day! A very good day, indeed! (smile)
TrailGuide
FOA (01/05/01; 14:20:40MD - usagold.com msg#51)
Back to Trail Marker #1
Hello ALL
Before starting our hike, let's review an old trade.
A while back, I left a marker on the Gold Trail so we could one day return to examine some old
footprints:
FOA(5/25/2000;2:54:39MD- usagold.com msg#23)Trail Marker #1
For the record, as I posted several times, I'm not a trader. Nor am I a futures trader, even though
I have traded almost everything there is and done so before many of you were born. With this
perspective of me, not being a naive newcomer, lets recount the trade.
A one time poster here made a bet to show that paper gold was better than real gold:
BTD (5/23/2000; 16:01:57MT - usagold.com msg#: 31098)
""I just sold my Krugerrands and bought futures contracts""
Well BTD,
Because so many of these "bets" are done and never openly followed up on, I thought I would
copy his actions in real time with real money. I did, as reading my msg#23 above explains. I
dumped a portion of gold in one quick sale. I must have got unlucky, because my offer of 300
Krands hit a down moment and sold at $270oz. that day. Some called me out on this and said I
was building this example unfairly. But, you know, in real life, in real trading, often unfair things
happen as many of you can understand. The rosey paper bets never do in real time what they do
over an after dinner wine! (smile)
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I used the sale proceeds and brought appx. $81,000 of t-bills as margin, then brought (went long)
three (3) Dec. gold contracts at $283.30. (I mis typed this as 383 in my post, but most of you
reading would have known this). I got around 6% on the bills while waiting.
About six months (Fri. Dec. 01) later I traded out (sold) my 3 contracts before being delivered
against them (stopped, in broker jargon). They were "sold on close" at $268.60. I saw no point in
buying 300 ozs. of warehouse receipts for $283.30oz when an order for 300 Krands could be had
for around $271 at the time. Ironic that they were only around a dollar above what I had sold
them for????
Anyway, the math (I hope I type this right?) works out roughly this way:
After liquidating my margin account, I had lost:
$14.70 oz on the futures (283.30 - $268.60 = $14.70)X 300oz = (loss of $4410.00).
Then my interest on the 81K amounted to $2,430. +/which made my loss appx. ($1,980.00) (less all commissions we can easily round it out to
($2,000)).
SO,,,,,,, I sold 300 krands for $270,,,, after a few months my $81,000 had become $79,000,,,,,
of that I couldn't buy back the 300 rands at the new price of $271.
Wait a min! I would be short some 8 ounces and all for what?//
Boy, the convienence of holding paper gold is sure expensive! I didn't want to roll this over again
by buying another out month!
The truth of the deal is that if one must trade, it's often better to just trade physical with a good
dealer (I know I saw one somewhere on this page?).
The commissions are in the physical prices already. At least you don't get hit with a paper blitz
that amounts to nothing but added loses. All you newcomers remember that a lot of the bark
about paper trading is just that ,,,,,, bark.
The guy telling you how to do it couldn't do it himself so he want's you to pay a commission so he
can play a game (with your money) that beat him long ago.
Besides, as the evolution in gold moves on, just owning physical will do it all without any trading
and the gains in wealth will be staggering.
Here a few quotes from BTD's post that can now be seen in a different light:
----Two weeks ago I sold 300 Krugerrands and transferred the funds into my
commodity trading account and bought 3 gold futures contracts. This is my preferred
way to hold gold. In my trading account, I invested the margin funds in 6-month
treasuries (earning 6.05% interest), and used these treasuries as margin to buy 3 gold
contracts (unleveraged).--------In this way, I earn interest on my money, yet still retain full exposure to movement
in the gold price (I have my cake and I'm eating it too).------------
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(TrailGuide note: HA! HA!)
-----In fact, in some ways, one can consider this as lower risk than holding physical
gold: futures contracts require a low commission (with the right broker) while physical
purchases and sales cost a high premium charged by the dealer;------------I earn interest on my treasuries, while the holder of physical "loses" the interest he
could have earned.-----------The reason I'm telling you all this is to provide an alternative perspective to the
bulk of the posters on this forum.--------- Well, I AM a trader, and I don't believe
FOA/Trail Guide can foretell the future any more that the $5.00/minute psychics on
late night TV. Trail Guide is a very articulate and thoughtful commentator, but his ideas
are just theories like everyone else's.---Well, all I can say to all the BTDs in the world, is that your big trades lost you (and anyone else
that followed it,,,, me too) a few ounces of gold. I could have just kept my krands and not been
any the worse off. In fact, I would have had a couple extra thousand of wealth in my pocket.
Like Another, my Thoughts are "free as the wind". In fact, $5 bucks a minute is cheap compared
to the loses the BTD paper boys sell you.
OK,,, now it's time to head for the Gold Trail,,,,, the Physical Gold Trail,,,, that is (big smile)!
Either today or tomorrow, with comments on the last several days and the new currency
directions of the Gulf States,,,,,,,
as able!
TrailGuide
FOA (1/6/2001; 9:49:51MD - usagold.com msg#52)
The Perception Of Gold
Hello everyone!
It's been a while, so let's build a fire and plan the walk.
------------------Long ago I was given a stay at the Paradise Lodge, up on Mt. Ranier. During the summer this
volcano, outside Seattle, is a favorite for mountain climbers training for other big European and
Asian mountains. Many other day hikers also take the high trail above 10,000, just to say they did
it. Some go much higher!
On a clear day you can pick a nice spot close to the Lodge and watch the climbers work their way
along the trail. Way ---- waaayyyy --- up there, they look just like ants. Often, clouds bellow in
and envelop the troops for a while as they disappear from your lower view. It often becomes scary
as we can see when they are disoriented and start off in the wrong direction. Sometimes only a
few steps separate them from a chasm of disaster.
--------------
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This is also the way I feel watching us walk the Gold Trail. Just like from Paradise Lodge, I have a
different view than many of you. From where I stand, I understand much of what is ahead. Yes, a
lot of us have been up this trail before, but this time, evolution is moving the mountain and
bending our common path.
This time my friends, I tell you, the risks are ten times greater and the drop-off much more
sudden. Indeed, we are but ants on the financial mound from where others can see us. Like the
mountain walkers, thick fog also fills our thin air. So gather close to the fire as we check this worn
map and mark the changes I know are ahead. But remember, before knowledge there must be
understanding and before understanding there is perception.
Truly, as peoples, we can know nothing if perception cannot separate "real" from "illusion".
---------Hello PH in LA, I read your #45071. PH, nice construction of the way it works. However, roads do
curve. Here are a few of your items so as to extend current perception:
----- However, last I heard, there still existed something called "delivery notice"; the
day on which holders of contracts must declare their intention to stand for delivery.
--------------- I declare my intention to accept delivery. At this juncture, (as the system is
presently functioning) I would eventually receive my gold.------------Now, for a physical market to open up separately as FOA forecasts, the paper
based futures market would have to vaporize instantly. Otherwise, anyone noticing that
prices were higher on the physical market, would merely opt to stand for delivery and
sell the delivered gold there. Far from causing the futures market to fall farther, it
would merely explode higher as investors took delivery at Comex and sold it on the
new Euro physical market.----------------------PH,
A financial structure, such as our old 20+ year paper gold market, is changed by the force of
currency traders reevaluating their use habits. Such structures do not rearrange themselves on
their own. People use a large economic backdrop to create their perceptions of the worth of paper
contracts. At this point our current gold pricing structure is built on physical values constructed on
our currency's viability as it functions in it's current economic structure. The inability of contract
performance is not "priced" into this structure, yet. From gold mine sales to bullion bank dealings,
paper gold is accepted as physical even if it changes hands a hundred times before it's zeroed out
in paper exchange. All done without bullion conversion.
It will be our changing "economic backdrop" and "it's restructure" under an evolving reserve
currency that shifts our and our institution's beliefs past the point of "contract viability". Dollar
price inflation, while impacting gold prices later, will not be the initial trigger that guns gold into
the thousands. Many are waiting for this new dollar drop to kick off the next gold bull market.
It will, but Another dynamic will happen first.
It will be the inability to reconstruct the present volume of paper gold into a new reserve currency,
the Euro, that breaks the gold pricing system. It is at that point, where the inability of our dollar
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biased gold structure to perform a currency reprice or make delivery at all, prior to transition, that
will cause us to discount the value of all "future gold" against "instance performance". In other
words, "on sight spot purchase and possesion".
What all that means is that physical gold, "on sight", will start trading at a much higher price than
any form of contract gold. From Comex to Hong Kong to London, workouts will be required prior
to real delivery. Even the normal "contango" of interest, built into these contracts as higher prices
for further out months, will not begin to overcome the new "price discount" on paper contracts.
That pricing discount will at first be in perception only. But later, as the fear of non-performance
builds, bids will reflect this perception. Once the massive OTC gold markets begin to demand
various dollar to Euro workouts, prolonging delivery times by offering cash extenders, "perception
discounts" will gain legitimacy and become "factual discounts" based on "understanding".
As I said before, in other posts, this whole act will be presented in the media in different lights.
The first priority in dollar land, will be to promote the legitimacy of the dollar paper pricing
dynamic, no matter if gold is delivered or not. It will be labeled as; "dealers are making huge
profits on physical gold by trading it with premiums far above the london markets". Long after
most of the paper rules have been modified to shift the majority of contract gold into cash
settlement, the paper prices will still be reported as the "real prices". Not the other way around.
-------------------PH, when you say: --- anyone noticing that prices were higher on the physical market, would
merely opt to stand for delivery and sell the delivered gold there-----:
No, in our real life currency evolution, it's the other way around. When the perception builds that
all gold trading and contract structure is shifting to another reserve currency, all of us know the
derivatives will not / cannot be converted at par. Mostly because the extended dollar is debted and
expanded far beyond it's current usage. The real world dollar assets dwarf andy comparison to a
new currency system. The only way to "par" your exposure is by doing the well known impossible,
taking delivery. That is a dynamic all of us have been positioning for for years. The only paper
owners that are not worried are the ones with an economic good that demands satisfaction, in
gold if needed. Oil! The rest of us must bolt towards the closest "par" conversion first. Real gold.
Indeed, "Big gold Traders" don't stand for delivery when there is a possibility (certainty) of cash
settlement. Especially in the near future, when the big big bullion banks and exchanges must set
in motion a "trade for liquidation only" rule. A rule that basic physics will demand and the courts
will back as long as the settlement currency is "legal tender". They will and it is!
To get physical gold in such an enviornment, you must sell for cash and do your buying on the
physical markets. But, as we all know, noone will "par" their transfer when even cash settlement
is at a 1,000% discount to physical trading. Welcome to the real world of a currency crisis no
government can control.
Note: PH, did you think we were playing for peanuts (smile).
My friend, truly, this is but one portion of a huge international dynamic, in place, that will change
our perception and understanding of gold. Even change it into knowledge. Truly, gold will once
again become "The Wealth Of Ages".
The aftermath of this will leave us in a physical gold trading world for the rest of out time. It will,
by default be mostly done in Euros. Mr. G. (one of USAGOLD's good posters) noted that his
perception was that we could all just buy Euros. Well, I have, and the Euro will be the next digital
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transactional currency holding reserve status ,,,,,, and it will eventually be much higher than the
dollar ($10.00 = E1.00??).
But most of that exchange rate will be a function of both an inflating reserve Euro against a hyper
inflating dollar removed from reserve status. Prices will rise in all currency systems around the
world as the Euro eventually expands it's coverage everywhere. There simply is no way to undo
50+ years of dollar inflation without unwinding some of that into our real economic price
structure. The price of folly does not go away. This is where gold was planned to return and to be
part of a wealth structure without being a currency,
This big difference from our present dollar /non gold recognition reserve, is that nation states and
individuals can / will contain their lost wealth in an official free market in gold. Gold production,
everywhere will eventually be extremely controlled with citizens reporting unofficial mining in
much the same way as people report each other to the IRS. But, make no mistake, miners and
citizens will all benifit. All mines, both big and tiny will make huge profits on the limited production
allowed because the price will be so high. ($30,000+ in dollars (big smile) But, the road between
here and there will more than likely price mine owners close to zero, first.
You see, gold will be a major wealth / saving asset to just about everyone. Not a currency. Make
no mistake, $30,000 dollar gold divided by ($10,00 to E1.00) Euros = E10,000 in Euro gold. Gold
moving to this level over the next number of years will allow the Euro reserves to cover it's
issuance in a duel asset world. We will all save both Euros for interest and spending and gold as
permanent wealth.
"Noone", not even our oil producers will control gold wealth, it will be sold and lent as a wealth
medium, no different than Real Estate or Factories. Just not lent and spent by bankers as
currency. Gold will never again be able to act as a trading currency in our modern digital world.
We have tried that on various gold standards and even presently using this failing paper gold
market. After the default that's comming, no nation or people will not accept such a deceit again.
Yes, corrupt governments will still have their way with fiat money. But, for our immediate future
we will go this rout first. Truly, even the dollar took 50+ years to kill itself. So too will the Euro.
Remember PH, yesterday you could live a good life in Spain (smile) even considering all their
money troubles, using their currency and saving dollars. Tomorrow we will also live a good life
here in the USA. From Florida to Oregon, we will use a declining dollar and, just like in other
nations today, own gold and Euros. Why, I bet life will be better than in our youth. At least for
those who know a good gold dealer (big smile).
The perception that you can not "afford" gold at higher prices will give way to the understanding
that we "earn" the "wealth of ages" at any value. Trading excess dollars for gold at, say $5,000
will meet no more concern than paying $25,000 for a car. Just wealth in a different form.
Now, see what you have done? I am out of time and must finish these other comments later.
PH, Michael, Randy, Everyone,,,,,,,,
Yes, Jan 04 was a good day!
Fires out, Zip up, while the stars are still bright
(smile to all)
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TrailGuide
FOA (01/10/01; 17:50:30MD - usagold.com msg#53)
24 hour hike.
OK,,,, everyone is here!
Light packs this trip, because we are moving fast. It's finally time to take the curve and see that
"unseen view"!
Let's go,,,,, keep close because I'll be talking as we hike,,,, commenting on a number of views
others have mentioned. Then we will stop and have a grand look.
--------------Silver, you ask?
Same old song for a brand new generation, all ready to hear those wore out verses being sung
once again. It seems it doesn't make any difference that silver has failed every MODERN human
attempt to include it in hard money use and thought. Yes, just like the various failed gold
standards, we keep trying to convince people that silver is better than fiat money, even as good
as gold. Perhaps, a poor man's gold, no?
Ha! Ha! The last thing a poor man (or woman) needs is silver. Actually, any metal could be a poor
man's gold, even iron! One ounce of iron is more affordable than silver and has just as good a
chance at outrunning gold,,, percentage wise of course. Isn't that right Randy? I saw your face
back there in the group (smile).
The only real argument all the silver pushers have is based on it someday outperforming gold and
holding that gain for good,,, again percentage wise. This is the same old worn out logic all the
various paper gold substitute players also use. Throw it into the same waste basket with options,
futures, leveraged gold contracts, delta hedging both long and short paper positions,,,,, even gold
mines, silver mines and the like. All of it is pushed because of the same thought; "why own
physical gold when these items will go up faster in the next move"!
Yea,,,, somebody forgot to mention that the next move in gold may be of a nature like "noone"
has ever seen before. Oh, you didn't hear that this time the entire paper gold marketplace may
crash and burn,,,, taking all those above leverage vehicles down with them? Exposing silver for
the play it always truly was,,,,, just another leveraged metal being pushed to poor people
standing next to gamblers?? Yea, poor people shouldn't use gold,,,, that's only reserved for rich
people hedging their big wealth. Ha! I ever there was a way to increase the gap between have
and have nots,,,,, just sell the nots silver while the haves keep gold.
Try this "Thought" on for size:
--- In the beginning, the earth and Western style gold trading was created (smile). All
we had were these big 5,000 ounce gold bars moving around. At say, $5 an ounce one
of those bars cost $25,000. But one day, as the years went by and use / need pushed
it's price ever higher, $100 an ounce became the norm. Oh my, what will we do, who
could possibly afford a bar that cost $$1,000,000? I have an idea, said a smart woman
(us guys didn't get it), let's melt the bar down into one ounce units and everyone can
afford (use) them. Especially now with an ounce being $100. We can call it "poor man's
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gold money" or "poor man's gold wealth"!
-----Then the price went to $800 an ounce and once again, the poor man couldn't
effectively use gold as money. Once again someone had an idea, let's melt the ounces
down into 1/10 ounce coins so they will be $80 each. Once again it will be "poor man's
money". Boy, we can even build on this logic and add alloys to the gold! Making one
gram coins that are the same size and feel as a full ounce. Great day, now gold will
always be the "every persons gold";
-----because it can always take the place of paper fiat,,, no matter how much any
currency inflation drives up the conversion value of paper money into gold!----The point made here is that gold has no set currency price and never has. In fact, we don't even
need any more gold produced! All the gold in the world could easily convert all the currency, bank
accounts and wealth in existence into gold value,,,,,,, at some currency price. As pointed out
above, it will always be available for wealth replacement even if we have to put just one atom of
gold in a one ounce coin. Don't laugh, it may happen (big logical smile)!
Further:
All the commodity players, gamblers, mine operators and silver pushers try to sell the public this
story; that gold can't rise too high because it's just a industrial use commodity. Therefore, it will
never go too high and thus the need for other vehicles to compensate for currency inflation.
Boy, what reasoning about gold's future, resulting in a conclusion that a need exists for leveraged
products. But, imagine if gold went up so high no one would buy it and the mines would all go
broke???? Ha! This reasoning flies in the face of the fact that gold always eventually rises to
match fiat inflation and it doesn't get to such a price because """NOONE""" is buying it!!!!
The proposition is:
-----Hey, nobody is going to buy any jewelry if gold rises too much?--No wonder so many miners are in such a fix with brain power like that at the helm.
So:
When the next real price inflation begins, silver and every other hard asset will indeed, rise in
price. But, for it to become the "poor man's gold" that bridges the wealth gap, silver buyers will
have to reconcile a major value rise in gold first. The result of the breakup of paper gold leverage.
Only then will gold at the gate of the great inflation race,,, a race that, at best, silver follows gold!
---Gold my friends, not a story of riches to come,,,, real wealth for all modern people today---The USA may have robbed local and foreign dollar holders of gold in the 30s, but it could not rob
the poor of the world of their physical gold ,,,, not then,,,, not tomorrow,, not ever.
As the song goes "ohhh nooooo,,,,, they can't take that away from meee"! (smile)
-------A drink of water and,,,,,,Onward:
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Black Gold?
If I understand the reasoning, some people think there is a mass of physical gold out there and
it's being used as underground money. This is what explains the low price of gold today, as all that
black market gold surfaces?
Well, that may not be the proposition, but if any of you want to know; none of our evil outlaws are
so stupid as to use gold for trading when there is literally "TONNES" of cash circulating around the
world. Please, give all of us a "logic break" for a minute? Why would I, as a crook, carry even one
ounce of gold when three crisp $100 bills can take it's place? Even ten $100 bills are easier than
gold priced at, say $1000. And there is no shortage of that cash stuff around! Hell, I bet there
really is more tonnage of "Black Market Cash" in the world than all the gold still in the ground.
Cash for ounce,,,,, gold still priced in the thousands! Believe it!
--------OK, now we are coming to the grand curve. But first a few more comments. I'll rest a bit here and
present the rest around 8:00 or 9:00 mountain time (if my time conversions are correct)
Thanks for reading
TrailGuide
FOA (1/11/2001; 11:35:06MD - usagold.com msg#54)
The Curve!
OK,,, I had my coffee and morning walk in the woods to see the wildlife,,,,, packs on,,, let's go.
It's always great to spend time out here,,,, away from the city,,,, out on the Gold Trail.
----------------------One more point on Black Gold as we walk:
All that gold, more than triple what we think is out there, would have been in existence for some
time prior to our life spans,,,,,, given the timeline required to produce the stuff. Remember, Black
Market production could not have existed prior to, say 1971, as even public mines were not
making cash profits. Also, it takes real cash and investment to produce both White Gold as well as
Black gold.
Indeed, simple extension of physics concludes that nowhere near that much "EXCESS" gold could
have been dug over the last 25 years. It didn't happen, even with slave labor. Because, as in
above, even lawbreakers have to sell most of the gold in the open just to cover the illegal "Cash"
they invested in digging the ore in the first place. These guys don't do such a "wash" business
when their cash works just as well in the first place?? Get my point?
Also, the gold would have been moved into the open as the majority of goods and services
brought with illegal money, to create their evil lifestyle, must involve the White Market Economy
too. Black market wealth is mostly in cash, it's just too easy to move and spend. So, there is no
reason to go through gold first, just to buy in the real marketplace.
Further;
With all that gold out there, the Dollar powers would not need to create paper gold debits to
placate strong dollar backers. In fact, I suspect they would have created channels to flush all that
gold into the market. Illegal or not, this action would have suited their end result.
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No, the natural trend of easy money humans, both good and bad would be to spend said gold for
other consumable wealth and keep cash in the background. Indeed, this is truly what has been
happening as regular investors trade physical for non-physical substitute gold. The small amount
of physical supply vs the monstrous paper trading denotes how such existing gold has bridged the
industrial use gap. It didn't take a vast new unaccounted supply to make paper seem real, just
moving the existing into new hands did the trick. OK, we finished burning that story in the fire.
Let's build another fire.
-----------Mr. Weaver, my god you are all the way out here too?
I did check my trail markers and sure enough, as you said, someone placed a little silver on
them,,,, on top of the gold plate that is. It seems that over the last decades of western hard
money thought, people have always been trying to ride silver on gold, nothing changes (smile).
That day, when gold first hits $5,000,,,, we will all see something "not as before". You see, price
inflation will not be the initial driving factor for gold. No, it will be a realignment of the gold price
discovery system. There,,,, in that destruction of paper,,,,, anything with leveraged perception
attached will tarnish,,,, silver included (smile). Then,,,, after that value adjustment,,,,, all hard
and real assets like gold, silver, real estate, oil, natural gas, soap, etc.,,,,,,,, will be at the starting
gate of the great dollar inflation race. The gun will fire and we will all run the trail. In that
environment, none of us will "AFFORD" anything of hard value. We will, however trade for what
holds value the best,,,, not what gains currency price the fastest or the most-est. Gold, with the
greatest history of holding the highest numerical value of world wealth in lieu of assets,,,, will
outrun any and all contenders. And do so from a new higher level.
At the flea market, you will, along with others bring boxes of silver and wallets of currency for
trade. But, the least discount for real trading value against "real use economic goods" will belong,
always, to gold.
Once the trading is done, before walking away from the flea barn, we will square the books by
trading any left over silver and currency for ("single atom" if needed) gold coins that have then
become the world's secondary saving accounts. Indeed, people will have to accept a discount on
silver and or cash to exchange it's excess back to gold. The Free Gold marketplace will do what no
government ever could; make gold a savings wealth, not a medium of exchange.
My friend, for a free life, choose gold!
-- Gold, natural wealth, a history of kings, but ess than a holding in these days of our life ------------------Why even discuss or buy the Euro?
Someone very smart once E-mailed me that "you must somehow impress upon them that the
Euro is but a means to an end, not the end in itself". How very true, even though it sometimes
appears that I am a big Euro backer. Or even that I am European! HA! HA! I would not wish such
a terrible association on my friends and relatives in EuroLand (smile)
Even so, the day after our Fed lowered rates, the ECB did an equal thing of importance; they
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stayed still! Our Euro friends are in the drivers seat now.
If you have hiked this trail for a while, it's common that the next gold adventure will transpire with
a shift in world currency design first, then affected again from world currency values. Yes, gold will
react twice, once against the hyper increase in American domestic economic goods pricing,,,, but
before that against the demise of dollar use in most international financial structures.
Most hard money players have expected for some time, that gold will rise in dollars as the dollar
falls against other currencies. To date; the dollar has begun to exhibit it's initial fall in exchange
rates, but gold has not risen. Don't worry, because it won't rise until a further reduction in dollar
"use" has become the trend. Presently, under current international currency structure, the dollar
could fall considerably and even ignite slight local price inflation,,,, and gold still would not rise.
This goes against the grain of your 70s style money history teachings, correct? I knew so.
You see,,, "this market is not as before". I heard that somewhere years ago? But, it's true. Only a
reduction in "dollar use", worldwide, will fracture the current paper gold markets into discount
against physical. Then, any further fall in our dollar's exchange value will trigger both major price
inflation and a continued huge rise in physical gold prices. But why is it this way?
I'm glad you asked, because we are just rounding the curve. Make room for everyone,watch and
listen as I describe this magnificent view! Oh my goodness, it is good!
-----------------Gold, it has no market price!
Some long time ago a group of us came to an understanding that would eventually shake the
financial gold world. It seemed that, then, for over twenty years physical gold could be had
without the currency markets placing a correct price on it. This made fertile ground for all the
special gold dealings that took place over the next decade or so.
Background and foreground for reference:
Lord Keys:
was and is always thought of as the father of modern currency inflation. Whenever prices rose, it
was because the treasury was following poor old Keys thoughts on official money policy. But, in
truth, we only accepted and acted on half his directives, then proceeded to label our 1/2 use of his
stuff as "his socialist process". In truth, he promoted that we expand fiat during times of trouble,
then contract during times of less trouble. In the end the world slanted toward a non gold fiat
money expansion only and reaped the result.
----Us humans acted on the part that suited our drives while placing the failure of our actions on
the whole of Lord Keys's thoughts------California Electric:
is a big problem today. But, once again we use only half a process and label it as whole. We
created a somewhat fractured deregulation of that state's electric system but called it a full
deregulation. Just like Keys above, humans used what part of the process we liked and when it
failed, called it a "whole failure" of deregulation.
------ this is the natural way we perceive our social and legal interaction, "and we been doing it a
longggg time"------
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1970s dollars:
Before the USA took the dollar off of gold, many dollar proponents openly stated that gold would
tumble if it had no dollars behind it. Again, the Western mind had conditioned itself to knowing
and embracing only half the concept. Again, it seems that we have a way of acknowledging the
half of a concept that produces the most liberal response for us while ignoring the half that
promotes the most long term good.
We didn't just conveniently forget the truths of what money was, rather we abandoned the
knowledge that our dollars were a warehouse receipt for gold. Gold being a real economic good
that, for centuries circulated as money, but now ,was suddenly reversed and seen as a receipt for
dollars? Something of a major reverse, no?
Indeed, we accepted that dollars were more of a warehouse receipt for "goods exchanged in our
economy". Once again we expected everyone to accept "this half" of the process. The half that
benefited us the most. Yet, if it failed to work, it was the whole gold process that failed.
----- This, my friends is the legend of gold use in our modern society. Like so much of our flawed
thinking, we embrace what is trendy for our personal singular perception while rejecting what is
best for the whole.----BIS's paper gold:
While extolling all the virtues of gold in an official money system, we ourselves shun the non
leverage of physical gold. Indeed, we buy,,, among various gold deeds,,,,, paper gold in the form
of BIS shares. Once again we blame the official system because this paper receipt finds it's value
defaulted on.
Prior, we proclaim to anyone that will listen that a share receipt of "X" amount of retained gold
value is a good deal because we can buy it for 1/2X. X being the the physical gold price. Then,
when the humans on the other side of that transaction try to do to us what we were trying to do
to them, that is gain the full thrust of gold value we purchased for 1/2 full thrust, and we lose our
gain ,,,,,,,, something is wrong with the gold market.
This is but one more fine example of paper gold, like pre 70s dollars, not being able to perform it's
perceived function of marching to physical gold's value. Again, as in all above, we as an economic
society try to reduce these instruments into non organic concept of receipts that carry no flavor of
human function in their distant performance.
----- We brought gold, but if the paper gold market fails to perform to our expectations,,,, then
the whole gold market,,,, including physical gold is considered not right for our ownership. We
invest in half the process but expect the whole process to work.-------------------------------The Grand view:
Whether we as hard money people knew it or not, our society, governments and yes, even
cabals,,,,, all influenced the structure of modern gold markets and did it in a way so that no one
could know or trade on the true worth of gold.
Because gold became entwined in modern fiat money function, it suffered all the same effects fiat
received from the expansion of banking in our economy. In that arena gold could not help but be
paperized and even labeled "the physical gold market".
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In truth, anyone understanding this dynamic early on, would see that over time a real currency
price for gold would disappear. As we embraced this banking component of the whole gold picture,
true to the various examples above, we discarded the need to know what physical gold "alone"
would buy. Physical gold was no longer needed as a "receipt for commerce", like our modern
dollar. Therefore, it's value in the economy would be degenerated toward our perception of it's
commodity value. As long as the banking price, that is the paper price, stayed within this jewelry
commodity range, we accepted it as the real price of physical gold.
Indeed, once again, we were destine to experience the gut wrenching results of using half a
concept until the whole concept failed. We are at that point today, with gold.
The result of all this was to allow physical gold accumulators (physical gold advocates) to buy gold
at an unknown constant discount to it's real wealth value. No matter what the paper trading
derivatives would say over the years, any gold delivered through the 90s could be counted on to
contain a massive, colossal, value above any past attained paper price.
----Truly, as we talk, there is no known market price for physical gold! A market price for physical
gold does not exist!--------As Another tried to explain and I tried to refine,,,,, gold has historically represented it value as a
function of the total world wealth and economic activity. Over time, our known gold supply has
grown by leaps and bounds, but our economic structure and goods creation ability has literally
exploded a thousand times that gold creation.
In doing so our wealth relationship with gold has seen it's ratio degraded to a tiny fraction of
where it would be in a physical only market. Paper gold and the examples above of the human
dynamic, have played an incredible roll in creating a mismatch of wealth value unknown in man's
time.
I would guess that Michael Kosares, the owner of this gold site, has traded tonnes of gold over his
lifetime. Yet, from the time of his start he has never sold gold coins for their physical worth. Truly,
he has only sold them for the supply and demand market price of paper gold banking.
Further, as Mr. Paul Eaden's (spelling?) research piece in USAGOLD's opinion site shows, the
derivatives market makes the price of gold. Using his view to look over the Gold Trail, we can see
that paper dervatives can not reflect the "value" of gold that Another said was comming.
It is from here that we can understand the awesome leverage contained in holding but one ounce
of gold. Here, on this ledge overlooking the entire golden valley, we can see this truth! Yet, it is a
revelation to gold buyers as much as a curse on gold industry and leveraged paper investors. They
spend their days, consuming their wealth, betting on a price that cannot represent gold until it
fails. Destroying all they wait for.
From here, we understand why the current prices for gold do not have any bearing on the buying
habits of the major players that walk this trail. As Another has said " The price you know, it be
your price, not my price".
It is true, we are buying gold, not to trade for a paper value created today. Rather, to hold it
beyond the paper destruction that must come tomorrow. Gamblers, traders and gold substitute
players will all witness a colossal shift in world wealth that degrades their holdings. Even as their
bet on half the process is proven as a folly very typical in human nature. Only unseeable as it
exists.
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Let's make camp and wake in this new position a while. It will be proven as well worth the hike
(smile).
Fires lit, the stares are out and stories are near:
The price of gold need not be known
it's value cannot be seen
fire in the fields will make truth be shown
in such light it's worth will be redeemed
so on this ledge we make our stand
and no evil will reach this air
real wealth becomes nectar it's taste as cream
by our lips this reason is fair
Good night all, the best days are ahead!
TrailGuide
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January 2001 to April 2001 (Archive III) – The Scenic Overview
FOA (1/25/2001; 10:00:13MT - usagold.com msg#55)
A Comment, then The Gold Of Troy
Hello Randy!
I thought this would be a good time to take a break from the trail. Here, at my place on the Trail
Head, we can consume the luxury of a more relaxed, liberal conversation. Some day, I hope
Michael, yourself or others may physically join (actual posting) in talks. I know MK is very busy
(talking to friends / clients and counting his / their gold (smile)) so his being here, in spirit only, is
enough for today.
For you, Randy, I'm afraid that the times ahead may make yourself one of only a few that will talk
to me. You see, attitudes in this gold market are going to become very hard, almost stone like.
Some of this will be reflected in a widening "valley between paper gold owners and physical gold
owners",,,,, that is a subjuec I have, in the past, referred to. Unless one has the reasoning powers
to see the future in physical gold, as I know you do, the possibilities of overcoming and / or
regaining ongoing and future losses of wealth will congeal many a person's feelings . So, for now,
engage your free spirit and have a glass of my best wine. I hope you enjoy this red, there were
only 500 cases of it made in the whole world and I got the last one (smile). All the best, my
friend.
--------------(after a sip and a moment to reflect)
You know, in a little bit, in the next post, I'm going into a whole discussion about ancient gold,,,,,,
carrying the thought right to the present. But before doing that:
I think it's a real shame, the way our Western / American investment culture has changed the
private persons perceptions of gold,,,,, indeed, a change in their perceptions of all wealth. It
seems that almost every form of asset holding must be in some form of leveraged and / or non
real ownership. Paper this,,,,,, paper that,,,,, ten to one gains,,,,odds are on your side,,,, and so
on and so on. And, the problem is not just gold,,,, it's visible in everything.
I guess this is what happens when decades of currency inflation leads to almost free money flow
for any imaginable use,,,, and that unlimited ability to borrow and spend comes on top of little or
no price inflation! The dollar's reserve function and the lack of significant price rises such a world
financial structure creates,,,,,, has developed a frozen value perception in our currency's image. A
frozen value image that our society absolutely knows is their net worth's purchasing power for
real things. Collectively, it isn't and never has been.
We have a whole generation,,,, even several generations,,, perhaps, yourself included,,,,, that do
not perceive their standings as being high up upon the hill. Many, if not most, of the voting public
see their economic location at the bottom or only partially up said economic mountain,,,,, and
they see that any fallback in the economy will drive them into negative territory. In reality, we are,
and have been on easy street. With such a conflict, is it any wonder that Alan Greenspan must
inflate further? No different from the past,,,,,, but still inflate, regardless of the world's new
currency environment? In addition, following such a public political directive, our fed's inflation
can casually respond to the changed nature of our derivative economy and not seem out of place
while doing it.
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With this almost national perception of a false "net worth purchasing power" and with our ability
to borrow more into said net worth, our perception's impact,,,,,,, as a whole,,, on society's money
culture cannot be resisted. Yet, all this proceeds as our fiat values, in reality, are transitory and
always have been. It's just not understood as a natural process. We see it in all our conversations,
at home, at work, at play and on the internet. With such a well grounded belief:
----People are reduced to playing a game with their wealth, instead of employing it to
create a better standard of life. A better standard based more upon the security of
ownership, now, than upon some quantity of purchasing power who's future value
conversion is unknown.--------------------(another pause and a sip)
You know -------- some readers think I'm being disingenuous when I write,(and I am using that
word with Samuel Johnson's 1755 definition) but it takes that much and more to impact the
diverse minds that come here. When saying diverse, I mean intentions as well as educational and
cultural backgrounds.
I know there are "real asset" people, like yourself, here. Physical gold advocates that are, in no
rime or reason, gloom and doom gold bugs. Like you, Randy, they applied their mental faculties
using a lot of hard work and grew to understand the real world and where it's going. Not just
following the Western investment crowd.
But, we also engage no less than a small hoard of "western style" paper gold bugs on this
venue,,, as over the years they have become and represent the majority of hard money thought
regarding gold. Using the thoughts and perceptions I just outlined earlier (above),,,,,, these
people,,,,,, mostly Americans and foreign natives using American trends as a guide,,,,,,, are
employing their assets into this hard money arena,,,,, and doing it using historic realities, not
future realities. That's fine if we relive the past! However, today, the evolution of our currencies
lifeline trend has deformed these investment methods into little more than gambling. And it's the
exact same gambling dynamic they vocally deplore and are trying to escape from in other areas.
In case any readers are drifting off, here, I'm directly referring to paper hard money investments
in today's world. Not only are these perceived hard money vehicles "not the same as
before",,,,,,,,,,, like the currency, too ,,,,, their station in life is moving on. Out away from what
their past precidents.
(another pause)
When gold is discussed on public forums and at investment conferences, many true physical gold
advocated don't perceive the motivation behind the oratory from today's paper gold bugs. Their
interest in physical gold is real, but their actual intent is to gain "a" security by profiting from a
gold dynamic created by other's buying actions. Never to gain "the" actual security by entering
into the gold dynamic themselves. Many of them don't have a clue of what all that means. Yet,
such an understanding would delinenate the huge difference within this concept. Especially
today,,,,, and in the future as said difference may make or break the financial worth of many.
Here is an example of such thinking:
----- Two guys are talking about shoes:
"Hey, did you notice how few people have shoes today? I know we have them and their
use is obvious. It balances our overall physical appearance and gives a long-lasting
foundation for our feet and for our human structure. In turn, shoes support all the
other investment clothes we own and use during our life."
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While these fellas are talking several other "Americans" overhear the conversation and
join in:
"Shoes,,,,, shoes,,,, what's this about shoes? You say there is a demand for them,,,, a
deficit in supply? Oh yes, we completely understand the concept and fully embrace it.
Without shoes, none of us could economically stand up straight. The whole world is
woefully shy of them and will someday be forced,,,,, if not by foresight, by need, to
own them. There is no way any of us could transverse a hard rocky economic road
without gold,,,, weeeee mean shoes! Man alive,,,,, I'm going to buy a shoe factory and
make some money from all this new demand."
But, the first two guys observed and asked:
"But, wait a minute,,,,,, aren't you going to follow your own keen concept and buy
some shoes for yourself and your family first? You know, that public shoe company
does not and will not,,,, by government tax laws and regulations,,,,,, sell it's product
directly to it's owners. They can only give paper profits to their owners. During all the
big rush, you will be in with all the other "shoeless buyers"
Oh yeah,,,,,, we will later buy them,,, said the traders,,,,, besides, I got a 1/4 shoe
now,,,, that's a start. And, by holding these tiny shoe laces, we can stand here and fit
in with all you well heeled players (grinning like Texas Westerner on an oil well ). Look,
I'm in this to make money,,,,, it's just a concept like all the others I follow. I do the
same thing when I'm with other "conceptors" of the same ilk,,,,,, I talk their talk to
understand their concept. But, I really don't need your gold as long as I got my paper
profits.
OK, said the two guys with shoes. We don't mind your talking with us, so long as your
perceptions don't distort our end purpose of having good shoes,,,,,,, and just don't
complain when your company's value can't equal the worth of good shoes on the hard
road before us.
-----------------Further to consider,
I think many players degrade our reasoning because it just suites their confrontational nature.
Their constant replay of the same past failed positions clouds the view, even as it does make
everyone think harder. Some may have to drop more wealth before they learn, I don't know? In
addition, some paper players, caught up in the paper game our currency inflation creates,
mentally cannot let go. To do so places them outside their social strata even if it saves them much
heart ache and money. They feel that only the leverage is in the leverage of some gold substitute,
never gold itself as the means to an end. Own silver, mine stocks, erivatives, etc.,,,,,, and that
position will restore their already considerable loses, they hope.
It's a: "there just has to be a way I can play this game using some paper system",,,,,," even
another more leveraged metal if need be". I, myself, know the feeling and over a lifetime have
evolved through it. Problem is I doubt others will have that same luxury of so much time.
So, Randy, let's go back in time and space to build a gold perception the physical gold advocates
have understood from the beginning.
I'll post in a few hours (if the power stays on at the Trail Head) (smile)
TrailGuide
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FOA (1/25/2001; 16:28:50MT - usagold.com msg#56)
The Gold Of Troy!
Hello again Randy,
Let me read something to you that will set the tone of this ongoing discussion:
---- Was There a Real Trojan War? ---Until the 19th century it was widely believed that Troy and the Trojan war were
imaginary. Then, in 1871, an American named Heinrich Schliemann began excavating
an ancient city in Turkey. To the amazement of many, this retired businessman had
discovered the lost city of Troy.
Nine cities have been found at the site, one on top of the other. The seventh city was
destroyed around 1250 BC and appears to be the Troy of legend. You can still see the
ruins of its towers and its walls, which were sixteen feet thick.
Schliemann identified Troy's location through clues he found in the Iliad, the epic
attributed to the Greek poet Homer. Little is known about Homer except that he was
blind. In ancient times it was believed that he had lived during the Trojan War, but
most modern scholars think that he lived in the 8th or 9th century B.C. His poems
weren't written down when they were first composed, but were transmitted orally for
many years. Some people suspect that the poems were actually the work of successive
generations of poets, and that Homer didn't exist. Of course, the same thing was once
said about Troy.
All thanks to the work of Heinrich Schilemann. Without him we might still regard the
Trojan War as nothing more than myth. What started the Trojan War? It has been
suggested that the Greeks may have been fighting to gain control of the Dardanelles, a
water passage between the Mediterranean and Black seas, near Troy. Or perhaps the
war truly was fought over a woman named Helen. The truth is lost in the
past.--------------------------------Well, Randy, that Mr. Schilemann (1822 - 1890) was quite an explorer. His work helped uncover a
mountain of knowledge about ancient life. Not to mention it helped us conceive how these people
viewed their "wealth of Ages". Thank goodness for California gold. too! Yes, I said that right, as
that is what financed his work if you can believe it?. Here is more, then I'll begin:
-----Heinrich Schliemann was a bold dreamer and a prolific liar. Despite those credentials, it
wasn't politics that brought him to Gold Rush Sacramento in 1851. Instead, it was the
death of his brother Ludwig, from typhus. Schliemann, a German-born merchant had
been living in St. Petersburg, Russia.
He planned to make sure his brother was properly buried, claim what he believed to be
a sizable estate, and get back to Europe. What he found, however, was that his brother
had been buried without a tombstone, and his brother's business partner had made off
with the loot. So Schliemann paid $50 for a marble headstone, and set himself up in
business as a gold broker. In addition to making up outrageous stories in his diary,
Schliemann was more than a little paranoid. Afraid of fire, his office was located in
Sacramento's only brick-and-stone building, at Front and J streets. He wrote that he
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often slept on top of the gold, with pistols across his chest.
Despite two bouts of yellow fever, Schliemann persevered, and in nine months he
made more than $400,000, some of it legitimately. He returned to St. Petersburg
in1852, using his Gold Rush fortune to make an even greater fortune in the Crimean
War. And his money allowed Schliemann to indulge his real passion in rchaeology -and preserve himself a place in history.
In 1871, Schliemann, using Homer's "Iliad" as a guide, began digging in what is now
Turkey, and found the lost city of Troy. A German merchant with a penchant for
prevarication spurred the growth of modern archaeology and found the gold of an
ancient era -- using the gold of California.
------------------------------------Oh boy, what a life, what a story?
Yes, on that small mound, about 5 miles from the coast, they found layer after layer of ancient
cities. One of them was indeed, Troy. The treasures were many and quite a few made of gold. Hair
- rings and small fluted beakers, vessel covers and sauceboats, even a spectacular large diadem
(head dress) with pendants. These treasures are, in fact housed in some 50 museums around the
world. Later, around our time (1994) it's been certified that a lower level of excavations did,
indeed belong in the Bronze age, 2600 - 2300 BC. This places these golden remains around the
same periods and datebacks as in the Thebes works.
-------The studies in Egypt.
One current project called The Theban Mapping Project, is giving us a better and better idea of
how life was during these early civilizations, and this is but one of several "modern" evaluation of
ancient life.
In that area of the world, researchers are probing a lot of ancient lifestyles. From around 3000
BC, through the Old Kingdom (2700 - 2100 BC), during the Middle Kingdom (1700 - 1200 BC),
passing the New Kingdom (1500 - 1000), into the Graeco - Roman Period (300BC to 400 AD),,,
this is truly some record of life. It, along with many others, uncovers and exposes so much history
it's astounding.
---------------Our reasons for following these old lifestyles is, for us of course, to gain a better perception of
how humans understood and used their wealth, back then. What is coming to light, for for gold
advocates, is an ongoing evaluation of how we, as a modern people, have lost so much of our
connection and understanding to what wealth is, how much it's worth and how to use it. This is, of
course, in contrast to the ways wealth, including gold was seen and valued then.
--------------Concerning "gold as money", One of the first things we established about the Troy collection was
that there were very few, if any coins found. At least allowing for the size of the find. Nine + levels
were dug, representing a hugh section of antiquity and no coins remained with the find. Here was
a mass of civilization leaving treasure after treasure of fantastic gold artwork, yet, no coins to
speak of. We cannot conclude that the coins were taken and melted down, because the art was
just as valuable, yet it didn't get taken. And these treasures were laid down in several cities and
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generations, over time.
Researching further, many of the other great finds from the BC and early AD period were from
tombs and lesser burial sights. Places where people of "excessive worth" took their excesses with
them. But regular cities with regular people had relatively few coins. So what is the point? Let's go
further.
---------Some of the earliest coins were stamped with a detailed press, struck with a blow that indented
the heated metal. The Alyattes from Lydia (610-561 BC) was one of the earliest. It and a whole
host of later coins were marked this way. We know that some of the most rare were natural
forming in stream beds, because they were electrum (natural combination of gold and silver).
They would not have been man made that way, at that time. Mostly because the silver gold
combinations, in natural forming metal, were never equal in amounts. Giving the coins different
values. Were they this particular about content and weight? You bet. The first coins were called
staters, meaning "weighters" and were used as the norm for weights in other coins.
So, with the Athens, Macedon, Tarentum and Antiochus to name a few, began the worlds first
coins. Gold coins? Yes they were, but money as we know it? Our view of how these people viewed
and used this gold money is, we believe, far different from what gold scholars teach. And it's
impact on estimates of existing modern gold supply and use is enormous.
----------------Randy,
walk up to any citizen living during 335BC, in the latest town where Troy once was, show them a
"Head of Zeus" (Saracuse 3 stater) coin. Then show him a vessel of oil and ask which he would
take in equal trade for anything? Odd are, even though your two items were of equal value, he
would take the vessel. Why?
All throughout these early times, prior to BC and into some AD, people didn't see these gold coins
as we think of money today. These various gold coins had tremendous value, but they were just
gold pieces. They were wealth for trade like everything else was.. That's simple logic, I know, but
the vessel of oil, for instance was just as tradable as a gold coin. In fact, within most of the
medium sizes city states of that era, barter of like goods was just as good or better than gold
coin. One's life was better if he owned wealth he used.
Humans of that period didn't live all that long a time span. Even though some accounts prove
otherwise, the majority of life went by rather quickly. If you were a regular part of society in
general, your wealth was what you had and consumed during those short days. There were no
banks or investment houses and the average person's return on a wealth unit was his length of
use and it's quality of life enhancement. More to the point, this logic made these guys spenders of
gold, rather than savers! If you had gained gold in trade, for your services or goods supplied, you
had no reason to save it. There was no other money that needed to be hedged against value loss.
It's becoming more and more apparent that average people of that time quickly traded (spent)
their gold for something useful of value, for both them and their family. They didn't have the
excess we know today. In modern nomenclature; this logic dictates that a much smaller amount
of gold money circulated and circulated faster than many supposed. All forms of jewlery and art
objects were in the same situation.
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For longer savings, even for those of above average means that had all they wanted, people
tended to spend their most valuable gold coins first, while saving the least valuable (bronze,
silver, iron) for emergencies and later use. To us, today this sounds strange, but place yourself in
that time. It was better to build your most useful and needed store of things while times were
good.
Therefore, you traded the gold, which brought the most equal trade, first. If things got so bad that
one had to dig up the stash, you were trading for last ditch things anyway. Kind of like wrapping
up and burying beef jerky to get you thru a pinch. This use of lower metal is suported. Remember,
lots of things served as money objects them. Even much later, AD, it was common in Roam to trad
big iron bricks that were forged as a bull. It's use was in trade for "one bull" or something of that
animal's value.
This tends to explain why so many hordes of lesser quality, non gold coins are always being found
today. Roman silver, bronze, iron, copper coins are very common. The classic belief is that all the
gold was found, melted down and recast. But that action just didn't fit the whole profile of life's
need back then. The majority of gold in average and even upper hands was always on the move,
in trade or payment for service. Each succession of ruler, simply reused the old coins or melted
them down and restruck with a new image. And new gold was minted only if it was easy to find.
Especially stolen jewlery. Mined gold was a very last resort.
Remember, real useful goods crowded a rich ruler's house, too and these were just as valuable
and tradable as gold. Besides, far too many finds have come up with jewelry and no coins to
suggest some robbery by thieves sold the coins to new rulers with melting pots. The gold would
have been taken whether coin or art.
Taxes were paid in goods, service or coin (preferably gold) and regular people knew it. Far better
to trade your gold and save your wealth in a bulky form so the tax man's take at least has a
chance of taking less than enough. To store your wealth in gold and risk him finding and taking it
all was just not acceptable.
The great gold stores we have found almost always point to their being the reserves of a rich
ruling class. Just like modern billionaires, after too much comes excess and gold was the only
alternative for someone with guards and regular army.
On the Road
More and more evidence is mounting that the largest portion of gold, during this early period was,
"On The Road"! The perception that every person had some portion of gold as savings is blunted
by their lack of need for such wealth. Gold was needed and used to spend "On The Road" more so
than in local domains. Whether for armies or traveling merchants, gold moved more than it was
saved. Even gold in the form of art was "fair game" for the regular people to use as a tradable
medium. In fact it was just as likely used as money "on The Road" as coins. This further explains
the findings of small amounts of jewelry in most of the locations where small towns were located.
In the reasoning of Troy, the lack of coinage supports the movement of gold more than the saving
of it.
We find gold more in the "upper status" burial places of great cities than in the areas where
common man traded, lived and kept his personal worth. We further conclude that gold was much
harder to find and utilize, back then than many supposed. Yes, great amounts were around, but
the reality was that these amounts were perhaps 1/2 or less than many others conclude. Simply
because finding or producing gold meant displacing labor that could be making barter able goods
of equal value. Besides, gold that was in trade, was valuable enough that what existed mostly
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covered it's need in long distance commerce. This further points to a much greater value for a
much lesser amount of gold while it was used during this period.
When evaluating lifestyle wealth, back them, many often find themselves comparing things in a
relative mode with today's perspective. In this position we think the mark has been far missed for
gold worth. It's possible that gold payment, in these early times amounted to a hugh premium
compared to today. The various goods and lifestyle conditions in existence, indicate a much higher
relative worth for their goods of daily life. Thereby giving gold a much greater relative worth
within one's life also. If a one stater Darius of gold, from Cyrus of Persia was worth a very
valuable vessel of oil, why utilize the effort to find gold just to trade for some oil. Better to skip
the gold production and make the oil. This was the norm for thinking by people not trading on the
road, living "within local" city states. Indeed, outside the need to pay armies, a much smaller
amount of gold did the job much better than us modern thinkers thought was necessary. Further,
the use of oversea warefare and trade perhaps lost more gold into the ocean than we will ever
know.
Consider these possibilities well. In that gold today is in a much lesser existence, compared to
modern goods supply and lifestyle enhancements, when comparing it to it's value in life in the
past. It's true worth as a wealth medium could be a 1,000 times higher! For it to return to it's
ancient position of true asset wealth, for trade outside the modern currency relm, we can see
where it's European benefactors have once again placed it "On The Road" to much higher fiat
currency prices.
Next: Gold from the Roman era forward.
Thanks Randy and ALL
TrailGuide

FOA (01/29/01; 14:39:33MT - usagold.com msg#57)
Getting some fresh air.
I put on my boots, backpack, gloves, binoculars and went out walking the trail today. A fella came
up and asked, "after yesterday, how ya doing"? I said follow me.
We went down to a stream and filled my bucket of water. I took off one glove and stuck a finger
into the pail of water.
The water quickly started steaming and my friend jumped back with an expression like he couldn't
believe what he just saw.
I said, "it's ok,,,,, this is a good sign because the water isn't boiling,,,,,, it means I'm cooling off!
(partial smile)
I asked him to thank everyone for me and excuse my human nature, until I do the same in
person. But, just the same, I'll stay over here a while longer and send letters for all to read from
the Trail.
TrailGuide
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FOA (02/01/01; 13:47:10MT - usagold.com msg#58)
Troy and Beyond, Even to Rome!
http://www.grifterrec.com/coins/timeline/timeline.html
Once again Randy, Hello and thank you for your efforts as the technical manager of this path!
(smile)
Hello also, to all the others that have come to our hikes, walks and talks. We started this recent
discussion, "going back into the beginnings of gold", right after our hike #54 "The Curve". There
was good reasoning for stopping and camping here, because it was time to understand gold as
few have ever understood it in our time. Taking a few days to overlook the valley from this spot
will enhance our perceptions and prepare us for the next leg ahead.
So, grab your coffee and tea and lean back,,,,, the stars are out to light the night so our Thoughts
alone may travel ---------- "The Gold Trail"!---------------------Going back over #56 "The Gold of Troy":
You noticed that I structured that discussion in a way that makes the independent mind wonder
about. Let's pull those thoughts together and move along.
We found that history had left us with some conclusions that were, it seems, never concluded.
Archaeology had never been approached by someone like us, with a different hard money
perspective. Yes, all the records were there, but most every paper written on the subject
appeared carbon copy. They all projected our modern sense of money into the economic
structures as they existed, back then. "Of course, we are today more complicated", our history
papers said,,,, so,,,,,, allowing for that difference "the ancients still operated back then the same
as us now". How neat!
Yes, our teachers "called our perception of money, their money and our perception of goods, their
goods" in the same context we can use now. They said "hey, they were using hard money to buy
and sell from each other, just like we once did" Again,,,,, how neat"!
--------------The Treasures of Troy, all 259 items, were hidden away since 1945 because of various war and
political problems. The significance of the find was tainted with scandal until only recently. Around
1994 (or 1995?+/-) the entire lot resurfaced in a museum in Moscow and several well respected
scholars were finally able to examine and evaluate the exhibit and the actual site. Their
conclusions? Using modern tools of the trade showed that while Schliemann did indeed find
several lost cities stacked upon each other, his find went back further in time than anyone
thought.
A recent book "The Gold of Troy" (April 1996) gives even further clarification.
From the author's works comes evidence that Troy was a ------ "leading center for gold jewelry
making in western Asia Minor and the Aegean" --- " Thus the largest of the Trojan Treasures were
Industrial in Nature and refute the supposition that they were objects in burial sights".----My research into many more papers and books, like the above and other written works, further
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shows that the sight was more of a grand market. With numbers of craftsmen in separate offices
and work sites turning out some of the very finest gold metal works one could imagine. Even by
today's standards. There were metal molds and crucibles found that were used for various metal
working projects. We also conclude that the city was rebuilt several times over an extremely long
slice of antiquity,,,, each time performing the same function of a trading town. All done during a
slice of time that said gold coins did not trade as well as the other metal ones. Gold was saved,
not traded.
Once again, returning to the theme of #56, there were virtually no coins found among the
priceless gold art objects. Being a big gold trading town, worked over hundreds of years, certainly
some gold coins would be around? Especially if gold and other metal coins were saved and used
as money. But, none were around.
-----------Jumping back to:
The object of our viewpoint from #54 "The Curve", was to point out that gold today, has no
currency price. Yet we are asked to value it on a gold for goods basis established by modern
currency exchange rates. We wondered if the ratios in value between gold and goods, today could
be the same as they were in ancient times and middle ages. If this ratio could be matched, we are
told that the value yesterday and today would be much the same as our modern money says it is.
I do wonder?
We buy and sell gold today, based upon the supply and demand of printing press contracts
created on established exchanges around the world. In our present time, there is no trading price
for gold based on the independent trading of physical gold alone. Or on the actual trading of gold
goods, outright. All currency pricing and therefore modern accepted values for this metal is
established on the paper derivatives markets.
To better grasp what we are really doing when buying real gold,,, close your eyes and imagine:
----- Today, we are simply "paying a fiat currency commission for the advantage of holding and
owning physical gold metal"! ------ People that trade this paper system, exclusively, are simply
betting on what that commission will be, not the eventual gold value. ---------For actual gold obtainers, this function, that our exchange paper pricing mechanism is doing,
is giving us metal for an unknown real price and value.-----I say "commission" in the above, because the total quoted price a coin dealer sells to you at, is
little more than the world gold trading market's guess of the risk it is taking in supplying
customers with the metal,,,,,, without a real market to establish it's currency price. It's that
simple.(smile)
None of them and none of us know what the real value or price gold today is. I use the phrase;
"our advantage of owning the metal", because buying physical gold for today's currency,,,,,,,is like
buying a lifetime wealth option that never expires. The commission one pays for this gold coin
position, in the for of what we call today's price,,,,,,, may one day go to almost zero as our paper
market structure fails from the discovery of real price.
All happening because these physical gold options, we call real gold, return to actually trading for
a value based on their worth in our world. It's the Physical Gold Advocate's "advantage", because
while he is waiting for the real value to emerge, the real value that we know existed in antiquity
has never gone away! It just doesn't have a marketplace to show it. It will.
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All the while paper gold players are playing for scraps,,,, giving up their commissions,,,,, betting
on the changing price of said "commission". Indeed, one that cannot go too far up without killing
the entire system. And thinking it's the real price for gold they are betting on all the while.
"You think long and hard on that one? (smile)
For us, as hard money "Physical Gold Advocates", to understand the value of gold, we must
remove ourselves from present time thought and think of gold as the Ancients did. Not as money
but as little tradable hunks of metal. Gold for goods, straight up, as the citizens of Troy did!
------------Troy and Beyond, Even to Rome!
Back then, there was no other currency. No paper moneys or banks. One had no need to save
gold as a hedge or savings account. Your wealth was in the useful things contained in the world
around you. Those little hunks of metal were just that, little hunks of gold that everyone knew had
trading value. They were not money, not the way we think of money today. They were just a
beautiful metal, gold.
In fact, that is why you carried them, to use that gold if it brought the best deal in a trade. That
was worth considering because they didn't always bring the best trade. Unless most of the time
you were on the road. Within local communities, at least, goods for goods exchange always traded
better than goods for gold. But over distance, the town next door or the seaport across the
Aegean, those gold hunks could usually do better than the flask of oil you took with you. One
made the best use of gold by using it, not saving it.
Unlike today, the laws of money were turned on end from our perception. Gold was for spending
(trading) and spend it people did, especially "away from home". There were many non-gold coins
around then, silver, electrum, bronze, iron, copper and they did something we cannot
comprehend;
----"this bad money drove good money into circulation" ---- (smile).
Yes, the little metal chunk that carried the highest trading return was spent first! But why?
Because the average person's wealth and savings accounts were denominated in the real useful
things you owned and consumed during your short life. (See my #56 again to get the mind
working) This, my friends is the reason the vast majority of physical gold stayed "on the road" of
commerce while all the other metal coins were saved for later use. Gold traded best, so it traded
first.
The common repeated ratio that during most of the Greek times a 1 to 10 value existed between
silver and gold was official dogma and sounded about as right then as it does today. But, like
today, it was seldom tested on an established exchange. That's because the coins had no
denominations and were much less traded between themselves, not to mention there was no
exchange! Anyone holding gold would be a fool to trade it for silver or any other metal because a
trade for goods or services would surely bring a much higher return. The same was true for silver
because it was better to risk a trade for goods than be taken in a trade for gold.
Back then, gold chunks were, by far, more rare and tradable than most any other coin produced.
If it wasn't traveling by night or stayed too long in a trading town, it was quickly melted into the
next generation of national coinage and sent packing again. Or it temporally became the object of
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a Troy metal craftsman's hand. You see, those little chunks of gold, I point out again, had no
denomination of currency unit on them. They were fair game to become tradable gold in any form,
be it bar, coin, chain or chip. The same rare gold made the circle between coin and "use object"
many times over.
All of this is supported because aside the finds of major treasures, the finds in "working towns and
homes" did have tiny gold objects of wealth but rarely did they have gold coins. The presents of
these other tiny pieces of gold wealth in medium size homes indicates that they would have had
the resources or incomes to use gold coins as trading vehicles,,,,,,, but they did not have the
resources to tie up that much wealth by saving coins of gold! That same "logic train" negates the
premise that these same working people couldn't afford gold and therefore used lesser metals as
coinage in equal value or in a 1 to 10 ratio of gold! They did use these other coins, but used them
less. Gold finds, relative to other coins are rare because it was always spent. Place yourself in
their times?
Again, people "did" often have and save "other" metal coins. So many, in fact that great numbers
of these bronze, silver, etc. coins keep being found at dig sites today, all across Europe and Asia
minor. Many of them found right in the same "regular" backyard saving accounts we ourselves
sometimes use. Planted long ago as the next best trading item one could store and not lose too
much "use wealth" during the wait. Indeed, these lesser items could afford to be put away.
But, you thought silver was more in style as a coinage then, because so much of it survived? If
that were the case, those metal items would have made the exact same trip gold did. They would
have been melted down and reused into jewelry and coins, never laying down for rest in such
great numbers. (good logic, yes?)
-----------(My thanks to The Smithsonian Institution, Doug Smith and many, many others that have, with
the advent of the internet, placed so much of this research in public view. Also thanks to all those
that have educated me over all these years)
----------I'll read several partials from these written pieces:
PARTHIA:
-------Some of the most interesting ancient coins were neither 'Greek' or 'Roman'. In
fact, the coin producing civilizations of the ancient world spread far across Asia
including people and places rarely mentioned in beginning World History classes. One
of the most well known of these were the rulers of much of what is today Iran, Iraq
and surrounding regions: the Parthians.-----------------The land areas of ancient Parthia lay between the Caspian Sea and the Persian
Gulf, and its boundaries included all of modern Iran and contained portions of what are
now modern Iraq, Turkey, Armenia, Azarbaijan, Turkmenistan, Afghanistan and
Pakistan----------------(it) roughly corresponds to modern Iran, was approximately 648,000 square
miles, about equal to the areas of Great Britain, France, Germany and Spain together
-------------The Parthians created an empire which, at its height, presented Rome with a
serious challenge for the control of the Middle East west of the Euphrates river. They
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were the only civilized power to withstand the might of Rome at its height- the same
Romans who had conquered Carthage, Macedon, the Seleucids, and the Gauls. So, who
were these Parthians, whose empire stretched from the Hindu Kush to Mesopotamia?
----- (They) created an empire which lasted for almost 500 years (and) have been so
nearly forgotten ------------------The Parthian kingdom began with the election of Arsaces I to the kingship of
the Parni in 247 BC.--------- In 238 BC, Arsaces I succeeded in defeating the Seleucid
governor of Parthia and establishing the Parthian kingdom. With his accession, *****
the coinage of Parthia begins, and would continue, with only a short break, for the next
500 years. This coinage has proven extremely important for Parthian history for
several reasons; primarily because of the scarcity of written records - the Parthians
themselves did not leave behind any written legacy---------------- For the majority of
Parthian history we have to rely on a combination of fragmentary literary sources and
references, archaeology, and the coinage itself to create a coherent, though
incomplete, story.****
------------- *** Their coinage formed the medium through which western, in
particular Greek, ideas of coin design were transmitted, and transmuted, in the Middle
East from the Euphrates to the Indus and beyond. The Parthians developed one of the
first recognizably feudal systems on record- which was transmitted to the Sassanians,
and thence to the Arabs. **** The Persian epic history is now thought to include
lengthy portions from the Parthian era - the Parthians had a great oral tradition, in
keeping with their nomadic background, and greatly valued BARDS and story-telling.
The Parthians also left a legacy in art and architecture, creating a style that mixed
Hellenism with native Persian influences, particularly in ornamental metal work. There
is even a small literary legacy with the "Parthian shot" - a phrase taken from Parthian
horse-archer tactics in which the archer would feign flight, and, while riding away, fire
over the back of their horse -------------------Their economy and success was based on taxes paid by traders using the 'Silk
Road' that connected Rome and the West with China and the East. Parthian finances
depended greatly on Rome's failure to make direct contact with China until the late
second century AD. Parthians were known for being men of their word and their coins
continued to be issued with fair weight of good silver long after Roman silver coins
were being debased.------------------------------------------------Well;
here we find a major civilization that existed during most of the early BC Greek periods and
crossed well into AD Roman period. We have found that their coinage tells set the pace for much
of that time.
Most of the coinage, we have dug up today, from that period and part of the world was in the
lesser metals of silver, bronze, etc.. Even the Persian, preceding the Parthia, had most of their
coins in silver form. This, no doubt, lead to our present hard money education that silver was as
good or better than gold, back then. The fact is, as we are concluding, that gold and gold coins
were made back then and circulated more widely because of their value. The mere existence of
gold coins (those little hunks of tradable gold) supports this concept of their use. Indeed, their
rarity today indicates their value, back then as most of them were recoined. Leaving only lesser
coins behind.
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The Persian king, Darius The Great, did issue gold Darics right along with silver Sigloi and did so
as early as 500 - 490 BC. This we all know and agree. But so few of them survived, modern
thought created the view that gold was far too scarce to be much used as a complete tradable
unit back then. But this view takes on the same arguments we hear today, always leaving out the
possibility that gold value was much higher. Carrying a larger share of wealth with less metal. It
was scarce, but that isn't what erased their record of existence. Gold was used so well and needed
so much that it was always "in trade" and "on the road". If it wasn't, it was melted into Another
countries wealth.
However, it was the recent discovery of Parthian gold coins that best supports a change in concept
for hard money followers. It was thought that gold was not used in that land and trade from
Greek nations was always done in the lesser Parthian metals.
In 1982, in an archaeological dig at Tillya-tepe, a real Parthian gold coin was found (a Gotarzes I
(95-90 B.C.). Later in 1991, several Vonones I (A.D. 8-12) were found as authentic! While the
archeological significance of these coins is still hotly debated, I am aware that there is a
supporting passage in an Ashmolean Museum piece, where around 94 BC the process of working
gold is mentioned in Parthia. The existence today, of known gold working and trading, in this era,
opens up the entire hard money proposition about the evolution of gold as wealth. If gold was
traded, there was enough for coinage trade too. The Parthian find completes our supposition that
gold moved freely between nation states then. Indeed, the workings of gold at Troy, a stop off on
a major trade route between these cultures, adds to this. The fact that Greek coinage, in gold,
was also widely used, even as it was rare in that nation's borders, means that Greek gold and
coins had to have also come mostly from supplies "on the road" as they passed through the
region. This concept demonstrates that gold moved and during that movement was coined, often.
In fact the earliest Greek gold coins (The Head of Zeus) came from their colonies on Sicily and in
Tarentum on the Italian mainland. Not on their local soil.
The same argument was applied to gold use pertaining to the Greeks. Because gold was indeed
hard to find around their local area, many concluded that the few Greek coins produced in this
early time were done so from necessity and as a last resort. As we pointed out before, Troy
changed that perception because gold is now known to have been a long established trade item,
subject to the craftsman's hand. In fact, several examples of gold coins with holes in them
indicate they may have been hung as jewelry in chain. Gold was rare and was melted if it held still
too long. But, it carried a higher value in trade than any other coin across all of middle asia.
For a "Timeline" view of these cultures - link above. At that site, we can see how the Parthians walked right along side the Roman development even
as they passed through Troy along the way. All during the same era. Their timeline use of gold
coins now offers an counter concept against accepted hard money thought based solely upon
Greek and Roman history alone.
---------------------Further:
Following the death of Philip II of Macedon, his son Alexander The Great spent the last 13 of his
33 years life changing the world. The gold coin of "Macedon, named Alexander the Great, stater,
(336 - 323 BC) became "The Coin" and standard of the world for some time. He set the precedent
of "recoinage" by melting down the gold of other nations into his stater piece. It is in our view that
his practice had more of an impact on perceived known gold stores than most everyone accepts.
His people did work the mines for gold, but produced far less of it than imagined. Rather, his
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mints were ordered to melt and restamp any and all gold that passed their way. Most of it was
"gold on the move" as was the custom of his time and before. Rather than adding greatly to the
existing gold supply, he just better identified what was already being used in commerce.
That practice was something the early Roman era planers would not understand until after most of
their Roman Republic years had passed. Truly, Roman stamped gold during the Republic years,
would be very rare (as it is today). At first relying greatly on other's gold coinage as a tradable
unit. Only later did their armies melt captured gold for government storage. Following in the
"Footsteps" of a process that continues to convert existing gold into identifiable gold. Even into
our day.
It wasn't until the era of Roman dominance that they recognized the need for Roman tradable
gold. Gold in their name for use away from home by their armies. During this time the first Roman
"aureus" were struck by their armies. Coins created from "taken" gold, already in use, was formed
into the very best trading chunks a soldier could have. The coin "Lucius Manius" (82-81BC)
aureus, was one of the many created after the Roman Senate allowed their generals to coin
"taken" gold as trading money. Thus begins one of the greatest gatherings and usage of gold
known at that time. Some of it the very same gold we use today.
If one read my posts during the Washington Agreement period, you will recognize the phrase "On
the Road"! Beyond the obvious political reasoning we often present here, the case for "to little
gold today" has been behind our motivations for some time. The gold in our world is not as great
as so many suppose it is. I hope to demonstrate why this gold "on the road" concept will further
influence our political currency situation as it evolves.
Let's stop now and continue later.
Thank you all for your support and kind words.
TrailGuide

FOA (02/09/01; 14:24:03MT - usagold.com msg#59)
Current background
http://www.usagold.com/dailyquotes.html
Hello everyone!
I was going to post this on the Main Gold Forum page because I didn't want to break the chain of
thought here. But, because it's so long,,, I'll post here and reference this item on the trail later.
If a gold advocate reads Michael's wonderful piece (see link above), all the reasons for buying gold
should be clear. His sound purpose is certainly clear to me. But, far too many savers have been
lost in the blizzard of conflicting stories about gold. With all the changes that are taking place
now, many have just backed away.
After giving my talk about "the curve" (along with other talks), I hope that at least a firm
perception is in place as to why our current gold prices are little more than a facade. A currency
price based mostly on the trading of contracts, not gold itself. Most of you grasp this, yet wonder
why the "facade price keeps falling?
I'll use some things from the Carl H post the other day (Carl H (02/07/01; 20:05:56MT usagold.com msg#: 47727)
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Hi Carl, I'll comment first them start into your post:
------From where I sit:
There were two distinct parts to our (Another and my words as added) commentary over the last
several years. Political history buffs would have recognized it right off and spotted where we were
going with it. For the most part, all of this discussion was centered around the decades old combat
between the Old World and our Western World. I'm talking about the combat for economic
domination.
For those of you too young or not versed in recent history, during the last 30 years, most of
Europe has been trying to work itself out from under American financial influence. This has shown
itself so often it would take an entire documentary to reproduce or explain. Perhaps, larger than
History of the world vol 1 thru 17 (smile). For us, though, the most important aspect of this has
been in the slow formation of European economic unity. In fits and starts they have worked their
way through various currency blocks that embarked on all sorts of fixed exchange rates and trade
agreements.
The metamorphosis of their most recent 20 year struggle resulted in today's Euro and the
expanding zone of financial structure it represents. This is only the most recent example of an
effort that started somewhere back before our time. Perhaps the European Economic Unit (ECU)
could pinpoint the modern beginnings of this struggle. Again, this represents the most recent 20
year segment.
The world's economic timeline will no doubt look back and mark this period in a way that we mark
ancient history. I think most scholars will use the BC / AD reference as a way to describe it.
Perhaps BE / AD, meaning "Before EMU" and After (dead) Dollars. The currency birth and political
movement we have just witnessed will indeed have just such an impact on our Western lives and
truly require a time stamp to reference it.
--------------In the BE period, gold was the only other world currency. Yes, this dethroned metal currency and
wealth asset was still used the world over as a last resort. A last resort against a failing dollar,
that is. Gold values, BE, went through many convulsions as the dollar's use and stability ebbed
and flowed. All the while, the world held gold "just in case".
As the political motivations to create a "Euro system and currency" grew, many nation states
found themselves at economic risk. They hedged their economy between dollars and gold, but
wanted the new possibilities another economic zone could offer. It was a new way to break the
total economic control of our dollar reserve system. Everyone, it seems were watching and
maneuvering as EMU approached.
The problem for many wealthy states was: how to continue within world economic trade, save
your currency exchange wealth in reserve and not be killed if this new Euro system became a
huge success? For some, gold was the main conduit to hold your excess reserves in, that way you
were between currencies. But there were several problems.
---------------The dollar had already approached it's useful life several times. By the early 90s, it was a basket
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debt case of super currency expansion. Ready to fail, right then and there! It was kept alive
through CB participation, because it remained "the" world reserve and we could not operate
without it. As the modern world evolved, digital currencies of fiat nature were and will remain the
number one way to do trade. No matter the costs or problems entailed in their use, or how often
these worthless papers come and go, humanity uses and demands their presence. We have but to
go no further than into several of today's currency inflating nations to see where the locals still
use paper money. My point here is to not expect a return to hard money. Hard wealth as savings,
yes. But hard money? Never again. See my other posts for further explanation.
Make no mistake, CB support for our US unit is the only reason it's exchange rate didn't plunge,
throwing us into a massive, local price inflation. And, because most other countries held dollars as
a reserve, they would have inflated also. All this support was done in order to stop a complete
economic trade breakdown before EMU. A decades long wait.
The trick for the CBs was to keep holding dollars and even expanding those holdings as needed to
balance US trade deficits. Deficits, by the way that have not only been negative for a long time,
but have grown explosively during the 90s and right up and thru EMU. This dollar support made
sense because holding reserves in a failing currency, while building a new one offered little loss
potential. Yes, once the new system began to function, your dollar holding's value would
eventually be reduced almost to nothing. But those reserves only represented support for the
system itself, not actual buying power in the native currency's land, USA. You see, once a
permanent trade deficit becomes structural to the function of the currency's economy, those
dollars,,,,,, those units of reserve buying power,,, can never return for the purchase of anything!
Without killing the exchange rates and native economic structure first. Yes, in the case of what
comes first (chicken or egg), you cannot send dollars home to buy useful goods at a reasonable
price if the whole trade structure fails. In the US's example, used here, local inflation would drive
the dollar prices of everything we export through the roof, long before all the goods were brought.
Completely, negating any and all exchange gains from a falling dollar exchange rate.
So,,,,, once the Euro was functioning and morphing into it's new reserve roll, the ECB would,,,,
like in the US's present roll,,,,, have no need for excess foreign cash reserves. However, some
wealth structure would have to be present in the asset reserve category to replace those lost
dollar values as they failed. That structure would be gold. More problems.
Prior to and just after EMU, many oil producers and a whole host of other wealthy nations /
individuals, were not going to buy into the Euro first off. What if it failed? Or worse, because the
dollar was on it's last legs of support already, any failure of the Euro system package would also
lead to a total break away of continued support for the dollar. In this dynamic, even dollar
holdings could dissolve! This was the background from where Another's Thoughts were being
broadcast. During the BE period, about five years before, there was indeed a near failure to
proceed with EMU! After some 20+ years of effort, such a failure would have sent us back to the
gold standard (and worse) of days gone by. Many of you can remember this during the 1995 area.
The effort seemed to be falling from political bickering. It was critical to oil wealth producers and
many others that the Euro be born. If it didn't, an all out bid for real gold by everyone would
ensue and I mean everyone. More problems.
Part of the support package for continued use of dollars revolved around oil. If for any reason, oil
prices rose prior to EMU, it would break what little economic life that remained. It was well known
that the entire local US structure depended and was built on reasonable priced oil. Later, this
position and it's pricing dynamic would begin the movement of commerce settlement away from
dollars. But, not yet. Actually, in the years prior to EMU, oil needed to plunge in dollar value in
order to prop up the system. It did, boy did it,,,,, but not for free as so many thought.
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It was well known that gold could buy oil, or better said,,,,, a cheap gold market price would buy
cheap oil! But forcing down the gold price for the benefit of private sales would be some effort as
long as people were buying in mass prior to EMU. That mass buying process would feed on itself
from the fear of a dollar / Euro transition. Thereby, negating the whole cheap gold for oil game.
Yet, the ECB (and the BIS) already knew this gold market of ours and knew it well. You see, our
dollar gold market has evolved over many years. Long before the 90s, it was well on it's way to
becoming a virtual paper market place. An easy trading market that basically held "it's paper gold
price" well within the commodity use function of gold. Around $400 to $600 was considered about
right. With Western views sliding into complacency as our world dominance grew, we as investors
grew to see "trading gold" as the best use of our wealth. If we wanted to engage hard money
thought at all, we just traded the price, not own the gold. In this atmosphere the mine industry
exploded with easy capital. See my post about Mr. Parks great article below. So we as private gold
owners unloaded tonnes of gold many started down the road of owning leveraged gold securities
instead.
In this backdrop, new mine supply was more than what the world needed, at least the Western
world. All the CBs, both American and Old World, began a policy of discounting gold. All for the
purpose of supporting the dollar reserve system. Yes, the US played this game, knowing full well
the currency reasons behind the Old World purpose; to hold the dollar steady until Euro birth
(EMU). You see, we (USA) thought this was great because we gave the chance of EMU a one in
100 shot! This truly backfired and now the BIS / ECB have the US fed in an inflation trap.
So, the dollar got support from CB's holding more of it as a reserve,,,,,, the dollar got support
from a falling gold price,,,,,, the dollar and the economy behind it got support from crashing oil
prices. All of this leading up to a huge change. A change that to this day is still mostly behind the
screens.
The next part of the play came as world paper gold traders starting making use of a good thing,,
falling dollar gold prices! Never mind that the real gold movement behind the paper market was
becoming a tiny fraction of this paper trading. Never mind that the dollar would eventually step
back from world reserve status,,,, changing the settlement function of our paper gold market
overnight and killing everyone's paper holdings. They said:
----"Why,,,, we know why gold prices are falling, the CBs of the world want it down,,,,,,
but we don't believe all this talk of Euro success",,, "there are a hoard of other
reasons", "besides, we are making tons of money playing this paper game"!-----------------Now, I'll pause to introduce some items from Mr. Carl H's post.
----Section 1 -- Bullion Banks Establish the Gold Carry Trade
From what I have read, it seems that a few years ago a number of Bullion Banks
started borrowing gold at interest rates of around 1% from Central banks. This gold
was immediately sold on the spot market and the money and invested it in higher
yielding investments. This type of operation is referred to as a carry trade. This
practice went unchecked and has reached a point where at least 6000 tons and
probably as much as 10000tons of gold are owed to the central banks. To put these
numbers in perspective, annual world wide mine production is estimated to be about
2500 tons.
-------------
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Thank You Carl.
Yes, they did introduce the gold carry trade then and the timing was no accident. I also have to
point out that Another was the very first to mention (post) a gold lending number anywhere near
that level. He said it was around 14,000 many years ago or would soon approach that level.
Everyone, except those that knew the game, said it was NUTS! Now, the 10,000 figure is on every
desk in the world.
Central Bank lending of gold for low rates made absolutely no sense. A fact almost every hard
money writer expresses. But, they fail to bridge the conclusion. If a low gold price was wanted,
and they did indeed want it, the CBs could have sold the gold outright, driving it down. Then
brought it back later. With the growing public perception, so well outlined in Mr. Parks article, no
one would have minded it as the stock markets were all the rage. Why buy into a diving market
and hoard all this excess gold for long.
Further, in a different light, the CBs could have simply used the mining industry strategy and
apply the interest gained on the cash sale proceeds to buy the gold back later at higher prices.
Indeed, this is exactly what the mines are doing now.
Further: They didn't need to lend it, just sell it. Later, they could have just printed new money,
that is, create near money securities for their own account and apply them to long term contracts
from the industry,,,,, buying new mined gold to replace the sold gold. No need for the lending
equation at all. But, you see, there was a need.
So,,,, the only reasonable, legal reason for the banks to create a world wide gold lending structure
was to grow a paper facade that the real gold buying, Another spoke of, could hide in. All perfectly
legal, but very political. Again, I point to Another's long ago post that said; "the reason gold prices
are falling is because so many people are buying it". Ha! Ha! That one was greeted with total
disbelief and ridicule. But, boy a lot of money was lost by people that turned from that message.
Now, back to my post:
----------In the middle of all this new paper trading environment, people didn't notice what was happening.
Way back when CB lending was just beginning, some smart people starting taking just a little bit
of the action. Besides being big buyers of CB gold sold outright, they were also buying some of
the borrowed gold. The same gold that was lent into the market by the CBs and other big players.
You know, the gold that's borrowed, sold to create a pot of money. Then that money draws
interest until it's used to buy the new mined gold and replace the loaned stuff. The same process
that also makes the gold carry trade in our currency markets.
Well, that real gold off take, done by these major gold advocates, was not all they they took
(smile).
Now,,,, a lot of these people started thinking. "We already have a lot of gold and our demands in
the decade prior to EMU may drive the market way up. So, why not help the CB's purpose (and
ours) by always bidding low at outright sales. And because our money is tied up in gold, drawing
no interest, why not play the CB game for them? We'll take some of our buying money and use it
to create the cash pot for the BBs,,,, for use in their gold lending deals. They can skip the
borrowing and sale of gold part and just commit our money to pay for the new mined gold.
Drawing the standard few percent in return. The mines don't need to know that no gold was sold.
Further, the BBs will need to hedge a fall in price to protect themselves in the deal. In doing so
the public will see the derivatives price of gold fall, just as if some was sold.
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Note: The BBs (in this small niche of deals) must only protect their interest from a falling market
because that is the only function that would threaten the mine's future repayment of gold,,,,, a to
low gold price. If their collective actions did drive the paper trading of gold to the floor, killing 90%
of the industry's ability to continue operation, their profits from their paper hedge could at least
cover the liability. Yet, conversely, any rise in price would be no threat to this particular deal
structure.
So,,,,,,in the middle of all the gold carry trade, naked shorting, gold sales from regular investors
and, in general, a blizzard of paper gold trading,,,,,, some major players were building real gold
buys and not driving the markets as they did it. The success of this operation created the dynamic
that allowed physical gold to be purchased off the radar screen and the flow of oil to continue.
Once again, no manipulation outside our standard paper arena! As Another was oh so fond of
saying: "gold and oil will never flow in the same direction". (smile) Now, more from Mr. Carl H:
---------------------------------------Section 2 -- Lining up the Gold to Unwind the Carry Trade
I consider the above paragraph to be fairly well established information. Now, I will
speculate for a moment. If I were the bullion bankers and was in this situation, I would
want to get my hands on a tremendous amount of physical gold at cheap prices. As far
as I know, only the central banks and mining companies have large amounts of
physical gold. In the case of the mining companies, it is still in the ground. I will
assume here that the central banks would be very reluctant to let the bullion banks
default. It would show how stupid or corrupt the central bankers are and it might be a
big enough scandal to change the outcome of some elections. Ok, so this means that I
have to convince the mining companies to sell me all the gold they produce for the
next several years at prices close to what they are currently. So, how would one go
about convincing the mining companies to sell their future production? Youíd either
have to convince them that the price of gold was going to stay low for the period of
time for which you wanted them to sell you the production or you would have to coerce
them into selling future production. To accomplish this, you would have to convince
them that there was a large supply of gold that was going to be dumped on the
market. As stated above, the only other large holder of gold is the central banks. So,
you have to convince the central banks to drive down the price of gold and act like
they are ready to dump much more gold.
So, the question then is how to separate a central banker and his gold. Simple, create
a potential crisis of a magnitude that it will force him to sell gold to prevent it. This is
easily done by simply writing a huge gold call options (or surrogates thereof). Then, if
the price of gold rises, the Bullion banks will fail and probably take the financial system
with them. This compels the central banks to cap the price of gold at a level that less
than the cost of production for many mines. This forces those mines to hedge or go
bankrupt. The Bullion Banks can then acquire the forward production at prices near the
cost of production, or to acquire the bankrupt mine. What is even better is that
hedging will help hold down the price and force other mining companies to hedge.
-------------------OK,,,,,,,,,, again thanks Carl.
Your view above is very clear. But it is based on several lines of thought that don't exist.
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(First), the BBs are not really at risk. Yes, in my macro view, if the gold system was to default out
of sequence, world trade flows would indeed, break most of the BB, but do it from the regular
economic side of their structure. However:
It's the function of the marketplace, itself, along with the entire gold marketplace that's at risk. In
the event of a total run on gold, induced by a huge surge in gold demand, the banks would force
their clients, on the short side, to post so much collateral that it would force them into bankruptcy,
on the spot. Most of you may not know it but all the mines and even gold industrial players have
margin thresholds that, when reached, go up like a rocket. Even ABX has a $600 point that
requires massive additional collateral beyond that level. Any short run in the paper gold markets
would be almost overnight and go thru $2,000 like butter. In that event, even ABX would not have
the collateral to cover it. Remember, below ground valuations are not deliverable in a gold run
that demands three day delivery!
The bank's short positions are, as our good poster ORO once pointed out, always hedged in paper
positions. If the market ran away, the bank's demands for performance on those positions would
crater every arena they function in. Once, again, the banks play the market forces against each
other. If, in the course of operation the whole realm of forces are played to zero, the banks just
stand aside. I know, of course, that they would be impaired, but the bulk of the blast would be
endured by everyone that plays in this marketplace.
The point of my presenting this is that the whole object of the paper gold dynamic is and always
was to function for industry hedging habits, not so much to deliver gold to the public. Yet, because
this maze was encouraged by the CBs to grow so super large, it's goal was so that political gold
could be moved. One day, this entire structure will have served it's useful purpose and then it will
be allowed to fail. That day is approaching.
To bring us up to present:
To date, that purpose has been served largely because it succeeded in keeping dollar supporting
oil prices down, extending our US economy,,,,, until EMU. As evidence to the process, notice how
oil prices began their dollar rise only 6 months into post EMU. Clearly, there was no longer a need
to support our dollar economy once the Euro was established. Indeed, just like a turning
supertanker takes time, so too does the higher energy prices take time to work their will. Make no
mistake, the world has seen the very last of cheap dollar oil. The next dynamic of that process in
the transition of oil settlement support into Euro denominations. Notwithstanding Iraq's move as a
convenient trial balloon, the mass of this transition will not begin until the US has clearly
embarked on a slowdown. And that slowdown, energy induced as it is, will, this time, force the fed
to fight it with a super inflationary buyout of anything and everything that defaults. Right down to
your shoe laces. This, my friends is the inflation dynamic unleashed once a currency is removed
from reserve status.
Further; its no mistake of identification in understanding the ECB / BIS roll in all of this. That the
ECB has started cashing in all it's interest on dollar reserves points to a new direction in currency
warfare. Our own Randy@ The Tower has documented this for some time. In addition, their
marking gold to market is a prerequisite to following the Fed's new inflation stance by scoring the
dollar against the Euro gold price once the paper gold markets fail.
FOA (02/09/01; 14:29:38MT - usagold.com msg#60)
Background part 2
Further; its no mistake of identification in understanding the ECB / BIS roll in all of this. That the
ECB has started cashing in all it's interest on dollar reserves points to a new direction in currency
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warfare. Our own Randy@ The Tower has documented this for some time. In addition, their
marking gold to market is a prerequisite to following the Fed's new inflation stance by scoring the
dollar against the Euro gold price once the paper gold markets fail.
To the point:
However, there were still outstanding gold deliveries on all sides that needed to be addressed,
even after EMU. So,,,, around early 1999, the BIS decided to allow the erosion of the paper gold
markets to continue to conclusion without fighting it with outright buys.
LeSin's post today (# 47852) about someone noting a BIS offer to take England's gold is to the
point. (Hi LeSin, how is your French Sorrel growing? (smile)) That was the last offer before a
changed position. They would not do it today. Look at your charts and see where this market the
time where gold was finally allowed to drop below $280. It is indeed strange that it hasn't fallen
much further.
Where once they stood ready to buy gold outright, in order to stop the wholesale reproduction of
contract gold from driving the traded price too low, and degrading the very asset that gave oil
producers reason to support the dollar,,,,,,, the market itself would now be allowed to kill itself. All
so the final gold contracts could be delivered. That process was evident in the Washington
Agreement and the years it would take to complete that workout. (see my Macro below for further
explanation)
Where I had seen the WA as a breaking event, Another had long before seen it as an extension of
the process that would eventually drive paper gold credibility to Zero. Indeed, he said (posted)
that well before WA. As an aside, he always said that all paper would burn. In retrospect, prior to
EMU, if it didn't happen, all paper assets were subject to destruction and now I see his point. Post
EMU, just gold paper is now in the hearth. He does think EuroLand is the future and I respect that
position, greatly!
In my Macro view told in a slightly different way:
We all thought that one day the whole gold system would explode in some huge short covering
rally. Indeed, if the Euro failed,,,, producing no EMU, the sudden demand for gold would have
driven the paper market sky high until it too broke from financial failure. Making million airs the
world over of countless gold owners,,,,, and billionaires of any leveraged player that brought
mines, futures or options. Well, maybe billionaires for those that cashed in while the shorts still
had money to pay. But,,,,,,,,,,, it never happened. Thank the EMU folks for that.
Now we entered the AD era,,,,, the European Monetary Union (EMU) was a success,,,,, the Euro
was formed. This was a political sea (for me also) change regarding gold. It was around spring
1999 (that time again), was when Another made a point I will never forget. It was posted here on
the USAGOLD forum. Now that we were in the AD era, the decision was made to let the dollar
paper gold market kill itself. We all posted endlessly as to why it could /could not and would
/would not happen, but there was one other aspect left out at that time.
As I mentioned above; most of the major gold buyers,,,, the physical gold advocates,,,,,, those
that want it as a wealth reserve,,,,,, were gathering physical gold all prior to EMU. Even after
EMU, as we worked our way into the early Euro era, gold ownership is intended to bridge the
transition away from dollar reserve use. For these nation states and individuals just want gold,,,,
not for trading now,,,, nor for use now,,,, and they don't care about it's dollar price now.
We thought that after EMU, dollar paper gold prices would slowly climb as physical demand
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impacted the paper marketplace. But the problem with that is that such a climb will destroy the
ability of the BBs to function and complete that portion of contracts that require delivery.
Remember, we now have countless major Euro players waiting for gold deliveries from mines and
other contracted sources. Overall a small portion yet, all within the trading noise of this huge
arena. Yet, this gold is a major part of the Euro system of the future as it will be a replacement
asset for nation states that stand outside the Zone but will trade within it. (as a contrast to Britain
that will join)
From the time of the Washington Agreement until it's end (three years left out of four+/-),,,,, the
dollar paper gold world will be allowed to do the equivalent of a currency inflation. No nation or
government CB will now stand in the way. You see, the only way the physical deliveries can be
completed is for the market place to have it's way. In doing so, by continuing to short the market
in a piling on stance, liquidity will remain for delivery. Remember, the gold recipients do not care
what the dollar paper price is at delivery, only that their gold buys can be completed. And for that
to happen, the BBs must have an ever lower price. Hence the contradictory nature of the major
ECB bank, regarding gold.
Yet, the real message must not be lost. Between now and then (perhaps tomorrow or in a year or
so), physical gold will embark upon it's own road. A GoldTrail if you will. A drama seldom
witnessed ever, much less seen in our time. I state flatly and for the record that the premium paid
on the purchase of physical gold will climb through the roof in the days, weeks, months and years
ahead. Between us Physical Gold Advocates, we will know it's but a reflection of the free market to
come and a true account of where it's value really stands. For the paper trader, it will become the
curse of lost wealth.
This, my friends is the face of a failing paper gold market. A market that evolved far beyond what
it originally was used for. A "New Gold Market" built for the support of a currency's ending timeline
and allowed to die of it's own misconception.
From here we can see the "advantage" of physical purchased for an unknown value. Gold held as
the ancients held it.
No denomination necessary until it is allowed to trade,,,, "Free" once again!
Then our journey will be done. Then our wealth will be complete.
"We watch this new gold market together, yes?"
Thank you all for your time
TrailGuide

FOA (3/10/2001; 20:58:11MT - usagold.com msg#61)
On the road!
Hello everyone!
Well,,,,,,, things are not as before,,,, are they? (smile)
In my last post USAGOLD Forum post (#48858) we noted that the paper gold game was reaching
it's limits. The BOE was almost asking "what do you want us to do"? The answer came as plain as
day as the paper price was driven a little lower in return for a gold sale reduction. Yes, clear as a
mountain stream,,,, the unwinding has begun! It will continue until the big event when the gold
rules are officially changed. Not much different than when the dollar hit it's credibility limit in
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1971. As Randy has often pointed out; the US printed gold contracts back then until they (dollars
on the gold exchange standard) lost their mathematical ability to be converted into gold.
Everyone that is expecting some huge paper short covering rally has got to ask themselves one
question; "do ya feel lucky"? (smile) It's important to consider this because today's paper gold
contract market is in the same credibility position as the dollar in 71. There is simply no way the
Bullion Banking markets are going to allow our current marketplace to adjust to this mismatch by
marking "This New (paper) Gold Market" to market against any true "delivered" physical gold
value. Forget it! It's never going to happen during the dollar reserve era.
Just as in 71, this modern fiat gold market will be disconnected from the real gold market. Back
then the dollar remained at $42 / ounce +/- as a somewhat free physical market exploded into
the hundreds. Today, considering the magnitude of the mismatch we have attained, the paper
market will probably never pass $360, even in the worst possible short crush. The dollar forces
will call $360 the right level just as they called $42 correct??? All the while physical gold will
slowly gravitate completely away from any connection to the real demands for delivery.
Even such a rise toward $360 would occur only after the BBs decided not to sell into the paper
market any further. It all depends on how the rules are changed later. We shall see.
What's coming in 200?:
Let's see, spot gold is at $358 plus the physical premium of $2,200,,, so that equals $2,558 per K
rand. Oh,,, you say that's crazy??? You will just demand delivery of your contracts at at $358? Or
call your gold accounts for full allocation? But wait, didn't they just declare position limits, cash
liquidation only for all out months, a $4,000/oz premium for spot conversion because of the
shortage and forced customer reserve requirements triple the actual physical value for all
converted BB physical accounts? And you wonder how or why anyone in their right mind today
could pay in the future a $2,200 premium to a coin dealer? Ha! Ha! That's just the warm up, my
friends.
What's in process now??:
The Washington Agreement placed in context where the Euro system is going with gold. That
pronouncement drove home the fact that our Dollar gold pricing system was going to die with the
dollar reserve function. The WA placed us "on the road" to high priced physical gold and low
priced contract gold. It could have been the end of the LBMA pricing structure, right then and
there, except that it would have clocked the global financial structure too fast.
Indeed, our Euro friends helped the system out by giving it some more of the same poison, more
paper gold inflation. Yes, all the while since the WA, people have been falling all over each other
trying to explain why so much new European gold has entered the market through lending. Yet, all
that was mostly lent was more paper credits built upon a failing dollar gold pricing system. You
see, they left the maintaining of system credibility to the dollar faction. Kind of strange how gold
keeps showing up as part of the US trade deficit? Even is it's only a trickle.
Gold bugs cry that the paper market is not free because government endorsed inflation in this
arena is killing it's price structure. Almost as if they want fiat gold that less inflated? Well, that's
great if your "gold" money is in our modern gold producing industry and that's hip deep in
committing it's product to satisfy these same paper contracts. Yes, this mistake of "hard money"
allocation by western savers, is the result of ignoring history and how currency systems evolve.
Gold industry investments work if the current fiat system is remaining "in use", but showing price
inflation. However, when currency systems fall "out of use" while moving into super price
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inflation,,,,, the next competing system will side with physical gold! It doesn't happen often, but
when it does real wealth in one's hand becomes worth many times investments in "almost gold".
Truly, the dollar price of physical gold is going higher than anyone expects.
To make this clear:
It makes no difference if the current paper gold price bottoms here or is sold into the dirt. Just as
soon as the dollar paper gold system begins to lose credibility in matching physical gold value,,,,,,
gold bullion and gold bullion alone will out perform every possible hard money competitor. That
includes all the other metals! "Noone" will need to teach this dynamic to the public then. All we
will have to do is watch it all unfold. Believe it!
------------------It's coming time for our next talk about gold in antiquity. Walking the GoldTrail becomes all the
easier when we understand just how little of it is truly out there. Far, far less than the paper
pushers would have us think.
Until then;
"We watch this new gold market together, yes?" (smile)
TrailGuide

FOA (4/12/2001; 5:54:42MT - usagold.com msg#62)
sample
test
FOA (4/14/2001; 14:10:14MT - usagold.com msg#63)
The Journey
Thoughts are a river as it runs upon the land
they begin with a purpose and nourish us as sand
we walk a path by this water so near
and our vision must know this trail will prove dear
so trust in your heart that this way is the birthright
and the sun will light in the darkest of night
these Thoughts make us dream a truth that is whole and
"as this river runs through it, may it strengthens our sole"
---------------Few things in life remain the same. Always near, yet sometimes far, the future is before us and will
remain so for ever more. Look back for understanding, look back to know how we once thought,
look back to confirm your own feelings, but don't look back to know the path ahead! That future,
my friends is the water that flows from us today.
No one changes the world by their own actions. But the future can be shaped by our
understanding and how we, as a people react to new perceptions. Yes, in our living of life, this
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very dynamic makes the world tomorrow. Better said, we are the future we seek to know!
Understand us and where we are going and one can plot a course that points the future.
--------------------With time on my hands, recently, I did a research project. I ask all the Gold bugs in the world to
stand in a straight line. Then asked all the physical gold advocates to make a parallel straight line
next to them. Boy, that was some long line (smile). For days on end, I talked with many of them
as I walked between the rows. I was struck to make several observations:
All the gold bugs seemed to be talking nervously. Always looking up and down the row to see
what the next fella was doing. With cell phones, laptop computers, private radios and every form
of communication, they were all trying to do the very same thing; trying to make more currency.
Almost the same thing that people who trade the stock markets are doing. Strange, I thought.
The gold bugs hated this unbacked fiat currency as a wealth trading unit or a wealth holding unit,
but still wanted to own more of it than the real wealth of gold. All of their actions were aimed at
protecting themselves against any loss of currency function by making more of the same failing
currency. Keeping ahead of the coming loss by having more of the deteriorating wealth item
added to them? Kind of like a French farmer's logic reply to the knowledge that Paris is about to
fall; " I'm not worried, got my wealth in cash in the bank of paris and I know the government will
add to my holdings enough to cover any failures of ruler ship". So I ask myself what is the farmer
and gold bug gaining here?
Standing back across the row, I asked a physical gold advocate what he made of all this? It's all
very clear to me he said:
"""""""You know, fiat is a good thing in this day and time and we all could not do
without it. These gold bugs would have you think just the opposite, even while they try
to make more cash wealth for themselves. Yes, it's true, the current major world fiat is
breaking down as it folds it's hand. But the current gold market, these bugs trade in, is
run by the same guys that don't want their fiat use to end yet. So when they change
the rules of the market, look at how many gold bugs leave? Almost none of them.
The rules of play, using Casino Chips instead of real gold, are all right out in the open
just as the gold market we used to know becomes little more than a shell game. A
Dollar Gold Casino, if you will, and the gold bugs don't want to leave it. If they can't
use "near gold" to play with, they won't play at all. So, their whole advocating of the
gold story is just talk. They stay right with trading fiat assets instead of gold even as
their market slowly fails their purpose.
It's almost as if they didn't really want gold wealth in the first place. I see it as if they
want everyone else to make physical gold worth more so their fiat based assets can
grow? God awful logic for a gold advocate, but then again, they aren't gold Advocates?
These are the new breed, aren't they? Fiatgold bugs? Well, I write it all off as the Gold
Bugs can't see the difference anymore and still crave playing in the same house, using
the same house rules. Most of them would rather the government keep the fiat going
at the expense of just a little higher gold price. Say $500? Just enough to make their
fiat grow. Instead of advocating holding bullion wealth and a freegold market to crash
the old system. Ha! Ha!, These guys even want those in charge to change the rules
back into the players favor, bankrupting the house in the process! There is no chance
in hell of any casino doing that to themselves. It'll only happen when the casino's
credit is taken away. And that process is in the works, don't we know! That's why I am
a physical gold advocate. My time will come as the fiatgold bugs go broke with the
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casino. I guess it's the nature of life that we go down with the ship we sail."""""
--------------------------Will it all pass as this gentleman presents it? I sure do think so.
Tell me, how many of you are watching supply and demand, CBOT positions, Comex OI, trading
volume, gold share directions and chart TI? And for how long have these items told you nothing
about the direction of currency gold prices? You see, the future of the world value of gold is now
waiting on the outcome of a political currency war. A process that's been in the works for more
than a few years now,,,,,, And the longer this stretches out, the more the outstanding supply of
"almost gold" securities is built up. Making the whole Fiatgold Bug arena ready to fail in a mighty
fall.. All done in an effort to keep the dollar system going. We have been presenting this picture
for some time now and the end comes closer.
Every time the ECB doesn't "blink", ANOTHER economic nation block looks closer at the EuroZone
as the backing economy for a new reserve currency. As each day passes with the EuroZone
showing even marginal growth without the benefit of an American style trade deficit, the internal
economic dynamics of the USA builds against it's dollar management policy. Eventually forcing the
US into a full blown super inflation that has no limits.
Every day that the ECB marks gold to the market, it says that; "when the market for gold is free
of the forces of dollar management, it's value will be marked to the market ----- whatever that
value may be and independent of the Euro currency's use and position in the world"! Indeed, by
inference, the value of oil also be marked to market through gold. Slowly, the world shifts on it's
axis, my friends. We must not be blind to this change.
It is as we pointed to; the different nature of the EuroZone economies, diverse social
management and attitudes towards gold values, will eventually support that nation block in the
mists of a crushing US downfall. Within the total dynamic of this economic transition, physical gold
values will return to a level where they will once again represent the "wealth of nations".
For us, "the wealth of mankind".
-------------------So let the water flow clear as the sun in our day
this time is for us, as we push on for the bay
mind you this stream can speak words quiet and fair
this river of "Thoughts that are free as the air"
Ladies and gentlemen, friends and readers,
later today I will begin on the main USAGOLD FORUM the next series of:
"The Thoughts of Another"
thank all
TrailGuide

[Editor Note: The following post by ANOTHER was provided at the Discussion Forum]
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ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) (04/14/01; 18:08:54MT - usagold.com msg#: 51887)
Thoughts!
To this USAGOLD Forum and Mr. Kosares, good evening.
Thank you FOA for your time and work.
We talk once again my friends. This forum, it grows strong for all ages and nature of
peoples. Read they do, from all places on earth. I read and see the knowledge as
written, but it be the knowledge we still must see that speaks with greater strength.
Walk the gold trails of my good friend, do I. On my feet are "strong sole" of thick
leather, purchased with much knowledge of physical gold. These shoes not go bare
before our journey is done. On trail I see your "thin sole" gold investments cast aside
and scavenged by beasts. Their owners walk no more as these investments took not
this hard road of dollar transition. Many more will wear paper gold wealth thin before
this walk be done. Only physical gold will see sun after this storm.
Some say dollar strong and holds much value still. It bends not and is strong and
worthy. I say their vision is limited to see only post supporting roof. Not what on roof
already or what must be placed on roof. When new Euro currency is done, full weight
of dollars will return as your wet snow. In that day, we check curve of this good post,
not before.
Some say dollar buys much gold and is strong in metal. I say, paper gold be not metal!
We have more dollars than gold in world. As long as your system works, you sell gold
to gain real dollars and we sell dollars to gain real gold. All be well in your world and
mine, yes? Soon, dollar return in bank and Euro return in bank be equal, no? More
later, dollar return become even less than Euro. Tell me about your paper gold value
then, my friend. Perhaps, dollar then seen strong in this lesser gold only. You think
long and hard on this before end of year?
I think Euro buy much more oil then. We shall see. I will return often now. Discuss our
future then.
We watch this new gold market together, yes?
Thank You
Another
[Editor Note: The following post by ANOTHER was provided at the Discussion Forum]
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) (04/15/01; 18:58:39MT - usagold.com msg#: 51943)
Mr Gresham (04/14/01; 18:44:54MT - usagold.com msg#: 51889)
Welcome Mr. Gresham. We talk for a time, yes?
You write:
"We who read here generally buy the coins, one ounce and less. The
"Giants" you speak of are usually buying the large bars (100 ounce?), yes?"
I ask you, how many of your bars in tonne? This is the small purchase size.
"Is there a limited supply for them to get, and only through the large
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brokers with their "private wealth management" programs?"
I would say the BIS is best broker, always. It best to sell dollars for gold when gold is
offered.
"I am trying to understand why this knowledge you bring is not being acted
upon by some others with "deep pockets", such that the markets would be
moved, or shortages occur, even before the dollar is seen in weakness."
My friend, you see the gold with "Western eyes". In mind, it be always, "how much
currency does my gold bring". In this world of much paper gold, it bring not much
dollars yes. In such matter, your currency makers do make your wealth lay low. This
dream of much dollar currency for gold is the illusion in the "Western Mind". Your men
of "deep pockets" do probe for shortages, however, their wish for low supply is not to
be found. Their pockets are full with "credit gold" and sad are they at currency price
this brings. It is the fools game to corner paper gold printing press, no? Sir, I stand
with no fools!
Days and nights do pass and one morning will bring a dollar price for gold you have
never known. In that day, I will cast this currency down and walk with real wealth. In
this day, the gold will trade in Euros and no bribe of credit gold will be needed to mark
this new money.
Today, I my world it be how much gold does dollar currency bring. A difference in
understanding from yours, I think. Today, amount of bullion available for dollars no
longer the reflection of bullion dollar exchange, it be now the most terrible bribe for
world dollar use. An acceptable deal in most of world, such is real world outside your
laws, no?
But, it is here, in act of making extra credit gold, where the "shortage" you speak of, is
measured my friend. A good man with one eye does see this time as of but few years
and short days. Aside from our Euro political changes, history alone does show all
great currencies end with this overselling of credit gold as last of era. This paper gold
credit is always for the fools first and last. It value is later reduced to same as
currency, along with holders of no gold.
It be our good fortune (and yours) that bullion is offered still. For the simple man, such
as I, this wealth is that for kings but more so for his people. For all peoples, gold will
be again the wealth of ages.
In this day, at end of dollar era, all do see real bullion sold for sake of market
credibility, only. Perhaps too, bank credibility, I think. In this world, the lower this
dollar paper price, the more bullion becomes available for credibility sake. It is the
good thing for men of "small pockets" and the curse against traders and fools.
I bid you the good fortune of "small pockets" with much physical gold! We watch this
new gold market together, yes?
Thank You
Another
[Editor Note: The following two posts by ANOTHER were provided at the Discussion Forum]
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ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) (04/18/01; 06:19:54MT - usagold.com msg#: 52086)
Reply
USAGOLD (04/16/01; 19:15:36MT - usagold.com msg#: 51997)
----- I would also like to take this opportunity to welcome Another back to
this Table. The circle is now joined in continuity again -- all around. Already
I have added to my own file of vintage "Another (Thoughts!)" with this
shrewd observation:
"This dream of much dollar currency for gold is the illusion in the "Western
Mind". Your men of "deep pockets" do probe for shortages, however, their
wish for low supply is not to be found. Their pockets are full with "credit
gold" and sad are they at currency price this brings. It is the fools game to
corner paper gold printing press, no? Sir, I stand with no fools!"
The smile of recognition returns to my face as this point is made in these
few, short sentences better than I have seen it made in entire articles on
the subject. Welcome back, my friend. -------Mr. Kosares,
Thank you for your welcome and acknowledgment. I add that within this circle many
feet have walked and the prints of the Kosares show most lasting impression. I see the
stature of this man as American, however no Western mind is found within him. One
day all will rush and follow your path before strong tide washes the deepest heal mark
from sand.
It be true, my friend, in history no man does corner printing press. Many have take
this path before. Even declare themselves "leaders" of "financial knowledge" and
"sophistication", do they. The Gresham does make wonder about such things and asks
for reason noone does claim gold from printer?
Such demand be as 100 men with contract asking Spanish farmer for 100 basket of
olives where clear examination in field display only 10 basket. Such good reasoning
have these men, demand delivery and illusion of wealth to others be none! None ask
full collection for fear of illusion to become reality, no? Perhaps, take what offered and
wait next year. Better, sell claims for olives to Western investors with little eyes and
clean shoes? Perhaps financial knowledge and sophistication of these paper sellers is
more considerable than average fool. In the days that come,
"better one olive in house than six blooms on tree"!
We watch this new gold market together, yes?
Thank You
Another
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) (04/18/01; 06:41:33MT - usagold.com msg#: 52088)
Reply
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Mr Gresham (04/17/01; 10:33:51MT - usagold.com msg#: 52041)
ANOTHER: WA, BIS
Was the Washington Agreement the most significant event in gold since you
were last posting in 1998? Do you have any reflections on those events?
Mr. Gresham,
One must weigh the mind of this Randy. It be heavy, yes? Do read the thoughts of the
BIS for these same are printed review as #52046. Hold a mirror to these events for
reflection. Such descriptions I discuss come next day.
Thank You
Another

FOA (04/18/01; 20:20:06MT - usagold.com msg#64)
Lombards, Normans and Franks
Hello again, everyone! (big smile)
I'm glad to see you are wearing the big wilderness bags today. You got my message that it's time
for a serious hike. Alright!
After years and months of talking about gold, I have talked to friends about switching my delivery.
During all this time, I did my best to emulate Another's style of presenting information and
observations. Mostly here on USAGOLD, while he stood aside for a period. If you have read any bit
of his works you know that style. He points to things, inserts thoughts, then drops names, ideas,
political intrigues and suppositions. All in his good way of making people think and form
perceptions on their own. While he has sometimes talked "through" a forum venue, in the process
reaching others he knows, this endeavor was always for the citizen and never started as a shallow
ploy to influence traders. It was more for the simple person that those "Thoughts" were meant.
Truly, in the middle of all the gold rhetoric, his one plain comment remained intact and has never
changed; buy physical gold!
During this period, I worked at breaking up my delivery. Even in clarifying, my replies were mostly
partial answers. I have to admit, this has been a larger challenge than expected (smile). Now, I
want to talk to you as I have plainly conveyed perception to others in the past. Using a human
dynamic to make my points, as is my usual mode. So, I'll continue to employ a down home, on
the trail tone. Please remember, I'm restoring a world of lost disk data while doing this. At first,
most of this will be right out of the old brain.
You have read the varied items in Gold Of Troy #56 and Troy and Beyond, Even to Rome # 58, so
lets get going.
----------------------------Onward the trail!
Look at this grand view.
It seems like forever, doesn't it? I'm actually speaking about this never ending struggle we have
had understanding gold. Well, don't feel bad, mankind has been at war with gold for as long as he
has gained an educated opinion about money. (grin)
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Pity us. From the very beginning the good earth gave humans the perfect vehicle for commerce
and trade, but we have bastardized it at every turn. No wonder so many modern people are lost
to seize the day when it comes to keeping something of lasting value. They have been so
influenced by today's convenient lifestyles that they lost the meanings of real structure in savings
and savings with enduring historic stability! Content to trade their life's personal financial security,
that these meanings would have provided, in exchange for some other perceived grander returns!
Returns that only modern risk securities can provide. All the while placing an ever larger portion of
their work's returns in long term peril. Assets from hard efforts they may never get to use!
It seems the whole of Western thought has some bit of concept about gold. They know it's good in
crisis and will admit to making a quick shift into bullion at peril's first sign. Even Gold Bugs
consider the point of timing when they will run for the cover of those big bars. Using their mine
share profits to make a score! It's the same for investors in lesser metals; they just want to hit
that quick ten times gain over gold before their split second switch to the yellow bullion occurs.
Truly, it will never happen because gold will not hold still long enough for their purpose.
Hard money investors, to the man, point to a shortage of gold and the ongoing paper
manipulation that's making it so cheap. Yet, in the mist of all their planning and strategic
understanding the logic completely escapes them as to "from who" and "from where" they will all
buy this bullion so quickly? As if each and every one of them has the secret timing and will beat
out all the other Gold Bugs when conversion day comes. And still, somehow, someway the world
bullion price will accommodate their gathered profits from playing these other "near gold"
securities?
My friends, it was Another that always said "this gold market it be not as before". Perhaps this is
the hidden perception that so scares Gold Bugs. The possibility that our physical gold market
could jump well into the many thousands before their waited purchase. A jump in dollar value that
never reverses. A jump that stops the contract function of this market in it's tracks! Frozen
because the other side cannot supply the gold or the cash to cover their bet against you.
Then there is the Euro question. Many American Gold Bugs say it's just another fiat currency. But,
in the same context I ask them "if that's so important to you , how did you just pay to fill up your
car"? Others ask how I can trust the Euro. Well, I don't trust it any more than the dollar, or any
other major world fiat. I just use it for the life function we all enjoy. Further, I ask back, how can
you not trust the fiat you use?
The whole Another thrust about the EMU was to delineate the political shift that had been in
progress for some 20 years. And how this ongoing shift would effect the currency valuations of
everything we use. The price inflations that are coming that no one has ever deemed possible!
This shift revolved around the major world political players and their use of international trade
vehicles to forward their own agenda. The very vehicles that impacted economies, and therefore
our lives the most. Dollars, oil, gold the EMU, etc.. The discussion was much deeper and longterm in nature than many could grasp. It's focus was especially attuned to the coming change in
the value of gold. A change so real, so profound that it's dynamic just couldn't be believed. We will
indeed have to see it to believe it!
Even more so, it's all about the illusion of wealth that manifests itself so well at the very end
times of major currency failures. Perhaps this is also a fear hidden in the Euro skeptics. The
possibility that they will one day lose the wealth and lifestyle their dollar valuations afford them.
Once again, the simple are warned from wise words, "your wealth, it not what your dollar say it
be"!
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Onward!
------------It wasn't always this way.
Gold, that wonderful metal that has all the unique qualities to function as our one and only wealth
medium, and we just can't use it without altering it's purpose. You know, the Lydians had it right,
back around 430 BC. They didn't struggle with the concepts of money, like we do today. They just
stamped whatever pieces of gold they found laying around and kept it for trade. There was no
need to clarify for certain that their gold money needed properties of "utility", store of value,
medium of exchange, etc. etc.. They didn't need to identify these qualities were in gold before
they stopped questioning if it was safe to use gold as savings. Gold was owned and the knowledge
that people owned it and carried it for trade was alone enough to make it "worth it's weight as
wealth".
------------Why then and not now?
You see, back in antiquity there existed another property that could override our need for modern
definitions of tradable wealth. That property was found in the one identifying mark of wealth that
transcended all ages; real possession!(smile) This factor and this one factor alone had the ability
to activate all the other modern attributes of money properties, even when the knowledge of
these attributes was unknown in the ancient era. Come now, Alexander the Great didn't know
about "utility" did he? (grin)
-------------Wealth.
As a means of example; think about art work for a moment? That fine painting that graces your
main prominent wall. It's tradable for something, isn't it? Perhaps that Renoir for the acreage
down the street. That use would cover some of the medium angle, right? A little bulky, but the
large value makes it no more or less cumbersome than five gold bricks.(smile) Utility? Just watch
your friends stare at it for hours. Store of value? A Renoir? We don't even need to discuss this .
But, one more thing, is it wealth? Of course it is. You see, it is wealth because you possess it, and
the very knowledge that you possess it is held by others. One, a few or perhaps many equate
your value for that painting by your possession of it. That understanding starts a need / desire
valuation in the minds of your friends and associates. This social dynamic flows through relatively
close groups of people and can eventually stretches across the world as it activates this worth
equation in us all.
These paintings command a value, a price, a demand, precisely because everyone of them is
possessed by an owner. In the world of wealth, worth is enhanced because the supply is lessened
by this "possession attribute". And possession is how most people in antiquity, understood wealth.
Think now, could the worth of all the Renoirs in the world be the same if say, half of those wanting
such paintings could own a credit for one? And further, they considered that credit account as the
same as the real thing. No! The publicly known art value could not be the same because the
demand would be lessened and the value decreased. Satisfying the wealth need of these new
owners with "almost Renoirs". In this way the owners of this true wealth, represented by those
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real physical paintings, could not see their worth value expressed in the marketplace. However,
the inherent value would still exist, just not quantified "for all to see". A situation not dissimilar to
our gold market today.
So, if the attribute of "possession" is a major component and identifying mark of wealth, why does
it play such a roll to enhance the modern contemporary properties of real money? Because, with
money, once possession identifies the item as wealth, that alone can represent the unique utility
function money must have. In this light, we can see where money need not have a commodity
use to satisfy it's utility function. The wealth function alone is enough when applied to money.
Wealth is the utility.
The store of value function of money is further enhanced because the possession of real wealth
also continuously maintains or increases it's worth over time, across generations. And that worth
or value is relative to all things.
Further, a medium of exchange alone can apply to many metals, but it must be wealth and
therefore owned outright by all who use it ""if it is to correctly function in it's ability to denominate
real value in commerce"". This last thing is something we Western peoples have virtually no
concept of and will one day suffer for it.
Today, all forms of cash money and most financial assets do not function as wealth because their
ownership is second party at best. Fiat dollars, in every form including cash only represent
something owed to you. A credit of goods or effort performed. It represents nothing owned at all.
Their function in society does work but it works for us by providing a lesser valuation in trade than
real items would produce. We accept this concept and reduction of worth as the price for modern
high speed commerce.
Many hard money philosophers have pointed their finger at others for the fiat situation we use
today. It was the bankers and governments, the kings and cohorts, big business and robber
barons or some communist manifesto that forced us to use this type of money. Well, you may not
like the process and consider yourself above or apart from it all. You may even declare all of them
evil. But, in the end, one fact remain; society may govern itself in many ways over thousands of
years, but it has never stopped the evolution that corrupts the use of real money as official
money.
Over time and life spans gold has been brought into official use countless times. Only to be
bastardized by forces, we as peoples can never control. After every failure and ruination of much
wealth, the cries always return to bring gold back as money. Once again to begin the long hard
road that leads to the same conclusion. Gold coins then bank storage then gold lending then gold
certificate use then lending of certificates then certificates are declared paper money then
overprinted then gold backing removed then price inflation then,,,,,, we begin again. But this time
it's different the hard money crowd say. Yes, it is. Only the time has changed.
For the better part of human existence, gold alone has served all of the best functions of tradable
wealth. But as soon as we call it our money, human nature takes over. Yes, we can call it a stock
or a bond, a piece of land or a painting, a car, boat or antique, but just don't label it as money.
--------------------Up the hill and thru the pass!
The Lydians, Greeks and Romans all held gold. From Parthia through Rome and on to the
Visgoths, Lombards, Normans and Franks, they all held gold as wealth. It was wealth first and
traded as what we call money second. Possession identified that gold as real wealth, even if that
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ownership was for but the moment of a trade.
From the earliest times right into the Old World periods of Europe, gold served as the most valued
wealth asset one could use in trade. It was by far the largest unit of tradable wealth in circulation
that could be counted on to bring a premium in trade while shopping between cities. It moved, it
flowed and it traveled. It was indeed, always "on the road"! Lesser metals and other tradable
wealth assets always competed with gold for it's trading function, but only gold made the best "on
sight" trade. When given the choice of other "almost moneys", gold would always bring an extra
slice of meat or fuller basket of cloth.
The irony of gold use over most of it's earlier periods was that few average people kept it for long.
Hence the seldom discovery of gold coinage where average people lived (see my earlier posts). Be
sure, it represented wealth to these commoners, in good form and to the highest degree. Yet,
their possession of this wealth usually constituted only a short time period. This short ownership
occurred because gold did, would and could trade so much better for the needed things in life. For
the worker, service wages paid in gold meant you just got a bonus or raise and the time had come
to finally buy what you couldn't afford if paid in other means. If these people saved at all, it was
usually in the form of the lesser metals (see my other posts).
--------------If gold was so valuable back then, there must have been a bunch of it saved and transported into
our modern time?
No, not really! We used to try and extrapolate all the gold that was mined and turned into jewelry,
bullion or coin. If it was so good for coin and trade, civilizations must have saved every ounce, we
thought! But something kept nagging at our conclusions. Something that kept turning up over and
over at our digs.
Some of you have seen the Gold of Troy pieces or other fine examples of old gold craftsmanship at
other museums. Ever notice how good they were at making gold so long ago? From intricate
bracelets to rings, head dress items to fine cups, even the most thin of leaf. Some of it was so
small we had to use magnifying glasses to see the work clearly.
This gold in jewelry and art work form was the other major form of traveling wealth. In many of
our recent findings we now think that jewelry and coin traded places as easily as getting your
check cashed today. Throughout the ancient land, gold centers occupied the trade routes. Any
gold that rested for too long, was quickly recruited into a form that worked for the next traveler.
In fact, evidence now points to all forms of gold ownership, not just coins, being a short term
proposition for the average man. Indeed, contrary to what we thought, the fingers of all mankind
did, through the ages, touch gold!
Now place yourself in that time. You work for Rome in the army, a fighting man. Not all of you
were paid in lesser metals, many of you were relatively better off. You did carry some of your
wealth with you in the form of gold coin or jewelry. In the case of a Roman soldier, a gold ring was
very probable. When you went into battle, did you leave your few gold items laying in the tent? Or
did you wire them back to a Swiss bank for safekeeping until after the battle? (big grin)
What we are finding, in the form of molecular fragments at battle sights, leads us to believe that
most wars were fought with most wealth possessions worn or in pockets. Gold included. To make
a long story short, we now believe that a great deal of early gold was scattered on trails, in the
sea and during every war. In fact, rubbed, scraped and powdered to the four winds.
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Because gold was so valuable in long trade, extremely small creations were carried as jewelry.
Much smaller and much more able to be lost than other larger units of the lesser metals. The
nature of so much of this gold was that it was easy to be lost and dispersed. Especially
considering the modes of travel back then. We as museum visitors see all the magnificent pieces
displayed. What we don't see are the countless broken, partial and fragmented items that are
never offered for viewing.
Knowing what we know now, we believe that a very large portion of gold was lost and scattered
on a yearly basis. Add to this the fact that most gold mining brought almost the same return as
making many of the goods it purchased and we can see how gold was and is over counted. Where
it was once taken as fact that all gold was looted and remelted, we now think that gold stocks
were lucky if replaced.
By the time of the great gold coinages in Europe, the gold that flowed into these major commerce
centers was all there was left in the world!.
Let's rest here for a few nights. There is a lot to consider before we go on.
Thanks
TrailGuide

FOA (4/19/01; 17:50:29MT - usagold.com msg#65)
Reply
Hello again everyone,
I thought it would be a good idea to make some clear comments and replies regarding my
perceptions. Using some questions and thoughts from the main forum will also help. This may
make it easier for us all as we "follow in the footsteps"!
Auspec makes several points and contention for me to address. Please read his complete post first
(and all the others I'll address). Hello auspec, you write in reference to my hike #61 here on the
trail:
auspec (4/19/01; 08:48:52MT - usagold.com msg#: 52175)
-------*If the dollar's status is now so similar to what it was in 1971, why would we see
the Brazil type hyperinflation now as opposed to the simple ongoing degredation of fiat
that we have all come to know and hate? Why the extreme portrayal of the dollar? It's
clear the dollar is an old toad and there are young stallions waiting in the wings, but
it's hard to see this as an all-or-none issue where the dollar {banana} goes from being
the world's reserve currency to being "nada". Where's the middle ground with dual and
competing reserve currencies in common use?*
-------------------Well sir, I'm going to try and reply in context to the way you asked these questions. Considering
well all your prefacing stated before asking for info.
Using the 1971 dollar incident is a perfect way to engage common ground thinking about our
contract gold market today. No it's not a perfect analogy, but it's real, real close and sharpens our
understanding and ability to see the subject clearly. Especially considering the tremendous
number of different hard money people that read this Centennial Forum. But we must not confuse
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the point by thinking a similar break today will cause the coming price inflation we speak of.
Yes, after the 71 dollar gold break, we did see some good price inflation. But was that caused by
the wholesale cancellation of international dollar convertibility into gold? No! That price inflation
was not gold backing related because we had already, years before, been printing dollars far
beyond our stated gold to dollar conversion ratio, $42+/-. That spell of price run ups was the
result of to many dollars being printed before and after the 71 gold breaking event.
Sure, the gold price run up after that didn't help the dollar's image. But, by then it didn't make
any difference what the gold price was. Even if it want back to $10/oz. we were never going back
to governing the volume of dollars in supply. Not by using gold, not by silver, not in any way that
would fix or slow the presses! We couldn't. Any long term slowdown, then or now, in such an
established fiat was well past the politically survivable stage. This is the way fiats work, rather
gold backed or not, they always break from strict printing discipline. The history behind us says so
and the future before us says so. As an example in dollar terms, look at any five year average of
money supply growth from 71 till now? Truly, we were and are printing our way towards the end
time of dollar use. The only question was how long would the world keep using dollars? How much
longer
would the timeline extend?
Some hard money people thought that the world would simply convert to gold itself, in place of
dollars. But, the simple fact, as I and most especially Another have made so often, is that the
modern world must use a fiat form of currency to operate. And, considering that point, after the
71 gold break, there was no other strong, fluid currency for us to revert to. It wasn't until the end
part of the 70s that the Europeans started down the long road of creating something else.
There were times when our foreign trading partners were thinking of breaking away. This is when
the US spiked rates. Again, we confuse this action with stopping the inflation presses. Quite the
contrary, the killing rise in rates was just a signal that we would not go completely hyper. On our
side, the only reason we could afford to take this economic killing gamble was because oil was still
priced and settled in dollars. But that is a whole Another book.
The prestige of many international dollar holders took a real bath because they held dollars in
place of gold. When they tried to initially bid for gold, the US and London made sure the price rose
fast enough to tell a story to these dollar converters. That is; "bid for gold and it will soar" cutting
off your conversion. Sure the US made all sorts of noise about how awful and incorrect the rising
gold price was. Even showed their hand at managing the price a little so it didn't go up too fast.
All the while saying they were fighting for all they were worth to keep it down! Truly, the last
decade shows naive Gold Bugs just how much in control they were and are of this so called "free
commodity market in gold". Oh well, back to your point.
--------You see, the dollar is going to fail now because a good alternative is available now. All this has
something to do with the coming new gold valuation, but that new price level is not related so
much to gold backing a currency again. (more on that in a min). The dollar is toast because most
of the world doesn't like the management policy. They didn't like it in 71, but tolerated it because
gold was suppose to keep flowing in repatriation payments. And if they didn't like it back then,
they god awful hate it now!
We like to think that the dollar is what it is because we are so good. (smile) But, the truth is that
for over a two decade period +, none of our economic policy, our trade financing policy, our
defense policy or our internal lifestyle policy has pleased anyone outside these borders. We
managed the dollar for us (U.S.) and the rest could just follow along.
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Our fiat currency has survived all these years because others have supported our dollar flow in a
way that kept it from crashing it's exchange rate. We talk and think like we are winning the tugof-war when, in fact, they just aren't pulling to hard. Waiting for their own system to form up.
Truly, most of the world likes the most conspicuous aspect of the euro that we describe as it's
biggest weakness; it's management by several varied nation states. All supporting different
thoughts, cultures, backgrounds and perceptions of government policy. Some compare it to the
many nationalities in the US, but it's much more competitive than that. It's thought that this
mixture will produce a more good for all management of a Euro world reserve currency. Truly,
because gold plays no part in today's dollar management or the Euro, then political styling is all
that's left.
My friends, a national fiat in our modern world only functions if the whole world uses and supports
it's flow and most importantly likes it's management (political styling is the catch word). This
support and use of our dollar can and will change faster than many think possible once the Euro is
finished. Our dollar is not going to become a "banana" or "nada" in the future, as auspec notes. It
already is and has carried this trait for some time now as does every fiat today. The only thing
that keeps them from cascading away is world support and use.
Point:
When most of the major players that styled the Euro decide to swing even 1/2 support toward
that new money, the exchange rate for our dollar will plunge to it's true worth! That dollar value is
there now, you just don't see it yet. The price inflation that many (auspec) don't / can't see
happening, will be the result of our currency management changing to confront the nature of all
the above. The world economic financing, pricing, saving, settlement and opinion is shifting
toward the Euro. As this happens the US will have to raise rates ever higher, even as it massively
prints more currency to support our internal economy. Our entire economy will slow and fail as
this price inflating process moves on. Some will call it stag / flation, but will change that
description as the it becomes more of a crash / hyperinflation.
Right now, the actions of our fed is telling this truth. We must inflate while we watch the Eurozone
enjoy it's basically internal trade economy. As other nation blocks embrace that zone, they will
pull economic function from us.
You write:
-----*Comments: Again it is easy to see the dollar as losing a large piece of the action, but
hard to see its total demise or its falling out of use. The US as the largest military force
in the world certainly has its overriding benefits. The US has enormous resources;
physical, financial, and spiritual. American creativity and "know how" has changed the
world. This country will not turn over and simply give in! Let's look forward to the next
5 years and place probabilities on what is likely to happen as far as the dollar/euro is
concerned. I will rank these various scenarios in what I see as their most likely odds of
happening:
------------------Auspec, before I list your most likely odds, I would like to comment on your above.
We must not confuse a currency's "total demise" or "falling out of use" with a "loss of identity". In
our time there have been few major moneys that went away. Today, we have a whole world of
national fiats "in use" and "not demised" that still carry their nations identity. They lose value at
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an incredible rate, are mismanaged to the highest degree, are laughed at and despised. But, still
they are "in use" as they function for their governments and economies. Usually, they function
along side whatever major reserve currency is in vogue. Today, the dollar, tomorrow the Euro.
Make no mistake, the entire internal US sector can and will function as it's currency runs a price
inflation just like these third world countries. We will adapt as they have by dropping our living
standard accordingly and adopting the Euro as our second money. Also:
The prestige that we have the largest military force in the world does not help our money
problem. We talk as if we will let any country die that does not use our money or support our
currency. I point out that the British also made such comments and it didn't stop their downfall.
Nor the Russians. Also:
I point out that many, many other countries also have the same "enormous resources; physical,
financial, and spiritual" that we have. But the degrading of our economic trading unit, the dollar
places the good use of these attributes in peril. Besides, the issue beyond these items is our
current lifestyle. We buy far more than we sell, a trade deficit. Collectively, net / net, using our
own
attributes and requiring the use of other nation's as well. Not unlike Black Blade's Kalifornians
sucking up their neighbors energy supplies (smile). We cannot place your issues up as example of
our worth to other nations unless we crash our lifestyle to a level that will allow their export!
Something our currency management policy will confront with dollar printing to avert. Also:
NO, "this country will not turn over and simply give in" as you state. But, we will give up on our
currency! Come now, let's take reason in grasp. Our American society's worth is not it's currency
system. Around the world and over decades other fine people states have adopted dollars as their
second money, only to see their society and economy improve. Even though we see only their
failing first tier money. What changes is the recognition of what we do produce for ourselves and
what we require from others to maintain our current standard of living. In the US this function will
be a reverse example from these others. We will come to know just how "above" our capabilities
we have been living. Receiving free support by way of an over valued dollar that we spent without
the pain of work.
-------Your "various scenarios" with mine notes added :
1}Ongoing MODERATE debasement of US Dollar. {Brisker} Business as {than} usual.
----Near term, yes.----2}Gold and/or Oil breaks away from the dollar.
---- Oil is already doing so for a year now. The gold market is in the process of self inflating it's
paper side of the function. The first minor lease rate signals are already behind us. The ECB and
BIS are coming more in control as the dollar faction must either sell it's gold also or begin to fold.
If they want the game to continue a little longer the US must not put it's gold on the market or
the BIS and ECB would bid it with their dollar reserves. Ending it all then and there.-----3}Dual and competing reserve currencies. "Co-Currencies" in Reserves. The currency
war that is in clear sight {thanks to ANOTHER and FOA}.
----- I would add that the vision of co-currencies is just a passing function as we get from here,
dollar reserve, to there, Euro reserve.----4}Status quo.
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----- We have not been here in our life times (smile).-5}All out war that distracts/rescues the dollar and extends its life. Wag the dollar.
------ As we enter the down side of our economic function (like we are doing now) the massive
money printing by the fed will risk the dollar's slow slide to becoming a super slide if a war breaks
out. People run to the best managed world money in a war, not just the one with the current best
exchange rate value. In the past the dollar was the one, today the Euro would receive the flow.
The US would be risking killing it's last bit of dollar timeline with any war today.--------6}Dollar merged with euro/backed by euro.
------ I know a few people that make a lot of sudden money wealth and give almost all of it to the
church (or charity). Others are much more smarter and support the church (or charity) for the
rest of their life. Retaining some control over how the charity is used. This is how the EuroZone
would handle us. Actually, it's the same way we handled them after the war. We didn't just merge
our checkbook into theirs, did we? Net / Net, they will have the wealth to be offered, not us.-----7}Brazillian or Weimar style hyperinflation of the USD, the Big Banana, or the 'little
banana'.
------- Full on, wide open, in your seat, flat out! It's in the pipeline!-----You write and I comment:
Debt is designed for default as fiats are for debasement.
--- My friend, debt is the very essence of fiat. As debt defaults, fiat is destroyed. This is where all
these deflationist get their direction. Not seeing that hyperinflation is the process of saving debt at
all costs, even buying it outright for cash. Deflation is impossible in today's dollar terms because
policy will allow the printing of cash, if necessary, to cover every last bit of debt and dumping it on
your front lawn! (smile) Worthless dollars, of course, but no deflation in dollar terms! (bigger
smile)
At $30,000 POG the US as we know it will be no more, agreed?
-----Agreed, but still in use. Just like all those Pesos around the world! But remember, at the very
least, the first $10,000 of that figure would represent the current purchasing power of the dollar
today. We will most likely get there long before price inflation jumps way up. Once the current
dollar gold market fails and gives way to a free physical price, we will see that figure even as our
economic function drives all other hard money metals into the toilet. I talking about .50 cent
silver. while gold races past it's first grand. When we see it we will understand it.----------What advantage would it be to the Power Elite to destroy the dollar.
-------- Wrong context. What advantage does the Power Elite gain by expending assets to save an
already failed currency. Better to do what major players have done for centuries and are doing
now, buy gold and evolve your power base to use the next reserve.----------The end of a currency's lifetime always ends in gold debasement?
---- In almost every case. Sometimes in the open, sometimes hidden.-----Ok, this is going overtime (smile). I will try to cover more (and others) in a day or so. Also, the
question of Another at his keyboard? I reword things from him quite a bit for bare readability. But,
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his delivery is pure. I don't always pretend to understand it. Then, that's a whole other story
(smile)
Thanks
TrailGuide

FOA (04/21/01; 21:12:52MT - usagold.com msg#66)
Of Money and Men
Hello again!
Continuing along with our discussion, clarifying some points and positions, we once again offer
some straight talk. Elwood has some points in his Elwood (04/19/01msg#: 52225). Sir, you
referenced our last full hike on the GoldTrail #64, quoting first this portion:
"Many hard money philosophers have pointed their finger at others for the fiat situation we use
today. It was the bankers and governments, the kings and cohorts, big business and robber
barons or some communist manifesto that forced us to use this type of money. Well, you may not
like the process and consider yourself above or apart from it all. You may even declare all of them
evil. But, in the end, one fact remain; society may govern itself in many ways over thousands of
years, but it has never stopped the evolution that corrupts the use of real money as official
money."
Then you write:
------ Thank you, sir, for sharing your deep thoughts. True, your words are, but why is
this a reason to abandon the fight for sound money? Surely you must be aware of the
massive inefficiencies that will accompany a system with two moneys. There will be
two prices for every good, one stable, the other not. Would not the timeline of such a
system be extremely short compared to that of a system of sound money even though
the sound money eventually becomes corrupted? How is this system better (or even
different) than what we have today?--------Hello Elwood (smile),
The fight for sound money is not dissimilar from the ages old fight for peace in the world. Mankind
has been striving for peace over our entire existence and still it does not come. Countless lives
and fortunes have been lost and the same battle continues. Perhaps we should reexamine our
collective needs and try something different. Truly, what is to be lost? This is the same mind set
our new political styling is shooting for. It's a good effort because history is on their side.
Yes, it's a noble effort to try and get the world on a sound money program, but after failing at it
for centuries, a little side trip cannot hurt. (smile). Most people, like yourself, say sound money
and think sound currency. Usually it's some form of gold backing that makes the currency sound.
The trouble is it cannot be maintained. The logic in my words above are evident and the last part
of the statement demonstrates the selfreplicating nature of our dealings with "sound money".
Again, in a restructured form:
"""Society has never stopped the evolution that corrupts the use of real wealth (gold) as it strives
to use it as official money""""
Elwood, I don't care if all of it is legal or illegal, moral or not, right or wrong, because the larger
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issue overwhelms these arguments. That being; we have never been able to control our power
structures in a way that disciplines the printing of currency. The Romans alloyed other metals into
their gold in a form of modern day paper printing. Even in the so called wonderful days of the
various gold standards, be they actual coins or paper substitutes, the world debased the system
from the start. Also you write:
----Surely you must be aware of the massive inefficiencies that will accompany a
system with two moneys. There will be two prices for every good, one stable, the other
not.----We never intend to have two moneys. The concept is better seen as the Euro and a wealth
reserve. Still, to defend against your thrust, what do we have now? Travel the world, my friend
and mingle in the world of currency. In almost every country of the planet there are several prices
for ever good sold! All depending on what nations currency you choose to use. Today's system is
working with perhaps hundreds of moneys!
------Would not the timeline of such a system be extremely short compared to that of a
system of sound money even though the sound money eventually becomes corrupted?
------My goodness, we have used a dollar system that has been debased and on the way out for 40+
years. Well before our 1971 gold break, this country was printing IOUs as if they were currency.
Yet, the thinkers of our time, the same ones that employ two week trades on the stock markets,
all ask for guarantees of decades before considering a new currency? Planners simply cannot
employ the logic of a group that trades options, futures, strips and swaps, then asks for longevity
before the fact.
-----How is this system better (or even different) than what we have today?--------The real issue is our misunderstanding and misuse of the term "sound money". That thought has
been bantered around for hundreds of years. Truly it does not exist except in the minds of men.
Money, the term, the idea, perhaps the ideal,,,,,,, is something we dreamed up to apply to one of
our chosen units of tradable wealth. Usually gold. We could take almost every item in the world
and use it in this same "money fashion". Still, this form of trading real for real is just exchanging
wealth. It isn't exchanging money as we understand money.
Gold is no different than anything else you possess as your wealth, it just so happened to be the
most perfect type of tradable wealth in the world. So it evolved to be used the most and
eventually labeled in the same function of what we consider to be "sound money".
Now, consider that all wealth is represented in and of itself. You cannot reproduce wealth through
substitution, like giving someone five pieces of copper for one piece of gold and then have then
think they now have five pieces of gold! This is the process we try to perform within the realm of
man's money ideals. We have always debased trading wealth by duplicating it into other forms
and calling all of it, collectively, "our money".
This duplicating, this replicating, this debasement is the result of taking the concept of a credit /
contract function ( paying in the future) and combining it with the concept of completing a trade
at the moment. Think about that for a moment?
As an example, I'll give you a paper contract to pay you later for some oranges and you give me
the basket of oranges. Better said, I just gave you modern man's actual concept of money.
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Or I trade you a basket of apples "or gold" for those same oranges and the deal is finished, done!
We have been taught to think that this is also the concept of money trade.
The first uses what our currency system has evolved into, what is really money in our mind.
Where the second uses no credit form at all and is more comparable to trading real wealth as the
ancients traded using gold.
Contemporary thought has always blurred these two notion; saying that these two methods of
trading are one in the same and both forms use the same idea of what we think money is.
Further refined; we evolved our money ideals into a perception that credits and contract payments
can be used as if they contain the same value in payment as trading real wealth. They could and
can if managed correctly. But, we have never managed credit money to match the same
proportions as existing real wealth (gold). We have tried to manage this combination of wealth
trading and money credit for as long as we have been seeking "peace"!
So:
We use, today, many forms of wealth holdings, all standing right beside our dollar use. Many of
these wealth items have and do perform much better than our fiat currency. One has but to use
one stock holdings as an example.
You may have $5,000 in cash in hand and in a checking account, while also owning $200,000 of
,say, Microsoft? Obviously, the stock is a competing, dual form of currency wealth. It's value rise
has overshadowed the gain on your fiat. But, is it driving your currency out of circulation? Seen
anyone recently using this superior form of competing wealth to pay for a fillup at the station? No?
We all need and must use some form of fiat currency to operate in this modern world. It makes
little difference if MSFT went to $10 or $10 billion, you would still use the currency system in trade
as a more efficient form of modern trade. Society now uses these " money" systems without any
form of gold backing, not because they are "strong" or "stable", but because they work more than
they fail.
Still, over the last several decades, we now have come to expect an attempt at "political styling"
our fiat money that benefits more than one nation block. Further, we expect a wealth asset to not
so much stand behind the system but to measure it's speed of failure or success. Knowing full well
we will accept and expect some loss of value as payment for this use convince of Fiat Euro.
This is the road ahead. A fiat no different from the dollar in function, yet a universe away in
management. A wealth asset that also stands beside this money, yet has no modern label or
official connection as money. In this way modern society can circle the earth, to once again begin
where we started. Having learned that the concept of wealth money and man's money were never
the same. We shall see.
Thanks
TrailGuide

FOA (04/23/01; 20:30:04MT - usagold.com msg#67)
Replies and Custodial Gold
,,,,,,,Two French men were fishing in a boat, just off of Nice. Several other boats were within close
sight, always watching to see if these guys found anything. All of a sudden Henri hooks a huge
one and brings it to the surface while Pierre nets it. Both of them look at the fish in the net and
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hesitate, not wanting to bring it onboard. "What is it", Henri asks? "I don't know, can't make it
out, but it's a good one, I'm sure" says Pierre. By god, whatever you do, don't haul it in. If we
can't name it the other boats will laugh at us. Let's just keep the net in the water, pointing at it
and talking loud while we circle the boat. Eventually, one of the other boats will get a look and
blurt out it's name,,,,,,,,,,,,,
,,,,,,, Eventually, the ruckus attracted hundreds of other boats (the miracle of marine radio and
the internet) and they stormed in close to see the news. During all this action, none of the other
boats saw the fish very well, therefore no identifying name was mentioned. Eventually, tired from
throwing out various possibilities of the significance of the catch, Perre and Henri pulled the thing
in for all to see.,,,,,,
,,,,,, To their amassment, no one else knew the exact name or significance of this exceptionally
fine fish! You see, there just wasn't enough details about it, "floating around" (smile) to know it's
purpose. But still, all hailed the duo as superior fishermen and brought them drinks and dinner in
port!,,,,,,,,
The moral of this story: In this game of life, we all fish from time to time. But, to a sportsman, the
size or type doesn't matter because it's the art of catching that counts. Besides, every catch has a
name and we will eventually find it's "namer". (bigger smile)
------------------------------elevator guy (04/23/01; 00:07:49MT - usagold.com msg#: 52371)
second thoughts
------ I seem to be caught in an internally conflicted spiral of wealth logic, due to my
having grown up in Dollar Land. When some prominent poster here said that GATA was
"barking up the wrong ree", I felt GATA had been given short shrift for their efforts.
Now ---------------Hello Elevator guy,
Thanks for attempting to understand it all. If you follow our lead, we will not change your mind
about anything. Rather, you will have the "luxury" of seeing things in a different context from the
usual Western Gold Bug fixation. With that perception becoming part of your "Total" overall
understanding, as events occur, you may choose to interpret their impact differently.
After my above story about Custodial Gold, more in a min.
============
ET (04/22/01; 21:30:40MT - usagold.com msg#: 52361)
Hey FOA - thanks for your thoughts. You write in part;
"This is the road ahead. A fiat no different from the dollar in function, yet a universe
away in management. A wealth asset that also stands beside this money, yet has no
modern label or official connection as money. In this way modern society can circle the
earth, to once again begin where we started. Having learned that the concept of
wealth money and man's money were never the same. We shall see."
I happen to know from history that your idea will fail. It will fail because there is no
difference between wealth money and man's money, despite any forthcoming "new
age" management. You see, FOA, markets can't be managed, and every time it's tried,
they fail. Yours will be no exception.
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Hey ET,
I think yourself and anyone else that takes your position on my posts should reconsider my thrust.
Our libraries and history halls are chock full of records that endorse our perception fully. All of
your great money thinkers engaged the very same problem; trying to force society's power
structures to use gold and it's decline as official money.
It's not the management of money that was the problem, it was the management of man's
authority to maintain gold and it's decipline. Over and over, we watch good monetary theory fail
as society fails to control their controllers. Then, your good scholars document the "every reason"
and "what for" of why it failed. We read it all, teach it all in schools and once again, history
repeats. The money presses come on!
The road before us is to not manage gold. Rather, stop it entirely. Forget about calling it official
money and let it seek it's own level against every fiat as a worldly wealth. In every other asset,
we now have countless examples of other forms of wealth that walk side by side with our current
dollar system. Practically all of these have far outperformed (thanks Mr. G.) our pure fiat dollar.
Some doing so at incredible rates! And to date, none of them have obtained more settlement use
than our digital currency. Even the underground people go back to currency eventually. This
ongoing fact is an enormous experiment happening right before our eyes. For twenty+ years this
has happened as our dollar is proclaimed, unusable! Yet, Gold Bugs loudly proclaim that gold
would supplant the Euro if allowed to seek it's own level as wealth.
My friend, you should also read your scholars books again, for they tell the very same tale we do.
We have read a few (smile) and embrace their position, but our position stands aside the needs of
a modern Gold Bug that prefers a "fiat" gain on leveraged gold investments. We present it from a
Gold Advocate's stance, that holds gold itself as the wealth while embracing society's pennant for
fiat.
==============
Elwood (4/22/01; 11:17:14MT - usagold.com msg#: 52335)
Trail Guide You write:
------We never intend to have two moneys. The concept is better seen as the
Euro and a wealth reserve. Still, to defend against your thrust, what do we
have now? Travel the world, my friend and mingle in the world of currency.
In almost every country of the planet there are several prices for ever good
sold! All depending on what nations currency you choose to use. Today's
system is working with perhaps hundreds of moneys!
------------does the ECB intend to hold works of art, boats, land or any other wealth items as
part of its reserves? Will they officially mark their currency against any of these other
wealth items? Can you understand my skepticism regarding this attempt to "unmoney" gold? ------------Hello again Elwood,
My analogy using various art works was meant as an example of how other wealth holdings
currently ride next to our dollar system. Just as above in reply to ET, wealth can and does
outperform fiat and people do not short circuit the system in a major way.
The ECB is treating gold completely different than the dollar faction. Where the US has seen gold
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as a competitor for their failing currency, they tried to destroy it's "known dollar market" value
through paper manipulations. Something we have been chronicling for years, now. Prior to EMU,
gold was the dollar's only replacement and because of the dollar's massive, overwhelming
printing, was a major threat. Understand that it wasn't just the printing of this fiat that threatened
it's replacement, it was it's one-sided management in a many sided world. For the US, keeping the
dollar price of gold down was, for a long time, the only way to keep some nation states using it.
Allowing the markets time to cycle gold for dollars at ever lower exchange rates.
The ECB is using the current leveraged paper gold market as a way to force the dollar faction to
break itself. Their marking gold to market is a hangman's roap, just waiting for the prisoner to
climb the stairs. When the US "WALKS" FROM HONORING CUSTODIAL GOLD, once again like in
1971, that will be the end! The system wide banks of the ECB will allow the dollar gold market to
soar. Creating a wealth reserve not unlike their holdings of other currencies, only far more true to
human perceptions. As the dollar crashes on foreign exchange markets, these CB dollar holdings
will be just cast down, as Another said. No need to spend them.
Elwood, they are not trying to Un-money gold! They are going to un-Westernize gold so it
performs it's historic function of acting as a tradable wealth holding. No longer following the Gold
Bugs view that governments need to control gold so it acts like real money in the fiat sense. Truly,
the BIS and ECB are today "Walking In The Footsteps Of Giants"!
Elwood writes my words then comments:
--------"Now, consider that all wealth is represented in and of itself. You cannot
reproduce wealth through substitution, like giving someone five pieces of
copper for one piece of gold and then have then think they now have five
pieces of gold! This is the process we try to perform within the realm of
man's money ideals. We have always debased trading wealth by duplicating
it into other forms and calling all of it, collectively, "our money".
This duplicating, this replicating, this debasement is the result of taking the
concept of a credit /contract function ( paying in the future) and combining
it with the concept of completing a trade at the moment. Think about that
for a moment?"
-------------Yes! This is what we need to fix. As long as man believes that he can (without cost)
create value, capital or whatever by making a bookkeeping entry in a ledger, we will
live in a world possessed by the ìcopper into goldî illusion, no? But there is nothing
wrong with credits and contracts as long as they are backed at par by real money,
because there is no illusion in this. We are capable technologically of creating such a
system, and we will have a prime opportunity politically when the dollar reserve
function dies.
Sir Elwood,
Today, our perfect gold system has been bastardized into it's current form. Over a half century or
more, we eventually came to this. No there is nothing wrong with hard credits and contracts,
based on the discipline of gold. But, we as a society cannot create a force strong enough to save
our children from the eventual inflation this abuse creates! Gold or no gold, as with peace and war
we end up with fiat anyway! The illusion is in our calling gold money and using it in a fiat credit
function. For thousands of years, from baskets to computers, carts to cars, guns to rockets,,,,,,
this new prime opportunity of which you speak,,,,,,,, has always been blowing on the wind!
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Again Elwood writs my words, then his:
----------We all need and must use some form of fiat currency to operate in this
modern world. It makes little difference if MSFT went to $10 or $10 billion,
you would still use the fiat currency system in trade as a more efficient
form of modern trade. Society now uses these " money" systems without
any form of gold backing, not because they are "strong" or "stable", but
because they work more than they fail.
------No! Fiat is used only through threat of force. ANOTHER implied as much when he
stated that this was a way to get oil off the dollar without war. I ask you, sir, look
around you. See all the things in your life brought to you by voluntary exchange
through the market economy? An economy capable of all this is certainly capable of
producing a free-market medium of exchange, no? This is what I mean by sound
money (the Rothbard way).
Elwood,
Your note of Another is out of context from the discussion and events of that posted time. I
completely agree that our market economy is a sophisticated, remarkable thing. However,
Rothbard tells the way it should be done and history tells the way it was done. Indeed, while we
may never overcome the human failures of war and fiat inflation, the wealth of common man does
not have to be expended while society tries yet another time.
Thanks for your thoughts, sir. (smile)
===============
Mr Gresham (4/22/01; 14:01:22MT - usagold.com msg#: 52345)
Book 'em, Dan-o!
===========
BH (4/22/01; 13:53:50MT - usagold.com msg#: 52343)
TRAIL GUIDE---ESF/Bundesbank----===============
Hello Gentlemen,
I suspect the gold in West Point was reclassified in a show of good faith to those that own some
international gold paper. I'm talking about people who's reasonably priced product you cannot live
without. I doubt the gold has outright swaps written against it or was swapped into the enemy's
camp (so to speak). While the ESF has the right to trade currency swaps against other's gold (and
they do do this). Our gold has yet to be possessed by others. Just as in 1971, when many dollar
holders thought US gold was "in custody" for them, so to does the current world dollar gold
markets. However, this open certification shows just how tight the system has become.
We have said for some time that the dollar faction has inflated paper gold and done so with very
limited actual bullion of their own. We maintain that most of the leverage created in this arena has
been done with the gold of private Western owners. Modern GoldBug owners that once held
physical gold but now seek gold leverage and gold industry investment instead of gold wealth.
That gold has now been leveraged for all it's worth as it filled the use void. Today, we are reaching
the mathematical end that that game can be played. Others know this and the West Point
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business is an attempt to counter this perception. Even if it was only a political move. We are
getting close though (smile).
There is no logic in that the Bundesbank would risk it's gold. They were major supports of the
Washington Agreement. Counter to perception, the entire EuroZone CB system awaits the day
when they can convert failed paper gold borrowers into Euro borrows. As our paper gold market
fails to function, shuts down and physical gold soars, there will be no bookkeeping market to
offload these paper positions into. The conversion ratio into Euros will then be something to
behold. Along with the demand for currency Euros and physical gold! The BIS /ECB is delighted
that the dollar faction is lending all the "gold on paper" the dollar market can stand. Eventually,
the US will walk right up to the gold window with the intentions of selling, only to fall away as
they stair at a mountain of foreign CB dollars.
"""We watch this new gold market together, yes?"""
Thanks
TrailGuide
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May 2001 to June 2001 (Archive IV) – Nearing the Great Divide
FOA (05/06/01; 20:30:52MT - usagold.com msg#69)
A Tree in the Making
Hello everyone!
Let's gather around and begin with a talk first, then an extended hike. I'm sorry to be so late and
am also happy you didn't decide to start without me (smile)!
It's good to see so many familiar faces. It looks like the whole forum is here! There is MK with his
warm cup,,,, Randy away from his tower,,,, and Mr Gresham who is just back from a historic visit
to the "The Pearl City Tavern". His visit there (see #53150) was in response to my recent return
post [#53119]. More on that in a moment.
I brought something with me today, as an example of human foresight. Yes, this fine ancient
rosewood Bonsai tree. It's one of a collection I own and is quite old. Some of you may have
already experienced these "works in progress" at The Bonsai National Arboretum in Washington
DC.. Or perhaps you traveled to Elandan Gardens (in Bremerton, Washington State), where Dan
Robinson has collected and displayed some of the oldest Bonsai known. Indeed, he has collected
them from all over the world! They are priceless.
It's important, for our talk today, to understand the difference between many of the Elandan
Garden ancients and most of those at traditional museums. Mr. Robinson retrieved many of his
specimens from mountain tops after they had been growing for hundreds and hundreds of years.
Untouched by man's hand, they formed most of their shapes by fate of nature long before Dan
found them. The more traditional Bonsai, started by people, were formed and trained from birth.
Hence, their more standard styling.
So,,,,, what does all this have to do with the old "Monkey Bar" at the Pearl City Tavern? The same
bar that our Mr. G just paid a mental visit to? Well, many years ago I was there for wine and
dinner. The place was rumored to be a hangout for spies and international intrigues, but I didn't
happen upon any (smile). Later in the evening, I was taken up on the roof and given a private
tour of their Bonsai collection. One tree, in particular, was a spectacular item that had been
passed through over ten generations of Japanese lineage. It was here, on the roof of the Monkey
Bar, that I first began to understand how societies endeavor to manage the events of life yet
never fully control it's outcome. And further, it seems the difference between great leaders and
simple manipulators is perfectly demonstrated in the art of Bonsai.
The blatant controller will twist and turn, cut and destroy,,,, in an effort to replicate an image he
has seen in the past. The beautiful landscape scene he remembers as perfect,,,,, all good and all
right for himself and perhaps society at large; this system he strives to repeat as the bonsai
grows. In the end,,,, he fails,,,, unable to reproduce what once was. Killing the system,,,, the
tree,,,, the old currency. The very thing he and we all wanted so much to grow.
But, greatness is within those that know life is dynamic,,,,, what we do is never certain and
subject to the leadership of nature. That person will spin the Bonsai on a table for hours, days,
and even years as he styles what will work for that period of growth,,,, perhaps planning the
timeline in a currencies development. A cut here,,,,, a change there as time grows the next limb.
In the process creating something we all recognize, can use, understand and enjoy,,,,, yet,,,,
different in many ways from what we knew or saw before.
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Onward a bit
Thank you Michael, for your outstanding post today (#53135). I suspect, my friend, you have
always raced before the wind! Perhaps a fine example for others to see as they drag anchor on
the rocky bottom of history. It's sometimes good to seek safe harbor, I know, but this time the
prize will go to those that outrun the storm (smile).
I see that our poster ET has gone away for a golf trip. Too bad, I wanted to remind him to be sure
to bring plenty of currency along to pay his travel expenses (grin). In this world we all need
much; blessings from above,,,,, family,,,, home,,, friends and good health. But after all that, one
must have currency and an enduring, tradable wealth asset that places our footing in life on equal
ground with the giants around us,,,,,, gold! Understanding the events that got us here and how
they will unfold before us is what this GoldTrail is all about. Everyday our political world is pruned
like two Bonsai, in an effort to shape a more healthy future. The dollar tree is failing because it
needs so much dead wood cut off,,,,,, but if it is pruned it will not resemble the mighty Bonsai it
once was! The Euro tree is growing as it is being styled,,,,,, what it will look like we have an
idea,,,, but not a complete picture. It's hard to imagine that anyone can look at an early Bonsai
and shape it's future some 20 years out? But, that is exactly what someone did with a tree on the
roof of the Monkey Bar in Hawaii; indeed, this is what has been in process for so long with our
changing money system.
OK, it's late for me and I plan on walking for some time this trip. So, let's camp here and rest.
There is more trail ahead.
Thanks
TrailGuide

FOA (05/08/01; 09:59:55MT - usagold.com msg#70)
A Tree in the Making #02
Well good morning everyone!
Waking up on the trail is always a great experience. Our thoughts are fresh and the air is clear.
Indeed, clarity is something that us real Gold Advocates are now fully experiencing in these latter
days. Over a fresh cup of coffee, we can look around and for the first time begin to place the
GoldTrail landscape in proper perspective. A perspective that breaks the old illusions of gold's
paper worth and replaces it with an understanding of it's coming dynamic value as real wealth.
Down the trail,,,,
gold will no longer be able to successfully carry the Western name of Money so as to allow for it's
political price fixing. A process that, it seems, has been with us for generations. Enslaving millions
of hard workers by always officially classifying the terms and value of both their paper currency
and their metal savings. Always inflating both items for the good of society's never ending political
agenda. Then, never allowing Another currency to command an equal reserve position so as to
engage and weigh the motivations of more than one political arena. Engaging and weighing these
fiats not just within the exchange rate function, but additionally against the real wealth function of
gold. (see MK's post below)
Allowing FreeGold to circulate as a wealth asset would denominate it's true worth through the
much larger real demand of "Wealth Possession" instead of paper possession. Such a gold scale
would measure our world reserve currencies against each other instead of against our Western
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concept of gold as official money. But, in addition, on a more higher level, prevent any one
country from subjugating other nation states through fiat dominance . To more fully grasp the
impact of "Possession" and why ancient gold was worth so much more as FreeGold; hike again
that part of our trail (FOA (04/18/01; 20:20:06MT - usagold.com msg#64) Lombards, Normans
and Franks.)
Both as official wealth and private wealth, physical gold will march with us into a future at values
the likes of which we have never known. Understanding the how and why this would all come
about took time and personal reasoning for each of us to sort through. Much of our background
building would not have been possible without this modern internet. Further, without the fine folks
at CPM, this unfolding story would not have been defined in mass, for all to see. Events now
slowly build the story on their own as we become ever more secure holding physical gold for the
acts that will follow.
Onward a bit:
I'm handing out these reprints of two important explanations of what we have meant and the
perception that has been created. These are perceptions built upon not only our ongoing
discussions and hikes here but also the refining input of the thousands that walk with us on the
USAGOLD forum. Below defines their authors take on Another's thrust. I would say they are very
much on the mark. First, from Randy at the Tower (USAGOLD sitemaster):
----------Randy (@ The Tower) (04/17/01; 13:37:02MT - usagold.com msg#: 52046)
Mr Gresham, nice question (msg#: 52041) --- "Was the Washington Agreement the
most significant event in gold since you were last posting in 1998?"--If I may be so bold, let me anticipate ANOTHER's answer with an answer of my own.
The most significant event in gold since the dollar's gold default in 1971 has been the
successful launch in 1999 of a long-awaited new currency system built upon neutral
(meaning, multi-national) management and, more importantly, a floating gold reserve
structure that finally abandoned the now obsolete "fixed" gold legacy of the failed
Bretton Woods structure.
With this new reserve structure, the prevailing institutional incentive -- from '71 to the
end of the millennium -- need no longer be one of "price suppression" for the perceived
market value of gold.
In this light, the most significant element of the Washington Agreement is seen to be
NOT the amount of pre-announced gold sales, but rather, the self-imposed curb on
gold lending operations by these European central banks. And if you think about it, this
action with the Washington Agreement was nearly just a predictable inevitability from
the moment the eurosystem committed to provide for freely floating gold reserves. The
"tools" of the prior suppression are on the outs. Believe it. The WA simply announced
the foregone conclusion in a package suitable for newspaper headlines.
Just as the value of the post-'71 paper dollar has long been propped by the
international yet artificial "mandate" to hold these dollars almost exclusively as
reserves (acting in tandem with the dollar settlement for oil and the overhanging debts
of the "Third World"), through this new currency structure gold (and its price/value!)
has now been "officially" set free to replace these dollar reserves (savings).
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The reason this full transition has not already occurred is that institutional interest still
exists to foster the smoothest practicable transition until that unknowable moment
where the final remaining *SNAP* in the adjustment occurs.
Speaking for The Tower and personally, I continue to buy gold with excess funds
because I prefer the real wealth of gold over managed paper (and digital) contract
currency. As a bonus, the real wealth value of same gold will provide a pleasant benefit
upon full completion of the transition in world currencies' reserve structures. (An
understatement, to be sure.)
----------------------------------------------------------Absolutely, Sir Randy!
As clear as mountain air. Next, the most recent treatise from USAGOLD (who is this guy? smile):
-------------------USAGOLD (05/06/01; 09:48:35MT - usagold.com msg#: 53135)
ET et al. . . .On Currency Competition Quote from ET:
Randy asked me the other day what I thought about the "suffering" that
has been caused by the US currency hegemony. Why do you think he
would ask this? My guess is that he believes great suffering has come to
pass and I certainly agree with him. However, he then goes on to say we
should adopt another version of the same thing, apparently so the suffering
can be spread around a bit. --------I have spent more than a small amount of time analyzing and interpreting the
Another/FOA message, and I think you have reduced their message to a very narrow
interpretation that falls short of of the mark. The statement above is indicative. As a
result, I thought I should comment on the subject because I think you've missed a
great deal of their message. I hope to add to your thinking as well as to others who
may have fallen into the same misreading of their analysis. The danger in this sort of
thing as always is that I may not be saying things with which FOA and Another agree,
but I think my recapitulation accurate and if I'm missing something, I hope the other
participants will fill in the gaps. I will not comment beyond this on this subject,
because, as always, I am sensitive to playing too large a role here at this esteemed
table. Those who are bored with this sort of thing, I beg your indulgence. Those who
revel in it, I think you will find much to chew on. . . .per below.
Onward. . . . .
You and Randy are correct in pointing to dollar hegemony as a source of much
suffering in the world -- intended or not. In fact President Bush has expressed the
same reservations, more or less in a backhanded way, in his criticisms of the IMF
during the campaign. So none of us are alone on those concerns. I think however that
you need to expand your understanding of what Another/FOA are trying to convey,
because it is not a simple advocacy of the euro over the dollar -- but a much deeper
and important advocacy of competition in currencies, much as we have competition in
other realms within the economy. This lack of competition is the problem with dollar
hegemony and makes it possible for New York based multi-nationals and international
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banks to make bad (non-repayable) loans in the third world and then turn around and
impose stringent conditions through the IMF that strap the local economy and
eventually send the people into the streets -- ala Indonesia a year ago -- agitating for
"economic" justice. (And of course that's just one example of the excesses of a
monolithic reserve currency) Years ago, such injustices would have been fertile ground
for Communist agitators, but now with the fall of the Soviet Union perhaps the multinational crowd has been unjustifiably emboldened. In the long run, competition for this
market from Europe, with an agenda of its own, would be good for the dollar and the
international economy as well as the U.S. and Europe, and therein lies the real thrust
of the FOA/Another analysis.
Let me take this a bit deeper:
I do not believe that Another/FOA are advocating a fiat euro which would "replace" in
toto the dollar. Instead they advocate the euro, dollar and gold should "compete" for
the hearts and minds of ordinary people (in terms of the currency they employ to store
wealth), important financiers (as a hedging methodology), and, yes, central banks and
nation states (as a reserve asset). In the case of nation states, the competition would
inherently create circumstances leading to each doing what is necessary to make their
"reserve" better than the other "reserves."
Under such a regime, the importance of gold ownership, for nation states, as well as
individuals, would not be diminished because any nation state is capable of dalliance
along the road to currency inflation making it necessary for the other participants to
"hedge" their holdings. It is in fact a novel concept built closer to the von Hayek
foundation of competing currencies -- including gold -- than possibly your own reliance
on a gold standard as the ultimate and only magic dart that will find the target's
center.
In fact there is a danger there that you might have overlooked. Take for instance the
widely disseminated Kemp/Polyconomics New Bretton Woods proposal of a gold
standard being bandied about in the conservative press. That proposal pegs the price
of gold at $300. A major problem quickly surfaces: Whatever's left of the U.S. gold
supply would disappear completely within six months of posting the $300 price -- the
work of Continental Europe begun in the 1960s/1970s will have been fully rendered.
The danger of course is the gold standard you would like to see is not remotely
connected to the gold standard others, more politically inclined would like to see, so
you always end up with this warmed-over version of a gold standard that gets right
back where we started.
As a matter of fact, I see the FOA/Another currency concept as closer to the tenets of
libertarianism (and Jefferson) than a gold standard because of the exchange
restrictions which inevitably follow. In other words, we would very well be right back in
1971 with the United States once again facing the prospect of shipping its gold reserve
to Japan and Europe in defense of the over-produced dollar. (Unless of course, the
price were set at something like $3000 to $5000 per ounce -- then you might have
some equilibrium.) Idealistically the gold advocate would most certainly would like to
see a gold exchange standard -- but at what price and what would be the economic
consequences if it were to be set where it should be? Polyconomics offers up this
arbitrary $300 price because it wouldn't break the current international system, but
when it comes to real political/economic policy ideals and practical reality often clash.
It's always nice to hear someone like Jack Kemp speak glowingly of gold, but before we
roll over and cast adoring glances at the politician perhaps we should better
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understand what the politician is actually stumping for, and in the Kemp/Polyconomics
case it is more currency hegemony under the guise of a free international gold
standard, a hegemony paid for by the American people in the form of its gold reserve.
Currency hegemony is precisely the opposite of competition -- it is, in fact, the
imposition of a currency, even gold (at a stated currency price, of course), on the
population. As such the euro is important in that it challenges that hegemony, and
does so with the key concept of utilizing gold as a "currency without a country" to act
as a reserve for interventions if required -- a breakthrough. Re-read Mundell on this.
You and I and the rest of this forum could be talking about the need for a gold
standard now, tomorrow, the day after that and for all the days remaining in both our
lives, and I do not believe we will be any closer to its imposition then than we are now
-- thanks to the wayward and half-baked thinking on the part of some of the very gold
"advocates" who are supposed to understand economic history well enough to
anticipate some of the consequences. In
other words, the gold standard probably isn't going to happen. In the meanwhile,
practically speaking, the best option is for all of us, including the various nation states
to own gold as a talisman against our own worst instincts.
If Randy is concerned about hegemony and its effect on various populations, I don't
think it's because he would like to replace that same hegemonic error with another. I
think he agrees with FOA/Another that competition paves the road to a better
international monetary system. I do believe, as FOA/Another do, that with the euro we
are talking about the currency of the future here, and I believe that the dollar will
eventually be modeled after the euro. Not only that, I believe we are talking about, not
just the currency of the future, but the international monetary system of the future -for what its worth. Sometimes the world heads off in a direction even if we don't want
it to.
Once again I'll reiterate what PH hinted at in his post: For most investors the world
over, the ownership of gold is a pragmatic undertaking, and what FOA/Another are
advocating is a practical, hands-on solution for the average investor -- personal gold
ownership. I think Randy agrees with this position, as do I. I can envision private gold
ownership as a necessity even under a gold standard -- because there is little doubt in
my mind that if the government were to undertake a gold standard even under the
best intentions, with Lewellyn Rockwell serving as Chairman of the Fed, it eventually
would botch the whole scheme -- politics being what it is. (By the way, I can't imagine
a currency regime at this late date that would allow only the circulation of specie.
Therefore, you will always have various derivatives in circulation along with the
government largesse, currency printing, tinkering with the gold price which threatens
the value of the paper. Gresham rules.)
In the end, he who owns the gold, makes the rules. And it is the personal ownership of
it that will carry the day on a practical level while governments will do, well ......
governments will do what governments do.
-------------------------------Ha! Ha! Now, that was good! What chance do us poor hikers have against a mountain climber like
that? Legs like tree trunks and a mind the size of Bolder (Colorado?). (grin)
My friends, think carefully about these while I go over to see what Econoclast dug up on the trail.
I asked him a question on 04/25/01 usagold# 52540 and I think he found something! A little later
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today we will continue the hike as I address the views above. Even later, I will post Another's
latest Thoughts here on the Trail. Events are unfolding and it seems the BIS is thinking of making
some changes.
Thanks
TrailGuide

FOA (05/08/01; 20:54:48MT - usagold.com msg#71)
A Tree in the Making #03
Across the high pass,,,,,
The other day I came upon Econoclast working the Trail. After asking him to define what his
actions would be to defend a modern gold standard, he replied and his answer hit some gold! My
initial #52540 request in summary was: ---- How do we stop this ages old evolution of "thinning
our gold" when our economy slows?--------Hello Econoclast,
I'm going to take parts of your find and comment on it out of sequence. You write in #52646:
------Any system that could possibly be thought of or proposed must include the use of
law. Part of the answer (transparency) includes a complete treatise of the "new" laws
written in simple, direct English (8th grade level-2 pages instead of 2000). The laws
would be directed towards controlling the bankers, not the people for a change. The
laws would be written with input from bankers, but not by bankers. Penalties for
financial fraud/counterfeiting/etc. would be severe. ---------------------------------This
new gold dollar system would function alongside the current FED system. Any large
debts (mortgages, business debt, most importantly, govt debt) would be denominated
in fiat dollars. That way govt could continue to operate (maybe, ha ha) and the
banksters could still have their play money to manipulate and try to capitalize on. A
free market would exist to redeem back and forth as necessary. This free market would
show the relative worth between the two currencies. --------------===================
Excellent thought sir. Econoclast, using your thrust as my platform:
One of the major problems faced by past hard money planers was that any time real wealth, gold,
is denominated as credit money, it always placed the relationship between the rule of law and the
rule of gold at odds. If our laws defined gold as official money, and lent it, then by association the
law had to define a portion of gold that did not exist in circulation . That portion was the contract
asset held as bank savings. Yet, a person's claims against it identified said gold as real. This was
and is an inherent contradiction because no law can define the value of real wealth held in
contract.
This particular fiat form of hard money owed it's existence upon a continuous function of the
economy. What the above means is that you cannot take something real and lend it over and over,
as banks do when lending fiat, and still demand that the law recognize said contract moneys as
hard legal tender.
I would state that no form of lent gold be recognizable or enforceable in the court of law as a legal
tender contract. One may borrow gold, relend it, or even borrow against it, but that gold would
not be valid in the payment of all debts both public or private. It could not, by law be legal tender.
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This is not to say the trading of gold would not somewhat supplant currency in function. It could
and most likely would to a degree, but it would no longer carry a credit quality that fiat would in
the form of a time function. Indeed, in our modern economic structure, a credit time function is
very valuable and gives digital contract currencies their demand.
To deal in the future,,,,, to borrow,,,,, to capitalize would require the use of a fiat function. Gold
could / would be a final trade; I'll give you ten cars (or gold) for your house,,, deal done. If I want
more time to pay, I and we must engage a fiat loan.
==========
You write:
-------weaving OUR gold supply, literally, into gold dollars--------Contracts could be
denominated in gold dollars, however these "gold notes" are strictly non-transferable.
If someone wants to sell their gold note, they can't. It is only enforceable between the
parties that entered into it originally. All forms of paper gold are illegal-fraudulent. Any
debt larger than the legal tender law amount has to be denominated in fiat, smaller
can be negotiated.-----------Well sir,
Once again, it looks good at first but later evolves. By mingling your gold currency into the
contract / credit realm, it once again creates gold loans that are at odds with human nature. Yes,
the gold notes may not be transferable, but the lent gold currency is. It is at once someone's
asset while also another's liability. The gold currency in circulation expands thru the nature of
loans. When these loans fail on a national scale (major downturn) the legal tender laws defining
our new gold currency will be changed. We thin our gold again in an ages old cycle aimed at
covering debts that are the common citizen's savings.
Still, we are not far from the position you see. We must remember that neither currencies or gold
define society's economy. Business can function using fiat alone. We have been doing just that for
a number of decades. Installing a trading medium outside lawful money that acts as a wealth
savings and a final trade will not destroy the bankers, governments or paper credit inflation. But,
it will allow society a way to judge political efficiency. A nation's productivity will then have two
scales to measure with, one it must live with (final payment) and another it cannot live without
(future payment).
We shall see (smile)
Thanks for digging deep
TrailGuide

FOA (5/9/01; 07:20:23MT - usagold.com msg#72)
A Tree in the Making #04
Sun's up, time to move:
We have covered a lot of ground and this framework, when viewed in context, helps explain much
of what has happened with gold over the last twenty or thirty years. Even more so over the
decade of our 90s.
Many hard money investors drifted with this evolution, right into it's most volatile decade.
Thinking they were part of a much more efficient, changing, paper marketplace. A market that
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was utilizing all the modern trading system in order to not only advance gold perception but add
profits to their accounts. It's been a painful mistake for many.
Our modern gold market and the price illusion it creates, is little more than a fiat dollar system
that denominates gold credits in contract form. Is it a free market? Why yes, very free. But only
free in the sense that supply is unlimited. Investors and the industry in total, brought into paper
based gold and yet they fully well knew 90% of it had only cash equity as the collateral on the
other side. Then, somehow expected that those contracts were limited in creation by the fixed
amount of gold in the world. Their mistake, not the markets.
Clearly, anyone schooled in classic hard money Thought should have known that this was but
Another inflation, a transitory era between systems. This was a time to gather gold over years,
not invest in the leveraged aspects of gold's new fiat versions. Nor, to buy into the gold industry
that owed it's life and cash profits to the maintenance of such a system, transitory as it was.
Onward,,,,,
In USAGOLD #53135 (see earlier), the perception was stated that; -------As such the euro is
important in that it challenges that hegemony (my note: dollar's), and does so with the key
concept of utilizing gold as a "currency without a country" to act as a reserve for interventions if
required -- a breakthrough. -------=========
Indeed,
a currency without a country! In order to implement such a currency, gold would require laws that
would keep it within it's wealth concept. Gold in possession would be wealth in possession as long
as governments could not use it as credit money. In my discussion with Econoclast, I took his
legal meanings and applied them to this "wealth without a country" position.
Keeping gold out of the fiat arena would be more simple than many hard school advocates
envision. The key to that is found in the implementation of international law. The leading
economic countries (EuroZone in the future) would have but to establish a protocol that forbid the
enforcement of collateral attachment anytime physical gold is traded, lent or involved in a trade.
In this context, no banker would lend you gold to buy a house if, in a default, he could not claim
your house in a court of law. Even private parties would never lend gold if the asset behind the
loan could not be claimed for nonpayment. It's that simple. With a stroke of written law, the
trading of gold as wealth would become a final payment with no possible credit implications. Our
official fiats and wealth without a country would never again function as one.
When USAGOLD went further to say that; ------that competition paves the road to a better
international monetary system. I do believe, as FOA/Another do, that with the euro we are talking
about the currency of the future here, and I believe that the dollar will eventually be modeled
after the euro. Not only that, I believe we are talking about, not just the currency of the future,
but the international monetary system of the future -- for what its worth.---------------Yes Michael, this future is before us. As hard money advocates, I think we failed ourselves by
falling out of the loop of economic evolution. Truly, we have circled the earth and now return to
our roots. Only, once unearthed after all these years we cannot recognize them.
We lost our ability to advance with the advances,,,,,, to grasp that ours is a credit society
compared to none before. Even the world's gold dealers operate on credit,,, on loan,,,, on fiat! It's
our accepted way of life,,,,, to function within this era,,,, as loans both personal and official live
and fail. We gamble,,,, we bet,,,, we play at life. Sometimes suffering the loss, no matter the
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gain.
We are no less than the citizens of Rome, only they knew how to keep their wealth aside the
"games people play". They understood the "possession of gold"!
Further on we walk,,,,,,
Within this perception we can separate the actions of goldbugs and gold advocates. Western
goldbugs strive to fix the current system. They hasten to make right the paper markets that have
failed their gold industry investments. In doing as much, they push for a return to a status quo
that never existed, failing to see that this past decade was but a passing,,,,,, an evolution,,,,, a
transition that started long ago. I doubt Gata will ever see the end they seek as our gold market
will fail sooner rather than "in time" for their legal resolution. They fight a good, worthy fight and
call needed attention to the situation. But fail to "seize the moment" by clinging onto the past.
The gold industry is lost as time and marches past. As events transpire, gold in the ground will be
of less importance to common man and officials alike that gold on the surface. Gold will be
produced, but it will be a far less profitable experience than our future gold price will dictate.
Truly, it's a gamble no different than guessing the future of dollar fiat. Perhaps a small win, but
more likely a large loss.
The future a Gold Advocate seeks is not found in Euros, Dollars or just gold. Rather it's found in
understanding the Euros impact on the dollar's value and how that will change the gold markets,,,
forever! The political motivation in all of this is the show of the century and worthy of our
respected attention. Even now, the oil card we have discussed for so long is changing our dollar
way of life and quickening it's fall. As seen in the Black Blade chronicles. Was this connected to
the planning for gold and Euros? You bet, grasp it or no, we will feel it's full effects later.
Onward, my friends, this trail is only just now becoming extremely interesting. Truly, the
ownership of physical gold will make this trip even more so,,,,,, perhaps even,,,, fun? (smile)
More later
TrailGuide

FOA (05/15/01; 09:50:11MT - usagold.com msg#73)
Fed - BIS - ECB - China
Hello all!
Boy, things are shaping up for a real good Trail hike in a week or so! Let's look at some recent
items and try to come up with a plan for our walk. Consider:
There was a little mention in some circles about China buying gold recently. I think Gata got wind
of it, too. Here is an old post I made at the main forum:
--------------Trail Guide (04/25/01; 15:04:48MT - usagold.com msg#: 52536)
Comment to Randy's post of:
Randy (@ The Tower) (04/24/01; 10:38:48MT - usagold.com msg#:
52458)
Follow-up on my comment last week that China has lately been a net been
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seller of silver
------Philip Klapwijk, managing director of GFMS, explained at Monday's
conference of the Gold and Silver Institute that China sold near 60 million
ounces of silver in 1999, with additional sales of 40 million ounces per year
likely over the next couple years. Continuing...---------------Your (Randy's) words:
--------China is simply lagging by one Century in performing this act. Many
of the other nations of the world unleashed their silver reserves near the
arrival of the 1900's when the usage of silver was abandoned as redundant
within the banking sector. And in contrast, not surprisingly, global gold
reserves have GROWN since those days. Further, the dollar can be expected
to suffer a worse fate than silver when it, too, loses its particular reserve
and settlement role within the international banking system. And gold? All
reasonable signs show that it shall maintain the king position as THE
reserve asset par excellence for a long time to come. Get you some.
-----------------(TrailGuide responds)
Hello Randy,
You know, your thoughts got me thinking (grin). I have time to do that right now as
my files are restored.
Following your chain of thought about China silver,,,, I noticed a comment from Bush
that we would fight them over Taiwan. Then silver gets hit real good (the day the
comment was made). Could it be they are unloading silver so as to buy Euros and gold
prior to calling it splits with us?
They do have more silver than their needs require (possibly more than all of us
require).
If they are, indeed, going to run with the Euro later and the ECB is marking gold (not
silver) as their main "wealth reserve", then it makes sense for China to position
themselves this way. It also makes sense because as an addition, Hong Kong has so
many dollar reserves they, too, could never unload them. Following the Euro system
lead, they could afford to let their dollar reserves burn as long as they had even 15%
of that value in gold prior to full "Euro roll-in".
Further,
If any EuroZone based gold paper they (China) own that had a US originator (US
financial institution) and that defaults; with China's approval, that paper could be
restructured to pay back in Euro currency assets. Courtesy of the ECB /BIS. Forcing
the US originator to dump dollar based gold hedges (that's a lot of paper gold) as they
buy Euro coverage to ensure exchange matching. Of course, extrapolating this system
wide, we would see paper gold credibility plunge (therefore it's bid price also) aside
from the Euro exchange rates spiking on the dollar. All the while out right trade in
physical gold or "five day" (super spot delivery) would spike to the heavens. I do
wonder if we are, as I said a number of days ago, seeing history in the making with
lease rates doing strange things now? (smile)
end
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-----------------------------------------------------------OK everyone, could it be that Europe and China are linking more closely? With China not only
playing the Euro card, but also seeing this future economic powerhouse (EuroLand) as a two way
market for their goods? Lets look at a more recent item out of the IHT:
--------------Europeans Grab a Piece of the (American) Action
Mark Landler New York Times Service
Tuesday, May 15, 2001
China Has a Change of Heart on Bond Sale
HONG KONG For American investment banks in China, politics has often been a
handmaiden to business, enabling the more savvy firms to elbow aside their rivals with
comparable credentials for deals.
Now, with the debut of a potential $1.5 billion bond offering by China, the Americans
have gotten a taste of their own tactics. And politics, far from being subordinate, may
have played a decisive role.
On Thursday, the Chinese government announced that three top U.S. investment
banking firms - Goldman, Sachs Co., J.P. Morgan Chase Co., and Morgan Stanley Dean
Witter Co. - would handle its first overseas bond deal since late-1998.
The next day, three European banks - Barclays Capital Group, BNP Paribas SA, and
Deutsche Bank AG - issued a statement saying that they had been awarded the portion
of the offering that would be denominated in euros.
end
-----------------------------OK. Next, we move to an excelent commentary in the COMMENTARY & REVIEW portion of
USAGOLD (get your password if you want to read all of it). In this, Michael Kosares notes how the
latest LBMA volume seems to show that the gold lending business is unwinding. He writes:
--- """LBMA April gold turnover was down a steep 12.5%. That could very well be the
largest drop since the LBMA started publishing its daily volume figures. If nothing else
it clearly signals that something is changing, and perhaps changing abruptly, in the
gold lending business.""" end ---------Combine this with a recent,,,,,, almost permanent overall rise in gold leasing rates,,,,,,,, the start
of which began with a rate spike that was only lowered when England was forced to reduce it's
London gold sales to 20 ton from 25 ton,,,,,,,,,,,,, then, the ECB no longer following the FED and
continuing it's responsible management of it's money rates,,,,,,,,, our Euro creation spawned this
new high world oil price from currency competition and that's beginning to bite the weekest
financial structure (USA),,,,,,,,, and some thing is indeed changing!
We have completely agreed with the ECB policy, in that they see the EuroZone as the stronger (in
overall economic function) between them and the USA. Stronger, in that they could handle a short
term dollar oil rise if it lead to Euro settlement. In fact, the recent 1/4 point cut by the ECB, as
opposed to the several cuts by the FED, is enforcing that note of distinction upon producers as the
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FED will and must cut much further. They (the FED) now risks exposing that their purpose of
lowering rates is a effort to save the bookkeeping side of it's derivative bloated financial structure ,
not rebuilding of the US economy at all.
All this, in an effort to slow the dollar killing effects of sharing the currency reserve function with
the EuroZone. Only one step in the complete loss of reserve currency altogether. We will see this
spelled out as they pump dollar reserves from now on,,,, over and above any possible economic
need. The result will be a slow and steady slide into higher and higher price inflation inside the
US.
(Look to Randy at USAGOLD to repost this progress)
Further,
The pressure may be pushing toward a colossal "transition" of financial power later this year as
the Euro begins it's final stage of EMU; the distribution of circulating Euros. Once complete,
EuroZone economic dynamics will lead them to no longer need Dollar reserves for international
use or the backing for their currency. A fact not lost on China and other major dollar holders. If
events proceed as expected, they (EuroZone and or China) may just discard these assets as
worthless. Especially given that with the US running a tremendous trade deficit, dollars cannot
return on a "net / net" basis without plunging it's exchange rate to nothing! Perhaps it's worth
further watching how our long bond treasury paper is sold ahead of the fact!
With all this in the background, we now feel a disruption in the force (old line from star Wars
movie). The recent BIS meeting may have set the stage for an eventual monumental change in
the way gold is traded, owned and valued. The very fact that a major portion of the US gold stock
has been changed in status in a way that would allow it's movement (ownership); means that the
US has now entertained the same position as England is doing regarding gold and the EMU with
Europe. We (the US) are preparing for the destruction of the dollar's gold world. In this, some
players will have to be saved (with real gold) if the dollar is to have any existence at all in the new
Euro reserve function.
At some point, our dollar denominated paper gold system will crack and plunge in value as it's
credibility to be converted into real gold is destroyed. In the process taking down most of the gold
industry. An industry who's stock equity value is daily market to and closely follows said dollar
gold system. In time, we will all understand the currency supporting function and the industry
killing nature of a Free Gold price. As it's surging value more than compensates the dollar's lost
value in the hands of foreign CBs.
This particular line of perception is being driven home in recent ECB commentary as their
President, Mr. D., has discussed the very mechanism to delineate foreign held Euro money assets.
(see Randy's recent ECB news) Assets that, per my above to Randy, will explode in numbers as
our busted paper dollar gold market drives these institutions into Euro financing arrangements.
These new, increasing, non expansive assets will be balanced by their system's surging gold price
and exported bullion from other nations. A process that in part allows the US to adjust it's gold
ownership just to stay in the game.
The world is changing and the Physical Gold Advocate will be the ones keeping score!
I'm going fishing now. Both, for the real item and with one that knows the name of our recently
caught prize fish. I'll make a few more comments on Centennial's forum before going. Rest up,
the big walk is coming!
TrailGuide
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FOA (06/04/01; 09:36:54MT - usagold.com msg#74)
Back On The Trail!
Hello everyone!
Well, it was some trip,,,,, and yes I did catch some fish. Person has to eat you know (smile).
Now,,,,, fishing is a slow sport at times and leaves time for conversation with others on deck. And
because this little boat had room for more than two,,,,, there were a lot of Thoughts to talk
about,,,,,, even during the dinners of our catch.
So, I be reading some of your recent conversation on the USAGOLD FORUM, and return to deliver
some promised letters, thoughts and hikes. Good to be back (smile).
Thanks
FOA / Your TrailGuide
FOA (6/9/01; 16:36:42MT - usagold.com msg#75)
A letter from Another to me.
My friend, I must now walk your trail in closer step. Events are closing that bring the changes we
have long seen and prepared for. The time grows short as these conclusions prepare to make
appearance. The last of these Euro price ranges are in sight and even the Duisenberg hints his
work is done for this new currency. A hard task was completed by him, his acknowledge to the
French in May 98 was with a timeframe few could understand. Now his containment is done. With
introduction of notes and coins, this money will become it's own director and his work will be well
received. A good day, indeed!
All were present at the meeting. I think contractual conversion became topic of some urgency.
This BIS must now consider the values these forms will hold in ours and their new futures. Values
that will no longer be dictated in dollars, rather realigned in conversion and gold market failure.
Truly, this failure of current gold will be reflected as anguish in these western goldbugs, both
bankers and investors. All done as the saving wealth for your gold advocates and new reserve
bankers finds it's new mark in our time. Your work, good man, has been as trying to reconcile the
religions of this world. Telling both they are just while only one can be right in the end. So it is in
this day of gold.
Some knew what was coming from the beginning. With the Hague Conference of Heads of State in
1969 sprang Copenhagen Report of 23rd July 1973. We pointed and all continued to turn away to
follow where power was, not where it was going. With the Solemn Declaration in Stuttgart (1983)
closely followed by the Single European Act (1987) even the BIS then understood the final goal.
Margaret (Thatcher) soon expressed that signing that proposition (the Solemn Act) was her
greatest mistake in office. While I do agree with her on a strategic political basis, such reflections
by British leader only exposes the ignored, nearing failure of their shared singular currency
dominance (both USA and England). Little is expressed of the wealth lost of our peoples and that
of most Western economies as these government's efforts to preserve this failing system drains
real wealth from our world.
Now these leaders full attention must focus on this money transition itself as Blair's next initiative
(the Euro) will lead to a realignment of contract values of all kinds. Before the fact! The Maastricht
Treaty allows that by Jan. 2002, all contracts will be converted into euros and new contracts must
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be denominated in euros. Because Blair has overseen the signing of both Amsterdam and Nice
Treaties, his closest people understand the full impact Britons intentions will have on this world's
paper gold market. As it be contractually expressed in dollars. The credibility of these to not only
represent gold but to maintain loan collateral on books will lead to several high level agreements
to address this loss. Indeed, how does one transition a metal contract without moving the metal
once again? Especially if the Euro suddenly, without explanation, rises in value. A rise that leaves
only the door of metal fulfillment? All eyes must now search for a way to transition this beast as
it's use and function will fall away as the Euro further expands. Some of your American gold must
come into play during this game of kings. It must, as the BIS will sanction a complete disposal of
contract liabilities from metal into Euros unless some real US gold is given up . Something your
Bush will endorse but not without a price! As contract gold falls in price while expanding the
physical price. I suspect it (official US gold) will be given up at the exchange rate of many
thousands and even that will be the little drop of water that allows dollars to remain in this game.
Our time arrives, my friend. Even as fools make effort to gain wealth in a gold market that will
soon exist no more.
Tested now are the economies of both EuroZone and DollarZone with high crude values. The
response of both is known. The ways of dollar wealth hasten their demise, even in the face of ECB
restraint. Open and outright are they (FED) to discredit their position. This test is done and the
verdict arrives soon. As with gold and oil, Dollars and Euros will neither any longer flow in the
same direction.
Another

FOA (6/9/01; 19:32:22MT - usagold.com msg#76)
Onward!
Hello everyone!
Keep an eye on any lose rocks and boulders, an earthshaking event could come at any time. While
our walks follow historically proven paths, the destruction of many of today's fake trails may
hinder our progress of understanding for a while. Big loses by people, both large and small, who
don't own what they thought they own, usually cause them to panic down the hill sides. Right into
our little physical world! (smile)
I know there are some hikers here that understand the flow of water and how it expands over a
"flood plain". But, many do not or cannot perceive how physical gold will rise to seek it's own
level. A level equal only to other gold, in the hand and very physical. Or at the very least, gold
owned, deeded and individually partitioned in a secure account vault.
Onward:
I am taken by the mind that processes logic for it's own financial advancement. Usually, it (the
traders mind) does a good job of gathering the facts, then inevitably it sees said illusion where
reality appears. Even to the point of selling this same illusion to others that know it isn't there
(smile). Our present gold market is just such a cloud on the wind.
All over this mountain there are guides that promote the huge overhang of contract gold. An
overhang that has no real metal supply to settle it, if push came to shove. Even if a large portion
of official gold was brought into play, the world paper gold market just could not be traded for real
metal. On this most agree. Still, these same traders that understand and sell this concept, spend
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their days trying to know the exact time the default will occur so they can buy a bunch of paper
contracts and profit. In their mind, they see that a major default will bring in an unlimited number
of buyers. Both to get new contracts and to close out short positions.
In a very broad way, this view extends well into the rest of the not so visible gold market. The
problem is that today, a timeline change in the currency markets is about to completely undo the
end result of this strategy. The end result of this colossal change will break the gold markets into
valuations of different amounts. Just like water, gold wealth of different properties cannot attain
the same level. In the event of a large enough default, the entire world of paper gold trading will
be forced into full cash settlement. The question will be presented: "if there isn't enough gold
around to settle these commitments, then there isn't any point in letting the price rise further to
effect still no metal settlement",,,,,,, " This was a contract trading market anyway, not a gold
market"! Further, the international banking industry, in accords with their governments, will
enforce a kind of "position limit" on the amount of gold liability they or their customers can carry.
Both long and short. It will have nothing to do with the exchanges, rather it will be a bookkeeping
problem being addressed by the banks. Still, it will impact the illusion price we use for gold,,,,
downward. The net effect of this will be just the opposite of what paper gold players expect as
positions are "force liquidated" prior to even a "cash settlement". This sudden dumping of major
contract commitments onto the markets will drive the cash settlement price of gold,,,,, ?.
This is the reality of the political banking world we live in. Neither the EuroZone or DollarZone
banking world is going to let the destruction of the Anglo/Dollar gold market shut down their
financial system. Take some loses? Sure! But this portion of the pie is nothing compared to the
troubles to be managed by the US (our Fed) as the dollar's roll as reserve is removed. Granted,
once the game is underway a true Free Gold market, trading noncolateral gold, will come about. It
will be endorsed as governments settle a small portion of their political scores using physical gold
reevaluated up into the "low oxygen zone". Mostly it will be US gold being moved.
Further
These goldbug guides (mentioned above) are mostly playing for a currency profit, not gold. The
same is true of "in the ground" gold advocates. While their profits and loses grow and fall in line
with most gamblers, slowly, these players are losing credibility as the paper markets out play
these goldbug's net worth. As events they expect to repeat are rebuffed by massive "cash backed"
selling of paper gold, the expected "big" profits always fail to arrive. It's been this way for as long
as Another said it would! Yes, something could change and send paper gold through the roof
before anyone can stop it. If it does,,,,, good! Physical gold will do very well! But, I doubt these
profits will ever be sent out as checks in the mail. Believe it!
Witness the recent long blowout of paper players on the comex? The so called "big traders" these
guides thought were about to demand delivery. They were not the real "Big Traders" (I know)
were they? If they were they would have demanded delivery even if the short side sold 500,000
contracts short. Even it they (sellers) drove the paper price down with empty sales! The reason
these real gold advocates (Giants) buy physical gold is because they are waiting for this dollar
casino of a gold currency market to shut down. This reality will end in a locked, no delivery
market! Once again, Believe it!
Truly, this recent move was long "little traders" wanting to make currency profits without the real
assets to back it up. Nothing more. We will see more of this as it all comes to it's end. When the
real gold run Another points to comes,,,,, no one will profit anything near the amounts physical
gold advocates will.
Keep climbing:
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As I have said so often, the numbers we look at for today's gold price are an illusion. Because
there is no real physical market large enough in scope to balance the paper trading settlement
price. The price for physical gold unknown. To our advantage, gold is sold by past and present
owners and this supply helps lend credibility to the market. Without it, we could not buy any gold,
only cash settled contracts. A type of settled market that, if you read Another's letter, is not far
away.
We all have trouble understand how there is no value known for physical gold. Yet, if we look at
another market we could grasp this issue. Take American real estate:
We all have an idea what that house down the street sells for. But consider that that price does
not reflect the true value of the physical house. Just watching the 30 year loan rate tells us where
most home prices are going. I think (as an unreal example) almost every person would agree that
is the fed went into the market to buy any and all 30 year house loans until the rates fell to
1%,,,,,, home prices would explode! Conversely, if all credit for houses was shut off,,,,,,,,, cash
deals only,,,,,, home prices would crash!
How does this reflect on our gold market? We can see where a cash house is worth one price while
a credit house is at a different level. The physical is the same even though means of trading and
owning it generate an illusion value. You don't truly own a house brought on credit, in this light we
can see that you live in something actually owned by the bank. But, you benefit by trading it if the
price rises. Actually, currency profits from ownership illusion.
Our gold market has been in this same illusion fog for decades. The gold so many in the industry
think they own and trade is truly just a commitment of another entity to supply you with said
gold. By far, we buy, sell, lend and borrow something of an illusion. Paper trading dwarfs physical
by an incredible amount. Mostly because the majority of us investors do not want to actually
possess, and therefore use the physical gold. This price illusion is exactly the opposite of my
above example. The credit gold price is driven far below the real gold price because supply is
easily expanded to extend to anyone wishing to trade an illusion. You have just seen such an
event on the US comex recently.
Other guides all point out that this cannot go on forever as eventually "Real demand usage"
catches up with available "real supply". I agree. However, society has a way of changing the rules
when the economic wealth that their savings are based on comes into risk. Our fiat banks will not
be allowed to fail. Just as in 1971, when that real gold demand suddenly expands it's boundaries
to include ordinary gold investors, the supply rules will be changed again. Fortunately for us
Physical Gold Advocates, the next rule change will evolve from a reserve system that has no
threat from a rising dollar gold price. Even if the contract markets crash and physical gold traded
in Europe goes into the thousands, the Euro will find strength from such an occurrence. The ECB
will embrase it and promote the same.
Dollar gold in the thousands,,,,,, USA inflation going hyper,,,,, The EuroZone dealing with the
changes as the BIS settles all our gold dealings,,,,,,,,, And cheap Euro oil making sure Europe
doesn't fail too.
Do I wish for this? Only a fool would comment to ask such a question. Am I preparing for this
transition? Another would be happy to see that I am! (smile)
Thank you all for walking
I'm here for a while and will be adding more over the days
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TrailGuide

FOA (06/12/01; 11:23:21MT - usagold.com msg#77)
A discussion
-----Cavan Man (6/10/01; 19:35:39MT - usagold.com msg#: 55822)---It's getting dark on the
gold trail.---------Hello Cavan Man, let's walk a bit!
I just looked outside my cabin, here on the trail, and everything looks very bright to me.
(smile)But one has to allow me that view as I saw this "New Gold Market" a long,,, long,,,, time
ago and began making adjustments. Adjustments in the kind of wealth I own that would carry me
for the whole trip. Not just these little side trails (trades) so many Gold Bugs are still trying to
make pay off.
It is difficult for us to define, in explanation form, a new political perception as it evolves.
Especially with old Gold players still presenting their gold views in a "has been context". Trying to
explain the latest paper pricing moves as if it will fit into their past game plan. It doesn't and as
time passes everyone is slowly seeing that something is changing. Michael Kosares has the best
game for new advocates and I think some of them are now going that way. Just buy gold from a
dealer that sees thru the fog and forget the stories of "has been leverage". True, that leverage
payoff may somehow show up for a while, but none of these players will get much of a check
compared to what's coming.
Yes, it is frustrating for anyone that cannot see the whole picture. Gold Bugs watch as their
portfolios are further impaired as a result of investing habits that cannot evolve. Again, all based
on old perceptions about today's gold. While I, too, enjoy watching TI (technical interpretations)
and daily movements in the price functions of "gold substitutes",,,,,, none of this has any bearing
on what "real gold" values are today or will later be as this all plays out . You see, the drama is in
the political game and that game is what will determine how soon and by how much the "real
value" of gold is displayed. Non the trillions of paper gold trades made around the world today, on
this failing dollar gold market, can define the real value of gold.
Onward
By now everyone should understand that for every dollar that can be bet on a rising price of
"paper gold"; three dollars can be made available to create and sell them the other side of that
bet. When the big political moves come later and change our currency game, therefore our gold
pricing game, this very same fiat contract creating ability will stand against your receiving the
later value of physical gold. As expressed in a paper price.
Truly, the market is not manipulated so much as it has found a short term opposing balance . A
timely political balance that has used this unlimited fiat creation as the gold price controller. A
force being used to smooth a transition from one currency to another. Gold Bugs use this very
same fiat creation to buy long "fiat gold contracts" and then complain because the banking
reserve system, we all use can do the same. These "Anti Gold Bug" traders can create and supply
just as much fiat power to sell us gold as we can use it to buy gold. Then when our futures /
paper price remains the same and it's a cabal killing us. Actually, it's the modern Gold Bug's desire
to shun physical gold ownership that's killing him as that desire was discovered and exploited for
political means. It's free enterprise,,,,, Gold Bugs created a demand for something paper and a
paper supply creation is delivered.
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I marvel at how advocates of paper investing spend their time trying to determine when someone
is going to buy up and corner this kind of paper market. Forget it, it's not going to happen. No one
can force a paper market that has unlimited creation potential. And only a fool would try to
demand delivery of a good he doesn't have the assets to pay for,,,,,, and do it in a market he
knows doesn't have the metal to deliver. I know this, you know this, the government knows this
and the Giants know it. Far better to just keep buying gold that will one day be correctly valued
when this market's political use is done. So, have you somewhat positioned yourself for the great
cornering of this "gold printing press",,,,, or are you more smartly playing the Kings game?
A few comments on your post items:
--- 1. Comex defaults.-----Yes, once again, here is an area that brings out the most impassioned analysis of most gold bugs.
They all watch and wait for this big event so their paper gold substitutes can finally get them back
to even. (smile) Still, everyone has their leveraged bets, in some form, waiting for the big one.
On a side note:
I smile at this because we read about the great percentage gains leveraged people are enjoying
every time "paper prices" make a little move. Lost in the discussion is that this "New Gold Market"
has removed such a tremendous percentage of their wealth already, that several 100% moves in
these "gambles" would not make them close to whole. On a complete, long term Net / Net basis.
Someone points out their paper purchase at the lows of say, just a year or so ago, and they are
now ahead and you could be too if only your ears could ignore Another. Ha! Ha! Or even buy the
lesser metals, as that's where we will make it all up. Always lost in the logic is the fact that these
"Gold Bugs" don't or won't advertise their previous adventures. In Hawaii (where I had lived in a
small place for some time) the locals have a name for this "thought process"; "Ocean Money"! It
floats in on the tide, rots a while, then floats out. (smile) They say:
"Look at that new guy, he's leaving town with a million! Must be a real successful Bro
caus he only lost 9 mil to beach rot! Managed to keep some! Came here with ten
million and now is on the airplane bragging to his friends. Talking about how they could
leave the islands with a million too,,, if all those listening would follow his lead //////
they be rich too!
Ha! Ha! Cavan Man, I think you (and others) get my point as this connects to our new traders at
the forum. With good instincts, they will rot only a little also.
(huge, oversized smile)
Climbing now
So what are we looking for when I watch the paper gold prices and comex? What gets me excited
when the market begins a little move? Well, it's not the fact that it's going up, rather we are
looking to see if the impact of political change is working the gold derivative's credibility yet? I am
looking for some wild spurt of trading that lasts for several days or weeks. Open interest rapidly
surging hundreds of thousands of contracts, then just as fast plunging away. A paper gold market,
containing tremendous price changes ($100++ or more per day, both up and down) that begin to
call into question the ability of Comex to function. Not so much question it's function as an price
setting exchange, rather question if it can later function at all in the metal settlement process.
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Where the big positions on the opposite side of the longs (shorts) find themselves in a changing
world market without physical supply,,,, at almost any price. Brought on by a currency transition.
Where big physical bullion dealings (one tonne ++) between real buyers and sellers,,,, outside
and away from the exchanges,,,,, begins to run at a huge premiums to our contract based paper
trades. Perhaps hundreds of dollars or percent higher,,,,, even impacting the ebb and flow in the
coins world as misguided investors quickly sell for profits only to find no market goods later at
twice the price.
In this environment, the big shorts on all paper based exchanges will be selling these new "cash
created contracts" to the very limits of their capital. And trust me, they will not reach those limits
because an unlimited amount of credit will be made available to them. Remember,,,,, for them,,,,,
regardless of the supply,,,, the demand,,,, or the price of physical traded metal,,,, as long as the
paper contract price doesn't close "up" too much,,,,, there is no risk or call on their capital. They
can just keep on selling.
But, eventually (perhaps over only one day!) the outside the exchange demand for physical and
it's escalating premium, will most likely see legal force from their physical buyers driving long
players to demand delivery. Even if it cannot be delivered. Long,,,,,, longggggg,,,, before these
delivery demands ever fully surface, comex will state position limits, cash settlement and trade for
liquidation only. For you new people, this is exactly what they did during the Hunt silver fiasco.
They have to do this because the articles these exchanges were created under manifest these
trading places as price setting and price hedging establishments . Where the greatest majority of
their trading is meant for cash contract settlement, not physical delivery settlement.
In this light, only Gold Advocates understand that default on Comex is really the forced non metal
settlement of a contract at a contrived paper price. A price far below the physical traded price .
Most likely a last day of trading price that settles out hundreds of percent below the world price
for physical metal trading,,,,,, as it appears the very next day.
The big difference today (from the HUNT problem then) will be in the nature of this default. His
was brought on by private investors buying a commodity. Today, gold market default and failure
will be forced upon the dollar gold world by a sudden lack of "price setting" credibility. And that
loss of credibility will stem from the stressed conversion of dollar contracts into Euro denominated
units that demand "market based performance" (physical priced valuations) or an escalated
(higher) Euro based cash settlement. This all will manifest in a lack of credibility in paper dollar
gold trading that can no longer be marked to the market at the same value of physical gold.
This failure of price matching,,,,, this failure of contract conversion into metal,,,,,, this failure in
the world gold market to any longer be able to correctly price real bullion,,,,,, will lead to a
wholesale dumping of all dollar contracts that have US based performance,,,,,,and start a fall
away of all dealings based on present protocols dollar market gold exchange.
As a side note: This will not apply to the paper silver markets as silver will not have the Euro vs.
Dollar political struggle. A struggle where the ECB members are trying to loosen their main asset
(gold) as a reserve wealth backing to replace the massive loss of dollar reserves. Remember,
further back on the trail we covered how these reserve dollars will be simply cast down. In this
light, silver trading will bear the brunt of selling in an effort to balance loses from a gold exchange
that no longer works. Because silver has no hope of an official free market, it's paper pricing
system may run amuck until it's price plunges to??? This is the reason so many countries that are
contemplating a switch from dollar to Euro use are selling physical silver and buying gold (China,
India, etc). It also explains to movement of gold between countries that planned outright Euro
conversion.
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Back to gold's paper pricing breakdown:
It will not lead to the collapse of world banking so much as it will lead to a reallocation of value
between assets vs reserves. Which are and which are not. Further, a loss of paper exchange
trading will drive gold to it's true physically traded price. Gold in the tens of thousands per ounce
will represent:
First
,,,, it's real currency value in today's expanded fiat world,,,,,,, then later it will advance further on
the price inflation coming to the USA. This is where so many thinkers cannot see super priced
gold. They are seeing the present illusion of gold value as it's base. Later, a gold move from say,
$10,000 to $20,000++ will only represent a 50% rise. Liken to an oh so understandable $300 to
$600 today.
Second
,,,,, the total rejection of owning gold in any form except the real thing,,,, no amount of gold
supply will come close to equalizing this current ownership imbalance built up over many decades.
If anything, sellers will be confounded as nothing keeps pace with the gold rise. Once sold, it only
costs double to rebuy.
Third
,,,,, a return of old world values in that gold is worth owning as a lifetime wealth asset beside your
cash and other investments,,,,,, While the US will experience a massive retrenchment of it's
wealth perceptions, our move into gold will be chaotic and traumatic. Other parts of the globe will
fare well. Life will go on. Remember, people talk about how the US makes a quarter of the worlds
products and services and say the rest of the world cannot do without our operating as usual. But,
they forget that we consume all of it (that 25%) and then import more. Our production fall away
will mostly be at the mercy of our own slow down. As the dollar tumbles on exchange markets, so
too will our cost rise to produce anything (massive hyper price inflation). Rendering a net / net
non gain in world trade advantage. In other words, our goods may very well rise in price faster
than our dollar falls. If anything, we become even less competitive with Euro based production.
Further Onward
This new realigned price of gold will offer no threat to the Euro as it does to our Dollar. The open
gold value calculations by the ECB proclaim their intention to allow gold to rise as a Euro
enhancement. Not a Euro replacement item. Remember, old world values dictated that gold was
not a competing money any more than Microsoft shares are against the dollar today.
Gold, from times past was a wealth asset more so than it was in the form of money. Granted, it
became the fastest moving form of wealth, but as it traveled on the road it was still simply seen
as a tradable wealth. It has been American and Western ideals that made gold a lend able money
and forced it's competition against failed currency systems. We set currencies in fixed gold
amounts and then inflated the currency. No wonder gold competed against currencies. The ECB
will allow gold to go to the moon and everyone will love them for it. People will use the Euro
whether gold is at 1 Euro or a trillion.
Arguments against this new logic (by failing Gold Bugs) are little more than a throw back to their
outmoded Western money logic. ET (a USAGOLD poster) even thinks that by freeing gold to rise
to whatever level it wants,,,,, we are somehow governing it??? That direction of thinking is caused
by "promoted investing". The logic is to somehow invest in gold (the industry or it's paper
leverage) more so than owning the metal. Leaving the agenda of physical gold storage to be
something the official governments or private enterprise should do for us. They base their
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concepts on a return of gold recognition as a somewhat official government money after price
inflation discredits the local
currency (Dollars).
Such logic suggests we buy into the various SEC sanctioned (government) paper gold substitutes
while governments somewhat allow a devaluation of their money against gold. Say to $800? In
this way the dollar is saved a little while the gold exchanges continue life as before. This, my
friend was a failure in the past and the future will provide a very different rendering.
Higher we go
We have named our big fish and it is Allan himself! The old Gold Advocate, from way back, that
knows how to use gold as a system saving tool when backed into a corner. They have reclassified
some of the American gold for use later. It is still ours now, to be sure and has not been swapped
or sold. It was renamed with the full intentions of our ESF buying dollar reserves from Euro CBs
(and others) as the Euro later gains usage (and value) independent of the dollar. In light of the
Blair vote, I would rate their move as very smart. This was done (and will be done more so later)
to provide backing and settlement against US paper gold commitments owed to and already
delivered into oil ownership. This paper is mostly in Euro banks.
This was "part" of the price we paid for oil to flow in dollars this last decade as the Euro was born.
This was the price we paid for an extension of dollar use in oil settlement. It will be moved when
gold trades at a much,,,,, much higher price. It backs Another's point of long ago that oil was
traded for gold in the thousands at that time,,,, we just had to wait for the real price to be shown.
It will!
This is the decades long game we are playing for, my friend. This is the big one we own gold for.
This will be the defining moment in our time that changes perceptions about the value, reserve
currencies and the wealth of ages. Watch with me now, as events prove all things!
Thanks, Cavan Man
TrailGuide

FOA (06/19/01; 19:26:30MT - usagold.com msg#78)
Time for a rest!
Hello ALL!
We are a little bushed from all the recent path clearing, here on the Gold Trail. So, rather than
walk the trail today, I want to just speak a little about some various things that may interest
some. Let's rest here on the porch and consider:
Of Credibility
A long time ago a gentleman told me; "go ahead, use your mind, speak for me as I give to you.
Tell them our thoughts, it be good for all to know these things". With that comment, it all started.
Even further back, long before we had these internet forums the logic and efforts behind this push
was flowing..
Presently, I write almost entirely for myself. Another shares with me when and if as he sees fit.
Often, to my consternation, and some embarrassment, his Thoughts do not arrive for copy when I
say they will. Truly, this is as it should be.
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I (we) expect none of you to consider anything said here as credible. Everything is given as I
understand it. If you came with a notion that I am someone who sees the future; grab the
children and run far away. For these Thoughts, and my ongoing commentary, are meant to impact
exactly as the "gentleman" said they would. People hear them, and whether believed or not, the
words leave a mark. A mental mark on the trail, if you will. And later, after the world turns, our
little "stacks of rocks" will be easier to understand next time you are passing this way. In fact,
your ability to find your own way will forever be enhanced for having seen this path in a different
light.
Of Myself
I seek nothing and am paid nothing for this effort. CPM allows my discussion for their clients
consideration and perhaps entertainment. It is not given as fact. To this end I offer this as Another
has done; so these works are as free as the wind. My word is to remain, here only, until finished
or as long as MK will accept me. That is all that binds my hand.
I have an old world kind of logic that requires me to stand upon or feel anything I invest my
wealth in. And indeed, my wealth is partially what I know and speak. So to that end, I myself,
some long time ago, have stood within the door of CPM's office! Just to look around. I spoke only
to the woman at the front desk and was known to no one. By my word, this was my only contact
with this fine company.
===========
Now back to the task at hand: some comments and replies.
Instead of writing to every person that has commented to me on USAGOLD Forum over this last
few days, I'll just reference a few and their
---- good words ---and reply further myself.
======
------ "Thanks for working so hard for us, as always" ---Thank you, Mr GRESHAM (smile)
=========
------ "Can ya imagine the parallel to UAW autoworkers in the 80's who were smashing
foreign cars?? How about out of work financiers rallying in downtown Flint against
those "Euro lovin' traitors" who own gold just to undermine the great USA?? I'm
beginning to wonder if finding some cozy place in Europe might be a wise move
someday." -----------Ha! Ha! DRAGONFLY, don't be too hard on humankind! If you decide to go to Europe, keep a place
here also. We are not so bad, just like most of our extended families,,,,,, hate some and love the
others! (grin)
=========
------- "And not to forget MK's latest essay - it's a-(u)wesome." -------COBRA(too), don't ever make the mistake of debating MK! I can see his mind and those letters
stand for "Money Knowledge"! (smile)
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==========
--------- "Dollar use has expanded in the world over for almost 30 years without being
tied to gold, therefore Euro use should do the same. Dollar used the idea of forced
liquidation of contracts in 1971, therefore EU should the same in 2002.--------------GE, just follow your own trail, sir. It will connect to ours soon enough. See you there.
=============
---------Professor von Braun's latest update at The Rocket School of Economics,,,
Excerpt from "Lecture 38"----Hi there, RANDY at the TOWER! Your input did not go without thought. The professor is real sharp
and understands political power. Just look at how Placer Dome has just been forced to formally
relinquished it's holdings in a major south american property. Between Bre-X and government
grabs?????? what a place for us to put our wealth?
Further,
People forget to consider that taxing power is greater than takeover power for governments.
When gold was money in the US, it didn't generate much tax revenue on it's sale. So, they
grabbed the cash that at that time was in the form of gold. They didn't make any friends, but you
have to admit it was a smart move.
But now it would most likely be reversed. Especially if the wealth reserve (gold) most world
nations hold (the US will have a lot less a little later) becomes better taxable as the result of rising
prices. In other words, there is no way governments today will grab gold if they can tax it's trade
and production at far higher rates to gain fiat bookkeeping income. This avenue is part of what is
behind the Free Gold drive that so few can see.
ORO rightly argues that high official taxes are what drive away all economic business endeavors
and kills the tax paying goose. However, if the world's greatest wealth asset (gold) can be put in
such demand that it's price starts a long steady climb,,,,,, without it competing with fiat
money,,,,,, the mines will stay in production even if production is taxed to death and controlled by
a new "Texas Railroad Commission". (Thanks Randy #56039!) Let's see, years from now, a mine
produces gold at a gross dollar cost of $1,300 and ounce,,,,,, then sells for $27,225 an ounce,,,,,,
the government taxes $23,000 an ounce,,,,,, Yup! they will make some good profit on the amount
of allocated production they can do.
Just like oil today,,,,,,,, Free Gold is a good deal for tax income. And most gold industry workers
will stay in their jobs (although some layoffs will happen) even though it's a dirty, almost break
even deal for mine owners. Their business would only get a fraction of the profits from a huge rise
in gold bullion and their shares would wallow in uncertainty as gold soars. But, then again, didn't
your buddy Will Rogers say something about American risk takers,,,,like:
"staying out of the governments path with your investments is the second national pass time
behind baseball"
Ho! Ho! That Will was something!
So, the future may just be a great deal for bullion owners as gold rises! Yes? Even old Aristotle
would not have to sell and pay taxes,,,,,, at least until he wanted to sell to buy a better lifestyle.
Yes, this is the reason that gold production is today and will be later such a bad investment.
Compared to bullion and rare coins, that is! *[With their regular capital gains tax rates.] *(Ed.
note: appended according to following post)
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============================
---------------- "CALL ME SIMPLE, CALL ME WHAT EVER...... BUT THAT BAGS IT FOR
ME" --------------------OK, BUENA FE! You are on the team,,,,,, onward! (smile)
=============
------ "I do not understand FOA's statement that because the ECB decrees it, gold will
not be anywhere, lent or borrowed. Seems to me that what I do with my gold is
outside any jurisdiction of the ECB, and the same is true of many others" --------------Actually GOLDFAN, your feelings were easily comparable to those of drinkers during our American
prohibition. Alcohol was against the law but people did it anyway. In many ways people's actions
are the free market that is so powerful against government laws. During the war, everything from
cigarettes to rubber was rationed and outlawed from typical use. Still, the market often overcame
the law. Heck, even today, drugs and any number of other illegal activities are done as the law
has little ability to stop the same.
But that's not the kind of law what this vision of a Free Gold market will depend on. These
examples above outline rules and laws that restrict actions. For any wealth law to have an effect,
it would have to be a known official protocol on the recourse side of disputed claims. Almost like
how the dollar Legal Tender is a law in the US and mostly a protocol in the rest of the world. It
regulates how you settle currency debts everywhere but has no real jurisdiction overseas. Except
through IMF agreements.
On gold settlement, the comex did as much when it changed it's rules on silver during the 1980
hunt fiasco. By stopping the hunts from settling their futures contracts in physical silver, they
stopped real people from dealing silver thru contract. At least on that exchange.
I don't expect the EBES (Euro Bullion Exchange System or whatever type name they use) to act
exactly, but in the same spirit. No one is going to tell anyone they cannot enter into gold
contracts. Sure, we will be able to borrow, lend, option or sell gold all we want. But, unlike those
overt alcohol laws during prohibition, today's gold party people be able to drink all they want.
(smile) That is deal in all the gold collateral you want. But, if any of those deals go bad because
the other side wants to walk, instead of deliver, you will have to settle in cash. In a Euro court of
law, no one could bind you to physical settlement if the deal was in Euro Legal Tender. Even if it
was in the contract. You would have to accept cash, if contested.
Now, some say this will simply drive all gold deals outside Europe. That's thinking in the present
context. But in the future the dollar reserve and it's credit gold market will be in a shambles with
people running all over the globe just looking for a place to deal gold at all. Credit gold will be a
joke by then as trillions of losses will be outstanding.
The effect of all this would be to drive most every portion of physical gold dealings into "on the
spot" buying and selling. Mostly in Euros. A mine could still borrow, using the value of gold as
collateral, but it would only be the "cash value" of that gold that could be used in settlement (if
the deal went to court). OR physical settlement if both sides had no problem (and stayed out of
court).
This kind of legal protocol change, not unlike changing comex rules of trade, only affects the
financial side of gold and in no way restricts investors from cash spot dealing in physical gold.
Again, it would force the world gold markets to adjust away from copying the old dollar markets
that so manipulated the physical gold price in the first place. Of course, no one would be trying to
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deal gold in dollars then anyway.
In reality, very little physical gold would be borrowed, either ahead of production or from world
stores to sell into the spot market. If one owned gold and wanted to liquidate to buy something,
you would sell it, pay taxes and use your dollars ,,,, errrr Euros! Gold would, over time, rise to
reflect it's real reserve value to both central banks and private owners the world over.
OIL, governments, corporations and families would once again all be buying real gold for the
historic wealth value such a metal imparted to a portion of their total asset savings . The demand
for gold would once again be generated for it's main "historic utility";
"a wealth no social group could inflate thru monetary credit use"
Gold would would then become a moving tradable asset that tended to value currencies in
parallel. A wealth without a country or sponsor. If one preferred to see as MK might, as a money
without a country, that's good too!
The effect would be the same. The physical price on gold would respond to the ebb and flow of a
rare metal no different than the ebb and flow of currencies today. As the always present inflation
tax took away from fiat, as it has done from the beginnings of time,,,,, so too would the various
gains taxes take from gold as it was traded for cash to buy things. There would be no monopoly of
either over the other. The wealth utility of gold would be matched by the necessity utility of digital
money. Fiat would be inflated at "whatever rate" as it stayed in settlement use. Investments
would be made and lost, no different than today in our largely "ungold" fiat money world. Only for
gold, then, it would be purchased for it's longer term ownership by both official and private
interest.
If there is one redeeming consideration here,,,, it is that gold, separate from all money issues,
would rise to reflect all the wealth inherent in the world. Just as it's value did in ancient times. But
remember, when trying to compare values back then, that bottle of olive oil was worth so much
more to life than an equal item is today. However, our modern world has a 1,000,000 times the
total wealth as existed back then. Truly, gold has a long journey of price appreciation before it
even begins to slow. Our children will not see it's full value reached.
Will such a transition be stopped? Not if it benefits the purpose of everyone and this certainly will.
Is it the best? No, I think ORO's directions are the best, but the world has proven we will never
live with it. Much less even try to return to it. War "times 2" will not bring us to gold money again.
Besides, we live in today and tomorrow, not the past and we have changed our economic
dynamics far too much for gold to ever be used as credit money again. Yes, the dollar will fail and
it's whole economic system will slowly (or quickly) fall away. But, we are an energetic lot and have
already planned the next replacement.
So onward we hike to see how the path turns.
===========
OK, enough for now. (smile) I want to thank everyone that read, commented or considered these
thoughts. Both here and on the main forum as well as OROs great works. I'll reply more to other's
posts when I return in a few days. Perhaps then Journeyman and I can go out for some burgers
and beer on the USAGOLD Forum,,,,,, while we talk about our differences on gold (smile).
it's true they say, and now I know,
no one can teach where nations strive to go
we can only grasp this power of mankind
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what conviction to conclude the thoughts of their mind
you hear others who cry so longing for an end
but only history marks that point with a pin
so make this is my task
to give on the chin
the Thoughts of Another from this
Western Gai-Jin
Thanks ALL
TrailGuide

FOA (06/19/01; 19:47:46MT - usagold.com msg#79)
correction
Oh boy,
Left am item out and messed up my poem. Here is the corrected:
So, the future may just be a great deal for bullion owners as gold rises! Yes? Even old Aristotle
would not have to sell and pay taxes,,,,,, at least until he wanted to sell to buy a better lifestyle.
Yes, this is the reason that gold production is today and will be later such a bad investment.
Compared to bullion and rare coins, that is! +++ With their regular capital gains tax rates.++
and
it's true they say, and now I know,
no one can teach where nations strive to go
we can only grasp this power of mankind
what conviction to conclude the thoughts of their mind
you hear others who cry so longing for an end
but only history marks that point with a pin
so make this my task
to give on the chin
the Thoughts of Another from this
Western Gai-Jin
OK, good day to all
(smile)
FOA (06/28/01; 17:36:00MT - usagold.com msg#80)
Sunrise
Hello all,
The sun begins to rise!
Reading Michael's Commentary & Review, posted today at:
------USAGOLD (06/28/01; 09:01:37MT - usagold.com msg#: 57063)
On Kemp, van Eck, and Dogs Who Know When a Storm Is Approaching----I seems some thinkers are seeing what is happening now along with the implications this will have
on our economic structure. MK is right, Mr. Kemp is coming around. So too must any one that
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considers the big picture. Truly, our Randy is not the only person that is tabulating this incredible
pace of money creation.
Today, US money authorities are caught in a trap that can only lead to a real inflation. Not the
little 10% to 20% runs so many were frightened by in the past. Rather a price inflation spiral that
marks the closing era of our dominant currency system,,,,, the dollar reserve.
After all these years of expanding our debts, our business and our leverage in this economy, there
now comes a time when it will expand no more. This is such a time. Once pushed over this hill,
our economic train ride takes on a different feel. Official strategy, policy and thrust is all at once
changed to maintaining the system's function with little regard to long term economic results.
Money quality is abandoned for just some measure of continued money demand. All eyes are
trained on maintaining financial asset values with little regards to saving the main economic
structure's profitability, such as in the manufacturing sector.
Rates are lowered time and time again as money substitutes expand at ever higher rates.
Suddenly there is now no room for a fed induced business slowdown. Because such a change
would not just slow the economy, as in the past,,,,,, it would wreck the actual currency structure.
We have but to notice the reverse reaction present in today's exchange rates, compared to years
gone by. All at once, the currency must have inflationary policy to keep the exchange rate up.
Where in the past such a lowering of interest rates along with a money expanding drive would
have driven the dollar down. With this understanding alone, we can know our system is over the
hill,,,,,, past the end of our currency timeline,,,,,, heading down into the final inflation.
As long as the Euro can stay behind the dollar on exchange rates,,,,, our trade deficit must
grow,,,, our internal manufacturing sector must weaken,,,,, and our financial structure must have
ever more money aggregate expansion to stay solvent. This is the deadly cycle we are in. To
escape, we would have to lock down our money expansion in a way that, today, would crash the
dollar and cede it's reserve function to the Euro. Our bet is that we will inflate until the system
fails completely. Truly, the ECB and most of EuroLand has made the same bet.
On the subject of dollar strength:
This is not the first time investors have picked the bones of a dying economy. The examples are
there for reference. During the fall of Rome, traders flocked into the city to trade property and do
deals,,,,,,, even as hell approached from the north. Today, the world is biding up our currency in
the same insane attempt to catch the last trade before the golden goose is gone.
Where will wealth travel:
The Euro system did not build this trap. We built it ourselves by demanding a lifestyle that only
debt could produce. As the years passed, our trap only grew larger. The Euro project is the result
of planers seeing our trend and making ready for it's eventual finish. Yes, they are just like us but
the only difference is that their train is only a small way up the hill while ours is already on the
other side,,, picking up speed to the bottom. Will investors jump ship later, as big time dollar price
inflation begins to mark our system to the market? Some say they won't. I say the same
mentality that drives traders to buy goods in our burning dollar house today will easily send
wealth to EuroLand when everything here is on fire. Look around, consider the Western perception
and you judge for yourself.
Further along
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Michael's mention of Bill Gate's wealth being enough to almost buy our gold reserves should speak
volumes to Western Gold Bugs. Still, most of them still talk of $500,,, $600,,, $800 gold as a
worthy level. It's as if they were lost in some time warp of years gone by. Truly, our money
inflation has soared so fast and so far gold's real price implications are completely off their radar
screen. With comments like; "$1500 gold would mean total financial destruction in this
country",,,and ,,, " the gold price will only match inflation, so there is no gain in it" ,,,, it's clear
they are lost in time and space.
Physical gold will soar when our burning dollars render the anglo paper gold credit system
unworkable. Real bullion will never be able to service existing paper gold credits. Most owners will
be forced to accept trailing currency payments that come in at hundreds of percent below actual
bullion prices.
Because our dollar reserve structure has shielded us from a true price inflation, gold players keep
looking at modern production costs as an accurate gauge to judge even the commodity production
price of gold. Using that as reasoning that gold can't rise to far. Using the old logic of: " if we can
produce gold for $350, then $2,000 gold would bring tonnes of it out of the woodwork and the
ground!"
Well, if the dollar reserve function was removed, real goods price inflation in the production cost of
gold would drive it's base dollar cost into the $0,000+++ range. And even that would only
accommodate the price inflation currently in the system. With the end time drive of dollar
inflation, we are now entering, gold production costs worldwide,,,, in dollar terms will soar.
Just this small area of gold's commodity function should send signals that gold prices are far
removed from even Western Gold Bug reality. Truly, it will later rise to a level beyond imagination.
Still further
The fact that people are thinking out loud (in the WSJ) about allowing gold to go free ,,,, even
clearing out the US reserves,,,,,, indicates the enormity of any workout to balance the current
Bullion Bank mismatch. Free Gold and Credit Paper gold cannot coexist once the credit side has
expanded for so long. The markdown within the banking credit system would discount all credit
gold for years to come. The anglo dollar system for expanding gold credit assets would be gone
for a long, long time.
In reality it should be clear to anyone that knows how governments react when the system cannot
balance. Everyone goes home with what's in their hand,,,,,, as laws are abrogated and contracts
are dissolved. Settlement comes in the form of something less than real, mostly cash below the
mark. Stationary assets in the ground are tagged to pay way more than their fair share of the
workout. Leaving the owners in the same boat as the paper players.
So, on we go,,,, as events give shape to a ghostly illusion "noone" could see from afar. The world
turns and a new currency is formed,,,,,, and a new gold market takes shape.
We not only watch,,,,, we watch with understanding!
TrailGuide
---END of (Archive IV) May 2001 through June 2001---
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July 2001 to September 2001 (Archive V) – The Trail Widens
FOA (07/12/01; 21:16:43MT - usagold.com msg#81)
On the trail.
Has everyone seen West Side Story? Or for that matter any story that portrayed human group
loyalties and commitment. How about the Three Musketeers? These stories and plays reflect our
involvement in groups and often depict how we stand together as a team. In the first case a gang,
in the second as "all for one and one for all". In the second, if one member is insulted it's a
reflection on the whole group. If that hurt one walks away then the whole bunch is suppose to
walk together?
Well, it's no different in political circles, too. My interaction here at USAGOLD is similar to a tiny
part of our political world. A world some of my friends call home, no less. It's very clear to most of
them that I'm not actually political here, just calling plays as I see them on the field. All done for
the benefit of whomever has tuned into this station and wishes to hear.
It should also be clear that I have walked away this time, just enough to still honor the cause. Far
enough to make a point,,, yet close enough that my private thoughts and discussions can still be
heard. Thoughts and discussion with a message of gold's evolving place in the world.
So, on this Trail only, I now must remain.
Onward
As we begin today, I noticed a side path that lead away from the GoldTrail. At it's end I see a
group of people listening to some person standing on a tiny stage. Let's ease over there and see
what this funny looking guy is saying.
Onward now,,, quietly:
================
Gentlemen, thank you for coming here today. Once again I'll be offering up some of my views
pertaining to gold's new place in the world. For those new here we are covering the subject,
today, in a somewhat broader manner. Again, thank
you for your time and consideration.
I see we have several Americans here tonight. Good! You can help explain to anyone seated next
to you, what "a roadrunner" is. That little ground running bird is native to a good portion of the
southwestern United States: the object of a children's cartoon years ago. It seemed he was
always running around some mountain curve at incredible speeds! I always liked the part when he
would chase other characters so fast that he sometimes ran right off the cliff side road! Then
ended up suspended in mid air; his little legs going full speed as if he never knew he left the road.
Ha! Ha! You know, I always think of that image when listening to modern Western Gold Bugs.
Especially over the last ten years or so. Like our "roadrunner" cartoons, they carried their hard
metal message so long and so fast that they ran right off the Trail, too. Not knowing that our Gold
path would one day curve and follow it's natural way back to it's beginnings.
Over this time a lot of hard money thinkers stayed suspended in that same position. Right up
there in the open for all to see. Over and over they would look over at us "new thinkers", standing
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on the mountain and yell:
---"you fells are on soft economic ground and it's all gona slide out from under ya"!----Hearing that we would lean over the edge and just yell back;
------"we know that, but mind your legs guys and keep um moving"! It's a long way down if you
stop out there!" ---------Ho! Ho! Ok, all of you can see where I am going with this.
=============================
For years we had this image in our heads that gold was a hedge. A hedge against what? You name
it: war, disease, bankruptcy, inflation, bank failure, money failure! If something caused a problem
in mankind's world, then gold was a good thing to perform as a hedge against it.
It didn't take much leg work to research why so many thought that way. We had a whole world of
history to reference this and the last couple of centuries produced copious works by noted
economic thinkers on the subject. Most all of their work could be boiled down into a few simple
concepts for us lesser minds to understand.
Let's see...... gold is money...... gold was used as money....... and gold circulated as official
government money not too many decades ago. And one more........ no currency could live without
gold money backing it.
So, it seemed that if for any good reason we had a disturbance in "the economic force" then all
roads must eventually lead back to gold use in it's well known money context. It's demand would
surge while it's price rose and that price action would hedge our other loses. That is loses we
incurred to our net worth because of any of these mentioned problems. Fair enough. I can
understand that. In fact, I think most everyone did.
-------------------------------------------But what happened? Over the last 30 years or so, something seemed to be changing in the way
all of us perceived our need for gold. Indeed, was it perhaps that this new world was ignorant of
the fact that a fiat currency could never last as money? Was mankind now blind to the known fact
that a fiat currency, once removed from it's association with real gold money, was dead on arrival?
From 1971 thru 1980, we had every form of the above mentioned problems. In triplicate! Our
dollar, stripped of gold backing, was surely on it's last legs and slowly sliding into failure. It was
officially a fiat currency that we all were taught would burn from inflation in a short time. Yes, gold
went to $800 but it should have kept on going if it was this historic money? There were enough
dollar assets in the world to buy up every ounce and then some! Thereby replacing all that fiat
wealth with gold wealth! Still, the real demand for actual physical gold failed to drive the price
higher or sop up any and all gold offered. Something just didn't add up.
We were not without teachings on this! Anyone, with any understanding of economic function or
hard money theory, knew that super price inflation was coming and that action would drive the
real demand for gold to the moon. Still, it didn't happen. Our dollar price inflation was mild by
failing fiat standards and gold never left the launch site.
---------------------
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Another fifteen years went by. A period of time that should have vaporized any circulating fiat
currency, unattached to gold. Especially as the world's reserve currency was printed in numbers
that only a computer could add up. It seemed the general public was not as lost as hard money
thought predicted. They kept right on dealing and saving in dollars, leaving physical gold to drift.
Looking closer at the big picture:
It further seemed that through out our recent decades of changing economic function, the use and
need for currency fiat was being impacted by a new demand use. Something not fully understood,
but there never the less. This market action was not lost to some planners. Planners in big
political systems that had opposite game plans from each other. Both trying to use fiat's and
gold's changing function for their own advantage. On one side their designs would eventually
rework everything, including removing our dollar system. On the other their reasoning was to just
survive... gold or no.
Truly, over this time, we experienced every form of financial dislocation. Some inflation with some
deflation,,, wars and political failure,,, 3rd world economic failures and even swings between small
storms and perfect storms! Still, underneath it all, riding just beneath the surface, this "new
demand" force was affecting the use of what most thought was a worthless currency. Helping to
keeping fiat use in tact, even without it's needed gold money backing. Something different was
happening. Something as unique and impossible to hard money thought as "computer bytes" were
once unique and impossible to the function of a new economic world.
=========================
To be sure, this whole fiat system was engaged for political motivations. Governments waged war
against gold and other fiats for various reasons. Some factions fought gold to protect the image of
their currency. This was a throwback to 30 years ago and was still important to certain big
players.
Until a few years ago, a currencies gold price still indicated said currencies value. Some also
waged war to keep gold in a range so others could accumulate real physical cheaper. Almost like
an economic bribe?
In these and other functions, credit gold was employed to shape a lower trading price for physical
gold. As long as the currency using public or the gold using industry didn't demand too much gold
to settle expiring credit gold contracts,,,,, the unlimited nature of fiat based gold trading allowed
as much paper gold to be sold to as many that wanted to buy. While all of this was but simple
political maneuvering, it could not have been pulled off without the help of that mentioned above;
a "new currency demand".
Political forces noticed that the public was well attached to using fiat without gold backing. Most
were more engaged to bet on gold's price, as a hedge, instead of owning gold outright, as a
hedge. With such a setup in play, the paper gold market could be expanded without physical
settlement
fear. All the more so if traders, betting mostly on gold's price, feared a currency loss as much as
physical delivery. In this, they always dumped their dropping contracts to settle in cash before the
dreaded delivery ever came.
For sure, over all this time people brought and kept gold in large amounts. But that demand and
it's trading volume was a trifle in the overall physical and paper trading volume.
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================
The total demand for holding physical gold as a hedge was falling away just as it was needed to
force credibility upon a inflating world dollar gold system. Without full physical demand, gold
stores, worldwide could circulate in an ever lower price spiral. Always leading it's old disgruntled
owners to sell, fulfilling just enough settlement for the next real gold buyer. Only to be repeated
again and again as the paper system produced another lower value for each new buyer/ owner.
Eventually bringing gold to it's plateau price today. Where it is trapped between the falling
demand to use physical ownership to hedge currency risk and digital currency's new use demand
that keeps economic players in the fiat game.
I suspect that if a tremendous dislocation event occurred today,,, under the current dollar gold
system,,,, our paper gold price would indeed collapse! It would do this as investors committed to
hard money thought failed their own cause. Them and others would continued to cycle real gold
out of their portfolios,,,, round and round the circuit,,,,,, as contract gold prices fell away. Contract
owners would drive those prices ever lower in their rush to escape even the illusion of delivery.
To the incredible shock of our modern "roadrunners" their gold would slowly fall in almost any
financial panic. Falling in price as their neighbors traded each and every last ounce down to the
bottom. Only if a complete currency / banking washout occurred would gold find demand as a real
wealth trading vehicle again. The only kind of demand in our modern world that will once again
return gold to it's ancient value ranges.
But this is not the end of the story. Nor is it how the final act of this play will unfold. I expect the
above wealth demand to be politically reinstated. And timed to destroy the credibility of our
current dollar paper gold system.
This ongoing discussion will embrace and follow this political reality as it unfolds in our time.
Unfolding into what is about to become the greatest bull market in gold our world has ever seen.
To fully understand how this will come about, we need to understand how some political forces are
using both gold's and fiat's changing function in our modern economic structure. To grasp that, we
all must understand what money is today, yesterday and tomorrow.
So keep those little feet going mr. roadrunner!
We will pull you back in long before gold hits $30,000.
Count on it! (smile)
===================================
===========
OK folks, this is more than one can stand for a day. Let's quietly ease back to the trail and think
about all that for a while.
Michael, Randy,,,,,, I hope this system has a lot of space because I can tell that I (errrr,,I mean
this fella) has a lot to say! He also needs to address where others think his view is all wrong. Who
knows? I could be all wet! It's going to be an long discussion for everyone reading, too!
Especially if you two guys join in?
Uhhhh,,,,, I didn't mean that the way it sounded (smile)
thanks
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TrailGuide
================================
FOA (07/16/01; 12:42:07MT - usagold.com msg#82)
The evolving message of gold
Hello everyone,
Once again, after walking only a short distance, we come to a clearing where a speaker is
beginning his talk. Let's just stand here on the hillside and quietly listen!
==================================
Ladies and gentlemen, good evening an welcome to our ongoing traveling talks on the changing
world of gold. Thanks again for being here and we will get started now.
Much thanks to the USAGOLD people for recording and reproducing these discussions. Also a
hardy appreciation to their Randy for organizing all our thoughts as they were presented in the
TrailGuide context.
I begin tonight by reading an item from the very first TrailGuide walk. Then proceeding on to
expand in more detail from our points in earlier talks. For the benefit of those who missed our last
discussion, this thought picks up that theme very well:
"""""""""""""""" Our most broad view, expressing our strongest position is this:
From ten or perhaps twenty years ago a political will, a concept, was being formed that would
today change the economic architecture and power structure of the world. Within this change,
gold would undergo one of the most visible transformations since it was first used as money. We
expect that, starting three or four years ago, the gold market itself has started responding to this
sea change. As such, in our time, physical gold will enter the greatest bull phase in it's human use
history. This my friends is the very trail we walk today. During our hikes and fireside chats, we will
point out this political will, consider the logic and express our reasoning for this position. All the
while observing the "river current", in the form of events, that will soon confirm our
view."""""""""""""""""""""""""
=======================
First off, I want all of you to know that I was a hard money Gold Bug for decades. Actually, I still
am in many ways. Yes, in spirit I am one of those little "roadrunners" mentioned in our last talk.
Still storming down the gold money trail. Fortunately for me, and my portfolio position, I started
looking at a realistic human / political side of money thought. A side most of us never grasped
quickly enough to help us; because evolution was changing it before our understanding could
catch up. My slow learning curve was speeded up with help from some very sharp people. Today I
still see things using a hard money position; but, just as the world has turned and time passed by,
my position has evolved quickly enough to flow with our human tide.
==============
The major object of our discussion tonight is this thought:
--- the present state of affair in our gold market isn't just the result of political motive alone. --
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I'm carrying this over from our last talk; that mentioned a new demand for fiat.
Yes, it's true; a simple political motive explanation would, indeed, solve all our problems. For
many Gold Bugs this explanation does end their need to think much further on the subject, but
their continued financial loses in the gold arena says their problem was never solved as such.
Indeed, there is plenty of political push and pull going on to overtly move the market and we will
later cover most of that in other talks. But, to underscore our isolated point, tonight, we magnify
a few thoughts.
==================
Had the dollar run it's inflationary course, in a manner and time period that history records all
fiats as doing, there would have not been any contest for us to follow. From 1971, had dollar
prices of everything soared, as hard money theory said it should have, every asset in the world
would have seen hyper prices reflecting our run from this inflating currency. Perhaps not all of the
wealth held in dollars would have went into real gold: some of it surely would have competed
against the politically contrived paper gold markets. But, in spite of official thrusts, enough cash
would have went into physical to drive it's physical dollar price to at least $1,000 or $3,000 over
the last 30 years. It didn't.
The dollar did very much inflate from a printing press viewpoint and did so without massive price
inflation. A 30 year repudiation of much hard money dictum. This tremendous rate of currency
creation could not have been contained in a way that held off price rises with coordinated Central
Bank support alone. The amounts of currency created and the build up of official assets held in CB
vaults, to support the inflating currency, did not come close to matching each other. Even in a
reverse fractional banking context. This one observation, simple to grasp as it is, points to another
demand for fiat currency that did not exist when hard money thought was first built.
Over the last few decades a new demand use for digital money, or fiat unbacked paper money,
has helped absorb most of this extra printing. The velocity of and gross increases of both private
and world trade gave a use to worthless digital transactions and helped build a value that didn't
exist in fiat currency before. This effect had to be real, because the world took in every last dollar
that was printed and didn't dump them off to buy other real assets. A process that would have
matched printed money rates to price inflation rates! I'm speaking of dollars alone, of course.
And there is more to observe that this alone.
======================
In recent society's demonstrated use of unbacked fiat currency, they were advancing a trend to
use currency in trade only; while owning wealth assets outside the known money context. As
society advanced and trading volumes mushroomed, the need for more digital units increased
more so from their trading function than their value retaining function.
This process was rendering the whole school of hard money thought useless as a strategy to to
defend one's savings from inflation: as these inflating digital units failed to create a meaningful
price inflation. The expanding universe of fiat was best used to gather real wealth, at stable fiat
values, each time the fiat cycled through your domain. The object became; to gain fixed value
wealth in quantity instead of gaining finite wealth and waiting for it to gain in value.
This is all completely beside the point that all this action will one day destroy the dollar unit as a
saving / debt denominating vehicle. We will get to that later. Right now we are gaining an
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understanding about this money evolution in it's basic trade use and how we should advance
ourselves using it.
====================
Owning wealth aside from official money units is nothing new. Building up one's storehouse of a
wealth of things is the way societies have advanced their kind from the beginning. What is new is
that this is the first time we have used a non wealth fiat for so long without destroying it through
price inflation. Again, a process of using an unbacked fiat to function as money and building up
real assets on the side. Almost as if two forms of wealth were circulating next to each other; one
in the concept of money and the other in the concept of real wealth.
This trend is intact today and I doubt mankind will ever pull back from fiat use again. Fiat used
solely in the function of a money concept that I will explain of in a moment. If we inflate this
currency to it's death, and I expect we will, then the world will just start a new one and the
process goes on. Note the minor examples of this process in various third world currencies as they
kill their own kind and advance to using the king fiat dollar. The local currency printers eventually
fail their task, so the next nation state's fiat comes into use. Currently, in the major category, the
dollar is giving way to the Euro. Ha! Ha! In logical progression of this we will, one day three
hundred years from now, be using the new mighty Argentina whatever as the world's next great
fiat. (smile)
=======================================
Understanding all of this money evolution, in it's correct context, is vital to grasping gold's
eventual place in the world. A place where it once proudly stood long ago. In the time before us,
fiat monetary policy, interest rates, appropriate debt levels and even speculative stock market
binges will all be regulated to how a fiat does it's singular job of being just money; not functioning
as a long term savings vehicle. How well that job is performed will depend on a free market
trading value of gold wealth.
All of this transition is killing off our Gold Bug dream of official governments declaring gold to be
money again and reinstitution some arbitrary gold price. Most of the death, on that hand, is in the
form of leveraged bets on gold's price as the evolution of gold from official money to a wealth
holding bleeds away any credible currency pricing of gold's value in the short run.
To understand gold we must understand money in it's purest form; apart from it's manmade
convoluted function of being something you save. Money in it's purest form is a mental association
of values in trade; a concept in memory not a real item. In proper vernacular; a 1930s style US
gold coin was stamped in the act of applying the money concept to a real piece of tradable wealth.
Not the best way to use gold, considering our human nature.
=======================
Modern society thought, has taken a step beyond our schooled understanding of money. Going
beyond, by taking a step backwards and embracing a practice more real. By accepting and using
dollars today, that have no inherent form of value, we are reverting to simple barter by value
association. Assigning value to dollar units that can only have a worth in what we can complete a
trade for. In effect, refining modern man's sophisticated money thoughts back into the plain
money concept if first began as; a value stored in your head! Sound like something that's way
over your
head of understanding? I'll let you teach yourself.
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==================
So, you think we have come a long way from the ancient barter system; where uneducated
peoples simply traded different items of value for what they thought they were worth. Crude, slow
and demanding, these forms of commerce would never work today because we are just too busy.
Think again?
Lean back and think of all the items you can remember the dollar price for? Quite a few, yes?
Now, run through your mind every item in your house; wall pictures, clothes, pots and pans,
furniture, Tvs, etc.? Mechanics can think about all the things in the garage, tools, oil, mowers. If
one thinks hard enough they can remember quite well what they paid for each of these. Even
think of things you used at work? Now try harder; think of every item you can remember and try
to guess the dollar value of it within, say, 30%. Wow, that is a bunch to remember, but we do do
it!
I have seen studies where, on average, a person can associate the value of over 1,000 items
between unlike kinds by simply equating the dollar price per unit. Some people could even do two
or three thousand items. The very best were some construction cost estimators that could reach
10,000 or more price associations!
Still think we have come a long way from trading a gallon of milk for two loves of bread? In
function, yes; in thought no! Aside from the saving / investing aspects of money, our process of
buying and selling daily use items hasn't changed all that much. You use the currency as a unit to
value associate the worth of everything. Not far from rating everything between a value of one to
ten; only our currency numbers are infinite. Now, those numbers between one and ten have no
value, do they? That's right, the value is in your association abilities. This is the money concept,
my
friends.
Unlike the efficient market theory that was jammed down our throats in schools, we all still use
value associations to grasp what things are worth to us. Yes, the market may dictate a different
price, but we use our own associations to judge whether something is trading too high or too low
for our terms. We then choose to buy or sell at market anyway, if we want to.
In this, we have moved little from basic barter. In this, we are understanding that an unbacked
fiat works because we are returning to mostly bartering with one another. A fiat trading unit works
today because we make it take on the associated value of what we trade it for; it becomes the
very money concept that always resided in our brains from the beginnings of time.
In this, a controlled fiat unit works as a trading medium; even as it fails miserably as a retainer of
wealth the bankers and lenders so want it to be.
================================
The American dollar has brought it's makers a lifestyle that is at odds with this new thrust in
money use. A reserve currency today must allow it's value to be set solely upon it's money
function, not it's function of retaining wealth. Use trends today are forcing money creation policy
and money values to be determined by wealth outside the official money realm. All the while the
dollar holders are fighting to stop this from happening. Free Gold markets would today destroy the
current dollar exchange rates and render it's debt creation null and void as a proxy to buy us
things for free. Much is at risk to the lifestyle our old gold dollar relationships brought us if gold
trades free. Much is to be gained for wealth savers, today, who buy gold for it's wealth function
and forget it's current dollar created price.
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================
I'll go further into the other aspect of money titled; "Who said we were suppose to save this
stuff"!
Next time in our talks on the evolving message of gold. Good night and thank you for being here.
=========================================
Ok, folks! I checked the schedule and there are several more of these talks coming. After those
are done, we can take a real good hike and check out where the trail is going. The GoldTrail that
is!
Thanks all
TrailGuide

FOA (07/20/01; 09:57:51MT - usagold.com msg#83)
Why do we need to save this stuff anyway?
Hello everyone.
Can't believe I brought folding chairs on the trail! (smile) I guess I'll also take notes with the
others here. Hey, lower in the front, I can't see! OK, it's getting started. Let's hear what that guy
is getting into this time.
=======================
Good evening. I hope all of you rested well into the morning and had time to consider our
thoughts from last night. Today's talk is, once again, a more detailed continuation of our theme:
the evolving message of gold. I'll begin now.
Again I'll read a small piece from the TrailGuide series and use some slight editing to make it more
clear. From that we can move into our subject:
"""""""" Our modern gold market and the price illusion it creates is little more than a product of
the fiat dollar system; a design that denominates the trading of most gold credits in a contract
form. Is it a free market? Why yes, very free. But, really free, in the sense that contract supply is
unlimited. Investors and the gold industry, in total, brought into this paper based gold; even
though they fully well knew 90% of the trading volume was represented by only cash equity
collateral on the other side. Some of it private and some of it official. Knowing that, they somehow
expected that those contracts were limited in creation by the fixed amount of gold in the world.
Their mistake, not the markets.
Clearly, anyone schooled in classic hard money Thought should have known that this was but
another gold inflation; another version of a typical fiat gold inflation and a transitory era between
money systems. This was a time to gather gold over years, not invest in the leveraged aspects of
gold's new fiat versions. Nor, to buy into the gold industry that owed it's life and cash profits to
the
maintenance of such a system; transitory as it was."""""""
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====================
To paraphrase that TrailGuide thought let's repeat what I said last night:
""The expanding universe of fiat was best used to gather real wealth, at stable fiat values, each
time the fiat cycled through your domain. The object became; to gain fixed value wealth in
quantity instead of gaining finite wealth and waiting for it to gain in value.""
Anyone, that understood this new fiat era, knew that this is how you handled the evolving
process. For myself and others, knowing that gold's inherent value could not change much and
was historically undervalued in it's comparative value to all things, we brought gold in quantity.
We tossed aside Western concerns about shifting currency prices of gold. We did not try to paper
leverage a finite amount of it; as some were trying to do in betting for a higher currency price to
come. A price value, by the way, that would never arrive in this era. That higher dollar currency
price, so many were leveraging for, would not be allowed to surface in paper values while the
present pricing system still functioned.
It was plain as day that the whole world could sell gold short; with most financing deals and
future deliveries predominantly structured towards cash settlement. With little more than margin
money and no gold at all; you, me and that "man behind the tree" could all help set the price of
gold lower with little thought of dealing in actual physical metal. With such a system firmly
ensconced in investor minds, as the one and only true gold market, only a partial percentage of
the coming price rise could ever be reflected on paper; as gold's price discovery system was and
is eventually inflated until it fails it's purpose.
Such is the way our gold arena has evolved in our present financial culture. This entire realm
represents the conclusion of a convoluted, decades long, attempt by mankind to tie his fiat money
concepts to physical gold. These centuries of gold / money tie-ins will end in a colossal breakup of
the entire fiat money plus gold concept; leaving gold and fiat to trade independently of each other.
Unfortunately, it's the dollar's watch this will all end on as this gold failure is running in parallel to
the dollar ending it's position as a world reserve currency.
====================================
The dollar faction's war on gold is now lost as their whole system of fiat gold creaks under a load
of failing credibility. That failing credibility is being driven home as the Euro system pumps far
more dollar based paper gold sales into the system than their actual physical gold sales. All the
while structuring a stand alone system, aside our present dollar gold world, that will later identify
gold's
pure value in traded physical only form. For all of Europe, London sales included, the BIS
sanctioned Washington Agreement was little more than a settlement of some official accounts;
taking their CBs somewhat out of harm's way prior to an unimaginable rise in gold values.
The US Treasury, coming a little late to this recognition, is trying to get in the game by renaming
some of it's gold stocks. They are trying to show some involvement; but their political motive, to
actually deed over their gold, will only become powerful enough after the real breakup begins. The
great gold reserves, so many Americans think they own, will leave our shores at prices we will
later think are sky high; only to watch those values double and triple again! The US will be forced
to use a good portion of it's gold to just keep the dollar in the game; still, no amount of gold will
make it a reserve currency again.
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=========================================
The incredible simple design, of using gold in the Euro political thrust, is what has hidden it from
our Western view. So far, have we advanced, that few of us can fathom gold ownership having any
purpose outside using it for leverage gain and credit lending. Four fifths of the rest of the world
will later grasp the Euro concept and embrace it completely.
While many in the gold industry note the harm this paper selling is doing, we can hardly fault the
Euro side's reasoning behind the paper sales. It's no different than selling short a stock you think
is going to become worthless. Any investors that brought these paper gold goodies, because they
thought they represented real gold, can just put up the cash and ask for delivery! The trouble is
that the ones that point to the Euro CB sales and yell the loudest, never had the cash to buy or
intended to buy gold anyway. They played the game for more dollars, not gold! They cannot see
the different political gold reasoning behind Euro faction thrust vs. dollar faction thrust and
proclaim that these are one in the same. Confusing the issue for all gold investors.
And the beat goes on!
===========================
Looking back, for a moment, at our last talk about the money concept; we can see where most of
our money failings originated from our thinking that gold was, itself, money. Actually one writer,
on the USAGOLD forum, hit the nail on the head when he said that; "money is just a book keeping
accounting of real wealth". Indeed, as we mentioned in our last talk, money is an associated value
in your memory and, for help, usually recorded on paper.
We were first alerted to the "gold is money" flaw years ago. When considering the many
references to gold being money, in ancient texts, several things stood out. We began to suspect
that those translations were somewhat slanted. I saw many areas, in old text, where gold was
actually more in a context of; his money was in account of gold or; the money account was gold
or; traded his money in gold. The more one searches the more one finds that in ancient times
gold was simply one item that could account for your money values. To expand the reality of the
thought; everything we trade is in account of associated money values; nothing we trade is
money!
The original actual term of money was often in a different concept. In those times barter, and their
crude accounts of the same, were marked down or remembered as so many pots, furs, corn, tools
traded. Gold became the best accepted tradable wealth of the lot and soon many accountings
used gold more than other items to denominate those trades. Still, money was the account, the
rating system for value, the worth association in your head. Gold, itself, became the main wealth
object used in that bookkeeping.
This all worked well for hundreds and perhaps thousands of years as fiat was never so well used
or considered. Over time, society became accustomed to speaking of gold in the context of money
accounting. Translations became all the more relaxed as gold and money accounting terms were
mingled as one in the same. It was a subtle difference, then, but has become a major conflict in
the money affairs of modern mankind; as gold receipts became fiat gold and bankers combined
fiat money accounting with gold backing.
=================================
Last night we alluded that humans have not changed all that much in their barter trade
associations. We, today, use fiat record keeping to associate trades for every thing we want. It's in
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the same mental concept people used a thousand years ago. Our tendency is to freely trade and
value things up and down the association scale; that flexibility in our association accounting
means fiats cannot remained fixed to any real wealth. In modern money terms and concepts; that
means the prices of all things must be free to flow up and down in any amount. Our modern
perceptions of inflation and deflation upon debt values only serve to destroy the understanding of
this basic drive.
This need to change valuations is a human trait and is the main force that keeps attempting to
break gold free from modern money attachments. We inherently wish to use gold as wealth and
trade it's changing value within the same universe of moving values all other tradable things exist
in. However, for credit banking sake, we tried to fix gold's value into our fiat money accounting so
we could lend the "money concept itself"; lend money in lieu of real things. As just said, gold
could never be attached rigidly in our accounting money concept because that requires it's value
to be fixed
============================
Our world has built fiat system after fiat system; and all upon the notion that the money concept
can be lent in lieu of lending wealth. This debt, in money terms, requires said money values to
remain stable or the banking system fails it's purpose. In this, governments, banks and political
stylists always try to entwine gold into the money system and control it's value for the sake of
money debt viability. Such is the conflict in our gold money culture today. Our dollar is just one
more fiat coming to the end of it's timeline as it's basic flawed concept, again, destroys the savers
wealth.
The question stands in modern times: Why do we need to save this stuff anyway? Indeed, fiat is
only a trading medium that reflects our 1 to 10 value rating of any good in trade; and that rating
is a just value for only a short time. Fiat purpose is maintained for those that save it for later use
over short terms, not long term accumulation as wealth or for spending far in the future. Real
wealth is what humans save for the future and this is where our basic instincts drive us.
The incredible explosion of fiat use, sense it became a non wealth holding in 1971, bears this out.
Fiat values, the world over, reflect only our tradable values placed on all things. The dollar, nor the
Euro, have any value of themselves except for the denomination of tradable goods. The mismatch
that has occurred is in the massive debt our world dollar use has developed. A debt that cannot be
traded back into the US economy to receive goods at anything close to today's prices.
For years American lifestyles encouraged it's political system to protect their banking /debt
credibility at all costs; so we could buy others real goods without sending real wealth to pay for it.
We did this in the only way we knew how; in body, mind and spirit, our political economic purpose
promoted the dollar and it's debt to be as good as gold and a substitute for real wealth holdings.
Even a substitute for real wealth to be held in reserve behind other currencies! Still, in parallel to
this US thrust; for thirty years fiat use evolved on it's own to embrace the non wealth trading
aspects of "the money concept". Leaving in it's wake a world of worthless dollar debt as people
brought wealth outside the "money concept" anyway. We are, today, in a transition away from
that dollar mess and much of our wealth illusion will passing from our grasp in the process.
In every way, society is trading it's way back to where it started. In the process, gold will find a
new value from it's history in the past:
" a wealth of ages savings for your future of today."
Thank you for attending these workshops. We will continue these discussions for a time and later
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envelop current events into our thoughts. It's been my pleasure, good evening.
==================================
OK,,,,, I'm out of here,,,,,I think I'll just fold my chair,,,,, hike over to the Trail restaurant for some
Tuscany vintage and good Italian food,,,,, not to mention a plate full of political sauce. (smile)
Amazing how the GoldTrail connects to so many parts of life, society and economics!
Thanks
TrailGuide

FOA (07/26/01; 18:08:48MT - usagold.com msg#84)
"The wind will blow"
Hello all!
I thought it was a good idea to tack this notice on a large tree.
It says that:
"another talk is to be given here tomorrow (fri) on the evolving message of gold"...... The Wind
Will Blow!
Ok,,,,, good enough for me,,,, I'll bring some coffee and snacks. Unless a storm blows in and
shuts down the presentation,,, we'll see everyone then.
TrailGuide
FOA (07/27/01; 15:20:44MT - usagold.com msg#85)
"The Wind Will Blow"
Welcome to our next series of talks on the evolving message of gold. Today's discussion is titled;
"The Wind Will Blow".
==========
As our modern society has evolved, we currently use fiat and own wealth in a way that
demonstrates exactly where both values stand within our lifestyles. The examples abound
everywhere in personal finances. Fiat has, today, become both a trading medium and short term
savings asset. This long trend, in American money use, suggest that an acceptable price inflation
cost for both theses uses has been evident for some time. Even though world use of our reserve
currency has made an illusion of most of our real costs structures.
The concept that wealth is the long term savings asset that most strive to attain has been evident
also. Even with US taxes on it's profits, real wealth assets still overcome that disadvantage by
providing far less risk in an increasingly hostile world. However, in the background, behind the
enormous, overshadowing expansion of public and personal debt, this new meaning and usage's
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of wealth and fiats are difficult to perceive. Most of what the general public has come to believe as
real wealth is simply forms of paper ownership of wealth producing industries and paper claims on
real assets that can never be recovered at today's values. This is true in most all items, not just
gold.
Aside from Western cultures taking this debt expansion far beyond their means, our trend of
buying things and not saving fiat currency, long term, should have sent a signal to money
officials; but it didn't. Dollar inflation was exploding to meet a new fiat use demand and not
creating a price inflation to match: a process that should have encouraged our economic engines,
the people, to save the currency itself. In hindsight, they were spending it; not to escape future
run-a-way price rises, rather they were doing what comes natural; trying to save real wealth by
buying it. Even if they were buying mostly a value illusion.
======================
After 1971, the entire dollar system was too far down the debt road to change step; that is to
allow all forms of real things to fluctuate up and down in dollar value. This would have required
gold to rise into several thousands, even then! They were still trying to maintain dollar value for
the viability of expanding dollar debt and that meant changing was not an option; especially for a
system built on debt that required the illusion of a stable gold price. Still, the nature of fiat use
was changing the world over and would have grave consequences for our entire dollar support
system years later.
========
Contrary to Western thought, our use of money has not changed since time began. It's true that
"Gold is the only money the world has ever known"; as long as one accepts that barter is the only
trade the world has ever known. In the context of barter, gold has been our only money. Once we
stamped gold with official unit sizes, perhaps done a thousand years ago, money became an
associated value used as an intermediary between uncompleted barter.
We barter goods and services, today and anytime money has been used, using a bookkeeping
system of value comparisons; all done to better convey a sense of values between ourselves. All
done in the confines of what we call our world economy. The use of fiat today involves half a
barter trade; then keeping the currency as an associated value and hoping it doesn't lose too
much of that value before we complete the other half of the transaction. This works in a high
speed trading environment where fiat is not saved long term.
I'll read an item from our last talk:
"""" Fiat purpose is maintained for those that save it for later use over short terms, not long term
accumulation as wealth or for spending far in the future. Real wealth is what humans save for the
future and this is where our basic instincts drive us. The incredible explosion of fiat use, since it
became a non wealth holding in 1971, bears this out. Fiat values, the world over, reflect only our
tradable values placed on all things. """"""""""
==================
The money concept, we have recently spoke of, did not suddenly evolve! Nor did our dollars
suddenly become unbacked credit items after 1971. Well before the dollar's separation from gold
all money bookkeeping, and all it's forms of currency moneys, were actually credit items.
Circulating cash dollars, official metal coinage and other previous fiats, themselves thought of as a
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final hard payment, were never anymore than a known tradable value. A trade credit owed to you
as long as one held the money unit. Even with gold backing the dollar unit, money's value was
always in it's exchange for something else we wanted. Gold values behind these fiats was used to
represent some fixed tradable value the money unit stood for; not to be the money unit itself.
Gold, in ancient trade, could not become the thought of money as we know it today. It was the
end of a barter transaction; two pieces of gold for one cow demanded no other trade to complete
the deal. The use of money back then did not entail nearly as much associated concept, it was the
use of outright barter. Today things are, indeed, different!
================
What purpose is there in understanding the descriptions and perceptions in these last few talks?
Because there is a conflict between society's basic desire to use our modern money; or "our
modern concept of money as it has evolved".
First:
Our natural drive to use money, in lieu of barter, is to use a simple bookkeeping credit trading
medium that keeps track of our barter. This requires our embrace of the fact that every item in
our universe of wealth constantly changes in value. Even as gold changes in value; both up and
down.
Second:
The unnatural convoluted drive, of many, is to use this same "money value concept" to borrow
real wealth "use"; instead of borrowing the actual wealth itself to gain said "use".
This second item comes under the heading of trying to get something for nothing and is
everywhere in Western Thought!
If we lend an item of real wealth, say a tractor or chair, it's future value is unimportant to the
lender as long as the real item is returned. It is the "use" that is lent, not the money concept in
the form of a trading value. In this process we recognize that, because the value of things change,
the debt to be repaid is the item of wealth, regardless of it's higher or lower value. Only it's "use"
changed hands during the lending and repayment of debt. All is well.
However, lending the value contained in our modern money concept exposes the lender to
uncertain gain or loss of tradable value because it's the value that's being lent, not the actual
"use". Without some way to lock down the value of money, over long periods of time, the industry
of money lending (banking) fails it's purpose and risks it's profit if tradable money value falls.
This is the trend that is killing the dollar today.
It's not that price inflation may erupt; it hasn't done much in 30 years compared to the money
printing volume. Our demand for more fiat has absorbed most of what we issue.
It's not that the massive dollar debts won't be paid; they will as long as it's in more cash.
Payment in real wealth, such as real goods and services from our local economy, was never an
option. We simply couldn't do it!
The risk is; that our money system requires dollar and debt stability for lenders and said banking
system must regain that lent tradable wealth close to par. Further, the money system is backed by
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this debt being stable; so without said stability the currency system fails.
The contrast here is that modern fiat use trends are advancing towards flexible fiat money. Not so
much flexible against other currencies; flexible against all other wealth, including gold. The more
a currency can adjust to commodity and industrial use demands, the more in demand that
currency reserve system will be. The immovable past structure the dollar is built upon demands
it's values be defended with complete hyperinflation if necessary. Prior to EMU, there was no other
reserve currency that the world could run to. Now, the dollar cannot deflate and take the rest of
the world into deflation with it. The tables are turned; deflationary policy will not defend the dollar.
Only inflationary policy will. Make no mistake, we are not calling for price inflation to end the
dollar's reserve rein! We are calling for "inflationary policy" to dethrone it while said hyperinflation
follows.
So begins and ends our long march that attempted to steady the value of modern money by
firmly attaching it to the value of gold.
So ends man's march to fix the value of gold, even during short term use, while we still naturally
wish it to change.
========================================
To comment on the present
The very changes needed in our money universe, today, would kill dollar demand by devaluing all
dollar assets in super higher gold prices. The debts and the dollars would remain; only 90% of
their current illusion of value would vanish. Hyperinflation in prices of all wealth objects will be the
workout result of this process. As such, opposing dollar political motive will force the US to give
the markets what is needed; both gold and gold prices beyond imagination.
As has been mentioned by others in several public meetings;
"The world is in the midst of what could well go down in history as the first recession of this
modern era of globalization".
We must point out that this is lacking some breath of perspective: in reality this will be a dollar
based recession and one that the world will repulse from by advancing the use of a more flexible
currency unit; the Euro. A unit that will match modern needs for fiat by marking the value of all
debts as they change; by allowing a free market in gold wealth to exist outside the "money
concept".
=====================
The captains of oil have not seen all of this in a vacuum. Selling irreplaceable oil for a currency
entering the end of it's trend was not an option. Gold prices were lowered in exchange for a short
term wait; to see if Europe could do what was intended. They did.
The next step will be an orderly exit from dollar use; a somewhat destruction of all dollar gold
pricing; and a super price inflation for US dollar assets. We are not at the end my friends, we have
just come to the beginning. For physical gold advocates that understand the difference between
real wealth and leveraged real wealth, the time arrives when values are reflected with the speed
of the wind. Truly, in our time,
"The Wind Will Blow".
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At our next talk, we will move completely away from concept and into current events.
Titled "Political Gold - how much of it is ours"
Ladies and Gentlemen, thank you so much for listening tonight. I look forward to our next
meeting.
Good day!
================================
Thanks all,
still hiking the path
TrailGuide

FOA (07/31/01; 21:14:43MT - usagold.com msg#86)
Political Gold
Hello All!
Looks like I'm here tonight to escort everyone to their seats,,,,,,,,the guest speaker will be here in
a min.,,,,,, Uhhh??,,,,, could I see your tickets please?
All right, it's starting,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
============================================================
Good day to all our guests and thank you for arriving early. Our talks are an ongoing progression
on the subject; the evolving message of gold. We will begin now.
=============
Starting off, I'll read an item or two from the TailGuide series: A Tree In the Making. Please read
again this portion of his series for clarity.
"""" But, greatness is within those that know life is dynamic,,,,, what we do is never certain and
subject to the leadership of nature. That person will spin the Bonsai on a table for hours, days,
and even years as he styles what will work for that period of growth,,,, perhaps planning the
timeline in a currencies development. A cut here,,,,, a change there as time grows the next limb.
In the processcreating something we all recognize, can use, understand and enjoy,,,,, yet,,,,
different in many ways from what we knew or saw before. """""" ----""""""Understanding the events that got us here and how they will unfold before us is what this
Gold Trail is all about. Everyday our political world is pruned like two Bonsai, in an effort to shape
a more healthy future. The dollar tree is failing because it needs so much dead wood cut off,,,,,,
but if it is pruned it will not resemble the mighty Bonsai it once was! The Euro tree is growing as it
is being styled,,,,,, what it will look like we have an idea,,,, but not a complete picture. It's hard to
imagine that anyone can look at an early Bonsai and shape it's future some 20 years out? But,
that is exactly what someone did with a tree on the roof of the Monkey Bar in Hawaii; indeed, this
is what has been in process for so long with our changing money system.""""""""""
======================
My friends:
We are, today, at the very conclusion of a fiat architecture that is straining to cope with our
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changing world. Neither the American currency dollar, it's world reserve monetary system or the
native US structural economy it all currently represents will, in the near future, look anything as it
presently does. Trained from birth, as all Western thinkers are, to read everything economic in
dollar system terms; we, too, are all straining to understand the seemingly unexplainable
dynamics that surround us today.
Western governments, the public and several schools of economic thought are attempting to
define and explain what extent these changes will have within our financial and economic world.
Most are all striving to see this as the next plateau of dollar integration, carrying us onto the next
level; looking always higher for what this next level will bring in social, financial and lifestyle
enhancements.
Governments look for a correct policy mix; one that will serve their political motive when the next
cycle moves higher. The public looks for the next great investment or industry to be employed in;
to enhance their well-being all the further. Economic schools, as represented by both the financial
industry and the academic areas, all want "their take" on the next cycle to be seen as the correct
one.
After all, this is just one more in a long line of up and down economic cycles that are so common
in American economic leadership.
However, all of this positioning has left out, this time, one important, almost unthinkable question;
what if current trends are moving away from using our dollar reserve system? Even further, let's
ask; what if the last decade's efforts to prolong dollar use, both internally and worldwide, have
inflated it's worth to such an extent that it's now vastly overvalued? Asking more; what if the
architects of a competing currency system and the major players that helped guide it's internal
construction, all took a hand in promoting the dollar's extended life, it's overvaluation and it's use;
so as to buy time for this great transition in our money world?
================================
Most average Western Citizens and dollar use nations have pined everything on this ongoing dollar
system. Their jobs, debts, investments, retirement and lifestyle expectations all depend on the
dollar always being what it is; a world reserve money that buys them more than one can create
during a lifetime. As true as that thought is, few understand the implication or even want to
consider their life without a supreme dollar. But, just as a large portion of world inhabitants are
accustomed to using more than one currency; those of Western Thought would have trouble
grasping the perception behind this simple offering:
------ I once walked across the globe and brought two persons together. I gave each $1,000 US
dollars in cash. The first replied; "You can't be serious? Is this as good as it gets?" The second
replied; "Oh my, thank you! In all my years of life I never knew it could be this good!"-----One reply is the product of a life with unquestioned debt availability. Where the majority of debt
users cover their burden with an ever growing supply of new credit money. In this economy, not
to mention this person's perception, almost free debt can purchase anything and everything.
The other is the result of local money debt being built upon foreign dollar debt reserves and
covered with payments of real wealth from the sweat of one's brow.
===============================
Within this theater of thought, we can begin to picture how Western perceptions cannot grasp our
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on going curve on the money road; much less a twist in the Gold Trail! Follow with me, if you will,
as we expand some thoughts from TrailGuide's last talk, a few days ago.
"""""" As our modern society has evolved, we currently use fiat and own wealth in a way that
demonstrates exactly where both values stand within our lifestyles. ---------- In hindsight, they
were spending it; not to escape future run-a-way price rises, rather they were doing what comes
natural; trying to save real wealth by buying it. Even if they were buying mostly a value
illusion.""""
The purpose of this portion was, I believe, to deliver food for thought. The conflict, for investors
and thinkers to discern, was in the evolution of fiat dollar use. While practically every historical
evidence pointed to a devaluation of the dollar, within US border use, dollar use demand expanded
along side of very little price inflationary pressures. Still, even with years of low inflation numbers,
a cause that traditionally drove money into long term savers pockets, investors rushed to seek
their perception of real wealth. Fulfilling an ages old drive to own "something" for the long term.
As the final conclusion, partially phrased above, pointed out; most everyone tends "to read
everything economic in dollar terms"; even buying into paper dollar versions of a value illusion. To
this end, Americans have continued to save for serious consequences by buying every kind of
dollar dependent real asset they can; stocks, business, debt, farms, industrial metals production,
etc. and expecting it all to act as real wealth. Some of it will, most of it will not!
Further on from "The Wind Will Blow":
""""" After 1971, the entire dollar system was too far down the debt road -------- the nature of fiat
use was changing the world over and would have grave consequences for our entire dollar support
system years later."""""""""""""""
Having evolved a dollar reserve money system into a straight debt fiat currency, without gold
involvement, the entire dollar function became locked into one basic premise: for the system to
survive, it's core reserves of debt values had to remain somewhat price stable as the currency
inflated relative to GDP. Over the next 30+ years their dollar controllers, the fed and treasury,
thought they had a fairly good handle on the system as they managed banking reserve
requirements. To their amazement, it turns out today, that digital use demand was the best
function that supported their efforts all the while; by increasing the world's use and need for
currency. Had they understood this modern economic function early on, they could have
somewhat printed the currency outright with almost the same result while arriving at today's
destination. They could have let gold float, not to mention they could have skipped a large portion
of the debt build up that will now end the
dollars timeline.
Most, if not all, of this perspective is only now coming to light as the Euro builds pressure on the
dollar. The better architecture of the Euro system is leaving little room to adjust as the US fed
must singularly act to inflate their local currency in a historically new and unprecedented fashion.
The actual debt machine that built much of America's lifestyle is now going into reverse as it
destroys it's own currency; one built upon a stable debt system with locked down gold prices.
Going further and paraphrasing what TrailGuide writes:
"""""""It's not that price inflation may erupt --------- ------------It's not that the massive dollar
debts won't
be paid---------The risk is; that our money system requires dollar (goods prices) and debt stability
-------- so without said stability the currency system fails""""""""""""
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Without an international floating gold reserve pricing, to balance against their devaluing debt
reserve, the entire dollar banking system can only rely upon extreme dollar inflation to float it's
accounts. Price inflation will have to be ignored. To this end the group of dollar supporting
countries, we refer to as the dollar faction, has locked itself into a box. It must find a way to float
gold prices with a gold reserve that only drains away if world gold price rise.
===================
Current events
===================
There once was a time when citizens owned their trading vehicles; all wealth, including gold, was
free to barber. Then ruling authorities stamped most of those gold trading vehicles as "legal
tender" and made them money objects; dependent upon value associations instead of barter. No
doubt to collect taxes as running nations was a costly affair.
Extending the point:
Around 1975 Americans were given the legal right to own gold again. Many did not then, nor do
they today, see any reason to own gold as their treasury has gold with which to back their
currency. The logic of this perception is clear and simple to the casual observer. However, take out
one US legal tender dollar and read it's cover carefully? Does it say it is your currency? Is your
name on it?
The US dollar is a note, a security that specifies a value the holder is owed. You may keep it or
spend it or even trade it, but it does not belong to you. It belongs to the US Treasury and is
created by the Federal Reserve; both political entities. What a person owns, when holding a dollar,
is the value that note is tradable for; the value that is owed to you and said dollar note
represents. In
every way it is real money; in that it's value is in it's tradable value association; not of itself. If the
dollar itself had real value, it's use would constitute barter; not the use of TrailGuide's money
concept.
If you think you own the currency of this country, understand this one item: the political entity
that the dollar is owned by, can cancel it's legal tender status at any time. There by removing your
use of it's holdings!
Extending further:
The only gold Americans ever owned, prior to 1933, was the very gold coins they carried. They
owned it because it was a true barter vehicle. Even if the Treasury removed it's legal tender,
"money aspect", from said gold coins, you could still barter the value contained in the gold. By
1971, Americans owned no gold and all gold held in the name of the US Treasury was "Political
Gold" owned by the government.
The perception, by some, that because the government owned the gold, the citizens own it too.
This flows from a similar convoluted logic; that stock holders of publicly traded gold mines own
the underground gold. In reality, if the mine was dissolved, both processed and reserve gold
would be sold and "Legal Tender" money would be distributed to it's owners. Not gold.
The same is true for Political Gold. All gold held by the state, unless distributed first to it's citizens,
is subject to world wide "Legal Tender" political claims first. The precedent for this is clearly
revealed as the Swiss must ship their "Political Gold" to others first; while sending currency to
satisfy gold claims against it.
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As the IMF has recently extended this protocol, swapping gold at different values, to settle
political debts; this action further justifies the US being able to use it's gold to defend it's
currency's settlement function. Aside from the US minting eagles for public sale and it being
against the law for gold reserves to be sold outright to open bidders.
==================
To draw a conclusion from this "current event":
Deep Storage gold
Americans have the right to buy and own the "Wealth Of Ages". As events draw to a close upon
dollar use, we can expect outright use of America's "Political Gold" in restraining the speed of it's
currency's burn. To compete in the new architecture of a Euro System currency, unrestrained
trading of gold will advance it's dollar and Euro price significantly. With political pressures to tax
private physical gold trading as low as possible, expect enormous taxing and windfall profits rules
to impact all other forms of gold ownership. Indeed, long before such changes are in place
investors will rush to be in the correct ownership place, well ahead of the fact.
Of Fiats and Gold:
It is ironic that both roads have curved as time moved on. One returns to it's roots, as a wealth
value today, few have ever know. The other becomes the money a modern future requires. Both
on a different path and building for our better future.
Next time I will discuss; what one should realy expect to see when all paper burns; and how close
political events are saying we are to that fire!
Thank you for taking the time to come here and listen to these talks. I wish you well and good
night.
=======================================
Ok, everyone please leave the Trail as you found it,,,,,, no trash or drinks. (smile) We will meet
here for his next talk when it comes. I'll comment in between.
Thanks
TrailGuide
FOA (8/2/01; 12:52:55MT - usagold.com msg#87)
Walking On Solid Ground
Walking On Solid Ground: Hiking the Gold Trail
Ok! We have quite a crowd here,,,,,,, this morning. This must be an overflow from our recent
Talks Series. There are more of those scheduled next time; but today we will go for a hike. As
many of you already know, and some newer visitors are finding out, there is a price to be paid to
hear mine and others Thoughts. Yes, you have to use your legs and mind, because most of the
gain here comes over time and distance. If one want's the whole story you will have to walk with
us and watch it unfold. Out here, there is no waiting at the Trail Head for someone to return with
a complete report. The understanding is found within yourself, while completing the trip, not just
at the end.(smile) I'll speak loudly so those in the back can hear. Packs on,,,, keep up, now! Let's
hit the trail!
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====================================
It's a clear day, today, and easy to see how the world is changing. Once we thought that
everything in the name of "dollar money" was an anchor of financial stability while our organic
planet changed; we now know that even our money systems have seasons, too. Watching
evolving events with a Physical Gold Advocate based perspective, over this last decade,
demonstrates this perfectly. Indeed, from here on out our world now has two major fiats and their
competition is going to prove that anchors do not hold because they are attached to the weight of
gold; rather money is made
stable by moving it's value with gold.
Look to the left
The gold perspective, most people have employed, is little more than a shadow of what the
political gold world, in it's immensity, is all about. Shallow Western perspectives and their view of
gold, being just it's dollar price, proved over and over how dangerous such a narrow thought can
be to one's wealth. Making the object of one's gains to be "the inflating denominator of wealth",
fiat money, instead of "the real wealth itself", gold; leaves us at the mercy of any political money
evolution! When seasons change, as gold trail hikers know they always do, the risk becomes the
"question" so many gold bugs have grappled with this last decade; can my investment in the price
of gold keep up with and purchase an equal value of physical gold itself? For most, it has not, as
paper leverage hacked away at their wealth held in paper gold assets! The future may be even
less kind!
An investment in the gold industry, not just mining, can be nothing more than an investment in a
business that balances fiat production cost against fiat market prices for it's product; gold. The
return, if any, is always in fiat and places this portion of one's wealth smack on the tracks of more
political manipulation. Today, we can see this play out all over the world as fiat returns in the gold
business head towards and even sink below zero. The investor watches this fiat illusion of his net
worth drain away while the opportunity to build a real wealth of "bullion ownership" escapes yet
again.
Playing the various paper gold investment games is no different. When the time comes, when the
dollar season really changes, dollar denominated paper gold bets will do well if they can just break
even. The real wealth owner will stand aside this burning of paper and watch his coins and bullion
explode hundreds of percent ahead of any fiat paper gains. This is what the real world of a gold
advocate is all about.
=====================
Onward the trail,,,,,, look off towards the end
I, myself, own gold for one purpose; to save a real wealth that's in addition to all the other things
I own. I save it this way because it outmaneuvers, sidetracks and escapes all political money
evolution. It does this in such a way that I will later have the same relative amount of real wealth
for my future needs. Or, in the very worst case, have close to the same as I have today. Still, the
upshot of this is an additional aspect that is good for me and bad for so many players trying to
leverage gold. Pause and see this:
-----The very political motive that is moving our world away from dollars has, for some time,
changed the dynamics of straight bullion values. In the long 20 or 30 year process of evolving our
currency world, the time span required to do the job has rendered gold far below it's worth;
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"relative" to all other things. When the seasons change, as mentioned before, bullion will first
have to find it's true "free from money involvement" price in the world. From that point it will
return to do it's best job of marking the historic process of falling currency values; unproductive
political currency inflation. It will do this so well because physical gold will return to it's roots. It
will again be recognized as the best,,,,, "lowest taxed",,,,,,"barter wealth",,,,, the world has even
known! Low gains taxes will not allow it to replace digital money; as will it's inability to duplicate
fiat's efficiency.
Rather gold will accentuate fiat use by becoming a real wealth reserve that compares fiats against
each other thru a single arms length medium. Unable to control this gold medium, because it is no
longer money and subject to credit entanglements, national fiats will resort to competing against
each other. The free markets as we have always wanted them! First worlds, third worlds, all
worlds; trading for what they can do, not what they can control.-----Back walking again
During this short and slight moment in time, a decade of years in the making by our human
measurement, physical gold has become an investment of a lifetime to persons like myself. A
wealth of ages that will not only transport my savings forward, during fiat evolution, but will
increase my total wealth many times over. From there it will defend that value against all comers;
all fiat price inflations!
This is the opportunity paper traders forsake as they bet on a train that's running away from
them.
====================
Further we walk
I have tried to point out that the gold concept today is not one of just matching dollar price
inflation in the future. If that was all we owned gold for, one could have covered that with several
stock market games years ago. If $500, $700 or $800 was the goal, it becomes just another
commodity bet and there have been plenty of other leveraged "plays" that already beat that. No,
buying gold today is a political move; one that will add political sized returns to this gold
advocate's wealth.
For this reason we outline the political "fiat against fiat money nature" of the battle more so that
the gold to money battle. In the future, for any currency to compete against the Euro, native gold
markets will have to trade at least in equilibrium with a Euro based free gold price. This will
further pressure "political money posturing" to relinquish all fixed gold relationships with their
moneys; fixed legal tender gold coinage included. This could become a very convoluted affair for
gold coin investors. Especially if Euroland eventually mints a free floating gold coin; not dissimilar
to the K- Rand! Not to be confused with Robert Ms 100 Euro or Germany's new offering; perhaps
it will be
called the "Euroland" gold coin? In fact, I bet it will (smile).
Coming to a nice clearing
While I am not unloading any of my various Eagles, maples, etc.,,,,,,,,, I want my involvement
with gold to be as free of fiat involvement as possible. As an extension to this, all out of
circulation, old gold coins make an excellent contribution to this thought. A powerful thinker once
said that old gold coins will one day be treasured as forms of antiques in addition to their gold
values. Few enough in circulation to carry extra value, but not rare enough to dissuade one from
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selling or trading them in the future.
To this end that same gentleman made a statement that embellishes the entire trail of Thought we
walk today. It inspires countless large and small private gold advocates with a warning for a future
we must prepare for and a call to stand guard!
I'll say the words again to end our hike.
-------"when a thousand hungry lions fight over one scrap of food, small dogs should hide with what's in
their belly"
"we watch this new gold market together, yes?"
------The sun is going down and it's time to camp here for the next speaker. Something about burning
paper; I won't want to skip that one. Thank you each and every one for walking with me on this
very fine day (smile).
TrailGuide

MK (08/02/01; 17:31:52MT - usagold.com msg#88)
Huff. . . .puff. . . .huff. ... .puff
Hello, FOA. I've been climbing all day, and just when I think, I'm not going to quite catch up, I
round the bend back there and see you sitting on that rock just beaming at me. It is good to see
you, my friend. Good to meet you here on the Trail.
I want to mention before all else that this hike we are on now -- The Message of an Evolving
Market -- is nothing short of phenomenal, and would like to take this opportunity to ask your
permission to use a portion of it in the upcoming News & Views. We've decided to go to a larger
quarterly publication to augment all that's going on here at USAGOLD. You might be interested to
know that Randy just informed me by e-mail that just today he has registered several new posters
including "gold-hearts" from Germany, Paraguay and Sweden. Now if we can just get them to
post! It used to be that investors would call and say that they were inspired to act on the basis of
something they read in the newsletter. More and more, their interest is piqued by something said
or published at USAGOLD. So, we change with the times my friend, and this too is a message
from an "Evolving Market."
Like some at the main forum, I took an interest in the Legal Tender discussion from the Political
Gold post and, it is something you said in that essay, that brought me over here for my first post.
This I find very interesting:
". . .All gold held by the state, unless distributed first to it's citizens, is subject to world wide
"Legal Tender" political claims first. The precedent for this is clearly revealed as the Swiss must
ship their "Political Gold" to others first; while sending currency to satisfy gold claims against it.
As the IMF has recently extended this protocol, swapping gold at different values, to settle
political debts; this action further justifies the US being able to use it's gold to defend it's
currency's settlement function. Aside from the US minting eagles for public sale and it being
against the law for gold reserves to be sold outright to open bidders."
This idea of a gold drain from the U.S. to those countries holding copious amounts of U.S.
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Treasury paper, as a form of settlement, is something I, like you, see as a consequence of a
potential post-1971 U.S. dollar order breakdown. You are quite right to imply that gold
mobilizations are often related to settlement issues including currency breakdowns and possibly
even gold carry trade settlements (wherein the central bank acts as a gold lender of last resort).
For the press and some economists to underplay the role of gold in international settlements is to
throw a cover over the truth and maintain the fiction that gold's role is secondary, when it is not.
It is in fact primary and the cases just in the last decade are legion. The Argentine treasury for
example is devoid of gold. So is Brazil's. So are a dozen other countries which have experienced
currency problems. (Leaving aside for a moment, all the hapless third world countries who have
entrusted their gold to the gold carry trade.) In Q1, 1998 S. Korea -- a country that uses 25
tonnes of gold a quarter -- exported 250 tonnes of gold in defense of its currency! The sure route
to rebuilding a currency is to somehow associate it with gold. So we have Russia and the
Chevronet, the Islamic Dinar movement, and gold reserves in the ECB.
Along these lines, I think I probably speak for many when I say I am intrigued by your statements
about a future U.S. gold mobilization in defense of the dollar. Somehow I think there's a great deal
more to your thinking than what is contained in that paragraph.
I guess my major question has to do with the settlement price in such a situation. At the current
price, I think the 8000 tonne U.S. Treasury hoard would be sitting in Brussels, Tokyo and Beijing
within 30 days of the mobilization's announcement. With something like $6 trillion floating around
the globe, few would dismess that concern. Could you give us some details on your thinking?
Well, I need to get back down the mountain, FOA. It's getting close to dinner time and that cloud
rolling over that mountain to the West looks like it might spell trouble.
Good to be here, good sir. I always enjoy these discussions. MK
FOA (08/02/01; 21:35:33MT - usagold.com msg#89)
Few words can describe.....
Well,,,,,, my goodness,,,,,, just when I thought everyone had gone home,,,,,, here comes MK!!
Ha! HA! I hope no one sees us right now because what a pair we make up here. You are gasping
for air and I'm lost for words??
Not to worry for long. After a rest your golf conditioning will show up and good speech will
overcome my surprise! (smile).
TrailGuide
FOA (08/04/01; 08:54:48MT - usagold.com msg#90)
Marker on the trail: Does the game begin?
http://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/0,,5-2001243118,00.html
Hello all
While work is in progress to reply to MKs question; I thought a few markers on the trail, from time
to time would be helpful.
======================
From The Times WEDNESDAY JULY 18 2001 (see link above)
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Misery deepens for US high-tech industry
BY LEA PATERSON, ECONOMICS EDITOR
-----A SHARP contraction in US manufacturing has pushed American industry into its longest
uninterrupted period of decline for almost 20 years, figures revealed yesterday. ----------------industrial output dropped a larger than expected 0.7 per cent in June. This was the ninth
month of contraction, the longest unbroken period of decline since 1982.-------------------- Capacity utilization fell to a 18-year low of 77 per cent. ------------------ "Another sharp decline in output confirms the damaging impact of a strong dollar,
excessive inventories and weakening sales," Matthew Wickens, at ABN Amro, said. ----------==========================
Unlike past periods, when America rolled over the top of another economic cycle, this fall away
should begin to develop into a permanent downhill slide! Never before in our post 1971 financial
cycles have we defended the dollar against a reserve rival while trying to adjust world financial
policy during a building recession.
This time the world may slow somewhat as we fall away; however, they will not have to follow us
into an inflationary money policy that floats all ships in the same reserve currency ocean. America
is, for the first time, about to experience the impact of such an arrangement.
As the "strong dollar" gives way, the effects mentioned above by Mr. Wickens, will fold over time
and again in a historically new inflationary trend the likes of we have never seen. Each time our
output declines the resulting "excessive inventories and weakening sales" will not overcome the
effects of ever rising prices.
Just as our dollar's exchange rate falls, placing us in a better competitive position, localized price
inflation will mute that effect. One again producing the calls for lowering "the too strong dollar"
from that level. Over and over the game will cycle; producing a kind of inflation we have never
known! A kind of price inflation that cannot be overcome with "typical accepted" inflation
investments of the
past.
This time, investing in "the industry" or "business" that produces inflation hedging investments
will not work enough to do the hedging job. From oil companies to coal companies,,,,,,,, home
builders to lumber producers,,,,,,, carpet makers to gold miners: costs will outrun their ability to
create an after tax profit.
Even leveraged games of paper will fall victim to political moves; aimed to protect local currency
use.
The world is changing and we are on the right "Trail" to understand it all. The "burning of paper"
wealth is coming and one of our future talks here will describe it all so well!
Thanks TrailGuide
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FOA (08/06/01; 09:37:25MT - usagold.com msg#91)
Gold Mobilization
Hello again MK!
Glad you could meet me here in Denver and share this next presentation. We can talk a bit before
things get started. Yes, it was very good to have seen you up there, on the trail, and thanks for
complimenting the first parts of this "message". MK, you also presented a question to me that I'm
sure was rhetorical: permission to use some of these works in News & Views?
Oh my! You build a forum rock for Gold Advocates to stand on and present their case from; then
you ask such a question???
Sir, you are the epitome of what gracious courtesy strives to become! Yes, please do use even the
smallest portion of offerings as you desire and do feel free to disagree with any point in them.
(smile)
Michael, the reason for our city meeting, today, was so we can step behind this closed door and
listen in on a discussion there. It's in progress and we are suppose to be here, so let's go in now.
===================================================
Hello to everyone that just arrived.
In this talk we are shifting the schedule a bit to delve into a political money issue: as the question
was presented by Mr. Kosares earlier. He is the gentleman that's just entered and is standing to
our left. Not only is he also an educator of gold issues, to the public at large, he is also a keen
observer of human dynamics in the political sense. So, this particular area of thought was the
attraction for his being here. It's a privilege and honor to have him sit in on our discussion.
===================
To start off:
Someone once asked me if all of our thoughts were on the level? Well, at a young age I often
thought there was difference between fact and opinion; then I learned that everything spoken was
opinion and anything written was fact! A few years later, someone told me that anything spoken is
not true and all things written is opinion! Last year I was told that everything is an opinion and
nothing is true! Ha! Ha! So, today, I state for the record that all of our Thoughts are Absolute fact!
(smile)
====================================
We are asked to expand our thoughts pertaining to "a future U.S. gold mobilization in defense of
the dollar" and elaborate on what "the settlement price in such a situation" could be? These truly
are exceptional, thought provoking questions, and will require an equally dynamic explanation.
I'm assuming most or all of you were at all of these "message" talks and have our past, long
running, basis of context in mind. To understand our position, one has to grasp how position we
came to know it.
We begin.
=======================================
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I am sure most Americans are uncomfortable at the prospect of our stores of Political Gold being
shipped off to defend the dollar. Uncomfortable as this may be, unprecedented it is not. During
most of the years of an active Gold Exchange Standard gold was routinely "shipped off" from
nation to nation to satisfy foreign demands. Not just entirely to defend our dollar's value; the aim
of these operations was, then and now, more so to keep the dollar in settlement use.
Yes, the dollar's continued use for trade settlement and the defense of that valued use was always
the aim of these gold trades; but even below this is a deeper meaning to this function.
========================================
From a dollar point of view, shipping gold then, and now, was in the same context of defending
one's currency on the exchange market. In the context of this use; gold was not sold as a
commodity, rather it is clearly traded as an officially earmarked "good" that can further support
the "tender status" of internationally held dollars.
The psychology of "gold exchange" is more manifest in our "legal tender" function than most
strive to understand. Standing aside, for a moment, from our previous discussions concerning
modern fiat demand's impact on the dollars recent value; we look more closely at the logic of this
"tender"
function.
============================
Local dollar currency, circulating within US borders, is given political value because of it's legal
tender designation. Dollars outside our domain, while often sharing the same trading value, are
not covered by that law. Even though, through protocol they are commonly accepted, they are not
legal tradable money; unless they re-enter the US again.
The process of defending the dollar by shipping gold is, today as much as yesterday, an
expression of maintaining political "Legal Tender" status for international clientele. Indeed, as an
ongoing trade deficit in the US has become irreversibly structural to the integrity of the local
economy and remained in this function for many years; the legal tender function of foreign dollar
reserves comes very much into question. It begs this suggestion: does the international dollar
have any internal political force backing it's value overseas? This question can only be addressed
by shipping gold in a legal "currency defending" process.
============================
During most of the "gold exchange standard" period our dollars were nothing less than contracts
for gold in storage. As we all know, to defend such a non expiring gold contract nature, as the
dollar was held then, one must sometimes perform as the note is written; and gold on demand
was said performance. Indeed, the circulation, use and retention of international "dollars in
reserve" was built upon both; it's old gold deed form, that could be traded for gold, and it's use as
a viable "legal tender" vehicle, to buy local US goods.
Over the last decade or so, with both it's gold deed function and "legal tender" function blocked by
political motive and structural economic forces; the currency can and must be defended through
other means. Further, our international dollar has degenerated away from being even basic
"money"; to being little more than an international derivative of derivatives; that represents
currency swaps, gold loans, uncollectable foreign debts and still more gold swaps. In this end
stage of failure, our external dollar arena must eventually be defended with performance, if
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demanded; if it's use and credibility as an international settlement medium is to continue. With
the US now clearly proceeding into a recession, and doing so with the competition of another
reserve currency for the first time, local price inflation will prove irresistible in undermining
international dollar exchange values.
If foreign political motive decides to no longer support international dollar denominated gold
derivatives with physical delivery or refrain from using gold as a trade settlement; the US will
have to choose between shipping it's gold or seeing all international dollar structure and use fail!
In it's place, Euro system currency would easily become the main reserve as soaring gold values
would
replace "tender" value lost from dollar failure.
We think that: given ongoing lifestyle enhancements afforded to US citizens from the current
dollar's value as a reserve currency; the loss of this standard is of greater importance than the
loss of gold! Local political motive will answer this foreign dollar value challenge by using gold as
somewhat of a bribe for letting the air out of the dollar slowly. The result will be a massive dollar
price rise in gold that performs over several years; as the reserve function transition politically
begins.
The nature of the current dollar based gold market, outside US borders, is perhaps leveraged
1,000+ to one and will require ever greater physical gold shipments, at ever higher values, to
maintain dollar credibility. This failure process will draw US gold stores out in the form of
"currency defense"; not as gold sales aimed at keeping the price down. A purely legal defense use
of politically owned gold.
Still, gold shipments will always be far behind the price curve and only be done as last resort crisis
operations. Further, the rise will be so intense as to provoke a complete cessation of all derivative
gold trading within US borders. Long before this occurs traders, both foreign and local, will bail out
of our gold derivative markets even as physical prices rise. A spot physical gold market will be all
that remains. Something local citizens will cherish and paper brokers will deplore!
===================================
To date, these gold shipments have been ongoing but have not, yet, involved original US political
owned gold. The bullion involved has been metal subjugated from foreign third world countries
through dollar for gold swaps; executed thru US currency protocols. Mr. Kosares is correct in
observing how foreign gold is drained from these nation in trade for debt relief and crisis support.
In classic form, we will be the next in line to be "swapped out" also!
I expect that "our" crisis will begin by year end as the Euro foundation becomes complete in the
issuance of real currency. The new designation of our gold reserves is a classic signal that a major
crisis is coming. A suspicion will eventually arise that native US money growth, now approaching
20%, will accelerate in hyper form to save it's banking function and political gold stores will not be
available to redenominate the currency. The very thought of a loss of reserve status for the dollar
is on everyone's minds and will soon break out into open currency warfare. By then; the
Washington Agreement's restrictions of bullion supplies will begin to bite as players demand gold
and rush from the failure of contract credibility. By then: it will become known that the only way
to stay whole, without bullion relief, will be in aligning one's self within the Euro Zone of financing.
Those that started early in resolving some of their political gold debts will be the first to receive
backing. England? Swiss? The rush will be on!
How far will gold rise? At first blush, foreign dollar assets will not, in any way, return home! They
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will circulate offshore; either from lack of understanding of the issues, a thought that things will
be worked out or from foreign exchange controls aimed at protecting the failing US economy!
These reserves will circulate until their gross exchange value simulates a figure that can be
reasonably expected to "buy something" within the US; ten cents on the dollar could be a guess?
However, keep in mind that the fed will be printing like mad, local prices will be soaring and no
one will be chasing dollars like they do today. I expect that physical gold trading, within the US,
will follow far behind foreign trading for a time. Perhaps a $5,000 to $15,000 ratio will be a
thought as dollars within the US will be worth more than outside. Still, the relative value of
physical gold will eventually converge as a trading standard is reached.
Keep in mind that there could be a gap between physical prices, reflecting reality, and futures
prices crashing. The Western gold world looks to the current paper gold price as the value for
bullion; even though it is but an illusion. A market trading 90% derivatives and 10% physical
cannot, in any stretch of the imagination, produce a gold price relative to real things.
===========================================================
Our understanding
For years academia has gone round and round about how the US illegally went off the "gold-ismoney" standard. Well, I know that and so too has most every hard money person has delved into
this area. All of those days are never going to be reworked to change history; so why waste our
time on a wrong that's not going to be brought to justice today? Well, we can look at some of
those particular points so as to find clues for a better context concerning our subject.
As you know we have discussed, at length, how gold is not money; rather it is the very best form
of physical wealth barter the world has ever known. We also separated money from gold by
defining money as a "retained value thought"; a thought that exists between both sides of a
barter transaction as an "associated tradable value". In this, the fiat dollars we know and use
today; represent today modern money in the very best of this money context.
The result of such thinking draws a conclusion that fits perfectly into our fast paced world. Fiat
currency, unbacked except by it's legal tender statutes, is a fine immediate trading medium for
short term buying and selling. It's best saved for short term use, only, and spent to buy any and
all forms of real wealth. Of course, if it's printing production extremely outpaces even basic GDP,
it's use value eventually falls.
The problem for our dollar is that it has entered into this modern "single use" fiat world, as a
currency promoted as "real wealth saved"; and the use of gold, as a parallel long term savings
vehicle, is dismissed and cloaked in an illusion of price. No fiat can serve it's modern function
while becoming entangled between these opposite forces of use; a wealth for saving and a money
for trade.
Many times officials have tried to mitigate this cross function failure by storing gold in government
control and printing fiat in a straight ratio to gold owned. Hopping to keep gold values static so as
to retain fiat values and keeping a fractional reserve banking system viable and expanding; while
having said stable fiat values stabilize it's debt that's held as a reserve. In the real world this
cannot function as all prices and values are dynamic. Including gold and all forms of money!
Further, we hire auditors to count the gold and the money to make sure they match. Counting the
gold is easy, but counting fiat, in it's endless credit functions and derivatives, time and again
proves an impossible affair. Eventually the stores of official gold must have their value "controlled"
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thru fiat credit entanglements; all for some ridiculous balancing act.
It is, and will be, far better to just hire auditors to do the best they can to count fiat issuance as
an independent function. Then, allowing gold wealth ownership to return to the public and freely
trade outside it's old official money and credit entangled realm. There, gold can be used to
"tender" in the form of real purchasing power; as the real wealth trading item it always was.
======================
Concerning this subject; we find collaborating evidence to this chain of thought from the fathers of
our constitution. Note that they do not mention gold and silver in the context of money! Few hard
money people or historians have thought seriously about the context of this wording, or how the
minds of that era were thinking. Consider the word tender as one version of the dictionary
presents it:
Middle French; tendre to stretch, stretch out, offer ------ also --------- to present for acceptance.
----Article I, Section 10 of our Constitution says, "No state shall make any thing but gold and
silver coin a tender in payment of debts."----------Clearly, even then, gold was connected in thought with being something one "stretched out" and
presented for acceptance. These are common perceptions from a time when much of what one
brought and sold came to them through barter. Even though these early colonies were closer in
time to our modern use of money associations; their lives were still very much in an era where,
perhaps, 50% of trade was still outright barter!
Truly, in their perceptions gold and silver was a "good (tender) in the settlement (payment) of
trade (debts)" and no state should make anything else to function in that context. But what about
something outside this context? A medium of trade different from bartering gold wealth for goods?
-----Would American fiat money one day be issued as a "medium" in trade, more so than using
gold as a "tender" in barter? --------------=====================
The common use of fiat currency is and was a natural evolution into using "money", in it's pure
associated value form, as a medium for the trade of goods; far removed from using gold in a "real
good barter" context as a "tender in the (final) payment (settlement) of trade (debt).
American money law may have been desecrated over and over again; however, nothing in our
original thinking precludes us from designating "the money concept" as a "legal tender" in trade
along side gold or silver as a "tender" in trade.
In reworking the definition of "note" as it appears on our currency, perhaps it is the money our
system never had time to allow it to become. In another time and another place, fiat will be know
as:
-a written promise to trade at a determinable value a variable sum of other goods to the bearer-The difference between use function and value function, of our money, was most surely
convoluted for political gain and banking credit interest. Truly, American history has shown we did
a terrible job of rendering this ages old gold barter function useless in a modern world. Mostly
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because of our complete lack of money vs. barter understanding. Today, we enter the "end time"
thrashing of such a currency experiment.
Thank you for attending and I thank Mr. Kosares for his presence here. Sir, please drop in at any
time.
=============================================
Back on the trail again to watch it all unfold! (smile)
Thanks (MK)
TrailGuide

FOA (08/07/01; 09:43:59MT - usagold.com msg#92)
(No Subject)
Hello all!
Thought I would ramble a bit while we walk this 1/4 mile circle in my back yard,,,,,, here on the
trail. Only a few here today,,,,,, so we can talk quietly .
Couldn't help but notice that MK posted some of his fine points from ABCs of gold! I saw it while
attending that discussion, yesterday, in Denver (smile). You know, for people that lead a hectic
life, that book is all one needs to understand the meanings of gold. Just do as the thrust of the
text implores; put yourself on your own gold standard and save some of your wealth in gold. After
reading all of it, it's a real simple concept grasp. Don't put off the necessary things required in
your daily life so as to buy more gold; that just puts you in the same category as most sweating
goldbugs! Saving gold, over the long run, will allow one to enjoy the wealth when it truly does
appear. This, perhaps, was the centerpiece of Another's thrust, so long ago: just buy gold as you
are able and as the understanding comes! Perhaps that just proves that the ancients were smarter
than we are today; they owned gold and didn't need to hear all the politics.
Yes, I have had a copy of the ABCs for some time (smile). Only, I had to go through all kinds of
antics to acquire it. You know,,,, CPMs private club of clientele gets all this stuff real easy, while
guys like me have to pay a small fortune for it on the black market! But well worth the cost. (huge
grin) Wait a min.,,,,,,,, I'll pull a copy out from my backpack. I'm only doing this because we are
few here today,,,,,, I'd get thrown off the trail if anybody finds out.
I like the part on page 69:
---------- The American political process today is characterized by the politics of debt ------Well, here,,,,, pass it around so you can read it.
Good stuff!
You know,,,,,,,
I think far too many people try to think of gold as an investment instead of an asset. Aside from
modern financial doublespeak, with brokers of every kind and nature trying to sell us leverage,,,,,,
the old world ideals of real property and ownership imparted a much more stable meaning to the
term, "asset", than we place on it today. In Old French; assez ------ enough------ implied a
holding that was appropriate. Or Latin (1531); ad to ,,,,,,,,,,, implying a build up of things.
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Truly, the return on an asset, placed into use, was a return of the value of that use. Not an
increase in the value of the asset. We watch gold today and see it only as an investment that
returns little. It should be seen as an asset we can acquire at a very low real value. In such times
we should consider this action as an opportunity to ------"ad to" or the building up of things.
You know,,,,,,,,,,
We are all trapped in the society we came into this world with. The history of mankind is an
endless record of "us" coming to terms with the the people we love,,,,,, but their politics we
cannot stand! The ideals are always there to reach for but for the life of "us" our little group, in
our little time frame, cannot come together to reach for the right thing. Strangely enough, within
this America, there go I.
A friend once tried to insult me in a toast; referring to me as the best and smartest mutt he ever
knew. Ha! Ha! I lifted my glass, in front of all, and drank with a loud gulp. Then returned the
compliment; "to my family and friends, from the best dog in the pack"!
All that: from a fifth generation, typical Anglo-Saxon that was born in the "USA". I walk this land,
upon which my home is owned, and tear for a future we may face. Oh the irony of it all; that one
day my time will end with a pocket full of gold and left fist full of Euros,,,,,,, whist a sword drawn
to defend this soil of my fathers. Against all comers,,,,,, here stand I,,,, America or nothing,,,,,,
my country, my sole! To the attackers I say " these are my people,,,,, so right and so very very
wrong".
You know,,,,,,,,,
The seasons change, so do I
and the better part of life is in knowing why
I'm off the check the path!
TrailGuide

FOA (08/09/01; 10:27:19MT - usagold.com msg#93)
"everything to do with a gold bull market"
Hello again!
I'm just placing another "rather large marker" here on the trail for us to follow all the conflicting
stories that come out; especially as all this moves into a higher gear. Note the first news item and
how it reflects the paper pusher view of dollar advocates; all taken from USAGOLD NEWS FEED:
=====================
US euro futures data could spell currency trouble
-------Europe's single currency could be headed for trouble if data on U.S. futures traders'
positions is any indication. Recent figures from the Commodity Futures Trading Commission show
that speculators have been fortifying long positions in euro futures for almost two months, a
situation some see as a contrarian sign of an imminent decline.----------
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-----The Commitments of Traders report showed that speculative interest was nearly flat the week
of June 12 and has steadily built up to the current long bias, analysts said. "It is a fairly bearish
signal,--------------------- But the fate of euros really hangs on the performance of the U.S. economy, since the gains
in euros have been largely a factor of weak dollar fundamentals.-----------http://money.iwon.com/jsp/nw/nwdt_ge.jsp?section=news&news_id=reun09239372&feed=reu&date=20010809&cat=USMARKET
end
=====================
Note:
The last item above could just as easily be printed in Another format that better indicated the new
financial market ahead:
------ But the fate of DOLLARs really hangs on the performance of the EURO ZONE economy, since
the RECENT LOSES in DOLLARs have been largely a factor of STRONGER EURO
fundamentals.-----------Puts a different view on it doesn't? Now read a bit of reality news from today's item:
================
Dollar Falls to Three-Month Low as Extended U.S. Slowdown Seen
-------- New York, Aug. 9 (Bloomberg) -- The dollar fell to a three- month low against the euro as
a report of rising U.S. jobless claims reinforced concern the world's biggest economy won't revive
anytime soon. FOA (9/29/01; 16:52:01MT - usagold.com msg#108)
Back on the trail.
Hello everyone!
Well,,,,, I have been home for a few days and my travels were more an adventure than a
vacation. During this period of terrible tragedy for our nation, and pain felt for those lost in the
destruction, my little world was only shaken in comparison. Still,,,,, almost all my communications
was lost for weeks.
I'm back now and am facing a mountain of communiqué from friends and associates. With all that
is currently going on I have no intentions of "catching up" with the news thread right now. I just
try to jump in as I am able. Truly, this is an unspeakable turn of events and only moves our
events timetable that much further ahead.
Michael, Randy,,,, all,,, I'll be back later.
TrailGuide
---END of (Archive V) July 2001 through September 2001---
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October 2001 to December 2001 (Archive VI) – Final Posts
FOA (10/1/01; 04:54:25MT - usagold.com msg#109)
Still Clearing The Trail!
Good Day to Everyone!
Am still working thru a backlog. Yet, I wanted to say that my next address will contain a pre-hike
list of answers, points and notes about our views. I'll also be shifting my writing and discussion
format so as to clearly separate my thoughts from thoughts from friends and associates. This is
something I always planned to do as events came into sharper focus. This change of style should
help every person that hikes this path.
In conjunction with this first set of remarks I'll post the next installment of "Walking on Solid
Ground". If you thought the first was worth a read, this one will also have value. Thanks Michael,
for including that piece in your wonderful quarterly paper! (smile)
TrailGuide

FOA (10/3/01; 10:21:26MT - usagold.com msg#110)
The makings of a dust storm
Hello Everyone,,,,, packs on,,,, there is ground to cover!
------------------That's not dust from our feet ------As we walk along this Gold Trail we no longer have to look far ahead to see results; real events
are directly under our feet now. True, many will point to this tragic attack on New York and
Washington as the catalyst for current woes. But I say that our entire economic structure was
already weak and failing from decades of dollar expansion. If these recent events had not come
along, something else would have eventually triggered our economic cascade.
The effects are falling into place just as I said they would. ------As a note to hikers: I will begin using "I" while talking and, from here on out, clearly indicate
when I'm speaking the thoughts of a friend or associate. Over the years I have very often spoke
the words from others, as they wanted it produced. Often doing entire posts while stating other's
positions or inserting their views in my posts, mid stream, without saying I was doing such. We
have all come far enough, now, that our understanding can grasp the changing tide without this.
My planting seeds of thought in such a way may no longer be needed, but your leg work is far
from over. This change is a result of the evolution of our political and financial world just as much
as your growing in insight.
Onward
For decades hard money thinkers have been looking for "price inflation" to show up at a level that
accurately reflects the dollar's "printing inflation". But it never happened! Yes, we got our little 3,
4, 8 or 9% price inflation rates in nice little predictable cycles. We gasped in horror at these
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numbers, but these rates never came close to reflecting the total dollar expansion if at that
moment it could actually be represented in total worldwide dollar debt. That creation of trillions
and trillions of dollar equivalents should have, long ago, been reflected in a dollar goods "price
inflation" that reached hyper status. But it didn't.
That "price inflation" never showed up because the world had to support it's only money system
until something could replace it. We as Americans came to think that our dollar, and it's illusion of
value, represented our special abilities; perhaps more pointedly our military and economic power.
We conceived that this wonderful buying power, free of substantial goods price inflation, was our
god given right; and the rest of the world could have this life, too, if they could only be as good as
us! Oh boy,,,,,, do we have some hard financial learning to do.
---------Over the years, all this dollar creation has stored up a massive "price inflation effect" that would
be set free one day. Hard money thinkers proceeded to expect this flood to arrive every few years
or so; the decades passed as those expectations always failed. Gold naturally fell into this same
cycle of failed expectations, as the dollar never came into it's "price inflationary" demise.
A number of years ago, "I" began to learn of some smart people about the real political game at
hand and how that would, one day, produce the final play in our dollar's timeline. Indeed, you are
hiking that trail with us today; us meaning Euro / gold / and oil people. All of us Physical Gold
Advocates that have an understanding about gold few Americans have ever been exposed to.
----------------Our recent American economic expansion has, all along, actually been the result of a worldly
political "will" that supported dollar use and dollar credit expansion so as to buy time for Another
currency block to be formed. Without that international support, this decades long dollar
derivative expansion could not have taken place. Further, nor would our long term dollar currency
expansion produce the incredible illusion of paper wealth that built up within our recent internal
American landscape.
----The relatively small goods "price inflation" so many gold bugs looked for will be far surpassed and
the "hyper price inflation" "I" have been saying is coming is now being "structurally" set free to
run.
-----Why "structurally", why now?
For years now, "politically", the dollar system has had no support! Once again, for effect,
"Politically NO", "Structurally Yes"!
For another currency block to be built, over years, the current world economy had to be kept
functioning. To this end the dollar reserve system had to be structurally maintained; with its IMF
agenda intact, gold polices followed and foreign central bank support all being part of that
structure. Truly, the recent years of dollar value was just an illusion. An illusion of currency
function and value, maintaining the purpose of holding the world financial and economic system
together for a definite timeline. Politically, the world does not hate America; rather they hate the
free lifestyle our dollar's illusion value brought us yesterday and today.
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Now that the Euro block is passing a point where the Euro currency is viable; this same past dollar
support that built American's illusion wealth will now fall away. In it's place we will see the
beginnings of a currency war like no other in our time.
----------------This very change in structural dollar support is the same change that has been impacting our fed's
actions for over a year now. This change is the difference between "my" call for super price
inflation and the endless calls past hard money thinkers have made. Their on again / off again
goods "price inflation" outlook is based on the same failed analysis that expects price rises
because the fed was into another "printing money faster" cycle. I point out that that cycle has
come and gone many times without a price inflation anything close to our total, long term, dollar
creation.
Further
To this end, I have been calling for a hyer inflation that is being set free to run as a completed
Euro system alters Political perceptions and support. That price inflation will be unending and all
encompassing. While others call, once again, for a little bit of 5, 10, 15% price inflation, that lasts
until the fed can once again get it under control,,,,,,,,, I call for a complete, currency killing,
inflation process that runs until the dollar resembles some South American Peso!
Understanding the Western View
Most current brand of American gold bugs all invest along the "hard money socialist" line. They
harp on the gold story while placing their money in leveraged bets on gold. Perhaps 10% of their
hard money portfolio is in physical and even most of that is in the falsely perceived leverage of
lesser hard metals. All the while 90% of their investment is in various leveraged near gold games.
Their story sounds good, but their bets can only pay off if the government statist are able to
control the gold market they way it has over the last 30 years. Indeed, if the dollar banking
factions were to win this round, we will get another little price inflation cycle and paper gold will,
once again, rise a few hundred dollars. The payoff would serve the mines and leveraged paper
players at the expense
of long term wealth creation for physical gold advocates. In past cycle form, the statist would
send the paper gold price back to the pits.
Fortunately for the majority of world physical gold owners, the hard money socialist game has
ended. In fact, it has been on track to fail for a decade or more. To this end, I invest for a full
American economic and associated dollar currency breakdown that is reflected in a total
revaluation and function of all dollar using business entities. Because governments do and must
combat these types of breakups, gold mines and the hard money socialist that guide most of them
will fail little better than other investors or companies. They will cry for the government to again
create a stable, leveraged paper gold arena so their bets could return to even. The creation of a
Euro based World Free Gold physical only market will bar all trading nations from again playing
the socialist Western gold game. Physical gold will be the very best holding as all of this comes
into play. Virtually all government gold policy will gravitate towards sponsoring citizen gold
ownership. Essentially because Europe will have removed the entanglement of modern fiat
competition from
said gold markets.
Yes, late comers to this understanding will encounter a true free market, but their buy in price will
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be at a much higher natural trading level. Present hard money socialist decry this and invoke a
call for "official money gold" as the only way governments can go. That will not ever be allowed
again
and it guile's them because they need their leveraged gold investments to get them back to even
first. Remember, these are the same people that hold free markets on a high plateau as the goal
for everyone. Yet, they talk a story of gold control for just a little while longer so adjustments can
be
made.
Won't happen! Plan on Americans using inflating dollars as their local transactional currency and
Euros as their second currency. All the while calling CPM for their monthly purchase of a world
class savings asset; 1oz bid $8,324 - ask $8,388! (right MK,,,,,,smile)
-------------------------Greenspan will not embark on a dollar building policy again! Even if he changes his mind about
leaving. Unlike our past inflation cycles, he has only one act to follow because he must support
the internal economic dynamics of this country as its dollar falls from reserve status. There will be
no
inflation "cycle" on this go around. The creation of a competing Euro currency block has changed
his policy dynamic.
The fed has cut rates below perceived price inflation levels already and will cut again and again;
even in the face of real, published, soaring, official statistical CPI. The die has been cast and the
game in in process.
-------------Timing?
We, and I, as physical gold advocates, don't need timing for this position! Timing is for poor, paper
traders. We are neither and our solid, long term, one call over several years to hold physical gold
will confirm our reasoning. There is no stress for me to own this ancient asset as it is in a good
proportion to all my other wealth.
There is no trading an economic system who's currency is ending its timeline. Smart, quick talking
players will joke at our expense until fast markets and locked down paper gold positions block
their "trading even" move into physical at any relative cheap price. Mine owners will see any near
term profits evaporate into a government induced pricing contango that constrains stock equity
with forced selling at paper gold prices.
My personal view
They will, one day in the future, helplessly watch their investments fall far behind a world free
market price for physical gold. Further into the future, one day, mines will make money on the
last thousand per ounce price for gold; only the first $XX,000.00 of price will not be available to
them.
------------Now that I have more defined mine and our position and views; it's time for us to begin another
"Walk On Solid Ground".
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I'll be back as able.
Thanks Michael, Randy,,,,,, all
TrailGuide

FOA (10/4/01; 11:34:15MT - usagold.com msg#111)
Walking On Solid Ground
Hiking the Gold Trail: understanding the evolving message of gold.
----------Good morning to everyone!
Glad to see so many here. This is a more formal presentation and one of our usual departures
from my casual ramblings I brought a few other friends with me to support my thoughts and help
guide the hike today. We'll bunch up close when we pause to talk, then stretch out in a line to stay
only on the trail. Don't worry, you will all be able to hear me as we walk.
Let's go
My friends and I are Physical Gold Advocates. We own physical outright and do so employing the
same reasoning mankind used in owning gold throughout most of history. However, there is a
major difference between our perceptions of this historic reasoning and the current Western
perceptions so many of you are attuned to. Ours is not a mission to unseat the current academic
culture, concerning money teachings; rather it's to present the historic and present day views of
the majority of gold owners around the world. Those of simple thought and not of Western
education. Plain people that, in bits and pieces, own and use the majority of above ground gold.
Whether or not our perception is correct will depend on your ability to apply logic and reasoning.
As we stand here, examine this ancient formation to the left
Most contemporary Western thought is centered around gold being money. That is; gold
inherently has a money use or money function; built into it as part of the original creation. This
thought presents a picture of ancient man grasping a nugget of gold, found on the ground, and
understanding immediately that this is a defined "medium of exchange"; money to buy something
with. This simple picture and analysis mostly grew in concept during the banking renaissance of
the middle ages and is used to bastardize the gold story to this day. Even the term "money", as it
is
used in modern bible interruptions, is convoluted to fit our current understandings.
Much in the same way we watch social understandings of music, literature, culture and dress
evolve to fit current lifestyles, so too did gold have a money concept applied to it as it underwent
its own evolution in the minds of political men. This is indeed the long running, background story
of our Gold Trail; an evolution, not of gold itself, but of our own perceptions of this wealth of ages.
A evolving message of gold that is destine to change world commerce as it has never changed
before.
Onward my friends
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In ancient times there was no concept of money as we know it today. Let me emphasize; "as we
perceive money today". Back then, anywhere and everywhere, all things known to people were in
physical form. All trade and commerce was physical and direct; barter was how all trade was
done.
If one brought a cart to market, loaded with 20 bowls and 20 gold nuggets, he used those
physical items to trade for other valued goods. The bowls and gold had different tradable value;
as did every other thing at the market. Indeed, gold brought more in trade than bowls. Also true;
if a barrel of olive oil was in short supply, it might bring even more in trade than all the gold in the
market square.
The understanding, we reach for here, is that nothing at the market place was seen as a defined
money value. All goods were seen simply as tradable, barterable items. Gold included. Truly, in
time, some items found favor for their unique divisible value, greater worth and ease of transport.
Gems, gold, silver and copper among others, all fit this description. These items, especially and
more so gold, became the most tradable, barterable goods and began to exclusively fill that
function.
But the main question is: was there money in that market place? Sure, but it was not in physical
form. Money, back then and today, was a remembered value in the minds of men. Cumbersome it
may have been, but even back then primitive man had an awesome brain and could retain the
memory values of thousands of trades. In every case, able to recall the approximate per item
value of each thing traded. That value, on the brain, was the money concept we use today.
Eventually gold climbed to the top of in the most tradable good category. Was gold a medium of
exchange? Yes, but to their own degree, so were the bowls. Was gold a store of value? Yes, but to
a degree, so were dinner plates. Was gold divisible into equal lesser parts to define lesser barter
units? Yes, but to a degree one could make and trade smaller drinking cups and lesser vessels of
oil. Perhaps gold became the most favored tradable good because the shear number of goods for
good traded made a better imprint on ones memory; the worth of a chunk of gold in trade
became the value money unit stored in the brain.
Seeing all of this in our modern basic applications of "money concept", almost every physical item
that naturally existed or was produced then also held, to a lesser degree, gold's value in market
barter. But most of us would have a hard time remembering a bowls value and thinking of a bowl
as money. The reason this is such a stretch for the modern imagination is because bowls, like
physical gold, never contained or were used in our "concept of money". Back then, as also today,
all physical items are simple barterable, tradable goods; not of the money concept itself. Their
remembered tradable value was the money.
Gather around
Money, or better said "the money concept", and all physical goods occupy two distinct positions in
our universe of commerce and trade. They have an arms length relationship with each other, but
reside on different sides of the fence and in different portions of the brain.
For example: say I take a bowl to the mint and place an official government money stamp on the
underside. The bowl now is stamped at $1.00. Then I take one tiny piece of gold to the mint; one
290th of an ounce or at today's market a dollar's worth. They stamp that gold as $1.00. Which
physical item would be money? Answer; neither.
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Using ancient historic reasoning and the logic of a simple life; the bowl could be taken to the
market square and bartered for another good. Perhaps a dinner plate. In that barter trade, we
would most likely reach an understanding; that the "bowl for plate trade" imprinted our memory
with what a digital, numeric dollar concept is worth. Again, the 1.00 unit was only stamped on the
bottom for reference. While the dollar concept is only a rate able unit number to compare value
to; like saying a painting is rated from one to ten when judging appearance.
We could do the exact same thing with out 1/ 290th ounce piece of gold as with the bowl above.
In the process we again would walk away with the knowledge of what a $1.00 unit of money value
was worth in trade. The physical gold itself was not the money in trade; the value of the barter
itself created the actual money value relationship. Again. the most important aspect for us to
grasp here is this:
----- The use of physical gold in trade is not the use of money in trade. We do not spend or trade
a money unit, like the dollar, to define the value of gold and goods: we barter both goods and gold
to define the worth of that trade as a remembered association to the dollar money unit. That
remembered worth, that value, is not an actual physical thing. A dollar bill nor an ounce of legal
tender gold represent money in physical form. Money is a remembered value relationship we
assign to any usable money unit. The worth of a money unit is an endless mental computation of
countless barter trades done around the world. Money is a remembered value, a concept, that we
use to judge physical trading value. ---------------Onward
Naturally, for gold to advance as the leading tradable good it had to have a numerical unit for us
to associate tradable value with. We needed a unit function to store our mental money value in. In
much the same way we use a simple paper dollar today to represents a remembered value only.
Dollars have no value at all except for our associating remembered trading value with them. A
barrel of oil is worth $22.00, not because the twenty two bills have value equal to that barrel of
oil: rather we remember that a barrel of oil will trade for the same amount of natural gas that also
relates to those same 22 units. Money is an associated value in our heads. It's not a physical
item.
The first numerical money was not paper. Nor was it gold or silver; it was a relation of tradable
value to weight. A one ounce unit that we could associate the trading value to. It was in the
middle ages that bankers first started thinking that gold itself was a "fixed" money unit. Just
because it's
weight was fixed.
In reality, a one ounce weight of gold was remembered as tradable for thousands of different
value items at the market place. The barter value of gold nor the gold itself was our money, it was
the tradable value of a weight unit of gold that we could associate with that barter value. We do
the very same thing today with our paper money; how many dollar prices can you remember
when you think a minute?
This political process of fixing money value with the singular weight of gold locked gold into a
never ending money vs gold value battle that has ruined more economies, governments and
societies than anything. This is where the very first "Hard Money Socialist" began. Truly, to this
day they think their ideas are the saving grace of the money world. It isn't now and never was
then.
Further along
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When investors today speak of using gold coin as their money during a full blown banking
breakdown, what are they really speaking of?
In essence, they would be bartering and trading real goods for real goods. The mention of spend
their gold money is a complete misconception in Western minds. Many would bring their memories
of past buying with then and that is where the trading values would begin. Still, it would take
millions of trades before the "market place" could associate a real trading value to the various
weight units of gold. It took mankind hundreds? of years to balance the circulation of gold against
its barterable value. Only then could a unit weight value become a known money concept. In that
process, in ancient times, gold had a far higher "lifestyle" value than it has seen in a thousand
years. This value, in the hands of private owners, is where gold is going next.
If you are following closely, now, we can begin to see how easy it is for the concepts of modern
money to convolute our value and understanding of gold. It is here that the thought of a free
market in physical was formed. Using the relationship of a free physical market in gold, we will be
able to relate gold values to millions to goods and services that are currency traded the world
over. Instead of having governments control gold's value to gauge currency creation; world
opinion will be free to associate the values of barter gold against barter currency. In this will be
born a free money concept in the minds of men and governments. A better knowledge and
understanding of the value of all things.
Next trip, we will hike the currency trail.
From an associate:
" Some men will stand on a stage, their backs to an economic forest; growing tall and green from
fiat dollar use. These men will tell the audience before then that this forest does not exist and
they are really in a desert. They say only gold as money will bring rain to this sand. To believe
this, one has to accept that 30 years of American fiat dollar use had no part in making this
landscape. I say that if the dollar created only a part of this desert, then the Euro and free gold
will keep lumber mills employed at least 20 years, no?"
Thanks all
TrailGuide
MK, I'll reply about your Harry Browne thought soon (smile).
FOA (10/5/01; 10:55:19MT - usagold.com msg#112)
Discussing the World with Michael Kosares
http://quote.bloomberg.com/fgcgi.cgi?mnu=news&ptitle=Currency
%20Europe&tp=ad_uknews&T=news_storypage99.ht&ad=euro_currency&s=AO72iPxRDRG9sbGF
y
Hello MK
I wanted to come back to your last stop here on the GoldTrail to address your points and expose
myself to the world. (smile)
I bet you and many hikers think I am tagging all Americans and gold thinkers with this "Hard
Money Socialist" label. Ha Ha,,,,, let me slowly turn around so everyone can take a good look
what a HMS looks like. Yes, that's right,,,,, I fit the definition completely.
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Most of my life I thought gold should be locked into any official currency system so to act as a
gauge and controlling factor against socialist tendencies in governments. I studied and in some
cases talked to all the prominent thinkers on the subject.
In the late 60s, when Harry B. was living in LA, his pre book views took on quite a following. Me
included! Oh, it all seemed so natural then; the eventual breakdown of our misguided economic
policies had to, one day, kill the whole dollar printing game! We all thought that "the coming big
failure" would drive every governments back to using gold as money; or at least in some version
of another gold exchange standard.
However, even then, I had some serious people pointing me in a different direction. You
mentioned how people saw Harry's thoughts " " ----- considered him the lunatic fringe back then
simply because most people never heard of such a thing---- " "! Ho Ho, you should have seen my
reaction
to these other perceived, radical, foreign views I heard?
Truly, Harry's stuff seemed so much more real, so much more the "American Way", that it just had
to work. Well, it did and we have whole libraries full of historical scrip and economic writer's
papers to chronicle his correctness. But, you know, I also looked back at these other guys
explanation of things and they were every bit correct too,,,,, the effects were the same. Then as
the 70s ended and the 80s ran on, their much more longer term understanding really took hold
and left all other gold / currency explanations in the dirt. True, all the rest of the hard money
crowd gained a little with each gold cycle high, but were also shot down with each cycle drop. The
trouble is that historic process is a time consuming afair (smile) and most of the younger boys
and girls that come here don't have a full hands on perspective to how we got here. Current
dogma has a way of leaving out important turning points that are really needed to be factored in.
Hell, a few decades of cycles became so regular in our mind set that a whole industry was born,
explaining why cycle investing works (smile). In time I came to understand that there really was a
long term, singular move, evolving along as a political play at work here. The last decade only
served to underscore it all.
The early 90s Gulf war spike in gold should have been the final revenge for us bugs. Can you
imagine,,,,,, war in the middle eastern oil fields,,,,,,, hundreds of well burning and gold gets shot
down?? I was already 80% in my associates camp of thinking by then and that spike down pulled
my other 20% right in. I knew then that the whole story was changing on political grounds and
was not going to follow the Mise path.
My typical hard money shared long held belief, back then, was always:
----"Gold is the only official money of the world and will return to these roots one day"-------- and
-----" some world wide financial dislocation will drive all governments back to this position"-----!!!!
It wasn't going to happen, no matter what, short of nuclear war. All we had to do was look around
and see how people the world over were attached to using fiat currencies. The economic system
itself was morphing into new ground as world trade learned to function very efficiently with fiat
digital settlement. And that's something the 70s crowd said could never happen. That was how
many years ago?
A lot of the Mise crowd tried to point out that ---- " hey, this is all very good but if you were on a
gold system this economic game would be all the more better" ----! Ha Ha, no one cared,,,,,, why
risk what was already in process. Even the third world didn't want to hear it. They figured that any
return to a hard money system would harked back to a time they remembered well. These guys
suffered during the early century and no one was going to tell them that the gold standard wasn't
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the fault. The US, is today and was then, robbing them blind but the situation seemed, to them,
that this new dollar standard was building them up. Looking at it all,,,,, we robbed the Japan life
style standards the most. All to buy us an almost free standard and they loved it.
When it came to using fiat money in our modern era, it made little difference what various
inflation rates were in countries around the world; 50%, 100% 1,000%,,,,,, they went right on
playing with the same pesos. There have been countless third world examples of this dynamic, if
only we look around. Mike, look at what happened in Russia after they fell,,,, the Ruble stayed in
use and function with 6,000% inflation. My god they still use it now.
No,,,,,,, my guys are dead on the money with respect to the political dynamic that's playing out.
The world is heading towards a huge financial / currency crack up, but it won't work out with gold
coming back into the money game. This very long term transition is playing on a move away from
dollar domination with Europe preparing to suffer less than us by pulling in as many other political
trading blocks as they can.
When you look at who they are reaching for; every one of these blocks wants gold moving higher
to shelter their dollar trading losses. None of them expect to unload dollar reserves because our
end time trade deficit won't permit it. They can't just send the dollars to each other, buying their
own goods that would never exhaust the external dollar float. Hell they now have their own
money to do trade with, the Euro.
The game is to let the US economy suffer from its own bloated expansion by moving slowly away
from supporting foreign dollar settlement with CB storage. This is more than enough to end the
dollars timeline as we are already stretched to the leverage limit. They know that Greenspan has
but one policy to use and that will be super printing. He is doing it now, right on que!
The ensuing domestic price inflation will waste away all buying power of dollars overseas. This is
where they must install a free market in gold that ends international confidence in the current
gold fractional reserve game. This is the "what for" of Britain moving itself and it's gold operation
into the Euro arena. Once safely there, or there in initiative, the ECB and BIS could cash out
England's gold
liabilities without crashing London's banks.
Mind you, this is all happening while Western style "Hard Money Socialists" are defending their
stance by saying the Euro is just another fiat. Ha! These are the same guys that, throught the
90s, put every dine in expensive gold stocks and watched dollar currency inflation drive the dow
up a
trillion points while political actions killed their leveraged gold plays. Now they will refuse to buy
physical when political will is about to impact this sector and they will most likely stand by while a
Euro based dynamic starts another economic surge later.
Truly, reasoning and logic is all about your point below: "it is", Mike.
Mk, you mentioned:
-----Europe will be no more aggressive than it needs to be. As a casual political observer, I believe that
this policy is a mistake that forces Europe to play the inflation game along with the United States,
and that is not the way I would have played the game given the opportunity. However, I'm not the
one calling the shots in Europe. I am an American businessman and investor and in that capacity I
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am not so much interested in the world as I'd "like it to be" but as "it is." I'm sure my European
counterparts feel the same way.----------Right Mike, your last part is like Another said about the forest growing anyway. The fact that it
worked with fiat is the way it happened,,,,, "it is"!
To address your point: well, they are awfully dog gone aggressive now. Note that they didn't make
any attempt to match our post crash rates with a larger drop in their own. That has placed then in
a very pro-active dollar warring position now. I'm sure Greenspan is smoke-en over this break
away. Its built a major carry proposition against the dollar with it and the Euro has to gain on this.
Here is an item from your News feed:
-------------------http://quote.bloomberg.com/fgcgi.cgi?mnu=news&ptitle=Currency
%20Europe&tp=ad_uknews&T=news_storypage99.ht&ad=euro_currency&s=AO72iPxRDRG9sbGF
y
Currency Europe
10/05 13:06 Dollar May Fall vs Euro, Yen; U.S. Unemployment Seen Rising
By Chris Gothard
London, Oct. 5 (Bloomberg) -- The dollar, little changed, may decline against the euro and the yen
on expectations a report will show U.S. unemployment climbed to the highest level in more than
four years, more evidence the nation is headed for a recession. ------------------``We expect unemployment to rise,'' said Rod Davidson, who helps oversee about $1 billion as
head of fixed-income securities at Murray Johnstone Asset Management in Glasgow. ``Everyone is
watching for the slowdown in consumer spending.'' He expects the dollar to decline to 96 cents
per
euro by year-end, and recently sold U.S. Treasury bonds in favor of European government debt.
---Since Sept. 11, U.S. Treasuries maturing in one year and more returned 2.05 percent in local
currency terms, according to Bloomberg indexes that take into account reinvested interest. For a
European investor, those returns are reduced to 1.79 percent because of the dollar's drop against
the euro in that period. ---------------------------------------------------------------Add a,,,,,,, solid rate difference on top of these figures,,,,,,,,, factor in a "beggar thy neighbor"
who is going to survive this economic war between Japan and US ,,,,,,,,; and europe's thrust is
major! I fully well expect Europe to sell into any dollar gold market spikes,,,, now,,,,, so as to hold
the level stedy,,,,,,,in an effort to inflate paper and discredit our gold market. Eventually they will
move to create a rift between physical dollar gold prices and dollar derivatives prices. The call will
go out
that American gold does not reflect what's happening to our Greenspan dollar policy,,,,, real US
price inflation,,,,,,, and is a fraud.
You know, the US wants and needs a higher gold asset price now and I bet they are confounded
to find a way to achieve it. We are stuck in a situation where we will ship a good portion a cheap
prices first. We spent a decade or so playing this gold game for better oil pricing and economic
dominance; now a higher dollar price would hand our banks a trillion dollar derivatives loss if it
rises. It just kills them because the Euro banking establishment would simply cash our all the
dollar based gold derivatives into euro settlement and gain as gold spikes and builds an ever
larger asset base for all the ECBMBs.
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I have to laugh at all these jokers that keep trying to understand the ECB gold policy as some sort
of currency backing similar to years past. It just flies right past them that the ECB wants gold as
an dollar replacing asset, not local money backing. For your European clients, they would be in the
best of all worlds it they buy gold now. Their system is almost making rising gold a law so as to
buffer domestic dollar exchange rate loses.
Mk, you also wrote:
-------- Of course, this is precisely what happened in the 1970s. Harry Browne made the same
argument back then -- that the $35 gold price was both an institutional fixture and institutional
fiction. Europe took advantage of that situation by reclaiming a substantial gold reserve. When the
London gold pool (both de jure and overt) broke down at the $35 price, the devaluation (both de
jure and and overt) quickly followed. Additional formal gold sales proceeded from there from both
the International Monetary Fund and the U.S. Treasury.
Since today the gold price is both an institutional fixture and institutional fiction much the same
process is in motion at present -- only de facto and covert. Are you suggesting a similar result?
And with the euro present and accounted for, will it lead to a new world order? ----------The difference today is that the whole worldly financial, economic and currency structure evolved
to service a much more fast paced dynamic. Simply put, we cannot go back to not using digital
settlement again. If we are to use our trading efficiencies we must embrace fiat currency
use,,,,,,,,, and all its evils. This is what was recognized as we were placed on the road to high
priced gold. Kind of like high priced oil has been factored into our equation,,,,,, so too will a rising
gold price be seen as the price we pay for modern operation. Of course, just as those that don't
have oil must pay to play, and gladly do so,,,,,, those that don't have real gold when the tables
turn will have to pay to keep up.
Back when Harry wrote his early views, gold was largely a physical market. Let's see, were there
futures in the late 60s. Nope, didn't think so (smile). Gold was largely a government transfer thing
with private players outside the US moving a relatively tiny amount of gold. The real story in the
70s was in how much gold the truly big operators couldn't get, even at those oh so high prices.
The little American brought his K rands , gold stocks and post 1975 futures and thought he was
doing something big. In retrospect, gold was dead in the water compared to where it should have
gone. The dollar faction never really stopped controlling it.
Today, it's not the government pricing policy that in jeopardy, it's the very market itself and this
change will break not only the price fiction but the institution also.
Ok, guess I went on enough here. I sure hope everyone can overlook my english mistakes in
those last two posts? More so in all my posts? (smile) Talk later my friend
TrailGuide
FOA (10/8/01; 08:04:08MT - usagold.com msg#113)
Gold on the trail.
Hello Again.
While we watch world events agrivate the markets, the GoldTrail becomes an ever safer place to
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be.
With US bombs working overtime, we may as well get used to living, talking and investing in a
world of disorder. It seems this particular period isn't going away any time soon. However, there is
another dislocation on the horizon; once we get past this war phase, by then a real economic /
currency transition may be well under way.
I wanted to further discuss a closing portion of MKs post, here on the trail.
----- Since today the gold price is both an institutional fixture and institutional fiction much the
same process is in motion at present -- only de facto and covert. Are you suggesting a similar
result? And with the euro present and accounted for, will it lead to a new world order? ------- I
think we may have come to a new Trailhead -- perhaps one that looks vaguely familiar, but then
again perhaps something totally different. I am convinced you are correct that the Europeans
believe that there is a certain historical inevitability to the dollar's demise and there is no need to
hasten the process. ---- The real controversy in the weeks and months to come will revolve
around what this
might mean to both European and American savers, equity investors and gold owners. ----------------------------------------------------------In MKs quote above, he was concluding a comparison to our early seventies gold market and its
predicted change as seen by Harry Browne. He also considered the European perspective and
what it will mean for us. That "us" is you, me and our friends in Europe.
My thoughts:
I made a point in my last talk that: ---- In time I came to understand that there really was a long
term, singular move, evolving along as a political play at work. The last decade only served to
underscore it all. -------Within this evolving political play, gold is but one portion of the pie. For us gold advocates, "how
this portion fits in", is the most important segment of this economic transition in progress. In time
that question will become the most all consuming topic on gold forums.
If you have spent any time at all with mine or my associates thoughts, you may have come away
with a perception that these past decades did not contain gold cycles. Indeed, all of these
fluctuations could be understood as one long, determined, singular process; a competitive political
process of taking the world off the old dollar standard. As in MKs thought above; most European
planers realized long ago that there had to be some inevitable "play out" or "wear out" of the
dollar's mechanics. Especially when its whole linkage to gold was broken; making the dollar an
international medium that only expressed the political management for one nation: the US!
Modern Euro Zone thinkers, today, are even more so aware of what their new currency initiative
will mean in the time ahead. As much as we Americans turn a deaf ear to such logical discussion,
there is no avoiding the fact that every currency that lived had an end. This fate is being hastened
for our dollar even before full Euro use is established. We have but to look and see that "safe
haven" currency buying has dramatically shifted to favor the Euro in this present time of warfare;
something that was not recently the case for any other major national currency.
The historical fact, that fiat currencies end, is all the more true as modern economies probe the
useful limits of fiat currency systems. We have pointed out many times that the dollar has a
definite timeline and the equation that controls that line is linked to "political use". Where once
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hard metal backing or at least "hard style money" management determined a fiat's value, modern
economics seem destine to morph even the next "world money" into the same process. This is
part of the "why for" Europe's ECB built its gold policy as it did. In addition to replacing the huge
hole a fallen dollar will create, their "non money" gold assets will establish a world class
commodity link that oil
producers and other natural resource rich nations can use to deflect "new world order" building by
the next zone of nations. A return of gold back to it's ancient real purpose and use in a value ratio
that reflects the worth of the world's created and owned wealth in something other than national
paper currency. This will send gold on a long term run over decades. Creating an international
asset that forces the comparison of all economic orders, and the national currencies they use,
against each other; negating the need to reinstate a Western policy of artificially controlling gold
values for the currencies benefit.
------------------The US placed its money into this current equation in 1971. Then it failed to accept the internal
price inflation that over printing its money demanded and a remarking of it's gold reserves would
expose to the world. Once off the last possible connection to a gold exchange standard, the dollar
became a modern political tool. Little more than a derivative of value that depended upon what it
could buy within our American borders. While this will be the fate of every new currency in our
modern world, the US was politically and structurally unprepared for this shift in dynamics. We left
our currency in this international pot, subject to every bit of unknown economic evolution that
would come along. Because we could not walk away from the free lunch it brought us, that
evolution dynamic is now upon us. The price we will now pay is the complete loss of dollar utility.
We managed this threat with help from our Euro friends; somehow thinking they enjoyed and
wanted our fleecing their lifestyle to the same degree we did it to the rest of the world. Their
cooperation, we will find out, was but a structural policy that brought time; time for a dollar
replacement to be made.
Our ability to print and ship ever larger numbers of dollars overseas, against our local purchasing
power alone, demanded a gold relationship to prove the dollar derivative's value. While
implementing this policy, we morphed our internal goods production base so as to further
decrease its ability to match the flood of dollars we were creating. From local manufacturing to
services we moves, all the while our leaders and economists told us; "don't worry, noone is
watching,,,, and if they are they are too stupid to understand it all". Herein is where gold fit into
the pie. Herein our newly fiat currency became a tool with a timeline. A currency with an end.
While hard money historians, to the man, clamor for a return to honest government and a dollar
backed with gold; they leave out an important step in the process that history says will never be
skipped. Once a nation embarks down a road of inflating its currency for local political use, the
cast is set for a constant redenominating of the money unit; that is "real bad" price inflation.
However, modern economic evolution has presented an even more profound reply. Once a nation
embarks down a road of inflating its currency for international political use, the cast is set for the
world to find said fiats useful limits, then drop it from use; that is super price inflation as a result
of fiat replacement. To this end we come.
-------------------The gold market, today, is composed of a relatively tiny physical sector with an all consuming
paper component surrounding and dwarfing the standing stocks. This relationship is fine and well
as it served the international community with a way to hedge dollar positions with price rises in
gold. It worked as long as this "paper gold" float had credibility; not to be confused with delivery
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credibility. In our modern dollar gold markets, derivative gold investors need only have faith that
their position "could and would" deliver a gold "price matching" quality. As long as the dollar
remained the world settlement reserve currency one need not have access to real gold to
generate hedged buying power, paper gold would do this for you. Whether the gold price moved
or no, a position and faith was all we needed to continue dollar use.
This kind of position has grown in the final decade of dollar use. In order to float ever larger
numbers of international dollars, the paper gold float had to expand with it. Our dollar was very
much hyper inflated as it was used in a final act of world economic leverage; "political use" that
drained the last bit of "leverage value" from a failing currency system. To this end, the "paper
gold"
markets were matched, point to point, with international dollar inflation.
----------------------------As we proceed with this act, the dollar will come to be seen more and more as "just another
currency" rather than the world's reserve settlement money. We see today the makings of this
move as national blocks move in this direction. England, Russia, China and South Africa are
thinking more and more in terms of using Another currency; in a percentage that more reflects a
realistic ratio of their trade flows. Soon oil, debt and all world settlement will be done more so in
this same ratio. Soon, investors will match their fiat needs and savings plans so as to be
denominated in Euro positions; again equal to a more worldly economic exposure.
While, at first, not completely replacing the dollar on a world trading scale, this initial shift will
have a dramatic impact on the use, need and overall function of our current paper gold markets
as expressed in dollar terms. In order to replace the loss of our international dollar demand and
its impact on domestic economic and financial structure, the US fed has and will begin a structural
currency inflation that builds upon an already overextended base of world dollar liquidity. This
incredible currency expansion will break out into the open with real price inflation as never before
witnessed in the US. In turn, foreign holders of dollar based assets will, not only, demand price
performance of their "paper gold" hedges, even as they are compelled to shift a larger portion of
their asset bases into Euro positions.
The ECB will not only be forcing a higher return to Euro holders, they will also be promoting a shift
away from the US method of hedging currency risk. Moving their quarterly marking to the market
of gold assets to using a local Euro Zone spot physical price; a price that will prove to out run the
dollar "paper gold" market's ability to keep up. Such a play will emphasize "physical gold"
positions for hedging as opposed to "paper gold" positions. The latter will become an obvious
useless play as investors ratio their exposure into physical and glut the "paper gold" market with
no longer needed, unwanted dollar positions. An action that forces a discount upon a market
physically unprepared to match real gold against a decade of super inflated paper supply.
In the end analysis; the dollar will suffer an ever more negative reallocation of assets in a
snowball effect that trends investors away from dollar use and settlement. As dollar price inflation
roars, and physical gold demand soars; the dollar gold markets will completely fail their past
hedging purpose as they become locked into a political cash settlement mode. A mode that forces
an ever expanding discount against spot physical trading in Europe and the world.
--------------The new world order MK mentioned above will, in time, be seen as simply a redefinition of
currency use and values. As seen in a historic scope of human affairs; the world has always been
on the brink of a new world order. Perhaps better said: the old world order has never stopped
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changing. (smile)
thanks all
TrailGuide
MK (10/08/01; 18:28:05MT - usagold.com msg#115)
Question from Beneath a Tonne of Yellow Metal:
FOA, with respect to your comment below (which fell on me like a tonne of yellow metal), let me
ask a question or two:
FOA: "The ECB will not only be forcing a higher return to Euro holders, they will also be promoting
a shift away from the US method of hedging currency risk. Moving their quarterly marking to the
market of gold assets to using a local Euro Zone spot physical price; a price that will prove to out
run the dollar "paper gold" market's ability to keep up. Such a play will emphasize "physical gold"
positions for hedging as opposed to "paper gold" positions. The latter will become an obvious
useless play as investors ratio their exposure into physical and glut the "paper gold" market with
no longer needed, unwanted dollar positions. An action that forces a discount upon a market
physically unprepared to match real gold against a decade of super inflated paper supply."
MK: I think I might understand where you are going with this. But let me ask you just to be sure:
Do you foresee "using a local Euro Zone spot physical price" as you put it, (and I interpret that to
mean Europe pricing gold in euros independent of the dollar price) as a means to breaking the
bullion banks' grip on the price of gold? Let's just deal with that piece of the puzzle before moving
on. In such a scenario, what would happen for example if natural supply and demand took the
price to EU500), while the bullion banks through derivative selling held the price at US$290? Let
me throw in one more ingredient: The exchange rate between the dollar and euro remained within
90% of what it is now. Is this even theoretically possible?
FOA (10/9/01; 10:05:48MT - usagold.com msg#117)
PIZZA,,,, Bronco's,,,,,, Tonne of Yellow Metal,,,, and USAGOLD: Ha Ha,,, a gold advocates
dream come true (ssssmile)
Background for everyone
All through out this period bullish gold traders have lost their shirts trying to bet on the price of
gold. It wasn't until around 1995? or 1996? that these same traders even began suspecting that
the price of gold was manipulated. As years turned into decades, hard money traders plunged
theirsavings into our gold markets as up and down cycles drained their leveraged gold wealth. All
the while thinking that the highs and lows, that were killing them, were just the ebb and flow of
paper prices representing the fundamental demand and supply of physical gold. With Mises like
faith they knew, someday, the currency inflation that has driven our financial markets and
economies upward, would meet its end; finally taking their leveraged gold position to the top. It
didn't happen then and it won't happen now; not as they are playing it! Period.
Remember, this writing is coming from one of the longest running (now ex.) "Hard Money
Socialist" anyone has ever seen!
Without mentioning any names, I can remember when some of today's most avid supporters of
the manipulation cause were shouting down, not only Another's voice of reason to buy physical,
but anyone else that suggested manipulation or a "political thrust" was controlling the paper price.
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Today, countless gold people around the world point out that gold is a manipulated item. While
being on the right track, they are still using the wrong perception to grasp the dynamics of these
markets. This lack of perception is what keeps them from positioning themselves and other gold
people correctly: positioned to gain wealth when a stake is finally driven in the heart of this paper
monster.
The efforts by most are focused in one direction; to once again make our paper gold markets
reflect the real rarity and actual fundamental value of physical gold bullion. While my heart,
support and courage goes out to all gold bulls that strive for this end, it's chances of happening
are the same as having government moneys return to being backed with gold: zero chance!
This grip on physical prices, that paper trading has, is only going to be changed because dollar
gold derivatives no longer work. Not because some form of private lawsuit, world disaster or
private coin buying is going to redirect investment flows. Only an official government change away
from supporting their currency with paper pricing will do it,,,,, and don't expect the USA to be at
the forefront of this move.
--------------Lost in all the confusion is the distinction between investing in the price of gold and investing in
gold itself. Perhaps 90% of all the investing in today's worldwide, dollar settled, gold market is
done in this first way mentioned. Yes, the market is structured, contractually, to settle in gold.
However, in practice, in norm, and in past legal precedent, it is accepted that paper gold trading is
meant to only capture the price movements in gold while ceding, what could be, controlling
physical trades and
their price setting function to other market areas.
Obviously, this is the way it all started, years ago, with the physical trading and its fundamentals
dominating the lesser paper trading. But the market evolved with the paper contractual trading
becoming 100 or more times the size of the physical side. But everyone already knows all this,
right?
What doesn't seem to be obvious is the "why for" the paper market grew so large. It grew to
dominate because world wide dollar expansion reached its "non hedged" peak. In other words, the
dollar's timeline was ending as its ability to produce non price inflationary economic gains came
into
sight
In order to push dollar holdings further, international players needed and purchased "paper
financial hedges" to balance their risk. Within their total mix of derivative hedges were found
"paper gold price hedges"; modern gold derivatives. The important thing to remember is that
these positions are not and never will be used to demand physical gold. They are held to buffer
financial and currency risk associated with holding any form of dollar based asset. To work these
items don't need to really perform "dollar price movements" in the holders favor as much as they
are present in the portfolio to act as insurance stickers.
In that truth, these paper gold positions act like FDIC insurance at our banks. It can and will
manage only a small determined portion of bank runs,,,,, not a full scale failure of the banking
system. In a real full banking failure we would all get, perhaps, 80% of our covered $100,000 and
10% of the rest.
The same is true for these gold position's performance; real gold delivery along with true price
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performance, matching real bullion trading, would be only for the very few. For that matter, an
actual functioning paper gold marketplace would be for the very few, too! But, in the same way a
bank account owner understands the credibility of FDIC insurance when times are good; the
international dollar asset owner will not grasp that modern paper gold hedges cannot be allowed
to work until after a real serious price inflationary run begins.
For the first time in this portion of the dollar's timeline and our lifetimes, such an inflation is about
to show its face!
==================
While so many of our gold bulls salivate at the prospects of some player calling for delivery and
driving the gold derivatives market to the moon; it ain't gona happen! Our world of dollar based
gold derivatives has grown so large and become so integrated into supporting (hedging)
international dollar assets, the central banks will band together to crush any delivery drive.
This is in the ECBs intrest as I will explain in a moment.
If some big player said he was going to take 100 million ozs out of the paper gold market, the
Central Bank systems would just order him to trade out for liquidation only and go to the cash
market to buy his gold. Don't think I'm confusing Comex positions and their rules as being
different from the rest of the world gold market. What works on comex works everywhere when
the system is at risk. The controlling governments, who's domain Bullion Banks reside in, would,
could and will force those holders of bank busting positions to simply cash out for the good of
their
system.
By the way; not only does a liquidation market send baby gold bulls running to sell, also, the BBs
would be selling enough additional paper to temporally send gold down $100 bucks so our boy
would trade out with a little less cash (smile). Then he would find an opposite "premium" spike in
the cash markets, waiting for his order.
I hope my little dose of reality drives some sense into our gold community. This is the reason
Another says only fools try to buy their gold all at once on the paper markets. "NOONE" is going
to exercise their "corner" until the dollar based gold system is changed.
------------OK, thanks for waiting, MK, I'm getting to your point. (smile)
Mike, while I'm writing this, I see gold selling off (silver more so). Once again, we see where the
paper based trading has plenty of selling power and completely dominates the physical
fundamental markets. How may postulated, even just a few years ago, that with the fed
expanding the money
supply by a year to date "one trillion"; that paper gold could not reflect this inflation? This only
further confirms that this form of market "hedge" is failing to function for its owners. Changing
are coming, my friend, changes are coming! Back to the story:
==================
Paper gold derivatives became a major force in allowing this last, end time, demand for dollars
and subsequent surge in it's value. This is why Another said it would run way up, even while being
inflated, before the end would come.
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Only now are we coming to a point where theory meets practice as Alan Greenspan now is and
must hit the presses. This forced printing inflation, currently happening, is the very precursor to a
lower dollar exchange rate, rising real price inflation and the very first destructive test of paper
gold derivative hedges. As price inflation rises the US will protect its own banks and the short
paper gold portion of these positions they created. They will sell all the paper gold they can in
order to stop these hedging positions from functioning and breaking their writers.
On the physical side, the US wants and needs a higher price as they ship real gold commitments
to help balance our sinking ship. So, the dollar supporting paper gold position we have sold for
years will now block our ability to gain some ground with high US gold reserve prices.
In turn, Euro factions will also sell into the paper gold dollar system to help further discredit its
hedging function in the face of dollar price inflation. Now to the good part:
---------------If you are a major international dollar asset holder, watching this evolving transition, how would
you act? Remember, not only is paper gold not rising to reflect real dollar price inflation, even
physical gold cannot react because the dollar based market, as it currently functions, keeps
physical subject to paper discovered prices.
With the world dollar gold markets completely locked from rising and performing their portion of a
hedge function for your portfolio,,,,,,, because, if they rose trillions would be lost by the
writers,,,,,,, what asset based currency would you escape into.
How about a currency that wants you to redirect your fiat hedging to using outright physical gold
instead of paper gold leverage? A currency, with a stated free gold pricing policy, that will allow
your physical hedge to function in place of that locked dollar gold market; and function in a
currency supporting way.
They say:We understand that there will be an inflationary transition form this dollar world because
we, ourselves, must absorb a certain portion of all the past created dollar inflation. A portion of
pain we and the world must all bear in order to economically get pass this period. But, at least,
we offer a position in the wealth of ages to reflect this financial loss as it is manifest in price
inflation.
We will allow and support any physical gold Euro price rise to balance this action.
-------------------------Mike,
the leverage today will be in a physical gold position, not any other form of gold ownership. By
accumulating physical gold today, we are truly walking in the footsteps of giants; advancing with
them as they work thru this singular, long term political move. Truly, the oil producers also fully
understand and appreciate this position.
Yes, I think it is theoretically possible to see physical Euro gold priced very high while traditional
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American paper gold markets become cheap, non functioning, cash settlement shadows of world
spot gold values. In the near future, there will be no form of arbitrage between physical gold and
this failed , crushed dollar gold market because it will only allow cash settlement. While a
US physical gold free market will be locally encouraged, it will most likely simply be a shadow
function of Euro Gold prices. Besides, politically, unless we once again stop all gold ownership and
or implement exchange controls,,,,,, all gold buying money would head to europe. Besides again,
politically, a Euro based free market will end all fictions of gold's true value anyway. (This is my
private understanding or scoop, if you will) I also expect a European gold coin to become real
usable legal tender (not a collector item) and be named the "EuroLand"". Again, a barter asset
that is taxed when used. Just as we have sales taxes and excise taxes; gold coins used outside an
investment realm would be taxed. (again, this is but the shadow of an evolving down the road
position as I can best grasp it)
I also fully well expect that most world gold mine production will be forced to ship gold into the
leftovers of the dollar cash settlement paper market until the Bullion Banking system is made
whole on their physical side. In adjunct to this, the ECB and BIS will play a major roll in cashing
out failed paper gold positions for certain clients. Cashing out in Euros, that is.
A US workout to cover its failed paper gold position will most likely be using gold industry profits.
It could be done via "windfall tax legislation", plain tax or part of any variety of emergency
financial arrangement. All built in order to allow our current gold reserves to be repriced at higher
world levels and help our dollar stay somewhere in the next currency system. Considering the size
of the failure, real gold will outperform any and all investments once this all gets started.
However, we should not be naive and not expect some serious taxes of our own on bullion sales.
Still, only just enough so as to keep currency tender protected from being supplanted with illegal
gold use. Illegal in that too high a rate and everyone would use gold in barter and stopped paying
their capital gains taxes all together.
Dollar hyperinflation and super high gold prices are closer than many think.
MK, while I think you have always understood our thrust, if this post is sinking into the readers
understanding,,,,, the words should be jumping off the page at them. Let's hope so.
Now, I think I will do some gardening and also have a pizza later. Sounded too good to pass up!
(smile).
thanks
TrailGuide
I hope to later comment on the good words of Mr. Strauss.
FOA (10/9/01; 14:55:32MT - usagold.com msg#118)
Patching the trail!
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Well. I read thru my last post and thought it was ok. Then I returned, pulled a copy off the printer
and gulped. Don't we wish we could change these things? Here are some corrections and
expansions.
[Sitemaster note: msg#117 has been properly amended to incorporate the corrections FOA
indicated in this post, #118.].
sorry about this,,,,, I think I'll go hide for a while.
Just a TrailGuide

FOA (10/10/01; 07:07:06MT - usagold.com msg#119)
At the Trail Head parking lot
I'm here to post a notice that another guest speaker will soon be talking somewhere on the trail. I
think this one will be covering fiats or moneys, not completely sure?
(leaning against my car, while talking to a few day hikers)
After yesterday's awful writing I went into my back property to hide and do some gardening.
Some of the guys that help me out came over and dug in. It wasn't long before they, once again,
started telling me what to do and, in a weekly ritual, I fired the whole bunch! By now they know
this is my usual banter and just kept right on working,,,, and still telling me where and how things
should be planted! The truth is, after all these years I'm still learning from them. Looking at the
whole situation; I know I can talk better than they can garden, but I also know they can garden
better than I can write! So, there is a certain symmetry ,,,,,, somewhere in this scheme of human
affairs. It requires us all to put up with the other's weakness; especially if we want the other's
understandings.
(pulling a cloth from my pocket and cleaning my glasses while talking)
On most parts of this Trail, I could walk with my eyes closed; while in other areas I would need six
maps and two GPSs units just to know north! Right now, I can tell ya what's most likely out there,
but in those strange areas; not really sure?
Take this Euroland gold coin thing? My guess is we won't see this anytime soon. I suspect it will be
something like a K-Rand, with no marked currency denomination, but different in that it will be a
hybrid legal tender. If you look here in the US, gold coins are somewhat a currency as they stand.
Just like IBM stock, real estate and most any other asset, we just have to sell it for currency first;
pay our taxes and then use the money to buy something. The process only becomes illegal if you
use the stock, land or gold to trade directly for something and don't pay your taxes.
Mr. Strauss pointed out that the current trend in motion is that all VAT taxes are being lifted or
phased out on gold trading. Eventually, most of the world will have only some form of capital
gains taxes on gold. This is fine and is bringing gold into focus as the one and only metal asset
the official sector is trying to work with. But I think there is more to it than this.
As I said many times; Europe it looking to bring gold back into use as a very tradable asset.
Perhaps "the most very tradable asset" but still outside the fiat money context. They want to keep
the government's and socialist's hands off gold and its market function so it will serve everyone as
a
savings medium. But, they also want it to gain as a trading medium so the combination of the two
will create immense demand.
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To gain in the "use department" I suspect we will see some push to drop all gains taxes on gold
used in official coin (Euroland) form. In place of that, there will be some form of excise tax
charged on payments / trades done using these gold coins. Most likely, you will have a choice of
paying
completely in gold or Euros but not a combination of both. Probably, gold will be used for large
purchases because gold will carry a very high price by then. And too, 1 gram coins will be the
norm; being the size of our one ounce now, but with alloys. I doubt gold will ever be used in
regular store / retail sales. In other words, I could go into my bank and use 50 Eurolands
containing, say one ounce fine gold each, and pay off my $200,000 mortgage; minus some 15%
excise tax on the deal? I could probably do the same thing with regular bullion, too, but would pay
a somewhat higher gains tax rate; instead of the lower excise tax.
Anyway, this is all in the "for what it's worth area". Go ahead and take your hike,,,, I will be here
giving the car a tune-up and changing the oil when you return. Then I want to talk some more
about the words of Mr. Strauss (smile).
TrailGuide

FOA (10/15/01; 07:49:09MT - usagold.com msg#120)
Continuing from my last talk:
(returning to the trailhead parking lot: walking along the road with a few Gold Trail hikers I ran
into along the way)
Boy, I wish those other day hikers would have returned from their walk before I had to leave. Sure
could have used a ride to the auto store. Who would have thought I couldn't get my oil filter off?
It seems the more we advance our so-called "modern lifestyle", the more complicated simple
things become. Now it takes a $10, special angled grip wrench just to undo a simple filter and the
darn thing broke just when I needed it!!!!!
You guys probably think this is all normal? But, I tell ya, all this complicated engineering only
works when nothing goes wrong; the fella that designed that oil filter never thought somebody
(me) would accidentally push a little more than needed; breaking the wrench and causing a
problem that
stopped the whole car from running.
(now done with the car, sitting on a log with the guys)
You know, the gold market was put together the same way as my car: over the decades, a whole
bunch of financial engineers each designed their own little part of the mechanics. Each one of
them structured their little part to work perfectly as it functioned in the overall operation of the
engine.
These fellas did exactly what their boss told them to do; make your part work and don't worry
about all the rest. In truth, this dynamic works fantastically in a mechanical environment; devoid
of organic imperfections. But, apply this kind of design into an economic function and sooner or
later you're asking for all hell to break lose!
You see, a fuel pump won't look over its shoulder to see if the gas tank really has all the liquid the
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dash board fuel gauge say it has. Such a mechanical system, as an overall part of the engine
function, will keep right on running until the very end! Now understand that..... if a person,
emotions and all, was running that pump, he would eventually see what's what and go running
down the hall screaming "we're almost out of gold,,,,, errr, I mean gas!
Let's take a hike:
You know, modern financial engineering incorporates all the physical factors of "just in time
delivery" management and labels it "just in time dispersion of risk". In other words: they try to
take all the perfect workings of a mechanical operation and replicate it into financial dealings. But,
financial instruments, while understood by us as being paper bonds, stocks and bank accounts,
are actually completely organic! They are, like money, really concepts of value we hold in our
head; not oil filters or fuel pumps we hold in our hands. The "worth" of things is a "value" we
mentally
create thru countless interactions with each other as we go thru the day: interactions we call "the
markets".
Onward
It's no accident of nature that our world monetary structure embraced derivative expansion as it
has over the last ten or twelve years. I think we can say that this modern creation of risk
management began around 1988 or so. ( It's funny, but I remember living in San Diego and
reading a paper about a gold company called Barrick that just started only a few years earlier?)
The record of derivative evolution meshes seamlessly with the recent need for supportive dollar
currency measures; a strategy of maintaining a failing system that was ending earlier than
expected. Truly, a decade ago, noone was going to carry the dollar any further, waiting on the
endless delays of Euro creation, without some way to hedge risk. We had hit the end of the
dollar's timeline to early; we had missed the mark.
The US could not physically save the dollar, then, with gold backing or the production and sale of
real goods. In the course of all the previous dollar expansion, the gross liabilities of taking dollar
asset conversion into anything real, and originated locally in the US, would have made us
economic slaves to the world for decades. The only answer was to let the dollar kill itself while you
create an illusion of risk dispersion in the form of derivative protection; a form of backing if you
will. With this "illusion of risk dispersion" in hand, called a derivative hedge, the world currency
system and its denominated assets, continued on. This "just in time risk management" was and is
adopted into every present day currency that carried the dollar as reserve backing. This includes
all the old Euro moneys and the Swiss and British etc.. Thus, in time, derivative use supplanted
IMF protocols and SDR functions; sidestepping the whole basic structure of controls built upon the
old dollar based system.
This derivative buildup has effectively removed US fed policy from being a controlling factor in
dollar use and expansion. Gone were the days when the Fed could force everyone to disinflate
with us. Today, if we slow our money printing, the outside liabilities would crush our banking
and ,therefore, our economic way of life.
It's no wonder that Alan Greenspan has commented so often on the need to control derivatives
yet has no workable plan to counter their function. Truly this dynamic was created to counter his
function and few can understand this! In effect, the dollar was placed on a one way street that
required it to be inflated into infinity. All as a means of protecting dollar originators; the US
banking system. Dollar leverage, that is actually US liabilities, is now built up endlessly. This all
points to a nonstop, end time need for an uncontrollable inflationary expansion by our fed.
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Randy S, over in the tower at USAGOLD, has shown us a complete record of this current era of
dollar creation. While others were waiting for a "little bit of 6%, 7% or 8% inflation" to show its
head, are given a weekly guide of this new Fed policy agenda and its dilemma. An almost endless
acceleration of reserve creation that, strangely enough, coincided with each increase in the
confidence that the Euro was for real.
Today, our fed is confronted with a daunting task. The Sept. tragedy served to force its hand and
show its true policy in the open and the risk that is driving it. We as consumers welcomed a
derivative driven dollar expansion, the stock market assets it produced and the better lifestyle it
brought us. We even thanked the political will that made this so; not knowing that the seeds of
leverage that produced our illusionary gains were handcuffing our ability to ever stop the process.
We are now learning that managing a dollar economy and the "derivative risk" that brought it, all
works very well. In our first real test of "just in time risk management" our Fed is and will provide
buying power to gobble up any and all risk, "just in time" and without end.
With this the decade long cries for comparison of our "US free market driven economy" and
"Europe's terrible socialist polices" fall silent. It seems that when our "free market" created assets
are threatened to be exposed as an illusion of value, Americans embrace any and every form of
government socialistic bailout known to man. Perhaps, our much exampled form of a "free market
driven economy" was little more than "free as long as derivative risk is covered with social money"
"just in time".
Now, we will follow this trend in an accelerated fashion, until all derivative process is exposed as
nonfunctional outside a massive hyperinflationary policy. Our wealth is and was nothing but an
illusion of safety and created in our own minds. Within this mix is contained all the various gold
derivatives we have come to love so well. The future failure of a gold contract does not mean that
the long holder gets his price or his underlying good; it means his derivative fails to shelter his
exposure by matching his other loses. In terms closer to a gold bug's heart; paper gold in any
form will not match up anywhere near the price of free traded physical gold.
We are on the road to high priced gold and under priced derivatives. The same thrust will be
apparent in all financial derivatives. Further, we are on the road to a fully "cash settled" contract
market for gold; here in the US and abroad. In the time ahead, just before serious real price
inflation rears its head, look for most all dollar based contract commodities markets to be
restructured into pure "undeliverable" cash settlement markets. Markets that, also, many gold
producers will be forced to use. The day of big premiums on gold coins and bullion is coming and
coming fast.
Let's head back to the parking lot and home and get ready for another day. A real hike is coming.
TrailGuide
Randy, please rework the recent mistakes on the trail, in your time(big smile). Thanks
FOA (10/18/01; 08:22:07MT - usagold.com msg#121)
There they go!
(At the trail head, loading the packs)
Quick, use your binoculars, watch the action on the other side; across the paper gold valley.
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Do you see them? Right over there, follow my point? Just under those low bushes; next to that
big bolder; making their way out of the paper valley. Yep, that's a big paper gold trader, going
over the top. Ya see em? Ha1 Ha! Sure sign the seasons are changing!
These guys, and others like them, are trying to run ahead of a trend we already knew was in
process. They are going over to the other side of the paper gold mountain. If only they knew
about USAGOLD a long time ago?
Yep, us PGAs beat um to the punch and those pikers
(slang for hikers on some peak in Colorado [smile])
will pay a big premium to be in our dust! Indeed, they are headed where our very own gold trail
has been: in the middle of a physical gold market transition that finds its roots in
Europe.
Yup,,,,,, silver is back into the 4.20s as China sells it to buy gold; while the question of what to do
about gold paper gets more official consideration every day! The dynamics of money is in flux, for
sure!
Keep loading your packs, people, take lots of stores for a true wilderness experience under a
starlit night; a big hike is coming.
TrailGuide
(thanks Randy)

FOA (10/20/01; 08:50:20MT - usagold.com msg#122)
Taking broader steps: heading towards a clearing
Onward
I'll repeat a remark made here on the trail before:
-----[One day the ECB will be] Moving their quarterly "marking to the market" of gold assets to
using a local Euro Zone spot physical price; a price that will prove to out run the dollar "paper
gold" market's ability to keep up. Such a play will emphasize "physical gold" positions for hedging
as opposed to "paper gold" positions.------------Follow my steps
The coming dollar currency crisis will be, very much so, driven by an across the board failure of all
derivative market function, not just in our gold derivative markets alone. As these risk dispersal
markets built up over the years, that system allowed the dollar to continue in its reserve roll. The
very failure of this hedge system is what will begin to transition the world away from dollar
holdings. Not to mention settlement use and retention in CB reserve function.
Truly, our dollar's value would have never arrived at or retained its current level, for so long, had
foreign CBs not supported it by making a background market for derivative exchange
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management and low rate gold loan commitments for major world investors to use. Within this
tremendous mass of paper risk assets, our modern paper gold markets find their home.
When this whole quagmire of dollar support is allowed to fall away, the true nature and worth of
paper gold derivatives will truly come to light. Prompting a trading recognition of their real value
and their quick disposal. The ensuing price action will sever investor's faith that there is an equal
connection between the owning of; what is the fundamental value and leverage of physical gold
assets and simply capturing gold's currency price changes in paper asset form.
This change in market pricing dynamics will shift investor perception and force private and public
wealth hedgers to see physical gold as having a far greater leverage over paper positions. An
image and position the dollar gold faction and the entire gold industry have fought against for
years.
This transition in hedge book policy will set off a new dynamic trend in our gold markets where
physical gold soars to find a fundamental value modern gold thinkers knew existed. A value
steeped in gold's rich history of being the very best barter wealth savings in the world. A value
that gold could never find when tied into official money systems.
Our evolution of thought will find its roots in an inflationary financial crisis that is now beginning to
unfold in dollarland. In fact, "all" dollar hedging systems will most likely meet the same fate as
the effects of a real, serious price inflation in local US markets escalates. In the final overview,
physical gold will be seen as the only real risk hedge; in fact; the only world class asset "that can
perform such a task"!
Onward further
In simple political terms; the very leverage that all modern currency supporting derivatives
represent, never could be allowed to perform; in large outright quantities! Once real inflation
begins to demand that these hedges truly spread financial risk with real performance, resulting in
a pile
up of loses, the political solution used time and again will return as the time honored utility that
saves the day:
------change the rules------!
You see, just as there wasn't enough real gold stored in official US vaults to match pre 1971
dollars at the then existing exchange rate, there isn't enough "tradable gold" to match the inflated
paper gold markets today. Both then and now, the paper derivative's function to relate and
capture the value of gold was blocked from functioning.
Pre 1971; people held dollars because the physical gold that those dollars should have
represented and could be traded for, hedged the risk of government sponsored price inflation. But,
people found out, too late, that those gold derivatives; those pre 1971 dollars; would never be
allow to function as risk hedges. We found once again that man's ability to maintain a constant
link, a constant derivative value, between official money and gold,,,,,, was always an evolutionary
failing trait.
The response will be exactly the same for our problems now as it was then.
-- Then --:
The dollar faction universally abrogated all gold delivery options against dollar currency and
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implemented cash settlement against all claims for gold. In other words; implement a pure fiat
floating exchange rate and close out all gold claims by saying that investor holdings in dollars
were equal to gold. In hindsight this was just another illusion; dollars were only ablr to capture
the gold price if that relationship was controlled thru paper market valuations.
Then -- to -- Now:
By saying that dollar cash, using the old 35 dollar controlled rate, was the same as owning gold;
the Western world embarked down the same paper road we travel today.
Modern "Western Thought" is convinced of an illusion; that capturing the price of gold is as good
as capturing physical gold. Indeed, this thought was further extended to include capturing a
leveraged price of gold.
--Now--:
A process is in the works to change our dollar / gold relationship again, after derivatives were
inflated beyond use. Now, even the price of gold can no longer be captured on a par basis
between derivative gold paper and real physical gold as the preceived value of gold is soaring.
Once a super currency inflation breeds super price inflation; the derivative markets will begin to
fail their hedge purpose and their trading value. These asset themselves will become the real risk.
Dollar supporters have no choice but to "NET OUT" at even any derivative hedge that may risk the
system. That is, "Net Out" in a way that completely voids their risk transferring purpose as they
are settled in dollar cash "no matter what effect inflation is having on the currency's value or your
other dollar assets! Remember, the financial world today turns on dollar assets that are hedged;
not just pure bare holdings! Block the hedge markets from performing and the dollar itself is
unseated.
Make no mistake, every official rule and regulation ever written for currency crisis management
involves not only currency profile assets, but also gold profile assets. With this concept in grasp;
it's easy to see, with gold derivatives so widely used in current dollar support functions today, why
they will be impacted as part of the paper mass.
Modern derivative usage involves gold derivatives and a new evolving crisis policy management
will function somewhat the same as in 1971. It will arrive as some "net out" policy directive and
universally abrogate all gold delivery options as part of the package. Any gold derivative that is
used to support dollar currency exchange rates will be reworked to implement cash settlement
against all claims for international currency derivatives written for gold.
Further
Is it no wonder that Euro Banks have no fear from writing short gold paper. Because the entire
Euro money profile is in the background for them. Running in parallel to and not in conjunction
with the current dollar system. Any Fed policy that must break the risk transferring dynamic of
derivatives, to protect our US banks, will open the door to the ECB's dumping IMF protocols and
using the Euro alone as their sole reserve currency. This will immediately shift all dollar derivative
plays onto the market, dynamically devaluing our dollar in the process. The ECB would then be
cashing out holders of their gold loans in Euros as dollar physical gold prices spike and paper gold
prices plunge.
Higher still; we climb
Of course, the big difference is that Euroland will encourage a physical only market price that, in
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turn, also floats Euro gold values to the sky. All in an well balanced effort to replace the massive
dollar asset base it lost. In this; the Euro will become the first currency block that functions as a
local reserve, yet under scores its image with huge non- monetary gold assets. Is it no wonder
that EuroLand citizens will be buying gold as much for its prospects to rise as for its ability to be a
wealth savings. In this it will hedge the future remains of a dollar failure and its impact on the
world system.
If Mr. Huge EuroLand bank owes the ECB system gold worth 100 million in current gold deals; with
each 1,000 euro rise in gold he finds himself able to settle in less received physical gold. In a true
"cashed out" transition of currency reserve hedges, each ounce of contracted gold owed could be
reduced many times. Every player in the gold system, that is caught with their pants down, will
rush to be a part of any Euro workout. Indeed, for every major player that was long the gold loan
system, for the purpose of buying gold, cash outs in Euros will offer the only return. Official
players in the oil sector would eventually be receiving American gold (but that is Another story).
Pause here
Remember; we have presented, for some time, that official gold stocks were never physically "in
play" to the degree the gold industry suspected. It has always been our position that it is and was
"gold commitments" that were behind the market, while official physical gold was traded mostly
within the CB system or delivered to the most pertinent oil players. The Swiss operation points to
an end time settlement of these for the Euro side of things.
ECBMBs (European Central Bank Member Banks) never really sent out very much real gold; they
just lent their good name to the BBs. That means cash pooling for the loans also. So, when a new
currency transition workout proceeds, the members of the ECB are receiving Euro cash in
payment for gold loans. In hindsight; it will be seen that they lent the commitment to sell gold
only long enough for US inflation to end the dollar's timeline and bust its dollar system. Around
ten or fifteen years over this recent concluding period?
Truly, the gold that is filling the fundamental demand deficit never was the gold coming out of CB
ranks; this position was and is the gold industry just looking for an answer to explain what was
truly an paper market problem impacted by official currency games!
Besides, if your business is financially structured within an ongoing paper gold market and needs
said paper to trade at par with physical gold; you don't want to consider an outcome where you
may be trapped selling your product at a discount! Better to fight for a rework of the same
markets. A process that robs physical gold owners of fundamental value by reinforcing the paper
market illusion for the benifit of a relatively small group of gold players.
That will not happen this time; believe it!
In a final thought that explains the fundamentals that tarnished gold:
The gold that filled "the supply demand gap" came from tired Western thinking gold bulls the
world over. Over the last years of our dollar's timeline, they transitioned their portfolios from
holding physical to holding essentially unallocated forms of leveraged paper gold. This took place
in both public and big trading firms.
To the thinking of these smaller world players, who made up this mass of original physical gold
ownership; future gold, options, gold stocks and long gold loans, all captured the price of gold in
this modern era. Indeed, for them it was all the same and suddenly so logical and simple. But,
they did and are losing their wealth to the paper monster and now,,,,, just when they thing gains
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are in their grasp,,,,, the rules were changed again.
let's rest here; that clearing is in sight; where some speaker if giving a talk
Packs off for now
thanks
TrailGuide
FOA (10/23/01; 10:30:12MT - usagold.com msg#123)
The real world
No backpacks today. Lets just stroll over to that clearing where I'll be giving the talk. In reality,
I'm just sharing with everyone the thoughts and views of a like minded gold advocate. Someone
we rarely understand but somehow always knew.
------------------------Hello again and I welcome everyone to these ongoing talks on gold. Talks that focus on where
gold and its market is taking us: -- an evolving message from an ancient metal.
It's wonderful to be with you, here in the American West, with its clear skies and cool dry air.
Meeting here on the gold trail speaks to our senses in ways no city location can; imploring our
minds to hearken back to what is real and alive in our world. While standing here among the
mountains and trees, our financial perceptions begin a change; recasting our thoughts of accounts
and credits into hazy feelings of virtual wealth we never really knew. Suddenly, bonds, stocks and
paper investments descend to lower levels of importance.
It was as true yesterday as it is today, and will again be so tomorrow; that the touchable things in
life are what make us whole as much as they make us wealthy. Our bodies are real, so too is the
earth and all upon it: is it such an unreason that our wealth should not be real also?
For myself and many others that hear our message, the answer is no. No, it is not unreasonable
to clearly own and touch what our efforts in life have brought us. I suspect that during this era,
within this moment in time, events will eventually define such logic more clearly and prove it to be
sound beyond any doubt.
Times change, my friends, history moves on and so too will mankind's perception of wealth. Once
our perceptions will evolve, not in a forward matter, but rather in an ages old oscillation that
returns us back to saving wealth itself; instead of a paper promise of wealth. With a regularity of
seasons, as sure as the phases of moons, a changing of "political will" is once again about to
redefine what our virtual written worth really is. In response to these changes, often made with
little more than the stroke of a pen, mankind will seek a secure position. A position that will more
so value an ancient wealth: a golden savings that no politicians could ever write the value of.
- As my friend would say out here: onward we move
Once again we hear the voices of shock and dismay among modern gold bulls. Followers of paper
values who, ironically, display the same emotions each time their gold strategy fails them. In
cycles that seem to repeat on regular schedules these investors wager on the price of gold instead
of investing in the physical attributes of the real thing. In doing so they fall victim to their own
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misunderstandings: -- falsehoods represented by their own perceptions of what our Western gold
market does and does not do.
Somewhere over the course of these last decades, Western Gold Bugs learned that it was very
easy to wager on the price of gold. During this time a market evolved that made it far more
convenient to bet on gold that to own it. But as this market expanded to include retail gold
buyers, even simple reasoning seemed to be cast aside and all logic was lost. Truly, these were
becoming markets that traded opinions and failed to produce wealth.
---- Did we Consider that: if it was easy for me to buy a gold wager, is it not just as easy for one
to sell a wager?
Throughout this period, Gold Bugs seemed to reach conclusions about their paper markets that
were never real. They understood how rare and valuable gold was. Yet, they fully well expected
these same attributes to be reflected, not only in physical gold, but also in the price of their paper
wagers. The reasoning was presented as such: -- investors that wanted to bet on the price of gold
going up were unlimited in number and their demand could easily overwhelm the supply side that
created these paper wagers. -- Conversely; investors that wanted to bet on the price of gold going
down were limited in number and their supply of these paper wagers could never keep up with
demand. You have got to be kidding?
But why would this be the case?.
They looked at this paper market and tried to think of it as a physical market. They figured that
any investor that sold a wager, had to have his hands in the actual gold market, so as to supply
the physical gold his wager was created against. Somehow, in our gold bull logic, we never
grasped that perhaps 99%+ of the "world's" paper gold game always settled in cash. With the
wager / seller simply losing his currency if he is wrong.
In a further convolution of logic, paper gold bulls never thought real world reasoning applied to
them. If our paper gold bears didn't have the gold or the cash to buy the physical item, if they
were demanded to do so; -- neither did our paper gold bulls ever want the physically delivered
gold either! Nor did they have their hand in a cash bin deep enough to to do the deal.
---- The purpose and structure of these markets was always ignored.
The reality that confronts gold players today is that their perception of this paper market is
flawed. The entirety of the world's paper gold markets are structured to capture the currency price
of the metal; not actually deal in a majority of the physical aspects of it. Lost in this reality is the
understanding that these markets do not impact the supply and demand for gold as much as they
make a "virtual" price for gold.
Those in the business of selling paper leveraged gold to investors love to point out that long
buyers can and do demand from the shorts to deliver bullion. But these same sales clerks quietly
ignore the fact that short sellers can and do demand delivered cash from the bulls! When we have
a market where both sides run from the other's physical demands; you are left with a paper arena
that makes a "virtual" market price; not a fundamental supply and demand price.
-----Supply and demand
Also lost is the very real perception that the sum total of dollar based paper gold wagers, that can
be created on both sides, is only limited by the sum of dollar liquidity floating in the world. In this
logic; the number of bets on where the price of gold is going is unlimited on both sides and has no
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corresponding connection to the actual physical supply of gold bullion.
What "IS" firmly grasped by every major player in this market is: -- If at any time a majority in
the market were to attempt to use these paper markets to extract a gross amount of physical
product, the rules would not be changed! Rather, the rules would be enforced and the players
would be cashed out and sent into the real physical markets to do their deals. Only then would
fundamental supply and demand, based on gross dollar liquidity, create a "non virtual" real price
for the product.
-- Disappointment rules the day!
Time and time again Western gold players are finding out that as dollar inflation creates more
liquidity, the same of which will eventually drive price inflation, it also creates more liquidity that
paper wagers can use to sell against our "virtual" gold price. While this is truly a fundamental fact
of currency supply, Western paper gold bulls want to use this liquidity to leverage and effect their
long side only. So as to capture a gold price moves on the upside. But they don't want others to
use an equal amount of this liquidity driven leverage to supply the other side of these wagers to
send gold's prices downward.
We wanted a free market and a free market is what we got: -- but it doesn't move the virtual
price toward the gold bull's favor. Now they are mad because their bets are countered while
physical gold advocates scoop up an almost free metal: -- using the liquidity that dollar inflation is
producing. Truly, if ever there was a way to profit from gold mining, today, it's by buying this
almost free physical gold the mines are producing; while mine players and paper gamblers pound
their wealth into the dirt. This is what PGAs call benefiting from the leverage in mining (smile).
--- Supply and Demand: one more time
In a convoluted stretch of reason, "virtual" gold bulls wanted these markets to be regulated so the
supply side of these paper creations would pay off on their bets. The bulls wanted to be able to
create all the buying leverage they wanted while the bears would be locked into delivering a metal
who's total world amounts are fixed. The bulls wanted free leverage without the using full
amounts of real cash but wanted the bears to mark to the market with real gold buying power for
every wager they made. If there is manipulation in our paper gold arena, it's in this area of
investor understanding. What these markets "truly represent" is the misconception about gold in
our time.
If the gold industry is unhappy with the prices their product if bringing from this paper market's
leverage; they should be pushing for a change in the rules so as to force physical delivery upon
everyone in these markets. That is; force delivery upon both sides! They don't, because their
financial structure is so completely immersed into the current function of these markets. Many of
them and their banks could not handle a real gold price that runs out of their derivative's trading
ranges.
Western paper gold bulls fueled the creation of these markets by supplying the demand for such
gold vehicles and governments helped their currencies by using these same as FDIC like stickers
on their reserve positions. They all wanted a place where they could bet on gold, using maximum
leverage, and not have to fully fund the physical delivery of bullion if it came to that.
Somehow in the process, everyone was thinking they were doing an end run around the slow
thinking, stupid gold advocates the world over. Hoping that coin and bullion buyers, who were
creating the physical demand, would one day feed the leveraged paper profits of paper players.
Hoping that the rules would be changed just enough so gold could be kept in a nice tight range
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(300- 500).
We are seeing the results today as this fraud of a paper game as it comes to an end. It's not nice
to watch. Busting, not only the dollar factions that played this sector for their best interest, but
also denying any profits to the whole gold industry that chose to ignore the long term best
interest of gold's market value. The same industry that decided to cater to the singular greed of a
small group
by sacrificing high gold prices so leverage plays would work. In the process they played a political
game to limit gold prices from getting too high and will now suffer on the altar of a "gold price
without a range".
They can call the outcome anything they want: "bullion at a premium to comex" or " comex at a
discount to bullion". Either way the whole system is destine to split and leave the paper players
holding an incredible bag as bullion runs away with the help of fundamental gold factions in
Europe.
So the message to paper players, gold mine owners and the gold industry is clear:
--we are in a world where free markets rule and political games bite the hand that feeds them
-- if you don't like your profit margins on the market you are forced to sell into, close your mines
like the rest of the world's business is told to do,, if you can!
-- if paper players don't like their investment returns because the leverage is eating their lunch,
move to another area,, you are free to choose -- or better yet
-- go control your controllers if you don't like the way it is in this evolving political world
-- in the mean time we PGAs are and continue to exercise our free market rights
-- we will keep doing something to advance our wealth: buying physical gold!
--------------------------Next talk is about inflation, titled:
---- "Forget deflation! The deflation theorist are losing their wealth fast enough for all of us!" ------------OK: lets head back and rest up for the next round
Thanks
TrailGuide
FOA (10/25/01; 09:30:26MT - usagold.com msg#124)
A quick report and comment from my office on the trail.
Once again the ECB is acting in a way that lends credibility to it being a true hard backer behind
the Euro currency system. The ECB is taking an international, long term stance to managing their
money and the dollar faction hates it. They hate it, because such a policy position is no longer
open to them as we are forced into a super inflationary direction from which there is no turning
back.
It won't be long until this downturn in the US drives the dollar into the toilet and leaves the Euro
as the "last man standing". As the gap between inflation rates and returns on Euros grows, that
currency will be seen more and more like a world class money. World class; in that the Central
Bank is more driven to keep the money strong and not base its policy on local politics the way the
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US does.
---- Remember: Unlike the Fed, which has a mandate to boost jobs, the ECB's main task is to
combat inflation.---------- Over the last decade or so, my nation (the USA) has always played it's economy and
financial arena as a free market driven system. Well, it always looked that way as long as the
dollar's reserve function helped deliver those free trade benefits. But, low and behold, let us turn
down a little, come under a little preassure and our socialist printing pressed go into overdrive.
The call goes out to bail out the Airlines, banks, brokers, insurers, post office and anyone else
that's in trouble. Protect our Steel industry and to heck with the world: this free market idea can
take a hike, boys. -------The media concentrates on treating the dollar more like a stock investment than a major
international reserve. Considering the way our Fed is socializing our money policy now; perhaps
the dollar has embarked down that road and is becoming " just a quick trade investment"!
Perhaps a Hyper Trade investment, at that.
I think the majority of Western money theorist want this perception in place:
--"lower rates build the economy and therefore the currency, too!"-Never mind that this flys in the face of everything we and the IMF taught the third world about
money policy over decades! A policy that says: your country is going down the drain because your
money policy is not free trade structured like ours is! Now, we suddenly cheer any policy that
trends to support us and try to explain it in a "dollar supporting" slant.
We do this, because we want the dollar market to deliver our investments out of the current US
fire storm; it has nothing to do with the strength or hardness of the dollar. In this respect, media
cheer leading has little to do with the dollar being a sanctuary for foreign holders during troubled
times, either. It has everything to do with local internal US investments going bad. To hell with the
hard currency policy we taught you: -- a return on money that's above inflation or free market
competition to weed out the week: -- We want my money back and hang the world!
This is a repeat of the same message sent in 1971 when we dropped gold.
I think the ECB and the BIS have known, for some time, that this would be the typical US reaction
whenever some trouble really came along. They just waited untill the world twistes the wrong way
and sure enough, the US dove for the bait! This is why Europe and the BIS structured the Euro
system so it could completely discard all dollar reserve function if needed.
Truly, if the dollar IMF system can be the reserve for all internal US banking assets; then the Euro
could easily do the same in Europe. Especially as US inflationary money printing eventually drives
our price inflation rate to a level that makes dollars and dollar debts, outside the US, valueless
assets! Paying back those debts will be like tossing a nickel where one once launched a bill to
settle a debt.
Today, many dollar investors have a terrible flaw in their view of Euros; not unlike Western
thinking gold investors. They curse the Euro as it strives to reverse the very trend that dollar
lovers say is taking down their own currency. Standing next to them, gold players curse the dollar
and buy illusions of gold assets; but at the slightest move up can's wait to sell their gold paper for
more dollars. Then they tell everyone that they are making wealth by building up their holdings of
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a failing currency. I tell you this simple minded human game has bankrupted more than one
nation of
peoples.
I buy Euros because that's the currency I intend to keep through out this transition era. Of course
I own dollars and will likely keep using them right thru any super inflation. I never expect the
dollar to disappear. Most hard money investors, with extra funds to hold, also have that same
view. They are simply wanting some of their wealth in the next international currency trend. A
trend who's management policy is based on creating a real return; not socializing the currency
holder wealth thru US and Japan like give-a-way interest rates.
Apart from our Western trading crowd, who consistently lose their money, Euro owners and
Physical Gold Advocates own these items with no intentions of selling these to make more dollars.
They hold them because the world financial system is changing faster than trading can
compensate; and this trend will accelerate to run right over traders as their markets shut down
around them. Believe it.
So, I say, good for the ECB and more so, good for gold. I'm playing the leverage that modern
dollar derivatives are delivering to my door step; buying cheaper gold and cheaper Euros. The
leverage in gold mines is delivered to us; in that derivatives markets force them and stale physical
longs to supply the world with gold at almost free prices. At least until the dollar crashes this
illusion gold market price. The leverage in dollars is delivered to us; in that the US must super
inflate their currency to support its derivative hedges, in the process creating Euro exchange rates
at low levels.
The game goes on and Physical Gold Advocates keep right winning while leverage hard money
types pour their wealth on the ground. In this day, at this time, investments in most dollar assets
and any other "gold want to be" metals is to be doing little more than to play the leverage side of
a
failing derivative.
Physical gold is the only wealth to hold and the only wealth that can and will stand beside to the
next reserve currency system; the Euro. The history we are writing will further prove this to be so.
Events are moving our way. I say; find yourself a coin and bullion dealer that has a grasp of these
events and stay with them thru it all. The world is moving towards high priced gold on a free
physical only market and physical shops will find themselves at the center of this evolution.
USAGOLD: get you one
(smile)
Thanks
TrailGuide
FOA (10/25/01; 17:19:54MT - usagold.com msg#125)
More Thoughts and Comments from the Trail House
http://money.iwon.com/jsp/nw/nwdt_ge.jsp?section=news&news_id=reul2510670&feed=reu&date=20011025&cat=USMARKET
Somewhere in the 1970s era I was exposed to the thinking of several different deflationist. It
seemed that all of their conclusions came to the same end: that dollar deflation would rule the
day, no matter what. Mind you now,,,,,, most of them were split on the finer points of the issue,
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but for all of them; inflation would have its day even if prices would rise somewhat. Deflation was
always the final outcome.
One of the central themes, in these thoughts, was concerning how this coming deflation would
impact plain old residential real estate. You see, most of these guys advocates selling excess
residential property because it was, sooner or later, going down for the count. Mostly because the
mortgage markets would be destroyed in the deflation and nobody could buy.
-- Note: The reader has to understand that these discussions were directed towards people and
investors that had plenty of net worth. And I do mean Plenty! The argument wasn't about how to
survive; rather how to balance a truly conservative estate portfolio. -As time has passed we can see several major flaws in their thinking. Flaws that cost them a bunch
of credibility, if not personal money. One point, that I have touched on here several times, was in
understanding just how much ourselves and our economic structure would and did evolve into
accepting fiat money use. Even though it was, "god forbid", separated from gold.
In one area alone, the bond markets, investors reacted far different than deflationist thought they
would. Twenty ++ years ago, it was expected that just gross increases in money printing alone
would be enough to crash the bond markets. Not talking about price inflation here, but money
inflation and that should have started a deflationary fall in our credit markets. It almost happened,
several times, but never followed thru. It seemed that the market function had evolved to accept
fiat inflation as a prerequisite to modern economic function. In a like comparison to today's
thinking; investors assumed that as long as we had an expanding economic stance, sourced by
inflating fiat supply, price inflation would not impact long bond credibility. We saw confirmation of
this over many years. We saw that our credit markets, especially long bonds, were used in spite of
the price inflation threat. Indeed, there was a ready market demand for bond purchases.
In hind sight, long term holders of bonds did do very well if their position was part of a balanced
holding and they didn't need to sell at bad times. Even now, dollar bonds have gained as rates are
pushed lower.
Back to the thought:
This whole IMF dollar system has always been based on an expanding fiat theory that swells GDP
over time. Investors that bet on deflation coming along, after each of our bouts of inflation, were
badly burned as deflation was overcome. Economic function returned, essentially because price
inflation could not rout the overall market for long credit.
The flaw in all of this was in the reserve structure of our Dollar IMF money system. The fact that
the world had to walk, lock step, with our money policy meant that their goods production would
almost always be cheaper than ours; keeping local US price inflation under control. In other
words; local US based price inflation could not get out of hand as long as the rest of the world was
willing to use their economic production to control it by selling into our expanding fiat system.
In this, the dollar could be inflated without end while our credit markets functioned in a non
inflationary environment.
But there is an end.
A money system like this has a definite timeline and that point is reached when the world can
move away from keeping price inflation low in the US. That point is reached when Another money
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system comes along to challenge the dollar and, in the process, offer these other goods producing
countries a chance to buy some "lifestyle" for themselves.
At first, the show is dull as investors keep right on buying into the dollar argument above: that an
expanding fiat base builds non inflationary growth. This is one reason traders still buy US long
credit, not to mention chasing rising dollar exchange rates; they expect more of the last several
decades of economic theory to keep right on going. It won't.
The dollar faction saw its match early in the 90s as the Euro was taking shape. To counter this
threat, as I have outlined here in several ways, they promoted derivative hedges as a way of
insuring dollar dominance. These hedges, including gold derivatives, only served to leverage the
entire dollar / IMF system beyond its ability to serve as a real fiat money system, today.
I mean; that our whole dollar landscape has now become just a trading asset arena: its now
evolving away from any meaningful currency use to trade for real goods. It can head in no other
direction because our local economic structure, the USA economic base, cannot possible service
even a tiny fraction of the buying power currently held in dollars worldwide.
So what does this have to do with Real estate?
Take a look at any broad section of the US; Northeast, SouthWest, etc.. If any of the deflationist
were correct, their reasoning back in the late 70s and early 80s should have produced at least an
average fall in Residential real estate. Can any of you find an "average" of property today, that is
lower than early 80s prices?
Of course I'm not talking about the spikes in Hawaii, New York , Denver or San Francisco; those
are just blips on an ever rising inflation scale. Even if they fall some from here, it isn't part of a
deflationary act playing out. Average home prices will rise all across this country no matter what
the future economic holds. A super inflationary stance by the Fed means that even unemployed
workers can buy a house and pay for it! Watch how this all comes about. The dow will not be
much different when seen ten years from now; a drop to 5,000 then off again, is a real possibility!
The same is true for anything perceived as something real: "even silver" (grin).
The difference is in the drastic ups and downs derivatives will place on all asset markets. Silver
may hit my .50 before taking off and so will many other real assets. My point is that we are on an
"end time run" in fiat dollar production that will soon produce a spike in real price inflation that
crushes hedge vehicles. One item alone, physical gold, because it is the main wealth asset behing
the next currency system, will outrun everything by a wide margin. No matter the derivative's
hold on it!
As the Euro builds a base, it will drive an inflationary recognition into our credit markets, then
freezing up our derivative markets. That perception will fuel a complete failure of our bond
markets and force the fed to buy up any and all credit; paying in full. If needed, Bush and
congress will see to it that enough money is printed so we are paid in cash for everything! Don't
laugh, this is where we are headed. In the mean time, whether or not our economy is growing,
stalling or failing, will have little or no impact on price inflation.
You see, living with real serious price inflation goes something like this:
---- "Honey, I talked to Fred again, he can't sell his house! Poor guy, he has had it up for two
years now and has to raise his asking price again. No takers, yet. The last couple was just about
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to close but took a month too long; they almost got the cash together, too. He backed out to raise
the asking price, again. Oh well, that's not so bad, we had to jump ours up three times before
selling."
---------Inflation runs crazy when a money system is forced to "print out". We will "print out" our dollar,
too. Getting there just takes time and an alternative system to cause it.
In the mean time look for the premiums on cash bullion and cash coins to begin rising well above
contract and futures prices. I have been watching for this confirmation for some time. This one
signal is all we need to confirm that a breakdown and total failure of dollar based bullion markets
is near. I expect we will hear and excuse like this:
-- The settlement price on future contracts is really a wholesale price. Besides, because we are
moving into full cash settlement of gold, without physical delivery, you can take this wholesale
price and add whatever premium is necessary to buy your physical gold. No matter that our
wholesale settlement cannot match a payment for bullion cost plus premium; just use more
leverage to buy more contracts than you need for outright physical. See,,,,, it all plays out! (BIG
BROKER SMILE with little horns sticking out of his head) --------------------People, take a hard look at Randy's post on the main forum. His ----# 64186 Monetary choices -ECB holds rates solid, dumps dollars------- goes a long way to showing the mindset of the Euro
system. (thanks for sharing, Randy) This stance is very appealing to a whole host of nations
outside our dollar faction world. We have but to look no further than Britain to see that this is
true.
------Blair says 2002 EU summit key for euro, economy ----Thursday October 25, 2:41 PM EDT -LONDON, Oct 25 (Reuters) - British Prime Minister Tony Blair said on Thursday the success of the
euro and the wider European economy hinged on the EU's ability to push through
long-discussed economic reforms next year.
Blair, launching a Belgo-British conference in London, earmarked the European Union's Barcelona
summit next year as a key staging post and said the success of the launch of euro notes and coins
was crucial not just for the 12 euro zone members but for Britain too.
"We have an interest in this," he said, stating his policy that in principle his government wanted to
join a successful single currency.
"Barcelona will be critical in how the world views the development of the European economy,"
Blair said.
If the summit is a success, it will help make the euro a success, he said.---------------------------Another thing we can count on and I mentioned this before:
The moment England is seen as even a "virtual" member of the Euro club; the world will jump on
every physical ounce of gold available at whatever dollar amounts anyone will part with
it,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, and sell every paper gold play into the dirt in the process!!
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I say, know your dealer, buy your bullion early and watch for this act to begin. It's closer than you
think!
-----------Thanks for hearing my thoughts
TrailGuide
PS: I'm going to stay on this track for a while because I think something may be in the works. I'll
post as able (smile)
FOA (10/26/01; 09:01:38MT - usagold.com msg#126)
Still at the Trail House
Ok!
Check out those new home numbers? How can this be; people are financing and buying homes in
the middle of massive layoffs and cutbacks. It just goes to prove that if you expand a fiat enough,
the physical market for anything real will be brought. The secret is in "expanding enough" and
using the right kind of fiat to expand with.
----- New Homes Sales for September were just released and came down 1.4% at an 864K pace.
This was slightly stronger than the consensus estimate for 860K though softer than August's
reading of 898K. ---------------Well, our fed isn't shy at all. They don't hide behind some hard dollar theory when it comes to
giving out free money; especially when the currently they are giving away is the world's reserve.
No sir, our American home buyer has the right to buy himself a roof no matter what his economic
fate.
This is the game plan that works,,,,,, has worked,,,, for decades. As long as your local economic
structure is based on a "fractional credit reserve banking" that is not affected by price inflation:
then the people using your internal dollar market will buy goods using whetever "almost free
credit" that's avaliable.
Americans exploit the system because they use credit created buying power to buy real "non
inflationary priced goods". No matter the debt load as long as the fed will cover their cost by
refinancing said debt at ever lower rates. And the Fed can do this as long as the world has to
support the "only currency game in town" by delivering their real goods for our dollars.
Again; this all works as long as the world "buys into" using our dollars. As I said; an expanding
fiat works to grow the economy thru expanding credit buying power because the fed can support
the system with credit creation that has no "inflation premium". That lack of premium only exists
as long as Americans can exchange free credit for real physical goods. Once this perception
changes its over. Once the world understands that it's not local US goods that stands behind dollar
growth, but less expensive foreign goods,,,,,,,,,, the stage is set for our "supporters" to sell to
themselves!
Making themselves "lifestyle rich". All they need is Another currency unit.
Today, the ECB said that their M3 was rising at a 7.6 rate and doing so because people were
moving more wealth into savings. Can anyone figure that one out? Hello,,,,, they keep their short
rates well above inflation (or at least above the US dollar rates) and international people are
saving the currency. In the face of this our fed is expected to lower rates again to around 2%?
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Somewhere in the middle of all this; real savers will supply Euroland with a solid base of credit
wealth that can be borrowed without driving their local price inflation thru the roof. Then: other
national economies will have a market that shares realistic price levels for all goods. Then; all
economic systems will begin a non inflationary expansion that centers around Euro use! All of this
period will mirror our (US) internal coming inflationary expansion that limits our ability to import
or export. Think about it.
------There is a lot going on now,,,, so: Later today I'm going to address some posted items made on
the Main forum in an effort to expand on the political game in process. Will be back later.
TrailGuide
FOA (10/26/01; 21:21:33MT - usagold.com msg#127)
A few comments on comments!
----- The Euro is a mere convenience for trade among the group of user nations if it cannot buy a
bbl of oil in international markets. That's a fact.---I hear that some French buys are already being invoiced and settled in Euros. But, then again,
they don't like to admit that they even use the awful stuff. (grin) Actually, with so much of their
electric needs provided by Nuclear,,,,,, what doooo they need oil for?
------ Could it be that some dollar holders are buying up US stocks at what will later seem to be
bargain prices? What better place is there to dump dollars without upsetting prices?------Well,,,,,,,, some small players may be doing this. But, big holders of overseas dollars have to ask:
"what would foreign exchange controls do to my big stock gains"? Besides, if they can only get 5
or 10% of their dollar wealth into physical holdings,,,,, the rest of the cash could evaporate later
and they would still be light years ahead. Considering the coming gold / dollar free market
revaluation. Only, the problem has been for a number of years; how do all of these old Euro Dollar
accounts get into even 1% physical when the whole market has such a waiting list. But, ask about
paper gold? Sure,,,, all you want. Has anyone ever figured how much gold 1% of the whole Euro
Dollar float would buy? Even at $1,000 US per ounce?
----------Europe has not matched US efforts to stimulate growth since the September 11 attacks,
Breuer said, because "we have no common, defined, decided economic and financial policy in
Europe".------(comment by USAGOLD site steward) More importantly, it does have a single independent
authority steering monetary policy down the middle of the road so as to be neutrally suitable for a
wide coalition of interests. -----You have that right Randy! Rolf Breuer sounds like all the late model financial planers in Europe
that still don't know where EuroLand is headed. These guys got their economic stars while
studying at the socialist feet of our political Federal Reserve. Only trouble is that they never
understood that fiat inflation using a world reserve currency, like our dollar, is different from other
systems. We buy cheap social policy and economic expansion with the blood and sweat of foreign
productivity. I bet Old Breuer thinks its ok for a business to buy $1.00 running shoes from asia
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and sell them in Dollar land for $120.00. Then he would point out that shoe inflation is only
running at a few percent
because those shoes went up $3.00 last year. Oh well.
The Euroland Germans, and the ECB studied our ways for a long time and now fully understand
how to attract other nations into a fair game. The Euro will become a "world standard" more so
than a reserve because they want it to be a fair currency that's accepted for it's value. For the
Euro to gain American financial acceptability later, it will do so because it will be the "last man
standing" when this inflation storm resides.
------ Government gets "tennis elbow" from throwing the ball of string -------I know where that one came from (smile). All of us concentrated much too long on when the Fed
would eventually fail to push our monetary string. Did we ask this question as if the US was about
to become "suddenly dollar responsible"? Or was it because the markets would over rule the fed's
hand? I bet we asked because "fiat credit theory" said the fed would eventually meet such a fate.
Double baloney! Our fiat world would and did evolve around this problem. Once the dollar inflated
itself to the end of its "gang plank", it was into the inflationary drink sailor! The Euro will take over
and we will become like any other national currency; subject to pay as you go politics and social
policy. Can't push that string? Pick it up and heave it in a third world like inflationary pitch. That
ball will fly, brother,,,,,, oh will it fly!
--------Putting these two together, I observe the following -- So, really, the Euro Banks don't mind
selling gold short, because when the big blowup comes, they suddenly have a use for the the
dollar reserves they have piled up. Is this a fair conclusion? --------Well sir,,,,,,,, we should all think about this for a bit? It's awful clear, to anyone that has just a
little of the facts, that the paper gold markets cannot ever be converted into physical gold. The
numbers would be????,,,,,, That's just a rhetorical, don't even try to put a real number on it.
You see, all the armchair gold bugs hold onto their paper leverage and cheer for some big paper
short covering blow up. A paper squeeze that forces the "virtual" price of gold way up. But, who
exactly is it that is going to be a threat to the paper Bullion bank market? You,,,,, me,,,,,, that
man
behind the tree?
What if me and a thousand others came up with a 1 trillion in cash and used it to lock down paper
contracts to deliver us 1 billion ounces of gold. The paper gold market has the means to match
our commitments dollar for dollar. I mean, they could put the money up, not gold ina a vault, and
get
on the other side of us,,,,, margin to margin.
OK, now we stand face to face. Even if we had enough free cash to pay for delivery,,,,,, what
jurisdiction would let us settle; England, US, South Africa, Canada,,,, who? No, we would be told
to cash out and buy our gold on the tiny physical markets. In a Hunt like joke,,,,,close out would
come and we would eat it, big time. Even if we broke even, how exactly would we exchange our
cash for metal in the tiny bullion markets without driving the price to the moon?
The reason I play this out, in text, is for others to understand that there ain't gona be a run up in
paper gold. That market is a derivative style currency support and it was never set up to be a big
time deliver machine. Its control will end when the currency system, it's built on, fails and takes
the "virtual" gold market price with it,,,, to the floor! But, long before that plays out, the real
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bullion markets will get extremely thin and build up a huge premium to contract settlement. It will
do this because some financial disorder will invalidate, and most likely, force an official deferral in
physical delivery; indefinitely. From there the show will proceed.
The big dollar gold shorts in Euroland have real market exposure but no political exposure. Their
political house would just as soon settle this at whatever level the paper prices sink to; this is
their real market exposure and it will most likely be profitable. There will be no political exposure,
forcing them to settle in physical delivery; because the US system will opt out first because of
inflationary preasures! Very simple political logic, right? Try asking someone that is hip deep in
gold stocks or futures if they grasp it? Hard thing, that political perception is,,,,, especially when
your pocket book controls your brains. (smile)
Again; this all mostly covers the bulk of the markets. Paper gold owners that have oil to trade will
get their ticket clicked,,,,,, believe it. However, I bet that by then most of them will be asking to
settle their gold in Euros.
----- So, Japan has excess fiat they don't know what to do with.-----Japan is a different problem. They have been locked into the US dollar economy for so long that
they cannot escape. There is simply no way that China will let them into the Euro house. The HK /
China central bank system, also known as Big Trader, simply wields too much economic sway
between Asia and Europe. In historical precedent, the orient express always headed to Europe and
never saw "The Japans".
Actually, Japan doesn't want to go there and has risked a decade of time waiting for some
economic change in the US. I have said from way back, that Japan will go down with our (US)
inflationary tide. They will waste away their dollar assets following our lead. Those that think that
these peoples want to be part of a third world currency block do not know them. I do,,,, but that
is another story.
--------- A Trail house? A Trail office?! Life on the Trail is growing much more comfortable than
before, when we all "pitched camp" and ate pork 'n' beans around the fire! ---------Believe it or not,,,,, I was in a real tent on my last vacation. Tell this forum the truth,,,, my-Lady,,,
when was the last time you went for a wilderness experience,,,,,, slept in a tent and watched the
stars while around a fire? On the GoldTrail such an expierence is valuable beyond all things, no?
Pork-n-beans??????? I should not have saw that,,,,,, I'm off to eat! (smile)
thanks
TrailGuide
FOA (11/2/01; 12:35:27MT - usagold.com msg#128)
Gold,,,,,, Gold,,,,, Who has the Gold?
Let's take a walk and think about the big picture for a minute. Then we can get back to that
question.
----------If you followed most of Another's Thoughts over the years the line of reasoning below will fall
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easily into place.
Somewhere during the late 90s, when events made it more certain that the Euro would be
formed, the threat to use real gold as a partial pricing unit for oil was moved to the back burner.
By including an extremely small amount of delivered gold in trade for oil, along with digital dollar
settlement, gold would once again be returning to it's ancient roots as a world class wealth used
in barter. Instead of allowing it to be controlled by bankers and governments, gold's socialist tie in
with official money use would be all the further distanced.
So, if swapping oil with third world nations, for grains, finished goods and other commodities,
offered lesser countries another way to circumvent their lack of hard currencies while using the
dollar system; then using gold to partially settle world wide oil trades would bring more balance
into this one-sided dollar economic world. Trade alignments, such as gold for grain, grain for
copper, copper for oil, then oil for gold would easily be adapted into our current solo dollar realm;
forcing the dollar to share it's fiat use demand with real barter trade for real goods. In this,
allowing international trade to abrogate the dollar's iron clad pricing of goods and services to the
singular benefit of American lifestyles.
Where official dollar supporters have structured our paper gold market in a way that values gold
only upon it's money backing merits; a returning of gold into it's barter trade realm would force a
realignment of values between physical and paper. Once again allowing gold's value to soar and
creating a large enough liquidity mass to serve not only as an oil trading medium, but wealth
savings for all.
--------------------------On the back burner, perhaps, but not out of the picture.
In this premier position of barter trade for oil, gold itself would have been backed with a demand
component, the demand for oil, that would last as long as the world remained advanced. As
dollars and Pounds were once backed with delivery of gold, in a turn of events, modern physical
gold would be backed with delivery of oil.
Even matching a barrel of oil to just 1/100 of a gram, the long term demand for oil would have
brought physical gold trading back into the forefront and shown the true worth of gold in it's non
money barter roll. Such a price valuation that has not been seen in, perhaps, a thousands years.
With physical pricing again setting the level for derivatives pricing, the dollar reserve system's
evolution from gold standard to derivative standard would permanently dissolve. Not only would
our current form of paper gold would lose it's effective control in price discovery; in a repeat of
1971, our paper gold game failure would once again costing paper leveraged investors many
fortunes.
----------For now the Euro: the vision held together
Once again the choice would be clear for both common man and international trader; use fiat if
it's economy of use is efficient and controlled or use taxable barter to help control your
controllers. Within the confines of the US, this may not become a reality (I think it will), but
internationally, with European support, it cannot be avoided. All nations will use gold as nature
intended and do so for the betterment of mankind.
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At this point in time, there is no longer a concern that the Dollar's timeline might have no end in
sight. With the world's more favorite form of trade settlement, digital currency, about to be
represented by the moneys of a group of nations; the dollar's singular drive to enhance the lives
of only one people is about to end with the currency's credibility.
First and foremost in the ECBs political will to establish a credible fiat, gold was and is set free to
be valued at whatever level free physical trading would allow. We know now that the dollar
marketplace for gold paper is coming to an end with this process. Not only will they be allowing
limited, taxable gold barter to accelerate, but to also encourage it's bilateral barter use within
international trade settlement. Something the IMF has fought so hard to contain.
Therefore, by the end of the 90s, the need to employ gold for partial payment in oil settlement, as
a means to block our dollar faction, was removed from the table. With that the threat that buyers,
traders and hard money players would join oil sellers in flocking into the physical gold markets,
also disappeared. The thought that driving this suddenly new oil pricing tool thru the roof, was
simply restructured. For the time being, the complete burning of our paper gold markets was put
on hold; along with the 280 floor big trader and other official gold holders said "must stand" at
that
time.
Indeed, from hindsight, the often repeated remark that "all paper would burn" was not
invalidated; rather expanded in scope beyond just our dollar paper gold markets. It now seemed
that this paper burning would also include the entirety of dollar assets, both debt and equity. With
the
acceptance of a Euro based trade protocol, our dollar system would now be forced into a super
inflationary fire. Truly, this day has arrived with current events literally shouting "monetary
inflation" as we have never seen it before!
Not only Euros, but some form of freely priced barter gold is now firmly on the road to becoming a
real competition for use in world wide trade. Within this evolution, the currency trade settlement
game is being slowly switched from virtual to real time as the act of slowly accumulating gold over
a long transition period is drawing to a close. Over several past years and for the remaining time
ahead, selling the illusion of paper gold short while buying free gold will come more into open
view and no longer be the sport of kings. The coming premium price, paid for physical delivery,
will develop for all to see. Something I will personally welcome as an open confirmation of our
views.
The events begin to unfold:
To the bane of Western thinking hard money gold bugs, who craved the leverage illusion our gold
markets seemed to create, the death watch for their favorite game is about to begin. As if out of a
fog, an end to our gold pricing illusion will march, hand in hand, with an end of our economic
prosperity. The coming inflationary fire will now sever the wealth our reserve dollar system
created for all of us Americans. In the same scope of time a, Euro based, free gold price will
evolve out of these inflation fires. I for one do not relish this outcome, but welcome the good such
a staunch reality will infuse into our national values.
We pointed out earlier this year that our Fed would begin it's inflationary march "now" and never
turn back again. They did "then" and we are well into it now! Our point was made in spite of all
the past decades of similar "dollar inflation" calls other hard money people declared were coming.
Our dollar's decline never arrived for these people because they based their calls on economic
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theory; instead of "political will". "Political will" won then and will so now as we point correctly in
the next direction.
Many said that the "bond vigilantes" would hamstring any effort to price inflate a credit driven
money like the dollar reserve. Perhaps causing our Fed to eventually lose the war as it "pushes on
a string"? Many of you have read countless opinions as to why our credit markets would implode
into deflation as a "mise" style economic theory surfaced to control the controllers. Truly, these
people confuse theory with human action as much as they do not understand real physics!
Indeed, strings that cannot be pushed are either thrown or cast aside in the real world.
Reference today; we see where the "political will", trumps economic theory hands down, as the
dollar people remove 30 year bonds from the system. In the process, forcing rates all the lower.
The next time someone reads to you reams of hard money theory; ask they why they said the
same thing 30 years ago about the dollar and the US economy? But it kept right on running;
proving them repeatedly wrong? Now, for the hundredth time they say: "mise is correct, the
markets cannot be faked, so a little deflation will follow this inflation!"
Baloney! The evolution of Political will is now driving the dollar into an end time hyper inflation
from where we will not return. That is our call. Bet your wealth on the other theorist's call if you
want more of Their last 30 years of hard money success.
More is to come!
Are you worried about South America? Don't! We will print all the money it takes to save any and
all US financial interest in that sector.
Are you worried that we will enter an Japan like economic environment with rates at zero,
economic stagnation and falling real asset values? Don't! They do not use an out going world
reserve currency and we do! We will print what ever amounts needed to keep real Estate up, the
Dow up and our economy purring: no matter what the value of the dollar on foreign exchange
becomes. Or our eventual price inflation.
Our local economy will soar in dollar terms; no matter what our dollar is worth.
Are you worried that our 10 year bond, the new bench mark, will soar and squeeze off any
recovery? Don't! We will just remove it from use and move to the 5 year,,,,,,,, to be replaced later
by the 2 year,,,,,,,, to be replaced later by the 6 month,,,,,, 1 month,,,,,, 1 week,,,,, 1 day,,,,,,
then
CASH!
----------------Who has the gold?
I do and so should anyone that wishes to participate in the next currency system. Only, don't
expect your gold to become money, it won't! It will become the most valuable wealth asset in your
portfolio,,,,, by a long shot. For the simple thinker; gold is good. That's all we need to know. For
the man with a question: Gold must vise in value many many times just to regain it's wealth
barter asset value. Perhaps $10,000 to start. Then, it will run with any and all dollar inflation,,,,,
even Euro inflation that ECB people openly admit must be a part of a dollar to Euro transition.
The EuroLand Central Banks have every bit of gold in their vaults their accounts say they do. For
that matter, so does the USA (for now!). So what if they or we swapped it out on paper? It means
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nothing because the gold never moved. Remember, EuroLand is playing a dollar gold market game
for now. If we walk, and they know we must will walk first, they will simply opt out of the dollar
bullion paper system. Period! Why do you think England it trying so hard to enter the Euro fold?
Think: saving their bullion liabilities by opting onto the other side!
Hell, pre 1971 the US swapped it's entire vault of gold to foreign interest by issuing dollars
overseas. In a news flash, some seemed to have missed, we killed that arrangement by simply
keeping the gold! Today, because the ECB would love to see the entire dollar gold market fail, I
cannot imagine them shipping gold to support it if we default on shipments. Well, perhaps gold
bugs would think this appropriate because it saves their leveraged futures, options and mine
investments?
No,,,, most of these theories about missing gold are extrapolations that attempt to explain how
the industrial / physical gold market is meeting demand. Hard money thinkers simply cannot
believe that private Western gold holders have been unloading real gold for the paper variety and
filling the physical demand void in the process.
If this paper buying is true, it goes a long way in explaining how fractional gold paper has filled
the real demand for gold. It also ruins the dreams of investors in "illusion gold" because it points
to a colossal default and asset seizure (via windfall taxes) is coming to a mine near you. Events
march on and will soon begin to prove "who knows what" about our political world. Watch
carefully, the
show is beginning.
In a final note: I see that in spite of world shaking events, the downfall of our paper gold markets
is keeping the "virtual" price of paper gold very low. Just remember; inflation in the paper gold
markets works the very same as inflation in currency markets: it cheapens the value of the paper
holding and works against allowing leverage to return real gains. Conversely, physical gold will
gain as leveraged gold assets fail.
Once again, I see where Big Trader is selling silver to buy real gold. Some people just know where
"political Will" is going. (smile) Others don't.
Thanks
TrailGuide
FOA (11/3/01; 14:39:16MT - usagold.com msg#129)
An "inflationary depression" is in the cards -- a "price deflation" doesn't have a chance!
---------------------Back in the mid to late 70s Sir John Templeton always drove his point home for investors watching
Luis Rukiser's show. (how does one spell his name,,,,, we always called him Lou Baby (smile))
Sir John, living here on Layford Cay, kept saying that the Dow of the 70s was very under priced
and would soar. He was the most absolutely correct person stating that then! But more into the
mechanics of his perception: he knew that anyone buying the Dow and waiting a decade or more,
would gain way beyond mere price inflation. Monetary inflation would eventually drive the
perceived virtual wealth of US stocks ever higher. So high, in fact, that their percentage gains
over price inflationary gains would be incredible. They were!
Truly, what John was referring to was the effects that simple "passive inflation" has on paper
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assets; especially in a "reserve currency's" domestic market. In this; real price inflation is mostly
exported by importing "real goods" competition. This happens as we export excess credit dollars
to buy things. It also has another effect; some of that same exported printed money flows in a
circle and joins native investor's buying of local paper assets. When this process first starts,
"passive inflation", in the form of massive money creation that's far beyond real price inflation,
allows one to gain "virtual paper wealth" even before the markets price out the gains. That is; the
Dow stays cheap at first then eventually rises to absorb the money inflation! As long as prices
don't rise too much.
People that followed his advise, accumulated the Dow over a decade or more; buying "virtual
wealth" before the fact! Stock investors made a killing by positioning their assets where this
created "passive monetary inflation" would eventually end up. Even though hard money players
laughed at them all thru out the 70s, 80s and early 90s! Look who is laughing now? Stocks
tromped hard money plays hands down for over 20+ years! Even considering the latest fall on
wall street.
My friends:
Today, this same "virtual wealth" effect has been created again and is located in physical gold
bullion. I believe Sir John has already made part of my point but I will repeat.
When a currency system comes to the end of it's reserve use, I'm speaking politically, it's
domestic market will come to a point where it can no longer export "real price inflation" in the
format of; "shipping it's excess currency outside it's borders". This happens because internal
money inflation, that is super currency printing, is increased so much that it overwhelms even it's
export flow. Worse, even that export flow later tumbles as the fiat falls on exchange markets.
The effect is that local "passive inflation" , built up over decades and fully reflected in "Sir John's"
paper assets, spreads out as "aggressive inflation" and hyper price rises begin. In this action, the
very same wealth effect that was eventually priced into "John's" Dow stocks and other assets,
begins a long march of being priced into real gold.
Anyone that has accumulated physical gold over this past long period was doing the exact same
thing Dow buyers of the late 60s and early 70s were doing: ------ saving "wealth" as unpriced
"virtual wealth" stored up over that "passive inflation" period. -----------------------As "political will" begins to impact the economies of the US,
our old "virtual wealth" that is no longer in the form of "passive inflation" nor limited to the
currency, and is openly displayed in our vast sea of paper assets values including stocks,
bonds-------must now be defended in the open with official printed money flow.
--------------The "virtual wealth" in gold, saved over years by patient investors, will also be priced to market in
this process.
Never mind that during the Dow years paper gold markets could not work in parallel with all the
other asset gains; it couldn't. Hard money players, trying to somehow play the Dow's game, never
caught on to what was happening. Instead of buying "virtual wealth" by saving real gold; they
brought
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leveraged bets that gold would be priced correctly during the "paper asset" years.
Obviously, this "trade" failed hard money players as the waves of value from other paper gains
and derivatives leverage were employed to match against their every long bet on gold. Not only
that; the "virtual wealth" in gold was never opened for them with the super price inflation they all
thought was coming during that era!
Now that the paper game is about to stop for the dow, it will also cut off the leverage of gold bets.
Just as the real game begins.
The reason for this is that our massive, decades long gains in our stock markets did not bankrupt
the leverage in the money system. Where as any massive rise in physical gold values cannot be
priced into "derivative gold" without crashing the system.
Remember; in political inflation's, money is printed
to save the assets as they are currently priced; not create new loses by saving the liquifying the
leverage that's countering your play!
This paper gold market will be cashed out at prices far below real bullion trading so as to inflate
further the books of the Bullion Banks,,,,,, not destroy them. At least this is how the US side will
proceed.
-----Michael Kosares-- A thru Z
In this perception USAGOLD has been guiding it's clients, and now the world, in much the same
way Sir John did decades ago.
"Buy what has value at the greatest discount and wait for the politics of money to price your new
savings correctly"!
The politics of wealth today is centered around gold bullion and only gold bullion: that is where
the wealth and power will be manifest: this is where the gains will be! To bet on the rest of the
hard market ; is to bet against the coming inflation making your asset whole!
Place as much of your wealth in physical gold as your understanding allows and save this "virtual
wealth" of the ages today: waiting for it to become real wealth, priced correctly in the market
place, tomorrow.
Make no mistake, the wealth is there "but only there in bullion"! Because a free bullion market
cannot be denied or controlled
----- when it stands between the opposite goals of political powers! --In this: it will separate from the politically crushing reality the current dollar based paper gold
markets represents. The premium on bullion will soar!
The "Political will" of old world Europe is about to help make our investment real. For myself, a
large percentage of my wealth is being saved by going with the evolution of paper moneys: not
against!
This trend is visible now and based on the forward flow of human affairs, not the backward rules
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of money theory!
Our future is today; if not just around the trail!
Sir Douglas; aka FOA
your: Gold - Trail – Guide
FOA (11/5/01; 18:31:01MT - usagold.com msg#130)
A quick note from the "TrailHouse"! (smile)
http://www.forbes.com/work/managementtrends/newswire/2001/11/05/rtr415069.html

---------------You just have to give the devil his due,,,,,, Wim Duisenberg gave a clear signal today and his
timing
allowed him to hit two birds with one rock.
First target: He has all of Political officialdom now holding their tongues because they learned that
the ECB is not the same animal as our Fed. From the link:
---- "Politicians have been scared of publicly pressing the independent ECB to act for fear it may
dig in its heels and remained cautious Monday" ---Ha. Ha. They now know that these guys (ECB) are looking out for not only the money of a large
diverse group of nations, but perhaps a new bench mark currency a good portion of the rest of the
world may use. Their stance, recently, states that a currency should be valuable too and even
offer
a real return for those that hold it for a while.
Don't expect Western dollar investors to fully taste this flavor just yet. But, they will as their local
economic structure begins to hold complete sway over the Feds actions. And all those deflation
boys thought our Fed would not inflate? Shoot, even our treasury in manning the guns now!
Second Target: Wait long enough for the US to have to drop dollar rates even lower before you
move. "Watch him Alan,,,,,, Old Wim keeps his Euro biding a little higher than your dollar! I got a
bad feeling about
this trend!"
--------------Leigh,,, thanks for reading and thinking. I also want to thank everyone for using the fine services
of
USAGOLD. Because then they further offer this entire forum library to further expand your
understandings of gold. It takes a lot of effort by
everyone, who thinks and writes here, to offer such a broad spectrum of Gold thought.
---------
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Gold has always been the most political metal our world has ever known; political because it offers
so much power to those that hold it in their hand. Many of the downtrodden look at government
policies and say:
-----"they dictate our wealth and put us in debt so as to control us"! ------Conversely; A simple person can control his controllers by staying out of debt and owning a
wealth
no government can dictate the value of: Gold Bullion!
GOLD:
-- value it with official contracts and currencies and your wealth is their power ,,,,,,,,,, keep it as
your savings of ages,,, and your wealth becomes their master!
TrailGuide
FOA (11/8/01; 15:10:35MT - usagold.com msg#131)
Words of a fool!
These are parts of several posts presented today on the main forum. This person does not know
me or my associates. Indeed, most of us let blood for this country in a war long gone. I will say
this for the record: Another is English and not Islamic!
But you have no trouble at all casting me in with the same evil that crashed into our nation on the
11th., do you? . Sir, you have spit upon the "flag" that waves outside my window. I do so now spit
upon your name. You are not part of the same country I served!
I have spent years teaching and debating with men great and small. And have learned that only
the mean ego of a useless fool uses such tactics. I am ashamed to have read your words at all
and will do so no more. You are but a reflection of the very political hatred you condemn. It is a
sad, sad day when someone wants your story silenced, so badly, that they resort to such
comments. My spirit is low, I will walk this trail in silence.
-------------------However, I do not say "all paper will burn", and I definitely don't send demented religious
fanatics to crash into the paper trading house and burn it down. ---------- Finally, when FOA started putting forward his economic theories, I realized that he had
spent too much time listening to an Islamic cleric who had not a clue as to economics.--------------- So, from my vantage point of budding economist, FOA's explanations come down to being
non-arguments and economic gibberish that would even shame Marx and Keynes. --------------- The motives of these people complaining of US defaults and monetary imperialism are
simple: the greed for the unearned, envy grown of a zero sum view of social life that is
characteristic of feudal societies such as Arabs still live in and Europe has barely made one step
out of, and fear of their economic and financial future as a result of their stealing and wasting of
their people's wealth. -------------
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FOA (11/12/01; 16:31:28MT - usagold.com msg#132)
There comes a time
There comes a time in all things when one must do nothing and simply wait. This is an ages old
truth that crosses all the boundaries of life's endeavors; for everything is not always in the doing,
but also in the watching. Any good farmer knows that he does not grow a crop; he only prepares
his field so the growing, he knows is coming, can take nature's course.
My friends, we have crossed time and space, while plowing these fields of understanding, and the
unfolding drama before us must now sprout it's own life. For now, it is my time to watch the trail
and let the crop develop. Indeed, it will and it will do so for all to see.
Enough has been said to prove our reasoning is true, especially when the fields become full and in
a shade of physical green only our seeds will produce. And planted them, we did, by hand, one at
a time, over many years.
Enough has also been said about myself as this story was never about me; perhaps too much
untruth was also said by others?
I am going to travel for a while and watch the trail from a distance. It won't be long before the
rains come and the ground begins to open; in that time I will return. Until then; this farmer will
rest from this work.
Thank you USAGOLD and all the fine people that make this media the best gold site in the world!
Another time, we WILL hike again.
Sir Douglas
Your Trail Guide
FOA (12/16/01; 15:27:34MT - usagold.com msg#133)
(No Subject)
Seasons Greetings and a Happy New Year to the entire USAGOLD GROUP. Certainly, this includes
every reader / lurker at the forum, hikers on the Gold Trail and the staff at CPM!
Of course, the largest thanks must go to Mr. Michael Kosares; as this media would not exist
without his enormous efforts. Thank you Michael (smile)!
We rest from discussion during this holiday season; a season that also happens to be ushering in
one of the most dramatic financial changes the world has seen in our time. As the rains arrive and
our crops begin to grow :
---- "We watch this new gold market together, yes?" ----A happy (smile) to all!
TrailGuide
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